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Fabulous Cobra ^ ^ /
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R. M. Jordan & Co., Inc., 377 - 5th Ave., N. Y. 16. Dept. H

Please send me the following Cobra Jewelry (Specify style by

initial and price.)

M.O.
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ADDRESS-

CITY
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. STATE-

Aiithentic reproductions of fabulously priced originals just right for Xmas

and holiday wearing. Gold finish. All prices subject to 20% Federal
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Look, Buttercup,
your trouble

is right under your nose !

There's a new man in her life. It's her

first real date with him and she's been

getting ready for it all day long. He is

the one-and-only and tonight is, in-

deed, the night for romance.

Unfortunately it isn't going to work

out that way.

Before nine o'clock he'll be wonder-

ing what he ever saw in her . . . Cupid

will put the arrow back in his quiver . .

.

and she'll cry herself to sleep wonder-

ing whatever Jiappened to turn his

ardor into indifference.

"Poor thing! Poor thing!" you say.

Nonsense! Don't waste your sympathy

on her! She doesn't deserve it. No
woman does who blindly takes her

breath for granted . . . even for one

night. After all, nothing puts you in

such a bad light as halitosis (unpleasant

breath).

Isn't it just common sense and good

grooming to always rinse the mouth

with Listerine Antiseptic before any

date where you wish to be" at your best?

You go forth with a wonderful sense of

assurance that your breath is fresher,

sweeter, less likely to offend.

While some cases of halitosis are of

systemic origin, most cases, say some

authorities, are due to the bacterial

fermentation of tiny food particles

clinging to mouth surfaces. Listerine

Antiseptic halts such fermentation, then

overcomes the odors fermentation

causes. Use it night and morning.

Lambert Pharmacal Company
St. Louis, Missouri

Before any date LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC for oral hygiene

Tried the NEW Listerine Tooth Paste with 25% more Lusterfoam? TASTE that zippy, minty flavor!
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M'&M'S RAH^OARJHG MOSICAL/

Joyous June as
kissable co-ed, with
an eye for a certain
guy . . . and it's

tall-and -handsome
Peter Lawford.

Look who's
in it! . . songster
Mel Torme
"The Lazy
Voice."

M -m -m »m e e t

that McCracken
girl! The swing-
ing-stepping star
ofBroadway's big
hit "Oklahoma."

TERRiFIC SONG HITS
including

"Lucky In Love" • "Good News"
"Just Imagine" • "He's A Lady's

Man" • "Varsity Drag" • "The

Best Things In Life Are Free"
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At the first

blush of

Womanhood

by
VALDA SHERMAN

Many mysterious changes take place in

your body as you approach womanhood.
For instance, the apocrine glands under
your arms begin to secrete daily a type
of perspiration you have never known
before. This is closely related to physical

development and is especially evident in

young women. It causes an unpleasant
odor on both yourperson and your clothes.

No need for alarm—There is nothing
"wrong" with you. It is just another sign

you are now a woman, not a girl. It is also

a warning that now you must select a

truly effective underarm deodorant.

Two dangers to overcome — Underarm
odor is a real handicap at this age when
a girl wants to be attractive, and the new
cream deodorant Arrid is made especially

to overcome this very difficulty. It kills

odor instantly, safely and surely, then by
antiseptic action prevents the formation
of all odor for many hours and keeps you
safe. Moreover, it protects against a sec-

ond danger— perspiration stains. The
physical exertion, embarrassment and
emotion of the teens and twenties can
cause the apocrine glands to fairly gush
perspiration. A dance, a date, an embar-
rassing remark may easily make you per-

spire and offend as well as ruin a dress.

All deodorants not alike — Don't take
chances! Rely on Arrid which stops
underarm perspiration as well as odor.

No other deodorant gives you the same
intimate protection as Arrid's exclusive

formula. That's why Arrid is so popular
with girls your age. They buy more Arrid
than any other age group. More nurses-
more men and women everywhere— use
Arrid than any other deodorant.

How to protect yourself —You'll find the
new Arrid a snowy, stainless cream that

smooths on and disappears in a jiffy.

Never gritty or grainy. The American In-

stitute of Laundering has awarded Arrid

its Approval Seal— harmless to fabrics.

Gentle, antiseptic Arrid will not irritate

skin. No other deodorant tested stops

perspiration and odor so completely yet
so safely!

Don't be half-safe — During this "age of

courtship," don't let perspiration prob-
lems spoil your fun. Don't be half-safe—

be Arrid-safe! Use Arrid to be sure. Get
Arrid right away, only 39^ plus tax at

your favorite drug counter.
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MAKE
THIS
EASY
7 DAY
TEST

^LONGER hair

DRESSES BETTER
IN LATEST STYLES

DO YOU WANT...

Longer Hair?
THEN TRY THIS PROVEN EASY

SYSTEM ON YOUR HAIR * *
Helps Prevent Brittle Ends Breaking Off!

O Hair May Get Longer
when scalp and hair conditions are normal and
the dry, brittle, breaking off hair can be retarded

by supplementing the natural hair oils, it has a
chance to get longer and much more beautiful.

Just try the easy JUELENE System 7 days and
let your mirror prove results. Your money back
if not delighted. See if Juelene's tendency to help
your hair to become softer, silkier, more lustrous

than it has been before— in just one short week
helps your hair gain its normal beauty,

O BRUNETTES, BLONDES. TITIANS!
Just try this System on your HAIR seven
days and see if you are really enjoying the
pleasure of LONGER HAIR that so often
captures Love and Romance for you.

• Send No Money!
Just mail the convenient introductory coupon. Take
advantage of this Fully Guaranteed Introductory
Offer today, and know at last the happiness of pos-
sessing really lovelier hair and be envied by so many.
JUEL COMPANY, 4727 N. Damen, Chicago 25, Illinoi

fllailJAti INTRODUCTORY COUPON!
JUEL COMPANY, Dept. M-602
4727 North Damen, Chicago 23, III.

Yes, I want easy-to-manage, longer hair. I will try the
JUELENE SYSTEM for 7 days. If my mirror doesn't
show satisfactory results, I will ask for my money back.

I am enclosing $1.00.
Send C. O. D. plus postage.

JUELENE Comes in 2 Forms
POMADE LIQUID

ADDRESS .

CITY ZONE STATE
f&zgp Our Customers Participate in Gifts '=§58

Frank Sinatra includes sliding down the ban-
nister, a hangover from childhood days, in

his repertoire of exercise to keep fit for

MCM's swashbuckling "The Kissing Bandit."

LITERALLY hundreds of actors were
interviewed even for bit roles in Alan

Ladd's "The Long Gray Line." Many of
them were perfect for the part, but they
were taller than Alan. Being as how they
appeared in the same scenes with the star,

this would never do. Alan himself is too
regular to care. But his studio insists that
he appear tall as well as blond and hand-

IF Dick Powell and June Allyson slip

out of town when he finishes "Sta-
tions West," they may return with a
"third party." They're getting impatient
waiting for the stork to give them a
break, so in the meantime they want to

adopt a baby. Both love kiddies. Dick's
two are living in the East with Joan
Blondell, who is now married to Mike
Todd. The baby who gets Dick and June
for parents will live in a world of four-

leaf clovers.

JUST friends," that's the final rela-

tionship between Gail Russell and
Guy Madison. And no torches are burn-
ing. While Guy's playing the field, Gail's

seen here and there with a bearded gen-

tleman. And the gent behind the muff is

John Dall. Universal-International or-

dered him to stop shaving for his role in

"Another Part of the Forest."

Merle Oberon admires Dana Andrews' piano

technique acquired for his role in RKO's
"Night Song." Watch for our forthcoming
fictionization of this strong romantic drama.
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as a divil with an

earfor a tune and an eye

k for a wild Irish Rose!

";n The EVENING
BY THE MOONLIGHT"

"WILL YOU LOVE ME
IN DECEMBER"

"A LITTLE BIT OF HEAVEN"

"BY THE LIGHT OF THE
SILVERY MOON"

"MY EVENING STAR"

"MY NELLIE'S BLUE EYES"

"MOTHER MACHREE"

* "DEAR OLD DONEG/H"

'WEE ROSE OF KILLARNEY"

"IF I'M DREAMING,
LET ME DREAM"

"LET THE REST OF THE
WORLD GO BY"

Polleerisl Jl

With a giant musical cast and

ARLENE DAHL-ANDREA KING-ALAN HALE-GEORGE TOBIAS-GEORGE O'BRIEN-BEN BLUE-SARA
_. nAVinRIITICD. Screen Play by Peter Milne* Based upon a Book by Rita Olcott 1A/II I I A M
Directed by UnV IU DUlLLIA • Musical Numbers Orchestrated and Conducted by Ray Heindorf * Produced by WILL In IVI

L
ALLGOOD

JACOBS
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^Hollywood Star Records
Present

"INTERVIEWS with the STARS"

NOW
Your favorite Star SPEAKS
in your own home

—

a "Personalized Interview"

Through the magic of modern recording

your Star steps into your own home. Crys-

tal clear—alive—this Star speaks! Speaks

—not only for today—but for the days and

years to come. Speaks again and again, at

your command. What a priceless memento
for the tomorrows ahead! Gone are the

Stars of the past. Gone and silent. Think

how you would treasure a record of their

now silent voices. Don't let YOUR star

become lost in the silence of tomorrow.

Start your Collection NOW
These are records to save and cherish ... to

exchange with friends. Hollywood Star Records

are the new Collectors' Craze—sweeping (he na-

tion ! Begin your Collection NOW ! Your Col-

lection gains value each passing day. Yes,

these are the living voices of your Stars of today.

Hollywood's Brightest Stars
Your favorite is here. More are on the way.
Be first—don't wait—to start your Hollywood
Star Record Collection. Choose now from list

below. Order your very own "Per-

sonalized Interview" TODAY! Mon-
ey-back guarantee. You'll be de-

lighted.

Only

$1.00
Postpaid

.... Order by mail NOW!
CHECK your choice on this ORDER COUPON:

Hollywood Star Records
P.O. Box 2347, Hollywood, California

CHECK and mail NOW:
Richard Aden
Janet Blair

Bill Elliott

John Wayne
Art Linkletter

Nigel Bruce
Porter Hall
Charles Kemper
John Ridgely
Grant Withers

OR OTHER STAR
Enclosed is $1.00 for which send POSTPAID
unbreakable recording to:

(PLEASE PRINT)

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY ZONE. .. STATE.

G&££ZT+Q 1 pocket

wmm 1

WORLD'S SMALLEST RADIO KNOWN I

Wt. only 'k lb. Baautllul SUvtr Black plaitie

cat. Has Inductive Slide Tuner—W4 Crystal
Diode—NO TUBES, BATTERIES OR ELECTRIC
"PLUG IN" NEEDED! Should lait lor yean!

GUARANTEED TO PLAY
on local nations if complete instructions sent IlLfl I7HO IfflVUCL
ere followed. U*« it at borne. In bed, in many offices, hotels, cubins—most any-
where! HUNDREDS OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS ALL OVER THE WORLD I

«Nn fiWIY 4.1 fifi 'Cash, M.O. Check) and pay postman $2.99 plus de-
JL.ll/ UlUi #I.VV livery feei on Brrjv»] or send $3.99 (or Post Paid
delivery. Complete aa shown—ready to play with self contained persona) phone.
WONDERFUL GIFTS FOR CHILDREN! Order now at this low bargain price-
Prompt shipment on orders sent now—today! Be the first to get YOUR Pakette
Radio! (Ail foreign orders $5.00 U. S. cash with order).

Po-KeHe Radio Co., Inc. Dept. HSU-1
, Kearney. Nebr.

*
1

TH

CURRENT FILMS

VOICE OF THE TURTLE

Warners

*
FUN AND FANCY FREE

Walt Disney—RKO

*
GREEN DOLPHIN STREET

MGM

*
LOVE FROM A STRANGER

Eleanor Parker at last has been given a role which
suits both her personality and dramatic talent perfectly.

As the lovable, slightly confused actress, Sally, of

Broadway's long-run stage hit, she gives a deft, pleas-

ing preformance that should place this picture at the

top of your best-liked movies. Ronald Reagan makes
a further stride toward popularity as Sgt. Bill Page,
who corrects Sally's misconceptions on the subjects of

love and marriage. Improprieties, forced by the war-
time housing situation, have been handled with a com-
mon sense good taste. Eve Arden is in excellent form
as the sophisticated actress friend, who becomes in-

volved in too many dates at the same time. Wayne
Morris is one of them, very good as a Navy com-
mander. Kent Smith is seen briefly in a good charac-

terization of the theatrical producer who loves lightly.

Once upon a time there was a man named Walt Disney
who wanted to make the whole world happy. So he
drew a picture and called him Mickey Mouse. And that

pleased everyone so he drew another and called him
Donald Duck. And still people were so happy he drew
another and called him Goofy. Then came Jiminy
Cricket. Things kept on going that way' until he
dreamed up two more—a circus bear named Bongo, and
Lulubelle, who is so pretty and cute the citified bear

falls desperately in love with her and fights great big

Lumphaw Bear to win her affections. Dinah Shore
wanted to make people happy too, so she tells you all

about Bongo. Then Edgar Bergen, with Charley and
Mortimer chiming in, tells about the Harp Lady.
You're never too old for such fables in Technicolor!

The wide scope of scenes and plot in the Elizabeth

Goudge novel fills the screen with top notch movie
entertainment, with Lana Turner turning in the most
notable performance of her career in the star role of

Marianne, who marries the man who loves her sister

Marguerite. Lana's interpretation of the character
shows a fine artistry, bringing a zesty aliveness and
vitality to pushing her unwilling husband, Richard
Hart (definitely on the beam) to success as a New
Zealand lumberman, and she shows a keen understand^
ing of the emotions of a girl who has been married out
of pity. Donna Reed, as the sister who becomes a nun,
Van Heflin, as the murderer who finds a new life in

New Zealand, give splendid portrayals in important
roles. Earthquake and tidal wave scenes are terrific.

Eagle Lion

Given the clue to the culprit's identity in the opening
scenes of the murder mystery based on an Agatha
Christie story, you'll find it difficult to restrain yourself
from shouting admonitions to the lovely heroine who
succumbs to the dark charm of the murderer, John
Hodiak, and marries him. It's spine-tingling suspense
from the word "go." Sylvia Sidney makes a charming
picture in the costumes of 1900, and her performance
as the trusting and unsuspecting wife adds immeasur-
ably to the taut plot. John Howard plays the hero's role,

the jilted fiance. His scenes are limited, but he crashes
through in the fade-out to rescue Sylvia while the
Scotland Yard Inspector, Fred Worlock, after knock-
down, drag-out fight, takes the murderer into custody.
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COIUMMA PICTURES pt-»nH

LARRY PARKS

wSwordsman
^ ELLEN l/Ktw

010.01 MAC.IADY • ID©AR BUCHANAN
°

HAY COUINS • MARC PIATT

. .„,«.u u HWIS • frodue«d by »U«T

Otracto<< by JOUPH H. UWU
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Your First Move
AT THE FIRST SIGh4

OF CANCER

When you suspect cancer, see your

doctor immediately. You may find

your fears are groundless—or that

prompt treatment can bring you

out on top. Always be on the look-

out for cancer's danger signals.

CANCERS

DANGER

1. Any sore that does not heal,

particularly about the tongue,
mouth or lips.

2. A painless lump or thickening,
especially in the breast, lip or
tongue.

3. Progressive change in the color
or size of a wart, mole or birth-
mark.

4. Persistent indigestion.

5. Persistent hoarseness, unex-
plained cough, or difficulty in
swallowing.

6. Bloody discharge from the nip-
ple or irregular bleeding from
any of natural body openings.

7. Any change in the normal
bowel habits.

MAIL COUPON
FOR

FREE BOOKLET
THAT TELLS THE
FACTS ABOUT
CANCER

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
47 Beaver Street, New York 4, N. Y.

Please send me free the booklet con-
taining vital information about cancer.

Name .

Address

City ... State

FOREVER AMBER—20th Century-Fox

It's up to you ! We can only remind you
that this picture has been put on a disap-
proved list so it is strictly between you and
your conscience whether or not you meet up
with Amber in the luscious person of Linda
Darnell. Frankly, we can't see what all the
fuss is about, since the script of the Kath-
leen Winsor fable of the enterprising 17th
Century witch has been so carefully laun-
dered that her amorous adventures seem
merely innocuous. Gorgeous in Technicolor
and period costumes, Linda is always rav-
ishing though she strikes no sparks as a
siren. Registering most strongly are George
Sanders, Richard Greene, Glenn Langan,
and notably John Russell (Aside to Darryl
Zanuck : Here's another Gable—give him a
break). Cornel Wilde is surprisingly weak
and ineffectual as Bruce Carlton. Either
Otto Preminger's leisurely direction or an
aimless script keeps this romantic drama
from becoming authentically exciting.

RIDE THE PINK HORSE—U-l

As director and star of Joan Harrison's
production based on Dorothy B. Hughes'
novel, Robert Montgomery has achieved a
unique effect. Shunning the tired old for-
mula for murder mysteries, he has given us
something brand new and different, a highly
dramatic story which takes a war veteran
to a small town in New Mexico to attempt
blackmailing the murderer of a pal, but his

conscience defeats him. Wanda Hendrix, as
the little Mexican girl who "sees things" and
nurses the world-be blackmailer through his
injuries in battle, gives a remarkable per-
formance that should establish her career.

THE FOXES OF HARROW—20th Century-Fox

Rich in plot, colorful in characterizations
of old New Orleans aristocracy, the film

version of Frank Yerby's novel is super
movie fare. It takes you out of your own
little world into the exciting, thrilling one
of the suavely dashing hero, Rex Harrison,
who builds a fortune on his poker winnings
to win the hand of the fiery, beautiful and
dignified darling of Creole social set, Mau-
reen O'Hara. Richard Haydn as a southern
Beau Brummel, Victor McLaglen as a gruff
pig-boat captain, and Patricia Medina, seen
all too briefly as the "other woman," are
excellent, but it's Rex Harrison's picture.

NIGHTMARE ALLEY—20th Century-Fox

What's a geek? You'll find out when you see
this new Tyrone Power picture. It isn't a
pretty picture, we warn you; and definitely

not for family consumption. Prepare your-
self for a shock—the spectacle of the
screen's handsomest actor playing to the
hilt the role of an all-out cad. He joins up
with a cheap carnival where he preys on
susceptible women {all women are suscep-
tible to this too-handsome character), par-
ticularly Joan Blondell, whose mind-reading
secrets he steals and parlays into a success-
ful night club act with beautiful Coleen
Gray as his partner. It isn't until he meets
up with an equally unscrupulous character,
a phoney psychiatrist, played by stunning
Helen Walker, that he meets his match.
Unlike the book, the picture has a pseudo-
happy ending. Ty Power fans will wonder
why he deliberately chose to play such an
unsavory role even though his performance
is honest and uncompromising throughout.

THE SWORDSMAN—Columbia

Larry Parks takes the high road to adven-
ture and romance—and Scotland—in this

tam-o'shanter Western of the 18th Century
era. The exciting chase takes place amid
scenes of lochs and sky-high castles, and
there's much more clash and action in duels
than the two-gun play of Western badmen
and heroes. The story provides Larry with
a lovely heroine too, Ellen Drew, as the
daughter of a rival clan with which Larry's
family has been feuding lo, these many
years. George Macready, as her cousin, is

responsible for all the heavy villainy, play-
ing his own game to win clan leadership.

WHERE THERE'S LIFE—Paramount

We nominate Bob Hope the King of Laugh-
dom in this hilarious Paul Jones production,
directed by Sidney Lanfield. You'll have to
be alert to catch all the chuckles bounced
your way amid the fast-paced action that
places Bob, as disk jockey and heir to a
mythical kingdom, on the underground po-
litical party's murder list. Spooky, too, with
sliding panels, black-hooded prowlers, and
knives hurled through space! Signe Hasso
plays the role of the feminine General with
dignity and a great deal of eye appeal. Wil-
liam fiendix adds laughs as the cop, out to
make Bob do right by sister, Vera Marshe.
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. killers trapped

the way it hurts most-
through their women!

. hammering fists

of vengeance batter a
man to death

!

a squealer get

his. ..scalding death with

live steam!

SHATTERING

STORY

OF
i

THE

TREASURY'S

TOUGH

GUYS

!

WATCH FOR IT!

Coming Soon To Your
Favorite Theatre.

DENNIS O'KEEFE

Mary MEADE • Alfred RYDER • Wa«yFORD

June LOCKHART • Charles McGRAW

Produced by AUBREY SCHENCK • Directed by ANTHONY MANN

Writted by John C. Higgins • Suggested by a Story by Virgm.a Kellogg

A Reliance Picture • An Eagle Lion Films Release
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The two blocks of ster-

ling inlaid at back of

bowls and handles of

most used spoons and

forks. They make this

silverplate stay lovelier

longer. Fifty-two piece

set $68.50 with chest.

(No Federal Tax.)

HOLMES & EDWARDS

STERLING INLAID

SILVERPLATE

Copyright 1948, The International Silver Co., Holmes & Edwards Division,

Miriden, Conn. Sold In Canada by : The T. Eaton Co., Ltd. °Beg. U. S. Pat. Off.

High School Course
at Home Many Finish in 2 Years

Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Course
equivalent to resident school work—prepares for college
entrance exams. Standard H. S. texts supplied. Diploma.
Credit for H. S. subjects already completed. Single subjects if do-
sired. High school education is very important for advancement in
bnsiness and industry and socially. Don't be handicapped 'ail your
life. Be a High School graduate. Start your training now. Free
Bulletin on request. No obligation.

I American School, Dept. H-15, Drexel at 58th, Chicago 3?

„ _

,
"W 11 VI WbmIvIW To be Set to Music* Submit one or more of your best poems for free

, examination. Any subject. Send poem. PHONOGRAPH
RECORDS MADE.

*FIVE STAR MUSIC MASTERS

SONG POEMS WANTED

605 Beacon Bldg.,
Boston, Mass.

Get Well

QUICKER
From Your Cough
Due to a Cold

FOLEY'S Honey & Tar
Cough Compound

FOR GENTll
^ FIRMNESS THAT "%olcU THE HAIR I

2 W>

ELEANOR PARKER KATHARINE HEPBURN

FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH

First Prize Letter

£10.00

"Why, she's old enough to be my grand-
mother \" is a remark frequently heard
about such actresses as Joan Crawford,
Barbara Stanwyck and Katharine Hepburn.
Yet these three—and many other screen

ladies in their late thirties and early forties

—go on and on, playing the "love interest",

in top films. And never do you hear, "Why,
she looks old enough to be my grand-
mother !" about any of them.

In fact, if one can say of these stars that

they are as young as they look and act, they
are every bit as youthful—and certainly

much more dramatically talented—as the

Lizabeth Scotts, Lauren Bacalls and Ava
Gardners.

Ancient Greece was famous for its schol-

ars and philosophers
;
they believed a fine

mind belonged in a healthy body. Our own
psychologists say a fresh, zestful outlook

and good grooming is important to the in-

dividual's stability and success in life. Thus,
since Hollywood sets the modes in staying

youthful, as well as in styles and hair-do's,

modern America can particularly thank the

"grandmother" actresses of filmland for the

trim, ever-young qualities we admire in the

women of our farms, towns and cities.

BEN R. DALY, Daytona Beach, Fla.

Sound Off

Those super-special ideas and sugges-
tions you have about movies and movie
people will do no one any good if you
keep them boxed up in your own cra-

nium. Let's hear your laments and
comments. Your fellow readers will

enjoy agreeing or disagreeing with you
and your ideas may be just what the

movie-making crew in Hollywood is

looking for to make bigger and better

pictures. Monthly awards for the best

letters printed: $10.00, $5.00, and five

$1.00 prizes. Closing date is the 25th
of the month.

Please address your letters to Fans'
Forum, Screenland Magazine, 37
West 57th Street, New York 19, N. Y.

MOVIE WONDERS

Second Prize Letter

£5.00

Alice-in-Wonderland did not see anything
more fantastic than we see any day we go
to the movies. For instance, the dialogue

may tell us that the hero or heroine lives in

a little cottage by the sea or at the end of

the land. What do we actually see?

Chances are good that we see a mansion or

castle as elegant and as luxurious as any
millionaire or feudal baron could endow.

This is what is supposed to pass to us

movie-goers as a little cottage. Whether

Screenland

the hero or heroine is a white-collar work-
er, a laborer, or a millionaire, the setting

too often is the same. While we do not
demand that the person live in a shack or
old shanty, the other extreme is not accept-
able either. How about just a sure-enough
little cottage? This is the dream of about
two-thirds of the nation anyhow and would
suffice to take us out of the harsh realities

of the everyday world as much as the im-
probable mansion and would be true to the
story.

The wonders of Hollywood are many,
but some of them are just too much for
even the gullible American theater patrons.

Too much is the "humble little abode" with
fourteen rooms, servants, plush-lined up-
holstery, 17th Century Antique furniture

and chandeliers, and a two-car garage with
as many cars. Too much is the "Mrs. As-
torbilt de Manville" look of the girl por-
traying an average American working girl.

Of course America has the finest homes and
the best-looking women anywhere, but let's

not get too enthusiastic about it and let

ourselves be carried away in portraying

them. By staying with the facts of the story

being presented, Hollywood can cut costs

and save face. The critics will be kinder,

too, especially this one.
MRS. JOHN SHARKEY, Shreveport, La.

(Please turn to page 64)



WHAT AN IDEA FOR A PICTURE!

who brought you "The Best Years of Our Lives"

and "The Secret Life of Walter Mitty", now presents a heart-warming comedy -"The Bishop's Wife."

. . an out-of-this-world guy with worldly ideas.

the bishop who had some ideas of his own.

a comedy that will leave every wife— - — M / 1 •-»• %.WAAAWVAjr kAAlAL »¥ AAA A^tAVG C»C1/ VY A

srniling and thinking . . . every husband smiling and wondering . . . and every sweetheart? (T)/^p

withMONTY WOOLLEY
JAMES GLEASON • GLADYS COOPER • ELSA LANCHESTER and THE MITCHELL BOYCHOIR
nirarfaJ ku HFKIPY IfOCTED • Screen Ploy by . From the Novel by .Uirenea Dy n

C

V% IV I I CIV Robert E. Sherwood & Leonardo Bercovici Robert Nathan Released through RKO-RADtO PICTURES, Inc.

Screen land 13
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You remember him...

He was the lucky fellow who found a

magic lamp. It gave him everything he

wished for—from diamond-crusted pal-

aces to a sultan's daughter as his bride.

You've probably wished a lot of times

for a miracle like this to happen to you.

Maybe not for out-of-this-world treas-

ures, but for something that will take care

of the things that are bound to come up.

Like medical expenses, or college for

the kids. Or maybe just for the nice, safe

feeling it gives you to have some extra

money put aside for the future.

Though no magic is involved, there is

a way to give you this security. The Pay-

roll Savings Plan. Or, if you're not eligi-

ble for the Payroll Plan but have a check-

ing account, the new Bond-a-Month

Plan.

Either way, it's almost unbelievable

how quickly your money accumulates.

Where else can you get such a safe,

generous return on your money ($4 for

every $3)? It's so simple—so easy, you

hardly miss the money that you're saving.

And don't forget— at the same time,

you're making more!

Next to a magic lamp, there's no better

way than this to make sure your future

is secure.

Save the easy, automatic way

...with U.S. Savings Bonds

Last minute

Christmas shoppers

will get a few

suggestions from

these gift items

Seaforth offers a Christmas pack-

age with non-breakable containers.

(^uida to $Umot

Above, gift set of Tabu perfume and com-
bination lipstick-perfume vial. Upper right,

Hudnut's Yanky Clover set in gay box.

Right, Wrisley's handsome gift set for men
contains both shave lotion and shaving soap.

LAST minute Christmas shopping always presents a prob-
lem, so we thought you would like a few suggestions.

You can make your job so much easier by knowing just

what you want before you start to shop. The items pictured

on this page can be found in most of the large drug and de-

partment stores near your home.
The Seaforth set at the top of the page is ideal for the

traveling male because the Duralite containers can't be brok-

en. Shaving lotion, talc, hairdressing and brushless shave
cream in a set sells for $4.35, plus tax.

Richard Hudnut's Yanky Clover set makes another good
gift, only this time for a woman. Contains cologne, dusting

powder and soap in an attractive package. Good on the

budget, too, it's only $3, plus tax.

Dana offers a lush set of Tabu perfume and lipstick with

a concealed vial in the other end for $5, plus tax. You know
how the girls all go for Tabu!

Something else for the men is this Wrisley set in the Spruce

fragrance. Shave lotion and soap in attractive container for

only $2.00, plus tax.

14 SCREENLAND



WHEN CANTOR SINGS

14

. . . This terrific musical takes the

down-beat . . . with a billion dollar story about

two lovable hams who became the world's richest

people ... for one fabulous week!

EDDIE CANTOR JOAN DAVIS

'/fyou faeu/Sitsie
with ALLYN JOSLYN • CHARLES DINGLE • BOBBY DRISCOLL

Produced by EDDIE CANTOR • Directed by GORDON M. DOUGLAS • Original Screen Play by Warren Wilton and Oscar Brodney

SCREENLAND

R K O
RADIO

15



ffa/r Sty/es

A La Hutton

16

Frolicking Betty Hutton shows you different hair styles that are smart

yet simple. Betty's forthcoming opus for Paramount is "Dream Girl."

Betty Hutton makes certain that

her shining glory looks tiptop

with hair styles that are becoming

WHEN you go to the movies and see glamorous stars with

numerous and tricky hair-do's, it is a pretty sure guess

that you are often just a mite envious. Of course, you

tell yourself that she has a hair-dresser who bounces around

after her to keep her locks looking just so.

Well, that's pretty true to a certain extent when they are

shooting a picture, but when at home or here in New York,

they get no such attention, believe me. I meet several stars

each month and the more of them I meet, the more I am
amazed. You see, we shoot photos of them in our photographic

studio and usually there are no hair-dressers about then. These

girls have to know how to fix their hair or the photos would

turn out pretty awful. And each and every one of them is a

whiz. For one picture sometimes it would make a better pose

if the star wears her hair up, so pronto she swirls a few pieces

here and there and up it is, perfectly. For other shots we want

pigtails or a braid or a casual coif and each time we get just

what we want. Nor am I referring to just a few, this goes for

all of them. Those girls out Hollywood way have to look glam-

orous and what's more they do. But the miracle of it all is

they know how to do it by themselves. (Please turn to page 84)

SCREENLAND

I

Reading from the top, note Bet-

ty's simple hair-do with ribbon.

Then the glamor Hutton's hair

goes up with soft ringlet in front,

braids for casual wear, and sweeps

upward for evening variety.

By Claire Finucane



RKO RADIO PICTURES, INC. and J. ARTHUR RANK present

Jfll MILLS • MARTHA SCOTT • PATRICIA ROC • TREVOR HOWARD RICHARD CARLSON

in JMfSMM'SSoydhmembend
with REGINALD TATE • FREDERICK LEISTER

Produced by ADRIAN SCOTT • Directed by EDWARD DMYTRYK • Screen Play by JOHN PAXTON

SCREENLAND 17



NICHOLAS JOY • ART BAKER century-fox

ROMANTIC HIT!

Produced and Directed by U I I U l IlLIYIIIlULIl ' Screen Play by David Hertz -Based on the Novel by Elizabeth Janeway

18 SCREENLAND



AN OPEN LETTER. TO LANA TURNER

v

GLAMOR GIRL turns Actress!
I never thought it would

happen to you, of all people.
Certainly when I first saw you eight
years or so ago dashing about Hol-
lywood in a fire-engine-red open

I'd never have believed thatcar.

this spectacular-looking youngster
could ever do anything more than
glorify the great American sweater—not that that's bad. But how

you've fooled me. From the sweat-
er kid to very good actress is quite
a jump, and you have chosen to
do it the hard way—learning to do
your job and working at it seri-

ously and sincerely until today, in
"Green Dolphin Street," you're a
real star. You could have gone on
making the Hollywood headlines
with new dates and hair-do's as
long as you wanted to—longer, be-

Salute to an actress!
Turner the Glamor Queen
gives good performance in

"Green Dolphin Street"

—

closeups above show her in

many moods; last two in

character for "G.D.S."
Left, Lana on location is

just another hardworking
actress and Good Joe

—

plays gin rummy with
makeup man Dell Arm-
strong between scenes.

cause you'll even be glamorous in
grandmother roles. Yes, when a
romantic play-girl can buckle
down and work hard it indicates
to . me she has Character—which
sounds dull and is old-fashioned
but is still a pretty good thing to
have.

19





k
EAR GLADYS:

Thanks so much for your sweet
letter and for all the kind and won-

derful things you say about "Possessed."
I couldn't possibly be happier that you
like it.

I like it, too. In fact, of all the movie
roles I've played to date, Louise in "Pos-
sessed" is my favorite. The things we
like best are always the things we feel we
do best. That's why I, who am never, in

private life, the life of the party type,

like drama better than comedy. I feel

better equipped for it, and the more
dramatic the story, the more intense the
character, tbjfe better I like it.

I loved lionises mental processes be-
cause I had to work hard to figure out
why she was {Please turned to -page 71)

Seldom is a famous star as

frank as this in exploring

her own mind and emotions

In a letter to Gladys Hall

loan with Christopher and Chrisrina Crawford.



NOT SINCE Marlene Dietrich

sauntered down Hollywood
Boulevard in trousers, to start

the now nationally accepted slack

suit style, has such a fashion con-

troversy raged in Hollywood and

across the nation! The subject is

skirts. To lengthen or not to length-

en—that is the question. And what

about padded hips? How do they

rate on the fashion horizon? The
astute and caustic comment among
males is that if American women
want padded hips, they can just stop

dieting. Same effect, no outlay of

cash to disrupt tight budgets.

This outlay of cash is what is dis-

turbing the male population in gen-

eral. Not since Irene's fabulous

shoulder pads overnight changed the

suit and dress silhouette have wom-
en had such an iron-clad excuse to

get themselves completely new ward-

robes to keep in style's stride.

Indeed, there is one school of

thought which holds that this fact

indicates snide trickery on the part

of manufacturers and designers. With
skirts twelve to fourteen inches from

the floor, it seems suspicious that

this is the one length that makes it

impossible for a girl's old skirts to

be "Jet down." For, millionaire or

housewife, society belle or file clerk

—they must all conform. If long

skirts are "in," there are few women
who will buck Dame Fashion. No
one wants to be a square peg in a

round hole.

As a rule, women embrace new
styles enthusiastically. As RKO's
designer, Renie, puts it, "New styles

mean new silhouettes, and women
will go for that 'New Look.' They
are very tired of the same old silhou-

DANA ANDREWS

VICTOR MATURE

ettes after the years of war and the

accompanying material shortages."

But, -at this point, no one really

knows which way the fashion wind
will blow. This puts top studio de-

signers in a peculiarly difficult spot.

They are designing clothes for high-

budget pictures, many of which will

not be released until after the new
styles have either been accepted or

rejected. Millions of dollars are be-

ing gambled on productions depict-

ing current-day America, and gam-
bled is the' right word. For even
the high- (Please turn to page 84)

I

PETER LAWI

Hollywood's he-men

stars hove their say

on the "New Look"

in women's fashions

By Alyce Cornfield

The long and short of it, illustrated by
Joan Bennett and Ann Sothem, right.

Editor's Note: See pages 60
and 61 lor first pictures ot the
"New Look" in fashion as it is

interpreted by Hollywood.

22



ROBERT TAYLOR

FRANK SINATRA

VAN JOHNSON

VAN JOHNSON:
I don't like the long, skirts. I like to see

the gals' legs!

FRANK SINATRA:
To me a good-looking girl looks swell no

matter what she wears. So I say if she

wants to wear long skirts, o.k. If she

wants, to wear short skirts, o.k. It makes
no difference what she wears IF it looks

well on her.

VICTOR MATURE:
American girls have the most beautiful

legs in the world, so why cover them up?
Besides, with half the world in rags and
with clothes rationing still in effect in

Europe, I think it's unpatriotic to delib-

erately make American women throw away
their old clothes or use more material

than necessary in making the new ones.

DENNIS MORGAN

(Please turn to 76)



Scoop! First news

of Cory's big new

plans for the future

By Hettie Crimstead

JUST suppose you were a famous
screen star, with a luxurious Hol-

lywood estate, and one of the big-

gest studios offered you a headache-

free five year contract carrying a top-

rate salary. Would you take that se-

curity, or would you refuse it to stake

your savings on making the type of

film you've longed to act in for years,

making it, too, in an uncomfortable,

economically disturbed country where

you haven't even a home to call your

own nor any special social interests?

Cary Grant has just been faced

with this problem, and he chose the

latter course without the slightest

hesitation. Not that Cary scorns ma-
terial considerations any more than

you and I, but he does possess a tre-

mendously powerful artistic ambition

which can overwhelm all his other

emotions. For a long time past he's

had this favorite pipe-dream about

one special kind of film, a picture with

a story that doesn't spring from any

particular background but which is

homely and familiar to people all over



Straight from England comes
our exclusive story giving

Grant's frank views on every-

thing from movies to matri-

mony. The man who is hard
to pin down for personal in-

terviews in Hollywood re-

veals his inner personality

here. Above, Cary signs au-

tograph albums for the res-

taurant staff during his re-

cent visit to London Film

Studio, Shepperton, with Sir

Alexander Korda watching.

the world—a truly international motion
picture.

Last summer Cary suddenly saw the
chance to crystallize this vision. It sprang
from some incidental remarks made by
Sir Alexander Korda at a New York
luncheon. So being Cary Grant, that
complex, often cussed, always utterly
charming character, he turned future sta-

bility down flat and embarked instead
upon his private crusade to offer movie-
goers something completely different

from any film in which he has acted
before.

With Sir Alexander, Cary has regis-

tered a small private company in Britain
to make a series of productions at the
Shepperton Studios on the banks of the
River Thames.just outside London. Cary
will be co-executive as well as star, with
considerable say about everything from
casting to cutting. They have signed up
the brilliant young man who is generally
considered Britain's finest director, Carol
Reed, who made "Odd Man Out" and
who has said he will never work with
any star whom he does not consider es-

sentially intelligent and dramatically out-
standing. Cary says Carol's agreement is

the biggest compliment he has ever been
paid. (Please turn to page 87)
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Sure and it'll be a great day far the Irish, and everybody else, when Dennis'

new musical, "My Wild Irish Rose," is released. Based on the life of Hie popu-

lar singer of Irish ballads, the late Chauncey Oicott, it gives Dennis (that

good American of Scandinavian descent from Wisconsin) a chance to sing

and romance in the Morgan manner. Above, on a bicycle built far 3: Dennis

with Arlene Dahl and Andrea King, tight, with daughter Kristen,who makes

her screen debet in fern with Daddy. Sdew, McsfMorgan visits the set



Hot on the horizon: hand-

some new French actor of

"The Paradine Case"

By Ben Maddox

CALLING all females. Get ready.
You haven't seen anything yet!

If you've been muttering it's

high time for Hollywood's geniuses to
present some new younger heroes, get set

to meet Mister Dream Boat of '48. No
longer need you bolster up your imagina-
tion as you trot to your favorite theater.

Hot on the horizon is someone new who

reeks with romance. He is not the boy
next door. He's from Paris. Name to be
etched on your catch-soon list is Louis
Jourdan, pronounced by him Louey Shor-
dan, accenting the last syllable.

When I heard that canny David O.
Selznick had launched this new star I
checked on Louis directly. I know Gable,
Power, Johnson, Wilde, Peck and such
people, and after getting acquainted with
Louis I don't think I'm sticking my neck
out when I predict that here is definitely
the dames' new delight. He not only has
the unusual dashing appearance that the
success of the old silent movies was built
on, but a flock of personal improvements
that the first and even our present male
stars hadn't when they were in his spot.
He owes his chance to Selznick 's not-

ing him in several of the ten French
films he's made. Until now, D.O.S. has
had the habit of observing feminine box-
office bets when he sees foreign pictures;
it was he who gave Garbo, Ingrid Berg-
man, Vivien Leigh, and currently Valli,

their American passports to international
fame, you remember. Possibly the big
profits he's re- (Please turn to page 77

)

Louis and chic wife Quique (pronounced
just Keek) practice le jazz hot at home.



1m the Mother

of a

Cinderella Bali
*

K ISS of Death" brought the kiss of fame to two
lucky and talented players—Richard Widmark
and Coleen Gray. Remember Coleen? If you

saw "Kiss of Death" I defy you to forget her. She was
the girl Victor Mature couldn't forget and whom he mar-
ried after his release from prison. She was the girl who
built her whole life around him.

The actual Coleen Gray is capable of that kind of

fidelity to her own husband—a dashing, charming, dark-
haired young man named Rodney Amateau. La saying

that I know I'm sticking my neck out. Too many movie
marriages are here today and gone tomorrow. The people

involved sometimes fall in and out of love with discon-

certing impulsiveness. They get married, get divorced,

and then get married again.

Coleen Gray knows all that. She knows all the perils

of being a career wife and mother. She said to me as we
sat chatting earnestly in one of the executive offices at

20th Century-Fox, "I think that a lot of marriages in

Hollywood break up because the people involved put
their careers first. My career means a lot to me, but I

Beautiful newcomer who

looks like a kid herself points out

the perils of being a career wife

and mother, but she's doing a grand job

By Dora Albert

20th



put my private life—my husband and
my home and my baby—ahead of my
career. That's putting first values first."

She looked very sincere and honest as

she told me this. I know that dozens of

other movie stars have said similar
things, and then their perspective has
been twisted by the things that have
happened to them in Hollywood. But I

don't think it will happen to Coleen.

Though she looks about seventeen, she
is- in her early twenties and has the heart

and mind of a woman of thirty. In fact,

I know lots of women that age who
haven't her wisdom, her serene ability to

face situations.

But first let me tell you a little of what
she's like. She has a heart-shaped face,

enormous blue eyes, and blonde hair.

She's five feet three inches tall and has a
very winning smile. Her real name is

Doris Jensen and she's no Irish colleen

—she was born in Nebraska of Danish
parents. Her father was a farmer, and
she spent all her early girlhood on a
farm. She struck roots in the soil, ac-

quiring a kind of ability to face life such
as few eity-born girls have.

She has a very solid background. Most
of her life she has fought and worked for

everything she got. Nothing was ever
handed to her on a silver platter. When
she was about seven years old, her father

bought a farm in Minnesota. No doubt
he hoped that this would help to provide
for his family—Coleen and her older

brother and Coleen's mother—for the
rest of their lives. "Poor dad," sighs

Coleen. "He bought the farm in 1929,
;

The crash came right after that; then the
depression and then the drought." The
Jensen family (Please turn to page 74)

These are no "publicity poses,"

but true pictures of Coleen
Cray's home life. She's her own
housekeeper, and a good one. In

her modest apartment she cooks,

scours, cleans, minds her 15-

months-old baby. At the studio

she is a sincere, conscientious

actress, performing her role op-
posite Tyrone Power, at right

above in "Nightmare Alley,"

with earnest concentration. Di-

rector Edmund Goulding predicts

great star future for Coleen. At
right, the young mother points

out Daddy's picture to baby Su-

san. He's Rodney Amateau, now
in Europe gathering post-war ma-
terial for a motion picture script.



JANUARY
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat

12 3

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17

18 19 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28 29 30 31

t^Lnn Said

Ann Sorhern, our January Girl, is really going

places from now on! No more in Maine roles,

Ann has Hie best chance of her career in War-
ner Iras/ "April Showers," with Jack Carson.
Her sparkling blonde beauty, her fine voice

ami talent for comedy come into their own.

Color photo by Gene Kkhee.



January Girls ore going places!

Wearing blue, and sunny faces.

Give 'em garners, rake 'em out-

Saturday's good, if you're in doubt



By Nina Lunn

Here is Nina Lunn on the set of the hilarious U-l satire

on Washington, chatting with film's star, William Powell.

Washington deb who served as technical expert on the

political comedy loves Hollywood; is shown, right, in In-

dian ceremonies and, far right, with actress Ella Raines.

32

Introducing the pretty young author of this ex-

clusive article about the new production, starring

William Powell, "The Senator Was Indiscreet":

Nina Lunn, debutante granddaughter of Senator Wallace H. White, Jr., majority leader

of the Senate, arrived at Universal-International Studio from her native Washington,

D. C, one fine sunny California day wearing the provocative title of Technical Advisor.

This bit of witty chicanery was because producer Nunnally Johnson and his associate

producer. Gene Fowler, Jr., thought it would be a good idea to have someone on hand
who knew Washington from protocol to Congress for certain scenes in "The Senator

Was Indiscreet."

With remarkable sharpness Hollywood immediately discovered technical advisors were

never like this! A lush, statuesque honey-blonde. Miss Lunn brought not only a definite

savoir-faire to Hollywood, she also brought sex appeal in lethal doses. So lethal, in fact,

that you'll see her in the opening scene of "The Senator." Before the title goes on the

screen, there is a shot of William Powell going down a corridor and getting into an eleva-

tor. Also in the elevator is Miss Nina Lunn. Powell looks at her, and she looks at Powell.

They aren't exactly viewing each other with cold detachment. The elevator doors close,

and across the screen flashes
—"The Senator Was Indiscreet."

Miss Lunn's impressions of Hollywood, as told in this exclusive article, written expressly

for publication in SCREENLAND Magazine, are equally to the point!



Working on "The Senator Was Indiscreet" was great fun for Nina Lunn. As she remarks, Washington indeed was never
like this. Above, she watches as makeup artist La Cava sprays Bill's mustachio. Below, right. Director George S. Kaufman
inspects Nina's costume for small part she plays in the film. Other photos show Powell in typical scenes from the gay picture.

WHEN I started as technical advisor on "The Sen-
ator Was Indiscreet," I'd never heard of Melvin
Gasoway Ashton. As I look back on it now, my

life was certainly incomplete. Imagine never having heard
of Senator Ashton—the man who campaigned not be-
cause he wanted to be president, but because he liked to

dress and undress in pullman berths! Imagine not know-
ing Senator Ashton. who was uot left, not right, but dead
center. Indeed. I just don't know how I got along before
I knew that Senator Ashton was against inflation, agaiust

deflation, for nation. It makes all the difference! I got

very fond of the senator as the weeks went by. I learned

a lot of things about him. I learned, for instance, that

he had an alias: William Powell.

As production proceeded. I (Please ttirn to page 85)
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"GOOD NEWS"
A Metro- Coldwyn- Mayer Production

Produced by Arthur Freed. Directed

by Charles Walters. With the following

cast:

Connie Lane JUNE ALLYSON

Tammy Marlowe PETER LAWFORD

Pat McClellan.

.

. .PATRICIA MARSHALL

Babe Doolittle JOAN McCRACKEN

Bobby Turner RAY McDONALD

Peter Van Dyne, III

ROBERT STRICKLAND

Beef LOREN TINDALL

-jinmiuiiiMimiiinituiiiiiiiii

It's young, it's gay, it's fun! Here's

the exclusive novelized version of the

new musical romance of the flapper age

co-starring June Allyson and Peter Lawford
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be something to that old
mean the oae about troubles
For it was on the wry same Saturday

that footbaf practice began that Fat McCk&an arrived
at college, and neither of them was exactly what the rest
of os co-eds would call good news.
Not that I'm against football, exactly. It's fan going

to the games and whooping it up for dear old Tail. But
it's not worth the torture we girls have to go through,
especially those of us whose beans are on the team. Cin-
derella was lucky. She could stay at the party until
twelve. We can stay as long as we please, but what good
does it do with our Prince Charmings having to be tucked
into their little beds by ten?
No, to my way of thinking football is strictly a man's

diversion, and you can put Pat down as another one. She
looks Eke one of those cuddle pusses who always brings
out the good ole male protective instinct, with those big,

melting brown eyes of hers and that sfam little "haffaft

with curves in all the right places. But there was Both-





Pete loves Junie! Bur only after he learns that her simple sincerity has more charm than
half a dozen other belles have to offer. June as Connie, beautiful but also brainy, triumphs
over the campaign waged by Pat (Patricia Marshall) for Pete's fickle affections.

the season. There was a lot to do, push-
ing chairs out of the way, rolling up the
rugs, picking out the best jazz records
and congratulating ourselves we were the
first house on campus to get that new
Charleston one. So it wasn't until we
were in the kitchen and going to town on
the sandwiches that we really had
chance to do much talking.

But you can't keep going forever even
on a wet smack (Please turn to page 64)



Shirley Temple, as a young wife and

mother-to-be, has many interesting

ideas on the in-law problem which she

offers here. Star of Warners' "That

Hagen Girl," Shirley is pictured above

with her handsome husband, john Agar.

HOLLAND: I've a toughie for you
this tinie. All about those people

known as in-laws and what to do

with thera. So sharpen your swords and

let's go. To begin with, do you think in-

laws are the pests they're supposed to

be?

GLENN: That seems like we're get-

ting off on the wrong foot by asking if

they're pests. By that question, we're

assuming they are. I don't believe that's

true at all. After all, any in-law can be

a pest, but so can a husband or a wife

or a child.

BOB: That's an extremely generous

viewpoint to take, Glenn, but I can't go

along with you on it. If you listen to

what everybody says, it would appear

that in-laws are pests. Plays are written

about them, they're the topic for jokes

on the radio. Can't be all smoke and no

fire. However, everyone is practically an

in-law to someone, so I guess the whole

world hates itself.

GLENN: It's those jokes about in-

laws that are bad to begin with. They
make in-laws seem to be annoying freaks.

IRENE: You two men seem to be

carrying on. a private conversation, so I

think it's time for us ladies to get into

it! As far as I'm concerned, in-laws are

pests only because people permit them to

be. Lots of people live with in-laws but

are wise enough to take their ups and

downs for granted. It, does seem the

problerri' could be corrected if everyone

used intelligence and tried not to become
pests to anyone. And to remember the

old adage—familiarity breeds contempt.

SHIRLEY: Well, the in-laws I know

about seem to keep very much to them-
selves. They're even super-cautious not

to interfere. I think more and more
they're letting young people make their

own decisions. They don't necessarily

stick up for their own children, either,

if something happens. For example, if

daughter can't cook, her mother doesn't

say, "You shouldn't have to cook, dear,

you should have help." Instead she says,

"You'll just have to learn to cook, then!"

MAUREEN: I'm inclined to agree

with Shirley. Both Will's and my family

are fine people—and more important,

they're good friends. I was raised so that

I believed it was right I should marry

into a man's family. Never was I given

the idea at home that I wouldn't like my
in-laws. The in-laws in my family were

all close. I guess I've just never come in

contact with the so-called awful ones.
' IRENE: I know of one boy who had

a difficult problem with his in-laws. It

took him several years to correct it, and

he only did it then by making it very

plain to them that he was the boss of

his house and that everything would go

through him. His wife approved his

stand. Now they're real friends. It's a

situation that must be handled with tact

—and with lots of patience, since it takes

a long time to get the kinks ironed out.

After all, I believe that every person

with in-law trouble must remember one

thing—he must live with them a long

time and he should lie careful never to

say anything that can't be mended.

BOB: In my own case, I happen to be

lucky enough to have wonderful in-laws.

They all have a {Please turn to page 68)

DISCUSSING THE QUESTION

"How Can You Get Along With Your In-Laws?"

A

SCREENIAND!w^
Forum Conducted by Jack Holland
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lob Cummings, always hottest in ex-

pressing his opinions, has plenty to say

ahoift in-laws, whether mothers-in-law

or just relatives-iii-law, generally!
YoaH be seeing lob in "Sleep, My
Love" (scene, top, with Hazel Brooks I

.

Irene Dunne, above with her husband,

Dr. Francis Griffin, and at top with Wil-

liam Powell and Jimmy Lydon at "Life

with Father" opening, has her say on
in-laws. So too does Maureen O'Hara,

left, star of "The Foxes of Harrow."

Everybody loves a good argument! If you enjoy tuts one, write

in suggesting next subject you'd like Star Advisers to discuss

Glenn Ford, stormy petrel of our Board

of Star. Advisers, really gets going on

the problem under discussion in this

issue. -Don't miss his views, and don't

miss Glenn in bis next, Columbia's "The
Mating of Millie." with Evelyn Keyes.

V)



Lana Turner and Richard Hart

are a new screen romantic

team in the spectacular dra-

ma, "Green Dolphin Street."

Bob Walker gives a big hello to

the new boy at MCM Studios.

Hart made his hit in Broadway

play, "Dark of the Moon."

\

Spencer Tracy wishes Richard

Hart all the luck in the world

in his movie career. Spence came

from the New York stage, too.

Distinguished star Katharine Hep-

burn graciously takes time out

from filming "Song of Love" to add

her sincere and hearty welcome.

And Hollywood hopes you'll take him,
a

too, this newcomer called by Producer

Carey Wilson "the most romantic

leading man since Jack Gilbert"
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nmmu Reed, who plays the youHi

d sweetheart of Richjrd Hart in

Greeo Dulnhin Street," cloyed
rorking with the

Dick gets tfce greatest honor MCM
can bestow: sharing her hrach with
Margaret O'Brien, tfce star every
visitor wants most to meet

otlycvaod ta6e& HART

Hart towers above Mickey
Rooney when the ebullient Mick
bounces over from bis own "Killer

McCoy" set to greet the newcomer.

IT ISNT every young actor who makes love to Greer Garson in
his first picture, aM to I-ana Turner and Donna Reed in his
second. According to statistics, it isn't any actor except Richard

Hart And when "Green Dolphin Street" and "Desire Me" hit your
local theaters you'll see for yourself why Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has
rolled out the red carpet for this talented young actor.

Hollywood executives don't get excited over newcomers without
good reason. They've seen too many come and go. But they're ex-

cited over Richard Hart out Culver City way, and they don't care
who knows it. After Producer Carey Wilson had seen part of Dick's

film with Miss Garson, he told a group of Metro executives that he
considered Dick the finest romantic leading man and potential star

since the late John Gilbert in the days of "Flesh and the -Devil"

—

and promptly cast him in "Green Dolphin Street." which he was
then preparing for production.

"Hart has the 'lean romantic face,' " Mr. Wilson went on to say,

"he has the fine, clean-cut profile, he is physically impressive, being

over six feet. That he is a fine and sensitive actor is important,

though my characterization of him goes (Please turn to page 63)

June Allyson, ear "Good News"
star (see page 34, etc) makes Rich-

ard feel right at borne when be
comes re see her between scenes.

s-Ver baby cw#. ph of cast aed crew ef "Creee
HweaHy AIM
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Cobina Wright found Diana Lynn, at left above, at the canape table sam-
,

pling a delicious new mushroom dish, described in this article. Diana con-

fides she doesn't plan to marry wealthy young oil man, Bob Neal, ( pictured

with her) or anybody else right now. Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wanger

(Joan Bennett) at right above, sent a note of welcome wrapped around

a bottle of champagne to Gene Tierney, center, one informal evening.

Hollywood's social circle isn't the vicious

circle it is sometimes reported, says Mrs._

Wright, who knows. The distinguished social

leader takes you readers along on a gay

round of the most amusing parties of the

month, and also graciously offers to consider

any questions you may care to ask her con-

cerning the colorful, ever-changing Holly-

wood social scene, from charades to canapes.

Inside

Hollywood's

Social Circle

Bv Cobina Wright

GOING, going, gone!

No, that's not a swan song for

the old year, but the cry of auction-

eer George Murphy as he called for bid-

ders at the fabulous fashion auction and

party held at Harold' Lloyd's beautiful

Beverly Hills estate. It was probably the

most glamorous auction ever held, and
movie celebrities and socialites gladly

paid $250 for a hat, $300 for a bathing

suit and $8500 for a dinner gown, be-

cause the proceeds all went to the build-

ing fund for the Nursery School for

Visually Handicapped Children. Harold

Lloyd turned his whole house and
grounds over for the event, and I have

never seen any place more beautifully

decorated, with great garlands of white

flowers stretching overhead and white

satin-covered tables dotting the lawn.

George Murphy was chairman of the

auctioneers and he had a really enthusi-

astic group of assistant spotters in Spen-

cer Tracy, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Brian

Aherne, Lee Bowman, Buddy Rogers and
Walter Wanger. They all got a terrific

charge out of it and kept the bidding

going at a fast and furious pace. I

couldn't help laughing at Spencer Tracy

because he pretended not to hear, if he

thought a bid was too low, and Lee

Bowman almost lost his voice trying to

shout out the highest bid.

Louis B. Mayer paid $1000 for a

brown crepe evening gown modelled by
Esther Williams, who really has the fig-

ure to sell any dress. Suddenly Esther

startled everyone by saying, "I'll make
immediate delivery of the dress!" She

unzipped and—there she was in a strik-

ing two-piece gold lame bathing suit,

which Ted Briskin immediately bought

for his wife, Betty Hutton. Betty, Doris

Day, Frank Sinatra and Dick Haymes
helped to keep the interludes gay by
singing for the generous-spirited guests,

d.when the refreshments were serve
When the auction was resumed I found

Kay Kyser paying $2000 for a Hattie

Carnegie gown, and Mike Romanoff bid-

ding $1500 for a Carrie Munn gown
which was being modelled by lovely

Frances (Mrs. Edgar) Bergen. To add

to all the brilliance, over a million dollars

worth of diamonds were loaned to wear

as accessories with the dresses.

I think the most amusing thing was to

find that Spencer Tracy became so en-

thusiastic that he found himself owner

of a very feathered John-Fredericks hat

which set him back $250 and which

George Murphy made him wear the rest

of the afternoon! It was truly a delight-

fully different affair and one which netted

this worthy cause a very substantial sum.

That evening many of the guests ap-

peared for the rollicking party for the

visiting Larry Rockefellers, which Polly

and Leonard (Please turn to page 62)
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Jennifer Jones and David O. Selznick joined in the
general gaiety. Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,

are one of Hollywood's most attractive and distin-

guished young couples. Joan Crawford, far left, at-

tended one of the recent parties with Greg Bautzer.
Mrs. Wright, pictured in her beautiful Beverly Hills

home, also relates Ingrid Bergman's amusing comment
on her "Joan of Lorraine" costumes—don't miss it!



Unusual, exclusive action photos especially posed by Bill for our story

show the big Westerner practicing fancy rope twirls while astride his

horse, Stormy Knight; and, left, demonstrating a lightning-like draw with

two revolvers. Republic's star of "The Fabulous Texan" says, "Don t give

me fancy dialogue, love scenes, or starched shirts. Just give me horses.



Once they called him "Wild Bill"

Elliott. Now he's starring in

Western epics. But he's still wild

about horses, shootin', ropin', and his job

By Kate Holliday

SOME years ago, one William Elliott told his astounded agent,
"Don't get me any part that hasn't a horse in it!"
At the time, Bill was doing quite all right in drawing room

comedies and such, was known to Hollywood as a man who could
not only look calm in a top hat and tails but could also read the
Noel Coward -ish dialogue which usually brightened up the scenes
with a debonair air.

The agent picked himself off the floor, mopped his fevered brow,
and started^ arguing. Our Bill was adamant, however. "Nothing
but horses," he said. "No love scenes. No starched shirts. No
fancy dialogue. Nothing but horses!"
The agent finally gave in. and his client went on to glory first

as "Wild Bill" EUiott, as "Red Ryder," and finally as William
Elliott, head man in million-dollar productions at Republic like
"The Plainsman and the Lady," "Wyoming," and "The Fabulous
Texan." These epics, incidentally, are definitely top-drawer, and
prove conclusively that being a Western star is nothing to be
sneezed at.

Bill has known that fact for years. He came to Hollywood in
the first place, to be exact, for the express purpose of spending
his days in a cinema saddle. For he not [Please turn to page 80)



For on ample sample of what's

new on wax, Max, cast a

glimmer at F. R/s list of lacquers.

Ask him, Jim, he knows the

data you want on disks

FRED ROBBINS

The stars of Hollywood are proud to shine on Freddie's lively show. Here, John Garfield of the

current screen smash, "Body and Soul," guests on the Robbins 1280 Club. Fred knows his

records like John knows his dramatics, so both boys are in the upper popularity brackets today.
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REETINGS. Gate, it's Nineteen Fortv Eight! You got
your head on straight? Well, let's percolate!

HEAVENLY!
Gee, a brand new set of twelves! Lots of new leaves to

turn over and lots of cookies, too! There'll be a mound of
sound during the fresh annum and we'll load you with savvy
about each little groove so you'll know which pancakes to tell
the man in the jump dump to wrap up. Let's get in business
and a happy new one to you. too!

GORDON MacRAE: "A Fellow Needs a Girl," "Body and
Soul." Here's how to start off the new one. By applying that
sound aid to Gordie's first waffle for Capitol. We used to do
the Teentimers' show together and Mac's really moving. Been,
signed by Warner Brothers, hey! On this side Gordie wipes
those baritone pipes and sings like never before on record.
'"Fellow Needs a Girl" is from Rodgers' and Hammerstein's
'"Allegro" and the flip is heard all the way through John
Garfield's tremendous new picture of the same name. Boy.
can that MacRae bray! (Capitol)
DINAH SHORE: *Dig those boilers on that "Stanley

Steamer." And Mrs. Montgomery's got that Harvard gown
fiimly belted down with the Modernaires doing the back seat
singing. S'from MGM's "Summer Holiday," a cute produc-
tion number that is really steamin' and beamin'. Jo Stafford
and Georgia Gibbs have also been riding the grooves with
their veil and duster on that "Stanley Steamer." Jo on Capi-
tol and Ga. in Majestic. Back of Dinah's cookie is "I'm Out
to Forget Tonight," Jo's, "When You Got a Man on Your
Mind" and Her Nibs, "The One I Love," a fine waxen attrac-
tion with Ga. at her jumpin' best! (Columbia)
LOUIS JORDAN: Wherein "stoolpigeon" Louis apologizes

to the tender gender for his record of "Beware," saying it did
no good anyway 'cause the fellows were too far hooked. So
he lays down some advice for the chicks—like "if he tells you
you're fetchin' and wants you to see his etchin', 'Look Out.'
sister," and "if he tells you you look groovey and wants to
put you in a movie, tell him he doesn't look like a movie scout
and doesn't even know what it's all about!" Yeah, here comes
Mr. Jordan and how! Oodles of laffs and kicks from this
fresh slab, and "Look Out" chicken, pay close attention to
him! Otherwise you'll have what Louis himself has on the
flip—those "Early Mornin' Blues." (Decca)
MARGARET WHITING: "Lazy Countryside," "So Far."

Ah, gee but it's fun in, takin' the sun in with my gal Maggie
'round that "Lazy Countryside." or any place else. You can
hear the crickets chirp when this Whiting kitten purrs the
hit from Walt Disney's "Fun and Fancy Free." to say nil of
the flip, "So Far," from "Allegro," which is also recommended
for an earache. A lily from a dilly of a filly! (Capitol)
COUNT BASIE: "House Rent'Boogie." "Take a Little Off

the Top." Watch it! Void the kid from Red Bank, New Jer-
sey, with a powerful avalanche, Blanche, and I do mean of
boogie woogie! The brass is biting (Please turn to page 73)

"Thrills of Music" shorts which Robbins makes for Columbia
Pictures have caught on. And if you haven't caught one yet,

make up for that omission by watching for the latest, starring

Claude Thornhill and his orchestra, with Freddie emceeing.

Two gay guests are pretty Marilyn Buford, Miss America of 1946,
and well-known dramatic actor Kent Smith, above. Left, Turhan
Bey, Eagle Lion's star of "Out of the Blue," looks and listens as

ole maestro Robbins illustrates the fine art of platter-spinning.
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Wispy blue marquisette with sil-

ver- scalloped trimming. By ]un
ior Formal. Jane Engel, New York

Write tb^khe manufacturers listed on
Page 71 for name of store nearest you



You'll get your

glimpse of the good Hollywood

productions in these pages

When Lizabeth Scott as a nightclub entertainer, Burt Lan-

caster as a bitter ex-bootlegger just out of prison meet

you may expect fireworks, and that's what you'll get in

Hal Wallis' new melodrama released by Paramount, "I

Walk Alone." Burt and Liz both walked alone—until they

met each other. Then, facing page, it was different.

Very first scene still from an important picture you won't

be seeing for some time, but we suggest .you watch for

it because it is worthwhile. With West Point as an actual

background for many scenes, "The Long Cray Line" is

an exciting drama about the U. S. Military Academy, with

popular Alan Ladd (front, center) as a Cadet Captain.







Scoop photos from England, below, show David Niven in his new role of "Bon-
nie Prince Charlie," now in production at the Shepperton Studio. This pic-

turesque drama, in Technicolor, deals with the most romantic episodes in the
life of the gay Prince who later became King Charles II. (portrayed, inci-

dentally, by George Sanders in Hollywood's "Forever Amber.") Above, Bob
Hope and Signe Hasso run to cover in Paramount's "Where There's Life."



Gossip by Weston East

Mickey Mouse's 20th Anniversary birthday party hosted by Walt Disney was the gala event of the month for the children of movie celebrities

—and the stars, too! Part of the happy throng above include Edgar Bergen, with Candice Bergen, Joan Bennett Wanger with Stephanie

Wanger, and in the foreground Cheryl Crane, Lana Turner's daughter. For refreshments there was everything kiddies like to eat.
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AS OF this writing, Lana Turner isn't

going anywhere to meet Tyrone
Power. Certainly not to Africa. To

the contrary, MGM is sending her to

visit key cities where "Green Dolphin
Street" is playing.

yTT LONG last Van Johnson has
"grown up" in the- movies. And no
one is happier than V. J. himself.

He's yearned for good gutsy parts, in-

stead of those cutie-pie roles that only

appealed to the hobby-soxers. Now Van's
replaced Robert Walker (who is ill) in

Frank Capra's "State of the Union."
Ever since the news broke, there's been

a complete about-face in Van's fan mail.

The letters now come from intelligent

adults, who welcome the "new" Johnson.

ACCORDING to our number one
snooper, Jane Greer and Ed Lasker
are already on the stork's waiting

list. They're searching for a new home
to be ready when they return from
South America.

FULETTE'S back from Paris. Mile.

Goddard, that is. She gifted all the

gals on the Paramount lot with

fancy Parisian ribboned garters, but with
those long skirts and that "new look,"

who'll get to see 'em? It looks like

"Hazard" will be Paulette's next on her

home lot. She may also do "Anna Lu-
casta" for Columbia if Joan Crawford
doesn't get the role. It's been Joanie's

dream ever since she saw the play.

YES, Errol Flynn has mellowed.They
wereshootingabalcony scene for''The

|

Adventures of Don Juan," where he

was pouring his heart out to Viveca

Lindfors. Because it was a long shot, the)

dialogue was to be dubbed-in later. How-
ever, those sugar-coated words you'll be

hearing when you see the picture will be

a far cry from what the great lover was
actually saying. He was enthusing about

j

those two new teeth, belonging to his six-

months-old daughter, Rory.

<



After the special showing of "Fun and Fancy Free" comes the

refreshments. Mrs. Edgar Bergen watches daughter enjoy hot dog.

Walt Disney, the host, has fun too serving cake to Virginia Field

Douglas' daughter, Maggie, among the 400 children who attended.

The Paul Henreids with daughter Mimie among the 600 guests Joan Bennett's daughter Stephanie and Virginia Field's daughter

watch the important event of cutting one of the Mickey Mouse cakes. Maggie put on best faces for camera but closed their eyes.

Eddie Bracken, with Luana Patten and Bobby Driscoll, present door prize Liana's and Bobby's eyes bulge at Mickey Mouse's 20 birthday

—a wrist watch—to Jonathan Peck. Below, Eddie and Judith Bracken. cakes! Below, Dan Duryea and sons with Charlie and Edgar Bergen.
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On location with the 20th Century-Fox picture,

"The Ballad of Furnace Creek," Victor Mature
discusses movie "business" with Glenn Langan.
Below, Dana Andrews and director Henry King
confer on "Deep Water' location in Maine.

"Windy City" citizens are treated to a Hollywood show, when Jimmy Stewart and Director

Henry Hathaway (at far right) arrive in Chicago to film "Northside 777" in actual locations.

MARK Stevens managed to com-
plete his final scene in "The Snake

Pit" and then collapsed from ner-

vous exhaustion. While he convalesced

in the hospital, he had his first real chance

to "take stock." Result; Mark realized

he was more in love with his wife than

ever. The Hedy Lamarr episode was

merely a romantic interlude. When Ann-

elle Stevens saw how badly Mark wanted

to come home, she agreed to a recon-

ciliation. Upon completion of "Street

with No Name," the Stevens' are going

to Mexico on a second honeymoon.

HEPBURN'S in and Colbert's out

of "State of the Union." No one

works harder than Claudette, but

for many years it's been understood she

quits at five. Director Frank Capra
wanted her to stay on until six. There

was no fuss, no temperament; Claudette
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First picture of the Mork Stevens, above, after their reconciliation! Let's all toast
their happy future! At right above, six-weeks-old newcomer is Dan Dailey, III. Papa,
II, finds him "nice to come home to" after work in "You Were Meant for Me."

just withdrew
stepped righ

and w"

just thinking," he sighed, "when I shaved
myself at five o'clock this morning, how
much that face in the mirror resembled
one of those porkers!"

THAT moustache walking down the
Sunset Strip with Mickey Rooney
behind it was really something. Add-

ed to the picture was the crew haircut
that Mick sports in "Killer McCoy."
The Rooneys are temporarily settled in a
furnished apartment and all's well that
ends well.

AFTER six months of inactivity, Angela
Lansbury drove all the way to New
York to get herself a stage job. And,

incidentally, to visit Peter Shaw, who is

also trying to crash Broadway. The day
Angela arrived, the studio wired her to
fly right back home for "State of the

Union." It's her first "dress-up" role

and she's really thrilled with her gowns
by Irene. Peter sent Angela a gold St.

Christopher medal on a thin neck chain,

as a "happy picture present."

OVER at Columbia they're so en-
thused about a new actress named
Terry Moore she'll get no public-

ity! Yes, that's what the man said!

They think the public will do a better
job of discovering Terry. Therefore,
nothing was printed about her first day
on "The Return of October." Columbia
gave her the big lead opposite Glenn Ford.

100KS like MGM dancers are jinxed

!

. The day Cyd Charisse had her leg-

cast removed, Gene Kelly had one
put on his leg. He was home, practising

one of his "Easter Parade" routines,

when he slipped and broke his ankle for

the third time. Fred Astaire comes out of

retirement to pinch-hit for Gene.

BECAUSE he was needed for night
scenes in "Hills of Home," Tom
Drake had to cancel a dinner date

with Beverly Tyler. Then at the last

minute she got an excited phone call.

"I can make it after all," beamed Tom.
" 'Lassie' sprained her paw, so they had
to let her go home early

!"
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Because if offers Una Turner

her most dramatic role, which

she play's with surprising dis-

tinction ; because it is a faithful

picturiiation of a best-seller

which retains all the best qual-

ities of the original; because it

has been produced by MCM's

Carey Wilson with authority,

skill, and imagination, and di-

rected by Victor Saville with

equal understanding—"Green
Dolphin Street" is your movie

"Must" of the month. Donna

Reed, Richard Hart, and Van

Heflin are added inducements

in important, colorful roles.



SCREEN 7*wk
* By ALMA TALLEY *

PARTIAL DEFINITIONS

Below is a list of definitions. Each of them defines a word which forms PART
of the last name of a movie star. For instance: Fair-haired BLONDell.
How many others can you guess?

1. Uncooked 8.

2. Value 9.

3. Step 10.

4. Deface 11.

5. Cutting tool 12.

6. Determine the total 13.

7. Common bird 14.

Piquant

A row
Kind of tree. . . .

Country mansion
Shanty

Pay a visit

To mend

PICTURES AND STARS

In the column at left below is a list of titles—all mixed up—of movies current
in the past few months. Opposite each of them is the mixed-up name of one of the
stars who played in it. How many can you untangle?

1. TRUTHS CHEEKS ELCAR BLACK
2. DESOPSESS WANDA JORFCOR
3. WOOD AN THRET THORA WHARITY
4. WATER THE HIFFLI NEDI NURENE
5. SHOT IF ASKED TOM CARUTIVER
6. FORRESICS TOBY CURRONE
7. SEEM DIRE ACNES CORRER
8. WHITHER COEST M R T. . ..ABBE TRYCELT
9. MERCETONE CRAWLS GIBSON CRYB

10. ARCAD SPEAKS ARTHUR GOPHEMBY

SECOND LOOK

In each of the sentences below you will find the last name of a well-known movie
player. For instance: He kept his mind sHUT TO New ideas. How many others
qaga you find?

1. He answered the phone and the operator said, "Cuba calling."

2. Mary forgot to order sugar so nobody in the house had any in their coffee.

3. The sun threw slanting rays on the mountainside, throwing shadows among
the trees.

4. All night he tossed about on the cot, tentatively planning for the future.

5. Far in the distance a bell tolled.

6. Since Washington society is ruled by protocol, many hostesses have to

consult the State Department for seating dinner parties.

7. Everyone told Anna her new dress looked lovely on her.

8. When the check finally came, it all added up to an appalling sum.
9. Getting to work on the debris, he gathered it all up in one large basket.

10. Ransacking the murder house, he ran across other new and important bits

of evidence.

Answers on page 66
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Milo Anderson created this peppermint pink

satin, accordion sunburst-pleated negligee, with
Grecian lines and back interest in blouse effect.

Janis Paige is a Technicolor picture in bronze slipper satin dinner

suit, with pencil-slim skirt -slit almost knee-high, .tailored jacket em-
broidered in bronze and gold sequins. Gloves, stole, and handbag match.

Swamp green is used for dressmaker suit worn
by janis Paige, with felt off-the-face hat.

:

:

Mink cloth in mocha has slim slit skirt, jacket

tied with spaghetti loops; topped by jaunty hat.

Milo Anderson's "any hour" dress has t.ered skirt

of new length. Sleeves are short for jersey gloves.
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ARTURO
Gets Around

Firestone gave. The reason this was so

much fun was because we all started a
four-way contrapuntal table-singing con-

test. Walter Pidgeon led one table, June
Allyson another, George Murphy a third,

and I the fourth. The Edgar Bergens,

the Kay Kysers, Dick Powell—everyone
joined in the series of rounds and old

favorite songs and if there was a lot of

close harmony, it was because it was all

among close friends. It may sound a
little boisterous, but it proved to be a

wonderful way to get a party started,

and Larry and Polly Rockefeller told me
that they couldn't remember when they
had had such a good time.

Of course, while movies are uppermost,
the stars and their friends love to attend

the legitimate theater, and the opening
of a good play always brings out a scin-

tillating array of top film players. No
exception was the recent opening of

Charlotte Greenwood in "I Remember
Mama" at the Biltmore. Charlotte is my
great friend and I was so delighted for

her sake to witness the ovation which
screenland gave for her fine performance.

As Van Johnson said to me, "It's partic-

ularly amazing, because Charlotte has

been associated with comedy roles for so

long. To see her handle a serious role

with such deep understanding is terrific."

Afterward Van, Evie and I went back-

stage to congratulate Charlotte, and we
found her dressing-room simply filled

with American Beauty roses which Irene

Dunne had sent with a little note saying.

"From one 'Mama' to another. Best

wishes. Irene." You see, Irene is playing

Mama in the film version and this was
one of those typical gracious Dunne ges-

tures which endears her so to everyone.

Charlotte was particularly touched.

On the musical side there have been a

number of parties this past month, and

two, at least, I would say were outstand-
ing. First was the outdoor concert and
party which Atwater Kent gave for the
Peter Meremblum Junior Symphony
Orchestra. This orchestra made up of

young people is one of Hollywood's most
interesting organizations and really is

devoted to the development of young
musical talent. There are over one hun-
dred members and they play with a
finish that would be creditable to many
a leading symphony orchestra. It was a
beautiful sunny afternoon and Mr. Kent
had arranged chairs for the audience on
the lawn of his great estate, Capo di

Monte, which overlooks all of Hollywood
and Beverly Hills all the way to the sea.

It was a heavenly experience to listen

to that beautiful Glazounov Symphony
and watch that ever-fascinating view of

wonderland.

One thing that I liked about the after-

noon was that when the concert was
over, the youngsters were invited to

dance, have sandwiches, cokes and meet
the movie stars. They cleared the terrace

and brought out hundreds of helium-filled

balloons which the youngsters floated off

into the mountain sunset. I caught sight

of Virginia Mayo, looking adorable in a

feathered poke-bonnet and a dove-grey

afternoon dress, giving a 13-year-old

member of the 'cello section the thrill of

his lifetime by asking him to waltz.

Dale Carnegie was around making friends

and influencing the youthful artists to

have a good time. Jo Stafford, Paul

Weston, Marian Carr, Walter Pidgeon,

Eddie Bracken, handsome Michael North
and Jean Hersholt spent most of their

time helping members of the orchestra

fill their autograph books. After the

young people left, we all sat down to a

champagne and candlelight supper on the

terrace. It all proved that there isn't any

AH in the course of one picture, Eagle

Lion's "Adventures of Casanova," Arturo

de Cordova is kept busy making love. The

age limit to a party, because the adults

had just as much fun as the youngsters.

In a much more formal vein, but equal-

ly memorable, was the reception tea and
cocktail party which my friend, Mrs.

Peter N. Rathvon, wife of the president

of RKO, gave in honor of director Eugene
Ormandy and pianist Artur Rubinstein,

both of whom are featured in the new
picture, "Night Song," which co-stars

Dana Andrews and Merle Oberon. [Ed-

itor's Note: "Night Song" is presented in

exclusive novelized version in the next

issue of Screenland.]

Jeanette MafcDonald and I were deep-

ly honored to act as assistant hostesses

for the occasion, because practically all

of Hollywood society turned out, and
everyone was amused by the energetic

Rubinstein, who loves to tell droll stories,

mostly on himself.

Rosalind Russell, Myrna Loy, Gene
Raymond, Jane Greer, Anne Jeffreys,

Brian Aherne, Adolphe Menjou and a

host of others all came to meet the two
artists. Rubinstein and Oscar Levant
played an impromptu duet and Ezio

Pinza sang one of the latest songs by the

famous Italian composer, Montemezzi,
who was also present.

One very amusing thing happened. I

saw Ingrid Bergman, who seldom goes to

parties, there with her husband, and
stopped to chat. When I asked her how
she liked her role in "Joan of Lorraine,"

she said, "I love every moment of it, ex-

cept when I have to put on that alumi-

num armor. Cobina, why didn't they

have zippers in the 15th century?"

At few parties have I seen such a

galaxy of noted artists, painters, distin-

guished musicians, producers and studio

executives.
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Noreen Nash, above, coolly considers his smooth
approach, but below, she's at his—and the
script's—mercy! At right, Casanova wields a

wicked knife, too, when occasion demands.

Of course, not all gatherings are
planned affairs. The other night we had
a "party" quite by accident. Lady Thel-
ma Furness, my protegee, handsome
young Wray Davis, and I were having
dinner together at Chanteclair. It seemed
to be one of those evenings when every-
one else decided to have dinner there,
too. No sooner was dinner over when the
various groups began to get together. It
was a night for glamorous table-hopping
and we all literally took over the restau-
rant for the night.

Walter Wanger and Joan Bennett sent
a note of welcome wrapped around a
bottle of champagne to Gene Tierney,
who in turn poured a toast for Greer
Garson and Otto Preminger. They in-

vited Jennifer Jones and David Selznick
to join them and Joan Crawford and
Greg Bautzer dropped by, so that, short-

ly, everyone joined in just as though it

had been a planned evening. It was this

spirit of spontaneity which made it

doubly fun.

The Maharajah of Cooch-Behar pro-
vided a royal escort for Virginia Fields
to the stunning party which Connie
Moore and .her husband, Johnny Ma-
schio, gave for Orson Welles and his

house guest, Claude Terrail, of Paris.

Valli, Cary Grant, the Richard Greenes,
George Montgomery and Dinah Shore,
Norma Shearer and Martin Arrouge,
Diana Lynn and the Paul McNamaras
all showed up to greet Orson and his

friend.

I found Diana at the canape table

sampling one of those delicious mush-
room canapes that are becoming all the
rage with stellar appetites. They are
like little mushroom tarts with the mush-
room sauce, seasoned with garlic salt,

baked right in tiny pastry shells. Between
bites, Diana confided that she doesn't
plan to marry wealthy young oil man,
Bob Neal, or anybody else right now.
So, gentlemen, there's still hope!

I asked the Maharajah how he liked

Hollywood and he said it had made such
an impression on him that when he re-

turned to India he was going to have all

the royal elephants equipped with con-
vertible howdahs!
The next afternoon I dropped into the

American Room of the Brown Derby to
find out just why Gracie Allen was giv-

ing a cocktail party to which I had been
mysteriously invited. I found out that it

was a cocktail party being given for a
dress!

Gracie said that she was going as crazy
as George Burns claims she is, trying to

figure out what to do about the new
hemline. So she solved the problem by
having Edith Head design her an after-

noon gown-cocktail gown which is long
in front and short in the back. Gracie
explained it this way: "You see, Cobina,
it says 'hello' to the new fashion in front

and 'goodbye' to the old style when you
turn to go." Now, you know, there's no

coping with Gracie's wonderful reason-
ing, even when she isn't on the air!

Mary Pickford, Buddy Rogers and I
flew up to San Francisco for the opening
of the opera, an event which brought a
number of stars up to the Bay City. WT

e

had a wonderful time, but had to get
back for the Jimmy Pendleton party,
because when the Pendletons give a
party, it's just something you don't want
to miss. This time the occasion was the
15th wedding anniversary of the Pendle-
tons and naturally the whole scheme of
decor was in crystal.

In the center of the pool was a large
pagoda covered with thousands of tiny
pieces of glittering crystal and in the
center, under the crystal canopy, was a
white figure holding a crystal bowl filled

with white flowers. W?hite flowers floated
in the pool and the walks from the edges
of the pool were carpeted with lemon
leaves and gardenias. W'oven cellophane
covered the tables and the centerpieces
were of crystal leaves and silver grapes,
while the whole garden was lit by hun-
dreds of tiny crystal vigil lights. It was
one of the most breath-taking sights I

have ever seen. Sonja Henie, who gives
lavish parties herself, said that she could
hardly believe her eyes.

But there was an amusing story be-
hind that glittering scene. Lon Mc-
Callister helped with the party prepar-
ations until it was too late to go home
to dress, so he sent home for his clothes .

and dressed in the pool house. Suddenly
he realized that they hadn't brought him
a tuxedo shirt, so dressed in just trou-
sers, he dashed into the house to tele-

phone.

But it was too late. In the living room
were Virginia Bruce, Janet Gaynor and
Adrian, the Maharajah of Cooch-Behar,
Gladys and Edward G. Robinson and
Clifton Webb.
Webb took one look at the embar-

rassed Lon, standing there in suspenders,
with bare feet showing, and said archly:

"Oh, Lonnie, so you did decide to come
formal after all!"
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Fans' Forum

Continued from page 12

"AMBASSADOR" TY

#1.00

It is thrilling to read of Tyrone Power's
big trip of 30,000 miles via airplane across
the continent of Africa. It is also unusual
for a famous movie star to be taking such
a hazardous journey virtually unescorted.
This is really a fine thing—the kind of trip

that will not only endear Ty to many thou-
sands more but will help to bring greater
acclaim to the movie colony, because it is

different from the usual star's "prestige
trip" surrounded by glamor, servants, and
luxury. And what's more, we know that Ty
will go through with it all the way, because
that's the kind of a fellow he is. The United
States could use more ambassadors of good-
will like Ty ! We here in Cincinnati have
always been extra proud of Ty, and not
without reason. Let's all wish him a suc-
cessful trip and a roaring welcome home!

NAT RUTHERFORD, Cincinnati, Ohio

HEART-THROB AT FORTY

#1.00

It takes the movies to show and prove
that life begins at forty! When Clark
Gable, at forty-seven, can still make the
female heart throb—then, brother, thank
the Lord that movies were born ! Yes, sir,

the screen has given the black-eye to the
age-old theory that one who is' passed
forty is a "Dead Dodo." When Sydney
Greenstreet, a great character actor, could
make a screen debut at sixty-two, then
every man and woman should be thankful
for the wonderful super lesson given by
the movie industry—the lesson that you are

as old as you allow yourself to be. The
biggest box-office pulls are the actors and
actresses who have passed their forties,

RAYMOND J. ROSS, Bridgeport, Conn.

EMOTIONAL CLOSEUPS

#1.00

After savoring the delights of Screen-
land's story about fabulous "French-sa-
tional'' Jean Pierre Aumont, I was shocked
by the letter of a Miss Smith is Fans'
Forum. Miss Smith, excoriating the close-

up when used as an emotional medium sans

action or dialogue, chose to criticize Jean
Pierre as one star whose physiognomy in

closeups had annoyed her. Am I permitted

a rebuttal to that unfair singling out of a

very fine actor and even finer gentleman?
Why anyone should object to the sculp-

tured dignity of the Aumont features con-

founds me. As a matter of fact, his close-

ups in recent films have been negligible in

comparison to the amount given green kids

.who mushroomed to stardom despite their

"dead pan" opaqueness. As an Aumont ad-

mirer, I am grateful that the war sent him
back with that face untouched save by an
additional strength and seriousness.

'

Recall the last scene of "Assignment in

Brittany." Pierre, an espionage agent, hav-

ing reached the safety of a Commando ves-

sel, looked back at burning Nazi installa-

tions on the distant French shore. Turning,

he found his sweetheart, lovely Susan Pet-

ers, there. In a huge closeup, surprise, joy,

relief were delicately expressed by his fea-

tures. Twenty pages of dialogue and action

could not have told so much

!

So, Miss Smith, why begrudge an artist

of the screen his share of closeups? There
is more "action" in the changing expression

of a face than in a thousand scenes of cow-
boys and Indians or the ilk.

KAY McGOWAN, Brooklyn, N. Y.

TOP MEASURE

#1.00

There have been some exciting actresses
in Hollywood—Greta Garbo, Norma Shear-
er, Margaret Sullavan, Marlene Dietrich.

The current top femmes don't measure up
at all. There is one exception however,
and it's Eleanor Parker.

Miss Parker has the most interesting and
exciting voice since Margaret Sullavan, and
I suppose what I like most about her is that

she does not look like an actress but some-
one you might know. STie's been handed
some rather colorless assignments at War-
ners, but I have yet to see her turn in any-
thing but a flawless and convincing perfor-

mance. Even in that horrible remake of

"Of Human Bondage," she gave an entirely

different portrayal of Mildred than Bette
Davis did and one which I think was much
closer to the Maugham idea of the char-
acter.

I'm really looking forward to seeing Miss
Parker in "The Voice of the Turtle." The
casting in this film (Eleanor Parker, Ron-
ald Regan and Eve Arden) is surely the

most inspired of the year. If the film is as

good as it should be and Miss Parker turns

in her usual performance, it will certainly

rricikc her
DAVID A. POWERS, New York, N. Y.

"THANK YOU!"

#1.00

Please accept my sincere congratulations
for illustrating the "Blessed Event" clothes

who clogs her conversation with French
adjectives, not to speak of adverbs, nouns
and verbs until you're ready to scream
from sheer exhaustion. So we'd pretty

well finished when Liz rushed in holding

up one of the snazziest evening dresses

those tired old eyes have ever been com-
pelled to stare at.

"Hey, Connie," she called, which
wasn't particularly surprising since that's

the kind of girl Connie is, always there

when you need her, which happened to

be under the sink at the moment. It had
sprung a leak, and of course it was Con-
nie who was fixing it. "Connie," Liz

wailed again, squatting down beside her,

"you know what that Pat McClellan
asked me to do? Sew some beads on her

dress."

"She did!" Connie's voice drifted in-

dignantly out to us. "Who does she think

she is, Marie Antoinette? Hand me that

wrench, will you, somebody?"
. The somebody happened to be Flo who

was closest to it. She frowned as she

picked it up. "I smelled trouble as soon

as I laid eyes on that snob," she said

darkly. "Didn't you, Babe?"
Babe is me. Babe Doolittle, if you

want to be formal. But before I had a
chance to answer, Liz cut in ahead of me.
"Connie, maybe you can say something

to her?"

"I know what I'd like to say!" Connie
scrambled out from under the sink, her .

on a star who really is expecting

!

One of my pet peeves is having the slim,

willowy girls with their neat, trim figures

model maternity dresses. Certainly they'd
look pretty then. What mothers-to-be want
to know is how they are going to appear in

the last few months; and this Screenland
has pictured.

I'd like to add that Miss Nash is an ex-
tremely pretty "Lady-in-Waiting."

MRS. DOLORES HARRIS, Detroit 8, Mich.

CASTING SUGGESTIONS

Honorable Mention

Delores Gusky, Yeadon, Pa.: We all re-

member Shirley Temple's most enjoyable
performance as Heidi. Why can't she make
a sequel, "Heidi's Children"? And who
would be more perfect as her husband,
Peter, than handsome John Agar, her real

life husband?
Ann Harrod, Long Beach, Miss.: My

friends and I think Patricia Knight should
play the part of Jean Harlow. She is very
beautiful and needs a break in movies.

Eleanor Dahlquist, Medford, Mass.: Since
I saw "Fiesta" I can't help thinking that

Ricardo Montalban would be perfect to

play the role of Rudolph Valentino.

Mrs. Donald Winters, Albany, N. Y.: I

saw some pictures of Noreen Nash in a

recent issue of Screenland, and couldn't

help noticing how much Noreen Nash re-

sembled Jean Harlow. All she needs is

platinum hair and I'm sure others could see

the close resemblance as I see it.

. Ruth King, Cranford, N. J.: I was glad
to read that Hollywood is planning to pro-

duce the life of Mrs. FDR. If it is well

done, the picture should be both charming
and interesting. Katharine Hepburn, with
her plain, "intelligent" beauty and crisp

manner, would be a "natural" in the role.

eyes widening as she saw the dress. "Is
this it? Holy smoke! It's the cat's, all

right. Where does it need fixing?"

"It doesn't, any more," Liz confessed.

"I fixed it."

"You didn't!" we all cried at once, and
even though the blush was commonly
supposed to have departed this earth
when we flappers took over, Liz proved
it wasn't completely extinct as yet.

"Well," she said defensively, "I'd done
it already before I remembered to get
mad."

Connie waited only long enough to

wipe her hands and made a grab for it.

"Maybe I'd better have a talk with Miss
McClellan," she said, starting for the
door.

But she didn't get away as easily as all

that, not with Mrs. Drexel, our house
mother, wanting her to taste the punch
she was mixing and Daisy asking if there
were enough sandwiches. For it wasn't
enough that Connie was working her way
through college by acting as library as-

sistant and tutoring backward scholars.

The way the rest of us depended on her
it was a wonder she found the time to

get her lessons clone, much less to be the
honor student she was.

"Mmmmm, it's perfect, Mrs. Drexel,"
Connie's eyes were counting the sand-
wiches even before she was through tast-

ing the punch. "No, Daisy, after today's

work-out that'll just about take care of

"Good News"

Continued from page 37
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he substitutes. There's another whole

urkey in the ice box."

Flo hailed her then. "What about the

ink?"

"It's fixed," Connie said. By the look

in her eye I could see that she was going

to do just as good a job on Pat. So al-

ways having been a sucker for fireworks

I scampered right after her. And I was
glad I did. For I wouldn't have missed

that sweet little tableau we saw through

the open door for anything, except may-
e a date with Bobby Turner.

For there was Pat standing in front of

her mirror, kissing her own reflection as

rapturously as though her lips were

ressed against Rudolph Valentino's. Her
yes were closed, but as we stood there

taring she opened them a little and
gazed ardently at herself. "Ummmmm,
you wonderful creature!" she whispered

ecstatically, and had to give herself an-

other kiss before she could go on. "Why
does everyone love you?" she crooned.

"Why are you so divine and clever and
popular?"

I just stood there stunned. But Connie

gave that throaty little giggle of hers.

"Gee," she said,- "I wish somebody loved

me the way you love you!"

Pat whirled around. "Why Connie

Lane," she said in a voice that said Con-
nie really should know better than to

take her seriously. Only she didn't fool

either of us for a minute. "You know I

was only kidding, n'est-ce-pas?"

"It sounded like true love to me," Con-

nie said. "Here's that burlap bag you
wanted fixed."

Then even Connie found herself out of

her depth for once. For as Pat took that

swirling armful of white chiffon and bril-

liants, throwing mercis around as if they

were confetti, Connie just looked at her

in that exasperated way and left without

telling her off as she had planned.

The girl was smart, though—Pat, I"

mean. You had to hand her that. For
though I've seen many of my sex fish for

information I never saw it done as ex-

pertly as she did it that evening when we
were dressing for the party. And of

course it had to be me who gave her the

data she wanted. But how could I know
she had anything ulterior in nind when
she asked us to tell her a little about the

boys who were coming so she wouldn't

fee] such a complete stranger?

Of course Tommy Marlowe was the first

one we mentioned. Didn't he have every

girl in college swooning over him?

—

every girl but Connie and me, that is.

For Connie was too busy to bother with

any of the boys and me, well, I'd just

awakened to the fact that I was madly,

desperately in love with the aforemen-

tioned Bobby, who wasn't tall and hand-

some and brawny like Tommy, who be-

sides having everything else was our star

football player, too. If it wasn't that

Bobby happened to be Tommy's best

friend and room-mate he wouldn't even
have had the dismal honor of making the

scrub team.

Yes, I have to admit it, Bobby was
rather on the undersized side, but I

didn't care. I loved him, and from the

glances he threw my way when no one

was looking I knew he felt the same
way about me. Only he didn't dare show

it, because Beef MacGowan had decided

I was his girl, and Beef lived up to his

nickname. He was all brawn and, well, I

guess Bobby didn't want to die young,

even for me.
But enough of my troubles. We were

talking about Pat and the clever way she

was getting information from the rest of

us. We went right down the line to

Peter Van Dyne, III, who'd always come
last on any girl's roll call But Pat

perked up at the name.
"What an aristocratic-sounding name!"

she said, with the first real, animation
she'd shown yet.

"Maybe," Flo agreed grudgingly. "But
he's such a drip."

That's where I rushed in, telling Pat
exactly what she wanted to know. "For
twenty-five million, let me drip," I said,

grabbing for a laugh.

But though a couple of the girls came
through, Pat didn't even smile. Her eyes

had the same look I've seen my father's

get when he's planning an important
business deal. "You mean to say he's not

an attractive boy?" she said in that off-

hand way which didn't fool me for a

minute.
"Attractive?" I exploded. "That boy

is the twerpiest wet smack of all time."

Pat shrugged. "Quel fromage!" she

said in that same offhand way. And then

as Connie gave her that questioning look,

she explained gently, "That's 'what a

pity' in French."

"Oh, you mean 'quel damage,' " Con-
nie, who happened to be majoring in

French, corrected her without thinking.

For if there's one thing Connie isn't, it's

a cat. "Fromage means cheese. Quel

fromage, what cheese."

Everybody laughed, and Pat looked

daggers, and I just couldn't resist stick-

ing another pin into her. " 'Scuse me,
girls," I said making my exit. "I gotta

make some ham and dommagc sand-

wiches."

Only the laugh turned out to be on

me. For as I went down the stairs there

was Beef coming through the front door,

and as usual he made a grab for me,
hugging me so hard I couldn't breathe.

And just then Bobby came in and, well,

I couldn't resist just that one little

glance.

"You don't love anyone else but me,

do you?" Beef demanded, shifting his

arms a little so that now he held me
only by a mere strangle hold.

"Oh, of course not, Beef," I said quick-

ly, for who is a five-foot-oner like me to

go against one whose strength was as the

strength of ten, as the poet has it? But
the way Beef was glaring at Bobby I

knew he had seen the interest in my
girlish eyes, and I didn't want Bobby to

get in trouble either. So remembering

that Beef 'had added psychology to his

curriculum that year—why I shall never

know as Beef isn't the heavyweight men-
tally that he is physically—I decided to

appeal to his ego. "I guess I'm just sort of

like that psychology thing you were tell-

ing me about. I'm a split personality."

But Beef wasn't in the mood even for

flattery. "Anyone who comes near you
will be a split personality!" he said

darkly.

No one ever took an exit cue quicker

than Bobby took that one. But just as

I managed to tear away from Beef so I

could go after him I saw the crowd
blocking my way. Two crowds rather,

for one of them was the masculine group

at the foot of the stairs waiting for Pat

to come down, and the other was the

feminine one surrounding Tommy Mar-
lowe.

"Tommy!" they were all shouting in

unison. "Where you been, Tommy? Why
are you so late, Tommy?" And of course

Tommy was taking it all as his due.

After all, a boy can't be so sought after

without getting a little sure of himself.

"Now, now, girls, don't rush me," he

grinned. "By the way, where's this glo-

rious creature the boys have been talk-

ing about?- I gotta give her the once-

over."

"Uli-uh," one of the stags muttered

disgustedly, "we can all go home. Mar-
lowe's here."

"Thanks," Tommy grinned, straighten-

ing his tie. "Well, well, it's quite a turn-

out. If this show isn't worth it, I'm gon-

na want my money back." And then as

someone laughed Tommy leaped up on

the stairs and began waving his arms as

if he were a barker in a sideshow. "Step

up, step up, folks!" he twisted his mouth
grotesquely and I have to admit he was
pretty good. "You are about to witness

one of nature's marvels—Patricia Mc-
Clellan, the female form dee-vine! Jun-

gle potentates fought for one smile from

her cru-elle lips
—

"

That was as far as he got, for there

was the luscious Pat herself sweeping

down the stairs, the grand entrance she

had planned spoiled a little by the fury

in her eyes. Mrs. Drexel came over

quickly thinking there might be a scene

and began introducing the boys to her.

Tommy couldn't stand it, being just

one of the mob, so he shouldered his way
towards her. "And I'm Tommy Mar-
lowe," he said confidently.

Pat looked at him coldly. "That was
a charming speech, Mr. Marlowe. You've
obviously spent most of your life in a

freak show."
A funny thing happened then, for there

was Tommy whose attitude with girls

had been strictly the take 'em or leave

'em technique, actually falling all over

himself in his anxiety to make amends.

"I was only kidding," he pleaded.

"You're terrific! I'll tell you more about

it while we dance."

He might just as well not have been

there. For as Pat turned haughtily away,
Mrs. Drexel introduced Peter Van Dyne.

"Oh!" Pat gushed, her voice heavy
with the English accent she'd substituted

for the usual French phrases. "Mr. Van
Dyne the third! I've heard so much
about you."

And without another glance at anyone
she took him by the arm and swept gaily

into the living room where the phono-

graph was obligingly playing Lucky in

Love, which was just about the perfect

song for her moment of triumph.

It was anything but for Tommy. Per-

fect, I mean. It was the first time in the

memory of the student body anyone hnd

seen him sulk. That is, he sulked at first.

Then he looked so despondent that even

the usual insensitive Beef took pity on

him. And since Beef was taking up
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psychology, it was only natural he at-

tacked Tommy's problem from that an-
gle.

"The trouble is," he said sagely, "that
girl's erudite. So you gotta be erudite
too. Did you get a load of that parlez-

vous she slings around?"
"Yeah?" Tommy glared over at Pat

dancing blissfully in Peter Van Dyne the
third's arms. "Well, I'm gonna give her
that parlez-vozis right back again."

So that was how Tommy began study-
ing in the library after classes with Con-
nie tutoring him, for his French certainly

needed brushing up. Pooch, the football

coach, got so worried when he saw how
seriously his star player was taking his

lessons, even to missing a couple of prac-
tice games, that he went up to the
library to escort him personally to the
field. But Tommy only looked at him
dreamily and spouted a flow of French
which left Pooch agonized.

"Gee, it comes naturally to me," Tom-
my grinned. "I been in the class five

days and I speak like a native. I don't
know of what country, but like a native."

"Comes easy, huh?" Pooch grumbled.
"Think your parlez-vous is gonna charm
Crenshaw off the field tomorrow?"

"I don't know albout that," Tommy
sighed. "But it's gonna charm McClel-
lan into coming to the prom with me
tomorrow night."

There was a rattling din then that
sounded as if a bull had gotten loose in
a hardware store, but it sounded like

music to me. And as I ran to the win-
dow and stared ecstatically there was
Bobby's old jalopy coming around the
corner on two wheels. "Hey, Tommy!"
he called excitedly even before the car
stopped. "I found her. She's at Gim-
peldinger's having a soda with Van
Dyne."
"Keep the engine boiling," Tommy or-

dered. "I'll be right down."
But I got there ahead of him and

scrambled into Bobby's car, for I cer-
tainly wasn't going to miss an oppor-
tunity like this. Then even my heart
quailed as I saw Beef dashing down the
steps with fire in his eyes, a three-alarm
fire at that.

"What you doing with my gal?" he
bellowed, yanking Bobby almost out of
his seat. "I love that woman and she
loves me!"

"Oh, sure," Bobby quavered. "Yeah,
sure, she loves you, yes sir!"

"I'm glad you said that," Beef
frowned. " 'Cause if you hadn't, I
mighta done this." Ripping off a fender,
he bent it into a spiral. "You know how
upset I get on account of Babe," he
went on, yanking off one of the front
lights. "I'm a highly tense person.
Y'know when you keep your inhibitions
tightly locked up, sometimes they just
break open."
He proved it by tearing off the door,

and then grabbing the car with both
hands shook it until the nuts and bolts
flew in all directions. "When I lose con-
trol I just get shaken from top to bot-
tom." He looked accusingly at me as
he climbed in beside me. "I don't know
what I'm doing. It's like I'm hypno-
tized."

But he came out of his daze long
enough once we reached Gimpeldinger's

to down three double chocolate sodas.

None of the rest of us were interested

in gorging ourselves for once. We were
too fascinated in the show Tommy was.

putting on for Pat. It was really a per-

formance. He was Francois Villon, tender-

and ardent at once, swashbuckling all

over the place as he spouted French.
Pat wasn't impressed, though. At first

she tried to pretend she didn't even know
he was there, though his cheek was prac-
tically resting on hers as he leaned over
the table in the booth where she and
Van Dyne were sitting. But as he ended
his spiel with an eloquent invitation to

the prom, she turned and looked at him.
"Mr. Marlowe," she said disdainfully,

"you are a pain in the neck in any langu-
age. I'm going to the prom with Mr.
Van Dyne. You may be able to memo-
rize lines but you can't memorize good
manners."
Tommy stared at her as though she

had slapped him, and maybe it was be-
cause he always had seemed so self-suffi-

cient befpre that I felt so sorry for him
I almost cried.

"Okay, Miss McClellan," he said, and
his voice sounded so mixed up, almost
as if he wanted to cry too. "Maybe it

took a ton of bricks to fall on me, but I
guess I got the idea now. You win. I—

I

won't take up any more of your valuable
time."

Everybody looked uncomfortable as
he walked out, the way people do who've
seen someone else humiliated. But Pat
just sat there so smug and self-satisfied

that I just had to give her a jolt.

"Gosh," I announced so innocently
that for a moment the rest of the crowd
believed me too. "Tommy looked pretty
sick for someone who's just inherited his

uncle's pickle factory, didn't he? They
say it's worth millions."

It was wonderful seeing Pat's chagrin
wiping that smirk off her face. But later

I wondered if I'd been so smart after all,

for that evening just before dinner Con-
nie came into our living-room looking as

if someone had just given her the world
tied up in a pink ribbon.
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"Babe, guess what," he said dreamily.
"I'm going to the prom!"

I thought of all the times we'd gone to
parties leaving Connie behind and sud-
denly it made me ashamed of myself
that I had never realized how she must
have felt about it. But things like that
had never seemed to interest Connie.
Only I knew better now looking at her
with that shining look in her blue eyes.

Why, she was actually beautiful. I'd

never realized that before either.

"You'll never guess," Connie said
breathlessly. "I know it seems impos-
sible, but he likes me. Tommy Marlowe
likes me!"

"Oh," I said, and suddenly I was
afraid. "Look, Connie, I think I ought
to warn you—he asked Pat and—

"

"Oh, Pat," Connie said as if she didn't
matter at all. "He told me all about that.
It's all over."

My uneasiness went, looking at her.

She looked so lovely that evening, that
though I had a feeling Pat was going to
change her mind after the whopper I
told her, I didn't see how Tommy could.

So it came with almost as much of a
shock to me as it did to Connie when
Tommy called her the next evening. She
had just finished dressing and I don't
know why it should make it seem worse
that she was wearing the first party dress
she had ever owned when it happened.
But it did. I guess we women are aw-
fully sentimental about little things like

that.

Flo was with me, I'd been teaching
her a new dancing step, but when Connie
came into my room and stood there lean-
ing against the door as though she
couldn't move another step I managed to
get rid of her. Then I went over to Con-
nie. "Don't tell me," I said miserably.
"I know."

"He's taking Pat," Connie said. "I—

I

guess it was too good to be true. Oh,
Babe, I feel so awful!"

She began crying then and it was aw-
ful seeing Connie cry. And it was all my
fault. I'd sicked Pat on to him. I had
to open my big mouth. But how could I

ever have dreamed Connie felt that way
about Tommy?

"Connie, I'm not going either," I said
wildly. "I'm staying right here with
you."
"Of course you're not," she said. And

she even managed to smile a little.

But I didn't have any fun at that
prom.
From that night on Pat led Tommy

around as if he were a Peke on a leash
and he didn't seem to mind it too much
when she corrected his grammar and or-

dered him around. Even when she an-
nounced publicly that she wouldn't be
engaged to him until he won the big
game of the year, Tommy took it on the
chin. He even managed to grin.

But he must have been pretty flus-

tered inside, even though he didn't show
it. For the next day he flunked his

French exam, and French was his best

subject.

That meant he wouldn't be allowed to
play football, and automatically that
meant Tait would lose the biggest game
of the year. All of us, even I who
looked on football as my own personal
enemy, were floored until the Dean came
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to the rescue and ruled that because of
Tommy's previous high marks he would
be allowed to take another examination.
And of course that put it squarely up
to Connie.

She didn't want to tutor him at first,

but with all of us pleading with her to

come through for dear old Tait and all

that sort of thing she finally relented. So
all that week Tommy came over to Phi
Gamma Gamma after dinner while Con-
nie put him through his paces. But out-
side of teaching him French, it was just
as if he didn't exist for Connie at all.

I didn't realize how hard he was tak-
ing it until the night before the exami-
nation. They were studying in the kitch-
en as the living room sounded like a
boiler factory as usual with all the girls

trying to out-shout the phonograph. But
I'd forgotten that when I sneaked down-
stairs to make myself a sandwich.

Just as I got to the door I heard Tom-
my's voice. "Connie, won't you even talk
to me?" he was saying.

I'd never heard Connie's voice sound
the way it did then, so aloof and cold
with all her usual warm, sparkle gone.
"You were doing splendidly with those
verbs, Mr. Marlowe," she said, for all the
world like a prissy old maid school teach-
er. "Please try them again."
"But Connie," he said desperately,

"you gotta let me say I'm sorry. You
haven't talked to me in two months."
"Look," she said. "There's nothing to

talk about. You better study, because if

you study, you'll play. If you play you'll
win and when you win, you'll be engaged
to Pat, and that's what you want, isn't
it?"

There was a long pause. "Yeah, I guess
so," he said then. "Yeah, sure, that's
what I want."

All the breath I'd been holding in
came out in one big swish that I was
sure they must have heard. I was so
disgusted I was ready to go in there and
give him a piece of my mind. Then I
heard steps coming and I just had time
to get behind the cellar door when Pat
passed me, so she heard Tommy too
when he spoke again. "Gosh, your eyes
are blue," he said.

I heard Pat sniff, then the sound of
the door being suddenly thrown open.
"Well!" Pat said. "Making a play for a
practically engaged man is a very un-
ladylike thing to do."

"So is listening at keyholes," Connie
said indignantly. "But don't worry, Pat.
Tomorrow Tommy will get every one of
those answers right because he loves
you. And even if he didn't I wouldn't
want him. I wouldn't want him if he
were the last man on the campus. You
picked the perfect match for yourself.
He's inconsiderate, vain, selfish, you can't
believe a word he says. And the same
goes for you. You deserve to be stuck
with each other. Congratulations! I
know you'll both be very happy."
But that minute later when she ran

past me I heard her sobbing softly un-
der her breath.

She didn't look as if she'd slept much
the next day when I saw her in the
library. Practically the whole student
body was outside on the campus waiting
to find out if Tommy had passed his
exam and the place was simply electric

Remember Lee Tracy? See him with Julia

Bishop in Monogram's "High Tide."

with excitement, but Connie didn't show
any. Even when Professor Kenyon came
in she just looked at him with that dull
stare as if nothing mattered. Nothing
at all.

"Do you want to correct it?" he asked.
"Oh, he passed all right," Connie said

listlessly. "It's almost silly to look."
"Well, we'll see," he said, his eyes

glancing at the paper. Then suddenly he
looked practically apopletic. "Why, what
is this?" he cried. "Some kind of joke?
Listen to this. Question: Name the
French verbs that take 'etre.' Answer:
You haven't spoken to me for two
months! And here's the answer to the
next one: Gosh, your eyes are blue!"
"Oh!" Connie said. "Oh!" she said

again, and the shining look was back in
her eyes. "Oh, Professor, Babe, how
wonderful! He loves me. He really knows
his French," she went on breathlessly.
"He could have passed, so he flunked
deliberately because he didn't want to
play! Because he didn't want to be en-
gaged to Pat! Oh, I'm so happy!"
"You mean," Kenyon looked at her

flabbergasted, "he loves you so much
he'd even lose the game for the school?"

"Oh, yes, Professor!" Connie was al-

most crying, she was so happy. "And I
love him too. I've got to go find him."
"No, wait a minute," he said. "He

made a big sacrifice, giving up something
that must mean a great deal to him,
winning that game tomorrow. But it

means a great deal to the school, too.

Connie, under the circumstances and
since you tell me this boy really knows
his French, I think I ought to pass him."

"Pass him?" Connie whispered.
"You'd feel pretty guilty if he didn't

play that game, wouldn't you?" he asked.
"I'll leave it up to you. Shall I pass
him?"

Connie didn't say anything. Instead
she went to the window and stood there
looking down on the crowd waiting to

hear the verdict. And it must have been
hard for her with Tommy standing there

in the crowd grinning up at her and
making those little motions to show how
he felt about her. She looked ^t him and
her eyes wavered. Then she looked at
the crowd and they didn't waver any-
more. "He—he passed," she called down
to them.
But Tommy wasn't giving up so eas-

ily. We knew that, Connie and I did, sit-

ting there in the stands watching Tom-
my fumble every ball that was kicked to
him. It got so bad that before the first

half was called, the coach sent him to
the bench, and in the next half Beef was
out of the game with a sprained rib leav-
ing Tait just nowhere. It was so bad
they even had to send Tommy in as a
substitute.

We saw Tommy say something to Beef
as they sat there on the bench together.
Then Tommy pointed straight at us, and
the next thing we knew there was Beef
barging toward us.

"Beef, are you all right?" Connie
asked anxiously.

"Sure, I gotta get X-rayed." Beef just
tossed it. off. "But listen, Connie, you
gotta do something! You can't just sit

there. Tommy's losing the game. He
just told me if he wins he gets the wrong
girl because he loves you."

"Gee, we got to do something fast," I
said. "If only it was as easy to call Pat
off as it was to sick her on to him! Why
did I ever tell her Tommy was the pickle
king?"

"Pickle king!" Connie said. "That's
it!" And suddenly she was scribbling a
note. "Look, Beef, take this over to Pat,
will you? Right away!"
"What are you writing to her for?" I

asked as Beef dashed off again.
"It's working," Connie laughed. "Look,

Pat. She's writing a note and giving it

back to Beef. Oh, Babe, I told her Tom-
my's business just went into bankruptcy
but that Beef's father owns one of the
biggest cattle ranches in the West!"

I looked at my watch as Beef started
down to the field again and there was
just five minutes to go. Two of them
were gone by the time he got there but
if you ever want to see what can happen
to a football game in three minutes just
send Tommy Marlowe in fighting. And
in this case it wasn't only Tommy.
Bobby was in it too, and what he lacked
in physique he certainly made up for in
spirit. For it was Bobby who threw the
lateral to Tommy and between them
they scored the winning touchdown just
as the whistle blew.

You can imagine the rush for Tommy
and Bobby then, but Connie and I

proved we could run as good interfer-
ence as our heros.

"Hey," I shouted when I'd almost
reached my goal, and a girl I didn't even
recognize in my desperation tried to
block my way. "I got squatter's right!"
Even in all that din Bobby heard me.
"Just a minute! Break it up, girls!"

he said, and he certainly could give or-
ders now that his inferiority complex was
gone. "Come here, woman, and kiss me!"
And as he grabbed me and kissed me,
his voice rose triumphantly. "Where's
Beef? I want to show him I'm not afraid
of him. Beef, are you looking?"
But as it happened Beef wasn't. For

there he was up in the deserted stands
hugging Pat and looking as if he really
had the million dollars Connie had just
credited him with. Only I couldn't let

Bobby know how his new courage was
wasted. So I threw my arms around him
and kissed him again, blotting out every-
thing but just him and me and his arms
holding me.
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'How Can You Get Along with Your In-Laws?'

Continued from page 38

great sense of humor, and that's so im-

portant. But I do think that at least

sixty percent of the divorces and marital

troubles are fanned into flames by un-

thinking in-laws. And yet they don't al-

ways think they're hurting a marriage.

They usually believe they are helping

instead.

GLENN: We're still going at this the

wrong way! The word, "family," doesn't

mean you, your wife, and your child, but
all those related to you. The whole thing

goes right back to the trouble with the

world today. We've not learned to live

with our neighbor.

SHIRLEY: I've never witnessed any
cases of in-law trouble after marriage. I

think the trouble begins before marriage.

The parents try to govern their children

then and they fail to realize they've

grown up. After marriage, the parents
finally catch on.

MAUREEN: I do know of one case.

A certain star has a really difficult moth-
er. She wanted control of her daughter
and the money that came from the girl's

work in pictures. She didn't want any
boy to marry her. When the girl did get

married, the mother swore she'd get her
divorced one way or another. And she

did. That's a tragic example.

HOLLAND: Lots of people now find

they are living with their in-laws because
of necessity—to go off on another tan-

gent. Do you believe that it's advisable

to live with in-laws under any circum-
stances?

IRENE: Not if it can be avoided—not
at any cost. It's too much to expect
young people to get along with elders.

The difference in their ages and in their

way of thinking is too much to combat.

MAUREEN: Under no circumstances,

should young couples live with in-laws!

They need room to air their views,

chance for freedom of expression for the
arguments they're bound to have and
should have since these arguments clear

the air and make for a healthy marriage.
This freedom is completely denied them
if in-laws are around. The couple are too

embarrassed to act as they would nor-

mally. It stifles their chances of happi-
ness:

GLENN: That's more or less what I

believe—that every young couple should

be left alone during the first formative
years. In-laws must understand that. I

have no patience with what I call

"smother" love—which is a big in-law

problem in some cases. Yet how can you
condemn a situation where emergencies
make living together imperative? You
have to be tolerant then and accept the
inevitable problems.

SHIRLEY: Certainly it's not wise, but
as Glenn pointed out, there are times

when it can't be helped. Young fellows

getting married can't always afford to

pay the bonuses asked for getting an
apartment to rent. Nor can they afford

to advance the payment required on
some leases. The housing shortage is

much to blame.

BOB: There's no emergency that war-

rants in-laws living with you! You're
bound eventually either to hurt their

feelings or ruin your own marriage. You
can't bring emotions and in-laws to-

gether. The word "in-law" means you're

related because the law says you are.

When you mix emotion with the cold,

hard, legal facts, you're in for it!

GLENN: That's getting too technical!

After all, in-laws are people, not legal

facts!

HOLLAND: Before you two go off

into a session of your own, I'm going to

cut right in and change the subject.

Now, let's suppose that circumstances

make it imperative for the in-laws to

move in with a young couple. What mis-

takes should the mother-in-law, in par-

ticular, avoid in her association with her

daughter or son-in-law so she won't turn

the household upside down?

BOB: The thing that can break up a

marriage quicker than anything else is

the opposites. Seldom do you find a

mother-in-law liking the son or daughter-

in-law. If it's the boy's mother who is

involved, she should agree with her

daughter-in-law at all times, or appear to

agree. Same applies if it's the son-in-law

she's dealing with. The moment mama
starts agreeing with her daughter against

the husband, the barrier is up. In other
words, agree with thine adversary quickly!

MAUREEN: The mother-in-law must
remember she's the guest in the daugh-
ter-in-law's house. She cannot run the

home, the child, the husband. It's an
awful temptation, I know, for her to

watch her son's wife do things wrong or

do them slowly, but she must let the

daughter-in-law profit by her own mis-

takes. I also believe that if it's possible,

the in-law should make her bedroom into

a sitting-room so she won't have to be
with the couple all of the time. If the

daughter-in-law, to turn the tables, is the

guest in her mother-in-law's home, then
the same idea about living quarters goes.

In that case, there is one other impor-
tant rule—the mother must not make
demands on her son or try to control him
as she did before he married. That has
now become the wife's job.

SHIRLEY: The big danger here, as I

see it, is if there's a child in the family.

No grandparent and no in-law should
ever monopolize it too much or criticize

the way the young couple is raising the
child. After all, so many theories that
were good in our mother's times have
been tossed out the window by doctors
today. I know one case, for example,
where every time the child's mother
would spank it, her mother-in-law would
immediately start cuddling and sympath-
izing with the child. I also believe that

no mother-in-law should ever take away
responsibility from her daughter-in-law.

Let her be the head of the house.

IRENE: I believe it's up to the moth-
er and father-in-law to study carefully

Jeanne Craine bids her pet lion goodbye.

She'll visit Shah -Shah now in the Zoo.

Above, Jeanne's coiffed for her role in 20th

Century-Fox's "You Were Meant for Me."
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the kind of a person the girl or boy is

whom their son or daughter married. By
knowing the young person well, there'll

be no danger of the in-law saying or do-
ing anything that would cause trouble.

GLENN: We all sound as though it

was almost impossible for a mother-in-
law and a daughter-in-law to get along!
That's not so. Not if the mother-in-law
develops interests of her own. And if she
remembers to keep herself apart from the
life of the young couple. If the couple
makes mistakes, the mother-in-law
shouldn't inflict her phobias or rules on
the daughter or son-in-law. She must
acclimate herself to the marriage the
same as the husband and wife must ad-
just themselves to it. It's all a situation
that can be handled if common sense and
tolerance are used.

HOLLAND: Well, we certainly got
some very complete answers on that!
But to go into even more detail, suppose
the situation arises where the mother-
in-law and the daughter-in-law just don't
get along. Should the husband then ask
his mother to leave the house, should he
stand by his wife, or should he talk to
them both?

GLENN: That's like asking the old
question: "If you're in a boat that's

sinking, should you save your mother or
your wife or your child?" No situation
should be allowed to get to such a diffi-

cult point. A man should remember he's

the boss of his house, and he ought to
settle the whole thing before it gets so
complicated.

SHIRLEY: That's what I think! The
husband should talk honestly to both his

mother and his wife, point out the child-

ish attitude they're taking and where
they're wrong. If it's the wife's mother
who's causing the trouble, the wife should
talk to her. The whole problem is a tough
one because you can't hurt anyone's feel-

ings. It puts up a barrier that can harm
the future happiness of a marriage.

IRENE: My sympathy always goes to
the husband in this case. It's the most
difficult spot in the world for him. The
poor fellow doesn't want to be inconsid-

erate of his mother nor does he want to

desert his wife. In this case, the wife

must lean over backwards being tolerant

of the mother-in-law only because of her
husband. The wife must put it down as
a difficult cross that must be borne and
hope that the mother-in-law can soon
find a place where she'll be happy.

MAUREEN: If the son can't reason
with his wife and his mother, then he'll

have to find a new home for his mother
After all, he married the girl—and it's

that or divorce his wife. That'.: not any
good. There is a catch in some instances,

though. It's hard to convince a son who
has a possessive mother that his mother
is in the wrong. Then only a family doc-
tor or some outsider equally close should

be called in to help. Perhaps a spiritual

adviser, for example.
BOB: I'm qualifying nothing! I sim-

ply state flatly that if a fellow wants to
make a success of his marriage, he must
blindly agree with his wife no matter
what the situation is. Once he tries to
rationalize the deal, he's sunk. His mar-
riage is sure to be hurt. The husband
and wife must stand together on every-
thing!

HOLLAND: I can see several of you
are ready to carry this point on further,
but there are some other facts you can
battle about. Do you believe in accept-
ing advice or help from in-laws?

BOB: If you can possibly avoid advice
and help gracefully, it's better to do
without them both. Neither a borrower
nor a lender be. It always starts trou-
ble. I know it's hard to do, because kids
starting out together usually need help
and the in-laws want to be of assistance,
but in the long run it causes a rift.

GLENN: Why shouldn't you accept
help or advice? I can't share Bob's som-
ber views at all! I say—accept them and
be grateful. Since when is advice from
in-laws worse than advice from anyone
else?

IRENE: Yes, it's fine to accept advice
from them if you feel that your in-laws
are capable of giving it. Just because
they're related to you, however, doesn't
automatically make them sages. As for
taking financial assistance, that's a nat-
ural thing with families. All want to
help each other.

MAUREEN: As Irene has inferred, I

think it depends on the kinds of in-laws
you have. And on the advice you're
looking for. I don't believe any young
couple should ask advice on what or
what not to do in marriage. It's a lot

safer to make your own decisions.

SHIRLEY: I believe advice should be
taken from anyone who gives it. After
all, we have to be open-minded enough
for that. Financial help, too, is okay if

it doesn't get to be a habit and if a
young couple doesn't lean on it too much.
I think that in an emergency it's better
to owe a debt to your family than to
some loan company, but I do believe the
debt should be paid back quickly.

HOLLAND: And now for another im-
portant problem—can in-laws get along
with other in-laws?

MAUREEN: I think they can. And
there is no finer example of this than that
of William Bendix and his in-laws. At
the last count, about twenty-two mem-
bers of his and his wife's family had
moved out to be with them. They're all

very close and have been so for years.
They're like real friends, so much so that
Bill now plans to build a big ranch where
they can all live together. It all depends
then on how much in-laws try to get
along with each other. It's a hard job
for some, I admit, because cheap jokes
have made it smart to dislike your in-

laws. Sons look at their prospective
mother-in-laws with definite dislike and
parents are as determined not to like

the boy or girl their offspring marries.

GLENN: That question is like saying
one member of a family dislikes another
member of the family! In-laws can get
along. Look at some of the so-called
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poorer classes in the tenement districts

where large families manage all right.

IRENE: Well, I can't share your rosy

views, Glenn, because I've seen very few

examples where in-laws get along well

together. For one thing, when a boy
marries a girl, his parents feel they've

lost him. And when children come, the

girl's parents feel she is the most im-

portant and the husband is left out in

the cold. That all leads to jealousy, and
it's that very thing that causes trouble.

Respective grand-parents of a young
child are constantly vying with each
other for a youngster's love.

BOB: It's all a question of personal-

ities. It's not easy to get a lot of in-laws

to be happy together. It's hard enough
to have a husband and wife stick to-

gether. I think the best solution is to

keep in-Jaws away as much as possible.

SHIRLEY: That's not the way I see

it! In-laws are human beings. People
have friends without any trouble. In-

laws should be better friends than the

average friends. After all, they have
more mutual interests.

BOB: But it's that those interests

aren't always so mutual—principally be-

cause in-laws are usually more possessive

and autocratic than your friends are.

I've seen many instances among my
friends where in-laws are possessive.

This is partly due to economic reasons.

If a boy and girl fall in love and the

girl's father offers the boy a job, he may
very likely take it. Then later all the

in-laws will say, "Look what Jr. got from
Daddy," and they'll expect Junior to

help them sooner or later. And soon
you'll have in-laws all over the place. I

say, keep business and favors out of mar-
riage, and then in-laws won't have a

chance to become autocratic.

GLENN: If in-laws are autocratic and
possessive, they are wrong, and should
cut the string at once. When a boy mar-
ries, it's up to him to cut the string too,

and the same applies to the girl.

MAUREEN: I don't think they're

possessive! It's hard, I know, for parents
to give up their children, but they must
realize they can't hold on to the son or

daughter all their lives.

IRENE: In-laws have always seemed
quite possessive as a rule. Look at the

way they move in with their ideas of

furnishing a home, for example. Some-
how they seldom learn how to hold ticfht

with open hands. Simply because it's so

natural to want to hold on to their chil-

dren.

SHIRLEY: I haven't run into any
such cases of in-laws trying to throw
their weight around. All I believe is that

the wrong use of an alleged power can
boomerang against them.
HOLLAND: Now we come to the

point of in-laws and their visits. How
often should they come to call and how
long should they stay? This is no minor
problem, either!

IRENE: I think once a week is plenty

if they live in the same city, and if they

live far away—well, a two weeks' vaca-

tion once a year is enough. I don't be-

lieve any in-law should ever stay so long

that he wears out his welcome. During

these visits, however, both in-laws and
the young couple should try to under-

stand each other.

BOB: I don't think they should ever

stay overnight! When they do visit, they
should be as considerate as they'd expect

their own in-laws to be. Do unto others

as you'd like them to do unto you, in

other words.

GLENN: I can't keep still any longer!

In-laws should visit as often as they
want to! And stay as long as they wish!

Why not, if all concerned use intelligence

and discretion? Then you'll know when
to come and when to go.

MAUREEN: In our home in Ireland,

our in-laws visited every Sunday after-

noon. At two o'clock, my grandfather
would take us six children out for a walk
and if we didn't scuff our shoes the whole
way, he'd buy us a bag of candy. He was
a very tall man, standing six feet four,

and he always carried himself very erect-

ly. He delighted in showing us how to

walk. Then we'd go back and have tea,

after which my parents and the in-laws

would play cards. I do feel once a week
is nice for a visit. The only thing is that

in-laws should remember that if the hus-

band and wife work, they must be al-

lowed a certain number of free hours to

themselves and regulate their visits ac-

cordingly. That is, if they live in the

same district.

SHIRLEY: I agree with Glenn—let

them visit when they like. I don't make
any set time for visiting my in-laws.

Sometimes I see them two and three

times a week, sometimes only once, and
sometimes every other week. I say that

you should be able to see your in-laws

as often as you see your friends.

HOLLAND: Well, we've taken the in-

laws for a long ride, so let's go into the

nice things about them. What do you
like about them? And let's have any
final advice you want to give. You speak
first, Bob, since you've been very definite

on this subject.

BOB: My in-laws don't act like in-

laws but like friends. That's when I like

in-laws. When they don't act as though
they had a proprietary right over you be-

cause of a marriage.

GLENN: If that question applies to

parents, it's a ridiculous question. They're
a mother and father to the girl you love

or they're your own mother and father.

Most kids don't appreciate their parents

until they've lost them. Ellie and I know
that. I lost my father when I was young
and so did she. This is the darndest topic

anyway! Gets me so riled!

MAUREEN: There's a lot that's nice

about in-laws. They're handy to lean on
on occasion. They're always ready to aid

in times of trouble, they help with the

raising of your child—if their ideas agree

with yours—and they do make wonder-
ful baby sitters!

IRENE: I guess you'd feel rather

alone without any in-laws, especially

around the holiday seasons when a big

family is so pleasant. And when you're

in trouble, you always turn to them
without realizing it.

SHIRLEY: That's the way I feel

about them. I never had a large family

until I marriea Jack. The relatives I

have live in Pennsylvania and Chicago.

But now since my marriage I have two
extra brothers, a sister-in-law, and a

grandfather! My grandfather died when

I was a little baby, so this has meant a
lot to me.
MAUREEN: As for any final advice—

I can only say: treat your in-laws as

you'd like them to treat you and you'll

get along.

SHIRLEY: In other words, treat them
with sincerity and with a normal amount
of tact. Be open-minded and don't har-

bor grudges. Talk over your difficulties

and don't hide them.
IRENE: In-laws are here to stay, so

you may as well be intelligent and char-

itable and understanding with them. And
remember—you'll get older yourself some
day, you young people, and you'll find

that you, too, will acquire more faults.

GLENN: And keep your own house in

order! Then there'll be no in-law prob-

lem.

HOLLAND: And that winds up our

sessions together. Next month five new
stars take over our forum. I'm very sorry

to see this wonderful board leave and I'll

miss you all. Thank you for being so

helpful and cooperative. (And that goes

for you too, Linda Darnell, for your time

on our panel.) Next month our new
board takes over a subject suggested by
Screenland readers. This new board will

boast the names of Gregory Peck, Susan
Hay ward, Lon McCallister, Barbara
Stanwyck, and Ann Blyth. Thanks to

you again—and so long.

IRENE: Before we leave, I'd like to

tell you, Jack, how much we have en-

joyed serving on this board. We think
Screenland is really doing something
important with this series, and we'll be
reading the next board's comments with
great interest. We wish them all luck. So
—it's time for us to be on our way, folks!

To all you readers who have written

us so many interesting letters, congratu-
lations for proving (if proof be needed)
that screen fans are intelligent and adult

in their thinking, whether they're grand-
mas or school girls. Thank you, in be-

half of us all, for your fine loyalty.

EDITOR'S NOTE:
We add our sincere thanks to the

charming and cooperative stars who
have given so freely of their time
in serving on Screenland's Board of

Star Advisers. We welcome the five

new stars on the new Board beginning
in the next issue, Gregory Peck, Susan
Hayward, Lon McCallister, Barbara
Stanwyck and Ann Blyth, and know
they will contribute their best efforts

to future discussions. And now it is

up to you, our readers, to keep this

exclusive series on the same high,

spirited plane. After reading this

article, think ahead to the next. What
subject close to your heart do you
want brought out into the open? If

you have any problem which would
benefit by honest and frank discus-

sion, let's hear it. The Star Advisers

will select the subject of most general

interest to all and Jack Holland, who
conducts the Forum, will introduce it

for the stars to discuss. Send in your
question now to Screenland's Star

Advisers, Screenland Magazine, 37
West 57th Street, New York 19, New
York.
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New Lines

Continued from page 49

June Lockhart, who posed for our

fashions on pages 48 and 49, takes no
part in the current short-long hemline
controversy. She likes both—at the prop-

er times. Goes particularly for the off-

shoulder creations with the new ballerina

length for cocktail hours and thinks short

formals are good-looking. On the other

hand, for street wear she prefers a me-
dium length and, as you can see on our

fashion pages, she certainly looks tops.

She is appearing in Eagle Lion's "Bury
Me Dead," and "T-Men."

The clothes June is wearing for our
fashion spread were selected from several

manufacturers about town. If you like

them and want to buy them, perhaps the

store mentioned in the captions is in

your city. If not, then drop a line to the

manufacturers listed below and they will

be glad to tell you 'the nearest store

where you may buy the clothes.

so confused and so hurt. It was a chal-

lenge so provocative that now I have fin-

ished figuring out Louise's mental proc-

esses, what made her the way she was,

I believe I'll try to figure out my mental
processes, what made me the way I am.
For instance, "Are there," I ask myself,

"any similarities between Joan Crawford
and the girl she played in 'Possessed'?"

To which, frankly, the answer is "Yes."

But, hastily reassuring myself, "Don't be
frightened, honey," I tell myself, "we all

have symptoms such as possessed the

girl in 'Possessed' but so long as they

remain symptoms, remain static, you're a
perfectly normal person, you're all right
—aren't you?"

Fascinated as I am by the first explo-

ratory glimpse into the watchworks that

make me tick, let me begin by using the

"free association of ideas" method, a sort

of amateur job of psychoanalyzing my-
self.

My earliest memory—which seems to

be the first key an analyst turns—is of a

dress I wore (a pale green dress, crisp,

like a lettuce leaf) when I was about
four, and of walking up and down the

street in front of our house to show it off.

(Incidentally, I've heard people say they

remember when they were born or re-

member things they did when they were

less than a year old. Not remembering
anything until I was four, what does that

make me, the village idiot?)

I'm not in the least superstitious-

healthy sign? I sincerely believe that

there is something so much greater than

we are guiding, governing, directing and
protecting us that if we have any belief

or faith in that "Something" we cannot
possibly be superstitious. Superstition is

barbaric and a wrong concept of the faith

in which we believe.

I am a sentimentalist—oh, brother,

and how I'm a sentimentalist! I keep all

Black velvet hat by Emme—page 48
Emme Millinery Inc.

21 E. 56th Street

New York 19, N.Y.

Blue marquisette formal—page 49

Junior Formals
4-98 Seventh Avenue
New York 18, N.Y.

Full skirted navy moire
Babs Junior

4-98 Seventh Avenue
New York 18, N.Y.

Black moire ballerina dress, Inc.

Arkay Junior Frocks, Inc.

498 Seventh Avenue
New York 18, N.Y.

Plaid coat

Collegian Modes
250 West 39th Street

New York 18, N.Y.

my love letters tied up in sweet little

ribbons, all different colors. I cut poetry

out of newspapers and magazines and un-

derline poetry in books. I cry at the

movies and at plays and symphonies.
And, to get back to the movies, when I

want the hero and heroine to get to-

gether and the villain moves in and
frustrates them, I bawl. Just how corny
can you get being sentimental?

I am not, I find, afflicted by the com-
plaint, as common as the common cold,

commonly called "Pet Hates." True, I

used to be one of those people who either

just hates everything or just loves every-

thing, until I found that I wore myself

out with excessive hating and excessive

loving, and to no avail. Actually, hatred

reacts only against the person who does

the hating, so I gave up hatred a long

time ago. Now there are many things

that annoy me but nothing at all, I can
truthfully say, that I hate.

The things I like, the things I enjoy,

are many, and seem to me to be quite as

normal as need be. My favorite book is

the Bible. I love the theater; love, espe-

cially, any play Helen Hayes is in. I'm
a radio fan, with Bing Crosby my big

(radio) moment. I'm crazy about per-

fume—especially Zezan; love all shades

of the color blue, and go around hum-
ming "The Anniversary Song." I read in

bed every night, every night, and love it.

I enjoy a good dish of gossip—don't you?

And you? I'm that way for diamonds,

for—let's not skimp the truth—BIG dia-

monds and lots of them. A mink coat is,

since it's been within my purse, a "Must"
for me. Otherwise, I don't believe that,

in taste or practice, I am inordinately

extravagant or luxury-loving. In the past,

I have been extremely extravagant about

hats, shoes and bags. But in the past

year, I've bought only three hats, three

pairs of shoes, three bags. I do not be-

lieve I can be accused of pampering my-
self. I never breakfast in bed—except

after I've been working in a picture every
day for six months or more—then, per-

haps, I pamper myself with a tray in bed
for one or two mornings, no more.

I'm not all-out athletic, but love ten-

nis. That's my game. I love dogs. Loved,
dearly and devotedly, my friend and con-

stant companion of many years, the late

Pupchen, who was a dachshund, and now
I have a blonde Cocker spaniel.

I'm a movie fan as ever was. Eat
movies. With "Camille," starring Greta
Garbo, my long-time and I guess all-time

favorite. I've seen it nine times. And
poetry is one of my major passions

—

with "Be Noble!" my poetry pet.

I like to write letters but keep put-

ting letterwriting off because of my many
activities. When I can decently put it off

no longer, I dictate business letters while

I'm under the shower, under the hair-

dryer, making up or waiting for a long

distance telephone call to come through.

And, once or twice a month, after the

children are asleep, I sit down at my
desk and write personal letters until two
and three in the morning.

I love picnics in the woods with the

children, or playing records wit' them,
or reading to them. Right now we're

reading the whole series of "The Wizard
of Oz" books, which I had never read

when I was a child. I love to play games
with the two older children, Christina

and Christopher—beefsteak, bean bags
and football. I love to go down by the

sea and pick up shells with them, dis-

cover sea anemones. I don't enjoy adult

games, with adults, indications, for in-

stance, and charades, half as much. May-
be because I'm bad at them. I love to

dance. Oh, golly, HOW I love to dance!

My hobby is knitting, which seems
wholesome. I dress to please myself. I

wear the clothes I believe are the most
becoming to me and cannot be influ-

enced, even by fashion experts. I cer-

tainly would not, for instance, wear a
long torso dress which would make long-

waisted me look out of proportion, in

obeisance to a style edict. Nor will I

wear long skirts, even if I am the only

woman on earth wearing short ones, un-

less I think they become me.
I feel sure I haven't a trace of Nar-

cissism in me. My care of myself is, I

would say,, very basic. I think some form
of exercise, such as swimming or tennis,

is very important to health and, there-

fore, to beauty, so I swing a racket and
take a daily swim. The remainder of my
"beauty care" consists in scrubbing my
face every night with soap and water,

and I really mean scrub. I always sham-
poo my own hair. And I sleep eight

hours a night. And there is an end to it.

When it comes to listing and diagnos-

ing my faults, I hit a sore spot. I have
so many! This is not said in mock mod-
esty but as sober statement of fact,

which we'll brush off by saying that my
greatest fault is impatience—not only
with other people but with myself. Still,

if I had not been impatient with myself,

where would I be, today?
Fears—fears, too, are faults, and I

have many of them—was once, in fact,

polka-dotted with them. Most of them I

have now, like my hates, I am happy to

Joan Psychoanalyzes Crawford

Continued from page 21
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say, almost overcome. I used to be ter-

rified of the dark—a holdover from child-

hood. I used to be afraid of meeting new
people, and of going anywhere in public

—a holdover from a virulent inferiority

complex.
I suppose I must admit that I still

have an inferiority, or a partial one. I

certainly still have a terrific, a congen-
ital, a chronic shyness. Which I am try-

ing each day to overcome by the some-
what drastic method of forcing myself to

do things I don't want to do, or am fear-

ful of doing.

Most of us grow up with fears that

were instilled in us in childhood—either

through a sense of insecurity or through

a wrong sense of religion. In our adult

days we can only hope and try to find

the antidotes for these infantile phobias

which, as the rational adult rationalizes

the child's irrational fear of the dark and
—lo, no Bogeyman is there!—eliminates

them.

I LOVE my job. I love being an ac-

tress. Far fields do not look greener to

me. Which assures me that I have not

the malady of maladjustment. I think

that if I were not in the acting profes-

sion or if, by some nightmare circum-

stance, I should tomorrow find myself

out of it, I'd work like the dickens to

try and get IN again. If I failed in all

mediums—motion pictures, stage, radio

—I would probably strike out for an ex-

ecutive position, either with a department
store or with a national magazine. If

these failed me I'd still be (plug!) the

best housekeeper in the country!

I am, I can honestly say to myself and
to you, a good housekeeper. As a matter

of fact, perhaps I work too hard at it

—

or did. For until quite recently I was
practically "Craig's Wife." Now, how-
ever, I have relaxed sufficiently to be

able to pass a crowded ashtray without

pausing, in flight, to empty it—although

I still cook, sew, plan menus, do all the

household ordering and a great deal of

the marketing. I still clean house and
scrub like mad. I enjoy laundering the

babies' clothes (AND laundering the

babies!) and some of my own.

I am not, I would say, "odd" about

wanting to be alone. Now and again, if

I am going through an unhappy or try-

ing experience I find, it is true, that being

alone gives me a chance to take inven-

tory of myself and to arrive at some
solution that is constructive.

A few months ago, in fact, I did some-

thing I had never done before; something

I had always wanted to do and, at quite

long last, did do: I packed a bag with

mascara and lipstick, slung a knapsack

of books over my shoulder, got in my car

and went away. By myself. For two
weeks, ALL by myself. I drove leisurely,

at whim, my whim, up the coast of

California. To San Luis Obispo. To
Monterey. To Carmel. When I felt tired,

I stopped at a motor court and went to

sleep. When I felt like going to a movie,

I went to a movie. When I was in the

mood, I lay on the beach, a day at a

time, or more. And slept. Or dreamed.

Or neither. For those two weeks out of

my life I was, for the first time in a life

that has been lived at, to understate it,

an accelerated pace, quiet—with the quiet

you can have only when you are alone.

I do not believe, mark you, Gladys,
that it is healthy to be alone, or to want
to be alone, often. Or to the point of.

being actually, lonesome. And, since the

desire to be much alone is popularly sup-

posed to be a marked symptom of the

neurotic, I am grateful that it is not one
of my "symptoms." But I do think the

—

well, let's call it the quietness is good for

all of us occasionally and is, for me, a

"Must."
My "wants," however, my active ur-

gent wants are so many and so demand-
ing I am safe, I am sure, from the dan-
ger of becoming a solitary. I want to

take a year and go to Europe. I want to

travel Europe leisurely, studying lan-

guages, customs, people. I want to go to

the Orient. I want to go to Honolulu. I

want to learn to paint. I want to study
music. I want to read the 10,000 books
or more I haven't read and probably
never will read—but a girl can dream,
can't she? I want the eight children (of

which, blessedly, I have four) I've al-

ways said I wanted. I want the time I

need to give them. I want for my four

children the kind of life I hope they will

want, the Good Life. I want to be wise

enough, and strong enough, to help them
prepare for the Good Life.

I want the kind of love I haven't had.

I want the kind of marriage I haven't

had. The "Till-death-do-us-part" mar-
riage. When I ask myself, in the course

of this self-questioning, "What is love?

How do you define it?" I answer, "Love
is faith, compatibility—mentally, spirit-

ually, physically—and a divine, mutual
sense of humor."

When I ask myself "What is your re-

cipe for a happy marriage?" I answer
myself, "I think, dear, you had better

ask this question of someone who has

made a success of marriage."

When I ask myself, "Can a girl differ-

entiate between love, the genuine article,

and infatuation, which may be counter-

feit?" I answer, "No, she can't. No mat-
ter how intelligent she may be, no mat-
ter how perceptive, or even experienced,

she can be misled, even as you and I."

When I think of Louise in "Possessed,"

poor Louise with her obsessive love of a

man who didn't want it, it sets me think-

ing of all the loves, all the different kinds

of love, of which a woman is capable.

First of all, there is the mother love

that makes a woman want babies before

they come, care for them with tender

heart and ministering hands after they

come., I know that love. I have it for

my four babies—to such an extent, in-

deed, that I sometimes wonder I have
any love, of any kind, left over to give

elsewhere.

There is the love of a woman for a

man. Every woman, I think, believes

herself capable of giving, and is certainly

desirous of receiving, a great romantic

love. A great, good love.

There is also, and great is the pity, the

love that is not good but is often, and
so mistakenly, thought great—the too-

possessive love, for instance, with which

poor Louise was hag-ridden. The love

that resents everything but its own ful-

fillment.

I have often been asked whether, if I

met and fell in love with a man who
resented my career, I would be willing to

give it up? If I were enough in love with
a man I think I would be swayed to the

point of giving it up, yes. However, I

am afraid that after a year or so of mar-
riage, I would be working in the com-
munity playhouse or in little theaters

and would find myself becoming terrific-

ally and unbearably insecure, emotion-
ally. I'm not a very- happy person when
I'm not working. I can give of myself
all day long to the ones I love, to my
home—but it isn't enough to satisfy the
urge—call it energy, or ambition, or ta-

lent, or whatever you like, that is in me.
I feel, besides, that any man who

would say "Give up your career and
marry me" would be a very selfish man,
especially if he said it to anyone who
has worked as hard and as long as I have
worked; who still works hard and long
not, nowadays, from financial necessity

but simply from love of it. I think, too,

that a man who falls in love with me
must certainly know that he falls in love
with me for the qualities I must possess

in order to have got where I am. If,

therefore, I should give up my work, he
would destroy the very qualities with
which he fell in love. (And I'll lay you
a bet that this same—hypothetical—man
for whom I gave up my career would
fall for the next actress who came
along!)

There is the very dangerous love. The
totally destructive love—the "love" of a
woman for a man who brings out in her
all the violences she has inherited, and
hitherto suppressed, through the ages-

—

so that, to her horror and dismay, she
finds she can become violent, even cheap
and tawdry—a fishwife. This can hap-
pen to the most placid woman, the most
gently born and bred gentlewoman. If

such a love continues in this sorry vein
with never a let-down—as it did with
poor Louise—before it is too late, before
the two people have destroyed each other
utterly, one or the other, or preferably

both,MUST make up their minds to save
themselves from destruction, by parting.

, And in parting if, unlike Louise, they
are still healthy, still able to rationalize,

there are so many things in life for them,
so many interests, so many horizons—to

me there is no one "Most important
thing in life"—there are things. There is

health. There are children. There is love.

(Many kinds of love.) There is fame.
There is wealth. There' are friends. But
you can have any one of these, individ-

ually, and not be satisfied with life, or

with yourself.

I believe many things go to make up
the importance of life, yes. But I would
say, if pressed and prodded, that one of

the most important things is to adjust
yourself to life. By this I mean, not to

fight life, but, like a strong swimmer who
nevertheless knows the strength of the
sea and comes in with the tide, to go
along with it.

This is about it, darling—my first and.
perhaps, feeble attempt at psychoanalyz-
ing myself. What, I wonder, would a
professional analyst make of it? And of

me? What do you make of it? And of

me?
My best, always,

Joan
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Fred Robbins Right Off the Record

Continued from page 47

and the piano is perkin' on this knocked
out mess of eight beat. And if this

doesn't earn enough for the rent, then
- this isn't Screenland. The "Base"

moves into the barber shop on the flip

for some tonsorial capers and philosophy,
such as: A woman is just like a barber

—

if you don't stop them, they both go on
and on until you've got nothing left!

(Victor)

FRANK SINATRA—"A Fellow
Needs a Girl,'" "So Far." Nancy's old
man oils up his luscious plumbing for the
brace of honeys from "Allegro," by Rod-
gers and Hammerstein, but there's a leak
on the first side 'cause it's not up to F.S.'s

usual level, Neville. The flip, though, is

soft as gauze and you'll be hummin' 'em
both all through this fresh set of twelves.
And something new has been added.
Frankie has cut two spirituals with the
Charioteers, "I've Got a Home in That
Rock" and "Jesus Is a Rock in the
Weary Land," first two he's ever done.
And with all the fervor and feeling nec-
essary. Kid's versatile! That's not all,

though. There's two portions of ecstatic
static under the handles on "Tha Stars
Will Remember" and "Christmas Dream-
ing" and on both cheeks "Hoe Handle"
really spins that vocal floss like sugar.
Yummy! (Columbia)
SAMMY KAYE—"Year 'Round Fa-

vorites." Them as likes the musical drool
dispensed by the Swing (?) and Sway
guy will blow their tops over this album
of goo. There's "Easter Parade," "April
Showers," "Summertime," "June Is Bust-
in' Out All Over," "Indian Summer,"
"September Song," "White Christmas,"
"Winter Wonderland" and theyVe sure
shucked with all the wah-wahs this kid
is famous (?) for. Chacque homme a son
gout. (Victor album P 184)
BENNY GOODMAN SEXTET—"Hi

Ya, Sophia," "Baby, Have You Got a
Little Love to Spare?" Hey! B.G.'s latest
sextet waffle for Capitol and he butters
your ears with that Great Goodman
Gobstick,

_
Red Norvo on vibes, Mel

Powell, piano, Al Hendrickson, guitar,
Harry Babasin, bass and Louis Bellson,
drums. It's strictly molte allegro on
"Sophia," whom you'll find yourself on
good terms with in no time, and the back
unleashes the pipes of Al Hendrickson,
who stashes his guitar to chirp about the
low state of his supply of amour. Guy
sings good, like Art Lund should sound
and it's real kicks by the six on this
groovey slab. (Capitol)

THEME SONGS: The theme is on
the beam! And chis is Columbia's second
album of familiar bandentifications.
There's a kind:, thrill every time a band
starts a stage show or broadcast with its

theme, and its joie de vivre to have these
signatures on your own shelf Eight pan-
cakes in these leaves: "Sunrise Sere-
nade," "Star Burst," "Snowfall," "Leap
Frog," "My Shawl," "Day Dreams Come
True at Night," "Heart to Heart," "The
Very Thought of You." Liuess who

\
they're by, before you read on. Give up?
Frankie Carle, Gene Krupa, Claude
Thornhill, Les Brown, Xavier Cugat,
Dick Jurgens, Elliott Lawrence and Ray

Noble, respectively, that's who. Play 'em
for your friends and see if they can guess
'em. S'fun, hon. (Columbia album C
140)

T O NY MARTIN: "The Stanley
Steamer," "Julie." The "marcelled moan-
er" gets into firat year and tries his hand
and tonsils at the boilers of the jalopy
of yesteryear, dear, and it steams right

along. He's all sentiment on the other
cheek, and gleeps. it's bliss, sis. (Victor)

TEX BENEKE: "I Have But One
Heart." "Too Late." And Gary Stevens
has but one larynx but how he caresses
the old Italian folk song. And that Mil-
ler band behind him. Exquisite anguish!
Texas unfurls his vibrating machine on
the flip and gets the rhythmic contagion
ragin'. Tex really comes on on these
novelties, vibrato and all. (Victor)

BUDDY CLARK: "Don't You Love
Me Anymore," "The Little Old Mill."
Hark to the bark of a lark named Clark,
who'll heal your bruised soul every time
he tilts his chin. And on these out comes
a wistful fistful on the first face and
some darling "boy meets girl" whimsy
on the second. Kid hits your ear as soft

as that stuff from upstairs hits the
ground. (Columbia)
MARLENE DIETRICH: An album

of six, early, rare recordings by one of
the most glamorous women of all time,
the exotic Marlene, whose career of war
service has been unequalled by any fe-

male entertainer. These etchings were
cut in Europe in 1930 and contain the
highlights of her German repertoire.

Come on over and hear 'em. Marlene
portrays the eternal woman as only she
can on "Alone in the Big City," "Yes,
That's the Way I Am," "Johnnv," "My
Blonde Baby," "Peter," and "Where Is

the Man." If your little brother or sister

understands German, better send him to

the movies when you play these. All the
femininity of this international favorite

comes through on this set of grooves.
(Vox album 304)
HARRY JAMES: "I Still Get Jeal-

ous," "Sentimental Souvenirs." Jessie

James' daddy wraps that horn around
one of the hits from "High Button
Shoes," with Phil Silvers, and Buddy
DiVito does the same with the plumbing
for some very sim-patico dance material.
On the flip-over, Mrrion Morgan puts
out some bucolic gurgling anent her
"Sentimental Souvenirs." Some day shell

be proud to claim this waxen attraction

as one of them. (Columbia)

HOT!!!

u
ROY ELDRIDGE: "Body and Soul,"

"Lover Come Back to Me." Cadenzas
from the horn of Little Jazz that are al-

ways strictly persona grata. And thanx
to Decca for its reissue of always wel-

come acetates by this giant of jazz. Does
the title song from Johnny Garfield's tre-

mendous picture, first slow, and then at

jump tempo. The flip is rompin' all the

way. Hi ho trailus boot whip! (Decca)
BIX AND TRAM - FRANKIE

TRUMBAUER AND HIS ORCHES-

TRA FEATURING BIX BEIDER-
BECKE: And so that the myriad of Bix
fans won't drown 'em with linen (mail)

,

Columbia continues to lead the way to

the hearts of jasz lovers with its rebak-
ing of this album of sound by Bix and
Tram. Oh, happy day! This partnership
of Beiderbecke on cornet and Trumbauer
on sax was like Damon and Pythias.

These guys were inseparable, until Bix
passed away so untimely in 1931, and
worked together in Frank's band, with
Jean Goldkette and Paul Whiteman.
'Tween these leaves are their greatest

collaborations and a must for any and
all jazz shelves. There's the landmark
"Singin' the Blues," "Clarinet Marma-
lade." "Riverboat Shuffle," Hoagy Car-
michael's most famous jazz tune, "Os-
trich Walk," "Way Down Yonder in

New Orleans," "Take Your Tomorrow,"
"'Baby, Won't You Please Come Home,"
and "Wringin'- and Twistin'," with Bix
on piano, which he often said he'd rather
play than his cornet. Present day trum-
peters might well dig deeply 'he lyrical

golden tone of B.B. and be duly inspired
therefrom. Next case! (Columbia C 144)

NEW ORLEANS JAZZ: And here
comes Victor with an ample sample of
righteous—just what the title says. Get-
tin' that supernatural two-beat tappin'
just right are Irving Fazola and his Dixie-
land Band, guys who uttered their first

baby cries in two-beat and were brought
up to the N.O. rhythm. Faz stomps off

and the guys in the amen corner bestir

themselves, and how!—on eight standard
morsels of Dixieland One Step," "Bluin'
the Blues," "Satanic Blues," "Ostrich
Walk," "Sensation," "Mornin' Blues,"
"Farewell Blues," and "Fidgety Feet."
The personnel, aside from Fazola, are
pretty unknown, but just put the needle
to the groove and dig! (Victor HJ 12)

LOUIS ARMSTRONG: "Wrap Your
Troubles in Dreams" and "Star Dust."
Grab it, collectors! This cookie was as
scarce as Screenland two days after it

hits the stand. Then Columbia dug out
the old Okeh master, melted some wax
in the grooves and voila! Reissue! Pops
sings 'em both in that wonderful infec-

tious gravel tone and slips you some sips

from that tasty horn. Like spiced night-
ingale's tongues! (Columbia)

BABS' THREE BIPS AND A BOP:
Hot off the be-bop griddle is the latest

slab by Babs, the wild one. There's
"Babs' Dream" and "Runnin' Around."
Top side spots the vocal gymnastics of
the self-styled creator of the be-bop lan-
guage with all the ooh, oooh, ahs, and eee,

eee, eeehs that made him so cacchetori,
or as Babs' himself would say, "so
crazy." Here's where you sniff some real
be-bop riffs. (Blue Note)
BENNY RIDES AGAIN: Rachel's

Pop salivates that reed and goes! Brand
new album of eight wafer with Benny
really cookin' over a large jet, Rhett
Starting with "Lazy River," with just
Benny and Jimmy Rowles at the piano,
more men are added to each record until
the whole band comes on and has you
cringing by the static distributor. Two
plus one make the trio: Benny, Jimmy
and Tommy Romersa on drums for
"Puttin' on the Ritz." Then the four're
on the floor—the quartet with Harry
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Babasin on bass to knock out "Benny's
Boogie." Ernie Filice picks up his squeeze
box to make the quintet or. "Music,
Maestro, Please." Five plus one is six,

pick up, not sticks but Al Hendrickson
on guitar for "The Bannister Slide." Ray
Sims joins on trombone for "How High
the Moon," and then—mop! The whole
band riding again on "Chicago" and "No,
Baby, No," with B.G. using his tonsils

on the latter. Fine album that makes
your ear light up and say howdy! No
woofin', Benny Rides Again! And it's

hydromatic all the way. (Capitol BD 57)

FROM THE MAN IN GRAY
Aw, come on, bashful. You can't know

everything! Neither does this kid. But
we'll try as hard as diamonds to answer
what's on that pate, gate. Like "Do
you think the rain will affect the rhu-
barb?" or "What color is Sammy Kaye's
toupee?" Just knock me any old hunk of

linen about bands, vocalists or what
moves on the grooves and the most in-

teresting ones will be printed right here
in the column. So talk to me, you barri-

cuda, you. Assail me with wailing. Here's
what I'm talking about:
A missive all the way from Cape

Town, South Africa:

Dear Fred: Am extremely interested
in good jazz and hope you'll spill the
beans about some of the bands. The few
things I would like to know are (1) Who
are all the mob who sock out "Bill's

Mill," by Count Basie? (2) Who are the
soloists in the Tommy Dorsey clambake
seven on "China Town"? (3) Who plays
piano in "Moten Swing," by Harry
James? (4) Who played alto for Artie
Shaw's old band?

I hope this is not too much for you to
answer but here in South Africa it is

difficult to find any blab about these
things and so I'm turning to you.

Sincerely,

Robert Miller

Dear Bob: It's a thrill to know you're
being read so far away. You bet I'll an-
swer your posers! (1) Emmet Berry and
Harry Edison, trumpets; and Paul Gon-
zales, tenor. (2) Tommy Dorsey, trom-
bone; Pee Wee Irwin, trumpet; Johnny
Mince, clarinet; Bud Freeman, tenor sax;

Carmen Mastren, guitar; H. Smith,
piano; and Maurice Purtill, drums. (3)
Arnold Ross, who is now Lena Home's
accompanist. (4) Les Robinson.
Keep those letters coming and I hope

this covers what you want.

Recordially, F.R.

And from a Mel Torme fan in Glas-
gow, Scotland:

Dear Fred: Thanx for the info about .

the "Velvet Fog" in the September issue

of Screenland. Trouble is you can get
his records here except those he made
with his Mel-Tones. How about letting

me know in your column if Mel is mar-
ried, how old he is and where does he
hail from. Anxiously awaiting your next
article, I remain,

Yours MELancholy, until I can
hear Mel himself,

Louise Smith

Dear Louise: Gee, first a guy from Cape

Town and now a Scotch lassie. Just like

the UN. Mel has made lots of cookies on
his own for Musicraft and they should
be available by now. He's 22, unmarried,
and plays the field—and how! Raised in

Chicago, he now lives with his family in

Los Angeles. Hope you can see his pic-

ture, "Good News," or does the 75% tax
make that impossible?

Recordially, F.R.

ried and has a home in Yonkers, N. Y.
Write to him care of Columbia records,

N.Y.C.
Recordially, F.R.

And from back home:
Dear Fred: I think Dick Haymes is pos-
itively dee-vine but I can never seem to
learn enough about him. Such as what
new disks he's recorded, is he going to

make any more records with Helen For-
rest? Where can I get some info con-
cerning his reel and real life? Thanx.

Sincerely,

Joan Phillip, N.Y.C.

Dear Joan: Dick's latest etchings for

Decca are "Christmas Song," "What Are
You Doing New Year's Eve," and "Mi-
mi," "Naughty Angeline," Helen's not
yellin' with Richard any more, but is on
her ownsy on the MGM label, and Joan-
ne Dru, Mrs. D.H., recently added an-
other baby to the Haymes menage.

' Recordially F.R.

Dear Fred: What is Jack Smith's latest

cookie?

Sincerely,

Virginia Anderson, New Orleans, La.

Dear Ginny: "Civilization," backed by
"Don't You Love Me Anymore." He's
just done a screen test in Hollywood and
is now back in N.Y.

Recordially, F.R.

Dear Fred: Did Mel Torme write "Sep-
tember Song"?

Sincerely,

Louise Musto, Asbury Park, N. J.

Dear Louise: No, he just sings it. It was
written by Kurt Weill and waj sung by
Walter Huston in "Knickerbocker Holi-

day."

Recordially, F.R.

Dear Fred: Can you tell me who was
Vaughn Monroe's singing teacher? And is

Gene Krupa married? How can I write
to him?

Sincerely,

Bettie Jane Fowler, St. Louis, Mo.

Dear Bettie Jane: Are you kidding? You
mean who put the muscles on those ton^

sils, don't you? Don't tell me you're
thinking of trying to sing like Vaughn. I

don't know whether Vaughn's teacher
wants his name known so you better

write right to V.M..And Genie with light

brown drumsticks is most certainly mar-

No more space, Grace, so we'll have to

pack up the old Royal portable and all

this shellac and hit the track. See you
right here in Feb., deb, but meantime
don't forget to dig F.R. on the Columbia
Record Shop every week, no matter
where you hang your frame. Just dig
your local paper for time and station.

And keep one glimmer peeled for those

Columbia shorts we've been knocking
out. They'll be around your way soon.

And this kid will, too, to beat you on
your head with my beanbag if you don't

make use of the new pen and pencil set

you got for chime time and sling me
some ???s. Address Fred Robbins,
Screenland, 37 West 57th Street, New
York 19, N. Y. Till next month, then,

take it slow.

'I'm the Mother of a Cinderella Baby/' Says Coleen Gray

Continued from page

was very poor. They worked and strug-

gled, and Coleen wore cast-off clothes

provided by three aunts who were school

teachers. "They all wore navy blue,"

laughed Coleen, "and I got so sick of

wearing it that for years I wouldn't wear
a navy blue dress on a bet! Just recently

I got over that. We used to order our
shoes from mail order catalogues. They
didn't always fit perfectly, and they
weren't too smart looking."

No doubt Coleen, looking at the other
girls, sometimes wished she could have a
dress that wasn't a cast-off and that

didn't have such an abominably long

skirt. Mrs. Jensen was very smart about
making over the aunts' clothes for Col-
een, but it would have been wonderful to

wear shoes such as they were showing in

some of the city shops. However, Coleen
learned early to concentrate on what she

wanted to get out of life rather than on
what she couldn't have.

She was a young dynamo with almost
frightening energy. At eleven, she di-

rected and staged ana played in Shakes-
peare's "The Tempest." She dressed a

girl friend in a bear skin to play Calaban.
"I played one of the witches," she told
me, laughing at the memory. "I made a
mask for myself. Then I cut off some
hair from a horse's tail and used those
long hairs to make me look more witch-
like. I had gray wisps of horse's hair
hanging from my own face and I wore a
blanket. I also had a sign hanging from
my neck, T am dead.' Thus dressed, I
marched triumphantly across the school
assembly hall!"

While still in public school, Coleen
continued to write skits, direct the other
girls and, to use her own phrase, "whip
them into submission." Although the
school was co-educational, the boys rare-

ly took part in the plays and assembly
programs except when the teachers made
them do so. Consequently, since the
casts were all-girl aifairs, the girls usually
ended up playing the male parts Col-
een 's specialty was villains. She would
borrow her brother's serge suit, then
make up by using water colors to paint
a big black mojustache on herself.

One day Miss Bisel, the seventh grade
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teacher, asked all the students what oc-

cupations they planned to follow. Most
of the students picked pretty sensible

ones, so when Coleen said, ''I am going

to be an actress," they all stared open-
mouthed, then started to laugh. "I was
so hurt by their laughter," Coleen told

me, ''that from that time on I took to

dreaming in secret and building fantastic

air castles. After that I'd never tell any-

one that I wanted to be an actress. In
fact, I myself got to thinking it was just

a pipe dream. Although I played in op-

erettas and in high school plays, I de-

cided that I was going to be a music
teacher instead of an actress. I went to

Minneapolis Symphony concerts and be-

came very long-haired. I wouldn't even
consider listening to swing. I liked only
classical music, so I was very lonely, as

none of the other students shared my en-

thusiasm. I did an orchestration of

'Liebestraum' and a thesis on the history

of the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra.

I became a musical snob."

Still buried beneath the surface was
that seventh grade dream of becoming
an actress. So after Coleen won a schol-

arship at Hamline University in St. Paul,

Minnesota, she gathered up enough cour-

age one day to visit the dramatic depart-

ment, where various students were trying

out for different school plays. "I was
frightened by the sight of the established

students. I had planned to audition for

a play, but my inferiority complex got

the better of me. I saw what I thought
was great acting, and frightened., I

sneaked out without an audition."

This happened during Coleen's fresh-

man year, and the fright lasted till she

was a senior. By that time Coleen had
abandoned her idea of becoming a music
teacher, since much as she liked music,

she hated the courses in how to teach it.

Instead she switched to studying art and
oil painting. But now and then she'd get

$10 for giving a play reading before a

women's club. She thought, "Now that
I'm a senior, this is my last chance to try

to get into a college play."

So as she says, "On a high peak of

courage Coleen tried out for the play.

'Letters to Lucerne,' and got the second
lead. She also won second prize for the

first oil painting she ever did. That did

wonders for her inferiority complex."
(Every now and then Coleen lapses from
the first person and begins to talk about
herself as if she were someone else. This
is disconcerting until you get used to it.)

''Coleen held four jobs during her senior

year in college. She was school librarian,

assistant to the English literature teach-

er, a waitress, and she also mowed lawns."

Coleen doesn't add, but I happen to

know, that in spite of all these jobs, her
scholarship was so wonderful that she

managed to walk off with top honors.

She also walked off with the heart of a
very handsome and very nice boy to

whom she was engaged during the last

few months of her college life. When he
went into the service, she decided to visit

him at Camp Callan, four miles from La
Jolla. So that they might see each other

as often as possible, she got a job as a
waitress in La Jolla. Soon, however, they
began to realize that they weren't really

in love with each other, and broke off

their engagement. ''We remained friends,"

said Coleen. "He's now happily married
to another girl, and they have a baby
daughter, just as I have. So it all turned
out very well."

At this point, Coleen still wasn't sure
whether she wanted to go in for music,
(but for heaven's sake, not teaching)
art, or dramatics. So she went to Los
Angeles, where she studied art at USC
and Spanish at City College. She also

did nine canvases in five weeks, and
worked at the school library at USC to
pay her tuition. Then she got a job as
receptionist and secretary at the Los
Angeles YWCA. "That salved my social

conscience because I was able to help a
lot of girls who were having difficulty

finding a place to live. I liked being a
receptionist, but I just wasn't the type to
be a successful secretary. That short-
hand certainly got me down."

One day Coleen was thumbing her way
through a newspaper when she read that
the Carl Heins Roth Players were casting
"Letters to Lucerne." That seemed like

a good omen to Coleen, for after all,

hadn't she won second lead in that very
college play? So on another high peak of
courage she went down to the little

theater, and got the lead.

"Acting in little theaters," she told me,
"is a wonderful way to get into pictures,

because talent scouts from the different

studios cover all the little theater pro-
ductions." Coleen appeared in the Roth
Players production of "Night Must Fall"
and "Brief Music." Seeing her in "Brief
Music," Jack Pomeroy. an agent, was
convinced that Coleen had the makings
of a movie star; simultaneously Ivan
Kahn, 20th Century-Fox's talent scout,
sent for her. She made a test for the
studio.

It was through that test that she met
her future husband, Rodney Amateau,
who was at that time writing test scenes
for ambitious young players. When she
came into his office, she was disconcerted
to find his dark, intent eyes studying her,

sizing her up. His questions, too, an-
noyed her a little. Determined to find

out enough about her to write just the
right test scene, he was making a mental
personal inventory.

Coleen resented the intensity of his

glance, his obvious measuring look. May-
be she resented the fact that it wasn't a
bit personal. "I was incensed at the fact
that he sized me up like a piece of beef.
I thought. 'I'm in the wrong place. I

ought to be on display at a meat market
in Chicago, the way I'm being sized up!'

"

She resented the coolness of his ques-
tions. "What are you like?" "What are
your likes?" "What are your dislikes?"

It was as though he were asking, "What
sort of person are you, anyway?"

Coleen told him that she had quit her
job at the Y and taken a job clerking

at Thrifty's Drug Store at 50 cents an
hour. "But I wasn't very good at han-
dling the cash register and I made so

many mistakes that I often had to work
for nothing to make up for them. I

stayed only a month. Then Coleen got a
job selling ceramics at the Farmers' Mar-
ket, also at 50 cents an hour. But she

thought that job was infinitely more like-

able. She could handle little figures and

tell people how they were made of China
clay, and she also painted Christmas
cards."

The switch from talking about herself

as "I" to talking about herself as "Col-

een" didn't divert Rodney Amateau from
the disclosure that this lovely blonde
must be getting along very badly finan-

cially on a salary of 50 cents an hour.

He knew the cost of living was way. way
up and he could imagine the trouble this

heart-faced girl had getting along on
such a sum. "Can't I lend you some
money?" he said suddenly.

She looked at his dark eyes, and now
she realized that he was no longer sum-
ming her up like a piece of beef, and that

he really meant what he said. Later she

was to find out ^hat he was a softie, and
that frequently when he thought other

people were broke, he offered to help

them out.

"Thanks," she said, "but I'll get along.

I don't believe in borrowing money."
He adapted some scenes from "Green

Grow the Lilacs" for her, and the test

was successful. Soon she was under con-
tract to 20th Century-Fox. She began
taking lessons with Helena Sorell, the
dramatic coach. Rodney, purely by co-

incidence, had the adjoining office. One
day he came into Miss Sorell's office and
saw Coleen reading a book—Briffault's

"Europa." a candid, even shocking novel

about Europe in the period between the

two World Wars. Startled he said, "Isn't

that book rather old for a girl of your
tender years?"

"How old do you think I am?" she
challenged, slightly miffed at his obvious
belief that she was very, very young.
"You can't be over seventeen," he said.

"Well." she replied, "I am 22." (This

was in 1944.)

Determined to prove to him that she

was old enough and mature enough to be
reading "Europa" or anything else she

chose, she began discussing various eru-

dite books.

Not long after that, they had their

first date. He took her to a small cafe

called Mickey's, where they drank coffee

and danced and talked. He spoke about
his enthusiasms: the Spanish loyalists,

Hemingway and Saroyan. She talked of

music, and learned that he was collecting

just the kind of records that she most
admired. They were both a bit long-

haired musically. Here was a kindred

soul.

"We fell in love the first night we
dated," Coleen told me. "I had always
thought that if I ever met anyone to

whom I was attracted, I would let it

ripen into a good solid friendship first. I

never expected to fall in love so suddenly.

Our first date occurred on December 3,

1944. and after that we never doubted
that we would get married. By May we
were engaged, but just to keep our
parents happy and prove to them that

we really knew our own minds we waited

until August 10, 1945, before we got

married."

Though Coleen had succeeded in prov-

ing to Rodney that she was old enough
to read "Europa." fall in love and get

married, she still had to prove to her

studio that she was old enough to play

dramatic roles, which she wanted desper-
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ately. Her first part in pictures was a
one-line bit in "State Fair." The studio
dressed her in ankle socks, a sweater and
skirt, and gave her one trivial line to say,
"Hey, poppy, there aren't any seats to-

gether."

She was elated when she learned that
she was slated for three lines in "The
Shocking Miss Pilgrim." That seemed
like real progress. Who could tell how
far she'd go after that?

Then her doctor spoke to her sternly,

and said that under no circumstances
would he permit her to wear a tight

period corset at this point. She was ex-

pecting and had hoped to keep it a secret

for a while—long enough to play in "The
Shocking Miss Pilgrim" and a small part

in "Margie." But when the studio asked
her why she was getting so chubby, she

had to tell them. And when the doctor
gave her his orders, she wept. Forgetting

for the moment that first things come
first, she cried all day. The casting di-

rector took her aside and said, "Don't
feel so badly. Your three lines in 'The
Shocking Miss Pilgrim' are not really so

important. The part isn't worth your
tears. Don't forget you're in a produc-
tion of your own now."
That wasn't very easy to forget, but

Coleen thought she was really losing

something vital until she learned that the

bit part on which she'd set her heart had
been cut out of the production.

"I soon found that my baby, Susan,
who was born in June, 1946, was really

a Cinderella baby. All the most wonder-
ful things in my life have happened to

me since she was born. I lost the part in

'The Shocking Miss Pilgrim,' to be sure,

but six weeks after Susan was born, I got

a much better role in 'Red River' for

Howard Hawks. The rushes on 'Red
River,' for which 20th Century-Fox
loaned me, won me a test for 'Nightmare
Alley,' and the test got me the role of

Nettie in 'Kiss of Death.' " Of course,

the test, combined with the rushes on
"Kiss of Death," also won her the role

of Molly in "Nightmare Alley."

"Incidentally," Coleen continued, "I
have a scroll to prove that Susan is

really a Cinderella baby. At the time a
diaper service was offering various prizes

for whatever baby was born closest to

9:30 A. M. on the mornings their pro-

gram was broadcast. Susan, born at 5:12
A. M., was announced on the air as the
Cinderella baby of her day, and we re-

ceived a corsage, a picture, a spoon and
various gifts given to the Cinderella baby
by different merchants. We also got this

scroll, which made it official.

"Before I had Susan, I was afraid that

I wouldn't know how to handle a baby,
and that Susan might not like me be-

cause I wasn't the motherly type. I was
sure I wouldn't know how to talk to a
baby. Susan has brought not only light-

ness and joy into our lives but has
taught me that I have a maternal in-

stinct after all. Susan is wonderful. She
adapts herself to any environment. She is

sociable and likes many people. She picks

flowers, plays with animals and is liter-

ally in love with the moon. She wants
the moon."
So does her mother, and she stands a

good chance of getting it, too.

Right now Rodney is in Europe, gath-
ering material on post-war Europe. He
plans to write his impressions, which will

be used later on as the basis of a movie
on present day Europe.

When I learned that Rodney would be
away for six months, I asked Coleen,
"But didn't you protest when you knew
he'd be away so long?"

Her big blue eyes looked more enor-

mous than ever as she told me, "No, be-

cause you see, we're in love. It's im-
portant that he make a success of his life.

I want him to get ahead. He was so

good at his work at 20 th Century-Fox
that they would have been happy to

I like a woman who sticks to lines that

show her particular figure and person-

ality off to its best advantage. I like

high fashion, but I also believe in in-

dividuality.

ROBERT TAYLOR: The new styles?

They stink! The clothes cover too
much, and these words uncover my re-

action. Well? You asked for it!

DANA ANDREWS: Why cover up a
pair of pretty legs with a long skirt?

Personally, I am against them. As for

the padded hips, I think anything that

distorts a naturally attractive figure is

unbecoming. Actually, I like the nat-
ural look, so I don't mind the sloping

shoulders. However, I don't believe

this is the time to force women to buy
new wardrobes because it works too

much of a hardship on too many
people.

PETER LAWFORD: I like a girl who
is appropriately dressed at all times. If

fashion says long skirts, then why not

long skirts? As long as a girl is im-

maculately groomed and her clothes

seem to suit her, that's all that mat-
ters as far as I am concerned.

GREGORY PECK: I like women in

long skirts, short skirts, padded hips

or not—I just like women. I don't like

padded shoulders, though. I don't think

most men ever have. They give wom-
en a military, masculine look.

GLENN FORD: Why don't women
have the courage of their convictions

and rise in arms against the long skirt

decree? If dress designers have their

way, it won't be long until calves re-

vert to a barnyard status. How can a

girl get out -of -the -corner -of-the-eye

glances when she is bundled up like a

mummy? At the rate things are going,

bald heads will be missing from the

theaters' front rows and opticians will

go on forced holidays!

KEENAN WYNN: What was good
enough for grandpa is good enough for

me. I know I like all the curves that

seem to be part of the new fashions.

DAN DURYEA: The narrow shoulders,

the long skirts, the new dresses de-

signed to make hips look broader are

ridiculous. They are not only unbe-
coming, but they are tough on hus-

bands when they are forced to buy a
new wardrobe for their wives in times

keep him busy writing test scenes for-

ever, but with all due respect to the
studio, he wants more out oi life. When
he returns from Europe he will have
ideas that many other people in Holly-
wood never have. He will have an edge
on them in all matters concerning the
tastes of people in post-war Europe. He
will know things you can't get out of
books, things that will influence him for
the rest of his life."

It looks as if Rodney, like Coleen and
Susan, is in love with the moon. I hope
all three of them get it. As Coleen says,

"If you reach for the moon, you may not
get the moon, but you get something
pretty close to it."

like these. Maybe they can't afford it.

Besides, when they get through, the
wives won't look one half as well as
they did before.

JOHN GARFIELD: My pet peeve for a
long time has been women who insist

upon wearing skirts that are too short.
Strangely enough, they are usually the
girls with anything but attractive legs.

If you'll notice women in restaurants
and at parties, you will discover that
far too few women are conscious of
how they sit down. Their main objec-
tive seems to be to sit down as soon as
possible and to heck with the way
their clothes fall. If longer skirts will

eliminate this evil, they can't get too
long for me. I'm all for them!

DAN DAILEY: My only objection to
the new styles is that my wife will

have to buy an entirely new wardrobe
—and that's expensive, brother!

DENNIS MORGAN: I was in Paris
making "To the Victor" at the start

of this controversy, so people keep in-

sisting I should know a lot about it.

But I believe that a husband just

sticks his neck 'way out when he opens
his mouth about fashions. He should
sit quietly by until the lady makes up
her mind. Just between us, though, I
think these extreme styles are ridicu-

lous.

PAT O'BRIEN: I've been married for

seventeen years to a girl with beauti-

ful stems and I'm not tired of looking
at them, or at curves that are on the
level. Most men feel the same way
about their wives or sweethearts. If

women are going to cover up all their

natural charms, why not put them in

saris and have done with it?

GENE KELLY: My business is dancing
so I don't knowi very much about
fashions, but I am glad that the fash-

ion experts are doing away with pad-
ded shoulders. It seems so wonderful
to put my arms around my wife and
feel her instead of a mass of pads!

PAUL HENREID: I like the longer

skirts, but I don't want them to get

too long. That just-above-the-ankle

length is awkward. Lisl, my wife, came
home the other day—she used to be

a costume designer, you know—and
she had on one of the new dresses with

unpadded shoulders. I loved it. It had

The Long and Short of It
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a very feminine look. I think women
have gone overboard on the broad

shoulders, anyway. It's high time we
went back to more natural lines. Late-

ly, even the men's shoulders have been

too broad. But one thing I don't like

to see is padding around the hips.

Most women don't have broad enough
shoulders to carry -this.

ROD CAMERON: Skirts for certain oc-

casions—the cocktail hour, for instance

—can be very intriguing the longer

length. But women can be such sheep.

They are afraid of individuality. I per-

sonally think it would look ridiculous

to have our co-eds marching enthusi-

astically across the campus with their

skirts flapping just above their ankles.

Probably the ugliest styles were just

after World War I. We've all heard of

the low waistline, the unbecoming
length of the skirts of that period. Why
can't American women use their

heads? Why can't they adapt the more
intriguing skirt length for certain occa-

sions and modify the length for active

life?

iENE RAYMOND: Let's face it, it's

not as much fun when a girl lets down
her hem as when she lets down her

hair. As a man, I predict that these

corsets will be a bust! It occurs to me
rather sadly that blending these bus-

tles and what-have-you with budgets
will give plenty of girls nothing but
headaches. But why do I stick my
practical neck out? Women'll wear 'em,

and men '11 love 'em, anyway. We al-

ways have loved 'em-—anyway!

PHILIP REED: I like clothes that are

in good taste and are not conspicuous.

I think the longer skirts and padded
hips can be exaggerated to the point

where they look faddish. The really

well-dressed woman will modify the

styles to her own particular figure, the

places to which she goes, and the type

of life she leads. It would certainly

look strange to see a long, tight, slit-

up-the-back skirt on the boss's secre-

tary. On the other hand, the same
skirt at a cocktail party might be very
effective.

FRANCHOT TONE: There's enough
subterfuge in the world without carry-

ing things this far! Long skirts for eve-

ning are elegant and enchanting, but I

don't yearn for shoe-top hemlines, pad-

ded curves, and rigid waistlines. I

thought women were emancipated, but

maybe style is greater than freedom
to the adorable sex. They'll always be

unpredictable, bless them!

CK CARSON: I retired to a dark
corner today, clapped on my. thinking

cap, and came up with the answer to

long skirts for women: shorter pants
for men! Somebody has to display a
little calf. I think the correct length

for trousers is about six inches below
the knee. Of course, I'm leaving my
tuxedo full length for formal, you
understand!

ZACHARY SCOTT: From the conver-

sations that I overhear between my
wife and her friends, I understand the

fashions are going back to the styles

of the 1920's and 30's, with emphasis
on long skirts. At the moment, I'm
making a picture with Diana Lynn

called "Prelude to Night," which spans

the years from 1922 to the present,

and in which Diana wears at least a

dozen outfits from the 20's. I think

they are extremely feminine and at-

tractive, and Diana looks wonderful in

them. If they are a preview of what
I'll be seeing on the street this winter,

I'm all for them.
BOB STACK: Anent padding: I think

80% of the women are already broad
enough—but what am I saying, angel

face? Anent corsets: But why do you
do that, embraceable you? Anent the

skirt lengths: I think American girls

have the most beautiful legs in the

world. It must be a plot on the part of

Paris (where gams aren't that beauti-

ful) to cover them up. I'm against it.

LOUIS HAYWARD: When I first no-

ticed them, I thought, "Good God!"
But maybe that was my reaction as a

husband who has to pay the bills. Now
I've made a complete switch. I think

if a streamlined woman waats to fix

herself up in bunting and bustles and
bone, she can achieve some very pro-

vocative effects. But I do think it's a

season for sylph-like creatures. Per-

haps I'm the only one who's worrying

about it, but what's going to happen

to the fat girl?

Look Out for Louis Jourdan

!

Continued from page 27

cently made on Gregory Peck and Guy
Madison induced him to watch for some
new male bet like Louis. Who, being

thus observed by the caliph of Culver

City, was whisked from Paris to the

shores of the Pacific. Taking up residence

quite literally at the seaside, where he

found an apartment in Santa Monica's

most fashionable hotel, nine months of

careful coaching in the English language

preceded Louis' debut as co-star with

Greg Peck, Valli, and Ann Todd in "The
Paradine Case," a suspense-laden melo-

drama of modern London.

Fortunately for Louis, he was discov-

ered by one of the perfectionists among
movie producers. Selznick insists un-

mined quality needs the best of direction

right from the beginning in Hollywood.

Louis, therefore, has had top-drawer di-

rector Alfred Hitchcock, no less, at the

helm of his first picture here. Hitchcock

is meticulousness itself in explaining just

how each scene can be most effective.

"At first I did not understand Mr.
Hitchcock sufficiently," Louis admits with

the fearless truthfulness that is a basic

trait. Another characteristic is his will-

ingness to follow expert advice without

traditional Latin temperament. "I did

not feel as though I were doing some of

my scenes correctly, but I went against

my instinct and did them as instructed

regardless. I found when I saw the

rushes how right Mr. Hitchcock was. He
handles all his players with great sen-

sitivity, so that you like believing blind-

ly in him. He rehearses far more than

the average director before he ever starts

the cameras. I like this practice. After

his general rehearsal he then directs each

actor individually. He has a wonderful

talent for creating physical actions. He
works for a pictorial result primarily,

contends that little details and pertinent

movements count much more than the

words one says." At one time Hitchcock

trained four cameras on four actors sim-

ultaneously solo-emoting; the director

and cutter eventually edited from all

that was garnered in this complicated

way. Such a challenge is what Louis en-

joys about his chosen work; there will

invariably be, he points out with a sat-

isfied gleam, new demands like this to be

met.
What quickly strikes you when you

have lunch with him and his petite, at-

tractive blonde wife Quique (pronounced
just Keek) is that here is no mere pro-

file to be puffed up. Exceptionally hand-
some, as you can estimate, in person he
is a lithe six feet tall, and moves with

the relaxed grace of a man who has al-

ways deliberately excelled in healthful

sports. He's too sophisticated to be vain.

He isn't at all naive, but in his refined

poise there's nothing of the blase. In
talking about himself he didn't build up
his past dramatically, for' he likes every-

thing to be in a reasonable proportion.

He has enough natural ego to make his

way in competitive Hollywood, and an
accompanying humility that is deeply in-

gratiating. Honesty from Louis is not

crude, but comes wrapped in the easy

good manners of gentility, garnished with

the wit only a wise cosmopolitan back-

ground provides. The pleasant, extra

surprise is that he possesses more than

his looks and acting ability.

Now twenty-six, he confesses he didn't

dare tell his family that his ambition in

life was to become an actor. That hit

him in his early teens. "I don't know
why parents usually are shocked at such

a desire," he says. "My father was broad-

minded. Still, I did not think it would

suit him. So I went into acting by the

side. I said I wished to go to dramatic

school in Paris, to learn to become an

assistant director in films." That seemed

sensible enough to get by.

Eldest of three sons in a well-to-do

French family, Louis was born in Mar-
seilles. He began acquiring his polish

while an infant. His father was in the

hotel business, owning a succession of

first-class hotels, so they customarily

were on the move every few years until

he was ten. While he was still a baby

the Jourdans lived in London for two
years. From there they crossed Europe

to reside in Constantinople. By his tenth

birthday, however, Louis' family was

comfortably settled in the hotel his fath-

er by then owned in swanky Cannes.

They remained there, except for joyous

regular visits to Paris where they main-

tained a city apartment.

Growing up amid the luxuries of the

sunny Riviera was a nice life, pre-war.

Louis recalls a completely happy boy-

hood, quite unplagued by any of the ten-
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sions which lead to maladjusted person-
ality and adult complexes. As a conse-
quence of the very favorable condition-
ing his parents gave him he today has
no twists to overcome, and with no inner
conflicts is that singular person who has
no complaints. He attended the best pri-

vate schools. "I was a miserable pupil
insofar as my grades went," he admits
with no regret. "My only good subject
was English, which I learned to read and
write but not speak."

Since it's become conventional for Hol-
lywood stars to exclaim about what re-

bels against routine they've been, Louis'

past wherein he had no cause to be defi-

ant is practically a novelty. "I was not
a rebel as a little boy. I didn't try to

smoke, I went to bed early, I was easy
to handle. A very bad temper was my
chief fault. I could lost it too fast." In-

cidentally, this was the only time in our
long talk that he lost track of his Eng-
lish verb tenses! "I made a tremendous
amount of sports," Louis went on apro-

pos of his adolescence. That is not typ-

ically French, one gathers. "In France
the mind comes first in all schools. They
lack open spaces by the schools for the

children to play, except at the most ex-

pensive academies. Ordinarily but one
hour a week for boring gym is allotted for

exercise. Sometimes on Sunday a boy or

girl may go swimming indoors." That
national way did not suit one as active

as Louis, who maneuvered time to shine

in all the outdoor fun the Riviera offered

its wealthy guests. "I think your Amer-
ican school system is much better. Chil-

dren as a whole here are more healthy

because your schools are located in a

cleaner atmosphere physically, with play-

grounds officially part of them. We have
no co-education in French high schools.

I think the American plan for boys and
girls to be together in adolescence is bet-

ter, because then there is no artificial

mystery."
He was shy, which led him into habit-

ual observance of the politeness that now
distinguishes him. He read much, and
this zest for facts privately pursued
evolved into his great desire to learn

well whatever he undertakes. Frequent
trips around France on holidays early

took provincialism out of him.

At sixteen he met Jean Pierre Aumont,
who was already cutting a swathe as a
French film actor. "I was just a boy
who wanted to be an actor and he was
kind to me. Actors," Louis maintains,

"have a special sort of mind. They are

aware of themselves from necessity. It

is something a non-actor seldom compre-
hends." Jean Pierre, visiting on the Riv-

iera, sensed Louis' aptitude for an acting

career and encouraged him when he

needed it. After ten years they're still

fine friends in today's Hollywood.
When he was eighteen Louis diplo-

matically engineered parental approval
for a future as an assistant director in

films, and enrolled in Rene Simon's ex-

cellent dramatic school in Paris with

that goal ostensibly in view. While home
on vacation who should come truesting at

his father's hotel but Tyrone Power! Ty
gave Louis a miniature gold camera on a
neck chain as an omen of good fortune,

and Louis still wears it today. David
Niven and George Raft were also Holly-

wood guests at the Jourdans' Grand
Hotel, and meeting them further inspired
Louis with the ambition to ultimately
get to California himself. He progressed
from his drama school to little roles on
the professional stage in Paris, then pret-

ty promptly to the lead in "Tess of the
D'Urbervilles" behind the metropolitan
footlights. A French motion picture ta-

lent scout noticed him and Louis won his

first film role. It was the second lead in

"Le Corsair," starring Charles Boyer.
The only true hardship in Louis' life

has been the war, which didn't hurt him
personally. That is, it slowed up his bud-
ding career and he grieved for what it

did to his father and many of his friends.

But he is quite stern in refusing to "ham
it up" so far as he himself was concerned.
He doesn't need publicity that badly.
The French declaration of war with Ger-
many halted production on his initial

opportunity with Boyer. Louis returned
home to Cannes, too young for the
French army. Since Italy had not en-
tered the war yet he accepted an offer

to act in an Italian film which ace French
director Jean Renoir was to direct. Louis
reached Rome all right, but that one
was stopped cold, too, by Mussolini's
sudden stab at France. Hurrying home,
Louis was thrown into the maelstrom of

the behind-the-lines confusion. Two and
a half months later the Germans took
Paris and rolled half-way South to

Cannes. The Occupation followed in full

force, and like many another bewildered
young Frenchman Louis could do noth-
ing but patiently wait for some chance
to strike back.

Early the next year (1941) the Ger-
mans let the French start production of

a few films with no political import.
Louis thus got to begin before the cam-
eras. He played leads with Danielle Dar-
rieux and Raimu, top stars, that year.

He also met Quique when he went home
between those jobs. She was vacationing
in Cannes. Theirs was not love at first

sight. Nor was theirs an especially tur-

bulent romance. Her background was
similar to his; they share good taste and
enthusiasm for winning niceties via in-

tegrity. At their introduction they spoke
but three or four words and both were
indifferent. Two months later Louis was
dining in a crowded restaurant with one
of his brothers and she came in and
looked for a table in vain. After all, he
is handsome—couple that with Quique's
hunger that evening, and of course she
compromised and asked if she might sit

with them. He thought her less aloof and
she found him intelligent by the time
the dessert materialized.

"We grew gradually in love, though!"
Louis won't dramatize just to make
snappy copy. They knew one another for

two years before they married, and
they're now in their fourth year of mar-
riage. Louis won leads in three French
films with top stars the year following

their meeting. That was prelude to a full

stop once more. The Nazis informed him
he'd either act in pro-German propagan-
da films from then on or get out of Paris.

He got out, returned to Cannes, and
soon his father was arrested by the Ges-
tapo. "He was kept in jail without
charges, just held there for months,"
Louis recalls. After Jourdan, Sr., was re-

leased Louis fled to a little town in cen-
tral France where he joined the under-
ground. "I think Quique and I fell in

love with absence. She sent me little

packages of food!" He won't let his serv-

ice in the underground be emphasized.
"Everybody says they were in the under-
ground. No bullets streaked past my
head, anyway. I worked as a helper in

printing and distributing a mimeo-
graphed newspaper. That is what they
asked me to do, and so that is what I
did." The deadly danger involved is in-

sistently skipped.

After the Liberation he resumed in

French films, which brings us full circle

to Selznick's discovering and importing
him. Louis came over alone and spent
his first month being shown the sights of
New York City by representatives of
his American studio. "I was too lone-
some for Quique to really have fun.
Sometime I want to go back and see the
main part of New York, beyond Park
and Fifth Avenue and the theatrical dis-

trict. What I saw is the phoney part.
Someday I would like to act in a play
on Broadway, when I will be more sure
of my lingo."

Exceedingly anxious to make good in
America, he brings no affectations. It's

refreshing to learn he isn't hanging onto
far-away tricks to attract. He adopts
American customs as fast as he can. He
has worked most diligently to erase his

French accent, has little of it left. "They
made me a French Canadian in 'The
Paradine Case' to account for any re-

maining foreign intonation. I will always
be proud of my country," he hastens to
add, "but I have always wanted to come
to Hollywood and succeed here." He's
had two English coaches, one for pho-
netics and one for conversation, and says
he spoke in a monotone at first in order
to begin thinking in English. He gets a
charge out of using slang. "I want to
say a thing is 'okay-dokay' when it is!"

he exclaims with a wide smile.

He crossed to California purposely by
train, instead of air, so he could actually
see as much as possible of America. Louis
wired his good friend Jean Pierre Au-
mont when he would arrive and Jean
Pierre drove to the station in Los An-
geles and waited fruitlessly for him. It

seems the New Yorkers had tipped Louis
off to the fact that movie people always
disembark at Pasadena and avoid the
downtown crush. So he did what he
thought was proper, took a taxi to the
Aumont residence, and welcomed Jean
Pierre home! The Aumonts' is the only
place where Louis and Quique speak
French now. "We try to talk only in

English, but we know each other so well

that is hard to do!"

The Jourdans have been welcomed
with open arms socially in Hollywood
because of their genuine cosmopolitan
charm. The day before I lunched with
them in the dining-room of their hotel

by-the-sea they had Sundayed with gusto

at the Van Johnsons' new Santa Monica
home. Louis enjoys tennis with Van on
the splendidly constructed court in Van's
garden. "That court is surrounded by
high, thick walls so there is a terrific

echo. Each hit with your racquet
screeches and echoes and you feel espe-

cially powerful!" Quique admits she'd
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rather watch than try anything so stren-

uous, so she and Evie Johnson had sat

politely on the terrace above the court.

"Our wives were very nice. They ap-

plauded!" Louis adds that afterwards he

cooked Sunday night supper for the four-

some, reveling in all the pots and pans

he found in the Johnsons' kitchen. The

Jourdans had a small kitchen in their

hotel apartment at the time and he in-

dulged in cooking as an avocation. "My
father always had fine cooking in his

hotels, and his chefs used to teach me
some of their secrets. So I inherited lik-

ing to cook."

Quique confesses she didn't inherit it,

and now that they have bought a house

she'll be content overseeing that every-

thing is always in its place. "I will like

supervising housekeeping," she says.

They weren't separated long, for a week

after Louis arrived in Hollywood he

made a long distance phone call to Paris

and told her to start West immediately.

She tarried but one day in New York

City, went on a shoe binge that day.

"Shoes have been so scarce in France

I'd only had one new pair in five years.

I bought ten pair when I reached New
York. Louis thought I was crazy, but

you can't imagine what a thrill it was."

She brought a complete Parisian ward-

robe which Louis had helped her select,

has bought nothing to wear in Holly-

wood because her clothes still are ahead

of the styles. She likes him to gowith

her when she shops for clothes. "It is

smart to take your husband because then

he sees so many pretty dresses he grows

enthused and says take more than just

one thing! Shopping in France has been

no pleasure for years. They never have

the color or material you want, and you

have to wait six months for everything

you order." They lived in the Jourdans'

family apartment just off the Champs

Elysee. "There was a shop on our street,"

Louis recalls, "which sold coal of varying

qualities, and coal is so precious they put

pieces in the shop windows—in beautiful

baskets, like rare fruit! If you buy coal

in January it is delivered in August; that

is how scarce it is. We've sent lots of

candles home because we used to be so

cold our fingers couldn't relax enough

even to write."

Until they were finally able to locate

and buy a house in Beverly Hills, the

Jourdans had always lived in hotels and

apartments. Their hotel-apartment in

Santa Monica was a new experience to

them, since in Europe tenants must pro-

vide their own furnishings. "Hotel life is

so boring," says Quique, who was not

quite as patient as Louis until
^

they

moved into their new home. "It's the

house I wanted," she says, "with lots of

big windows to let the California sun

pour in, with comfortable chairs so

friends will want to visit, and all the

modernisms suitable for this climate. But

not all-modernistic; when the furnishings

are complete, I'd like some formality in

the dining room, and my bedroom will be

frankly feminine."

They now feel particularly at home at

the Douglas Fairbankses'. Who rate the

supreme praise: "They're nice people!"

Hollywood's brand of charades, known
as The Game, fascinates the Jourdans.

They encountered it first at Mr. Selz-
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nick's home, and just recently at Merle
Oberon's as the after-dinner divertise-

ment. You have to pantomime words.

"The worst you can act, the more fun it

is," Louis explains. A stop watch cares

for the time limit. The Jourdans are still

chuckling over the Oberon party at which
Lana Turner acted out "June Is Busting
Out All Over" and Rex Harrison wres-

tled with illustrating "The Confluence of

the Alleghany and Monongahela Rivers."

Louis has a singing flair and good-na-

turedly does a little crooning during

musical hours at parties.

He wears a gold wedding ring match-
ing hers, affectionately dubs her his

Shadow. They're never partners at cards

because they learned they'd argue over

hands and arguments might linger. Since

they were wed, quietly during the Occu-
pation they realize the realities of life, in

every respect. Quique has been avidly

studying English to equal Louis' enuncia-

tion. She reads much every day and
guesses at strange words from the con-

text. "At first they feel sorry for me
here," she laughs, "but now I understand
and talk, too!"

She had to be excused to take her driv-

ing lesson, her first one. Louis shook his

head at this independence of hers. "I

think Quique has not the traits for driv-

ing. Sometime her reflexes will be too

only realized that there was gold in them
thar hills, but that cowboy actors can
continue to make movies until they have
to be lifted bodily onto their nags; and
that, further, their fans are more loyal,

more affectionate, more truly enthusiastic

than any other group of worshippers in

the world.

This is the purely business side of the

subject, however. There is another, more
important side as far as Bill himself is

concerned: he would rather ride a horse

than be president, be the first man on
the moon, be the man alone on a desert

island with Lana Turner. These words
sound incredible, we know. They are

nonetheless true. If Bill Elliott were giv-

en his choice of prominence (or obscur-

ity) in any single occupation on earth,

he would answer unhesitatingly, "I want
to be a cowboy actor in pictures."

The strange—and wonderful—part of

the tale is that Bill, as against many of

his cinema colleagues, actually was and
is a cowboy. He started falling off horses

when he was too young to know what
was happening. He was riding herd in

Missouri for his father when he was still

trying to spell "cat" correctly. And Elli-

ott fere, you should know, was first a

breeder and then a member of a com-
mission house which bought and sold cat-

tle for other breeders. Thus, Bill was
constantly surrounded by the lowing

throng, and liked it so much that by the

time he had reached his teens he, too.

was buying, selling, and otherwise han-

dling the beasts in the Kansas City

Stockyards. To this day, by the way, he

is recognized as one of the finest cattle

judges in the country.

suddenly startled and she won't know
what to do fast!" She protested, "But I

don't want to stay home all the time! I

will learn to drive you to the studio.

When the car does something bad I will

understand it! You mustn't doubt me, or

they may not give me a license. I will

drive very quiet. No tickets!"

At which Louis had to smile again and
confess he has received a number of them
from California's traffic cops. There are

no traffic regulations in France, but with

his marked adaptability he's getting used

to this American phenomenon. "I like the

way a law rules here," he philosophizes

about traffic cops. "In France it's all a
matter of a cop's individual standpoint.

If he feels like it, before you can do any-

thing wrong, he's liable to arrest you!"

Louis concedes he lacks business abili-

ty, a trait he admires vastly in Americans
—and in Quique. He can't be nailed to

the wall with undiplomatic questions; he
parries with a direct "I'd rather not an-

swer that one!" and gilds such a reply

with the Jourdan personality. Aside from
these faults, which shouldn't cramp his

rise to any detrimental degree, I found
his ecstatic interest in boogie-woogie and
all forms of jive worthy of note. He
couldn't wait to buy a record-changer

and he haunts record shops. So far Duke
Ellington is his favorite bandleader.

With this background, it was not
astounding that Bill, when he went to

the movies as an adolescent, invariably

bought himself a ticket to a Western.
And that Tom Mix and Bill Hart be-

came his gods. It seemed to him then,

as it does now, that being paid to do
what you most wanted to do; to have a

job which influences young America in

an honorable fashion because of the very
nature of the cowboy hero's character;

to become well-known and go on in the

same happy condition for years and years

—that these things created the most
wonderful career a man could have. With
that in mind, then, he hopped a freight

shortly after his seventeenth birthday

and came to Hollywood. He, too, would
have a piece of that magnificence.

Hollywood knew nothing and cared

less about his plans. And Bill had no
money and no contacts in the studios.

So, after a few months of nearly starving

to death and of riding like crazy on the

rare occasions when someone did hire

him, he sat down and talked things over

with himself.

He was at that point, as he is today,

a sensible guy. He handles his many af-

fairs at present with calmness and dis-

patch. He seldom gets ruffled. Instead,

he sits down, thinks out the best course

for himself, and goes ahead under a full

head of steam. Such tactics usually pay
off. If they don't, he can laugh and will

—even at himself.

When he was seventeen, the laugh was
on him. Far from being welcomed by
Hollywood, he wasn't even noticed. But
he had learned something in those dismal

months; he had discovered that first you

had to have some sort of a bank account
before you could really give pictures a

whirl; and second, that you had to have
some sort of training in your profession.

It wasn't all riding horses, in other

words; you had to know about acting

and where the camera went, too.

This settled, Bill jumped back on that

freight and returned to Kansas City,

with the sole idea of making himself a

big enough stake to see him through his

next Western onslaught. There would be
another try at the movies, of course.

That had been decided ages before.

He speculated in cattle for the next

year and, because he was no dope, he
wound up with a rather tasty sum. Then
he took another train to California. And
this time he paid for. his ticket.

His first move was to enroll in the

Pasadena Playhouse. If he had to learn

to act, he figured, he might as well do it

right. And now he has the distinction

of being the only "Head-'em-off-at-Ea-
gle-Pass!" boy to have played Shakes-
peare and Barrie. In fact, he is almost
the only Western star ever to have had
any dramatic training at all.

This ability led him to the gates of

Columbia, which studio signed him as a
leading man, impressed by the fact that

he was six-three, had fine blue eyes, a
terrific build, and could manage a line

with charm. (He hasn't changed a bit,

in case you're interested.) And then fol-

lowed the afore-mentioned drawing room
comedies, which Bill would just as soon
forget.

At last, Columbia decided to make a
ten-episode serial about "Wild Bill" Hick-
ock. Though it meant a loss of prestige

in Hollywood's eyes, Bill decided he was
going to play Hickock or bust. Ultimate-

ly, after a month-long campaign and
after everyone in town had decided he
had definitely lost his marbles, he got

the role and romped through it, happy
as a clam. It was in that series, inci-

dentally, that his famous "I'm a peace-

able man," line started. This, as you
doubtless know, was used in nearly every

picture he made for years afterwards,

and was always the signal for hell to

break loose on the screen.

From Columbia's serials he went to

Columbia's Western features and then to

Republic, Home of the Ten-Gallon Hat.
This studio was—and is—heaven to Bill.

For at Republic, if you don't ride a horse,

you're peculiar. And there he became so

prominent that now he makes only two
pictures a year with big stars in the casts,

has been accorded the dignity of having
his name changed to "William," and
takes home a very nice hunk of dough
every Wednesday night.

Bill is an amazing guy. In the first

place, unlike many of his fellows, he does

not carry cowboy-ism to extremes, much
as he likes the racket and knows it. He
never wears a flowered shirt, for instance;

instead, he dresses both off-screen and
on like a Texan, in suits of superb gabar-

dine which are beautifully and simply
tailored, in magnificent hand-tooled

boots, in conservative colors. He does

not mind being photographed with a
cigarette in his hand, and will offer his

guests a drink. He wears Western clothes

almost constantly because he honestly

Western But Nor Wild

Continued from page 45
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believes that they are the most com-
fortable garb in the world, not because

the front office thinks it's good publicity.

Yet, recently, he had six normal busi-

ness suits made and bought some ordi-

nary brogues, which he puts on when the

mood strikes him.

He is happily married to a delightful,

humorous, blonde gal named Helen whom
he met almost twenty years ago when
she was working at I. Magnin's. Then,

he made life horrible for her until she

agreed to become his wife. She has never

regretted it. They have one daughter,

Barbara, who is now attending Sarah

Laurence College in Bronxville, New
York, and bringing pride to Bill's peep-

ers by running the school radio broad-

casts.

He is also amazing in his own profes-

sion. First, he can and does manage a

horse better than any man in Hollywood.

Until the president of Republic decided

his limbs were too valuable for such

things, he never used a double either in

a fight scene or in trick riding. His wal-

lop was famous, and he used to lay out

his opponents in rows. Further, he was a

Douglas-Fairbanks-Sr.-on-horseback. Be-

fore the edict came, he made a practice

of jumping from twenty-foot walls onto

his horse, dashing through flaming build-

ings, and such cozy things. Even now,

he argues against haying anyone stand

in for him, and we ourselves watched him

rope a gun out of a man's hand—Bill go-

ing at a full gallop on a horse which fur-

ther complicated things by being gun-

shy! Too, he is one of the best shots in

the country, and the Republic lot would

be littered with bodies if the shells he

occasionally uses in pictures were not

blanks.

And, above all, he is the only Western

star who actually runs a working, paying

ranch. Bill's lay-out is near Sacramento,

is a minute chunk of land of only 2,346-

acres, and is stocked with over five hun-

dred head of cattle. Though appear-

ances at rodeos and shows and the mak-
ing of movies prohibit his being there as

much as he would like, he, and no one

else, runs the place. And he is proud of

the fact that he just made a handsome
profit by selling 200 calves to the Eastern

market. (The market didn't have a

chance!)

It was at his ranch, incidentally, that

Bill's most embarrassing experience in

the past ten years occurred. It seems

that he and his boys were taking the

cattle to the summer ranges in the moun-
tains and that Bill's horse was rather

green about the whole thing. Suddenly,

therefore, Mr. Elliott, whose years of

stunt-riding had never brought him a

scratch, found himself on the ground

with the horse on top of him. When
they removed the body, who was hang-

ing her head at not being able to keep

her footing, they found Our Willie with

a leg beautifully broken in several places.

This resulted in a plaster cast which he

wore for nearly three months, meanwhile

making personal appearances on crutches,

and also was the cause of so many in-

quiries that he finally had a sign printed

to hang on his chest. The notice read,

"No, I did not fall off my horse."

The leg has healed now and doesn't

bother him astride a nag, but it is some-
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what stiff when a script calls for a quick
sprint. Bill is still abashed about the
whole thing.

When in Hollywood, the Elliotts top
anyone in bizarre places to live. Inas-
much as they sold their Encino house
when they bought the ranch and must,
at the same time, have a pied a terre in
Southern California, they are now en-
sconced in a made-over warehouse on
the Edward Everett Horton estate. This
must have been some warehouse, by the
way, for Horton and Mrs. Elliott devel-
oped it into a two-bedroom cottage, com-
plete with kitchen, entrance hall, dining
room, and large living room. Helen fur-

nished it Early American style, and it is

now wonderful with copper lamps and
chintz and leaded glass.

One room is, of course, set aside for
Bill's wardrobe—and this is no laughing
matter. For he owns, both for work and
not, the following: 30 pairs of hand-made
boots; 25 hats; 60 shirts; 50 pairs of
trousers; 15 cowboy suits of cavalry twill;

8 suede-and-tweed jackets; 60 silk

scarves; 12 belts; 12 buckles of silver,

gold, and other metals; and dungarees,
work clothes, the previously-mentioned
six business suits, and what-have-you.
All of this was bought out of his own
pocket, we might add; that's one of the
less brilliant sides about being a West-
ern star. The total expense comes to
something like $10,000 and does not
include the saddles, bits, and other
equine equipment he must also have.

But to Bill such an outlay is a minor
detail. And, when you consider his week-
ly wages, we suppose it isn't too vital.

Yet there- is more to it than that. If they
made a new rule which said that the
actors had to pay the studios for the
chance to do cowboy operas, Bill would
be first in line with his offering. He's
funny that way. He's a peaceable, nice,
wise guy—and he loves his work. He in-
sists fervently, "I think I'm one of the
few really lucky people in the picture
business."

William, old shoe, you can say that
again!

Hollywood Takes Hart

Continued from page 41

even beyond this. Truly handsome, his
face has a poetic quality without ever
losing vivid masculinity; he is completely
at ease in period costume; he is thor-
oughly American, and yet, for instance,
in 'Green Dolphin Street' he can seem
adequately the Channel Islander of Brit-
ish birth. His appeal should be both to
women, romantically, and to men, heroic-
ally."

The person who's least excited over all

that has happened to him is Richard
Hart himself. He's not the excitable type
—in fact, he's a little on the skeptical
side, or maybe cautious is the word. Any-
way, he believes in things after they've
happened and not before, so he's taking
everything in his stride.

All this did not happen as suddenly as
you might think, for Dick Hart, though
new to Hollywood, is by no means new
to acting. He was playing the lead in
"Dark of the Moon" on the New York
stage when Metro talent scouts first ap-
proached him. Yes, he told them, he
wanted to come to Hollywood, but not
at that time, because Ke wanted to stay
with the play. The Metro people, know-
ing he was worth waiting for, got his

name on the dotted line of a long-term
contract, and agreed to wait for a year.
That was in March, 1945.
The following spring, when Dick was

with the play in Chicago, he received a
wire from the studio, asking him to re-
port at once. Until he arrived in Cali-
fornia, he had no idea what part he was
being considered for, and had never even
made a test.

"My wife and I flew out here on 24
hours notice," he recalls. "My agent met
us at the airport and brought me right
to the studio. In fact, I was still wob-
bling from the plane trip when I started
to work."
When asked, if he had thought about

working in pictures before he was signed,
Dick replied, "Yes, I had given quite a
bit of thought to the idea. Two or three

years ago, I had a chance to come out to
another studio, but I turned it down be-
cause I felt I needed more experience on
the stage. I think I'll always want to go
back to the stage to work occasionally,
and my contract says I can go back for
a year on the stage after I've been here
two years. But I like working in pictures
very much. At first I was afraid of the
camera. I soon got over that, though.
That's something you learn awfully fast.

One thing that surprised me, you have to
be so darned truthful in front of that
camera. It certainly doesn't lie. In a
closeup, for instance, the camera will

even show your thoughts. You have to
be much more realistic, much more nat-
ural in pictures than on the stage, where
everything has to be overdone a little. I
think every actor should do some work
in movies. I think it helps people in
their stage work."
"Had you ever met Miss Garson be-

fore?" he was asked.

"No, I hadn't," said Dick. "I was first

introduced to her on the set. It was al-

most one of those cases they're always
telling about where you go into a love
scene and afterwards someone says, 'Oh,
by the way, have you two met?' But she
was wonderfully nice to me. Luckily I
knew Margaret Webster, the director, in

New York. Margaret happens to be a
great friend of Greer's and had written
her to be nice to a fellow named Hart
when he came knocking at her door. So
when I was introduced to her, she rec-

ognized my name and said, 'Oh, are you
the one Margaret wrote me about? Well,

you're not only knocking at the front

door—you're in the house with your feet

on the mantelpiece.'
"

Dick is the young man who was
washed off the rocks with Greer Garson
when the company was on location up
near Monterey, and he narrowly missed
another dunking when the "Green Dol-
phin Street" company started work on
location at Klamath River, in northern

California. The first scene took place on
a lumber barge made of two Maori ca-
noes, where Lana had come to bid him
goodbye. The scene finished, Dick and
Lana stepped off the barge, just in the
nick of time, it turned out. For the barge
suddenly flopped over on its side and
sank. Dick is now convinced that he was
destined to be a landlubber, and hopes
to stay on dry land in future pictures,

Richard Hart (which, incidentally, is

the name his parents gave him) was born
in Providence, Rhode Island. His flair

for acting showed up during his child-
hood when he used to put On regular
backyard theatricals with his brother and
sister. But it was a long time before he
thought of acting as anything but recrea-
tion. By the time he entered Brown Uni-
versity, where he graduated in 1936, he
was more interested in athletics, being
particularly adept in baseball, hockey
and soccer, and in 1935 was chosen Ail-
American center half-back in soccer. He
never once took part in a college play.

On the scholastic side, he majored in
psychology and English, and graduated
with the firm intention of becoming a
journalist. In the spring of his senior
year at Brown, he sent in his application
to Columbia University for post-gradu-
ate work in journalism. About that time
some of the boys in his fraternity house
(he's an Alpha Delta Phi) were planning
to go to Europe and spend the summer
bicycling through Brittany.

Dick's family heard about this project
and asked if he wouldn't like to join the
other boys. He would and he did. By
the time he got home, the fall semester
had begun, and that was the end of his
journalism course. However, the bicy-
cling trip more than compensated, for he
saw history in the making as few young
men have the opportunity.

"It rained nearly all the time," Dick
relates, "but I had a wonderful time.
We went through Brittany and on to
Heidelberg and through the Black For-
est. We saw Hitler in Munich—it was
1936, and there was quite a bit of stuff

going on then. He was riding down the
street in an open car, accompanied by
a lot of storm troopers. They had a big
Nazi flag in front of the monument for

the Unknown Soldier, and all the Ger-
mans, as they went past, would salute
and say, 'Heil Hitler!' They didn't insist

that tourists do the same, but they ex-
pected you to. We didn't, and if dirty
looks could kill you, I wouldn't be tell-

ing about it now. We had a distinct feel-

ing that the sooner we left after that,

the better it would be, and we wasted no
time about it."

Home again, Dick felt that he must
get to work at something, and he chose
selling—not because he thought he'd like

it, but because he knew he'd hate it!

"You see,' in New England," he ex-
plained, "you get this thing—that if you
hate something, you should do it I
couldn't imagine anything worse than
selling magazines from door to door, so
that's what I decided to do! I remember
being in Bedford at the time the World
Series was on. I walked into a store one
day where a lot of the townspeople were
clustered around the radio listening to
the ball game, and started my spiel.
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They all turned around, glaring at me,

and yelled. 'Shut up!' I was no good at

this magazine stuff, so I soon gave it up.

Then I sold coal and oil—until I ran out

of friends. I couldn't make a sale to any

but friends." -

For three years after the collapse of

his selling career, Dick worked in the

offices of the Gorham Silver Company.

During this period, Dick and his whole

family—mother, father, brother and sis-

ter—began working with the Providence

Players, doing everything from scene

shifting to playing small parts. This was

all in the spirit of fun, and still Dick

never considered acting as a way to

make a living.

However, in 1940, en route to try out

for a newspaper job, he stopped off at

Tiverton, Rhode Island, to visit his

friend, Bert Hughes, who was directing

a summer stock company known as The

Shoestring Players. Hughes had written

an original play called "The Princess and

the Hitchhiker" for which he needed a

juvenile lead, and Dick just filled the

bill. And that was what really wrote

"finis" to Dick's journalistic ambitions.

The Shoestring Players were organ-

ized on a co-operative basis, so in addi-

tion to acting, Dick served as general

handy man behind the scenes. The show

was presented in the town hall. Admis-

sion wTas sixty cents* and when a hand-

some profit was rolled up, Dick got a

new slant on the theatrical business and

decided to stick with it. But he deter-

mined to begin at the beginning, and

forthwith enrolled with the Tamara Day-

karhanova Dramatic School in New
York, w^here he spent two and a half

years acquiring a thorough grounding in

the fundamentals of acting, speech, dra-

matic technique, diction, posture. He
also did a few soap operas on the radio

to help the exchequer.

Dick's first professional stage appear-

ance was in a documentary play spon-

sored by the U. S. Agricultural Depart-

ment, to publicize conservation of food

during wartime. It was called "It's Up
to You," and written by Elia Kazan.

Experience was all that Dick got out of

this assignment, since the admission was

free.

Next came an engagement in summer
stock at White Plains. His first role was

with Tallulah Bankhead and Fred Keat-

ing in "Her Cardboard Lover." Dick had

only two lines to speak, and those were

never heard, for he had to deliver them

right after Keating's entrance, which al-

ways set off a thunderous round of ap-

plause.

Returning home to Providence, Dick

joined up with the Cambridge Players,

where he played everything from juve-

niles to aged misers. And here, love

walked in, paradoxically enough while

Dick was appearing in "Without Love"

opposite Constance Bennett. Also in the

cast was Louise Valery, who a few

months later became Mrs. Richard Hart.

When the Cambridge Players put on

"Dark of the Moon," with Carol Stone

as guest star, Mrs. Hart played the

Witch Girl, and Dick the young country

boy who was bewitched. The Shuberts

came from New York to see it. Dick was

sure they would take the play and leave

him out, replacing him with a "name"

LITTLE LULU

Little Lulu says .

.
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from Broadway. But he needn't have

worried. They took both Dick and Miss

Stone, and after seven weeks on the road,

the play opened in New York for a ten

months' run. And that's where you came

in.

During his first year in California,

Dick worked constantly, for he went

from the shooting of "Desire Me" into

"Green Dolphin Street" with hardly time

to catch his breath in between.

Mrs. Hart was busy too, with prepa-

rations for an expected heir or heiress.

One evening last December shortly be-

fore the baby was expected—more short-

ly than they realized—the young Harts

attended a preview. As the picture un-

reeled, Mrs. Hart was aware of warning

signs. When they came out of the thea-

ter, instead of going home, she went

straight to the hospital, where a baby

daughter made her appearance—all this

on the night of Friday the 13th!

Naturally the event was celebrated

next day on the "Green Dolphin Street"

set. Lana Turner, whose thoughtful-

ness is well known, organized the affair,

and the whole company and crew threw

a hilarious shower for Dick, literally

snowing him under with all sorts of gag

gifts as well as the practical items like

diapers, books on the care and feeding of

infants, etc.

It was not until late spring of this

year that Dick had time for a vacation.

Honeymoon is what they called it, since

there had been no time for one at the

time of their marriage or since. At first

opportunity, they took off, baby and all,

for Ensenada, Mexico, where they spent
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several weeks. And when little Miss

Hilary Hart grows up, if she ever wants

to impress her grandchildren with what

a really special grandma they've got, she

can tell them how she accompanied her

parents on their honeymoon.
There followed several months of well-

earned freedom from work. Dick's par-

ents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry C. Hart, came

out from Providence to visit them for a

few weeks. After their departure, Dick

and his wife spent another vacation at

Palm Springs, long after the height of

the season there, but the Harts are the

last people in the world to be bothered

by any such technicality as that. They

left the baby at home with a nurse this

time, fearing the desert heat would not

be good for her. By-passing the fashion-

able resorts, they rented a little bunga-

low, cooked their own meals, bicycled all

over the desert, and basked in the sun

till they were as dark as natives. When
they came home, even their baby didn't

recognize them.

By the time you make Dick's ac-

quaintance on the screen, he will prob-

ably be up to his ears in work again, for

the studio is bristling with plans for him.

Meantime, Dick is taking things as they

come, but he still has his fingers crossed.

"I never count on things ahead of

time," he says. "Even after I started on

'Green Dolphin Street' I kept thinking,

'Well, I'll believe this when it's over.'

You see, I always think if something

good happens, something bad is going to

happen later. So whenever I get a lucky

break, I just say to myself, 'Sit down,

brother, take it easy!'
"
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The Long and Short of It

Continued from page 22

salaried studio designers can't get to-

gether on the subject. Designer Howard
Greer says positively, "You may not like

the new styles, but you'll be wearing
them!" On the other hand, Edith Head
does not favor the longer lengths, and
Adrian is sticking stubbornly by the
square shoulder silhouette that brought
his first fame. In "Ride the Pink Horse,"
Yvonne Wood tries a compromise with
skirts that are neither too short nor too
long. Indeed, costume pictures seem to
be the only safe bet insofar as studio
dress designers are concerned.
Right now, the trend among manu-

facturers and designers is toward the
longer length in skirts, the draped and
padded hip line, and a drastic modifica-
tion of shoulder pads. ' Since nothing else

is being made, the answer seems to be
that American women will be wearing
the new styles, or else they won't buy.

This last little barb is what has the
manufacturers worried. Their plan to
put life blood into the garment industry
by creating drastic changes that would
necessitate completely new wardrobes for

women is backfiring a little. Instead of

increasing their buying, women are hold-

ing off—letting their old skirts down two
inches, taking out exaggerated shoulder
pads in favor of the rounded look, put-
ting a bustle here and a bow there in a

sort of halfway compromise with the
styles of the future. Therefore, instead
of garment sales going up, they are at a
standstill.

Because, for the first time in many
years, the average American woman is

putting up a fight against the edicts of
fashion. Despite the fact that this en-
forced buying of new wardrobes is a defi-

nite hypo to the wholesale and retail gar-
ment business, some women feel that
now is not the time for clothes splurging,
with half the countries of Europe still on
food and clothes rationing. Indeed, the
more grim story in back of the style

changes—which began in Paris—is the
actual hunger of Europe. Parisian women
need longer skirts and padded hips to
hide too thin figures caused by lack of
food.

Nevertheless, regardless of female opin-
ions for and against the new styles, it

will be male opinion which will determine
whether or not they are here to stay.

Designers have long held that women
dress to please women. Well, we shall

see! For here we predict that what the
average American male likes on his lady
fair is what she will be wearing. To get

a real cross-section of male opinions,

Screenland queried Hollywood's top
stars. Read their answers, and YOU can
take it from there!

Hair Styles a La Hutton

Continued from page 16

So let's take our hats off to those ladies

who work so hard to entertain us on the
screen and yet have time to look attrac-

tive. Let's delve further into the subject.

How do they do it?

Well, to begin with, it's the same old
story, they take care of themselves. And
in doing so, their first concern is to get
that topknot in perfect condition. Most
of them use brushes rather than combs
or a combination of the two. Then sec-

ondly, they know their hair styles and
while they do use different ones on dif-

ferent occasions, they usually stick to a
few good basic ones because they are
easier to keep. Take Betty Hutton for

example. Did you notice the photographs
of her on the first page of this epistle?

Study them. There really isn't one tricky

hairstyle. Yet what could be smarter
looking? The upsweeps are the toughest
to set by yourself, but even they can be
accomplished with a little patience. Just
draw the hair up from the back of the

neck and fasten it securely with combs.
Then apply a little lacquer to help it stay

in place. The hair ends on top, you set

in rows of curls with hairpins, bob pins

or curlers, making certain that every
strand has its own place. When you
comb them out after drying, you may
wear them as Betty does in the small

photo second from the top, or you can
brush (yes, I said brush) them into soft

pomps with the front pomp turning back
and the two in the back curled toward

Screenland

the face as Betty shows you in the bot-
tom photo. Don't be discouraged if it

doesn't turn out perfectly the first time
you try. It does take a little time to be-
come adept at setting an upsweep.

Braids are so simple to make that I
won't tell you how to go about that, but
keep them in mind when you have a
simple date. They are really awfully cute
looking, if, as Betty, you tie fresh rib-
bons on the ends.

Of course, the soft hair-do is worn by
most because it is easiest to keep. A
slight dip in the front, then loosely set

curls all around the head.
Now look again at the photos. Can't

you almost see a shine on Betty's hair?
Well, that's not the work of a touch-up
artist, that glow is really there.

That shine comes only with a healthy,
well-cared-for head of hair. It isn't pat-
ented by movie stars, it can belong to
anyone with a little effort. Hollywood
stars have to look glamorous, so they put
forth the effort. So should you.

Perhaps you had the idea that wash-
ing oily hair too often is bad for it. Fid-
dlesticks, these actresses wash their hair
three, often four, times a week. They
have to or their hair wouldn't look fluffy

in photographs or on the screen or any-
place for that matter. Oh, it is so im-
portant to have clean-looking hair that I

do hope you will heed this warning.
Of course, there are many of you who

have dry hair and even dandruff. Thanks



to the laboratories of many cosmetic

manufacturers, dry hair can be helped

with oil lotions and those of you with

dry hair should take advantage of their

good work. Brushing goes for dry as well

as oily hair, only more so for dry.

Dandruff is really a dilly to get rid of,

that I won't deny. Washing carefully

with a soapless shampoo helps because

there is no film left on the hair. But of

course, washing brings only temporary

relief, because usually the reason is sys-

temic. Sometimes a check on the diet

will reveal that too much starch is being

consumed and not enough greens and
fruits.

There seems to be a lot of talk these

da^-s about false hair pieces and how
they can be used. Movie stars use them
on the screen occasionally when a par-

ticular role calls for a girl with a heavy

head of hair. But in everyday living, for

you and me, sometimes extra braids,

curls and so forth are a great help. Par-

ticularly is this true when our own nat-

ural mop isn't looking its best. Did you
know that you can pay as much as S100,

even more, for false hair? Well, it's true,

although there are a few firms who do a

really fine job of matching color and
thickness and they charge about fifteen

dollars for a braid and maybe four dol-

lars for a small curl. Thought you might

like to know about these aids for a glam-

orous coif because they really can be lots

of fun to work with.

There, now, is your hair story in a

nutshell, so to speak. Did you benefit

from it? Most of all, I want to give you
determination to do a good job by that

topknot of yours, so that no longer need

you be envious' of a movie star's tricky

coif, because you'll have a shining glory

that's all vour own.

Washington Was Never Like This

Continued from page 33

also learned that Washington was never

like this! Not only don't we have Sen-

ator Ashtons, but we don't have nation,

either. It's tough, but we don't. Just the

same, I had never had such mad, won-

derful fun before. After all, we had such

madhatters on the picture as the pro-

ducer, Nunnally Johnson, and the direc-

tor, George Kaufman—both of whom
have a sense of humor that is distinctly

out of this world. Theirs is a dry won-

derful wit you don't always know just

how to take.

My first day on the set was typical.

I settled myself comfortable on a nice

canvas chair. It was marked GEORGE
KAUFMAN in big bold letters. But I

sat down anyway. Presently this very

distinguished man came over, and he

looked at the chair and he looked at me
and then said, soberly, "Thank you!"

Whereupon I got up!

I guess all pictures aren't like this one.

Everyone was wonderful. Mr. Kaufman
was so patient. Once they had a dozen

takes of a scene—each time one person

would blow his lines—but Mr. Kaufman
never raised his voice a fraction. He'd

just say, very politely, "Let's try again."

When you think what a man of im-

portance he is in the world of letters and

arts, not just in Hollywood, his modesty

is amazing. Nor is this just my brash,

naive opinion. It was also the opinion of

everyone who worked with him. For the

first time in twelve years, the Universal

crew presented the Good Egg Trophy to

a director. It was also the first time

everyone on a picture received a gift. He
didn't just go out and order 30C of some-

thing, either. He personally selected gifts

for every person who worked or. that pic-

ture. No secretary did it. no publicity

department. Considering how busy he is.

that was a wonderful gesture.

William Powell was especially nice

He'd say funny things to help me relax

so I wouldn't be nervous in that one

scene where I had a bit. for this was my
first experience with cameras, dollies,

sets, and so on. He's a delightful man.

but very reserved. I was interested to

see how seriously he takes his work. He
always had his lines down pat. Comedy
is the hardest acting of all, I believe. If

it doesn't come off, it really lays an egg.

It's a tribute to William Powell that

some of the scenes were so funny that

even the crew laughed, and they're a

hard-boiled audience.

As we neared the close of the picture,

I began to feel that I wasn't exactly the

cog that caused all the little wheels to

go 'round. For there really wasn't much
technical advising to do—since the whole
picture is a satire—except on a dream
sequence. I wrote my grandfather and
told him, "I'm advising on dreams!" And
then I sent him a shooting script of the

picture. What with its "pan rights" and
"fade-outs." I guess he just sighed and
thought. "Well, that's Hollywood."

Still, it wasn't just on the set that I

had fun. It was everywhere. For Holly-

wood is like another state, a particularly

wonderful state—but completely mad.
You have to see it to believe it.

I'll never forget the time I went to my
first Hollywood party. It was given by
one of Hollywood's most famous hosts.

After I arrived, I asked the secretary

what people was going to be there. "I

haven't the faintest idea." she said. This

floored me. In Washington, you have to

answer formally every single invitation

the day you receive it. even to very small

affairs. You know? "Miss Lunn accepts

with pleasure your kind invitation for tea

December 19th at four o'clock." It's a

very formal place. You always know
what you are going to be doing two
weeks off. Everything is planned. \ou
know you're going to a tea at four, cock-

tails at six, dinner at eight—ten days

ahead You always dress for dinner; al-

ways wear hat and gloves to tea. Out
here, there are sports clothes at the

Mocambo. People go hatless to cocktail

parties. They wear slacks to the Brown
Derby. And, out here, it's correct. This

is like a resort town. But it '3 not any-

thing like Washington.
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In Washington, when you go to a
party, you are introduced to everyone in

the room. Out here you go to a big
party, and you are on your own. People
introduce themselves, and everyone chats
with everyone %lse, but the talk is mostly
shop.

On the other hand, in Washington
things sometimes get a bit too stuffy. It's

set up on a completely formal basis, you
know—with a congressional life and a
political life, with ambassadors and diplo-

mats. Strangers are apt to get confused
in Washington because such a point is

made of protocol. A good example is the
seating arrangement at a dinner party.

People have been known to get up and
walk away from the table if they are not
seated correctly. And you can't have
ambassadors at the same time because
they rank equally, and naturally they
can't sit in the same chair! They make
a big point out of such things. For in-

stance, they had a great to-do about
whether Speaker Martin or Senator Van-
denberg should go through the door first

at presidential receptions.

You rank according to how long you
have been there. My grandfather, Sen-
ator Wallace H. White, has been there

for years, so he's definitely a part of the

old guard. This old guard sometimes
seems rather cliquish to outsiders, but
it's a basic part of Washington's social

structure. It's the kind of society where
the mothers and fathers grew up and
went to school together. Despite the fact

that the idea of Washington is for rep-

resentatives to go there from every part

of the United States, Washington society

is anything but transient in feeling. It's

very difficult for the newcomer to crack.

Rank, formality, position—those are the

keys to Washington. This is what makes
the differences particularly sharp be-

tween Hollywood and Washington. They
represent the two extremes of our social

setup.

I think the most outstanding differ-

ence out here is that there is no social

structure. You are judged on your cur-

rent achievements. You can be a charm-
ing and educated man from an excellent

family, but you won't be as sought after

as the producer who made $200,000 last

year. You can have been a nobody yes-

terday, but—-if your last picture made
half a million—you're in the creme de la

creme of Hollywood society. Indeed, the

only cliquishness in Hollywood is that of

success. Top bracket producers go around
with other top bracket producers. They
wouldn't be caught at Romanoff's with
lesser fry!

Still, this position which is based on
what you have personally accomplished
—instead of who your parents were and
whether or not your ancestors came over

on the Mayflower—is one of the most in-

triguing things about Hollywood. It's

Americana. It has a "any boy can be

President" flavor.

Also, the peopb out here are a great

deal more interesting than just average
people. They have talent and beauty and
charm. They have determination, and
an ability to make something of them-
selves. They are creative people, brushed
with genius. You have a feeling that it

is the nerve center for creative minds.

and it is like New York in that resr _

I like the unexpected things that hap-
pen in Hollywood. I liked, for instance,
going to a dinner party at Harpo Marx's
and finding a great golden harp in the
living room. It was dramatic, original,
and a little crazy, you know, just having
a harp there. And the dinner guests were
utterly charming. These people are not
the suave and smooth politicians, the
graceful, gracious socialites—but they are
the most entertaining people in the world.
I prefer life here to Washington any day.

For I think the old time social setup is

gone—the set that doesn't speak to so-
and-so because he hasn't lived here forty
years. I think that's wrong, and I think
it's out. I don't like that stuffy social
setup, and I hope Hollywood never gets
to the point where it loses its naivete
and charm and goes wholly proper, and
snobbish. I love the great informality—
the going without your hat, the trekking
to the store in slacks, the friendships
you can make on face value.

But the casualness can be insidious.
I'm afraid if you stayed here too long
and didn't have something definite to do,
you would find yourself going to the
Mocambo every night and not doing any-
thing all day. In Washington, you go to
luncheons and to showings at the muse-
um or to Congress. You meet people
from all over the world—from Brazil,
Argentina, France, Russia. You might go
to lunch with the wife of a Brazilian
ambassador one day and the wife of a
French ambassador the next. You have
to understand their politics, their coun-
tries. When you go to a reception, every-
one you could possibly meet in world
affairs is there. You develop a wider
viewpoint.

Out here, there's a tendency for the
men to do most of the talking at mixed
gatherings, and the conversation is al-

ways movies, movies, movies. Sometimes
they are decidedly surprised if you ask
what United States Steel did yesterday.
You sit at a table with three men and
three women, and all the men start cross-
talking and the women just sit there. It

goes on and on, and you finally get nerv-
ous and say to the men, "I disagree with
you. I think

—
" Whereupon there is a

dead silence.

I have seen six men and perhaps one
woman at a typical over-the-dinner table
conference at the Brown Derby, for in-

stance. In three hours hardly a remark
will be addressed to the girl. She never
opens her mouth. I think the fault is

that too many social engagements turn
into hot business discussions for the sim-
ple reason that Hollywoodians find noth-
ing else quite so fascinating as "the busi-
ness."

One thing, that is very noticeable about
Hollywood men is that they are spoiled.

They have had so many people throw
themselves at them that they expect it.

On the other hand, they are certainly at-

tractive! It's definitely exciting to go out
with story book heroes, for that's exactly
what they are. As handsome as Galahad
or an Arrow collar ad, they are apt to
make ordinary men seem dull by com-
parison. Just as going out with a Rita
Hayworth or a Hedy Lamarr might make
little Susie back home seem dull by com-

1
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parison. Hollywood men have more to

offer. They are the most charming, hand--

some and entertaining men in the world.

After all, they wouldn't be movie stars

if these hadn't been their outstanding

qualities in the first place. Analytically,

they may be a little too ambitious, more

calculating. Maybe they don't have the

polish and veneer of the diplomatic

crowd. But they are more intriguing.

Yet sometimes I miss Washington.

After all, it's my home town. I grew up

there. I had my debut there. I know
everyone. At times I even miss the for-

mality—things like getting dressed for

dinner and arriving in a formal—with

everything about the dinner party done

just so and everyone being very intelli-

gent, with minds that challenge. I miss

meeting the diplomats who come to town.

I even miss getting the latest govern-

ment gossip ahead of the rest of the na-

tion, the feeling of being "in" on things

before they happen.

Still, when I add it all together, I real-

ize that I know Washington. I lived

there so long I almost know what the

people will be saying next year at this

time. While out here it's more unpre-

dictable, more lusty. Everything is new
to me. So I'd like to stay around to see

what will happen. I think I will!

Cory Grant Goes Crusading

Continued from page 25

They have already decided on some
stories, the first going into active produc-

tion in November. Because Cary has a

strong streak of personal reserve
—

"hang-

over from my British birth, I expect,"

he says—he hasn't talked much to the

reporters or indeed to anybody else about

his crusade. So some most peculiar ru-

mors have been whispered in the spots

where film folk gather. Cary gets quite

pink in the face when they're repeated

to him, even though he characteristically

admits it's partly his own fault for not

being more openly talkative!

Well, here's the low-down from Cary
himself, as he ate his coffee-toast-and-

tomato-juice breakfast in a pleasant Lon-

don room overlooking the Hyde Park
treetops. He was wearing a plain sky-

blue rayon robe over his striped cotton

pajamas, wriggling his bare toes impa-

tiently in his leather slippers as he

talked. The fall sunlight glinted on the

tiny gold medallion of St. Christopher

which he always keeps round his throat,

highly appropriate talisman for a man
whose hobby is travel.

"I have not turned my back on Cali-

fornia," he stated definitely. "The reason

I'm making my current films in Britain

is because London happens to be the

most convenient base for the work. And
I don't want my first production to be
called 'a new British film' because I

loathe these labels. I don't care whether
a film was made in America or Britain

or Italy or China. I only recognize two
labels for any film. Good and bad."

Coffee went cold while he detailed the

story of his coming presentation. It real-

ly shows Cary as himself, a man travel-

ling in search of adventure and experi-

ence, ranging from New York to Lon-
don and Paris, with nearly half the

scenes set on the beautiful rocky coast-

line of the Mediterranean, not far from
Nice and Monte Carlo. "Now how can
you tie any national label on to a film

like this?" Cary demanded logically

enough.

The second film, already being script-

ed, is "The Devil and the Angel," a
mixture of realism an-1 fantasy. "And I

play the Devil this time," Cary remarked
with satisfaction. "It was positively my
last angelic appearance in 'The Bishop's

Wife.' Gosh, the trouble I took learning

to play that harp! I rubbed the skin

right off three of my fingers and they

were sore for days. And after all that,

the critics complained my harping didn't

look like the real thing on the screen!"

One Hollywood columnist wrote that

Cary was obviously deserting California

because he had sold his house and stored

his furniture. That has made Cary angry

too. "Certainly I sold it! It's far too

big a house for a bachelor. And I'm com-
ing round to thinking it's best for a man
of my temperament to be a bachelor,

you know. What that gossip-wornan

hasn't discovered yet is that I also hap-

pen to own a small bungalow out in the

hills. That is where I am going to make
my future home. Since the present occu-

pants can't get out until February, nat-

urally I had to store my things mean-
time. But the first day my bungalow is

empty, they'll all be moved in and set

about. In March, when we should have
finished the first film at Shepperton, I

plan to fly over and stay there a month,
saying 'hello again' to all my Hollywood
friends, before I come back again to start

playing ole Debil."

China narrowly escaped being swept off

the table as Cary's strong brown hands
emphasized another point: "There is ab-

solutely no inner significance, either eco-

nomic or political or anything else, about
my being in London just now! I have
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come merely because it is simplest and
cheapest to produce these particular films
here. It's fantastic nonsense to say I'm
thinking of reverting to my British na-
tionality again. / am not! I'm far too
proud to be an American citizen. I love
America sincerely. I've lived there for
more than twenty years now, and I could
never contemplate making a permanent
home anywhere else in the world."
Cary acknowledges he likes to visit

Britain, even though he has had to bring
along his own tomato juice and dried
eggs and the soapflakes with which he
has managed to persuade his studio
dresser to wash out his shirts since Lon-
don laundries take at least a month. It's

difficult to get Cary to admit "one thing
because he abhors discussing his deeper
feeling's—he prefers to appear gay and
light-hearted just as he does in his screen
parts. But it's still true that he does
conceal a warm wealth of loyalty under
his bright wise-cracking exterior, and not
the least is the steadfast affection he
bears his mother. Fame has never made
the slightest difference to this happy, un-
derstanding relationship. Indeed fame
would never make much real difference

to anything Cary felt in his heart. It's

just something incidental to his inward
sense of values, in the same way he be-
lieves it infinitely more important to en-

joy what you are doing rather than
merely to be rich. A mountain to Cary
is only something to climb because you
can see still higher peaks from the top.

He reminds you of the words of that an-
cient philosopher who observed, "It is

more important to travel hopefully than
to arrive."

Old Mrs. Leach still lives in a modest
little redbrick house in a block in the
quiet Bristol suburb of Redlands where
her son Archie was born forty-three years

ago. Nothing will induce her to leave her
familiar background and her lifelong lo-

cal friends, so Archie who has since be-

come Cary Grant is forced to visit her

there. He grins at the amiable deter-
mination and resolution of the frail old
lady who won't tear up her roots. He
appreciates that he has inherited a gen-
erous share of the same attributes him-
self!

So as frequently as he can spare the
time, Cary drives across England to Bris-
tol and eats the meals his mother cooks
and sits in his shirt-sleeves in her little

parlor assuring her he always does get
plenty of sleep and remembers to keep
his feet dry. For to Mrs. Leach, he is

still untidy young Archibald Alexander
who ran away from his stool in the office

of his father's drygoods store on his six-

teenth birthday and became an acrobat
with the circus show that was shortly
sailing for New York.
For years now Cary has sent his

mother weekly food parcels to relieve her
scant rations and has also provided her
with clothes. He could have called up
some exclusive shop in Beverly Hills and
placed an order, but Cary is never casual
about the people and things he loves. He
has always gone to a busy popular shop
and carefully selected and carried away
the homely kind of dresses and shoes he
knows his mother prefers.

Though Mrs. Leach is far too wise to

attempt to interfere with Cary's life, she
doesn't entirely approve. "All this rush-

ing about all over the world!" she depre-
cates. "It's a good thing he's so strong
and healthy, isn't it? Sometimes I wish
he'd marry a nice quiet girl and raise a
family and settle down. But then again
I'm not sure it would be best for him.
Archie always was restless, even as a
child. He never likes to feel he's tied in

any way. So perhaps it's better for him
to be alone because he does have such a
lot of things on his mind all the time."

Cary has never talked about his mar-
riages in an intimate fashion, not even tc~

his mother, though he does remain on
polite and friendly terms with his former
wives. At present all his energies and
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•enthusiasms are so completely absorbed
in his new crusade to make "something
fresh and different" for movie-goers,
there doesn't seem any room for even the
most undemanding and self-effacing type
of wife! To save time, Cary is making
his home at the Shepperton Studios, a
small suite of lounge, bedroom and bath
having been arranged for him next to his

dressing-room on the lot. He gets his

meals carried in from the restaurant next
door and devotes fourteen hours almost
every day to his film.

So it's probably just as well that Cary
doesn't like parties and bright lights and
social high spots. He refuses all invita-

tions to the West End film premieres,
pointing out that he never even goes to
his own anyway. He attended a grand
publicity cocktail party on arrival, at the
personal request of Sir Alexander Korda,
and after he had said the correct things
with an amiably wooden expression on
his face, he retired and announced he
wasn't available for reporters or photog-
raphers or anybody else save the people
he chose to invite himself. He has been
to several London plays and vaudeville
shows, which he loves, accompanied by
Carol Reed and dramatist Frederick
Lonsdale. About once a week a few
friends do eat dinner with him in his

studio suite and. talk movies till after

midnight. David Niven, making "Bon-
nie Prince Charlie" at Shepperton, is usu-
ally there. Cary seems particularly pop-
ular with other men in films, maybe be-
cause he is never jealous or spiteful, al-

ways ready to warmly praise another
player's work. "Why should I carry a
chip on my shoulder?" Cary asks. "I've
been lucky myself and I'm always glad
when I see somebody else who's making
the grade too."

Cary and Carol have already been in

France for two weeks, studying the Pa-
risians and the hard-working fisherfolk

and flower farmers who live beside the
Mediterranean. They intend to show real

people in the new film, not just "crowd
types," in the same way that the inhabi-
tants of that Ulster city of "Odd Man
Out" were authentic characters and not
professional players. Cary was able to

get some more sun-tan which he likes

because then he doesn't have to use
make-up that makes him feel ' uncom-
fortable.

Veteran of seventy-three pictures,

Cary says he is learning a lot from Carol
Reed and Korda as they make his sev-

enty-fourth together. For Cary intends
to direct films himself in the not too dis-

tant future, only acting occasionally in

parts with special appeal. He dreams of
having his own mobile camera unit,

which he can take right round the world
making films with real life settings as he
goes. "It couldn't be before the end of

19.50, of course," he murmurs with his

brown eyes unusually thoughtful, "but
by then I could probably

—
" And you

realize that Cary Grant's crusade is defi-

nitely a long-term plan.

Wherever Cary finds himself, he likes

to talk to people quietly and naturally,
asking them for their own ideas about
movies and what they should be. You'll
find him chatting with a truck-driver, a
waitress, an electrician, a salesman, a
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stenographer, sitting unrecognized in a

small working-class city cafe or in the

low-ceilinged bar of some ancient Somer-

set inn to which he's taken his mother
for a drive on Sunday evening. He spent

one evening just walking about the Lon-
don streets, and not only in the smart

West End either, looking at the blitz

damage and the old buildings which still

stand proudly; resting on a wooden
bench in a tiny Southwark park near the

docks where he shared his cigarettes with

the stevedores. Another day Cary took

his place in a candy queue, simply be-

cause he wanted to overhear the conver-

sation. One housewife stared hard at his

grey American worsted and neat spotted

necktie of his favorite dark blue. "Good
suit you're wearing," she remarked. "I

suppose you bought it in the Black Mar-
ket?"

There's no doubt Cary is happiest and
at complete ease when he's among the

kind of people who make up the majority

of the population, no matter what coun-

try he's in. Success has brought him
many enjoyable new experiences and
gifts but it hasn't taken away his essen-

tial character. He will tell you himself

that he's "still working in show business"

and give a sardonic grin if anybody men-
tions the psychology of motion picture

art or suchlike. The only thing he loathes

more deeply than affected cultural pre-

tensions is social ostentation. "I wasn't

born into that world," Cary declares,

"and what I've seen since of its silliness

and snobbishness, I don't want to enter

it anyway."

He reads when he can, choosing travel

volumes and essays and biographies rath-

er than fiction, and he's fond of music,

always keeping a piano in his sitting-

room "because you never can tell when
musician might call," sometimes play-

ing it himself very haltingly when he is

alone. He will never write letters if he

can possibly avoid it, sending his friends

telegrams when it proves impracticable

to talk to them by telephone. His trans-

atlantic phone account has reached as-

tronomical figures since he arrived in

Dndon. He's apt to call up whenever he

feels he has some special news to relate,

iking it for granted the other party will

be as pleased to hear it as he would be
himself in the circumstances! He regu-

larly cables for flowers to be sent to

women he knows in New York and Hol-

lywood, wives of his men friends and the

ladies with whom he's acted at different

times. But the card that goes along al-

ways has the same unvaried message:

"With best wishes from Cary Grant."

And as one lovely blonde starlet has been
reported to remark when she read it,

"You certainly can't make anything out

of that!"

He's allergic to large crowds, frankly

wning he feels frightened when people

egin to press in on him, and so does
:

s movie-going at early matinees when
e isn't as likely to be recognized. In
ritain at least it is almost always older

omen and men who identify Cary and .

sk for his autograph. He signed the

ttle red book belonging to Captain C.

Ulingworth, the Cunard White Star

ine Commodore, whose collection of fa-

ous signatures is a priceless one. Cary
the only male screen star to be invited

to add his name in this exclusive volume.
Before the Queen Mary sailed, many

distinguished visitors and a number of

passengers too crowded into Cary's state-

room hoping to get a glimpse of the star.

His seven pieces of baggage were there,

his silver brushes on the bureau and his

brown morocco writing-set upon the desk,

but no owner. They searched every pub-
lic room on board and even the Turkish
baths without locating him. Finally

Freddie Lonsdale held a party without
him and everybody finally went away
wondering however Cary had managed
to apparently vanish into thin air.

The secret was that Cary was shut
away from them behind stout iron doors
marked "Strictly Private," being taken
round the engine-room with me under
the friendly guidance of Chief Engineer
Fisher. We clambered up narrow ladders
and balanced precariously on iron cross-

bars, Cary completely footsure because
he's never lost the sense of balance he
was taught in the circus. Delighted as

any teen-ager with his unique privilege

of seeing how a giant liner is operated, he
asked endless questions about the miles

of tubes and pipes and the impressive
masses of metal machinery and the enor-

mous intricate switchboards and signal-

systems. Inevitably too he talked with

the men in denims about the human
angles of their job below decks.

"You could make a wonderful film

about an Atlantic liner," Cary said with
that look appearing in his eyes again.

"Show a simple theme, perhaps about a

man and a woman meeting on board,
from the Captain's point of view, then
from the steward's and the seaman's and
the engineer's

—

"

So we all began to discuss the idea and
agreed it met Cary's high requirements
of novelty when he suddenly laughed.

"Come to think of it, we're making movie
history at this very minute," he declared.

"It must be the first time a magazine
writer has ever interviewed a screen actor

forty feet below the waterline standing
on a steel grating and holding on to a

safety-bar!"

Well, most things about Cary Grant
have a way of working out in highly un-
usual fashion. Certainly this new film

which marks the first step forward in his

personal crusade is going to be an inter-

esting production. For tall Cary Grant,
with his dark eyes smiling attractively

under his grey-streaked black hair and
that dimple he doesn't like appearing in

his chin, couldn't possibly be other than
interesting either on the screen or off it.
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this map composed entirely of

the following letters:

N-O-l-A-V-T-M-U-Y-S-E-R
For example Blockton can-

not be used because there

is no B or L or C in the list.

Vestry can be used because

it contains the letters V-E-S-
T-R-Y all of which are in

the list. Letters may be
used more than once in

single name. There may
be only a few towns that

iLj.L ._.« \ count, but if you find one
think you can \ m

>

ore tha£ anyone else>

find all the names you
(,ln !i!

e fir
,

st pr£e °L
$250.00 plus $50.00

On the map that COn- extra if you are

•

^s***^ prompt
tain only the letters

So YOU

N-0-l-A-V-T-M-U-Y-$-E-R

BUY-

NOTHING TO SELL

Looks as if anyone can do it, but just try. Starts out nice and
easy, but I bet before you are thru, you'll be seeing letters where
there aren't any. Then you will have to start all over again and

that will be just dandy, but if you do try, you may win $250.00
and I'll bet you could use this money couldn't you? Then go
ahead and solve this puzzle.

YOU COULD USE $250.00 CASH
RIGHT NOW « COULDN'T YOU?

So if you would like to have fun and make an easy $250.00
cash besides, then send your answer quick. WIN first prize and
you will get $250.00—Second Prize $100.00—Third Prize $50.00
—Fourth Prize $25.00—Fifth Prize $10.00, so whether you win
$250.00 or $10.00 you will be paid real cash money. You may

send your answer any time—up to the close of the contest
midnight Feb. 15th, 1948, but hurry, send it right now because
I will give $50.00 extra to 1st Prize Winner for promptness if

you send your answer within five days from the time you read
this announcement.

SEND NO MONEY-RUSH YOUR ANSWER
Hurry—send your answer right away. Both the $250.00 and the and if you find only one more eligible town then anyone else,

$50.00 may be yours—win them both. Send no money—there YOU WIN. If there are ties, winners will be determined by

is nothing to buy or nothing to sell. Just send your answer the best answers to tie breaker puzzles. So send your answer

within five days from the time you read this announcement right away today to the Puritans. C160, La Grange, Illinois.

THE PURITANS • Reg.C160 • La Grange, Illinois

00 Screen land

PRINTED IN THE U. S. A. BY THE CUNEO PRESS, INC.



1 nstantly . .
•

make YOUR lips

more thrilling!

Here is the most important charm dis-

covery since the beginning of beauty.

A "lipstick," at last, that actually

cant smear-that really -'t rub off

-and that will keep your lips satm

sfflooth and lovely. It isn't a "lipstick"

at all. It's a liquid in the most romance

shades ever! And so permanent! Put it

on at dusk-it stays till dawn or longer.

At better stores everywhere $1 . •
•

Charming Adele Mara, starring in "Campus Honeymoon,"

a Republic Production

PAT. U S.

id Liplone "CLEAR" X/ X/
over cream lipstick gives i/ * * / f/ * /
wearproof gloSSy coat JWdM^^

CAN'T SMEAR! WON'T RUB OFF!

MAIL COUPON FOR GENEROUS TRIAL SIZES

PRINCESS PAT, Dept. 8161,
2709 South Weils St., Chicago 1 6, III.

Sand Trial Sizes. I enclose 12c (2c Fed. tax) for each.

Check shades wanted:

Medium—Natural true red—very flattering.

O Gypsy—Vibrant deep red—ravishing.
Regal—Glamorous rich burgundy.
Scarlet—Flaming red—definitely tempting.

O Orchid—Exotic pink—romantic for evening,

fj English Tint—Inviting coral-pink.

Please Print

Name :
-.

:

Address
, .

;

City . _State_
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The Most Revolutionary Undie designed in a decade!

if"

You DON7 need a Girdle ?

You DON'T like a Garter Belt?

THEN yOU'LL BE MAD ABOUT. .

.

T/ie uncf/e ffiaf can be worn with garters

. . . and never slips off the waist.

All you fashion-wise lassies can pass the good

word along.. .SUSPANTS is the thrilling new star,

of the "undie" world. It's goodby to girdles and

garter belts I Just attach ga rters and you have an

undie—with GARTER TABS— that suspends stock-

ings wrinkle -free, and mysteriously hugs your

waist whether you bend, twist or stand on your

head. The secret is the new "pivot-point" bias

pattern— which neutralizes, thus eliminating, all

pull. Moreover, SUSPANTS exerts just enough

figure control to make it the perfect accessory

for evening and daytime wear—with or with-

out garters. Featured at, all leading stores...

individually cellophane wrapped ... in all

colors, $1.50 and up.

McKAY PRODUCT
Pot. App. for
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GIRL: What do you mean, party line? I never get a buzz to go to a
party. As far as men are concerned, this is strictly a dead wire!

CUPID: For whom the bell doesn't toll, eh? Well, Gloom Child,

didn't it ever occur to you that the big-time operators like their

party girls equipped with dazzling smiles?

GIRL: And where do I phone for one of those? I brush my teeth

-

regularly. And I still wind up with the same old wrong-number

CUPID: Hmmmm . . . Been noticing any "pink" on your
tooth brush these days?

GIRL: Uh-huh— the loveliest shade of pink you ever—

CUPID: For your information, Cookie, that

"pink" means see your dentist. Could be serious.

Or could be that soft foods are robbing your
gums of exercise. In which case, he may
suggest "the helpful stimulation of

Ipana and gentle massage."

GIRL: And-zing! -I get a smile that sparkles like sequins, I suppose?

CUPID: Listen, dateless-and-mateless: A sparkling smile depends so
much on firm, healthy gums. So if your dentist advises Ipana
and massage, pay attention! Get yourself an Ipana smile, Honey . .

.

and you'll have to get a switchboard to handle your calls!

Product of Bristol-Myers

Follow your dentist's advice about gum massage. Cor-
rect massage is so important to the health of your gums
and the beauty of your smile that 9 out of 10 dentists

recommend it regularly or in special cases, according to
a recent national survey. Same survey shows dentists

recommend and use Ipana 2 to 1 over any other tooth
paste! Help your dentist guard your smile of beauty!

Screen land 3
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At the first

blush of

Womanhood

by
VALDA SHERMAN

Many mysterious changes take place in
your body as you approach womanhood.
For instance, the apocrine glands under
your arms begin to secrete daily a iype
of perspiration you have never known
before. This is closely related to physical
development and is especially evident in
young women. It causes an unpleasant
odor on both your person and your clothes.

No need for alarm—There is nothing
"wrong" with you. It is just another sign
you are now a woman, not a girl. It is also

a warning that now you mast select a
truly effective underarm deodorant.

Two dangers to overcome -Underarm
odor is a real handicap at this age when
a girl wants to be attractive, and the new
cream deodorant Arrid is made especially
to overcome this very difficulty. It kills

odor instantly, safely and surely, then by
antiseptic action prevents the formation
of all odor for many hours and keeps you
safe. Moreover, it protects against a sec-
ond danger—perspiration stains. The
physical exertion, embarrassment and
emotion of the teens and twenties can
cause the apocrine glands to fairly gush
perspiration. A dance, a date, an embar-
rassing remark may easily make you per-
spire and offend as well as ruin a dress.

All deodorants not alike -Don't take
chances! Rely on Arrid which stops
underarm perspiration as well as odor.
No other deodorant gives you the same
intimate protection as Arrid's exclusive
formula. That's why Arrid is so popular
with girls your age. They buy more Arrid
than any other age group. More nurses-
more men and women everywhere—use
Arrid than any other deodorant.

How to protect yourself-You'll find the
new Arrid a snowy, stainless cream that
smooths on and disappears in a jiffy.

Never gritty or grainy. The American In-
stitute of Laundering has awarded Arrid
its Approval Seal— harmless to fabrics.
Gentle, antiseptic Arrid will not irritate
skin. No other deodorant tested stops
perspiration and odor so completely yet
so safely!

Don't be half-safe -During this "age of
courtship," don't let perspiration prob-
lems spoil your fun. Don't be half-safe—
be Arrid-safe! Use Arrid to be sure. Get
Arrid right away, only 394 plus tax at
your favorite drug counter.

Screenland
5
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We're heroes to the countless women who

use DeLong Bob Pins . . . They fasten a

medal on us every time they step up to the

counter and ask for DeLong, the Bob Pin

with the Stronger Qrip .

.

. We're grateful, too.

That's why we spare no effort to turn

out a better Bob Pin, one made of stronger

steel that keeps its snap and shape longer

and stays in your hair dutifully.

Always remember DeLong for—

StrongerGrip

'Won't Slip Out

Qualify Manufacturers for Over 50 years

BOB PINS HAIR PINS SAFETY PINS
HOOKS a EYES HOOK & EYE TAPES
SNAPS PINS SANITARY BELTS

Girls! Don't bemoan
and wail because that-

old suit has a too-short

hemline. Dan Dailey
has a most intriguing

solution, as he demon-
strates here on co-star

Jeanne Grain, giving

the flapper -age suit

she wears in "You
Were Meant for Me"
that Smart New Look.

THE Ray Millands were back
from England only a few

weeks when they found their

ideal hilltop home. The day the

storage company sent over their

stuff, one of the moving men
asked Ray for an autographed

photograph. He searched from

the cellar to the roof and finally

dug up one. It was taken when
Ray was a contract player at

MGM! It could only happen to

the modest Milland.

JUDY GARLAND pulled a

wonderful gag on Fred As-

taire—which proves the "old"

Judy (healthy and happy) is

back again. They went into the

projection room to look at a test

of one of the dances they'll do

in "Easter Parade." But in-

stead, Judy had arranged for

the operator to run off that

Aumber Fred Astaire did with

Joan Crawford on a floating

magic carpet in "Dancing
Lady." It was Fred's very first

appearance before the camera.

"TT isn't rainingrain, you know
JL —it's raining violets." Ann

Sothern sang the line in "April

Showers" but there were no vio-

lets in her heart recently, when
she announced she would di-

vorce Robert Sterling. Poor con-

solation though it may be, Ann
knows she did everything within

her power to preserve their mar-

riage. For one year following

their first separation they tried

to work things out, Bob's career

is finally on its way. He's terrific

in "Roughshod" and RKO plans

to star him.

6
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THE NEARER THEY GETTO THEIR TREASURE

THE FARTHER THEY GET FROM THE LAW!

STARRIN&HUM PHREV

BOGART hMiwmW m mm mi screen play by john hust

TIM HOLT-BRUCE BENNETT
DIRECTED BY PRODUCED BY

JOHN HUSTON • HENRY BLANKE
SCREEN PLAY BY JOHN HUSTON . BASED ON THE NOVEL BY B. TRAVEN • MUSIC BY MAX STEINER

SCREENLAND



Can't Smear.'

Won'f Rub Off I

Gives Exotic Color!

Instantly. .

.

make YOUR lips more thrilling!

Here's the most important charm discovery

since the beginnins of beauty. A 'lipstick/

at last, that actually can't smear—that

really won't rub off—and that will keep
your lips satin smooth and lovely. It isn't

a lipstick at all. It's a lush liquid in the

most romantic shades ever!

And it is so permanent.

Put it on at dusk

—it stays till dawn or

longer. You can use it

to make your cream lip-

stick smearproof, too.

Just brush on a coat

of Liquid Liptone over

your lipstick You'll f^BPP^
love it

And CHEEKTONE . .

.

Roses in your cheeks

without rouge I A "miracle"

preparation. The effect Is

absolutely natural and

lovely. Lasts all day.

LIQUID LIPTONE AND CHEEKTONE— newest
exciting creations of Princess Pat—each $1 plus tax.

SEND COUPON for generous Trial Size*

PRINCESS PAT, Dept. 8162
2709 South Wells St., Chicago 16, IlL

Send Trial Sizes. I enclose 12c (i$ Fed. lax) for each.

Cnecfc shades wanted:

Medium—Natural true red—very flattering.

Gypsy—Vibrant deep red—ravishln3.

Regal—Glamorous rich burgundy.
O Scarlet—Flaming red—definitely tempting.

Orchid—Exotic pink—romantic for evening.

Q English Tint—Inviting coral-pinlc.

CURRENT FILMS
Selected

MY WILD IRISH ROSE

Warners

*
THE LOST MOMENT

Wanger-U.-I.

*
SO WELL REMEMBERED

J. A. Rank-RKO

*
CASS TIMBERLANE

Here's the picture Dennis Morgan fans have been
clamoring for—a lilting, colorful film based on Chaun-
cey Olcott's life from a book by Rita Olcott. It's a
heyday for the sons of the auld sod as well as enthu-
siasts for Irish tenors, and you'd never guess that
Dennis Morgan is of Scandinavian descent from hit
convincing blarney and caroling. The story catches up
with Olcott in his wandering minstrel days singing for
nickels and dimes, introduces him to his future wife,
lovely Arlene Dahl, and the famous beauty, Lillian
Russell, played by stunning Andrea King. There's
heartache and poignant tenderness in Olcott's struggle
for success, and plenty of lavishly mounted song num-
bers to delight your senses. Ben Blue is in for comedy
and Alan Hale stands out in a fine characterization.

Amid the somber surroundings of a bleak Venetian
mansion of the 19th Century, Susan Hayward's highly
sensitive performance as the emotionally and mentally
unstable heroine of Henry James's novel, "The Aspern
Papers," forms an absorbing picture. Credit her com-
pelling performance and Martin Gabel's consistent, de-
liberate direction for maintaining suspense, with Robert
Cummings responsible for more quickened pulses in

the co-starring role as the publisher searching the old
gloomy mansion for a literary scoop—a poet's letters

to his sweetheart, still alive and alert at the great age
of 105. The story, interesting as it is, however, is sec-
ondary to Susan's engrossing study of the schizophre-
niac, who, at intervals, imagines herself the poet's

lovely, tragic sweetheart of a former generation.

As the idealistic mill town editor, housing commission-
er, and finally Mayor with a deep respect for his pov-
erty-ridden constituents, John Mills, so well remem-
bered for his Mr. Pip in "Great Expectations," further
endears himself to American movie-goers. His is a
painstaking, thoughtful performance which stands out
even among such fine characterizations as Martha
Scott's as the ruthless wife whose negligence is the
cause of their son's death as well as her own father's

;

and Trevor Howard's expert delineation of the drunken
doctor who wages a heart-breaking fight against dis-
ease in filthy environment. It's a profound picture,
dealing with a subject that has been an issue for many
decades—the housing condition of slum areas, be it in

a Lancashire mill town or anywhere else in the world.

MGM

Screen land

The film version of Sinclair Lewis's popular novel adds
another leaf to the laurel wreath Lana Turner earned
in "Green Dolphin Street," and another for Spencer
Tracy if there's any more room on his distinguished
brow. For Spencer it is an easy-going role, as the
small-town judge who marries a girl many years his
junior, but for Lana Turner, as his wife from the
wrong side of the tracks, it is a more exacting assign-
ment, since the script requires her to cover a wide
range of emotions. Her transition from high-spirited
tomboy to the poise and charm of the young matron of
the country-club set marks her genuine talent as an
actress, not just a glamor gal. Zachary Scott plays the
sophisticated heel with subtle charm. Discussions of
marriage and justice add interest to well-told story.
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Casanova, s t J

The World's Greatest (Lover!

The Screen's Greatest Adventurer!

YouU THRILL to his rides through t|e night to a

rendezvous of passionate beauty!

You'll MARVEL as thousands of horsemen

storm across the screen to clash in crashing combat!

You'll be SWEPT by the excitement

of its romance... the fury of its adventure...

the magnificence of its spectacle!

1 i NlttlN

ns r nnrurn
[it n\i-

with JOHN SUTTON

GEORGE TOBIAS

^roaucea Dy ixONARD PICKER

Directed by ROBERTO GAVALDON

Screenplay by CRANE WILBUR, -WALTER
BULLOCK and KAREN DE WOLF
From a Story by CRANE WILBUR

An EAGLE LION FILMS Production

SCREENLAND 9



the Hair

AKE-UP
—for your

Color Type"

Created for REDHEADS
Four of Marchand's 12 rinse

shades are ideal for redheads! "Light
Golden Blonde" makes your natural

hair color sparkle with highlights.

"Titian Blonde" and "Henna" add
coppery tones, while "Bronze"
blends in little gray strands.

Colors for every hair type . . . blonde,

brownette, brunette and redhead! Marchand's
new color chart tells you which shade to use

for the particular color effect you want . . .

whether it's just a subtle color accent or a
deeper, richer tone.

Glistening highlights, too! Marchand's
"Make-Up" Rinse does what a shampoo alone

cannot do. As it rinses out dulling soap film,

it rinses in new lustre, leaving your hair

shining, silken-soft and easier to manage.

Safe, easy-to-use. After every shampoo,
simply dissolve Marchand's Rinse in warm
water and brush or pour it through your hair.

It's as easy as that! Not a bleach, not a per-

manent dye, it's as safe as lemon or vinegar

and does so much more for your hair. It's

made with government-approved colors that

wash off with your next shampoo.

6 RINSES

254=

Y\Mfc \ 2 RINSES

IO<fc

,
Plus tax

GENTLEMAN'S AGREEMENT—20th -Fox
When otherwise cautious and conservative
people suddenly toss their hats in the air

and cheer, you can be sure there is a good
reason. "Gentleman's Agreement," they're

shouting, is a great picture. We say so, too.

Hollywood, over-criticized for compromise,
here faces up squarely to a problem with
courage and conviction, at the same time
realistically preserving entertainment val-

ues. Thanks to Moss Hart's brilliant adap-
tation of Laura Z. Hobson's best-seller, and
Elia Kazan's dynamic direction, you'll be
moved, amused, enraged—and always hon-
estly entertained as Gregory Peck, magnifi-
cent in the role of crusading writer, ex-
poses anti-Semitism though opposed by the
girl he loves, exquisitely portrayed by Dor-
othy McGuire. Celeste Holm, John Gar-
field, Anne Revere—all sensationally good.

KILLER McCOY—MGM
For Mickey Rooney fans, a real treat; if

you're still to be sold on the Mick's dynamic
talents, you'll find yourself slipping—for
here, as a cocky kid who scraps his way up
to become the lightweight champ, he's ter-
rific. All the Rooney showmanship is in
there swinging as the story takes him up the
prizefight ladder rung by rung until he
meets that Nice Girl, Ann Blyth, who only
turns out to be the innocent daughter of
Brian Donlevy, big-time gambler and
Mickey's undercover manager. James Dunn
as Mickey's bibulous father gives a memor-
able characterization in fine supporting cast.

By the Makers of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash

10

THE EXILE—Universal- International

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.'s, first opus as both
producer and star makes history an enjoy-

able experience. Dealing with England's
Charles II, this film tells a fascinating, ac-

tion-packed story of the King's eventful

exile in Holland and his romance incognito

with a Dutch farmerette and innkeeper, the

appealing and talented newcomer, Paule
Crosset. In the dashing monarch's evasion

of Cromwellian forces, Doug shows that

same athletic prowess which made his fa-

ther so popular in the old silent days. Nigel
Bruce, as the King's Chancellor, Henry
Daniell as a Cromwell agent, Robert Coote,

as a foppish > actor, and Maria Montez, a

countess with impressive entourage and
glamor, round out entertainment values.

SCREENLAND

THE ROAD TO RIO—Paramount
There's nothing wrong with your disposi-

tion or digestion that this picture can't cure.

Roaring time, 100 minutes of undiluted
comedy, and the best medicine ever dished
up by those benefactors to mankind, Bob
Hope and Bing Crosby. Fifth of the famous
"Road" films and said to be the final fling,

it's so much funnier than the others that
there's no comparison. The incomparable
Bob and Bing pursue their zany adventures
as a song-and-dance team (with clarinet and
trumpet added this time) into Brazil, where
they meet up with assorted crooks and, of
course, the beauteous Dottie Lamour, whom
they rescue in the nick of time, as usual.

Bing's songs, especially a number shared
with the Andrews Sisters; Bob's droll hu-
mor and undeniable charm—he gets the
girl ; the sly asides—best fun of the month.

I WALK ALONE—Hal Wallis-Paramount

Hal Wallis, one of the more astute pro-
ducers, knew what he was doing when he
teamed sultry Lizabeth Scott with brawny
Burt Lancaster. Liz, as the night-club singer
sponsored by smart operator Kirk Douglas,
meets her match in the rugged Burt, play-
ing Kirk's ex-pal just out of prison—and
out for revenge. It calls for a Lancaster to
make us believe that any gal would walk
out on the fascinatingly sinister Mr. Doug-
las—but Burt is just the boy to convince us
as he strides into trouble though warned of
the consequences. It's rough, taut, and tough,
the melodrama of the month for suspense.

THIS TIME FOR KEEPS—MGM
After seeing this class A musical aquacade,
with such top-notch talent as Esther Wil-
liams, Johnnie Johnston, Lauritz Melchior
and Jimmy Durante, everyone, simply ev-
eryone will want to hie himself to the snowy
isle of Mackinac for a winter vacation, it's

that beautiful. And stay around awhile so
that you can enjoy the summer season when
gorgeous bathing beauty Esther displays
her swimming art, and thrill to her romance
with troubadour Johnnie Johnston, while
Lauritz Melchior fills in with operatic arias,

and Jimmy out-Durantes himself in such
numbers as "Inka Dinka." The story takes
a back seat with all this star talent, plus
Xavier Cugat and his rhumba band,
Dame Whitty and Sharon McManus.



presents

die cast year in tbe picture of tne;yearf

CLAUDETTE ROBERT DON
COLBERT • CUMMINGS • AMECHE

in

HAZEL BROOKSwith RITA JOHNSON • GEORGE CO ULOURIS • ralph morgan and

Produced by Chas. Buddy Rogers and Ralph Cohn • Associate Producer Harold Greene • Screenplay by St Clair McKelway and Leo Rosten

Directed by Douglas Sirk • Director of Photography Joseph Valentine, A.S.C. • A Triangle Production released thru United Artists



WARNING!
NEVER TANGLE WITH

THE
MAN
FROM

TEXAS

EAGLE LION FILMS presents

'THE MAN FROM TEXAS"
starring

JAMES CRAIG LYNN BARI

JOHNNIE JOHNSTON
with UNA MERKEl • WALLY FORD • HARRY DAVENPORT

j

SARA ALLGOOD • Produced by JOSEPH FIELDS

Directed by LEIGH JASON
Screen Play by JOSEPH FIELDS and JEROME CHODOROV

Based on the Stage Play by E. B. GINTY

KEEPING PACE WITH PRICES

First Prize Letter

#10.00

Attending the movies at least once a

week is as necessary to boost a family's

morale as having dessert on Sundays. But
when the price of food kept advancing I

didn't see how our budget could possibly be

stretched to include our weekly movie and
the usual treat at the drugstore afterwards.

I couldn't tell the children they couldn't go

to the movies each week for there was noth-

ing I could offer to replace that treat—no
substitute—and movies are a part of their

education.

Finally I decided that on movie nights

we'd have a big kettle of thick, nourishing

soup, instead of our regular dinner includ-

ing meat, then for a treat after the movies

a home-made drink or a bowl of popcorn.

Even our eight -year -old realizes that

"everything has its price."

A weekly movie for our family is as tra-

ditional as a Christmas tree on Christmas.

No one has complained over this change.

They seem to like it. It's like eating your

cake and having it, too, and of course there

are less dishes to wash.
MRS. ELIZABETH KAELO, Schenectady, N. Y.

Fan Campaign

Who knows ? It may be the letter only

you could write to your own Fans'

Forum which would start a one-man
campaign for your favorite stars or

movies to reach the pinnacle of suc-

cess. If your fellow fans don't agree

they'll give you a good argument. So
write your letter now to Fans' Forum.
Monthly awards for the best letters

published: $10.00, $5.00 and five $1.00

prizes. Closing date is the 25th of each
month.

Please address Fans' Forum, Screen-
land Magazine, 37 West 57th Street,

New York 19, New York.

CAUSE FOR MAYHEM

Second Prize Letter

#5.00
I

I sat next to a rather caustic character

last night during a showing of one of Hol-

lywood's better productions. Throughout the

picture she repeatedly made remarks to her

companion similar to, "Oh, you know she's

terribly knock-kneed, that's why her dresses

are made so long." Later, "Now that one,

her dresses are padded to give her those fa-

mous curves." Even the leading man was
a target for her acid tongue. "Yes, I must
tell you, his hair line has been lifted back

three inches and his eyebrows are all thinned

out, too. You know, they grew together

over his nose, and he also wears five-inch.

lifts in his shoes to add to his height."

Yes sir, my picture was ruined before it

even had a chance ! I really don't think that

movie stars are all conceited bores. In fact,

I remember an article in which Carole Lan-
dis admitted that her legs weren't all they

could be. And Lauren Bacall said in an in-

terview that her figure wasn't the "sweater
girl" type. These people aren't judged by
their physical contours, but for their acting

ability and their magnetic screen personal-

ities. People should realize that not all

movie stars claim to be physically perfect

and a paragon of beauty.

I'm in favor of movie houses providing
bigger and better muzzles for these loose-

tongued people. Why ruin other people's

pleasure by criticizing the stars of movies
that would be enjoyable except for their

presence :

GENEVIEVE SIEGRIST, San Bernardino, Calif.

FLIRTY ROLES FOR LADD

#1.00

When I saw "Variety Girl" the other day,

I liked one part best of all. Yes, you guessed
it. It was Alan Ladd and Dorothy Lamour.
I think their part in the show was really

super. All my girl friends saw it and they

love it, too.

12 SCREENLAND



DORE SCHARY preiemlt

IRENE DUNNE
in GEORGE STEVENS' Production of

1 REMEMBER MAMA

«re
...<f HAS

in

ever

R K O
RADIO

BARBARA BEL GEDDES

OSCAR HOMOLKA • PHILIP DORN
with

SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE • EDGAR BERGEN • RUDY VALLEE • BARBARA O'NEIL
Executive Producer and Director GEORGE STEVENS • Produced by HARRIET PARSONS

Scroon ploy by DoWITT BODEEN • fioicd Upon rh» Play by JOHN VAN DiUTEN
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GIRLS! Want

quick curls?

EYES light on lovely hair and linger there

when it shines in all its natural beauty.

Your hair will be soft, sparkling, andlustrous

when you do it at home with new different

Wildroot Hair Set that re-

places old-fashioned thick

gummy wave sets. Does

all they do and more ! Light

bodied, faster drying. It

contains processedLANO-
LIN, leaves your hair soft,

natural, and at its lovely

best. Style your own dis-

tinctive hair-do quickly,

without fuss or disappoint-

ment! Watch those admir-

ing glances! Ask for New
Wildroot Hair Set at your

toilet goods counter today

!

NEW WILDROOT HAIR SET

SONGWRITERS
POEMS WANTED AT ONCE

Send Your Poems, Any Subjeet.for Imme-
diate Examination and FREE BOOK:—

"YOUR FUTURE IN SONGWRITINO,"
RADIO CITY MUSIC ACADEMY

1674 Broadway, New York 19, M. Y.

IS THIS YOUR

WALLFLOWER

WEEK?
Why "sit it out"

while your friends

go bowling or dancing? Unless there are

underlying organic conditions, Chi-Ches-

Ters Pills offer blessed relief from
"monthly blues". They tend to relax

muscular contractions that often induce

pain and nervousness. For best results

take them as directed two or three days

before your time.

Most Leading Druggists Carry

Chi-Ches Ters Pills

For relief from "periodic functional distress"

Packed in Three Convenient Sizes

FREE — Illustrated booklet o( intimate facts

every woman should know. Mailed in plain

wrapper. Write: CHICHESTER CHEMICAL
COMPANY, Dept. J-2, Philadelphia 46, Pa.

We like Ladd in tough roles, yes, and we
like him in sort of flirty roles, with singing

like he and Dottie did in "Variety Girl."

We like his singing and acting and want

more of it. I'm practically writing for my
whole neighborhood when I write this.

When "Wild Harvest" comes, we won't

miss it.

DONNA EHLERS, Waukegan, III.

THE POWELL PERSONALITY

#1.00

Last night I saw Jane Powell at the

Capitol theater in New York and I was
never so impressed over a movie star as I

was with Jane. I have seen quite a few of

them and most of the time have been sadly

disappointed. However, Jane certainly
wasn't any disappointment. She was delight-

ful to see and hear. My mother and I sim-

ply couldn't get over how sweet and natural

see why you shouldn't go right on making

Mayer does well by Jane and gives her only

the best kind of roles, because she deserves

them. She's a very lovely girl with a beau-

tiful voice and a delightful personality and

I think she'll make the perfect Peg for "Peg
O' My Heart." However, I think I prefer

her with dark hair, the way she used to

wear it, rather than with bonde, but even

with light hair she's lovely. She certainly

is high on my list of screen favorites.
PHYLLIS SMITH, Queens Village, N. Y.

by horrible nameless creatures about to

spring at me.
.

I began to wonder into what kind oi an

era I had reawakened when I finally ran

into "It Happened on Fifth Avenue" and

"Miracle of 34th Street." My, what a relief

they were ! So evidently there are still some

pictures in which normal people in a normal

world still predominate. Noting the crowds

these pictures drew, I believe that lots of

people must feel as I do. Let books and the

radio take care of crime and abnormal psy-

chology and let us go to the movies for

relaxation. „ _ ...

ALICE L. REEL, Encango, Caht.

PARKS' VOICE DISCOVERY

#1.00

An Open Letter to Larry Parks: In a

recent interview you said you thought you
made a mistake in making "Down to Earth"

and using your own voice.

The only mistake you made was not let-

ting- your fans know it was your voice. It

didn't sound like you so—well, what are we
expected to think ? Your voice was replaced

by Jolson's before, so we thought maybe
you'd gone and done it again. I'm very glad

to know it was your voice, although I'm

still a little skeptical. But if it was I don't

see why you shouldn't go right on making
musicals. For my money they don't make
good enough Technicolor musicals now.

You can dance, too. The only thing wrong
with "Down to Earth" was that you didn't

dance enough. Please let us see you in a

real terrific musical with all the trimmings.

I don't think you made a mistake in making
"Down to Earth." The only trouble is you

didn't tell your fans it was you doing the

singing.
JO ANN NICHOL, Santa Monica, Calif.

UNSUNG FAVORITES

#1.00

I sometimes wonder if movie stars get

blue or depressed when they look at the

results of polls of movie favorites in maga-

zines. I certainly hope not, for, even though

it isn't the fault of the magazines, there are

innumerable fans who never send their en-

tries to such contests or even write fan let-

ters. They have their favorites; they see

almost as many shows as anyone ;
they buy

their magazines—but they never take the

time to enter their favorite's name in a

contest.

True, they are not so loyal as the other

fans but it still stands to reason that their

tickets count at the box office. There are

countless fans who wonder why Allan Jones

has never gotten a break in a really good

movie; why Jim Brown didn't get a break

such as Guy Madison did ; who think Jim-

my Stewart and Gary Cooper are terrific

even though they don't make some of the

"First Ten's" ; who would love to see

Richard Greene and Glenn Langan get bet-

ter starring roles ; who would like to see

Spencer Tracy and Greer Garson get back

in their stride ; who would like to see new-

comers such as Janis Carter, Tom Neal,

Robert Lowery, and Suzi Crandall get bet-

ter roles to prove their talent.

And yet the stars themselves would have

no way of knowing it by looking at the

polls or even by fan letters because these

fans do not take time to show their appre-

ciation, except by patronizing the box office

when their favorites are in town.

This letter is not meant to discredit con-

tests or anything of that sort. It's just that

I hope stars don't judge their own popular-

ity by contests and fan letters.

RAMONA R. ENGLE, Columbus, Ohio.

FIFTEEN-YEAR INTERMISSION

#1.00

This might be entitled Mrs." Rip Van
Winkle returns to screenland. You see for

almost fifteen years I had an illness which

prevented me from attending movies. When
I recovered I could hardly wait to hie my-

self to the nearest theater. Can you imagine

the thrill I had as I found myself actually

seeing a moving picture again?

However, as I saw more pictures—I went

three times a week to make up for lost time

—I became slightly bewildered. So many of

the pictures were of crime, with vicious

gunmen leering in dark alleys, seemingly

normal people with strange complexes and,

in short very involved plots of a morbid

character. My very dreams were haunted

Dressed for the wide open spaces, Jack

Oakie and Joan Leslie share scene in

Eagle Lion's "Northwest Stampede."
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Wet Feet? Sniffles? Look out for a COLD!

LISTERINE

ANTISEPTIC

SECONDARY INVADERS"

These are some types of the threaten-

ing germs that can cause so much of the

misery of a cold when they invade the

body through throat membranes.

TOP ROW, left to right: Pneumococcus Type III, Pneumococcus
Type IV, Streptococcus viridans, Friedlander's bacillus. BOT-
TOM ROW, left to right: Streptococcus hemolyticus, Bacil.us in-

fluenzae. Micrococcus catarrhalis. Staphylococcus aureus.

WET FEET or cold feet or a sudden

change oftemperature may be all

that is needed to reduce your resistance

and enable the threatening germs called

the "secondary invaders" to start a

mass invasion of your throat tissues.

These "secondary invaders", accord-

ing to some authorities, are responsible

for so much of the misery associated

with colds.

What Listerine Antiseptic Does

So, when you've been exposed, gargle

Listerine Antiseptic at once, and con-

tinue it regularly. Listerine Antiseptic

reaches way back on throat surfaces to

kill millions of those "secondary in-

vaders". Used frequently during the

12 to 36-hour period of "incubation"

when a cold may be developing,
Listerine Antiseptic may help guard

against the mass invasion of germs

and head off the trouble before it gets

a good start.

A Remarkable Record

If your cold has already started, the

Listerine Antiseptic gargle, repeated

often, may help reduce the severity of

the infection.

Bear in mind that tests made during a

12 year period revealed this impressive

result: Those who gargled Listerine

Antiseptic twice daily had fewer colds

and usually milder colds than those

who did not gargle . . . and fewer

sore throats.

Make a habit of using Listerine Anti-

septic every morning and every night

as a precaution against colds; and at

the first sign of a cold increase the

frequency of the gargle. It may spare

you a lot of trouble.

Lambert Pharmacal Company
St. Louis, Missouri

Tests made during a 12 year period showed

FEWER COLDS, MILDER COLDS for users of LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC
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Cold weather calls for lip pomade and
lipstick, according to Virginia Welles.

Get ready to meet Old

Man Winter with the

proper cosmetic equipment

By Claire Finucane

J
UST about this time of the year, we
all get a yen for the great outdoors.

White snow and icy weather pave the

way for good fun and smart girls make
the most of Jack Frost's short winter

visit. They go head-over-heels for the ex-

citement of ice-skating parties, skiing and
tobogganing. Ah, yes, it's all great sport,

only sometimes Father Winter becomes
tyrannical. For some reason or other, he
derives great pleasure out of putting red

noses on creamy white faces and a sting

on pretty pink cheeks.

What to do about it? Stay home and
miss all the fun? Horrors, no! Just meet
him on his own terms. Go out defiantly

but well armed with the necessary equip-

ment for winter combat.

Cinny also keeps her complexion smooth

by using more cream these blustery days.

Pert Virginia Welles,
who's appearing in Para-

mount's "Variety Girl."

After a bout with cold weather, Virginia

hops into a warm, fragrant bubble bath.
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The best combat weapon is a rich cold

cream. I really believe that one of the

main reasons why skins chap in winter is

because you gals don't use enough cream.

It may be that you have an oily com-
plexion (most girls under twenty-one do)

and therefore you do a lot of scrubbing

to combat the oiliness and naturally are

not in the habit of using any cream. Oily

or dry, however, you have to use cream

before you venture out in zero weather

or nine times out of ten you'll have a

complexion like cardboard. If your nose

objects to exposure by,turning a crimson

color, then apply more cream to that

area. Also use a cream foundation in this

weather even if you don't use it ordinar-

ily. Under your lipstick, use Virginia

Welles' trick and combine lip pomade
with your colored lip lure. In case you

don't know, lip pomade is made especial-

ly to combat lip chapping.

Hand cream should also become part

of the preparations. Apply it liberally

and then don not one but two pairs of

gloves. Soft cotten ones first to absorb

the cream, then mittens or woolen gloves

over them.
Maybe, too, you get cold feet ("t'aint

funny, McGee,") in this kind of weather

and there are times when you are abso-

lutely certain that every one of your ten

toes is about to come loose. If that's the

case then maybe this will help you as it

does me. Buy yourself a pair of cotton

stockings just for this purpose and wear
either a light pair of socks or heavy wool-

en ones over them. You will find that

cotton hose, while certainly not as pretty

as your 51-gauge nylons or silks, are

much more practical for warmth. Nor
will they be as likely to rip if you should,

per chance, take a spill.

Writing about ways to combat the

weather makes me think of a hint I once

read. The writer was telling her readers

how to keep warm in cold weather. She
advised covering one's self with an all-

over coating of oil before venturing out-

doors because long distance swimmers al-

ways use this protection in icy waters.

This is actually a fact, but heavens to

Betsy, can't you just picture the mess!

Can't make up my mind which is worse,

the plague or the cure. So while we will

probably discount the oil idea, we can
take the principle and apply it with cold

cream to those areas which are most ex-

posed to the cold—the face, ears, hands
and feet.

Eyes need special protection, too.

Spread a lash and eye cream on the sensi-

tive area, and if you find that you squint

even the slightest, try wearing sunglasses.

You can get just as much of a headache
from snow glare as you can from the sun.

So watch out for it and be prepared.
As for the makeup you'll wear, no

doubt Mother Nature will endow you
with her natural rouge, so wear only a
little. But do use a creamy foundation
and lots of powder and lipstick.

When the fun is over and you're home
once again, make a beeline for a warm
tub. Tumble in some bubbles or bath oil

or bath salts and play like a lady by
wallowing, in it until someone chases you
out of the bathroom. Then to bed and
dreamland, where after the combination
of exercise and a relaxing bath, you'll

sleep like a babe and wake up wonder-
fully refreshed.

A More Attractive YOU!
Ten Days From Now!

With This Low Cost. . . Complete . .

.

Result-Getting Home Course

A Slim Figure . . . Poise . . . Self-Confidence

For YOU . . . Easily ... at Home
In Just a Few Minutes a Day

IF OVERWEIGHT—UNDERWEIGHT— it will

pay you to look into this famous
streamlined Home Course whose se-

crets helped this girl win new love-

liness, charm and self-confidence.

LEFT: Shy. timid,
self-conscious — Val-
erie So Itelle was
missing out on. dates
and tun.

RIGHT: Valerie's inner
beauty was revealed when
she learned how to devel-
op charm and poise as
taught by Eleanore King.

"I know that anyone that feels hopeless

but has the desire to better herself can
do so with your teaching." Valerie So
Eelle. 4511 DeLongpre, Los Angeles, Cal.

AT LAST with this remarkable course you can

now become more slim, more attractive and more
self-confident than you ever dreamed possible.

For Eleanore King'sHOME COURSE IN
BEAUTY, POISE AND CHARM gives

you complete, step-by-step directions

and easy-to-follow beauty secrets so that

you—in your own home—in but a few
minutes a day—can actually gain new
loveliness and charm, day by day.

With the ELEANORE KING HOME
COURSE you can win New Loveliness

and Charm in all these ways —
YOUR FACE
How to be radiant • How
to have expressive eyes •

How to exercise your eyes
for beauty • Best eye
make-up for your type •

How to have expressive
lips • How to have more
kissable lips • How to

take care of your com-
plexion • Correct facial
massage • What to do for

crow's-feet and wrinkles

YOUR FIGURE
Your weight and measure-
ment charts • Your re-

ducing or weight-gaining
diets • How to reduce the
bust, waist, hips, stomach
• • How to develop the bust

YOUR POSTURE
How to master "the youth
line" • How to stand
"straight as a string" •

How to have "upper body
control" • How to have
"lower body control"

YOUR WALK
How to walk "like a
queen" • How to use
your feet and legs • How
to get rhythm • How not
to wiggle • What to do
with your arms
YOUR FEET
How to use them as mod-
els do • How to strength-
en them • How to care
for them • Corrective ex-
ercises for them
YOUR LEGS
How to . handle them for
grace • How to reduce
your legs • What to do
for thin legs • What to
do for bow legs • How
to sit gracefully • How
to keep them properly bal-
anced

YOUR HANDS
How to use them grace-
fully • How to groom
them • How to reduce
them • Exercises for hands
• Daily hand care •

Exercises for poise

YOUR HAIR
How to "do" it to flatter

you • How to brush it as
stage beauties do • How
to shampoo it for beauty •

How to care for your scalp

YOUR CONVERSATION
Bad conversational habits
• Conversational pitfalls
• How to charm a man
• Pnnularity-getting con-
versation

YOUR CLOTHES
What to wear to look
taller or shorter • How
to disguise large hips •

Chart of clothes and ac-
cessories for street wear •

Play clothes combinations
• Evening clothes and ac-
cessories • What not to

wear • What colors are
best for you

YOUR VOICE
The easy way to breath p
control • For a younger it
voice • How to use your p
.lips correctly • The effect |

- "Good-

How long has it been since you received a

compliment? C
How often do you get a second look?

Does your date ever take you for granted? Q
Are you self-conscious when passing a crowd?

Do you get more than one date?

How long since you received a box of flowers? O
Do sales clerks give you attention? Q
Do you find it hard to be the gracious hostess?

Are you cut in on at dances?

Are you afraid to meet new people?

How often are you invited out to dinner? rj

Do you get a peck instead of a kiss? O
If your score is not what it should be—you are

not making the most of your possibilities for at-

tractiveness and for happiness. Send for the

Eleanore King Home Course. Try if 10 days at our

expense. Then, if you want to keep it pay on easy

terms. Mail coupon below, TODAY.

IN 5 SEPARATE SECTIONS, COMPLETE COURSE

GUIDES YOU STEP-BY-STEP TO NEW LOVELINESS
You can be lovelier from head to toe when you follow
the full practical instructions in the Eleanore King
Home Course. So EASY — you'll see results in just
ten days.

NO 'COME-ON!
NOTHING

' ... NO COSMETICS!
MORE TO BUY!

of your smile
looking" speech

ELEANORE KING I

Miss King's career includes:
*

radio artist teaching charm I

over NBC ("Glorify Your- I
self") and CBS ("Your •

Charm Coach"); author of |
feature column, "Glorify Your-
self"; teacher of "Personal I

Presence" for the Adult Edu- a

cation Assn., Los Angeles; in- '

structor in Airline Hostess I

Training for Univ. of So. Cal. '

hi

VALUABLE GIFT FOR YOU! With the Course, you also
receive—ABSOLUTELY FREE—a remarkable 8y2 "xll"
easel chart in color, containing Eleanore King's "Studio
Secrets—How To Dress" which tells at a glance how
you can always be sure of being smartly dressed.

MAIL ' IOW
PRENTICE-HALL, Inc., Dent. B-SL-248
70 Fifth Avenue, New York II, N. Y.

Send me at once, in confidential package, for 10
DAYS' FREE TRIAL, the complete ELEANORE KING
HOME COURSE IN BEAUTY, POISE AND CHARM.
If I decide to keep it I will send first payment of $1.95
in ten days, and then .$2 a month for two months until
full price of $5.95 (plus postage) is paid. If not de-
lighted, I will return Course to you within 10 days, and
owe nothing. FREE GIFT: I am also to receive at once

—

WITHOUT CHARGF—"Studio Secrets—How to Dress."

NAME
(Please Print)

ADDRESS
CITY ZONE STATE

SPECIAL GIFT!—FOR CASH—ACT NOW! Check
here if you enclose $5.95. (Same return privilege. Re-
fund guaranteed.) You save cost of packing and postage,
and you get FREE a "Color Selector" for wearing
apparel and home furnishings.

FOR GIFT AMD FREE TRIAL

MAIL COUPON TODAY
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production of
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HUSBAND
TECHNICOLOR

Glynis Johns • Constance Collier • Sir Aubrey Smith • Hugh Williams
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Let's look at Lawford! Laughing boy or serious actor, or both? We're pointing out,

here, the potentialities existing behind the two masks above: serious actor, studying with

MCM dramatic coach Lillian Burns; laughing boy, clowning at right with Mickey Rooney.

T\EAR Peter;

\j Tell me, what are you going to

be when you grow up? Know yet?

Why I'm asking: I happen to think
you have the greatest future of any young
actor on the screen today—if you care.

I mean if all your present popularity as

the star of such films as "Good News"
doesn't obscure what I'd swear is your
eventual intention—becoming an actor in

the great tradition. I don't toss that ad-

jective great around lightly. It's too im-
portant to treat like that. But I do believe

great actors, I've seen them: Laurencein gre

Olivier in "Henry V." John Barrymore,
Greta Garbo—once. Ingrid Bergman, in

"Joan of Lorraine." There aren't many.
But I think you could be one if you want
to be. And I think the urge is there, be-

hind the handsome mask of laughing boy.

It came out when I was talking to you
not long ago at a party for Esther Wil-

liams. You stood there looking quizzical

and slightly mocking as only you can

look. You had an eyebrow raised at the

pretty girls as only you can raise an eye-

brow. You were the sought-after movie
star on vacation, and loving it. And then

somebody—could have been me—had to

bring up the subject of work, acting, pic-

tures, things like that. You changed com-
pletely. Laughing Boy turned into a
serious-minded, intelligent and discerning

young man who respects his craft and,
again I say it, has big ambitions. I hope
I'm right—that while you're naturally

concerned with enjoying life as you go
along with healthy zest, the other side of

you wants very much to keep going on to

greatness. Am I right?
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Little Lindsay Diane Briskin may be rightfully proud of her Mom. Baby won't be a bit surprise

when the critics, as well as Betty's loyal fans, hail her performance in "Dream Girl," whic

presents a New Hutton with soft, darker hair and an amazing range of talents. Will

Macdonald Carey playing opposite in this Technicolor version of the Broadway stage hit

Betty not only sings, dances, and emotes as only she can, but extends the scope of he

recognized talent into the enviable realm of legitimate artistry. We hail Hutton, the Actress

toby photo* by $od fraj/o



The

Problem

DURING the year 1947, the life and
career of Larry Parks had all the ele-

ments of a soap opera, enough trouble,

doubt, frustration and—paradoxically—hap-

piness to keep a daytime radio serial going

indefinitely. There's one important difference,

however. Larry's,problems are real and con-

sequently infinitely more poignant than any
situations dreamed up for the long-suffering

characters of the soap serials.

Ironically, Larry's troubles are the after-

math of his brilliant performance in "The
Jolson Story." The effects of the role that

overnight put him at the top of the heap
have been both good and bad. His situation

is unique, dramatic, and unprecedented.

For, following hard on the heels of fame,

Larry and his studio are suing each other

over the validity of his contract. The motion
picture colony, always interested in the affairs

of the clan, has divided itself into two camps,

arguing the pros and cons over cocktails,

nine-day diets and (Please turn to page 82)

Larry Parks has time on his hands for some
of his favorite sports—horseback riding

and tennis. But this is not the answer to

his problems, frankly outlined in this exclu-

sive story. His latest picture, top of page,

is "The Swordsman," with Ellen Drew.

So you think you

have troubles! Take a

look at the dilemmas

plaguing Larry Parks

By

Lynn

Bowers
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IF THERE is any one indoor American sport more
popular than that of taking pot shots at Hollywood,

it has failed to arrest the attention of a certain

movie executive named Darryl Francis Zanuck.

You've heard of Zanuck, of course. In this little sport

he has frequently been attacked more vigorously than

a football dummy at spring practice. And in case you
have wondered why he and other men who help carry

the ball in Hollywood don't wince more often when
they're belted, it's because they thoroughly understand

the opposition. The motives of those who attack Hol-

lywood are so transparent to Zanuck and his colleagues,

in fact, that they don't even think the public would be

entertained if they replied to the attackers. And after

all, it is their business to entertain.

It is only when you corner a man like Zanuck and
get him wound up on the subject of a new picture, or

some similar project, that he will broaden his remarks
into a general defense of the industry. We found Zan-
uck in such a frame of mind when we went to his office

to talk about his film version of Laura Hobson's best-

seller, "Gentleman's Agreement." The theme of this

book, dealing as it does with racial intolerance, was a
natural by way of steering the 20th Century-Fox exec-

utive onto the subject of intolerance in general—and in

particular toward a defense of Hollywood. We found it

refreshing to hear the other side of the story.

"Criticism of Hollywood comes in the main from two
groups of complainants," said Zanuck once he had
warmed up to the subject, "neither of which are related

in any way as to motive, viewpoint or aim of accom-
plishment.

"The first group is the one which attacks Hollywood
-for the sole purpose of gaining publicity. Hollywood is

Public Knows!
The noted

producer pays

tribute to

you, the Public,

for knowing

what you want

in the way

of screen fare

and supporting

Hollywood in

its stand

for tolerance

By Harry fiarne
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Lana Turner meets Fred Robbins. Fred's a Turner movie fan and
Lana's hep to the favorite records on the popular disk jockey's

turntable. So there's lots to talk about. At bottom of page,

Vivian Blaine and Jerry Wayne, recent guests in "Robbins' Nest." FRED ROBBINS

HYA, Min! Howya been? Can I come in? I've got good
stuff to spin!

Mais, out! February freezes the ponds and pipes, but
neither wind nor rain nor cold nor even Petrillo can halt the
steady stream of biscuits from the ever-lovin' oven, and what
kicks it's been on the "1280 Club" of late! John Garfield, who's
breaking it up into little toothpicks in "Body and Soul" and
"Gentleman's Agreement," was a recent "Guest in Robbins'
Nest," and what a great guy he is. He's been in New York all

during Jack Frost's tenure and we've had gobs of fun together.

When the World Series was on, we dug some of the games and
when the weather was warm played lots of tennis outdoors and
moved indoors to one of the armories when it got frigid. Don't
know who's been teaching him how on the coast, but the kid
swings a mean racket. What a natural person he is, as unaffected

and plain as anyone can be.

And, you know what's fun? Watching the expression on
people's faces when they recognize him on the tennis courts,

riding in a car, or whenever they see him. You can see their

mouths forming the words, "Say, that looks like John Garfield,"

with an accompanying incredulous expression. Amazing how the

movies makes one's face as familiar as your own! Great things

these pieces of 35 millimeter celluloid.

But—sniff, sniff—what do I smell? Cookies are burning!

Let's stoke the wax and chew the fat.

HEAVENLY!

DINAH SHORE: Don't know whether Mrs. Montgomery is

cooing these to her new baby or not, but I'll bet she'll have no
trouble putting junior to sleep if she plays these new cookies.

They're as gossamer as spun sugar. Void her new "Torch Song"
album, "When a Woman Loves a Man," "St. Louis Blues,"

"Tess' Torch Song," and "Bill" from "Show Boat." If young
little Montgomery persists in lusty tonsil exercises, all Mommy'll
have to do is put the needle to "How Soon" or "Fool That I

Am," both of which are as intime as sardines and if the bawling
keeps on, "Lazy Countryside," or "That's All I Want to Know."
should stop it. Failing all these, (Please turn to page 78)

Glistenin' listenin' is yours if you

follow Fred Robbins* jottings on

new lacquers. He answers ?? too

?
I



You'll find the answer to Veronica's personality

riddle in her new ranch home, pictured here for

the first time. These are not publicity pictures,

either—Paramount'* star of "Saigon" really helped

remodel the ranch house and build the brick wall.

"Do you consider yourself

sophisticated?" somebody

asked Veronica Lake. "I should

say not!" she replied. "I

wouldn't know whether

to wear it or carry it!"



At left, Veronica serves homemade salad to her mother-in-law, Mrs.
Melvma de Toth, while her nurse girl, Sophie. Tar, formerly of De-
troit, passes the crackers. Below, she displays a few of the hundreds
of bushels of grapes she grew herself. With her director-husband, Andre
(lower left) Veronica lives a simple, casual country life between plays.

FROM THE time movie fans first saw Veron-
ica Lake in "I Wanted Wings," she has heen
tagged by most people as a sophisticate. Near-

ly all the movie roles in which she has appeared,
including her most recent film, "Saigon," have
called for her to play sophisticated women, and she
has played the parts with such adeptness that it

has been easy to assume that she is that type of

person herself.

Her friends know differently. "Ronni?" they say.

"Why, she's the most unsophisticated woman you
ever met. She's almost naive. The fact that she

can play a sophisticated woman so well proves that

she's an actress."

Once, when I questioned Veronica herself, ask-

ing her point-blank, "Do you consider yourself

sophisticated?" she replied, "I should say not! I

wouldn't know whether to wear it or carry it."

Then what sort of a person is Veronica? You
never know the answer to people's personalities

completely till you see them in their own homes.
Veronica Lake's home is a (Please turn to -page 85)



Our Valentine Girt, one of the most beloved stars in

motion pictures, took time oof from production of her

new film with Gary Cooper to post as our Girl of the

Month. You'll want to see Ann Sheridan in Leo McCorey's

"Good Som," released by RKO-Rod'w— reported to

be in the great tradition of those two McCorey screen

hit*, "Going My Way" ond "Too Be«s of St. Mary's."





Fictionized by Elizabeth B. Petersen

In presenting Dana Andrews and Merle Oberon as co-

stars, and music by the New York Philharmonic Sym-

phony Orchestra with noted conductor Eugene Ormandy
and famed concert pianist Artur Rubinstein, RKO-Ra-
dio Pictures have concocted a cinema treat both for

music and drama lovers. Read this absorbing story here.
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"Light me a torch, will you, chum?" Strange greeting, but it proved a prelude to romance

between the brilliant, bitter blind pianist (played by Dana Andrews) and the lovely

# ~5r A
sensation-seeking socialite (Merle Oberon). Exclusive novelization of a dynamic new picture

\ certain to be talked about for its strong performances and musical background

\ > (

IT WAS the first time Cathy had been in a place
like the Chez Mamie. Connie had suggested
that the four of them go there after the opera

—Connie, who was always looking for a new sensa-

tion and whose restless fingers were beating in time
now to the music of Chick and his Swing Six. It

was very hot, very solid. But it wasn't the sort of

thing .Cathy could go for.

She loved all music, and that included jazz and
swing. Only it had to be music, not this brash ham-
mering assaulting her ear drums. All her senses felt

outraged in this place. The heavy smoke-filled air

stung in her nostrils and her eyes moved from the
faces of the habitues staring curiously or apathet-
ically or even resentfully at what seemed obviously

a slumming party, to that vast mountain of soft

white flesh and peroxided hair and brash satin

which was Mamie herself, to the fixed glassy smiles

of the Swing Six, only to look down at last on her
highball glass and remain there.

"Already I feel like a new woman," Connie was
saying ecstatically. "At the opera I was just an-

other ermine coat, but here I begin to live. I guess

I'm'a patron of the lower arts. How do you like
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Hoagy Carmichael as Chick, leader of a small swing band,

meets Merle Oberon as Cathy, rich and beautiful, whose

presence in an obscure night club attracts attention.

Ethel Barrymore, as Cathy's understanding aunt, listens as Dan
reveals his genius as a composer before his sympathetic audi-

ence. Cathy tries to help Dan, that "unpredictable character."

Gradually Cathy's unfailing kindness penetrates Dan's bitterness

and temperamental cynicism and they find an unbreakable bond

between them as he realizes her unselfish love and devotion.



NIGHT SONG'
RKO-Radio Production

Executive producer, Jack J. Gross.
Producer, Harriet Parsons. Director,

John Cromwell. Original story by Dick
Irving Hyland. Screenplay by Hyland
and Frank Fenton. With the following

cast:

Dan Evans DANA ANDREWS
Catherine Mallory MERLE OBERON
Mary WUley ETHEL BARRYMORE
Chick Morgan . .

.

. HOAGY CARMICHAEL
Connie Nichols JACQUELINE WHITE
George Edwards DONALD CURTIS
ARTUR RUBINSTEIN. .Played by himself
EUGENE ORMANDY. . .Played by himself

Chick Morgan's Swing Six band?"
"Very solid," Jimmy said, which was

exactly what Cathy would have ex-

pected him to say. And George, who
was her escort, for the evening, was in

character, too. "Where did this Mamie
learn to play football?" he asked.

"Isn't she priceless?" Connie de-

manded as proudly as though she had
created Mamie herself some rainy aft-

ernoon when there wasn't anything else

to do. She turned to Cathy. "Is that

music solid or not?" And then as Cathy
didn't answer, her voice sharpened.
"The opera's over, honey. You can take
your hair down and be human again."

"Shall I put a ring through my
nose?" Cathy said.

Connie shrugged and went on with
her bright, empty chatter. And on the

' bandstand the music went on, too, the

piano, the drums, the two sax, one of

them muted while the other took a
tricky lick, the clarinet. Cathy forced

herself to think of that lovely last aria

in "La Boheme" and succeeded so well
that when the band stopped and the
piano came through alone she didn't

realize it at first.

Then suddenly she forgot "La Bo-
heme" and her eyes lifted. She didn't

even see the young man sitting at the
piano. All that she was conscious of

was the music. It was sad and intro-

spective and beautiful with its haunt-
ing beat of the blues, the rich and nerv-
ous rhythm of the Gershwin First Pre-
lude, an echo of Debussy, the mystic-

loveliness of Ravel and just a touch of

the Biederbecke of In a Mist. And it

stirred her as music had never stirred

her before.

"I wonder whatever's happened to

Cathy?" Connie giggled.

Cathy didn't even hear her. All at

once, as if it were' a compulsion, she

got up, her usual shyness forgotten as

she crossed the crowded room to the
piano. Only when she reached it did

she notice the (Please turn to page 60)



As a person, as a wife and

mother, as a movie star—Rosa-

lind Russell is in a class by her-

self. Looking down: Roz, herself;

Russell the .actress, in charac-

ter for "Mourning Becomes
Electra"; Mrs. Fred Brisson,

mother of four-year-old Lance.

By Fredda Dudley

IF
EVERYTHING has always gone

according to schedule for you; if you

have no plans for the future which

involve long training, hard work, and the

approval of others; in short, if you have

a rainbow by the tail, this article is not

for you. Simply turn the page and read

something else!

But if you are ambitious, and a little

frightened; if you have been warned by

friends or relatives that you are over-

reaching yourself, that you are trying to

bite off more than you can chew; if,, at

the moment, success in your chosen field

—whether it be medicine, law, public

service, or one of the arts—seems be-

fogged in the far distance, then Rosalind

Russell believes that she has something

to say to you. She believes that she has

one recipe (out of the thousands one can

find in this world) for success.

She believes, first of all, that a person

must have faith in himself, but such faith

must be tempered by stern common
sense. Next, she believes that one must
inspire faith in others. And, finally, she

believes that one must have faith in a

force infinitely greater than all human
forces combined, and greater even than

human intellect can imagine.

In drawing from her own experiences

to explain her convictions, Roz reaches

back into that sad year of 1933, when
Broadway—according to dramatic mor-

ticians—was outstandingly dead. De-

ceased. Kaput. (Please turn to page 88)



Rosalind Russell has some-

thing to say to you! Especially

if you are ambitious, but

a little frightened; if success

in your chosen field seems

far off—she believes she has

the one sure recipe for

winning your fight

Picture to talk about: RKO's
"Mourning Becomes Electra,"

sensational screen version of the
Eugene O'Neill play, with Rosa-
lind Russell playing the great
rdle of her career, starring in a

cast including such fine per-
formers as Raymond Massey,
Michael Redgrave, Kirk Douglas,
Katina Paxinou and Leo Genh.
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ta* Mljwood's Social

Almost on the eve of her departure for England, to be a guest at the marriage of

Mountbatten, Mrs. Wright enjoys a gay gathering at the opening of Chanteclair with

Princess Elizabeth to Lieutenant Philip

Ann Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Sonny Tufts.

THE most camera-conscious crowd in

the world has the best time when
they're sure no cameras are around!

Isn't that typical of contradictory Hol-

lywood? We found that but the other

night at the Hollywood Press Photo-

graphers' Ball at Ciro's when all through

the house there were plenty of picture

celebrities, but few pictures!

This is the annual party to which the

press photographers invite all the stars

and throw away their cameras. Conse-

quently, both the stars and the men who
play such a vital part in molding their

careers take their hair down and have

the time of their lives. This was the third

one and was a particularly gala event be-

cause of the wonderful array of costumes

which all the stars donned for the eve-

. ning. I'll describe the most amusing.

Lana Turner was one of the most cap-

tivating Siamese princesses I have ever

seen, but what surprised me more than

her outfit was the fact that she was with

—not Tyrone Power—but Keenan Wynn!
Keenan had an equally weird and won-

derful Oriental costume in keeping with

la Lana's Siva get-up.

Perhaps the most original costumes

were those worn by Martha Stewart,

who came dressed as a glittering cham
pagne cocktail, while her escort appeared
disguised as a martini, with a tall hat

all stuck full of olives on toothpicks

Betty Hutton was a sensation as Sadie

Thompson, while husband Ted Briskin

made a dark and sinister Apache.
The guest who garnered the most

laughs and took the most ribbing of the

evening was Johnny Meyer—he of the

Howard Hughes' expense-account fame—
who came as a baby! I had many hearty

laughs from Bob Hope, who acted as

master of ceremonies and who kept kid-

ing«Meyer un- (Please turn to page 69)



I

s all in fun! Mixed-mates foursome, Mr. and Mrs. Burgess Meredith (Paulette

icddard) and Mr. and Mrs. John Huston (Evelyn Keyes) clown for the camera.

I
Just before leaving for London to attend the

oyal Wedding—as the only Hollywood personage to

receive an invitation—famed social leader

Cobina Wright reports for your pleasure the

best screen parties of the month

BY COBINA WRIGHT

French singing star Roger Dann, above, with lady

producer Bebe Daniels and Mrs. Harry Brand, wife

of 20th Century-Fox's popular publicity director.

Tycoon Atwater Kent, himself the host of many of

Hollywood's most spectacular parties, is on hand to wel-
come handsome singer Roger Dann to the film colony.

Man-about-town since he is no longer Mr. Rita Hay-
worth, Orson Welles escorts pretty starlet Lila Leeds.

Left, noted columnist Walter Winched with Greer Carson.

Photos by Robert Perkins and Associates



The screen has seldom seen such poignantly passionate romantic inter-

ludes as those between Dorothy McGuire as the thoroughbred KATHY and

Gregory Peck as the fine and sensitive writer, PHIL GREEN, whose daring

idea carried out in a series of crusading magazine articles threatens to de-

stroy their happiness. John Garfield contributes a ruggedly honest and un-

compromising performance to add to the lustre of this splendid production.



EYELASH DARKENER
To keep lashes and brows bewitchingly dark and alluring . . . even after

swimming, crying or perspiring, use "Dark-Eyes". This indelible

darkener never runs, smarts or smudges. One application lasts 4 to 5 weeks . .

.

thus ending daily eye make-up bother. CAUTION: Use only as

directed on the label. Try it! Get a package of "Dark-Eyes" today

• $1.00 (plus tax) at

leading drug and de-

partment stores. Ifyour
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mail coupon today!
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3319 W. Carroll Ave., Chicago 24

I enclose $1.20 (tax included) for regular size package
of "Dark-Eyes", and directions.

Check shades: Black D Brown
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Town State
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By Constance Palmer

LEO GENN, the gentle Britisher

with the black velvet voice, has
had enough success to satisfy

six ordinary men. Lawyer, motion
picture actor, radio commentator,
stage star, Lieutenant Colonel in

World War II, counsellor for the

prosecution at the Belsen Trials

—

any one of these could be considered

an impressive lifetime career.

Now Genn has come to

the United States for even
further triumphs. He's
Doctor Kik in "The Snake
Pit," co-starring with Olivia

deHavilland and Mark
Stevens. He's Brant in

"Mourning Becomes Elec-

tra" with Rosalind Russell.

Leo Genn, co-starring with Oli-

via de Havilland (top) in "The
Snake Pit," for 20th Century-
Fox, made his home in a pent-

house apartment in the Holly-

wood hills, spent spare time
tending terrace garden and writ-

ing long letters to his wife Mar-
garet back home in England.

He's starring in "Green For Dan-
ger," British-made, J. Arthur Rank
picture now released here by Eagle
Lion. He appeared on Broadway as
the older brother in "Another Part
of the Forest," Lillian Hellman's
stage play. When he finishes "The
Snake Pit," he wM go into "The
Velvet Touch," again with Rosalind
Russell—comedy for a change.
Most of the studios want Genn for

their very own for a long, long time,-

but he won't sign a term contract
with any of them. "All that fine

print," he murmurs, smiling. Genn
was a lawyer, you remember, and
lawyers know too much about con-
tracts. "I have a dread of signing

documents," he stated positively.

"I'd rather be free to go and come
as I choose, to do only the pictures

or plays I want to do. It stands to

reason," he went on, "that when a
company has you under contract,

they are bound to use you as much
as they can in order to get the
worth of the money invested in you.
And that often results in having to

do something you don't want to do
or that you {Please turn to page 81)



Cenn, ever six feet tall, has black velvet hair and eyes to

match his black velvet voice. Below, he studies his lines

for "The Snake Pit" with dialogue, director Norman Stuart.

The distinguished actor from England made friends at the studio with

co-star Mark Stevens, left, and director Anatole Litvak, at right above.



IT'S SMALL wonder that every writer

still sets down, about Deborah Kerr,

the pronounciation of her name. And
that her studio still tells every caller,

carefully, "It rhymes with star."

An interviewer thinks about speech,

correctly pronounced and beautifully

modulated, when he talks with the softly

red-haired British actress. And "star" is

mild. This young lady has all the requi-

sites of fine acting—speech plus carriage,

versatile range and, always, believability.

Miss Kerr's portrayal in "If Winter
Comes," opposite Walter Pidgeon, fol-

lows shiningly on her first American
screen performance with Clark Gable.

That work in "The Hucksters" more than

clinched the sparkling reputation that

Miss Kerr's early British pictures had
established here. The imported "Black
Narcissus" later proved the star's wide
range, in a highly controversial role.

In "If Winter Comes" Miss Kerr ten-

ders a portrayal equal in effectiveness,

though wholly different in mood, to her

"Hucksters' " role. She enacts a woman
who might have saved herself and the

sensitive, introverted Mark Sabre, played

with total understanding by Walter Pid-

geon, from spending the greater part of

their lives (particularly Mark) in misfit

state. But place, Sunday supplement so-

ciety and pleasure call Miss Kerr's Nona
Tybar. Sabre is left, when scandal over-

whelms him. to fight his battle alone.

Closing sequences bring the hoped-for

note of happiness. A questioning hope
reminiscent of Scarlett O'Hara's "Tomor-
row is another day." Miss Kerr's han-

dling of the role wholly complements
Pidgeon's acting—praise enough.

A reason besides her two fine perfor-

mances here makes it pleasantly neces-

sary for Americans really to come to

know Miss Kerr. It's not only that she

glows as a person as vividly as she does

—shy or animated, deeply moving or in-

vigoratingly saucy—as an actress. Nor
that those varied characterizations con-

trast with a consistent personal charm,

in real life, marked by shyness she "worn-



Somehow, even a seasoned reporter is so

smitten with Deborah Kerr that he turns

verbal handsprings when exposed to her

gentle charm. Just can't help it!

By Lupton A. Wilkinson

anfully," thinks that she has conquered.
Here's the real reason we should know

her. Miss Kerr, though she hopes to
make at least one English picture a year,
is pretty much ours—America's—now.
She changed her plans to welcome at
'"home" her expected baby, at her doc-
tor's insistence. Instead it was born in

the United States. For this event she
and her husband, likable Tony Bartley
(former Squadron Leader, R. A. F.)

bought a gracious home high along Pa-
cific Palisades, with the entire ocean,
through white sycamores, seemingly as a
front yard and green-carpeted, terraced
depth at the back. An English-looking
gate accords with the dignity of the
Georgian house itself—a house whose in-

terior blends old American and other
period furniture with excellent English
pieces brought from the Bartleys' home
at Mayfield, Sussex.

This reporter (Please turn to page 64)
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Blonde thrush Doris Doy

chooses clothes that- ore

simple yet stunning. She's

in "Romance on the High Seas'

By Mary Ellen Martin

At left, Pons chooses a

gray all-wool jersey sport

dress with silver loop-

fastened buttons. The new
look is added to this sim-

ple outfit with a half shawl

collar and belt flap. De-
signed by Peg Newton as

a stunner for taller girls,



What better than a fresh

white blouse with a really

full circular skirt? The
skirt is by Sportgems and

the blouse is a Paletta.

Around her neck Doris ties

a bright green Clentex scarf.

Above right, a sheer wool
crepe with those roomy
pouch pockets that are all

the rage. By Peg Newton,
it's a nifty for business

girls or for sporty dates.

Again tall girls may copy.

The cocktail hour cometh
with Doris in an irides-

cent plaid taffeta dress,

left. Has the new boat

neck and sports a good
looking back bustle. This

is also from Peg Newton.

Right, Doris poses in a

two-piece plaid wool sport

dress with Eisenhower
jacket. There are two
kick pleats in the skirt.

From Peg Newton. Shoes

are from Palter de Liso.

For information on where
to buy, turn to page 71
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In Paramount'; "Road to Rio

Bing and Bob play entertainers

in a carnival side show, a set-

ting which gives them ample

opportunity for their zany danc-

es, songs, and funny sayings.

Above, fancy stepping by Bing.

Right, Bob makes like a road

company Carmen Miranda.





It sounded like paradise to Virginia Mayo when her big boss told her she v/ould have three glorious days in Philadelphia, with new

hubby Michael O'Shea along. But it didn't turn out quite that way. Virginia, with Mike above, took arduous schedule with good humor.

Below, just a few of the events that kept Miss Mayo stepping: greeting fans, modeling in fashion show, visiting historic spots.



Photos by Photo Associates

"Oh, my tootsies!" moans Virginia as she stops

for a brief rest on her round of visits. Right, at

the Rodin Museum: Virginia and the famous
statue of "The Thinker," both thinking.

THREE glorious days in Philadel-

phia! Three in New York, Pitts-

burgh and Detroit! It sounded like

heaven to Virginia Mayo when her boss,

Samuel Goldwyn, suggested it to her in

Hollywood not so long ago.

The pretty little blonde star of Danny
Kaye's "The Secret Life of Walter Mitty"
saw it as a chance to catch up on her
honeymoon with Michael O'Shea. Vir-

ginia and Mike were married July 5, but
there has never been time for a honey-
moon. This was their first breathing
spell. "Breathing spell?" says Virginia,

Joe College, en masse below, greet the visiting Hollywood star with some good will of their own. Center, Virginia gazes
at Independence Hall, one of the Philadelphia points of interest to every tourist. At right below, Mike O'Shea puts on
jealousy act for his bride's benefit, with husky Charles Coldfine, movie theater manager, as the willing stooge.

now that the "honeymoon" tour is over.

"What's that?"

Innocent and uninformed about the
ways of demon press agents who plan
these good will tours, Virginia is today a
wiser if not sadder girl. When they said,

"All you have to do is act as good will

agent for 'Mitty,' Virginia thought it

would be a cinch. Little did she dream
that there was a heavy in heaven. The
villain was the combined brains of the
Sam Goldwyn office, Warner Brothers,
who showed "Walter Mitty" in Phila-
delphia, and RKO through which the

Samuel Goldwyn pictures are released.

As one who followed the Philadelphia
tour, which is typical of the other cities

visited, I can testify that Virginia and
Mike enjoyed their little honeymoon

—

along with thousands of other people,
thanks to those master movie brains.

The love birds think they probably hold
a record for having more people on their

honeymoon than any other couple in the
world. It turned out in the end that they
saw plenty of historical places and im-
portant people, but not much of each
other. (Please turn to page 68)



Roy Rogers, Jr., (his friends coll him "Dusty") expostulates in the best way he knows, when Dale Evans and Roy Rogers,

who started the New Year as Mr. and Mrs., try to substitute a violin for his most prized possession, a gay, colorful balloon.

CORNEL Wilde wasn't kidding when
he said that New York would be

his between-picture headquarters.

Patricia Knight is already there and he'll

follow as soon as he finishes "Walls of

Jericho." "Country House," their home
in Benedict Canyon, is up for sale. The
beautiful yellow Cadillac he gave his

wife has been sold • to his agent. The
theater was and is Cornel's first love.

While the Wildes were never successful

stage stars. Cornel has never gotten over

the thrill of playing to a living audience.

His new contract allows him six months

off each year to do it.

SERIOUS or not, Ava Gardner and
Howard Duff make a mighty hand-

some couple. And they're making with

the dates several nights a week. Howard,
who is also "Sam Spade" of radio fame,

loves boogie woogie. A whole new world

of music is opening up for Ava.

AT THE last moment, their baby's

l nurse was taken ill. So it looked like

the Dan Daileys wouldn't get to the big

party beirrg given by Betty Grable and
Harry James. Then Lloyd Bacon, who is

directing Dan in "You Were Meant for

Me," happened to call up. The director,

who is the self-appointed godfather of

the new Dailey male, insisted on being

baby sitter. And sit he did until three in

the morning.

BETWEEN scenes of "B. F.'s Daugh-
ter," Barbara Stanwyck received a

phone call from director Peter Godfrey.

They wanted her to become godmother
at the christening of little Barbara God-
frey, who is the star's namesake too.

"Stanny," who never wears hats, didn't

have time to rush out and buy one. But
that night when the Jack Bennys came for

dinner, she asked Mary Livingston if
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she'd mind leaving hers. Barbara re-

turned it—filled with gardenias.

Alan and Sue Ladd meet the Commandant of Cadets at West Point, Briga-

dier General Gerald J. Higgins, while on location for Paramount's "The

Long Gray Line," co-starring Donna Reed, and directed by John Farrow, left.

JUST one big happy family, that's

what they are on the set of "Up in

Central Park." The day we visited Dick
Haymes in his dressing room he was
playing Deanna Durbin's records. And
Deanna, in her dressing room, was play-

ing his.

IT WAS on the set of "Joan," "Joan
of Arc," or "Joan of Lorraine." (They

still haven't made up their minds!) With
a perfectly serious face, Ingrid Bergman
in her suit of shining armor turned to her

wardrobe woman and said: "I have to

change my costume. Please bring the

pliers and screwdriver!" And she looked

so surprised when the whole set roared

with laughter.

WE WISH you could have seen the

faces of two tourists who were in a

booth next to Cary Grant's at Romanoff's.

Cary was on the phone. "Let's get to-

gether tomorrow," they heard him say-

ing. "I'll be in the bathroom all day!"

Of course it was for a shaving scene in

"Mr. Blandings Builds His Dream
House."

"

DANA Andrews and Cesar Romero
sat around waiting all day because

the lobsters used in "Deep Water" hadn't

arrived from Vinalhaven, Maine. And
there weren't any in Hollywood to match

up with the ones they'd used on location.

Finally they arrived. Cesar, who was

having dinner with the Zachary Scotts,

arrived two hours late. "I brought along

the stars of the picture," he said crypti-

cally, as he tossed them a bag of seafood

celebrities.

BY THE time you read this, Janis

Paige will be Mrs. Frank Martinelli,

Jone Russell, all dolled up in costume for 'The Paleface,"

Technicolor travesty on the Old West of 1870, isn't much

different in contour than modern stylists' famous "New Look."

As Calamity Jane, Bob "Paleface" Hope's wife in the picture,

Jane Russell gets pinned up by co-stor between the scenes
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married three months at this writing)
want a family so badly they already
have a nursery completely furnished. Sir

Stork, please note!

to Kill." His wife, the former Buff Cobb,
is touring with Tallulah Bankhead in "Pri-

vate Lives." She'll join her husband in the

spring, so no separation rumors, please!

Jr. Never have you seen a gal so-o-o
hysterically in love! The San Francisco
restaurant owner presented his bride-to-
be with a square-cut diamond and a
beautiful convertible coupe for an en-
gagement present. They met right after
Janis finished making "Romance on the
High Seas." She's been sailing through
space ever since.

DESPITE his success opposite Esther
Williams in "This Time for Keeps,"

Johnnie Johnston asked for and received
his release from MGM. Both the crooner
and Mrs. J. (Kathryn Grayson to you)
feel he should be free to give out with
"that old black magic" on records and
radio, as well as pictures. Johnnie and
Katie, by the way (who've only been

RETURNING home after a day in

"The Long Gray Line," Alan Ladd
found his living room gutted with smoke.
All the furniture looked a hundred years
older, due to a defective flue. "Susie and
I are now in the antique furniture busi-
ness." cracked Alan. "We make it for you
while you wait!"

IT TOOK Pine and Thomas to realize

what a bet Hollywood was missing
in not using William Eythe. So those
incomparable producers who turn 'em out
for Paramount are starring Bill in "Hard

TOGETHER with George Murphy
and Margaret O'Brien, Lotte Leh-

mann, the famous Metropolitan Opera
star, makes her screen debut in "The
Big City." One day the diva was telling

George how much she liked Hollywood
and would like to live here. "Well, just be
sure that you have a place to live,"

Murph muttered. "The housing situation

is so bad, the hermits are now living

together!"

FOR ONCE Robert Mitchum was
really scared. He was on his way
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home from RKO, where "Rachel" is the
sixth picture he has made without a rest.

Bob stopped at a red light. The light

turned to green. His car didn't move.
Motorists behind him began to honk and
shout. The thoroughly exhausted Bob
was asleep at the wheel. No wonder he
demanded (and got) a vacation.

WHAT a lovely little design for living

we witnessed at the new "L'Aig-
lon" restaurant in Beverly Hills. Rita
Hayworth, wearing that short hair-do,

Dona Drake, as the South

Bend girl in search of a hus-

band in "So This Is New
York," is in for a number
of surprises in the Stanley

Kramer - Enterprise produc-

tion based on a story by Ring

Lardner. This is Dona's first

big screen break in more
than o year. Watch for her!

was there with blond and bland Ted
Stauffer. Across from them was Ted's ex-

wife, Faith Domergue (formerly Faith
Dorn at Warner Bros.) who is the star of

Howard Hughes' "Vendetta." Faith was
with MGM director Hugo Fregonese, her
next husband. In came Orson Welles, who
was recently divorced by Rita. And still

later, Victor Mature, whose heart was
almost broken when she married the
"Genius." To top everything, those stroll-

ing violinists went from table to table
playing "Just a Little Love, a Little Kiss

!

"

HINGS are certainly looking up for

Mark Stevens. At 20th Century they
built a ring and hired a
trainer to condition him for

the prizefighting he'll do in

"Street with No Name."
Then Mr. Zanuck, no less,

sent word for Mark to use his

private pool and have rub-
downs by his private mas-
seur each day when he fin-

ished his workout. Things
seem to be working out on the
domestic front. For her birth-

day Annelle Stevens received

a set of matching gold ear-

rings and bracelet from her
handsome husband.

YOU MIGHT know it

would be the inimitable

Sonny Tufts who would pull

it! He was invited to one of

those lavish parties given by Atwater
Kent, the radio tycoon. Sonny walked in

with a- portable tucked under his arm.
"Thought maybe you could fix it," he
said to his host.

EVERYONE was very polite and pre-

tended not to notice. But there was a
decided coolness between Clark Gable
and Lana Turner, when they weren't ac-

tually doing scenes for "Homecoming."
Some say it's because Lana was late a
couple of times and kept the company
waiting. Whatever the cause, they still

shook hands and gave a party for cast

and crew, the day they finished the
picture.

MOST amusing sight of-the month :

The sartorially perfect Clifton
Webb Valking into a new restaurant

sporting a crew hair-cut. "Just call me
Butch," he instructed everyone.

At top of page. Dona Drake with Bill Goodwin, playing the role of a ham actor in "So T

Is New York," is reminiscent of ye olde vaudeville days. Corn? Yes, but we can use it! M
corn, above, when Henry Morgan, star of film, disapproves—all for the picture, of coul
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* By ALMA TALLEY *

MATCH MATES

Let's pretend a screen star's wife is talking to her husband—or vice versa
—

"I'll

drive over to the studio this afternoon and pick you up when you're through work-
ing for the day." Let's suppose the people mentioned in the left-hand column below
showed up at the studios to pick up their spouses. The spouses are mentioned in

the right-hand column. Can you sort out which names should be paired together?

*
1. Joanne Dru (a) Gene Kelly

2. Ben Cage (b) Shirley Temple
3. Jack Briggs (c) Irene Dunne
4. Leonore Kip (d) Esther Williams

5. Betsy Blair (e) Joan Fontaine

6. Bill Dozier (f) Dick Haymes
7. Diana Lewis (g) Joe Gotten
8. Dr. Francis Griffin (h) Bette Davis

9. John Agar (i) Bill Powell

10. Bill Sherry (j) Ginger Rogers

ROUNDABOUT WITH THE STARS

In the squares below you can spell out the last names of at least twenty-five
well-known movie players. Move from one lettered square to an adjoining one, in

any direction—up, backwards, diagonally, etc., but each square should be used
only once in the same name. For instance, starting with D, lower right hand corner,

above to A, backwards to Y spells DAY. How many names can you find?

B R L A M E

S A N T u R

N G E R D T N

S W A T S 1 N

N Y H E R E

E R E P M Y A

Y T H L B D

NAMES IN LIGHTS

A heavy storm has damaged the local movie theater. The beaten-up marquee
over the entrance features the names below, still intact in lights. The theater

owner, wishing to change his program, wonders what to do about the featured play-

ers. But he finds he can get nineteen other important movie names out of the letters

he still has showing on his marquee. How many can you get? What he has to work
with is:

GRANT—POWER—CAULFIELD
*

Answers on page 65.
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"Night Song"

Continued from page 35

player himself. He was young, and there

was a grimness about his face, a faraway

look in his blue eyes which weren't young

at all. There was a sadness there too

which moved her strangely. He didn't

even glance her way but staring at him,

the way his expression changed as he

played, Cathy felt he was no less fas-

cinating than his music.

"Light me a torch, will you, chum?"
he said suddenly.

It was so unexpected that at first

Cathy looked around. But there was no

one there but herself, and realizing the

request was meant for her she lighted a

cigarette and held it out to him. He went

on playing, not noticing it even when she

held it directly in front of his face. And
with a sudden sinking feeling she knew
he was blind.

- She put the cigarette in his mouth and

he held it there as he played. Then he

smiled for the first time. It wasn't a

friendly smile.

"You're probably half drunk and want

me to play a song that reminds you of

some guy," he said. "But you're out of

luck until this gets finished. I call it a

Concerto for Sweeney and I'm never

going to end it."

Cathy felt someone take her by the

arm. Then there was George's voice try-

ing to control its fury. "Don't you think

you'd better come back to the table?"

"Why should she, buddy?" the pianist

asked, his voice even more ragged than

it had been before. "I'm exhibit A
around here. I'm the blind piano player.

She wants to see how I find the keys with

only my fingers. You tell her it's a Braille

piano."

He sounded as if he hated her, as if he

hated everybody. She saw Chick come
back to the bandstand and from the way
he looked at her she knew that he had
heard too, and she flushed as she turned

abruptly and walked back to the table.

Chick followed a moment or so after-

wards and she was glad he did, for

George was lashing out at her in a jeal-

ous harangue. Besides, seen close like

this, Chick didn't look at all brash and
glassy-smiled like the others. There was
something nice about him, something

understanding for all the hard-bitten wis-

dom of his mouth.
"You look pretty unhappy," he said.

"So I think I ought to say something.

This is a very hospitable clip-joint and
Mamie doesn't like anybody to be un-

happy unless it makes them want to

drink more. So I think I better apol-

ogize for my friend at the piano."

"I didn't know he was blind," Cathy
said quietly.

"Some very nice people are blind,"

Chick said. "And Dan Evans is very nice

himself. But when he gets around music

something happens to him. You know
what I mean?"
"No," George said bluntly.

Even Chick's easy assurance went at

that, and Cathy smiled at him, trying to

take the sting away.

"I think we'd better be leaving," she

said.

It was one of those foggy San Fran-

cisco nights and the limousine seemed to

crawl up Nob Hill to the old Mallory

house on the peak of it. But though

George was eager to make amends Cathy
didn't ask him in as she sometimes did.

She couldn't wait to be alone and when
the heavy, carved door closed behind her

she almost ran over to the huge concert

grand piano in the drawing room.

She was standing there, her fingers try-

ing to recapture the melody she had
heard, her mink coat still hanging loosely

from her shoulders, when her aunt came
into the room. Willey, as everyone called

her though she was well in her fifties,

stood there a moment, a smile edging

her sensitive mouth.
"I'm an old woman with my big toe in

the grave," she said then. "And I forget

what happens in the world after mid-

night. But something has happened to

you. Where did you get that music?

What does he look like?"

Cathy hesitated. But she knew it

wasn't any use trying to dissemble be-

fore Willey.

"Well, I think he was tall," she smiled.

"He had dark hair. His face was strong

and very sad and
—

"

"What did he think of you?"

"He was blind," Cathy said starkly.

And as she felt that rush of tears to her

eyes she turned to the piano and tried to

find the melody again.

It eluded her then but in the morning

she awoke remembering, and as she

hummed a few bars she remembered his

face, too, and his hands moving over the

keys, and suddenly everything she had

ever known became stale and meaning-

less.

What had it meant, her life, anyway?

Going from place to place with her rest-

less, frivolous mother who was still go-

ing from place to place, living on the

checks Cathy sent her. Palm Beach,

Newport, Paris, Capri, walking through

the Louvre as though it was the Saks

Fifth Avenue of culture, seeing only the

externals, missing the deeper loveliness of

the paintings that hung there.

There was her father. He had been

different. Once just before he died he

had told her of the dreams he had once

had, of the music he had wanted to re-

lease from his heart. But her mother had

never understood dreams, and so instead

he made a million dollars and it hadn't

meant anything. Not to him or the

daughter he adored. Not to Aunt Mary
Willey either, who had come to live with

Cathy after his death.

Her life hadn't seemed so utterly use-

less' before the war. But after that, after

flying planes across country, and more

important after walking through the mili-

tary hospitals, she knew she couldn't go

back to the emptiness she had known.

But what coul'! she do? Play the piano

a little, break eighty on an easy golf

course, fly any ship in the sky and drink

four martinis without splitting an infini-

tive. And none of them meant a thing.

They meant even less now. She tried

to get back into the rhythm of her days,

going to parties, dancing with George.

But there was only one thing she wanted

to do and at last she did it. She went
back to the Chez Mamie. But this time

she went alone. She selected a table near

the bandstand and then as she sat down
there was that sharp disappointment as

she glanced over at the man playing the

piano.

"No, it ain't him," a quiet voice said,

and there was Chick standing looking

down at her. "Dan quit last night. He
quits about once a month. He's a very

unpredictable character, Miss Mallory."

Cathy motioned for him to sit down.

"How did you know my name?" she

asked.

"I played with a band one night at

your Nob Hill joint," Chick's one-sided

smile came. "And I saw your picture in

the papers when you joined the Army.
Then I was in that London hospital when
you got Kreisler to play the fiddle for us.

Small world, ain't it?"

"Was he blinded in the war?" she

asked, fighting to keep her voice steady.

"No, afterwards. He had his own band
before the war. I started with him. Now
he's with me. But he's got something

none of the rest of us have. That music

you liked, it's the piano concerto he

started two, three years ago. He won't

finish it. He hasn't written a note since

his eyes went out. Just pounds that

piano up there nights. It's his way of

selling pencils. He's Mr. Blindman, and

nobody with eyes can tell him anything."

"How about somebody without eyes?"

Cathy said thoughtfully.

"Like who?" Chick demanded, his eyes

reminding her of Willey 's the way they

looked as if no one could hide anything

from them.

She flushed a little. "Like another

blind person," she said.

"You know somebody?"
"I was just thinking," she said lame-

ly, faltering a little under his cool, cyn-

ical eyes.

"I don't get you," he said, and his

voice was cool and cynical, too. "This

guy is blind and he's in bad shape up-

stairs. Maybe he'll get over it someday,

maybe not. But I don't know where you

come in. You got a jillion dollars and a

pretty boy friend. What are you slum-

ming after him for?"

He had given it to her so straight that

Cathy wanted to run and hide some-

where in her humiliation. But she had

been doing too much running and hiding.

"The music," she said, her voice tight.

"I can't get it out of my head. I want to

help a man who can write like that, in

any way I can. That's all."

He didn't quite believe her, but his

eyes relented a little looking at her.

"You couldn't help him," he said. "I

know the guy. I've lived with him. I

pour his beer. I make his bed. I read

books to him and spell out the tough

words. I take him walking on the beach.

I know him, and there's only one thing

he wants from somebody like you and

that's to be left alone." He got up. "I

think you're on the level but that won't

get it."

He took him walking on the beach,

Chick had said, and Cathy remembered.

She walked on two of them herself be-
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fore she found the right one. And then
there was her heart doing tailspins as she

saw them walking across the sand toward
her.

"Chick?" she made the name a ques-

tion as she came over to them, trying to

signal with her eyes. "I thought I recog-

nized your voice," she went on quickly.

"My companion left me for a while."

"He did?" Chick grinned.

"No, she," Cathy said. "You really do
remember me, don^t you? I'm Mary Wil-

ley." And then as Chick introduced her

to Dan she took the plunge. "You may
be holding out your hand, Mr. Evans,"
she said, "but if you are I can't see it.

I'm blind."

"Blind?" Dan's unseeing eyes turned

toward her. "Did you say you were
blind?"

"Yes," Cathy said, and Chick gave her

a long look.

"Why don't you two sit down and I'll

go back for the beer," he said.

Dan was different than he'd been the

other evening. "So you're blind," he said

almost gently, and for the first time

Cathy wondered if she could go on with

it.

"I hear you're a fine musician," she

forced herself to sound casual. "I've

heard a lot about you."

"You like music?"
"I love it."

"What do you like?"

"Oh, Bach, Debussy, Stravinsky. And
I like Gershwin, too, and the Duke and
Bix—

"

"Beiderbecke?" For the first time there

was real interest in his voice. "You know
his stuff?"

She nodded before she remembered.
"People think he was just a man with a

horn," she said. "But he played a good
piano, too. He died too soon." She looked

at him, taking courage from his smile.

"I'd like to hear you play sometime."

"I don't play any more," he said

shortly, his smile gone again. "I trade

boogie woogie for beer and hamburger.
I like to eat."

"I wish you'd teach me to play."

Everything blacked out of his face at

her words exeept the grimness. "You
must like to be around blind people," he
said. "I don't."

"I didn't think of it that way. It's

just that music's about all I have to live

for."

He didn't answer and she was glad to

see Chick coming back. "I wanted him
to give me piano lessons," she said. "And
now he's angry."

"He's an angry man," Chick smiled his

wry smile. "Now if you wanted to take
up the clarinet, we could do business.

Have some suds?"

"No, thanks," Cathy said, and her
voice sounded so small and defeated that
Dan felt a twinge of conscience in spite

of himself.

"Can you play at all?" he asked.

"A little. I—"
"What do you care?" Chick broke in

abruptly. "She's busted. She couldn't
pay you anything."

"He's a very mercenary character,"

Dan said, and he looked almost boyish
grinning like that. "That's why he's a
second-rate musician." And then as

Cathy and Chick exchanged that incred-

ulous, hopeful glance, he got to his feet.

"Come on, Chick, let's walk. See you
around, Miss

—

"

"Mary," Cathy said.

He smiled again as he repeated the

name after her and then he started for-

ward feeling his way with his cane.

"Well, what do you think?" Cathy
whispered.

Chick shook his head. "I don't know.
With this guy you never know."
"Are you with me or against me?"
"I'm where you put me," Chick

shrugged. "Dead in the middle."

"You don't think I can get away with
it?"

"You can try," Chick scrambled to his

feet. "One thing, though, you can't pull

it in that Nob Hill palace. No mink
coats. No limousines. Nobody loves a
millionaire except politicians and Powers
models and me. Be poor, get some joint

with a piano and a hot plate. Clean but
crummy."
No mink coats, the man said. No Nob

Hill palace. No limousine. So instead
there were the plain little worsted suits,

the old convertible Cathy hadn't used for

years, the small studio on Telegraph Hill.

Clean but crummy, just like the man
said.

Of course Aunt Willey was there too.

Cathy wouldn't know how to get along
unless Willey was somewhere in the pic-

No words are needed in this scene with Fred

MacMurray and Valli. It's the beginning

of romance in RKO's "Miracle of the Bells."

ture. But instead of being aunt and
companion and overseeing the servants
in a twenty-odd room house, Willey was
now aunt and companion and an artist

—

Willey, who couldn't stand the smell of

turpentine but who had to smell it now,
for the setting had to seem real.

And it did. For the first time Chick
brought him there Dan sniffed the air.

"Who's been painting something?" he
asked.

"Oh, that's Aunt Willey," Cathy said.

"She's an artist."

Willey cleared her throat. "Been dash-
ing off a magazine cover," she said mod-
estly.

"I'd like to see some of your stuff,"

Chick said, playing it all the way. And
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so they went into the other room, leav-

ing Dan and Cathy alone.

There was that same fluttering feeling

in her heart as if wings were beating in

it as she took his arm and led him to the
piano, the only thing she had taken along
from Nob Hill.

"Baby grand?" he asked, his fingers

touching the keys.

"Concert," she said. "It was my fa-

ther's. He used to be very good when he
was young."
"What happened to him?"
"He got married," Cathy said. And

after a pause, she added. "He's dead."
"Let's hear how you play," Dan said.
It was difficult for Cathy making the

mistakes she had to make. Not too
many, just enough, undoing all the care-
ful training she had had since she was a
child. But she convinced him. He had
already started teaching her when the
others came back.
"Why don't we all have dinner to-

gether?" Cathy suggested on a sudden
impulse. "And then go to the concert."

"I'm giving one at Chez Mamie,"
Chick grinned.

Cathy was looking at Dan. "They're
playing Moussorgsky," her voice was a
little desperate. "And Delius."

"Delius?" Dan's head lifted. "Brigg
Fair?"

"The Walk to the Paradise Gardens,"
Cathy said breathlessly. "Willey can al-

ways get tickets. We could go to Pet-
ropolo's up the street and have spag-
hetti?"

"How can you go against that?" Chick
said. "Delius and spaghetti."
"I'm afraid I can't," and again there

was that smile lighting Dan's face as he
answered.

The music was wonderful, but it was
even more wonderful sitting there beside
Dan, their shoulders touching as the
music soared around them. She looked at
him, and then it wasn't so wonderful
any more. For Dan wasn't conscious of
her at all, only the music. He seemed
far away, like a man absolutely alone.

But afterwards it was different, driv-
ing Dan to the old house on Russian Hill
where he and Chick lived and having
him suggest their coming up for a cup of
coffee and Willey, always so understand-
ing, insisting no man could make coffee
to please her taste and leaving them
alone.

There was the same feeling that al-

ways came when they were alone, that
feeling in which shyness and happiness
and fear were all mixed up together. She
went over to the piano and began play-
ing a simple melody.
"How long have you been blind?" Dan

asked, coming over to her.

"Since—since I was a child."

"That's what I figured," he said. "Be-
cause you play like you've had a nice,

sheltered kind of life. Why don't you
ask me how long I've been blind? You've
been wanting to ask me ever since we
met," the bitterness had come back to
his voice. "If you want to ask something,
ask it! If you want to do something, do
it! If you live like that—ah, forget it."

Cathy's fingers dug into her palms.
"How long have you been blind?" she
asked.
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"A year and a half. Too long or not

long enough. I don't know yet which.

What do you see when you play? I mean
what pictures do you get in your head?"

"I don't know." Cathy's hands moved
slower now over the keys. "Sometimes

it's the sun playing through a lattice, or

the rain glimmering on a window pane,

or flowers, a whole field
—

"

"Real pretty," his laugh sounded

harsh. "Rain on a window pane and you

nice and safe and warm behind the win-

dow! That's not what the rain means to

me. It's trying to find a job in the rain!

It's keeping a newspaper under your

shirt to keep you warm and the paper

gets soggy and the water drips down into

your shoes. The rotten, cold rain. It

never stops. You hate it! Did you ever

in your life hate anything?"

She didn't answer and his laugh came
almost triumphantly now.
"A field of flowers, she says! No, it's

a kid finding out somebody on the block

died and running like crazy to Mr. Kilp

the undertaker! If it was a funeral that

paid real good, Kilp'd turn his back,

let you take some of the flowers. You'd

sell them and maybe make enough to

see a movie. A happy day when you

heard about a funeral on the block! Not
very pretty, huh?"
"No," Cathy said in a low voice. "Not

very pretty. But you do make me see

what you mean."
"Sure. The pictures in my head. Put

'em all together and they make music."

He picked up a folio of manuscript pa-

pers and slapped them against the key-

board. "Music for Sweeney. Half down
on paper and it'll never get finished. Be-

cause the pictures stopped a year and a

half ago when I got blind. I went through

four years of the war, two years over-

seas and not a scratch. Then I came
back and got to be a nice soft civilian

again. I was in a drug store at the foun-

tain. A drunken driver crashed into the

plate glass window. That glass came fly-

ing. I was eating a dish of ice cream.

Chocolate. Play Hearts and Flowers.

That's one you ought to know."

She didn't have to answer because the

door opened and Willey came in with the

coffee. She must have heard something

of what they had been saying for after

a while she picked up the manuscript.

"Do you mind if I try to play it?" she

asked.

She sat down with a great bustle, but

after she'd played a few chords he sat

down beside her and began playing as

Cathy knew Willey had expected he

would. He was smoking a cigarette, and

it was amazing that when he put it down
every now and then he placed it on that

one burned spot. The music filled the

room, and when Cathy glanced at Willey

she saw there were tears in her eyes.

It was a week later that Cathy went

to the Chez Mamie again. Chick came
over to her table right away, giving his

order to the waiter who had just taken

hers.

"Bourbon and a saucer of milk," he

said, and then as the man gave him a

quizzical look and left, Chick reached

down into his pocket and brought out a

tiny kitten. "I bought the guy a cat,"

he explained a little shamefacedly. "It's

his birthday and he likes cats. Maybe

because they sing. Very musical charac-

ter."

"He's singing now," Cathy smiled,

leaning over and pressing her cheek

against the tiny furry body as she lis-

tened to the small, caressing sound of its

purring. Then she straightened again. "I

wanted to talk to you about Dan. Is

there anything that could be done about

his eyes?"

"Sure," Chick picked the kitten up
as the waiter deposited the glasses and

the saucer on the table, then as he put it

down again pressing its head toward the

milk, the purring rose ecstatically.

"There's a trick operation. Sometimes it

works, sometimes no. But the- only guy

he'll let touch him is a big shot surgeon

in New York."
"Well, why—"
"You know that stuff they keep in

banks?"
"But I've got money," Cathy said ea-

gerly. "Why don't I
—

"

"Because he's a very independent guy."

"Couldn't I give the money to you and

you give it to him?"
"Same thing."

"I know!" Cathy said. "He could win

a prize in a musical competition. A big

cash prize."

"Very good," Chick's eyebrow lifted

sardonically. "If there was a big cash

prize, and you could get him to write the

music and his music won it."

"You forget," she tried to say it light-

ly but she had to fight to keep her tears

back. "I'm Catherine Mallory. Cather-

ine Mallory is rich. She becomes a foun-

dation. She gives an award."

It wasn't easy to persuade Dan to do

it, but they did their best, Cathy and

Chick and Willey and Sam Hall, that's

what he called the kitten. Then one night

Chick called Cathy and for once there

was excitement in his voice.

"The man just went to work. He had

more trouble making up his mind than I

do a bed. But he did it, and he's tearing

the piano to pieces."

"I knew it," Cathy said. "I knew it!"

And then she. began to cry.

Not that it went too smoothly even

after that. There were times Dan almost

tore the papers out of Chick's hand when

he was writing the notes down for him,

and there were other times when he

couldn't play at all. But at last it was

finished.

"What happens now?" Willey asked

the night Chick called to tell them.

"Well," Cathy said, "it goes to the

Committee of Critics, and if they agree

with Catherine Mallory it wins the prize

and Artur Rubinstein will play it."

"And if they don't?"

"Then it will lose," Cathy said quietly.

"You're a strange girl," Willey sighed.

"Couldn't you have arranged it a little

more on the frame-up side?"

"No," Cathy said. "This doesn't need

any help, Willey. This is first rate. It

can get along by itself."

There were times like that when she

was so sure. Times like the one when
they all went up to the cabin on a lake

and went fishing, and afterwards Cathy

and Dan sat on the porch under the stars

he couldn't see. But there were other

times when she couldn't be sure, and then

she would pace the floor thinking that

maybe she should have made it more of

a sure thing after all. Then something in

her would die a little and she'd know she

couldn't really breathe again until Christ-

mas Eve when the name of the winner

was going to be announced. So that when
the telegram came it was almost like an
anti-climax after all those little deaths

she had died, after all those resurrections

that had followed.

Only when she told him it wasn't an
anti-climax. She had saved it until after

the midnight services at the church,

when Willey had gone on ahead to get

the car and she and Dan walked down
the aisle together.

"Dan, I brought you a Christmas pres-

ent," she said softly. "A telegram. Your
Concerto won the Mallory prize. Artur

Rubinstein will give it its first perform-

ance this spring at Carnegie Hall." And
then as he didn't say anything, only

turned his unseeing eyes toward her, she

took his arm excitedly. "You've won!

Now you can go to your doctor in New
York. You'll see again."

"No," Dan said. "You're going. You
did this. It wouldn't have happened
without you."

"That wouldn't be any use," she said,

and for the first time, through all the

singing happiness that had come with his

words, she wondered how he would feel

when he knew she had deceived him.

"They can't change my eyes. If you did

it for me—you said you did
—

"

"That's what I said."

"Then go on for me," her hand tight-

ened on his arm. "I want you to."

"I'll be back," he said. "I'll never for-

get you. Never." He leaned over and
kissed her cheek and so tasting her tears,

he knew she was crying.

"What's this?" he asked.

"It must be that Christmas music,"

Cathy tried to keep her voice steady.

But suddenly he didn't seem to even
know she was there. "Holy smoke! I

won it!" he cried as if for the first time

he was accepting the reality of it. "/ won
it!"

Right then Cathy had the first knowl-

edge of what it would mean, if he didn't

come back, right then when the fear of

it first struck at her. But she pushed it

away. Through all the weeks that she

waited she kept pushing it away.
First it was for the operation itself she

waited, and even when it was performed

at last there was more time to wait until

they would know for certain if it were a

success. Then after more weeks, when
Chick telephoned to say the bandages
were off and everything was all right,

there were more weeks before he'd be
able to travel.

Those were the weeks that stretched

longest of all. They went on and on long

after the time she had expected they

would. And it was always Chick who
wrote to her or telephoned. Never Dan.

"Willey," she said one day, "I have
the feeling the operation wasn't a suc-

cess. I think they're trying to spare me
the shock. I think

—

"

"You're thinking too much," Willey

said. "You ought to do what you're

wanting to do."

"I wish you wouldn't be so smug and
full of worldly wisdom," Cathy sighed.

"You're in love," Willey smiled im-
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perturbably. "And since that's a form of

insanity, I'm only trying to humor you."

"Well," Cathy bit her lips. "I happen
to think he's still blind."

"Because you haven't talked with

him?" Willey's voice was gentle now.

"Hasn't it occurred to you that he hasn't

talked with you because he isn't blind

any more? And now that you've got that

bee added to your bonnet-full, you'd bet-

ter let me call the airport and get a

reservation for New York. That's what
you've been thinking about, isn't it?"

"Yes," Cathy said. "I think he needs

me."
But as it turned out he didn't need her

after all.

It was just as well that Chick was
alone in their hotel room when Cathy
got there. He hedged a little, but not too

much, as though he knew it would be

easier for her to take it straight. Dan's

eyes were all right. It was just that he

didn't want to go back.

"You see the guy was blind," Chick

explained. "He was buried in a big black

grave as big as the world. He was dead,

and then suddenly he came to life.

Everything fell into place again. Trees

and streets and beautiful dames. It's a

big thing. You can't expect a guy to
—

"

He hesitated, and Cathy finished it for

him.

"Go back to a blind girl?"

He didn't answer, for there was the

door opening and Dan striding in as if

he owned the joint. He looked at her

and then his face lighted as if it weren't

only the hotel he owned but the world

it was in. Cathy's heart did a flipflop.

Then it settled back into a dull aching

again because he didn't look like that

because he recognized her. She was just

one of the new dames he was discover-

ing for himself.

"Dan," Chick said, "this is
—

"

"I'm Catherine Mallory," Cathy put in

quickly.

Dan's grin broadened as he strode to-

ward her. "And I was thinking all peo-

ple who gave art prizes were conscience-

stricken millionaires or old spinsters who
had cheated Wall Street!" He turned to

Chick. "Have you told her she's having

dinner with us tonight?"

Chick shook his head as the door to

the bedroom closed behind Dan. "I don't

get it. Why didn't you tell the guy?"
"I couldn't," Cathy said. "Not yet."

Chick went over to the piano and took

up a pile of manuscript. "This is all the

new stuff he's written. The guy writes

all the time. He writes in his sleep and
mine. Everybody on Broadway's after

him." He gave her a long look. "You
going to tell him who you are tonight?"

"I don't know," Cathy said.

It was silly this feeling she had,- as if

one part of her hated another part of her.

And yet she hated Cathy Mallory, the

girl who Dan was so clearly smitten with

as if Cathy Mallory had nothing to do
with "Mary Willey" at all.

And it could have been so wonderful if

only it was "Mary" who went to dinner

with them that evening and to the gay
theatrical party afterwards.lt would have
been wonderful if it were for "Mary"
he was playing his new concerto Cake-
walk on Park Avenue instead of Cathy.
"And to think," he grinned, coming

back to her, "I used to play in a little

joint in San Francisco for seventy-five

fish a week."
"Now you play for millionaires," Chick

put in sourly. "And get a martini with

a cracker and anchovy paste."

Dan laughed. "He's bitter. He's home-
sick for the slums."

"And you?" Cathy said.

"Not me. I'm a bright lights guy from
here in. I lived in a sack over my head
for a long time. I was blind."

"I know," Cathy said. "Chick told me.
It's a marvelous story, isn't it? It's like

a bad novel you can't put down. You're

like a character out of a Greek fable."

"So are you," Dan said, kissing her

with his eyes. "There must be some way
we can get out of here."

They went through the door, out onto

a terrace that overlooked a city which
looked like a great sprawling Christmas
tree with all those lights glittering over it.

"Tell me about you in San Francisco,"

she said.

He told her a few things. About the

Chez Mamie. About Sam Hall, who was
probably sleeping his fool kitten's head
off right this minute in Willey's lap. But
he didn't tell her what she wanted to

hear.

"Doesn't a girl come in somewheres?"

she asked.

His eyes looked stricken. His face got

that old, closed-in look again. "Yeah,
one did," he said. He looked out over

the city and then he looked at Cathy.

"This is where the guy in that bad novel

you mentioned always says something

very effective," he said.

"You were telling me about a girl," she

prompted.
"No, I wasn't. You were telling me."

And then as she urged him again he went
on as though it hurt to go on. "She was
blind. We were two blind people in a

city full of eyes. I was nothing until she

came along. I never saw her. I might
tell her hand or her voice." He looked

at her. "Her voice was something like

yours. Lower but like yours. Like yours

is now, out here."

"And you're not going back?"
"From you?" he said. And then he

kissed her and it was different from that

other time he had kissed her, for he was
kissing her as if he would never leave

her again. Never.
Even Cathy realized she was silly

sometimes, the way she couldn't tell him,

the way she wanted him to go back to

"Mary."
"Why should he go back if he falls for

Mallory?" Chick asked that day they

were walking through the Park. "Why
should you care? You're Mallory. You're

'Mary Willey.' How can you lose?"

"I just want him to go back," she said

in a tight little voice. "She's the girl he

said he'd never forget."

Then suddenly one evening it was as

if Dan had slipped a little on that rosy

cloud he was riding on. It was the eve-

ning they were coming back on the ferry

from Staten Island where they'd gone for

dinner. It was the evening Rubinstein

was going to play his Concerto in Car-

negie Hall.

Dan was staring down at the dingy

docks which weren't so different from the

docks in San Francisco, just as the dingy

houses, the slum streets weren't so dif-

ferent either. "How does it feel to be
rich?" he asked suddenly.

"I don't know," she said. "I've never

been poor."

"I've been so poor the cockroaches

walked out of the place," he said. "Where
have you lived?"

"Here, France, Italy."

"I was in Italy," his eyes looked more
brooding than before.

"I studied the piano there," she said.

"I was in Salerno. We didn't have a

piano," his voice had sounded almost

brusque, but as he turned to her again

the brooding had gone from his eyes and
they looked puzzled instead. "I keep

thinking I've known you, that I've met
you. It's a strange thing. Like when you
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think something happened exactly the

same way before and you swear it has."

"It's an exploded theory," Cathy said.

They left each other to dress for the

concert but when they met again Dan
still looked moody.

"I even like you when you're sour and
gloomy," Cathy tried to smile. "Did you

bet on a slow horse or is there a song

you can't finish?"

"Not a song," he said. And he was
quiet all the rest of the way. Even when
they went inside he was quiet.

"Well, this is it," Cathy said as the

musicians came out on the platform.

"And I thought it was rough at Saler-

no,," Dan said, taking out his handker-

chief and mopping his face. "Look, I'm

going to run any minute."

She tried to keep her voice calm. "In

case you run, where will you be?"

"That joint we went to once in the

village? Remember?"
"Okay," Cathy said with a lightness

she didn't feel at all. "Shall we syn-

chronize watches?" She tensed then as

the lights flickered and went out. "Good
luck," she whispered.

After she got used to the darkness she

could see his face again. She couldn't

keep her eyes away from it as the great

Rubinstein began playing. Sometimes her

tears blurred her vision, remembering the

first time she had heard that music

played. But that wasn't what kept her

from really seeing. For how can anyone

see what really lies beneath another per-

son's face? How can anyone know an-

other's thoughts?

So she couldn't know the pictures go-

ing through his head as he listened. A
night street and a dog running down it

and a news boy shouting and a car whirl-

ing around a corner leaving a trail of

laughter behind it. Then they changed

to the sea at Salerno and it was the dark

of dawn and men were wading in it to-

ward the shore, silently, wordlessly. It

was like the shifting pieces in a kaleido-

scope. Another street this time, a windy,

blowy street, and he walking utterly

alone. And after that the same street

and the same lonely figure in the rain.

There was the blatant orchestra in the

Chez Mamie and the smoke-filled air and
there was the sea and the sand and a

fog swirling around him and a girl whose

face he could not see. A girl whose face

he had never seen. And there was a

piano in a studio and the memory of

how he had felt sitting beside her and

wondering, wondering about the face he

could not see. Was it a plain face, an

ugly face, a lovely face, a sad face?

Cathy turned her eyes away as he got

up so suddenly, as he gave her that quick

pressure and was gone. She forced her-

self to sit there. Only when it was over,

when she knew the concerto was the suc-

cess she had hoped it would be, did she

leave and go to the little place in the

Village.

But it was Chick who met her there.

"I have news for you," he said grin-

ning. "Dan's packing. We're leaving for

San Francisco. Back to 'Mary.' I'm sup-

posed to tell you why. I'm breaking the

news. I've got the gift of gab. I'm

breaking it easy to you." And then as

she stared at him blankly, her tears com-

ing as slowly she began to understand,

his grin faded. "I thought that's what
you wanted."

She nodded, and as she clung to him
weeping, he grinned again. "Now I get

it. Tears of joy. Anything I can get

WSk
"An airplane ticket," she whispered.

She got the plane before the one they

were booked on. So that when the knock

came on the door of the little studio on
Telegraph Hill the next day she was sit-

ting at the piano. Her back was to him
as he came in and she didn't turn even

when he came toward her.

"Mary," he said, and his voice had

never sounded humble before. "Mary,
I'm back."

He was there right behind her, and as

she turned he caught his breath and she

couldn't tell anything from his eyes star-

ing at her, anything at all.

"Light me a torch, will you, chum?"
she said.

Still he didn't say anything. But she

knew it was going to be all right. For

without taking his eyes away from her,

he lit a cigarette and put it to her lips.

And as he bent over her she saw there

were tears in his eyes, too.

Gary Cooper, who plays a good Samaritan in Leo McCarey's "Good Sam" for RKO-
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Deb-on-air

Continued from page 45

found his hostess, shortly before the Pa-

cific Palisades house was ready for occu-

pancy, seated in the yard of a Santa

Monica home rented from Tamara Tou-

manova, famous ballet dancer, and her

writer-producer husband, Casey Robin-

son. A mammoth oak and the dark green

of varied shrubs formed background.

Dressed in pastel blue and white with a

dusty rose Kashmir scarf (pastel also

keys her coloring—faint strawberry and

cream under honey-mellow freckles)

,

Miss Kerr seemed a modern, vital ver-

sion of a Gainsborough, Romney or Rey-

nolds portrait. It was difficult to take

notes, because of the compulsion to watch

the candor and glow, in the green-blue

eyes and enjoy the music of the wholly

English way of speaking. English accent

and intonation, like American Southern,

are painful when imitated. Genuine, they

have magic appeal.

Talk ran to a childhood (Miss Kerr

was born in Helensburgh, Scotland)

where fancy and shyness jointly reigned.

"Father," Miss Kerr said, "was in con-

tinuing poor health for some years"—he

died when she was fifteen
—
"and my

brother, David, and I were recommended

by Mother to play outdoors. There was

plenty of outdoors in Scotland—ponds,

small streams and a deep atmosphere of

peace."

Imagination often seized on young De-

borah, outdoors or indoors. Hers was

even more intense than marks the aver-

age child. Once, after seeing "Peter Pan,"
she imagined the power to fly and actu-

ally took off from the mantelpiece. Mud
pies were ice cream to her (a dream
delicacy she didn't like when she found

it in America) , and she held a fanciful

bent for costume, often dressing the five-

years-younger David, in her mind's eye,

in clothes "of the most elaborate fash-

ion." Empty jam jars were Grecian vases

to her. Practical, too, she gravely "sold"

them to relatives for pennies. Moreover,

she and her brother set up a toll-gate

system by which each buyer-victim paid

a farthing to come in. "David and I,"

she laughed, "were frankly mercenary."

What must have been an innate desire

for acting, and, in her father's words, "to

have a profession and not just wait

around for marriage," took active form

when, after Captain Kerr-Trimmer died,

mother, sister and brother moved to Al-

ford in Sussex. Deborah continued her

education at Northumberland House
School in Bristol. She soon, however,

gave up general studies there to become

a full-time student at a school of drama

and related Arts. Also in Bristol, the

school was conducted by an aunt, Phyllis

Smale, the first member of her family to

evidence a leaning toward things thea-

trical.

Deborah's capacity for imagination had

met nicely with the nearness of her
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aunt's school, and though the inevitable

shift toward what Deborah called "mim-
ing" would come, she showed, during her
first full year at Miss Smale's, marked
promise at ballet. She herself told the
reasons why, after winning a scholarship
to the famous Sadler's Wells School,
where her dancing ability became even
more evident, she changed over to dra-
ma. ."First," she recalled, "I grew rap-
idly several inches taller"—she's today a
movie-smart five-feet-seven

—
"than any

other girl in the class. I knew I was a
- problem to a teacher of ballet, a group
art where pictorial harmony is all-impor-

tant, and felt embarrassed. Second, I

confirmed to my own mind that I was
lazy. In grade school I had shunted off

History and Mathematics. I found them
hard. Now, at Sadler's Wells, I suddenly
realized I'd much rather "mime" than
spend endless hours at horizontal bar
work and multiple spins on tiptoe."

The co-star of "If Winter Comes" is

equally honest off-screen. Looking always
like a Eeynolds-modern portrait, and
lovely to listen to, she answered ques-
tions with no Hollywood "put-on." Had
she given serious thought to the effect of

the expected baby on her career? "No. I

have merely accepted the blessed event
as blessed. Who can compare a baby in

value to anything else?"

Had she found difficulties in adjusting
herself to American ways of living? Few.
She is an example, essentially, of the
young woman who "carried on," profes-

sionally and in war work, in England,
without fuss. "After the catch-as-catch-
can way in which England lived during
hostilities," she did admit, "and post-war
restrictions, American life seems miracu-
lously pleasant, adjustment easy."

Unlike most wives, Miss Kerr enjoys
talking about her husband, six-foot-plus,

brown-haired, blue-eyed Squadron Lead-
er Anthony Bartley. "We differ enough,"
she said, "to be compensatingly compan-
ionable. Even in food we're different. I
am enthusiastically a fruit juice girl.

Everything your California offers—lime
juice, orange juice, grapefruit juice. Tony
likes sturdier fare. Steaks, like any man.
And, possibly because eggs were so un-
obtainable during the war, they are vir-

tually a diet with him."
"Don't you like sturdy food, too?"
"Avocado. I'm afraid I'm going na-

tive."

One happy difference, Miss Kerr said,

between herself and her husband is that,
"I am a great talker and he is a good lis-

tener. I tell him plots of scripts I read"
—she's offered many of Hollywood's en-
ticing roles

—
"and the detail of what goes

on during the day. Everything on-set is

interesting to him." That last is doubly
so because Squadron Leader Bartley,
while he is here, has been taking an eager
interest in movie-making. He's typically
English about not talking plans, but the
skillful and absorbing work he did in the
documentary film field—government or-

ders—during some war months left a
lively impress. We may have both the
Bartleys—who knows, maybe three?—in

screen work.
The Bartley, pere, interest in movies

was born when, after joining up at nine-
teen and serving on many missions, he
was posted to the late Leslie Howard's

film, "First of the Few." The coming
into being of another interest was de-
layed. Working briefly at the Denham
studios, he didn't meet Miss Kerr who
was acting on a nearby sound stage in
"The Day Will Dawn."
The day actually dawned one evening

nearly four years later when Miss Kerr,
in war work in Belgium—playing oppo-
site Stewart Granger in "Gaslight"—fell

under the eye of the gallant flyer, mo-
mentarily on leave in Brussels. This was
at a tense, fateful moment, the eve of
the dropping of troops into the Rhine-
land. The young people's romance was
one of those swift, separation-broken war
montages: love at first sight, the feeling
that to find someone stirring instant and
vital appeal in a time when important
things counted most was a sort of God-
given breather, and inspiration (Eng-
land, after enduring pressure, could sense
from Brussels the certain end of chaos
but at flaring cost) ; then periods when
letters counted secondmost and faith sus-
tained.

Squadron Leader Bartley was switched
from a European duty to the Pacific
area, and Miss Kerr underwent more
waiting while he flew rugged combat mis-
sions over green jungle wastes or blue
water. In the Pacific planes were some-
times faulty and Miss Kerr would wake
mornings wondering, "Is he up or on the
ground today?" She says now, "I didn't
worry too much about forced landings.
My husband could have been a mechanic
if he hadn't been a pilot. He's as handy
with a monkey-wrench as some women
are with hair-pins."

The actress who is so softly gentle in
manner and for whom life has been, and
is, so crowded and animated, reached
success very young. Her swift succes-
sion of fine roles and glamor-bright co-
stars leaves her still startled. Yet it was
preceded by the usual knocking at
agents' doors.

"I really went up to London," she said,

"because through the kindness of a friend
I was promised a small part in the Open
Air Theater in Regent's Park." That was
in 1939, and she rose from walk-ons to
roles with lines like, "Will you go hunt,
Milord?" War and its bombers shut down

ANSWERS TO SCREEN TESTS
ON PAGE 59

MATCH MATES:
1, f; 2, d; 3, j; 4, g; 5, a; 6, e; 7, i;

8, c; 9, b; 10, h.

ROUNDABOUT WITH THE
STARS:
Bogart, Rogers, Stewart, Reagan,
Andrews, Garson, Garland, Landis,
Power, Hope, Hayworth, Raye,
Wayne, Eythe, Temple, Loy, Boyer,
Day, Tierney, Dunne (Irene) , Dunn
(James)

, Mature, Lamour, Muni,
O'Hara.

NAMES IN LIGHTS:
Arnold, Crain, Crawford, Darnell,
Fonda, Ford, Garfield, Garland, Gar-
ner, Loder, Lorre, Lupino, Neagle,
Powell, Price, Reagan, Tone, Turner
Wilde.

that theater and also Miss Kerr's prom-
ising (?) career, concerning which the
question mark had never frightened her.

Deborah went home with her mother,
couldn't abide idleness with her coun-
try's fate at stake and returned to Lon-
don to combine repertory with the war
work that led eventually to her meeting
the pilot son of Sir Charles and Lady
Bartley. She admits an inner self-confi-

dence as to her professional hopes, but
adds, "I found that London itself, with
the crowded houses, the bustle—not like
New York's but enough, heaven knows—and the feeling of self-absorption on
everyone's part instead of the friendli-
ness of country life, brought out the
strain of shyness in me to a degree I
hadn't known." She found herself step-
ping aside to let strangers enter doors,
and, she recalls, "I almost curtsied when
meeting anyone older than myself."

She did open doors, though, agents'
doors, and meanwhile lived at a London
Y. W. C. A. on thirty-five shillings (sev-
en dollars) a week. Strangely this did
not reduce her to her present svelte fig-

ure, because Producer-Director Michael
Powell noticed her in one agent's office—to remember her as "a plump little

dumpling who was obviously going
places/' He wrote in a bit for her in the
film, "Contraband"; the cutting-room
floor got that, and fortune turned up-
ward only when Gabriel Pascal, trusted
screen director of George Bernard Shaw's
plays, received an impression contrari-
wise to Powell's, greeting the earnest
applicant for any kind of role with,
"Young lady, you have a spiritual face."
That lovely face and the dramatic power
behind it went presently into the part of
the Salvation Army girl in "Major Bar-
bara."

Critics and the public took charge
then. The role of Sally Hardcastle, the
Lancashire girl in "Love on the Dole,"
was followed, in 1941, by starring leads
in three important films: "Penn of Penn-
castle,'^ with Clifford Evans; "Hatters'
Castle," with James Mason and Robert
Newton, and "The Day Will Dawn,"
with Hugh Williams. That was the film
in which the star just missed meeting
Tony Bartley.

Nineteen forty-two brought the swiftly
established star her clinching English tri-

umph—triple roles in "The Life of Colo-
nel Blimp." The picture, shown in the
United States, heralded the prize we
were to acquire in Miss Kerr, and the
three women characters she played

—

those who most affected Colonel Blimp's
life—offered a challenge she met with
skill and fidelity.

"Perfect Strangers," with Robert Do-
nat, released in America as "Vacation
From Marriage"; "I See A Dark Stran-
ger/' with Trevor Howard, released here
as "The Adventuress," and "Black Nar-
cissus" were other important English-
made films. They kept her busy. Earlier
Miss Kerr starred with Donat and Edith
Evans in a brilliant London stage pro-
duction of Shaw's "Heartbreak House."
During the filming of "Black Narcis-

sus," Sqd. Ldr. Bartley phoned from
Australia. Miss Kerr rushed to the phone,
had^ difficulty hearing because of the
nun's head-dress she wore, answered
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"Yes" with speed, and for the next weeks

rushed with equal vim to secure Eng-
land's "first silk from wood fiber," fit

the wedding gown in an all-night sitting

and acquire such oddments of trousseau

as holdover war shortages permitted. She

needn't have hurried so—that was the

period when Tony was up in the air and
down on the ground, in Pacific jungles,

with annoying alternation and delay. He
did reach home, in November, for the

St. George's Hanover Square Wedding,

first large formal one after the war's end,

and almost a year with his bride in the
'

charming Mayfield, Sussex, cottage. They
celebrated their first wedding anniver-

sary, though, in New York's Stork Club,

due to the perspicacity of MGM's Louis

B. Mayer, whose instructions to the

company's London representative, Ben
Goetz, had resulted in the couple being

Hollywood-bound—Miss Kerr on a sev-

en-year, $1,092,000 contract.

Miss Kerr, in a quiet, almost languid,

mood in the yard of her rented home, dis-

cussed plans for the new, purchased one.

"It has happy, high ceilings," she said,

"which always give me a feeling of being

able to breathe easily, and on the other

hand is the type of house in which un-

needed rooms can be cut off. Of course,

we are converting one room, the extra

large dressing-room next to mine, for a

nursery." Plans for that emerged. Miss
Kerr's room was to be decorated in light

gray and rose, her favorite colors.

What did she like best about life in

the United States? "The facilities for

living near one's work and getting back

and forth with ease and in pleasant sur-

roundings. In England, the studios are

in the suburbs, and if you live in town,

you must go through crowded, mono-

tonous areas to reach work. On the other

hand, if you live in the country, it's

likely to be in the wrong direction. We
used to think, for example, the forty-five

miles from Alford to London was a week-

end trip."

The Bartley's best friends include the

Rex Harrisons, David Niven and Doug-
las Fairbanks, Jr.—the latter always a

favorite with English or Continental so-

journers in Hollywood. On Sundays it's

tennis with the Van Johnsons. Miss
Kerr, as the afternoon fell, turned to two
favorite subjects—books and rose plants.

Many of the books would come from
England; the rose-bushes were and would
be a major interest in relation to the new
home. "Roses," she said, "require con-

stant care, but reward the time you
spend on them so richly."

On the less esthetic side (or is it?) the

kitchen had been the first room furnished

in the Pacific Palisades home, and its

most cherished furnishing the White
House Cook Book. On the unesthetic,

self-contented side is Jason, a Sealyham,

white with gold whiskers, devoted enough

to eat a Kerr salad. True love, for he

gets one only when Mrs. Bartley thinks

it hasn't clicked enough to offer Tony.
The Bartleys are young newcomers in

a good land. Gadgets, plentiful food,

friends who never lost the habit during

the war of smiling, and who greet them,

expecting fun and warm talk, are a

species of continuing miracle. As if a

gay-colored curtain, in a friendly thea-

ter, rose and re-rose.

Before this reaches print, there will

have arrived the new Bartley. A reporter

who wouldn't call a horse or a Sealyham

"it," here offers choice of names. Tony
or Deb, welcome!

The Public Knows!

Continued from page 23

wise is in direct ratio to the news-wise

importance of events in the rest of the

world."

We found it was hardly necessary to

remind the 20th executive that there is

bound to be criticism against Hollywood

that is justified. When we suggested this

he was again ready with the answer.

"The second group of critics," he add-

ed in a quieter tone, "I will concede, is

composed of those whose opinions are

based on a desire to be helpful and con-

structive. These last are the ones who
say that Hollywood does not fulfill its

obligation to further the enlightenment

and education of the masses.

"I have no quarrel with them. But I

must point out that Hollywood's survival

is based firstly on its ability to provide

entertainment. Enlightenment through

the screen is also recognized as of vital

importance, but the film producer speaks

to an empty pulpit when he subordinates

entertainment in bringing his message to

the screen. There is a part of the public

that will go to the theater to receive a

message, but it is so infinitesimal com-

pared to those who go for diversion that

the film maker who attempts to cater to

the minority courts certain financial

ruin."

On this score we also had no quarrel

with Zanuck. The record shows that he

has done as much as any studio head in

Hollywood to drive home a message with

his entertainment. Good examples of this

were his "Grapes of Wrath," "How Green
Was My Valley," "The House of Roth-
child" and other such pictures.

"Our 20th Century-Fox company is

trying to continue this policy of inter-

spersing our production program with the

entertaining yet enlightening type of pic-

ture," he told us, returning to the sub-

ject of Miss Hobson's "Gentleman's

Agreement."
"We chose this book," said Zanuck,

"because it brought into focus one of the

most vital questions of the world today,

intolerance. Yet the subject is presented

in an arresting and dramatic fashion

which the reading public has found en-

tertaining. This is proved by the fact

that hundreds of books have been writ-

ten on the same subject with negligible

success, while 'Gentleman's Agreement'

is still a top best-seller after being on the

book stands for eight months."

In the matter of further answering

Hollywood's critics who claim the pic-

ture industry does not bring more en-

lightenment to the public, Zanuck point-

ed to an interesting parallel between film

making and book publishing. Of all the

books published during the past eight

months, he demonstrated, you can count

on one hand the number that conveyed

a strong message. The remainder were

intended for sheer entertainment.

On top of this, he revealed that Miss
Hobson was four years in the writing of

"Gentleman's Agreement." By this tok-

en, it is impossible for movie-makers to

get hold of enough material of this stamp
to make a steady run of pictures that

enlighten as well as entertain, according

to Zanuck.
"Find us more significant books like

'Gentleman's Agreement,' " he challenged,

"and we will film them. My studio buys

them whenever they are available, and
the same is true of every studio in town."

He had only to point to his record

when he was in charge of production at

Warner Bros. Zanuck had no trouble

convincing Jack L. Warner, his boss at

the time, that the public would buy
pictures that hit at gangsterism, the so-

cial menace of that period. As a result,

he was given the green light to turn out

such films as "Little Caesar," "The Pub-
lic Enemy" and "Five Star Final." Even
more significant was the Warner film, "I

Am a Fugitive from a Chain Gang,"

which was also produced by Zanuck.

It is Zanuck's theory, as well as the

theory of producers at MGM, Columbia,

RKO, Universal-International, Republic

and all the other studios in Hollywood,

that the public dictates its own prefer-

ances in pictures. They are convinced

that while they can occasionally lure peo-

ple into theaters with a message that is

well interlarded with entertainment, it is

impossible to drive patrons in.

Even with this conviction, however,

producers often do their share of gam-
bling on a property in the faith that it

will become a best-seller. On "Gentle-

man's Agreement," for example, 20th

Century-Fox bought the story before it

was published and had proven itself on

the book stands. The explanation of this

is that the book presented a moving love

story along with its powerful preachment

against anti-Semitism.

"I'd take a gamble on a story like that

any time," Zanuck emphasized, "but show

me where to find one more often."

The word gamble is not an empty one

to film producers, as was proven by the

making of "Wilson," by Zanuck's own
studio. Zanuck deliberated the filming of

Wilson's life for two years, eager to bring

to the screen a picture that would high-

light the message that a system of world

collaboration would have to be found

eventually to outlaw war. The picture

cost $5,000,000, but lost money for the

company—although it took five Academy
awards in 1945.

Certain that such a fate does not await

his version of "Gentleman's Agreement,"

because of its great popularity with the

public in book form, Zanuck is now
squaring his shoulders for another plunge.

His next film message will be delivered

in "The Iron Curtain," an excursion into

international politics and intrigue which

may be a risky business by the time it

is ready to be shown because of uncer-

tain world conditions.
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"This is another picture that combines
entertainment and enlightenment," he
told us. "It will be based on the court
trials of spy rings in Canada and the
United States which sought to steal the
atomic bomb secrets. It will be a highly
dramatic expose, calling attention to one
of the grave threats to democracy. We
are filming it along the same documen-
tary lines which made 'The House on
92nd Street,' 'Boomerang' and other
such pictures a success."

Like most veteran producers, however,
Zanuck can point out to critics of Hol-
lywood that a man who makes pictures
with a sincere desire to serve the public
has to take one gamble after another.
He took his biggest one back in 1928,
along with Jack Warner.
At that time Warner Brothers had

been working on the idea of injecting
music and songs into their pictures,

mostly short subjects, when Warner
asked Zanuck to make a longer musical
picture, "The Jazz Singer," starring Al
Jolson. The first plan was to have only
songs, but Zanuck slipped in bits of
dialogue as the picture was under way.
This, you will recall, was the birth of
talking pictures.

Probably the greatest reason why men
like Zanuck, Harry Cohn, Louis B. May-
er and other studio heads don't spend
much time trying to answer the barbs
tossed at Hollywood, is that they don't
believe the public falls for most of the
criticism leveled at film people. If there
is one thing of which movie-makers are
convinced, it is that the public is not a
collection of dumbbells.

This, more than anything, is the rea-
son why producers tread with such cau-
tion when they select a property for
filming. They are certain the public
knows what it wants, according to Zan-
uck, and they never kid themselves oth-
erwise. By the same reasoning, though,
they also believe that the public can
make discoveries for itself. And that's
the cue studios follow when they try
something different.

Because the public does buy Holly-
wood's product consistently enough to
make the film business the nation's fifth

largest industry, Zanuck and his fellow
producers feel sure that they are mak-
ing an honest effort to please theater-
goers. This also indicates to Zanuck, at
least, that the large percentage of the
public is not too respectful of people out-
side the industry who spend their time
taking pot shots at those who provide
their entertainment.

"I can give you a very simple reason
why I know the public is hep and doesn't
pay too much attention to our critics,"
he told us in conclusion. "You can put
on the greatest publicity and advertis-
ing campaign in the world for a picture,
and you may be able to bring the people
in for about three days. But after that
you are on your own.

"If the theater audiences don't like a
film and feel it is over-sold, don't worry.
They will get the word around. The
public knows! And it is also aware that
we couldn't turn out the tremendous
number of pictures we do if we didn't
spend our time at hard work in Holly-
wood—and not playing, as some Holly-
wood critics would have them believe."

Love-quiz . For Married Folks Only

WHY DOES HE PULL AWAY
FROM HER TOUCH?

A. If her husband avoids her "love pats". . . caresses . . . the answer
may lie in her neglect of intimate feminine daintiness.

Q. Could this neglect kill married romance?

A. Yes. Properfeminine hygiene is necessary for complete womanly
charm. That's why many doctors so often recommend "Lysol"
brand disinfectant—for effective douching.

Q. Why "Lysol," instead of some other disinfectant?

A. Because "Lysol" is a proved germ and odor killer. Unlike many
less dependable preparations, potent, reliable "Lysol" kills all

germs it contacts.

Q. And what about using salt or soda ... or other homemade douching
solutions?

A. No weak, makeshift solution can begin to compare with
"Lysol's" proved efficiency in contact with organic matter.

LET "LYSOL" help you keep the wholesome, complete daintiness
so important to married happiness. Always use "Lysol" in the douche.

Check these facts with
your doctor

Many doctors recommend "Lysol,"

in the proper solution, for Feminine

Hygiene. Non-caustic, gentle,

"Lysol" is non-injurious to deli-

cate membrane. Its clean, anti-

septic aroma quickly disappears.

Highly concentrated, "Lysol" is

economical in solution. Follow

easy directions for correct douch-
ing solution.

For Feminine

Hygiene—always use

FREE BOOKLET! Learn the truth about intimate
hygiene and its important role in married happiness.
Mail this coupon to Lehn & Fink, Dept. S.-482,

192 Bloomfield Avenue, Bloomfield, N. J., for frankly
informing FREE bookie).

NAME_

STREET.

CITY_ -STATE.

[
roduclof Lehn & Fink Products Corp.
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Good Will Girl

Continued from page 53

"After all," explained one of the assis-

tant villains seriously, "Virginia is a

valuable property. She is being paid a

salary and every minute wasted is money
wasted."

Well, Mr. G., no one can say that time

was a-wastin' in Philadelphia. Here is a

full report of Virginia's breathless itiner-

ary in the Quaker City from Monday at

10:10 a.m. to Wednesday at 11 p.m.

Monday: 10:10, arrived 30th Street

Station, Pennsylvania Railroad Station.

A crowd of fans who had recently seen

Virginia as Marie, the greedy,, vulgar

little war bride in "The Best Years of

Our Lives," was waiting to greet her.

10:20: Enterprising photographers tore

her away from enthusiatic autograph

hunters to shoot pictures of the arrival.

11:15: Virginia arrived late for the

unreeling of "The Secret Life of Walter

Mitty," pre-viewed by Philadelphia mo-
tion picture critics. Virginia declined to

say how many times she had seen the

picture.

12 noon: Virginia and Mike lunched

at the Ritz Carlton Roof Garden with

members of the press and radio

—

and
their entourage of press agents. Although

she never let on, this luncheon would

have been an ordeal for a more wordly

woman than the 24-year-old St. Louis

girl. As is the custom at these interviews,

no subject was too personal for attention.

Inquisitors did not overlook anything,

from the fact that Virginia began her

career as "stooge to a fake horse," when
she was ringmistress in a night club and
vaudeville act and later in "Banjo Eyes,"

to a horse composed of Andy Mayo (no

relation) and Nonnie Morton, to the fact

that she is only four years older than her

stepson. Michael has a 20-year-old son

and 18-year-old daughter.

1 p.m.: She hadn't half finished her

food when she was rushed to the Fourth

Country Antique exhibit, where the may-
or of Philadelphia was patiently await-

ing her arrival, so together they could

cut the rope that opened the show. In

Detroit, said Virginia, the mayor never

showed up, which gave Philadelphia's

Mayor Bernard Samuel a big laugh.

Proving that she is tactful as well as

beautiful, Virginia later came to the
' mayor's defense during some backstage

gossip. A man who loves to have his

picture taken, the mayor gently moved
Virginia from left position, to right, so

that he would get first billing on the

picture captions, said the gossips. 'Tain't

so,' said Virginia. He changed her posi-

tion, so that her beret wouldn't hide her

face. Flash bulbs filled the air like fire-

flies. The presence of a glamorous Holly-

wood movie star drew attention away
from Hepplewhites and Sheratons. All

those who could manage it wangled an

introduction to the star.

2:15 p.m.: Car was at the door to pick

up Virginia, Mike, press agents and
photographers, for a charity stunt in

connection with the Community Chest.

At Goodwill Industries Building, where

handicapped people do everything from

make rugs to repair dolls, Virginia had

her picture taken with workers in every

department, met everyone from base-

ment to top floor.

2:45: In what must be a record for

visiting historical spots, Virginia was

taken, mostly for picture purposes, to

Independence Hall, Congress Hall, the

Betsy Ross House, Benjamin Franklin's

grave, the waterfront, Old Christ's

Church, the Rodin Museum, the Phila-

delphia Museum of Art. She posed for

what seemed like hundreds of pictures,

with the Liberty Bell, with Betsy Ross's

flag, cheesecake on the water front, with

Delaware River Bridge in the back-

ground, a gag shot at the Rodin Museum,
where she imitated pose of "The

Thinker."

5 p.m.: Back at the Ritz, Virginia

met Major Barrett and Lt. Smith, of U.S.

Navy, who escorted her to the Navy
Yard where the Marines held a cele-

bration, replete with band, to "honor

Virginia Mayo as 'The Marine Dream
Girl.'

"

6 p.m.: "Chow" with the Marines of

Philadelphia.

7:30 p.m. to 11 p.m., Virginia and

Mike were given "time off," which they

used by going to the theater—to

"Medea," to see Judith Anderson and

John Gielgud. It was time out for the

love birds, but one of the six publicity

men who were with them at all times,

tagged along—just in case.

11:45: Latin Casino Night Club.

12:30 to 1 a.m.: Interview over the

air. Virginia talked about Mr. Mitty.

1:30 a.m.: And so to bed—with pub-

licity man in room next door.

Tuesday: 12 noon: Luncheon at the

Poor Richard Club, all-male organization

of Philadelphia advertising men. Even

demon press agents admitted that Mon-
day was rather tough going, allowed

Virginia to sleep late; Appearing for the

first time without her bridegroom, who
stayed at the hotel, he said, "to wash

sweetie's stockings," Virginia looked

beautiful in a green glamor outfit, had

Philadelphia's most important advertis-

ing men lining up for autographs—for

their daughters, so they said. Head pub-

licity man Lynn Farnol was rushed from

New York to introduce speaker Virginia

Mayo. Though they sat at table until

2:30, Virginia never got past her first

mouthful of dessert.

3 p.m.: "Studio Party," half hour

interview and orchestra program.

3:30 p.m.: Recording for another pro-

gram.
4:10: 950 Club of Bobby Soxers, who

almost tore poor Virginia apart.

4:45: Virginia and Mike and you know
who else rushed to visit and be photo-

graphed at the Pennsylvania State Censor

Board, at "The Exhibitor," movie trade

magazine, and at RKO, where workers

stayed late to meet the guests and Vir-

ginia met everyone including shipping

clerks, film cutters, file girls, film inspec-

tors, sales force and branch managers.

8 p.m.: Dinner at night club where

Virginia was photographed with Xavier

Cugat and Frank Palumbo, in a pub-

licity stunt for "Gold Star Wives" dance,

sponsored by Cugat and Palumbo.

11: 15: Virginia .took part in disk jockey

show.
11:45 p.m. to 12:05 a.m.: Virginia dit-

to in still another disk jockey program.

And so to bed.

Wednesday: 9:15: Bright-eyed and
apparently rested, Virginia arrived right

on time for radio program of chatter and
records.

10:30: Virginia and Mike had one
whole hour and fifteen minutes—for their

honeymoon. It passed quickly up in

their hotel suite, with Mike giving hila-

rious impersonations for the benefit of

miscellaneous visitors.

12 noon: Virginia took a quick look

and was photographed at Better Phila-

delphia Exhibition and at opening of

new art gallery in Gimbel Brothers Store.

12:30: Radio interview.

1 p.m.: Lunch at Ritz with President

Livingston Johnson of Temple Univer-

sity, as well as with the vice president

and provost of the university. Asked
later if she wasn't awed by so much
learning Virginia smiled and said "no,"

she had fun listening to how they raised

money for the university.

2 p.m.: Temple University football

team rally, where Virginia was mobbed
by hundreds of students who couldn't

get in Mitten Hall, as well as by hun-

dreds more inside. Virginia presented

each of the 54 members of the football

squad with a smile and a pair of minia-

ture good luck golden shoes from "The
Secret Life of Walter Mitty." She auto-

graphed plaster cast on broken ankle of

one player, was carried aloft on the shoul-

ders of two others.

3:30 p.m.: Virginia visited Warner
Brothers, met everyone from telephone

operators to head of the works, was
photographed with several, gave dozens

of autographs.

4:30: Mass interview in Warner Broth-

ers club rooms, with editors of high

school papers who asked Virginia every-

thing from what she thought about the

long skirts to how to get in the movies.

5:15 p.m.: Virginia took part in cock-

tail hour fashion show of fur coats. Vir-

ginia had a good laugh over one spectator

who tried to tear Virginia's own slinky

black silk jersey dress off her back, in

the belief it was for sale.

6:30 p.m.: Dinner on the waterfront

at old Bookbinders Restaurant, where

Virginia made another broadcast from a

noisy corner table, posed for more photo-

graphs, with mounted fish in the back-

ground.
8:30 p.m.: Virginia and Mike attended

a rehearsal of the Mask and Wig show, of

the University of Pennsylvania.

11 p.m.: The happy honeymoon couple

said goodbye to Philadelphia, boarded a

train to Pittsburgh with their entourage

reduced to one publicity man.

When it was all over, publicity men,

photographers, Michael O'Shea and this

reporter were hollow-eyed and weary.

But not Virginia.

"Like a little lamb with no squawks,"

as one press agent put it, she had duti-

fully carried out every order, even to pos-

ing for a couple of gag shots in which she

was supposed to be exhausted, but

wasn't, Virginia seemed as fresh as when

she stepped off the train at 30th Street
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Station; said she wasn't tired because
Mr. and Mrs. Goldwyn had taught her
how to take people in her stride and
relax no matter what she was doing.

To sum it up, Goldwyn's docile little

lamb had, in three days, appeared at 36
separate events, met an average of 20
persons at each appearance, attended
three mass events, posed for 250 pictures,

not counting hundreds of amateur camera
shots which were taken by mysteriously
appearing crowds wherever she went and
took part in every conceivable form of

communication: newspaper interviews,

television show, 12 radio shows. She was
accompanied at all times by from one to

six press agents, one to four photog-
raphers.

Best time she had in Philadelphia, said

Virginia, as she boarded the train, was on
her evening off—at the performance of
"Medea." There, she could be just an-
other spectator.

Inside Hollywood's

Social Circle

Continued from page 38

mercifully all night long, with gags like:

"You can't drink out of that bottle,

Johnny, because the hostess at El Moroc-
co forgot to put a nipple on it."

The Zachary Scotts donned bathing
suits of the 1890 vintage for comic re-

lief, while, for sheer elegance, nothing
could top Marie Wilson's Marie Antoin-
ette gown. The only thing that could
top it was her wig, which was easily a
foot and a half high. Her handsome hus-
band, Allan Nixon, was a dashing escort
as D'Artagnan.
There was a million dollars worth of

entertainment on hand, too, to keep
everyone in a festive mood. Bob Hope
introduced Jack Benny and his hill-billy

band, a group from the Ozark Philhar-
monic, if I've ever seen one. They were
a sensation, especially with their own
special version of "Feudin' and Fightin',"
all done with timely lyrics anent the
movies.

Surprise of the evening occurred when
Janis Paige showed me a beautiful dia-
mond ring. I looked from the exquisite
emerald-cut stone to the smile on Frank
Martinelli, Jr.'s, face and decided right
then and there would be the perfect time
and place to announce their engagement,
which they did. They're both awfully
sweet youngsters.

Only one little incident occurred to
mar the festivities, but it wasn't really
important enough to matter. One of our
well-known male singing stars of the
screen and radio, who hasn't been doing
•too well in pictures recently, got tem-
peramental because he had been kidded,
and walked out on the entertainment,
just before he was supposed to sing. It's

too bad that poor sportsmanship like

that can hurt a career, but you can be
sure the photographers are apt to point
their cameras in the other direction from
now on.

The following evening was equally as
gay, but struck a more formal note. It
was the opening of the San Francisco
Opera in Los Angeles and it was also the

How! d Sfegs
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opening at the Chanteclair of my friend,

the French singer Roger Dann, an event

which I sponsored, because I had known
Roger in Paris and had heard him sing

many times. He is a young Maurice
Chevalier and has been called the "Frank
Sinatra of Paris." Actually, he has a

charm and a smile all his own and he
completely captured his star-studded au-

dience. As you can imagine, there were
plenty of white ties and tails and it is

really thrilling to see so many of our

handsome leading men in evening clothes.

Paulette Goddard and Burgess Mere-
dith were early arrivals at the Chante-
clair with the John Hustons (Evelyn

Keyes) ,
Rudy Vallee and lovely Joan

Baruch, who is my house guest, and the

Sonny Tufts were at my table, while

nearby sat Orson Welles and Lila Leeds
(that's really getting to be a steady com-
bination) , Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon.
After the opera, the Peter Rathvons and
a party of ten dropped by, and then

came Greer Garson, who spent a lot of

time chatting with Walter Winchell and
getting all the latest news!

Paulette and Burgess liked Roger
Dann so much they stayed for the sec-

ond show and after it was over I told

Meredith that I had heard he was going

to write a play for Paulette.

"Oh yes, Cobina, I'm hard at work on
it. I've just finished writing both inter-

missions!"

It was a delightful evening and an
ideal way to top off an opera opening of

top hats.

Speaking of the opera, every year At-

water Kent gives an opera party at his

great Bel-Air estate, Capo di Monte, and
invariably there is an array of opera stars

as glittering as the turn-out of movie
folk. This year was no exception, only

that Atwater made it an afternoon cock-

tail affair so that those who were going

to the opera that evening could get away
in time. Among the opera stars who
were present were Dorothy Kirsten, Ezio
Pinza with his daughter, Claudia Pinza,

who has a lovely voice herself and made
her opera debut this season; Bidu Sayao,

Larry Tibbett, Stella Roman, Salvatore

Baccaloni, who's always a clown at any
party, no matter how formal it's sup-

posed to be, the Charles Kullmans, Jan
Peerce and James Melton.
And do you know they liked dancing

to the rhumba band as much as any-
thing! As Larry Tibbett said, while we
were dancing, "Didn't you know we're

all, at some time, fugitives from arias?

And this is one of the occasions."

Among the Hollywood celebrities who
are great opera devotees and who were

on hand to welcome the vocal stars, were

Gene Raymond and his Jeanette Mac-
Donald, who looked perfectly ravishing

in a black sequin cocktail suit of the new
length, with a stunning hat of black

aigrettes.

The Nelson Eddys, Charles Korvin
and Virginia Field, the Paul Henreids,

Ruth Warwick, the Brian Ahernes and
Nina Lunn also helped lend celluloid

glamor to the party which broke up just

before opera curtain time.

I've received several letters from read-

ers asking how the invitation lists to big

parties are handled and whether there

aren't a number of "uninvited" who at-

tend. Naturally, a Hollywood party, par-

ticularly one to which a number of stars

have been invited, attracts more gate-

crashers than any other. Some of the

fans are so ardent that they will stop at

nothing short of murder to get near their

idols, but they seldom prove a menace
at any parties in private homes, because

the estates are well-guarded and it would
be a major feat to get past the front

door.

My friend Atwater Kent has an ex-

cellent system. Even if he has not sent

out formal invitations, but has had his

secretary call, there is a list of the people

invited at a desk in the reception hall of

his home. His efficient butler, Milroy,

answers the door and announces the

name to a secretary seated just inside

and the secretary checks off the names
as the guests enter.

Of course, in the case of a costume

party, it is a little more difficult. I re-

call last Hallowe'en, a well-known pro-

ducer gave a party and a couple turned

up effectively costumed and wearing

masks. They danced well, entertained

various groups with witty stories and
helped mix drinks and made themselves

generally pleasant additions to the party.

When the evening was over, I asked my
host who they were. He looked at me
with surprise, and said, "Why, Cobina, I

thought you might know who they were.

I never saw them before in my life, but

they were certainly two of the most
amusing guests I've ever had in my
house."

Only recently, I had something of a

similar experience. I gave a small cock-

tail party for David Brown, that delight-

ful and witty editor of Liberty Maga-
zine, who was out here on a visit. I in-

vited several friends and, just before the

time of their arrival, I received a call

from a young man who introduced him-

self to me on the phone as a friend of

some very close friends of mine in Lon-

don. He said that he had just arrived

from England and had only been in town
a day or so. I told him that I was hav-

ing some people in for cocktails that

afternoon and that if he was free, I'd be

delighted to have him drop by.

He came and proved to be a very

charming British lad who claimed that

he liked Hollywood, but that he didn't

know anyone in California. Feeling that

he was very lonely, two friends of mine,

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lachman, took pity

on him and invited him to go home with

them for dinner, since he seemingly didn't

know what to do with himself.

He immediately accepted and went to

their lovely Beverly Hills home, where he

was wined and dined magnificently.

After dinner they had coffee and brandy

and sat talking until two o'clock in the

morning, at which time the Lachmans
were beginning to hope their guest might

be on the verge of leaving. He finally

did get ready to go and as he went out

the door he thanked them for a wonder-

ful dinner and evening. "Frightfully nice

for you to have been so kind to a stran-

ger," he said. "By the way, what did you

say your name was?"
Speaking of the Lachmans, he is the

famous director and she, his beautiful

Chinese wife who looks like a lovely stat-

ue of a mandarin's daughter. When they

give a party, it is truly a feast. Tai Lach-
man has a special Chinese cook and three

assistants come in two days before the

dinner, in order to have the Oriental

dishes like War-soo-gai and shrimp with

lobster sauce, all prepared to exotic per-

fection.

With cocktails she always serves heav-

enly lobster egg roll, fried shrimp with

a honey and mustard sauce and (my
favorite) tiny chicken livers wrapped in

bacon and broiled over an open fire. No
wonder the gourmets among Hollywood
stars roll their eyes in anticipation when
they receive an invitation from Tai and
Harry Lachman!

In the very young set, there has been

plenty of social activity and one of the

most delightful parties for youngsters was
given the other afternoon by Bobby Dris-

coll and Luana Patten in the Disney

studios as a birthday party for Mickey
Mouse.

Although it's hard to believe, Mickey
is twenty years young and his anniver-

sary brought out all the children of the

stars, who had a wonderful time meeting

Mickey, his side-squawk, Donald Duck,

Pluto and the rest of the Disney gang.

Edgar Bergen, of course, was there just

to see that Charlie McCarthy and Mor-
timer Snerd entertained the little guests

and didn't devour all the refreshments.

We caught sight of little Garry Moore,

Jr., hanging on to his father's hand and
looking bewildered at a balloon which

had just exploded. "Daddy," the tot

whimpered, "What happened to the in-

side when it got outside?"

One of the most charming cocktail

parties of the month was the one which

Otto and Susan Kruger gave for the well-

known Broadway producer and radio ex-

ecutive, Blevins Davis. Blevins is a man
of great charm and sophistication and
has as many friends in Hollywood as he

has in New York. In fact, he has so

many that a hostess like Sue Kruger has

a problem knowing just whom to invite

when she is giving a party in the limited

quarters of a small apartment.

This is a difficulty whicli many Holly-

wood hostesses have to face when they

are entertaining a visiting celebrity and
I think Mrs. Kruger handled it perfectly.

She chose those friends of Blevins

whom he had known the longest and
whom he hadn't seen on this particular

trip. She explained to the Robert Youngs,

Frank and Mrs. Morgan, Ralph and Mrs.
Morgan, Jeanette MacDonald and Gene
Raymond, Edward Everett Horton and
other great friends of Davis just what
her predicament was and simply asked

them not to bring anyone else. In that

manner she was able to give all of her

guests personal attention and to see to it

that the guest of honor had an oppor-

tunity to visit with each of his friends.

I certainly congratulate her on her frank-

ness and the sensible way she managed
to make the whole affair amusing and
intimate.

In fact it was so much fun that no one,

particularly Frank Morgan, wanted to

leave despite Mrs. Morgan's polite re-

mind that it was time. As he got to the

door, Blevins Davis said, "That's all

right, Frank, someday you'll realize that

the power of veto is something held only

by President Truman and your wife!"
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What to Wear?

Continued from page 49

The clothes Doris Day is wearing on
pages 48 and 49 were really designed for

girls who are taller than average. Not
that Doris is too tall, she must be about

five feet five inches or five feet six, but
the young lady who designed them favors

tall gals. The designer's name is Peg
Newton and she has a small shop at 3

East 48th Street, in New York. The
clothes are practically made to order for

the purchaser. For those of you outside

of New York, Miss Newton can take care

of you by mail. Just write to her for the

details.

Besides the dresses designed by Miss
Newton, the skirt which Miss Day is

wearing is made by Sportgems and the
blouse is a Paletta as you can see in the
captions. So, if you want more info about
either one just drop a line to the manu-
facturers whose addresses are listed be-
low:

Sportgems, Inc.

llt.2 Fifth Avenue
New York, N. Y.

Fashion Blouse Co. (Paletta)

253 W. 35th Street

New York, N. Y.

Palter Deliso (shoes)

740 Broadway
New York, N. Y.

Barbara (nee Hale) and Bill Williams, co-star

with Barbara Willa Johanna, their first born,

in this family scene. On the screen, Barbara

and Bill co-star in RKO's "A Likely Story."

1bout these

Every girl and woman today should

know how necessary vaginal douch-

ing often is for cleanliness, health,

marriage happiness, to combat odor

and after menstrual periods.

And here's your chance to learn

how important it is to always use

ZONITE in the douche.

DEVELOPED BY A WORLD-FAMOUS

SURGEON and CHEMIST

Those ignorant, old-fashioned women
who, because of misinformation

passed on by friends, still use vine-

gar, salt or soda in the douche should

wake up! Don't you realize you are

using nothing but 'kitchen make-
shifts'?

Vinegar, salt or soda in the douche
are not germicides. They can't pos-

sibly give the great germicidal and
deodorizing action of zonite. Scien-

tists tested every generally known
antiseptic and germicide for the

douche they could find for sale. And

FOR NEWER

NO other type proved so powerful
yet so safe to delicate tissues.

A MODERN MIRACLE—
zonite contains no phenol, no mer-

curial ingredients—no harsh acids

—

overstrong solutions of which may
damage tissues and in time even

impair the functional activity of

mucous glands.

There is positively no risk of

injury with zonite no matter how
often you use it as directed. Non-
irritating. Non-poisonous—no
poison warning is needed on the

zonite bottle.

zonite destroys and removes odor-
causing, clinging waste substances,

helps guard against infection and
immediately kills every germ it

touches. You know it's not always

possible to contact all the germs in

the tract. But you can be sure zonite

does kill every reachable germ and
keeps them from multiplying. Com-
plete directions with every bottle.

Zom'te /,

rimne Auaieney Nome-

J Address

( City

FREE! NEW!
For amazing enlightening new
Booklet containing frank discussion

of intimate physical facts, recently
published— mail this coupon to

( Zonite Products, Dept. S-28, 370
/ Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

State-
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make the

difference

The two blocks of
sterling inlaid at back

of bowls and handles

of most used spoons

and forks. They make
this silverplate stay

lovelier longer. Fifty-

two piece set $68.50

with chest. (No Fed-

eral Tax.)

HOLMES & EDWARDS

STERLING INLAID*

SILVERPLATE

57-

Copyright 1948, Tht International Silver Co., Holmes I Edwards Division,

Mtrlden.Conn. Sold In Canada bv: The T.Eaton Co.,ltd.°Reg.U.S.Pat.Olf.

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8 xlO Inches
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT PAPER "U £ £
Same price for full length or m
bust form, gToupa, landscapes,
pet animals, etc., or enlarge-
ments of any part of group
picture.
Original returned with yoor O 4nr tl 91

enlargement. * IUI

SEND NO MONEY Just mail photo,
negative or snapshot (any size) and receive your
enlargement, guaranteed fadeless, on beautiful
double-weight portrait quality paper. Pay
postman 67c plus postage— or send 59c with

_

order and we pay postage. Take advantage of this amazing offer bow.
Send your photos today.

PROFESSIONAL ART STUDIOS
100 East Ohio Street Dept. 498-b Chicago (11), HI.

SONG POEMS ?A
N
T
E

D

We offer the services of a noted Holly-

wood Motion Picture composer-arranger.
Recordings made by NBC singer. Send
your poem on any subject today for con-
sideration and liberal offer. FREE PRIZES
EACH MONTH.

HOLLYWOOD MELODIES
P. 0. Box 2168-X4 Hollywood 28, Calif.

MAKE
THIS

IffOff
WANT

Send No Money . . . Send Onl

Small Strand of Your Hair
It's AMAZING . . . how long,
thrilling hair adds allure; helps
win romance, love.

LONGER. LOVELIER HAIR
may result when dry, brittle
breaking off hair can be re-
tarded, and scalp and hair are
healthy, vigorous ... so hair
has chance to get longer, more
beautiful. Just try Beauty-Glo
System 7 days. Your
will tell. Send $1 (if C.O.D,

(

postage extra) with address.

FREE! 'lAVaf?
used by Movie Stars,
included with order,

BEAUTY-GLO SYSTEM
Dept. HU-1

3925 Carlisle Ave., Balto
Baltimore, Md.

There are many

new products

and ideas on

the cosmetic front

TEED!
Money back if

not delighted.

Suzy Perfumes in four luxurious fragrances.

Egg Foam Shampoo is made by D. S. Alberts.

Jules Montenier Stopette Spray Deodorant.

Wild Harvest perfume to Dorothy Lamour from Park

Cr Tilford because she stars in pic "Wild Harvest."

AS YOU can see in the above photo,

Park & Tilford is distributing a

new perfume, Wild Harvest. From
what we understand, it has gained so

much popularity that the company is

having trouble filling orders. Only one

size for the time being—one quarter of

an ounce for thirty-nine cents.

Dorothy Gray has taken over the

American distribution of Suzy perfumes

and products. Suzy, as you may know,
is a famous name in Europe as well as

in America, known for a complete line of

cosmetics, as well as perfume in four fra-

grances. The best known is Ecarlate de

Suzy, which has a tangy, pulsating fra-

grance. Golden Laughter, as its name, is

light and airy. Madrigal is the newcomer
fragrance and its scent is rich and sophis-

ticated. Bandbox is the fourth popular

perfume with its crisp, clean fragrance

that is perfect for those who like subtle

perfumes. Perfume prices vary from
$3.50 up.

New in the shampoo line is Egg Foam
Shampoo, which is being made by the D.
S. Alberts Company. Special oils have
been scientifically blended to the dehy-
drated eggs that are used in the shampoo
so that, while the hair is cleansed thor-

oughly, there is no loss of the natural

protective oils. Lathers beautifully in all

kinds of water, and yet it is the soapless

type. Sells for one dollar.

The product being squeezed at the left

is called Jules Montenier's Stopette Spray
deodorant. The reason for the visible re-

siliency is that the bottle is made of a
non-breakable thermo-plastic, which is

also leakproof and spill-proof. The deo-

dorant itself is excellent and one bottle

is supposed to last one year. Price $1.25.
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talked over private flying's future. And
what box-office appeal that star-studded
assembly presented! Besides those we've
mentioned previously, other prominent
people interested in "the club" are Brian
Aherne, Bill Goodwin, Bob Sterling, Jim-
my Stewart, Victor Fleming, Hal Roach,
Jr., Ken Niles, Lee J. Cobb, John Payne,
Rod Cameron, and Brian Donlevy.
Authoring articles for flying papers

and magazines, Dick expounds keen
views and statistics. Speaking of his
cloud-club: "Maybe the people would
listen to us more easily than they would
to someone who is primarily associated
with aviation, and would be expected to
talk in favor of it."

For a flying family, meet the Andre
de Toths. He pilots their Navion; his
wife, Veronica Lake, ditto. Then there's

Andre's mother who relishes air trips;

while the children, Elaine and Michael,
feel likewise. Truth is, Mr. de T. vows
that since Mike's first flight the baby's
been "grounded" at home, for climbing
onto tabletops and the grand piano.
Proud papa's conclusion: his son's a born
flyer striving for altitude!

Seriously though, aviation has played
a prominent part in Director de Toth's
cinema career. All location sites for
"Ramrod" he selected from his plane.
Bandy and Ronni scouted Colorado, New
Mexico, Arizona, and decided on Utah,
in a single day. When the film premiered
at Salt Lake, they sky-wayed up, natu-
rally. But cruising above Denver, prior
to heading home, faulty radio facilities

started a slight fire. This negligible oc-
currence nevertheless necessitated con-
cluding the course via train.

"Two and a half days it took!" Andre
smilingly stated, pretending great hor-
ror. "Then the streamliner jumped the
tracks!"

You wouldn't expect to find regular
boots and saddle men air-inclined, but
that's what they be, pardners! Gene
Autry flys his Beechcraft throughout
the United States, both for pleasure and
while supervising several financial ven-
tures. Not to mention Andy Devine, who
is involved commercially with flight

plans, weather reports, and such. Andy
talks eagerly regarding Probert-Devine
Aviation Corporation, which holds oper-
ating rights for the San Fernando valley
town of Pacoima's Whiteman Air Park.
Together with his partner, Andy has
been running the school two years, fea-
turing sight-seeing plus cross-country
soaring, augmented by training hundreds
of ex-G.I.s who wish to win wings. That
keeps Devine's nine instructors busy.
(If you want to sigh, girls, Rory Calhoun
is a current civilian student.) Yet it

isn't all work for Mr. D.
"My two boys, eight and twelve, are

already model plane builders," Andy
assured me happily. "They fly with me,
too."

No wonder the guy is glad his young-
uns are thrilled by ships. Flying since
1927; now having access to twenty-one
planes, (they use both light trainers and
larger luxury types) certainly he goes for
frequent hops; mostly piloting a Canadi-
an-built Cornell. Blazing bright new
trails, besides, for Probert-Devine recent-
ly transported a Republic studio troupe
to and from their Arizona location, doing

in half a day what would have required
two via land; also sending the daily
rushes back by air for studio O.K. Say
now, if our best cowboys continue skim-
ming through the skies, we'll have to be
mighty sharp in order to point them out
and proclaim: "They went thata way."

MGM's Director Clarence Brown has
a personal flying field adjoining his se-
cluded ranch abode, thus commuting to
the Culver City Airport, from which
Metro is only a moment's drive. This
spares Brown what every sky devotee
regards as the "horrible anxiety" of
traffic congested automobile travel—an
ardent airman's curse.

Then when he arrives on his home lot,

there are two other Leo the Lion favor-
ites with whom to talk aviation. Robert
Taylor flew even before his war service
as a Naval Air Cadet Instructor. Natu-
rally, now he's counting on civilian capers
in a twin-motored craft that's brand new
and awaitin'.

But it's Wallace Berry who should be
consulted for any aviation advice. This
grand veteran of the silver screen is,

definitely, a tried and true flyer. For
thirty years the airways have been his

chosen kingdom, leaving practically no
corner of America unexplored.

Still that cocky young man, Charlie
McCarthy, looks up to no one in matters
aeronautical, especially not to Edgar
Bergen, even though Edgar is a practiced
pilot, constantly sallying forth with
family and friends in either his twin-
engined Beechcraft or Navy Cessna.
"You haven't enough experience to fly

my ships," Bergen repeatedly lectures
Master McCarthy.
Yet recently Charlie had the last laugh.

Owner of Montebello Airport, Edgar ex-
pended the tidy sum of four thousand
dollars for re-surfacing runways. Came
that inspired moment for his first proud
landing on the glistening new pavements.
He banked expertly, and glided down
smoothly—only to settle squarely in the
middle of a vast expanse of sloshy mud
near the hangars—completely eluding his
expensive runways! With that mischief-
maker McCarthy in the know, Bergen
expects to be blackmailed momentarily.
So if Charlie's famed seventy-five cent
allowance is mysteriously increased, that's
it, brother; that's it!

It's Robert Cummmgs who can sport
Charles Robert Orville Cummings as his
impressive moniker. Now naturally, the
Orville is in honor of that illustrious

pioneer, Orville Wright. Therefore, little

wonder that Bob started soaring over ten
years ago. As Mr. C.'s initial passenger
was his mother, that makes the Cum-
mings' a very cloud-concentrating clan,
indeed; for now Bob's wife Mary and
two-year-old-son Robert Richard delight
in transcontinental trips.

The Civil Aeronautics Authority have
issued about every rating obtainable to
non-airline flyers in the name of Mr.
Cummings. And he's one boy that uses
them! Supervising a charter service prior
to the war, he became active as a ferry
pilot for our Air Transport Command
when hostilities began. Later his duty
was varied, making him also an instruct-
or of Army Air Cadets.

ENTER THE STARDUST CONTEST... Pictured is lovely Joan Murray, winner of
the last Stardust Beauty Contest, now a Walter Thornton Pin-Up Girl. Enter
our 1948 Contest now. YOU may be the lucky winner of $500 first prize or
27 other awards! Just send recent non-returnable photo, with height, weight,
bust, waist and hip measurements before May 31, 1948. Decisions of famous
beauty judges are final. Mail entry to P. 0. Box 65, Murray Hill Station N Y

9 BY THE

MAKERS OF

STARDUST

FASHION-WEAR
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Don't Neglect

CONSTIPATION
when you have a

COLD
• It's important,
when you have a
cold, to keep your
bowels open. So, if 1

you need a laxative,

take Ex-Lax!
Ex-Lax gets results easily, com-

fortably—it isn't violent or upsetting

as some laxatives are. When you take
Ex-Lax, you hardly know you have
used a laxative, except for the satis-

fying relief you get.

Yet, gentle as it is, you can depend
on Ex-Lax for a thorough bowel
movement. It is biologically tested for
effective action. Many doctors use
Ex-Lax in their practice.

And remember, Ex-Lax has a deli-

cious chocolate taste—not a bit like

medicine. It's a real pleasure to take

!

So get Ex-Lax. It's America's most
widely used laxative—the favorite of

old and young alike. Still only 100.

Economy size, 25#.

When Nature "forgets"... remember

EX-LAX
THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

© 1947, Ex-Lax, Inc.

TURN YOUR LONGHAND INTO

SHORTHAND in

^ Weeks at Home
Famous Speedwriting system. No signs

symbols; no machines; uses ABC's.
Easy to learn; easy to write and transcribe. Fast
preparation for a job. Surprisingly low cost. 100,000
taught by mall. Used in leading offices and Civil Service.
Write for free booklet.

Speedwriting, Dept. 6902-8, 55 W. 42 St., New York 18

Get Well

QUICKER
From Your Cough
Due to a Cold

FOLEY'S Honey & Tar
Cough Compound

ake This Easy I

PAY TEST!
DOYOU WANT
LONGER
HAIR

BRUNETTES • BLONDES •TITIANS
Just try this SYSTEM on your hair 7 days and sea
if you are really enjoying the pleasure of Attractive
Hair that can so often capture Love and Romance.
MARVELOUS HELP FOR DRY, BRITTLE,
BREAKING-OFF HAIR. WhenScalpandHaircon-
ditioDs are normal and dry, brittle, breaking-off hair can be
retarded, ithaaachancetoget longer.mnchmore attractive.
Amazing. The JUELENE System ia not a hair restorative.

Send NoMoney•Fully Guaranteed
Jnst try the JUELENE SYSTEM for 7 days. Then let yonr
mirror PROVE the thrilling result3. JUELENE comes in
2 Forma Pomade Liquid. SEND FOR IT TODAY1
C. O. D. $1.00 plus Government charges. It is fully guar-
anteed. Money back if you are not delighted. Write Now I

JUEL CO., 4727 N.Damen, Dept. N602. Chicago 25, III.

Director Henry King started it all; "it"

being Tyrone Power's all-consuming in-

terest in aviation. King has been flying

since World War I, more recently scout-

ing locations for directorial duties via his

sturdy Waco. In 1939, it was the shoot-

'em-up epic, "Jesse James." Mr. K. flew

the star of this production, Power, to

their Missouri filming site. That did it;

Tyrone became cloud-conscious. On re-

turning to flickerville, the handsome Ty
took up piloting with a vengeance while

he and King proved regular flying pals.

• Then—World War II, with Mr. K. a
director of Civilian Air Patrol activities,

winging his security squadrons as far as

Texas and the lower Gulf regions. Power
said nothing about war service. He acted,

entering as a private in the Marine Corps

during 1942. Yet it wasn't enough that,

promoted to first Lieutenant, he flew

rugged runs throughout the Pacific as an
Air Transport pilot. No, ' siree! When
1946 saw Tyrone leave active service, he

took off on an air tour of Latin America,

having completed his first post-war pic-

ture, "The Razor's Edge." Cesar Romero
went along, and together with a co-pilot

they sent 20th's twin-engined Beechcraft

soaring over gorgeous terrain for two
months. But you've read about their

good will flight. Although one item may
have slipped by unheralded.

"Navigation difficulties," Ty will ex-

plain, with a sad and knowing shake of

his head. "While in Buenos Aires we at-

tended a formal dinner party."

"Have you ever seen an Estancia?"

inquired Ty's beaming dinner partner.

Tyrone assured the kind gentleman

that to visit a Latin American ranch had
never been his good fortune.

"You must come! You must come!"

came the enthusiastic decision. "This is

the second largest ranch in the world.

Surely, you must come!"
Now Ty, sincerely intrigued, asked,

"Can you give me aerial directions?"

"Of course! Of course!" the South
American readily replied. "You fly to

Paraguay, then—turn right."

Now Paraguay is a country, and upon
cruising over same, to turn right might
get any flyer into a heck-of-a-lot-of-hot-

spots. Further questioning tactfully

brought about the anxious host's draw-

ing of a crude map, hence Tyrone finally

arrived to marvel at the scenic splendor.

Still, it was while shooting "Captain
from Castile" that King and Ty really

gave aviation a work out. First of all,

Mr. King selected different locations in

Mexico from his Waco. When the time

came for cameras to roll, he flew the

Beech down to their Morelia site, two
hundred and thirty miles north-west of

Mexico City. Power followed in his

private BT-13.

"Before hitting Morelia," Tyrone smil-

ingly states, "I picked a small Mexican
town to stay in over night. Prior to

landing, I buzzed the place. That, at

first appraisal, promised to be a comic
mistake; for all eighteen taxi cabs the

community possessed tore frantically out

to the airport, hoping they each might
snare the potential passenger. On second

consideration, though, they came in

handy—to shoo the cows off their field

so I could land!"

But both King and Ty vow they

couldn't have completed "Captain from
Castile" sans ships to aid them. For you
see, in addition to Morelia, sets were

also erected at Uruapan and Acapulco.

Therefore, when the company took Sun-

days off, their astute director could fly

on to inspect future locations, a trip im-

possibly lengthy by road. Not only that,

but twice a week finished film was flown

from shooting sites to Mexico City,

whence airliners sent it speeding to Holly-

wood. The completed rushes were then

returned—again via air—to Mexico City,

where Mr. K. and Power flew to give

them the old once-over. As Power sagely

says: " 'Captain from Castile' is the

story of Cortez conquering Mexico dec-

ades ago. But what we want to know is,

how in the devil did anyone do it on a

horse?"

Fred Robbins Right Off the Record

Continued from page 27

"Quick, George, the bottle!" S'not a bad
deal, though. All Dinah has to do is play

her own cookies for the little rascal. And
incident, there's some butterscotch from

the airy canary 'specially for little ears,

called "Bongo," from Walt Disney's "Fun
and Fancy Free," three ten-inch wafers

—

and what a break this is for baby sitters

—Dinah tells the story of Bongo, a bear,

how he escapes from his cage, and his

adventures in the woods. Delightful, and

perf for the kid broth or sist, or even

your own son or daugt. (Columbia)

JOE MOONEY QUARTET: Comfy
"and swoony with Mr. Mooney. The kid

with the squeeze box, Joseph, flipping his

lips (doing the local) and roamin' the

spaces wide on "Lazy Countryside." Flip

spots the four on the floor on "Stars in

My Eyes." (Decca)

DESI ARNAZ: "Un Poquito De
Amor," "I Love to Dance," "Made for

Each Other," "El Cumbanchero." Here's

Lucille's boy's freshest enchiladas. And

aussi where your sacroiliac gets a work-

out, there being enough sensuous tropical

beat to make you shimmy like my sister

Kate. First two are from the MGM pix,

"This Time for Keeps," and Desi throws
that Latin head back on sides one, three

and four. Agua, agua! (Victor)

PERRY COMO: The kid from Can-
nonburg., Pa., sharpens that razor—

I

mean that larynx—for some exercise on
"Two Loves Have I" and "I Never Loved
Anyone." First was a smasheroo in

France way back in 1931 and here's

where the Eagle's Nest (U.S.) follows

suit. Tony Martin made the rear face

famous and Perry does it no harm at all.

How relaxed can you sing! So nice and
lazy and sorta bucolic. (Victor)

VAUGHN MONROE: The kid with

muscles on his tonsils sounds stiff as

starch, but if you like your ears starched

instead of buttered, well—solid! His

barigroan is a mess of new pancakes,

"Stars Will Remember," Ballerina,"
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"My How the Time Goes By," from the

RKO picture, "If You Knew Suzy," and
"I'm Still Sitting Under the Apple Tree."

Vaughnie boy also dives into an old

Italian folk song, "Nina Ana," and on the

back does some Hawaiian singing and
swaying with "Mahama Papa Do." Also

tries "Love for Love" from "Escape Me
Never" and '"Baby Be Good" on the

other cheek. The Moonmaids are on most

of these but they oughta sing louder

'cause you can still hear Vaughny. Nice

for stroppin'your insteps though. (Victor)

MEL TORME: MGM's curly-haired

rascal with the gauze in his jaws, "The
Velvet Fog," slips you two more pieces

of caramel, "Ballerina" and "What Are

You Doing New Year's Eve." Wasn't he

great in "Good News?" His option was
given a swift lift, you know, which means
you'll be glimming lots of more of the

blond boy. And dig that interpretation

on this waffle! How different and refresh-

ing from all the mediocre versions of

same. Like waking up in a beam of sun-

light! (Musicraft)

DORIS DAY: "Sparkle Plenty" her-

self! My gal, Dodo, the girl Mike Curtiz

has been blowing his royal wig about and
whom by now you have ogled in "Ro-
mance on the High Seas" with Jack Car-

son. Here she subjects you to delicious

torture on "Papa, Won't You Dance With
Me," a polka from "High Button Shoes"

and a dreamy and creamy ballad, "Say
Something Nice About Me" on the back.

What a chick this Dodo is. Sweet as

spring rain or even C12H22O11 (sugar)

.

Can't help being as great a star as every-

one swears she will! (Columbia)

KAY KYSER: "Pass That Peace
Pipe" and "Serenade of the Bells." A
fresh geyser by Mr. Kyser and one the

UN could well play for General Aseembly
so they could follow in the footsteps of

the Chickasaws, Choctaws, Chatahoo-
chees, and Chippewas and bury that

hatchet. This is the big production num-
ber from "Good News" and s'as timely

as St. Valentine's Day and cacchetori.

Gloria Wood and the Campus Kids come
out of the teepee for the peace negoti-

ations, -and on the flip Harry Babbit
moves in with tres pianissimo "Serenade
of the Bells." The ole Professor also does
an end run and comes up with a fresh

album of the most popular college songs
from the Army, Navy, Notre Dame,
Wisconsin, Yale, University of Southern
California and Washington campuses.
It's called "Campus Favorites," and even
if you're stashed in some other slave pad
coppin' your schoolin' you'll still give

this a good work-out on the turntable,

Mable. (Columbia)
ART LUND: "As Sweet As You Are,"

"It's a Lonesome Old Town." Over 6-

feet of hombre and the same adenoids
you fell for on "Mam'selle" baking a
fresh waffle that your hearing flap can
go for without fear of demeaning itself.

If only the guy didn't sound so rigid tout
le temps he'd be mieux. (MGM)
DUKE ELLINGTON: "The Wildest

Gal in Town," "Put Yourself in My
Place, Baby." Royalty on the grooves!

Edward Kennedy Ellington's premiere
waxing for Columbia, under his new con-
tract, that is. And the great man of

American music bows in with a brace of

pop tunes spotting the bronchial tubes of

Dolores Parker on the story of Susie

Brown, the wildest gal in town, who turns

out to be a typical housewife and mother.
Kay Davis throws her lovely head back
on the reverse on a tune by Frankie
Laine and Hoagy Carmichael, and she

caresses your ear as lightly as a snow
flurry. Here's the way pop stuff should

be played. (Columbia)

ARTIE WAYNE: "The Heartbeat
Song," "One Little Tear Is An Ocean."
Hey, you can hear Rita Hayworth's
ticker beating on this one, and I'm not

woofin'. Very tricky goings-on here.

While Dr. Artie Wayne gives his diagno-

sis on the functions of the left auricle

and ventricle, he illustrates with Rita's

soft beat in the background and I can't

think of a better heart to listen to, can
you? Artie flows forth with an original

on the other cheek. Nice plumbing this

Wayne guy owns. He'll be pouring thru

oodles of eardrums ere long. (Majestic)

LOUIS PRIMA: Mr. Prima on the

beama playing pretty for the people with
some notes that are zany, Janie. There's

"With a Hey, and a Hi, and a Ho, Ho,
Ho," one of those bubbly, good cheer

deals, with L.P. layin' down some scattin'

on the nether side, "My Flame Went Out
Last Night." And he's not talkin' about
his cigarette lighter, either. (Victor)

DOROTHY SHAY (THE PARK
AVENUE HILLBILLY) GOES TO
TOWN: Void the chick who's had the

whole 48 "Feudin' and Fightin' " over

her waffles in a whole fresh albumful of

delectable ditties. "Just a Friendly Feel-

ing," "Mountain Lullaby," "He's the

One," "The Style to Which I'm Accus-
tomed," "With a Little Indiscretion on
the Side," "It's the Little Things That
Count," "Agnes Clung" and "The Drain-
pipe Song." Scads of laffs all the way
thru these personable grooves. 'Ray for

Shay! (Columbia C 155)

HOT!!!

BENNY GOODMAN AND HIS OR-
CHESTRA: Let's dance! It's about time.

All those scarce etchings by Rachel's
daddy have been lost for too long. Victor

takes eight giant steps in the right direc-

tion by reissuing that amount of several

barrelsful of Goodman goodies. There's
"King Porter Stomp," "Madhouse," "Roll
'Em," "I've Found a New Baby," "Some-
times I'm Happy," "Changes," "Afraid
to Dream" and "Goodbye." These are
the cream of the B.G. era from 1935

to 1937 and the payoff is they're as fresh

as when first baked. And look at the

guys who were part of 'em—Harry James,
Jess Stacy, Bunny Berrigan, Gene Krupa!
But don't stop now, Victor! There's a

whole catalogueful still to come! (Victor

P 188)

CHU BERRY: "Chuberry Jam,"
"Maelstrom." One of the greatest tenor

sax men of all time, Chu Berry died just

a few years ago. How untimely a passing!

'Cause the guy's stature has risen since

then and his rank as an all-time giant on
his instrument is well recognized. Chu
comes on like Lana Turner on this re-

issue which was cut in 1937 by some of

the cats in the Cab Calloway band. And
I defy you to say they weren't done in

up r°5'JZ*
* " The New,

Scientific Way to

LOSE
WEIGHT
Feel full of pep
and energy. Over-
come that tired
feeling this Doctor
Approved Way!

REDUCE
10-20-

30 LBS.
AND IMPROVE
YOUR HEALTH!
WE GUARANTEE

THESE
STATEMENTS

OR YOU

PONT PAY A PENNY!
Don't be denied a beautiful, attractive figure. Lose ugly

excess fat easily, quickly, pleasantly, safely—we guaran-
tee it! KELPIDINE does the work with little effort on
your part, is ABSOLUTELY HARMLESS and supplies a
food mineral which is VITAL for balanced nutrition.

KELPIDINE IS GOOD FOB
YOU I It decreases your appe-
tite, gives you more energy, vi-

tality and vigor. YOU'LL
ENJOY REDUCING THIS
WAY!
Proven results are shown quick-

ly. Many report losing 15, 20,

30 lbs. and even more in a few
short weeks. With KELPI-
DINE, ugly fat and extra inches

seem to disappear like magic.

Kelpidine (focus) is the' only

known food product listed in

medical dictionaries as an
ANTI-FAT. AND AS AN AID
IN REDUCING. An United
States Government Agency classi-

fies KELPIDINE as a food. It

is safe and brings remarkable
results quickly and easily.

$

"My grateful Thanks
to Kelpidine. In just
a few weeks I lost 3
Inches thru the waist-
line and hips. It's

amazing." Joan Flem-
ing, New York; City.

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
WITH A 10-DAY FREE TRIAL!2 If Kelpidine doesn't do the wonders for
you as it has for others, if you don't lose
as much weight as you want to lose, if

you're not 100% delighted with results,
YOUR MONEY WILL, BE REFUNDED

AT ONCE!

FREE' The famous Dr - Phillips Reducing
Plan which has helped many lose

20, 30 and up to 40 pounds quickly and safely
will be sent absolutely FREE with your order.

MAIL COUPON NOW!
•••^•••••••(••••••••••••••«
2 American Healthaids Co., Dept. T-22,

« 871 Broad Street, Newark, New Jersey

• Send me at once for $2 cash, check or money order,• one month's supply of Kelpidine Tablets, postpaid.
® If I am not 100% satisfied my money will be
9 refunded.

Name

Address_

City_ _State_

• I enclose $5. send three month's supply.

••• SENT ON APPROVAL!
s
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TEETH should show

in your smile

NEVER in your

HAIR-DO

Teeth never show

with

KANT-SUP COMBS
Because only Kant-Slip Combs have

CONCEALED Tight-Gripping Teeth

Only Goody Kant-Slip Combs have this overlapping pat-
ented construction making the teeth invisible in your hair

ONLY

10c

Available in

a variety of popular sizes at leading
5 and 10c stores and notion counters.

*REQ TRADEMARK

FOR BETTER HAIR AIDS
BETTER REACH FOR GOODY

SONG POEM WRITERS
Our Composers Need New Lyrics

We Publish New Song Material

We Have Published For The Writers Of The Out-
standing "Hits": "My Melancholy Baby," "Diane,"
"No. No, Nora." "Be Honest With Me," "Roll
Alone Prairie Moon," "Goodbye Little Darlin', Good-
bye." "Lady From 29 Palms."

$50.00 to $1,500.00 Advance Royalty Paid

On All Material Accepted for Immediate
Publication

• RUSH YOUR SONG POEMS TO OUR OFFICE
FOR A NEW AND AMAZING OPPORTUNITY-
OFFER!

• WE HOLD MUSIC CONTRACTS WITH LEAD-
ING ENTERTAINERS IN RADIO— MOTION
PICTURES—AND RECORDING INDUSTRIES.

• THIS OFFER LIMITED — RUSH YOUR
POEMS— LYRICS — VERSE— TODAY!

GORDON MUSIC CO.
1651 Cosmo St, Dept. M, Hollywood, Calif.

Sell Lovely EVERYDAY CARDS
Earn EXTRA CASH

It's easy to make MONEY in your spare time show'
Sng exquisite Birthday, Anniversary, Convales-
cent greeting cards to friends and neighbors.
Amazing assortment of 14 stunning folders for
$1 retail sell quickly—pay well. Also Station'
ery. Gift Wrappings. No experience needed,
WHITE TODAY for SAMPLES on approval.
PHILLIPS CARD CO., 912 HuntSt., Newton, Mass

finest Rubber
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1947, so ahead of his time was Leon
Berry. (Columbia)

LOUIS ARMSTRONG: "Some Day,"
"Fifty Fifty Blues." Pardon me while I

do a long, low bow! 'Cause this is royalty,

Jack, and if you think I'm woofin' you
should see what Louis did when he played

a concert for me recently at Carnegie

Hall (Fred Robbins' One Night Stand)

.

From far and near they came to hear the

truth! And Louis told 'em, but def!

"Some Day" is an Armstrong, a sweet

haunting ballad, with a double dose of

Pops' tonsils and trumpet. Jack Tea-

garden joins Satch on the back for an in-

spired horn and 'bone ride backed by a

small group filling the grooves with notes

you collectors'll be needling time after

time. Illustrious wax, Max! (Victor)

JOHNNY HODGES: "Flower Is a

Lovesome Thing" and "Longhorn Blues."

M.m.m.—that mellifluous pipe of John
Cornelius Hodges. Better than chicken

fried in bacon grease! Notes are by Billy

Strayhorn, who's on piano, with Law-
rence Brown on trombone; Al Sears,

tenor; Taft Jordan, trumpet; Oscar Pet-

tiford, bass; and Wilbur DeParis on
drums. You can almost see the flower un-

fold and if they don't put words to this,

they're off their rocker. Turnover is a

jump blues that leaps lightly and politely

and makes your ear perk up and say

howdy! Shame the surface is so scratchy!

(Sunrise)

CHARLIE BARNETT: Wow! What
a sound this gang gets! The Mad Mob
rocks deliriously in "East Side, West
Side," with Bunny Briggs doing a be-bop

vocal and the band aiding and abetting

vocally behind him. And this jumps just

like the island it's about, too, all the way
from 1st Avenue to the Hudson River!

Barnett's really setting a high standard

these days, one for other orks to shoot at.

And the flip'll make you do just that.

There's Jean Louise pouring gasoline on

her sweetheart and lighting a match,

"My Old Flame," but it burns wonder-

fully. (Appolo)

FROM THE MAN IN GRAY

Why don't you get under the nearest

snowbank with that new pen that writes

under water and knock me a hunk of

liriSn? We will answer everything from

artichokes to zweiback about bands,

vocalists, and the waffles they bake. So

come on, keep the men in gray busy. Do
I have to hit you on the head with my
bean bag to make you knock me a billet

doux? Let's communicate, gate. Here's

a good rascal who believes in dipping

that pen in the liquid blue:

Dear Fred: Can you give me some in-

formation on the "Duel in the Sun" al-

bum? 1 Ever since seeing the picture I

have been trying to get it and have had

no luck.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Williams,

Morristown, Tenn.

Dear Dottie: That album is available in

any record shop. It is conducted by
Arthur Fiedler and the Boston Pops Or-

chestra, composed by Dmitri Tiomkin.
Recordially, F. R. -

SCREENLAND

Dear Fred: Enjoy your articles in

SCREENLAND every month. Have
been looking for "Racing with the Moon"
by Vaughn Monroe, and can only find it

in an album. Are separate copies avail-

able?

Sincerely,

Velma Onasto,

North Hartford, Mass.

Dear Velma: Originally that was a single

record by Vaughnie, but it has since been
reissued by Victor in one of their albums.

I am sure there are separate copies of it

if you ask around the various wax works.

Recordially, F. R.

Dear Fred: Please give me the dope on
Vic Damone. Love that man! I am one

of Vic's victims.

Sincerely,

Elaine Bulgrim,
Eau Claire, Wis.

Dear Elaine: Vic's a very sweet young
guy about 20 years old and thrilled to

death about his success. He records for

Mercury records and is heard on the

"Saturday Night Serenade." No, he is

not married—says he has other things to

worry about. Nice windpipe, huh?
Recordially, F. R.

Dear Mr. Robbins: Mr. Robbins, I have
a problem. My favorite chanson is "St.

Louis Blues." Je I'aime tres beaucoup.

I desire to collect records of this chanson,

mais I have only been able to buy trois.

I have one Kostelanetz, Adler, and Pere

Hines. Voila, I turn to you for assistance.

Would you send me a list of performers

who have recorded "St. Louis Blues?"

Merci!
Sincerely,

Katherine State,

Cortland, N. Y.

Dear Kathy: Oh, there are oodles of

cookies of "St. Louis Blues." You will

find them by Dinah, Bing, Duke Elling-

ton, Sidney Bechet on Blue Note, Louis

Armstrong, Louis Prima, Maurice Rocco
and oodles more. Just ask the man in the

jive dive to show you his catalog and
you will be as blue as you can be.

Recordially, F. R.

Dear Fred: I don't want to know how
old Jean Sablon is or whether he is mar-

ried, but, tell me, isn't he recording any-

thing new?
Sincerely,

Dot Retus, Paris, Arkansas

Dear Dot: He sure is. He is recording

for Victor, and here are his latest wax-

ings: "Roses in the Rain," "Vous Qui

Passes Sans Me Voir," "I Wonder Who's

Kissing her Now," and "Insensiblement."

Sincerely, F. R.

That's all for a while, chile, gotta pack

up my shellac and hit the track till the

month that comes in like a lion. Why
don't you scribble me a nibble? Address

Fred Robbins, SCREENLAND Maga-
zine, 37 West 57th Street, New York 19,

New York.



Meet the Man with the Velvet Voice

Continued from page 42

don't think is good for you personally."

The combination of lawyer and actor
is not only unusual but, in the beginning
when the lawyer started acting, he found
that it paid off financially. In 1930, he
was persuaded by a girl he knew to play
a romantic part in an amateur produc-
tion of "Milestones." "I did it as a lark

more than anything else," he said. "Then
afterward, strangely enough, people
who'd seen the play brought me legal

business. I couldn't understand it—ex-

cept perhaps that the ones who found
me impressive on the stage, figured I

might be reasonably impressive in court!"

One play led to another and law case

followed law case until Leo was blessed

with two reasonably flourishing careers.

In 1934 there was a season at the famous
Old Vic. Later there was a full season
with Maurice Evans when he played
Brutus in "Julius Caesar," with the tri-

umph of a Command Performance for

the Duke and Duchess of York, now
King and Queen of England.

Later there was another Command
Performance of "Hamlet" at Elsinore for

the King and Queen of Denmark with
Laurence Olivier and Vivien Leigh. The
third Command came in June, 1937,

when he announced the King for the
Coronation Speech.

"That time I was really frightened,"

Genn confessed. "Though I'm always a
little nervous before a screen or stage ap-

pearance, I'm always quite calm before

going on the radio. Except that one time!

Imagine muffing the introduction of our
King with the whole world listening in!"

At first Genn's manner of speaking al-

most made him a disembodied actor as

far as his career in pictures was con-
cerned. He was chosen for the Corona-
tion announcement because in England
he is supposed to have the kind of Brit-

ish accent that appeals to Americans.
Later, during the War, he did the com-
mentary on "Desert Victory," the first

war picture made for American release,

and later he worked with Frank Capra
on "Tunisian Victory," the story of the
joint Allied Campaign in Africa. After
the war, he announced the opening of the
United Nations Conference and, just

lately, the anniversary of that opening.

Genn started his first picture at nine
in the morning of New Year's Day, 1937.
He'd seen the Old Year out with appro-
priate celebration that ended at 4:30
A.M. and it was just as well he hadn't
been engaged as an actor. He was only
to write the legal scenes and act as tech-
nical advisor for "When Thief Meets
Thief" for Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. "But
after working on the scenes and sitting

in on story conferences," Genn contin-
ued, "Douglas and the director suggested
I play them myself. So I had the honor
of writing my own first screen dialogue!"

Later there were more lawyers, in

"Cavalier of the Street" and "The Rat,"
with Ruth Chatterton. Then he played
a Turk in a fez in a Korda production,
followed by a picture at Denham with
a dressing-room next to Robert Taylor,
who was making "A Yank At Oxford."

"But all this prosperity was immedi-
ately followed by the Grand Slump," Leo
added ruefully. "There were no pictures
at all for several months. Not any. So
I went back to radio to become The Dis-
embodied Voice again."

He was rehearsing for "This Happy
Breed" with Noel Coward when Hitler
marched into Poland on September 1,

1939. On the third of September, Genn
joined the Officers' Emergency Reserves
and went into service in June of 1940 as
a Second Lieutenant in the Royal Artil-

lery. In October, 1943, he became a
Lieutenant Colonel, Officers' Training
Unit Gunnery.
Leo Genn is six feet, one inch tall,

dark and handsome. The black velvet
voice is matched by black velvet hair
and eyes. He was born in London on
August 9, 1905, and is the son of William
Genn, merchant. He was educated at
City of London School, read law at Cam-
bridge and became barrister-at-law at
Middle Temple, London.
He has been married fourteen years to

a tall blonde girl with green eyes whom
he met again in the Ealing Studio cast-

ing office fourteen years after they had
first met as children. The then Margaret
Bonnar and the future Mrs. Genn did a
wartime job as talent director for the
Ealing Studio, and it wasn't difficult to
renew old friendship. She had been con-
nected with the theater, directly and in-

directly, for a long time, first as secre-

tary to a law firm and later as secretary

to Nancy Price, producer and actress in

the London theater.

"My wife prefers to be active in some
capacity connected with the theater,"

Genn said proudly. "She does a terrific

job of everything she undertakes and she
writes me from her holiday in England
that they want her to come back to Eal-
ing as talent director again. But she will

sail for New York as soon as she can get
through all the Government red-tape.

There's a restriction now, you know,
against taking any money out of Eng-
land. But that won't matter, because
there'll be money waiting for her when
she arrives on this side."

The Genns came to New York last

year for "Another Part of the Forest"
without actually knowing what the play
or the part or the arrangements were.
All they did know was the guarantee of

four weeks' salary and round-trip pas-
sage money and expenses.

"Lillian Hellman had seen me as The
Constable in Larry Olivier's 'Henry V,"
Genn explained, "so she called me by
transatlantic wire to tell me about her
new play. But the connection was very
bad—sun-spotty—and I couldn't under-
stand what the part was or what the
play was about. But I did hear the four-

weeks' guarantee and the round-trip, so

I thought, 'What have I got to lose?'
"

But after he had read the fine part of

the Southerner in Miss Hellman's play,

Genn knew he was in luck. He played
in "Another Part of the Forest" for four
and a half months until RKO offered

$12,500 for his release to play Brant, a
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New Englander, in "Mourning Becomes

Electra." The Genns were about to board

ship for England after the finish of that

picture when 20th Century-Fox called

him for the role of Doctor M. R. Kens-

delaerik, a Dutchman known as Doctor

Kik for short, in "The Snake Pit."

"And did you use a Southern, a New
England and a Dutch accent for these

parts?" asked your interviewer.

"Oh, no!" replied the Englishman in

some astonishment at the question. But

he's actually, at long last, a British

United Nations' representative in "The

Velvet Touch" next, so there won't be

any thought of accent in that one.

The Genns' house in London was com-

pletely bombed-out in the Blitz of 1940.

Not a stick of furniture, a picture, a

book, an article of clothing remained.

Every possession was obliterated in one

terrible blast. "Luckily there was no one

in the house. My wife, most fortunately,

was with me in the South of England,"

he said quietly. "I'd a leg infection and

been given leave by the Army. She'd

come down to be with me at the hos-

pital. Otherwise
—

"

After the war, the Army—"like an ele-

phant, it never forgets"—remembered

he'd been a lawyer in civilian life. So he

was posted at SHAEF Special Inquiries

Branch to do War Crimes Investigation

work as Chief Investigator and assistant

prosecutor for the Belsen Concentration

Camp war crimes. After the evidence he

heard there, he is still amazed that peo-

ple in general don't grasp the enormity of

German atrocity. "Why, the very day I

came back to England to deliver a spe-

cial report, I met a friend who scoffed at

the stories out of Belsen!" Genn said in-

dignantly. "He believed they were all

propaganda—none of them true. But I

knew they were all true—because I'd just

been there!"

The strain of the trials and the years

of war have tired Leo Genn to the point

of exhaustion. To a question about what

he does when he's not at the studio, he

replied simply,
r
'I sleep."

Then he adds that if he can rouse him-

self enough, he plays a little golf. Or he

reads. "Anything. Everything. And," he

supplements with significance, "I'm try-

ing to build up a library again to replace

the one I lost—thanks to Mr. Hitler."

This weariness—more of soul than of

body, perhaps—will pass and he will take

up the tennis he played at Cambridge as

Captain of the team. Swimming and

horseback-riding were favorite sports.

He's always buying little gifts for his

wife—lingerie, a blouse, a pair of gloves

—and he knows the correct sizes to ask

for. When he was in Germany, Holland,

and Belgium after the war, he sent her

exquisite silks from the shops the Ger-

mans had kept going for their luxury

trade. She, in turn, chooses all his shirts,

ties and suits with impeccable good taste

that pleases him mightily. And to please

her on her return from England, he's lost

fourteen pounds in six weeks by the sim-

ple expedient of taking only one high-

ball a day.

He likes what he calls "lemon-squash"

but which we know as lemonade without

ice or sugar. However, he finds that get-

ting it in a studio commissarv is some-

thing of an adventure. "That's one thing

I've noticed about public eating-places in

the United States," he sighed. "The sim-

plest deviation from the established rou-

tine, anything that varies in the least

from the printed menu, for instance,

throws everything into confusion.. As so-

quotable Oscar Wilde said, 'Americans

and the English have everything in com-

mon except language.'

"

A sensible man, Genn has only one

superstition: he believes it unlucky to

quote Macbeth. "I've seen so many
strange disasters, sudden deaths, even

suicides, follow close upon the chance

speaking of lines from the play that I

can't help but believe they're unlucky."

And a strange occurrence—call it coin-

cidence, if you will—makes him wonder

about thought-transference. An idle re-

mark on "The Snake Pit" set the other

day brought to mind the name of a Cam-
bridge classmate he hadn't heard of or

from for eighteen years. Actually he

didn't know whether the man was alive

or dead, whether he lived in America,

England or China. "An hour later a mes-

senger came on the set and handed me
a telegram," Genn related. "It was from

my friend. He'd read an item in the

paper about my being here. But why did

I think about him consciously just then

for the first time in all those years?"

Possibly it is this sensitive quality to

see beneath the surface that gives Leo

Genn his deep appeal.

The Larry Parks Problem

Continued from page 21

such popular card games as gin rummy.

Naturally there are two sides to the

question. Taking a neutral corner, this

writer talked with studio representatives

and Larry—at different times, of course

—to get their widely separated points

of view. Without getting too legal or

"trade-y" (a Hollywood term meaning

inside stuff that no one outside the in-

dustry would understand) the case of

Parks vs. Columbia boils down to this:

Columbia signed the then unknown

actor in 1941 to a seven-year contract

calling for $75 per week. He appeared in

some 34 "B" pictures. Then, a year be-

fore "The Jolson Story" was made, Larry

came up for the lead in "A Song to

Remember." At that time he was offered

a new contract calling for him to play in

"A" pictures and a salary of $750 per

week if he was chosen for the part.

As is well-known, Cornel Wilde was

signed for the role. Larry continued on,

in supporting roles, at his old salary

under his old contract. Then came the

"Jolson" opportunity. The studio called

Larry in again. The entire high-budget

production would be a gamble on the

part of the studio. If an unknown player

like Larry were to be cast in it, the

role would be likely to make him a star

overnight.
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The studio did not feel it could

take this risk, and at the same time

create a personality which would have

great boxoffice value, without having

some assurance that he would remain

with them for an extended period of

time, that they would be able to cash in

on the fruits of their gamble if the

picture clicked. Parks, according to the

studio, was agreeable to the same ar-

rangement which had been made on "A

Song to Kemember" and production

plans got under way.

If the picture had failed, studio heads

contend, Parks would have lost nothing.

He would have continued on at Colum-

bia, but at the increased salary his new

contract called for. But if it succeeded,

they wished to be assured of Parks'

services in Columbia pictures for a con-

tinued length of time, in return for the

gamble they were taking. There was one

other hitch before production got rolling,

according to the studio. Just before pro-

duction Parks demurred further, and a

further salary adjustment was made.

Then the show went on.

After that picture was made Larry was

co-starred with Rita Hayworth in "Down
to Earth." Reasoning that his Jolson

role was an imitation, Columbia didn't

think Larry was ready to go on his own

and they gave him, screen-wise, the best

they had to offer, leading lady Rita Hay-

worth, which was nice company to be

in. Following that, they cast him in "The

Swordsman," a swashbuckling role which

put him more on his own. Both pictures

were intended by the studio to build

Larry up. Their position was that three

Technicolor pictures in a row wouldn't

hurt him, either—since Technicolor al-

ways rates a top budget. In doing this,

the studio hoped to build up the Parks

personality and show him as an actor

who could stand on his own feet, show

that he was not just a clever boy who
had done a terrific imitation of Al Jolson.

This program of theirs is known as "stu-

dio policy," which means long-range

plans made by top executives regarding

the future of their stars. They have faith

in Larry.

They contend that Parks' boxoffice

draw will be firmly established, following

the run and success which was assured

for "Down to Earth" based on its current

performances in the nation's theaters,

and on what they are confident will be

accorded "The Swordsman."

The studio feels, furthermore, that if

Parks had any complaint about either

his treatment or his situation, he should

not have waited for two years to express

it. They feel they are right in insisting

that his services are exclusively theirs

for the duration of the agreement. They
feel they are right.

Larry, on the other hand disagrees.

He contends he should never have done

the singing in "Down to Earth," not

after Jolson 's voice had seemingly ema-

nated from his own larynx. He felt the

contrast of his own untrained voice would

shock and confuse audiences. Nor did he

share the opinion of his studio that "The
Swordman" was up his alley. To him, it

was a dead-end street. Basically and
temperamentally, Larry is a comedian.

There are other points involving his

contract which are much too complicated

to go into, except by the attorneys and

judges who are the ones to decide the

issue. Larry feels he is right.

Ruling out the possibility of a com-

promise, although rumor has it that he

may shortly be cast in one of Columbia's

top-budget productions, and it could well

be that he would again be before the

cameras as this article appears in print.

Obviously neither side is happy, nor is

it fair to blame either without knowing

every detail. To be realistic, neither is

specifically to blame.

These are the points which have kept

Hollywood agog, just as it was about the

legal fracases of the past involving Bette

Davis, Olivia deHavilland, and Joan

Leslie over their contracts with Warner

Bros.

First, the unusual circumstances of the

case. Who could quickly dig up another

picture with the entertainment values of

"The Jolson Story"? It had everything

—

a personable, engaging new star in Larry;

an American success story; familiar and

well-loved songs; and the inimitable voice

of AI Jolson on the sound track, beauti-

fully synchronized to Larry's delivery of

the Jolson mannerisms.

The job was so well done that people

who saw the picture but had never seen

Jolson didn't understand that the man
on the screen was Larry Parks. Larry

became almost inseparable from Jolson

in the eyes of the public and in a sense

lost his own identity. This, the Parks

personality, must be re-established before

the theater-going public will see him as

an individual. It's also a case of re-

educating himself so that he will not for-

get the stylized talent he displayed as

Jolson and not unconsciously use tricks

that role called for.

Another point that intrigued Holly-

wood—Larry's fantastic popularity with

the public and the picture itself, which

captured the affection of millions of

audiences. Larry, almost overnight, be-

came the biggest draw among the new
stars, was named King of the Bobby-
Soxers, got fan mail by the ton, caused

magazine editors to be deluged with re-

quests for stories and pictures of Larry.

No one, not even those closest to the

picture, ever dreamed any of this would

happen. It came too fast.

Larry realizes this is the most crucial

point in his career and is taking a big

gamble with his eyes open. Columbia is

holding fast to its policy, unwilling to

give up its stake in the Parks success.

What does each side stand to lose? If

it's Columbia, they will have lost one of

the most popular young stars from their

roster and a whole year of his time when
they could have capitalized on the peak

of his popularity.

If Larry loses it means his battle for

independence has been in vain, that his

determination to have more to say about

his career will have to be postponed until

his new contract expires. During that

time he'll have to accept the assignments

they will give him or take a suspension.

Actually each side stands to lose or

win a great deal. The villain in the piece

is neither the studio nor Larry, but cir-

cumstance. Circumstance, which placed

Larry deservedly in the limelight. Cir-

cumstance, which prevented the studio
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from immediately cashing in on his

amazing success.

One of the most interesting sidelights

on the battle, perpetrated by the aston-

ishing popularity of "The Jolson Story,"

is the fact that while Columbia and
Larry Parks have suffered, a whole new
career has opened up for Al Jolson. He
was, of course, one of the biggest stars of

the early talking picture era—in fact,

made the first talking picture "The Jazz
Singer." He made his last appearance in

a picture in 1939 and then faded into

complete professional obscurity. The suc-

cess of "The Jolson Story" has opened
up another career for him in radio and
stage work, which has netted him a tidy

$50,000, besides handing over to him a
sum rumored to be between one and
three million dollars as his share of the
profits from the dramatization of his life.

Mr. Jolson is in the unique position of

having his biography dramatized while

he is still able to enjoy the results.

Another unusual situation is the par-

allel between the careers of Larry and his

wife, Betty Garrett. Both achieved fame
and success at about the same time.

Betty was playing in the New York
musical hit, "Call Me Mister," before

she was signed for pictures by MGM.
Fresh from her notable New York

success she came to Hollywood and, like

her good-looking husband; sat. For
months nothing came of her contract.

Oddly enough, although both Larry
and Betty suffered frustration or their

careers, this period of their lives was one
of the happiest, notwithstanding. Be-
cause it was the first time they'd been
together for more than a few weeks at a

time in almost four years of marriage.

Before Betty's talents were fully ap-

preciated, via "Call Me Mister," she had
been very successful as a night club en-

tertainer in Hollywood and New York,
with the accent on New York engage-

ments. Larry was busy in pictures so

except for his flying visits there and her

short trips to Hollywood they were con-

tinually separated.

Then came the phenomenal success of

both, resulting in Betty's finally being

able to join Larry in Hollywood. The
future was brightly promising. But the

promise was not fulfilled and disenchant-

ment set in, compensated by the fact

that, at least, they were together and,

during the long period of career inactiv-

ity, they could catch up on their com-
panionship.

They'd not been like other young
actors on the brink of stardom. Instead

of going head over heels in debt for a
large home with a pool, expensive auto-

mobiles, a big staff of servants, they'd

prepared for any eventuality, started

slowly and paid for their small house,

gradually adding furnishings and fixing

the place up themselves, with Larry very

much the handy man about the house.

When Larry first landed in Hollywood

with four other fellows from the Uni-

versity of Illinois they financed them-

selves by building a house and selling it.

Thanks to that experience and the scene

painting and building he did in college

there isn't much Larry doesn't know
about keeping a place in good repair.

Because the Parks family leads a very

active, constructive life. Far from stag-

nating during the lull in their careers

they both take singing lessons, work out

in the gym three times a week, write and
rehearse comedy skits in the hope that

they can do a show together on Broad-

way. Betty's paintings are considered

quite good and she has encouraged Larry

to tackle this form of art expression.

One of their favorite forms of recrea-

tion is their motorcycle. The club they

belong to rides the firebreaks in the Hol-

lywood hills, which is a medium-danger-
ous form of the sport. Among the club

members are a banker and a mortician.

Larry takes a very active part in the

affairs of the Actors' Laboratory, one of

the best legitimate theater groups in Hol-

lywood. He's on the Advisory Board of

the Motion Picture Relief Fund and a

member of the Fact Finding Committee
of the Screen Actors' Guild. Which
doesn't leave him much time to brood
over his contract troubles.

It could probably be called a peculiar

trait that actors have, that of being very

unhappy about not being allowed to

work, even though they are paid hand-

somely for not working. Time is the

essence of their trade. The realization

that all the good effects of a sensational

performance can be lost if not followed

up immediately by another, equally good,

haunts an actor and keeps him from en-

joying his paid-for leisure. Larry has

gone a step farther by returning the

weekly checks which the studio faith-

fully mails him.

So in spite of the happiness Larry and
Betty have had in being together they're

both restless, anxious to get back to

work, to follow up on the fine starts

they've made. At the moment, Betty's

hopes are the brighter. She has made a

Technicolor test which MGM has mod-
estly termed sensational. She's much too

important a personality to stay idle long.

MGM has cast her in one of the starring

roles of the new Margaret O'Brien pic-

ture, "The Big City." There is, too, the

possibility that Larry and Columbia will

have made up their differences before the

case comes up in the Federal Courts. In

his determination to stand for what he

thinks is right he's taking a long chance.

Joan Crawford, who narrated the Community

Chest short subject, "Through Many Windows,"

wins "Red Feather Woman of America" title.

E. R. Valentine, Chairman, makes presentation.
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Veronica Goes Rural

Continued from page 29

dead giveaway. It is the third home in

which Veronica has lived since her mar-

riage to Andre de Toth, the Hungarian

director whom she calls by the nickname

Bandi. But it is the first house in which

they have really had a chance to express

their personalities. Their first house was

in Sunset Hills. It was much too small,

particularly after Michael, their blond

handsome young son, came along about

two years ago. Their next house was in

Beverly Hills. "Living there," says Ve-

ronica, "was like living in a goldfish bowl.

The houses on our block were so close

together that if you stuck your hand out

of the window you touched your neigh-

bor's house."

Andre and Veronica were both soon in

rebellion against this living-in-a-goldfish-

bowl existence—so much so, in fact, that

they sold their home in Beverly Hills be-

fore they knew where they'd be able to

get another place. For a long time Veron-

ica, who had been brought up in a small

town as a young girl, had dreamed of

living in the country. Like the man in

the song, she wanted to settle down and

make the San Fernando Valley her home.

"How about Northridge Farms?" she

asked Andre. He shook his head. "It's

just far enough away to be inconven-

ient," he said, "but not really far enough

away to be out of town."

However, Andre himself had wistful

longings for a place in the country. He
had been brought up on a country estate

as a small boy in Hungary. He and Ve-

ronica both like the outdoors, and their

idea of living doesn't include a ringside

table at Ciro's or the Mocambo. So they

continued to look for the place of their

dreams. They were scheduled to go on
location for "Ramrod," and were deter-

mined to find a home before they left.

But the margin of time grew slimmer

and slimmer. Finally their real estate

agent threw up her hands. "I've shown
you every place I've got," she told Ve-

ronica, "except one place—one of the

Northridge Farms. Do you want to see

that?"

Veronica remembered Andre's com-
ment about the farms, but decided that

she might as well see the place. Once she

saw it, she fell for the farm completely.

The adobe house which nestled just in

front of one of the oldest roads in Cali-

fornia—the San Fernando Mission High-

way—was right out of a picture maga-
zine. An air of peacefulness and calm

pervaded the place. Triumphantly she

called up Andre. "Bandi, I've found a

liome!"

"Oh, that's fine."

"But 231/2 acres go with the place."

"What's wrong with that?"

'But it's at Northridge Farms."

"Oh-oh-oh!"

Still, since there was no other place

bey had liked, Bandi drove out to the

arm. He came, saw, and was conquered.

There was one great disadvantage to

le place. It had been planned for just

two people. But it would have to hold a

great many more—Veronica, her daugh-

ter Elaine, son Michael, their nurse So-

phie, and of course Bandi. Later on the

household was to expand to admit still

another very precious member—Bandi's

mother, Mrs. Melvina de Toth.

All of this meant that there would
have to be a good deal of rebuilding, but

living a quiet, calm rural life would be

worth it. The day before Bandi went on
location, they moved into their new
home, which contained a living room,

kitchen and den. They decided to re-

model these rooms, and build about six

additional rooms. But they couldn't do

very much about this immediately, for

they had bought the house in May,
1946, and Veronica had to go on location

in June.

While on location in Utah, Veronica

and Bandi discovered in the fields some
ancient bells that would fit perfectly on
the antique-looking door of their adobe

home. There the bells hang today. In

Utah, Veronica also found other antiques

which would fit into the new home,

among them a working model of the first

washing machine ever made—it dates

back to May 30th, 1865—and a regular-

sized antique washing machine.

Veronica likes miniatures, particularly

the kind of working models which were

apt to be used by traveling salesmen.

When you visit her home, you can't help

noticing a charming working model of a

stove, and also a miniature secretary,

charmingly complete in all its details.

Recently Veronica invited me to visit

her home. I drove for miles through the

San Fernando Valley, then came to Chat-

ham and Northridge Farms. Finally I

reached the road which winds past the

de Toth guest house and stables and the

adobe house. The house stands on a

small hill. Vines clamber over the win-

dows. Near the large window on one side

you notice that the glass looks differ-

ent. That's because it's made of the bot-

toms of bottles—an architectural trick

which is often used, with charming ef-

fects, in old Western homes.

I rang the anicent bells on the pine

door, and Sophie, the Hungarian nurse,

came to the door with Michael. A huge

Doberman trailed along with them. You
might have thought that all this was the

setting for a novel set in Ramona's day,

except that the blond youngster in blue

overalls looked disconcertingly modern.

And what modern mother hasn't heard

time and again, the first five words he

spoke? "Hello." Then, turning to So-

phie, "I want a cookie." She disappeared

in search of cookies, and Veronica came
into the room. Not Veronica, the star,

but Veronica, the country girl, if you
please, with her hair wrapped in a ban-

danna, her legs well-covered by blue

denims, and the famous figure enhanced

by a simple white blouse.

"I've gotten to the point," she laughed,

"where it's almost as hard to get me
into a dress as it is to get most men into

a tux. When I have to pose for a por-

trait sitting, such as I'll have to do in a

few days for 'The Sainted Sisters,' I feel

almost embarrassed. When Bandi and I

are invited out to dinner, I ask, 'Is it

Screen land
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COLORINGPHOTOS
ATHOME

Fascinating occupation and
hobby learned by average man
or woman who is artistically
inclined, in spare time at
home. Easy-to-understand oil

coloring method makes it pos-
sible to bririE1 out life-like col-

ors. Many earn while learning.

,

Easv to Learn * * 0ur practical in.* uo / 1 w *-wwi • • • struction shows
you how to do beautiful work. No previous training
is needed, nor Is It necessary to do any drawing or
sketching. Find out how those with natural talent
can be trained to color their own photographs and
those of their friends and, when experienced seek
work for studios, stores and others.

National Method Means Beautiful Work
Learn the • 'National Method' 1 of coloring photo-
graphs and miniatures in oil. It brings out beauti-
ful effects. Originated In a v?ell-known studio that
for many years catered to the Gold Coast residents
of Chicago. This type of Instruction trains you In
the late, modern method of coloring in vogue today.

FREE Booklet
If you seek Increased Independence,
greater happiness, and a worth-while
hobby, and you feel you have artistic
talent, write for this FREE booklet.
Find out more about this fascinating
work and the opportunities In a com-
paratively uncrowded field. Send today
for free booklet. "A Fascinating
Hobby" and full particulars. Sent
postage prepaid, without obligation.

NATIONAL PHOTO COLORING SCHOOL
Dept. 4432

1315 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 5, 111.

NATIONAL PHOTO COLORING SCHOOL
1315 S. Michigan Ave., Dept. 4432. Chicago 5* III*

Please send me, without obligation, your FREE
Booklet, "A Fascinating Hobby" and full particulars. |

Address

City Zone... Stale.

Be as BLONDE as You Please!

Lighter, Finer, Beauty ...
j

Overnight!
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flattering and 9 ' a™
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shade! So e«y"^er's "569"
shampoo w'*h J<f fuss—NO bother
Hair Lightener. NDtu^ N fl

"no brush »ffil
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HOUSE OF LECHLER. Oep

560 Broadway
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SONGWRITERS

ADVANCE
ROYALTY
PAID YEARLY

your songs or poems today. Music

written for your words without charge*.

Records, copies, copyright furnished. W»
have helped many new writers find thei,

first success. Let us try to help you.

HOLLYWOOD TUNESMITHS
1537 No. Vine SI., Dept w-27 Hollywood 28. Cal.

Amazing! $25 is Yours!
For selling only 50 boxes greeting cards.
Sells for ?1—your profit to 50c. Also Easter
and gift cards, stationery and wrappings.
Costs nothing to try. Write for samples on
approval.

MERIT, 70 William Street
Dept. D, Newark 2, N. J.

MOVIE STARS
and Pin-Ups

Original Photos of your favorite

stars, also scenes from recent or

past photoplays, the finest any-
where. 8x10 glossy prints Star

or Pin-Up ready to frame or for

album. We have the largest

collection of photos in the coun-
try. Send money order or cash.

4 for $1.00 or 12 for $2.50. Also in colors at

additional charge.

PYRAMID STUDIOS, Dept. H.S.

352 West 44th Street, New York 18
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TEETHING PAINS

RELIEVED

QUICKLY

HEN your baby suffers from
teething pains, just rub a few drops
of Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion on
the sore, tender, little gums and
the pain will be relieved promptly.

Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is

the prescription of a famous baby
specialist and has been used by
mothers for over fifty years. One
bottle is usually enough for one
baby for the entire teething period.

Buy it from your druggist today

DR. HAND'S
TEETHING LOTION
Just rub it on the gums

FOUR WAYS
YOU CAN SAVE

FOOD!!! LIVES!!!

THE PEACE!!!

1. Eat no meat on Tuesdays.

2. Eat no poultry or eggs on Thursdays.

3. Save a slice of bread every day.

4. Remember when eating out restau-

rants will serve bread and butter

only on your special request.

IMPERFECT DIAMONDS
Unusual bargains in dazzling
genuine diamonds which have
slight imperfections. However,
these do not mar the eye beauty
of the gems, nor lessen their
everlasting flash and fire! You
will beamazed at the low prices.
Writefor FREE catalogue.

Address: DIAMOND DIVISION,
Box 388, Dept. 30, .Wheeling, W.Va.

Turn Spore Houts
Into EXTRA MONFft

£&ll>EVERYDAY
Start your own business, make

extra dollars daily showing newest^
Greeting; Cards to friends.

1C CARD ASSORTMENT CI
'"SELLS FOR ONLY 1

Smart designs, lovely sentiments
for Birthdays, Births, Anniversa-'
ries, etc. They sell on sight! You^
make up to 60c cash on $1.00 boxes.

BIG LINE, MORE PROFITS
14 new and different assortmentsV
sell for 60c to $1. Also Personal Sta-
tionery. All splendid money-mak-
ers. Send for Samples on approval.

ARTISTIC CARD CO., INC.,
538 WAY STREET, ELMIRA, N. Y.

WRITE FOR
SAMPLES

barbecue or dress?' If it's a dress affair,

I'm apt to decide that I'm too busy to

go."

Veronica has settled down to rural life

as though she never knew any other kind
of existence. "It's so peaceful and won-
derful here, like being on vacation 365
days a year," she sighed.

When she's not working on a picture,

Veronica runs the entire household, with

the help of Mrs. de Toth, Andre's moth-
er. Veronica cooks all the meals, except

when Mrs. de Toth makes a Hungarian
supper as a special treat for Bandi and
the rest. It was Veronica who made the

curtains in the kitchen, hemstitching

them carefully by hand. Of course, Ve-
ronica and Bandi together supervise the

children.

"Bandi and I have the same ideas

about bringing up children," Veronica

told me. "I believe in being stern with

children, but at the same time not

breaking their spirit. Once in a while I

think it clears the air to use a hairbrush

on a child when he or she misbehaves.

I've used a hairbrush occasionally on
Elaine, but I'm sure I haven't broken-

her spirit."

Just then Elaine came in, swinging her

lunch basket in one arm. She's a beau-

tiful child, with' dark hair and large eyes.

She looks a little like a junior edition of

Elizabeth Taylor, since she's all of six

years old.

"Some children," she announced scorn-

fully, "are such sissies. I went swimming
today, but some of the children were

afraid to go into the water." Then still

wide-eyed, she added with disarming

frankness, "The teacher made us go into

the deepest part of the water. I didn't

like that. Why did she make us do
that?"

"So that if you ever have to swim in

deep water, you'll know how," Veronica

explained.

"But she wouldn't let me hold my
nose!"

Veronica explained that, too, to

Elaine's satisfaction. Then Elaine and
Michael followed Sophie out-of-doors.

"This place is wonderful for the chil-

dren," Veronica said happily. "In the

city Elaine used to calch frequent colds.

Now I'm sure she won't, for she and
Michael have been outdoors most of the

year. The air here is so much clearer."

In addition to playing with the chil-

dren and being cook and chief bottle-

washer when she's not working on a pic-

ture, Veronica plays nurse and veterin-

arian to the three Dobermans, Red,

Francie and Gary. Gary has a special

place in the family's heart. Once they

owned a Doberman with a gaily devilish

disposition, named Cassie. Cassie was a

great one for barking at everyone, with

her tail wagging. Then one day Cassie

was found dead. Someone had cruelly

poisoned the dog which had harmed no
one. The family mourned Cassie, and
Veronica asked the man who owned Cas-

sie's sister to let her have a pup when
the sister had a litter. Gary is the son

of Cassie's sister, and he looks so much
like Cassie that it is startling. What is

more, he has Cassie's mannerisms—com-
plete to the tail which wags as he barks.

Right now, Francie is getting Veron-

ica's special attention, for Francie was

very sick recently. For a time it looked
as if the dog would die. Veronica took
Francie to a veterinarian, who said, after

examining Francie thoroughly, that he
could find nothing wrong with her. At
home Francie continued to wilt. Back
Veronica came to the same veterinarian.

"You must do something," she begged.

"Take X-rays. Do anything necessary to

make a diagnosis. Please do everything

you can to save Francie." X-rays were
taken, and it was discovered that Fran-
cie had female trouble. Francie was giv-

en special treatment with hormone in-

jections, and now her gay spirits have
come back. But it wasn't only the veter-

inarian who looked after Francie. Veron-
ica took a lot of the responsibility on
herself. "In fact," she laughed, "I've

had so much experience taking care of

Francie, I think if I ever retired from
pictures I'd almost be qualified to be-

come a veterinarian myself."

Veronica then took us on a grand tour

of the house, starting with the kitchen,

which has been completely remodeled.

The large brick stove is perfectly suited

to a country home. There are two large

refrigerators in the room—after all, when
you're living in the country you can't be
running down to the store every other

day.

The living room is the heart of the

house. It's a spacious room, furnished

with American colonial antique pieces

and some modern pieces of furniture, but

not of an extreme style. The modern
pieces mingle comfortably with the colo-

nial pieces. And in special niches in the

room are gay figurines, some of them
bought by Veronica, some brought by
Mrs. de Toth from her home in Hun-
gary.

flanging on one wall is a beautiful

painting of Mrs. de Toth, at the age of

twenty-three. Looking at that painting,

it is easy to see that she was always a

very lovely woman, with her dark hair

(now grown gray) and perfectly mod-
eled features, fier face, lovely and serene,

is oval. On one shoulder rests a corsage

of violets, her favorite flower.

In one of the niches in the room are

two figurines with a space in each for

flowers. While Mrs. de Toth's husband
was alive, the two spaces were filled with

violets every day.

Although they have known each other

for only ten months, Veronica and Mrs.

de Toth feel very close to each other.

This closeness is revealed symbolically in

those two figurines contributed to the

household by Mrs. de Toth, for they are

made of the same materials and in the

same style as a figurine which Veronica

once bought, and which she has always

liked very much.
It was Veronica who first suggested to

Andre that they send for Mrs. de Toth,

who had gone through all the ravages of

war in Hungary, and who had lost her

only other son in the war. Since her hus-

band had died some time before, she had
had no immediate family left in Hungary.

Veronica not only wanted to meet An-
dre's mother, she was also sure that Mrs.

de Toth would fit beautifully into their

household. All her life Veronica had
longed to establish roots somewhere.
Working from earliest girlhood, she had
never really felt she had a home or a

BO SCREENLAND



home life until she and Bandi settled

down at Northridge Farms. She knew
from all the things Andre had told her
that Mrs. de Toth was a beautiful, gra-

cious woman of fine breeding. It would
be wonderful for the children to have
this lovely person become part of the
household.

Mrs. de Toth flew from Hungary.
Clapping her son on the back, she said,

"This is the only way to travel." She
knew practically no English, but Veron-
ica and she both knew the language of

the heart. In Veronica's eyes she read
of her love for Andre, and she was very
much touched. Practically the first words
of English she learned to speak were,

"Love daughter. Beautiful." Veronica,

without a trace of affectation, calls this

lovely woman "Mama." Elaine has
learned in just ten months' time to speak
Hungarian without a trace of an Amer-
ican accent. A wonderful mimic with a

flair for languages, Elaine repeats her

grandmother's words with exactly the

same intonation and accent as Mrs. de
Toth herself uses. And even Michael is

learning to speak Hungarian.
The living room is part Veronica, part

Mrs. de Toth, and part Bandi. Veron-
ica's touches are the samovar, decorated
with stamps from the fan mail she has
received, the pine desk, the indoor gar-

den, the doll collection over the desk
and the Indian dolls in the room. Ban-
di's touches are a clock which he won in

college for some achievement or other in

sports or scholarship ("I never could

drag out of him any information as to

what he won the prize for," laughs Ve-
ronica) ; a coyote skin hanging over the

mantel, two more coyote skins on the

large couch in the living room, and a
lynx skin on the large piano. The paint-

ing of Mrs. de Toth, a beautiful still life,

a hand-embroidered piano scarf, a petit-

point Madonna and a wooden mosaic
showing Hungarian peasants in a typical

rural scene are all additions to the house-

hold which were brought by Mrs. de
Toth. Just as the personalities of these

three blend well together, so do the fur-

nishings, which express their three differ-

ent types of personalities.

When the house is completed, there

will be a special room for the children,

with plastic collapsible walls, so that

they can have privacy at night. The
walls will divide the room in two at

night; then the walls will collapse in the

daytime, making one large pleasant

room.

"It's a comfortable house," said Veron-
ica. "You can sit on any chair, and put
your feet anywhere, without the furni-

ture getting beaten up. This kind of fur-

niture might look absurd somewhere else,

but it is perfect for this type of house,

we think."

Nearly always, Bandi and Veronica are

able to agree on just what they want to

do with the house. When they have a
difference of opinion, neither loses his

temper; they just discuss the matter, and
then compromise. Originally, when Bandi
saw the fireplace for the bedroom, he
thought it would be much too small.

"Perhaps it will be," agreed Veronica,

"but let's wait until the walls are up and
the floor down. Then if you still think
the fireplace is small, we'll rip it out and

put in a larger one." Bandi agreed that
this was a sensible solution. Now the
walls are up, and the floors down, and
with these new changes, the fireplace
seems just the right size to him.
"So many people have a difference of

opinion, and because the other person
doesn't agree, one or both of them will

fly off the handle. I think that's silly,"

says Veronica. "But I must confess there
was a time before I met Bandi, when I
was difficult to handle. That was be-
cause I had a terrible inferiority com-
plex. If you ever heard stories of my
terrible temperament, it was because of
that complex."
When Ve r o n i c a first met Bandi

through Vic Orsatti, the agent, who is a
friend of both, he'd undoubtedly heard
stories about how temperamental she
was. But he said nothing of those sto-
ries. He discovered that here was a girl

with whom a man could have a great
deal of fun without getting himself into
a romantic entanglement. At the time
Andre was a confirmed bachelor, and in-
tended to remain one. As for Veronica,
she had had a great many heartaches
caused by one unhappy marriage, and
she didn't, intend to expose herself to
any more heartaches. She was delighted
to go out with Bandi. Here was a man
who was handsome, a wonderful escort,
a grand companion.
Both of them undoubtedly congratu-

lated themselves because they'd found
friendship without romance. But after
they'd been going out together for four
or five months, they sat in front of the
fireplace talking quietly together one
night, and suddenly realized that their
dreams of friendship without romance
had vanished, to be replaced by other,
even more satisfactory dreams. So they
were married, and it's a tip-off on Veron-
ica's sentimentality that she still has the
ice blue crepe dress she wore at her wed-
ding.

They had been going together for
about a year when they were married.
"Physical attraction," Veronica says
wisely, "is the basis of so many marri-
ages. Where that exists without any real
understanding or companionship, the
marriage isn't likely to last. But Bandi
and I had the year before we were mar-
ried in which to learn to understand each
other thoroughly.

"Before I met Bandi, I never knew
anyone who liked outdoor life as much
as I do. I hadn't held a fishing pole in
my hand since I was a kid, but I'd al-

ways loved it. I'd done target shooting
as a youngster too, but never gone on

Don't let your beau-
tiful blonde hair get dull,

dark, faded or streaked.
Blondex, a wonderful new
shampoo for blondes only,

_ keeps light hair from dark-
er, ening and brings back the

golden gleam and sparkle to

^ dull, faded blonde hair. The
first shampoo leaves blonde
hair soft, easy to manage,
shades lighter, with a lovely

lustrous shine. Safe for chil-

dren's hair. Try BLONDEX
at home tonight. It's the world's largest selling blonde
shampoo. At 10c, drug and department stores.
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BRILLIANT SIMULATED

'diamond rings
$1.79 skse, $2.79

Beautiful Matched Solitaire En-
gagement and Wedding Rings, the
pair set with 12 sparkling simu-
lated diamonds, full of brilliance
and fire. The perfect bridal pair
—May be had in yellow Gold-Plate
or Sterling Stiver.

SEND NO MONEY
Just send ring size. Pay postman on delivery plus Tax
and postage. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! Wear 10 days.
If not delighted, return for full refund.

DIAMOND JEWELRY COMPANY
Dept. A-121 1114 E. Main St. Columbus 5, Ohio

|

s3."
A dress for every day within your means. As-
sorted Style, Colors and Materials. USED butCLEANED—Some may need repairs. Sizes 12 to 13
only. Send SI.00 deposit, balance C.O.D. plus
poBtage. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED or pur-
chase price refunded promptly. FREE CATALOG.
OUR BETTER DRESSES (used) 5 Q1-
Sizes 12 to 20 and 38 to 44 F0R?P*-«<*

COTTON DRESSES (used) 7 for $3.85 Sizes

OUR BETTER GRADE 5 for $4.25 12 to 20
CHILDREN'S DRESSES (used) ... .8 tor $3.90 Sizes
OUR BETTER GRADE 6 for $3.95 I to 10

COLUMBIA MAIL ORDER CO.
548 Grand St. Dept. 130 I New York 2, N. Y.

RADIO WANTS POEMS
Well known radio composer will set your
poem to music FREE. Share profits 50-50.
A real break for you. Send your poems to
H. C. Sessoms, RADIO COMPOSERS. D-A,
CLINTON, N. C.

$$-BEUEVEINLUCK?-$$
Carry a pair of GENUINE
BRAHMA RED LIVE HIGHLY
MAGNETIC LODESTONES I

i Legend reputes. Occult. Orien-
tal ancients superstitiously car-
Iried two Live Lodestones as
: MOST POWERFUL MAG-
NETIC "LUCKY" CHARMS,
one to "attract" Good Luck in
Money, Games, Love, Business,
Work, etc., the other to "pre-
vent" Bad Luck. Losses, Evil,

Trouble, Harm, etc. Believe in Luck? Carry a Pair
of these curious Genuine Brahma Red Live Lodestones!
We make no supernatural claims. J1.97 Postpaid for
the two, with all information. $1.97 and 27c extra if
C.O.D. Satisfaction GUARANTEED or Money Returned
Order yours NOW I

ASTROL CO., Dept. F-821, Main P. O.
Box 72, BROOKLYN. N. Y.

NOTICE! Beware of imitations! We absolutely GUARANTEE
these Genuine Brahma Lodestones are ALIVE! We belrrwe
they are just what you want, the REAL TH I NG—POWERFU

L

DRAWING, EXTRA HIGHLY MAGNETIC! Fully Guaranteed,
Copyright, 1937—Astrol Co.
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with the super ROLEY HOME RADIO MIKE
OWN RADIO

GUARANTEED TO WORK ON ANY RADIO!
NO OTHER ONE LIKE IT!

Now you can broadcast . . . talk—sing—play—over your own radio. Cut In on the big
network programs. Create and broadcast shows, commercials and news flashes. Amaze your

friends with your talents and ability. Wonderful for the kids too! This
mike really works and attaches quickly and easily to any radio with our
easy to follow directions. Complete with cut-in button that puts you right

on the air . . . extra long insulated extension cord .
and our guarantee of performance. Complete and x
ready to attach In minutes.

SEND NO MONEY
Just order on penny postcard and we ship C.0.0. for
$1.98 plus postage or send $2 and we ship postpaid. Jf Complete

SEYCO MIKE
230 Crand Street

SCREENLAND

CO., Dept. MB136
New York 13, N. Y.
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»ANO LOOK
/O YEARS YO(/f/GER.'

* Now, at home, you can quickly tint telltale gray to
natural-appearing shades—from lightest blonde to dark-
est black. Brownatone and a small brush does it—or your
money back. Approved by thousands—Brownatone is
guaranteed harmless when used as directed. No skin test
needed. The principal coloring agent is a purely vege-
table derivative with iron and copper salts added for last
action. Cannot affect waving ot nair. Lasting^-does not
wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One application
Imparts desired color. Simply retouch, as new gray ap-
pears. Easy to prove on a test lock of your hair. 75c
and 81.75 at druggists. Get BROWNATONE now. or

Sent/fvrFREE TESTBOTTLE
The Kenton Pharmacal Co.
322 Brownatone Bide., Covington, Kentucky
Without obligation, please send me, free and post-

paid, Test Bottle of BROWNATONE and interesting
illustrated booklet. Check shade wanted:

Blonde to Medium Brown Pj Dark Brown to Black

Name
Address

City State
Print Your Name and Address

EASY
WAY TO Make Extra Money!

Now—turn spare hours into cash! Show
our new delightful Everyday Greeting
Cards. Lovely 16-card All-Occasion As-
sortment only $1 .00. Up to 50c profit for

Cards for Birthday. Get-Well, Baby-
Birth. Friendship, Sympathy. Anniversary
9 other assortments . . . Birthday. Get-Well
Cute 'n Comic. Easter. Gift Wrappings. Per-
sonal Notes, Floral Stationery. WRITE for
samples on approval. Wallace Brown, Inc.,
Dept.B-14, 225 Fifth Ave., New York 10.

am roAii NEED
#»° MONEY

I'll help yoa get extra cash to fill your pocket-
book—to live on. Supply my food and household
products to regular customers. No previous

experience or capital needed. I'll send FREE
assortment of fine full-size products to test

and Bhow. Start near home, full or spare time

.

Gift premiums, big monthly premiums. Rush
name and addresB today for free outfit. Hurry I

BLAIR, Dept. 4G8-DB, Lynchburg, Va.

SOMETHING NEW and SENSATIONAL inpar*
^""ICorgeousSatinandVelourDesigns

EVERYDAY CARDS
Make
Money
Easily

SHOW Rich New Satin and Velour
Cards. Never before offered. 16 for
1—astounding value. Get easy or-
ders FASTI Up tol00% profit. Im-

printed Stationery. 14 other BIG money-making
assortments retail 60c to ?1. Samples on approval. No expe-
rience needed. Start now—earn all year 'round. Write today.

PURO CO., 2801 Locust Dept. 821 -B St. Louis 3, Mo.

PRAYER
The prayers of the most worthy people often
fail. Why? The unworthy often have the great-

est health, success, riche3 and happiness. The
best, smartest, and most industrious people
often have only pain, poverty and sorrow. Why?
Thirty years ago, in Forbidden Tibet, behind the
highest mountains in the world, a young English-

man found the answers to these questions. His
eyes were opened by the strangest mystic he met
during his twenty-one years of travels in the Far
East. Sick then, he regained health. Poor then,

he acquired wealth and world-wide professional

honors. He wants to tell the whole world what
he learned, and offers to send a 9,000-word trea-

tise, FREE, to everyone who asks promptly. It

is afirst step to the Powerthat Knowledge gives.

No obligation. Write for your FREE copy today.

INSTITUTE of MENTALPHYSICS, Dept 20-E

213 South Hobart Blvd., Los Angeles 4, Calif.

a real hunting trip. Then, shortly before

we were married, Bandi suggested we go
on a pack trip with Elisha Cook and
Mrs. Cook. It was rugged country we
went to, and Bandi was sure I would
collapse in two days. When I didn't, he
claimed later, he told himself, 'That's the
girl for me.' We knew before that trip

that we were in love, but Bandi claims
that the way I took to hunting, fishing

and rugged outdoor life, cinched the
deal!"

Veronica and Bandi don't plan to make
a commercial proposition of their farm
(that would be hard to do on 231/2 acres)

but they do plan to raise enough vege-
tables for their own family. They hope
to have 10 or 15 steer, some chickens,
and a few horses. They've gotten a head-
start on the horses. Some time ago Ve-
ronica bought a paint with black mane
and tail for Bandi, and named the horse
Bishop. Bishop is large and handsome
and comes from Texas, which is a coin-

cidence in a way, as Bandi also likes to
rib people by saying he comes from Tex-
as. When people ask him about his ac-

cent, he says kiddingly, "That's my Tex-
as drawl." He picked Texas as his "na-
tive state" because "everything there

grows bigger and better." And of course
he's proud of Bishop, who proves his

Texas origin by being bigger and better
than most horses. He's so spirited that
Veronica says frankly, "I don't dare ride

him till after Bandi takes the steam off

him."
Veronica now goes to sleep at 10, and

awakes at seven, except on those days
when Michael gets her up at 5:30 by
singing "School Days" at the top of his

youthful lungs. One of his favorite

words, next to "cookie," is "school."

He's going to nursery school now. Ve-
ronica considers this a blessing, for until

Michael started going to school, there

were no children in the neighborhood his

own age to play with. Now he's never
lonesome.

Like all married couples, the de Toths
have their problems. The house has cost

them far more in additions and remodel-

ing than they dreamed it would. But
they have each other, and a way of life

they thoroughly enjoy.

"Like most confirmed bachelors," says

Veronica, "Bandi makes a wonderful hus-

band. Men seldom like a man whom
women like, but everyone, regardless of

sex, age, or position in life, likes Bandi.

He likes everyone, and no matter whom
he meets, he always strikes some note in

common with them."
Veronica, the girl with the tempera-

ment, has settled down into a woman at

peace with the world. "I never get upset

by little things any more," she told me.
"I used to be very temperamental and
easily upset, but living with someone as

level as Bandi has made me more level."

Leaving the farmhouse, I met Bandi,

who was just driving home. He waved
to me as I passed him. I caught a glimpse

of a deeply suntanned man with blue

eyes and dark hair and a quiet smile.

"How's my girl?" he asked.

"Elaine?" I said. "She's fine."

"That's good. And how's my other

girl?"

There was no doubt whom he meant.
Veronica, the center of his life, as he is

of hers. In their home at Northridge
Farms they have captured something of

the nostalgia which clings to most of our

memories of what farms are or should be
like. The comfortable chairs, the pine

furniture, the old-fashioned washing ma-
chine are all reminiscent of an era which
many of us yearn for but find it hard to

recapture. For Andre, in addition, life at

Northridge Farms must be somewhat
reminiscent of the life he lived as a boy on
a country estate in Hungary. At the age

of ten he went hunting with his father.

He is grateful to the woman who has

made it possible for him to live the kind
of life he always wanted—a simple, quiet,

peaceful rural life. He must also know
a deep inner contentment because here

on Northridge Farms two women born in

different generations and in different

countries have proved that it is possible

for the women a man loves to get along

with each other.

You Can't Win Alone!

Continued from page 36

Personally, she still had faith in the per-

manence of the theater, so she was scur-

rying around, trying to get a break. She
knew she had certain problems: she was
tall, and she was what unkind persons
termed "angular." In the privacy of her

own room she thought her style was a
certain coltish insouciance, but an actress

must accept the opinion of others all the

days of her life, so she was "angular."

She was also intense, sensitive, great-

eyed, well-educated (she had a B.A. de-

gree which would have allowed her to be
a school teacher had she chosen) and she

possessed boundless dramatic talent.

Day in and day out she made the

rounds of the producers' offices. Day in

and day out she was told that there was
nothing for her. At the corner drugstore

hangout, where all hopeful Thespians
met, there was always an early morning
quarterback who called signals. He would
say, "No use bothering McClintic; he's
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not casting. No sense in traipsing all the

way to Abbott's office—nothing doing
there." A good many of the fountain

patrons would launch upon a dreary reci-

tal of how long it had been since they

had received a check from home, how
rough it was to crack the theatrical cast-

ing shell, and how lucky the established

people were to have broken in "when
there wasn't so much competition."

It would have been easy, pleasant, and
comradely to join the mourning chorus

on the red leather stools, but Rosalind

had a stubborn conviction that, if she

continued to work at seeking out any
little, lonesome part that needed her for

company, eventually she would get a

break. She had a tight-lipped, square-

jawed belief in her ability to play any
given part within her scope, in a work-

manlike manner. She didn't think of her-

self as an unrecognized Joan of Arc; she

did regard herself as knowing her job,



being equipped for it, and competent to

perform it. She had faith in herself.

One morning she arrived at a casting

office on the heels of an elderly, rather

pathetic woman. The boy at the recep-

tion desk—without even bothering to

glance up from his morning copy of

Variety—yelled, "Nothing for you! Noth-

ing at all. No use hanging around. Be
on your way!" The woman, apparently

accustomed to such rudeness, thanked
the boy with patient courtesy and slowly

left the office, closing the door softly.

Rosalind couldn't stand it. (She has

never been noted for refraining from
speaking her mind.) She said to the boy,

"It wasn't necessary for you to be so

gruff and curt to that little old lady. You
could have told her in a nice way that

there wasn't a part for her this morning.

You didn't have to bark at her."

The boy put down his paper and
grinned at Roz. "You're new around
here, aren't you? Well, I'll tell you some-
thing. That old girl has been making the

rounds for years, trying to get a job. A
long time ago she did get a little work

—

mainly because people felt sorry for her.

But she can't act. She can't read lines.

She doesn't have the faintest notion of

what to do on a stage. But she refuses

to face the fact and quit." He closed the

conversation by saying that there wasn't

anything for Miss Russell that day
either.

As she trudged slowly down the cor-

ridor afterward, she gave herself a lec-

ture. She believed in herself, that was
true. But that aged, wistful woman with-

out talent believed in herself, too. She
had been mistaken in her choice of a

career. And, thought Roz sadly, so might
Rosalind Russell.

She made a vow. She would give her-

self five years. If, at the end of that time
she had not established herself as an
actress, she would abandon all attempt
to conquer professional drama, and would
direct her efforts into some other channel.

Shortly afterward (breathing a sigh of

sheer gratitude) Rosalind Russell began
to get small parts, then larger parts, then
starring roles, and finally she was signed

for motion pictures.

At this point there came another
change in Rosalind's career, a change
that serves to illustrate her point that

one must be lucky enough to inspire the

faith of others. If you saw "The Wom-
en," a picture made by MGM which
starred Joan Crawford and Norma Shear-
er, you may remember that playing the

part of the caustic comedienne was a
departure for Roz Russell. From "The
Citadel" and "Night Must Fall" to "The
Women" was a long, long step, and one
that—to be quite frank—some people
didn't think she could take.

Having read the script, Roz was agog
to play the part. She felt that it would
open the field of comedy to her, and that

she would enjoy it. But, as is always the
case in Hollywood, there were some who,
when she was suggested for the role, sim-
ply said, "She can't do it. She's not the
brisk, terse, wise-cracking type."

Yet there was one man at MGM who
insisted that the part was within her
scope. He believed in her enough to

gamble the success of the production on
her ability to give a brittle, high-comedy
performance. To friends she said at the

time, "Believe me, I would have re-

sponded to his trust, even if it had meant
giving a performance while shelling peas

and hanging from my knees from a B-29
in full flight."

More recently, Mr. Dudley Nichols
was honored by Mr. Eugene O'Neill, who
wrote "Mourning Becomes Electra," by
being awarded the motion picture rights

to the story property. All the major stu-

dios had dickered, at steller space prices,

for the rights to make the picture, but
Mr. O'Neill had refused without a back-
ward glance until he was approached by
Dudley Nichols.

Mr. Nichols telephoned Roz, where she

was vacationing in Palm Springs, to say
that he wouldn't attempt to produce the

psychological murder story unless she

would accept the lead. As you undoubt-
edly know, Lavinia (in "Mourning Be-
comes Electra"). is a malevolent, in-

verted, neurotic sort of person who must
be portrayed somberly, without a reliev-

ing note in mood or key. When Roz read
the picture script, she felt only a great

humbleness and a sincere trepidation.

She said as much to Dudley Nichols.

Few greater honors could come to an
actress; few could have been as fright-

ened at the thought of portraying Lav-
inia as Roz was. When she confided her
uncertainty and self-doubt to Mr. Nich-
ols, he grinned and said, "I'm not wor-
ried about you at all. You have the

scope and the concentration; you'll sur-

prise yourself in this role." Bowing to

the nice man, she made strangled sounds
meaning, "I'll do it or die in the at-

tempt."

After Mr. O'Neill saw the completed
picture he wired her, "Miss Russell, yours
is the greatest sustained performance I

have ever seen." That telegram is going
to be framed, probably in gold leaf. It is

going to be passed down in the Brisson
family from generation to generation,

and Roz is thinking of including some
sort of a hex in her will against any
future great - great - granddaughter who
slides the picture of her boy friend into

the frame to hide the wrinkled telegram.

In the midst of her jubilation, Roz hasn't

forgotten the salient fact that she would
never have had a chance at the part if it

hadn't been for Dudley Nichols' faith in

her.

In respect to her third point, that we"

must have faith in something infinitely

greater than ourselves or our fellow hu-
man beings, her favorite illustration is

taken—not from her own life—but from
the life of a man who is very dear to

Roz and her husband, Fred Brisson, and

CLEOPATRA'S SECRET
What was the secret of Cleopatra's strange power over
men? She was NOT an attractive woman—her features
were coarse and unlovely. Yet this famous Queen of
ancient Egypt influenced her world as no other woman
before or since. Once the fate of the migMy Roman
Empire was in her hands! The secret of Cleopatra's suc-
cess was her radiant, glamourous personality. Cleo-
patra's sparkling personality didn't come in a jar or
bottle! It came from WITHIN. That same compelling
power is the BIRTHRIGHT OF EVERY WOMAN! You
have it TOO! From lime immemorial the science of
Astrology has helped women discover their hidden
charms and talents . . . THEIR REAL PERSONALITY.
Let me show you how the stars can help YOU discover
your REAL SELF. I will prepare YOUR PERSONAL
HOROSCOPE for only $1.98. YOUR PERSONAL HORO-
SCOPE is packed with amazing information about tho
REAL YOU! Learn the secret of your personality*
DON'T HESITATE at the crossroads of indecision. Take
the road that leads YOU to the fulfillment of your de-
sires. SEND NO MONEY. You pay the postman $1.98
plus C.O.D. charges. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
OR YOUR MONEY BACK. Order today! At no extra cosf
you will receive a beautifully illustrated Declaration of
Purpose for your own sign of the zodiac, suitable for
framing. Include the day, hour (if possible), month,
year and place of your birth. If you prefer to save C.O.D.
charges, send $1.98 now to CHARLES ROBERT WILSON,
Dept. A, 3536 Russell Blvd.. St. Louis 4, Mo.
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Icushion shape set!
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(Will mail No. 96 or No. 104 ring and 4 salve NOW if you
send $1.00 with order). Order your choice in size 5 to 9.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. Box 73, W00DSBORO. MARYLAND
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Free Booklet, Marvel Co.. 90 East St., New Haven, Conn.

5 DRESSES $2.49 (used)
CLEANED AND STEAMED

NYLONS 3 PAIR $2.25 (Seconds)
Sensational bargains in new & used
clothing for the entire family.

SEND FOR FREE CATALOC
Money Back Guarantee

Union Mail Order Co., Dept. 30
303 Cherry St. New York, 2. N. Y.

Just show gorgeous greeting cards for Birth-
days, "Get- Well", Anniversaries, etc. Box of
16 stunningfolders,only$lretail. Everybody
buys. Yon make up to BOe. Also Gift Wrap-
Eings, Personal Notes, Engraved Stationery
tumorous Cards. Allfast sellers at 60c to $1. KS,No experience needed. Get samples on approval,t VPROCESS CORPORATION, Dept. R-16 ^N,

TROY AT 21st STREET, CHICAGO 23, ILLINOIS

yfflcmJENURSE?A rR**' ,M'Mt*y TO TRAIN AT HOME
ACT NOW—HELP FILL THE NEED

,
Now you can prepare for practical experience

i a Trained Practical Nurse in spare time.
[Many earn while learning. Ages 18 to 65. High
7 school not necessary. Easy payments. Write
for free information and sample lesson pages.

WAYNE SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL NURSING. INC.
2301 N. Wayne Ave., Desk AD-17, Chicago 14. ill.

NOW-HOME COSMETIC FOR GRAY HAIR!
Give your gray hair natural-looking color

again, yourself, in the privacy of your own
home. Mary T. Goldman's, wonderful clear

liquid cosmetic, stops gray hair worries for

thousands! So easy! Simply comb Mary T.

Goldman's through hair. Won't bother wave,

nor spoil hair texture. Guaranteed to give

gray hair the youthful-looking shade you
want or your money back. Get Mary T.
Goldman's today at your drug or department
store. Accept no substitute!
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FREE TRIAL: Send coupon below for

free trial kit.

r 1

I MARY T. GOLDMAN CO.
! F-5 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul 2, Minn.
I Send free sample. (Check color of hair)

I Black Dark Brown Light Brown
J

Medium Brown Blonde Auburn

Address.

City
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Ingrid Bergman's performance as the French martyr, Joan of Arc, is a treat in store

for movie audiences. Here she asks guidance for "voices" in Sierra Pictures' "Joan."

a man you also have read about: Colo-

nel Hans Christian Adamson.
Approximately eight months before

Hans took off with Captain Eddie Rick-

enbacker and his party for an inspection

tour of the South Pacific, Hans had din-

ner with Rosalind and Fred. Fred was
a captain in the Army at the time and
was doing a great deal of flying in line

of duty. Naturally, Fred and Hans talked

about new types of aircraft, flying in gen-

eral, the speed with which new instru-

ments were being developed, and so on.

In the midst of the conversation Hans
fumbled in his pocket for a minute, then

brought forth a heap of coins in the

midst of which was a sterling silver reli-

gious medal about the size of a half dol-

lar. It honored St. Joseph of Coperni-

cum. You probably know that St. Joseph

(not the father of the Holy Family) who
lived from 1603 to 1663, was selected by
the Air Force as its patron saint.

"This is for you, Fred," Hans said in

the embarrassed way men have of pre-

senting a gift, and started to hand it

across the table.

For some reason which, to this day,

Roz does not entirely understand, she

extended her own hand to intercept and
reject the gift. "No," she said, shocking

herself with the unintentional harshness

of her tone. "No! You keep it."

Both Fred and Hans looked at her as

if she had lost her mind. Feeling like a

perfect idiot, she mumbled some lame

apology, but when Hans still tried to

give the medal to Fred, she interfered a

second time. That night, after their

guests had left, Fred said wonderingly to

Roz, "What happened? Why were you
so strongly opposed to Hans giving me
the St. Joseph medal?"

Rosalind couldn't explain. She still

can't, except to say that perhaps each of

us may be used on occasion as an instru-

ment of fate.

Eight months later—by which time

Roz hoped that both men had forgotten

her odd behavior—Hans was in Califor-

nia again. He was bound for San Fran-

cisco where he was to meet Captain Rick-

enbacher. Hans was in a mood that was,

for him, completely out of character.

Ordinarily a hearty, optimistic man with

a great booming laugh, he worried Fred

and Roz by being almost gloomy when
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they had dinner with him on his last

night in town. Although he didn't say so

in specific words, he appeared to feel that

the expedition was ill-starred. Even the

next morning, when he called to say

goodbye and asked Roz to telephone his

wife in the east as he hadn't been able

to put through a call because of the long

distance situation, he said, "I'm not com-
ing back, you know."

Rosalind brushed off the suggestion.

"Do you remember the St. Joseph medal
you tried to give Fred?" she asked.

He said he still had it in his pocket,

and that he intended to give it to Fred
as soon as Roz had overcome her odd
reluctance.

"Well, if anything should happen

—

which of course it won't," Roz said, "take

that medal in your hand and hold it with

all of your faith concentrated on coming
out of the trouble safely. Something tan-

gible like that helps to focus your powers

of belief and trust. Remember that,

Hans. Hold on to the medal."

So Hans and the Rickenbacher party

took off from San Francisco, and a few

days later all the world knew that they

had been forced to ditch their plane

somewhere in the vastness of the Pacific.

Fred and Roz were heartsick. Roz
gave up hope at once, but Fred refused

to take a gloomy view. "With two men
like Rick and Hans aboard, those people

will come through all right. Besides, our

forces have been patroling the Pacific as

if it were an inland lake. They'll be

found," he insisted.

A week passed. No word. Two weeks.

No word. Roz was broken-hearted. She

simply could not reconcile herself to the

loss of men as fine as Hans and the oth-

ers. Still Fred did not despair. "You
have to give them time," he said.

Three weeks went by, and even radio

commentators were adding up the odds

against the Rickenbacher party being

found alive. And then—on the twenty-

second day—the wonderful news reached

the Brissons that Hans Adamson was
alive. He had been badly injured and he

was ill, but his spirit was superb, and he

was being flown home to receive the best

of medical care. He asked that the Bris-

sons meet him at Lockheed Air Terminal.

The hospital plane was scheduled to

make a short stopover at Burbank for
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refueling, and Hans sent word that he
would like to see Fred and Roz.
Roz hesitated. "There will be photog-

raphers at the airport," she told Fred.

"Because I'm an actress, they may think

I'm trying to horn in. I couldn't endure
being accused of getting publicity by
going to see a sick hero."

Fred is a realistic man who puts up
with no nonsense. "You will be going

to the airport as my wife, and as a per-

sonal friend of Colonel Adamson," he
countered. "Stop worrying and come
along."

To see Hans again was wonderful be-

yond telling. Because of his back injury

he couldn't leave his bed in the hospital

plane, of course, but he let his friends

know, by his high spirits and his will to

live, that he was going to be all right.

Fred, noticing that Hans' right hand
was bandaged, asked what had happened
to it.

"Roz knows," Colonel Adamson said.

She hesitated. She couldn't remember
having heard anything about an accident

to his hand, nor could she recall such an
account in the newspapers.

When he saw that Roz was genuinely

puzzled, he told the story. As soon as he

stepped into the life raft, after the plane

had been ditched and the men had taken

to boats, Hans extracted the medal of

St. Joseph from his soaked pocket and
clutched it firmly in his right hand. It

became a talisman of his faith in ulti-

mate deliverance. Day and night, night

and day, for three weeks, he clung to his

trust in the vigilance and the goodness,

of God.
When the lone Navy plane passed high

over the rafts on the twenty-first day,

but continued on its way, Hans doggedly

gripped the medal and with it his con-

viction that the pilot had seen them.

That was true, but the reconnaisance

pilot was so short of gas that he had no
choice but to take bearings, scorch back

to base, spread the news, and then join

in the rescue flight. When the amphi-

bian finally reached the life raft, it had
to circle for hours in order to make a

landing in the high seas.

When Hans finally reached land and
medical aid, his hand had to be pried

open. To this day, it is impossible for

Colonel Adamson to extend his right

hand flatly; the fingers still curl in mem-
ory of those burning, salt-raw days on

the blazing sea when all hope of rescue

was concentrated on a talisman no larger

than a silver half-dollar.

Many months afterward, Colonel
Adamson had the St. Joseph medal pol-

ished and set in a tiny glass case for

Rosalind Russell. It is a memento that

she values more than words can express.

She sums up her secret for success by
saying, "In our everyday lives and in our

chosen careers, it is seldom necessary for

us to plumb the depths of our stores of

faith, but a measure of that profound

belief is absolutely essential.

"So here I am, right back where I

started, reiterating my conviction that it

is necessary for an ambitious person to

have faith in himself, certainly, but far

above that is one's need for the faith

reposed in him by others, and one's need

for a faith in the goodness of God.
"Because nobody wins alone!"
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Make Spare-time
Money Quick !
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AND GET YOUR OWN DRESSES WITHOUT COST as an extra bonus

CANDY J

do neat trie

slimming
fullness.

Just think what you could do with

$18, $20, or $25 d week to spend
for anything you want! And think
of getting your own lovely Spring
dresses without a penny of cost!

That's the wonderful chance we
offer you! Really — all this can be
yours, just by taking orders for
fashion frocks in your spare hours.
When friends see these flattering

is of finest fabrics and workman-
they'U rub their eyes at the

astonishing low prices. Imagine —
soxnl are as low as $3.98! And, they
can't be bought in stores anywhere!
Women must come to you for these
gorgeous dresses at bargain prices.

Each dress carries the famous Good
Housekeeping Seal and is sold on a
Money Back Guarantee. Your
friends will flock to you to order
these Fashion Frocks. You are paid
in cash, right then and there, for
every order! Besides that, you are
given an additional bonus of smart
Spring dresses for your own per-
sonal wardrobe!

No Previous Experience Required
These stunning fashion frocks are
such a wonderful buy for such a low
cost, you can't stop women from
buying them. Every women knows
about fashion frocks, and espe-
cially the sensational new styles
designed by Constance Bennett. Miss
Bennett is famous as "one of the

world's ten best-dressed women."
She lends her smart style sense

exclusively to designing fashion
FROCKS. The minute women hear
that Constance Bennett herself de-
signed these charming originals, you
get orders right and left. You surely
don't need selling experience when
you make sales as easy as that! We
show you how to makes sales with-
out canvassing, too! Our special
cooperation plan helps you to excep-
tional earnings like these: Marie
Patton, 111., took in $28.84 an aver-
age week; Mrs. Claude Burnett, Ala.,

averaged $27.10 weekly. You may
have a handy extra income like that,

plus many beautiful dresses as a
bonus, if you mail the coupon below.

Every Day's Delay Costs You Money
Openings for fashion frock repre-
sentatives have been filling up fast,

especially since the news about Con-
stance Bennett's new designs got
around. Don't put it off—don't wait.
Get started today. Develop a steady
group of regular customers who
order dresses through you every
season. Your Style Presentation
Portfolio contains handsome rich
samples of America's most beautiful
fabrics. It's free—costs you nothing.
Mail the coupon now to reserve this
Free Portfolio. No obligation

-

nothing to pay. Just paste coupon to
postcard and mail it today!

CONSTANCE BENNETT
creates si colorful classic

with the "new look."

INC.

Desk 62027 Cincinnati 25, Ohio

. . . Glamorous star of stage, screen
and radio, one of the world's 10
best-dressed women, she designs ex-
clusively for FASHION FROCKS.

TE THIS COUPON ON POSTCARD—

FASHION FROCKS, INC.

Desk 62027, Cincinnati 25, Ohio

YES—I am interested in your opportunity to make money in
spare time and get my own dresses without a penny of cost.
Send me full information, without obligation.

Name-

Address-

City
. Zone- . State-

Age- Dress Size-
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Oh

ITS UP TO YOU,/
MAYBELLINE CAKE
MASCARA in smart gold-

tone metal vanity, $1. Re-
fills, 50c. Shades: Black,
Brown, Blue. (Also

in 25c and 10c
sizes.)

•

MAYBELLINE CREAM
MASCARA (applied without
water) comes in handy leath-

erette case, $1. (Also in 25c

and 10c sizes.) Shades: Black,

Brown, Blue.

MAYBELLINE
EYEBROW PEN-

CIL, soft, smooth qual-

ity, fine point—so easy to

usel Purse size. 10c. Profes-

sional size, 25c. Shades: Black,

Dark Brown and Light Brown.

MAYBELLINE EYE
SHADOW in subtle
shades of Blue, Brown,
Blue-gray, Green, Violet,

Gray.

Of course you use flattering face powder and just the right lip-

stick. But do you neglect your most important feature—your

eyes? Smart, modern girls are realizing that when make-up

stops with just a nice complexion and brilliant red lips, neg-

lected eyes appear dull and drab by contrast.

It's so easy to give your eyes their full share of beauty-magic

—with MAYBELLINE! A few simple brush strokes of this fa-

mous Mascara will make your lashes look naturally dark, long,

sweeping. And it's so easy to shape your brows gracefully with

the soft, smooth Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil. Then behold the

difference! Your eyes are so much lovelier! Your entire face is

more attractive, for your make-up is perfectly balanced—
completely flattering.

So never, never forget to accent your eyes, daytime or even-

ing. Only be sure you use MAYBELLINE, the eye make-up

in good taste—preferred by smart women everywhere.

WORLDS FAVORITE





STAR FILMS presents

TOM TULLY • MARVIN MILLER • DAN SEYMOUR

Screenplay by Barry Trivers and George Slavin

M t, EDWIN L. MARIN



CUPID: OUCH! Hey, Sis, why the rush act?

GIRL: Serves you right, you dime-size double-crosser!
Bragging about being the world's best matchmaker
—and then falling down on your job!

CUPID: On my job? Get this, Gingersnap-/ can't
land you a lad unless you cooperate. Swap that
crabapple look for a smile! Give out with some
sparkle!

GIRL: Your advice is brilliant, Sonny-only
my teeth aren't. They're strictly dull 'n dingy.

I brush-brush-brush, but what gives . . . ?

CUPID: A touch of "pink" on your
tooth brush mebbe?

GIRL: Ye-es, come to think of it. So what?

CUPID: So linen, dimwit! That "pink"
you toss off so airily is a sign to see your dentist.

Let him decide whether or not it's serious. He may
find that soft foods are robbing your gums of

exercise -and suggest "the helpful stimulation of
Ipana Tooth Paste and gentle massage."

GIRL: Stick to the subject, Short Change. Our topic for
today was my smile. Remember?

CUPID: You remember this: firm, healthy gums are
important to sparkling teeth, a radiant smile. So get bright
and start now with Ipana care. And don't say I didn't tefl you
that men really fall for a gal with a gorgeous Ipana smile'

never

tynore

Follow your dentist's advice about gum massage. Cor-
rect massage is so important to the health of your gums
and the beauty of your smile that 9 out of 10 dentists
recommend it regularly or in special cases, according to
a recent national survey. Same survey shows that dentists
recommend and use Ipana 2 to 1 over any other tooth
paste. Help your dentist guard your smile of beauty.

Product of Bristol-Myers

for qour smile of teautu
Myers * (J

S GREENLAND
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At the first

blush of

Womanhood

by
VALDA SHERMAN

Many mysterious changes take place in
your body as you approach womanhood.
For instance, the apocrine glands under
your arms begin to secrete daily a type
of perspiration you have never known
before. This is closely related to physical

development and is especially evident in

young women. It causes an unpleasant
odor on both your person and your clothes.

No need for alarm— There is nothing

"wrong" with you. It is just another sign

you are now a woman, not a girl. It is also

a warning that now you must select a
truly effective underarm deodorant.

Two dangers to overcome — Underarm
odor is a real handicap at this age when
a girl wants to be attractive, and the new
cream deodorant Arrid is made especially

to overcome this very difficulty. It kills

odor instantly, safely and surely, then by
antiseptic action prevents the formation
of all odor for many hours and keeps you
safe. Moreover, it protects against a sec-

ond danger—perspiration stains. The
physical exertion, embarrassment and
emotion of the teens and twenties can
cause the apocrine glands to fairly gush
perspiration. A dance, a date, an embar-
rassing remark may easily make you per-

spire and offend as well as ruin a dress.

All deodorants not alike — Don't take
chances! Rely on Arrid which stops
underarm perspiration as well as odor.

No other deodorant gives you the same
intimate protection as Arrid's exclusive

formula. That's why Arrid is so popular
with girls your age. They buy more Arrid

than any other age group. More nurses

—

more men and women everywhere—use
Arrid than any other deodorant.

How to protect yourself —You'll find the
new Arrid a snowy, stainless cream that

smooths on and disappears in a jiffy.

Never gritty or grainy. The American In-

stitute of Laundering has awarded Arrid

its Approval Seal — harmless to fabrics.

Gentle, antiseptic Arrid will not irritate

skin. No other deodorant tested stops

perspiration and odor so completely yet
so safely!

Don't be half-safe — During this "age of

courtship," don't let perspiration prob-

lems spoil your fun. Don't be half-safe—

be Arrid-safe ! Use Arrid to be sure. Get
Arrid right away, only 39^ plus tax at

your favorite drug counter.
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COLOR BY

TECHNICOLOR

Original Screen Play by
ALBERT MANNHEIMER, FREDERICK KOHNER

SONYA LEVIEN, JOHN MEEHAN

Directed by FRED M. WILCOX

Produced by JOE PASTERNAK
A MET RO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE
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'DICKIE
BIRD"
SONG I
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lampaX
(helps millions

j

Don't Imagine You Are so different

from these millions of other women
who have discovered Tampax. . .Don't

forget that this newer kind of monthly

protection is not designed specially for

athletes, dancers, actresses, etc., but for

the average woman— at work, at play or

just at home. . . . Naturally you want to

ask why Tampax has grown to so great

a success, so here are the answers.

The doctor who invented Tampax de-

signed it for internal use, which may seem

a little novel to some, although

such use is scientifically sound

and familiar to physicians

—

The woman or girl using

Tampax finds many advan-

tages. No belts, pins or exter-

nal pads are needed and no

odor or chafing is caused. Changing is

quick and disposal easy.

You can actually wear Tampax in your

shower— or tub! Causes no bulges under

clothing. Month's supply will slip into

purse. Dainty applicators provide easy

insertion. Buy Tampax at drug or notion

counters in 3 absorbency-sizes: Regular,

Super, Junior. Economy box averages 4

months' supply. Tampax Incorporated,

Palmer, Massachusetts.

Accepted for Advertising
by the Journal of the American Medical Association
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"I
I kiss your warm sweet lips...

and every dream I've ever dreamed comes true!"

"MY GIRLTISA"!

MAKING EVERY

MOMENT THROB

WITH EXCITE-

MENT.. SHARING

THE LOVE OF A

LIFETIME....

THE SCREEN EVENT*

OF THE YEAR!'

AK,M MS/ ' ALAN HALE
* HUG0 HAAS • GALE ROBBINS • STELLA ADLER - BENNY BAKER

ELLIOTT NUGENTmSM^Jm^^ MILTO? SPERLING

i

»

*

Screen land



DeLong Bob Pins hold your hair as firmly

as a thriller holds your attention . .

.

The Stronger Grip DeLong boasts about is

no mere slogan dreamed-up by ad-writers

. . . It's a fact as cold and hard as the

high-carbon steel that goes into these

quality bob pins . . . Try them and see how

much better DeLong Bob Pins stay in

your hair, how much longer they keep their

strength and springy action . . . You'll

never go back to the wishy-washy kind of

bob pin that's in your hair one minute and

in your lap the next. Always remember—

StrongerGrip
Won't Slip Out

CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE

Quality Manufacturers for Over 50 years

BOB PINS HAIR PINS SAFETY PINS

HOOKS & EYES HOOK & EYE TAPES
SNAPS PINS SANITARY BELTS
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20th Century- Fox

*
THE BISHOP'S WIFE

Samuel Goldwyn—RKO

*
NIGHT SONG

RKO- Radio

*
TREASURE OF SIERRA

MADRE

Warners

SCREENLAND

Pageantry painted with the bold hues of brilliant Tech
j:

nicolor is stressed in this film version of Samuel Shelj

labarger's popular novel. But Tyrone Power, as thj

Spanish nobleman, a fugitive from the historical In

quisition—a romantic character if there ever was on

—stands out against the Mexican background to excel

lent advantage. Jean Peters, as the peasant "camp fol

lower" who nurses him through, his injuries afte

various brushes with danger, is a vivid personality
J

her first movie role. Here's a new star you'll want tj

watch. Highlight of their romance occurs in the scene

in which Ty and Jean dance the Zarabanda—a rea

treat! The story centers, however, around conquests oj

Cortes, played with fine gusto by Cesar Romero. Ty'

cohorts, Lee J. Cobb and Alan Mowbray, are colorful

A glowing glimpse of "heaven on earth," if peopl

would only remember that they are human beings, i

the heart-warming theme of this movie masterpiece o

wit and wisdom, comedy and romance. It's tops in ei

tertainment, with such able talents as Cary Grant giv

ing a superb performance as Dudley, the visiting Ang<

of Robert Nathan's novel, David Niven and Lorett

Young following suit in the roles of the Bishop^ wh

has lost the common touch in his consuming desire t

build a great massive stone cathedral, and his wif

who watches .the change in him with growing anxiet]

Such miracles as Dudley performs to guide the Bisho

back into less material and more spiritual matters at

so minor the Angel seems almost human. Monty Woo!

ley, James Gleason, Gladys Cooper are tops in suppor

The appeal which Dana Andrews has for femme aud

ences is given full sway in this dramatic opus dealin

with the bitterness blindness brings to a budding youn

composer and the sentimental "dawn" of light—an

love. Merle Oberon, as the philanthropic playgirl M
feigns blindness in order to imbue him with inspiratic

to finish his musical masterpiece, carries her role wil

all the sincerity at her command, but in several ii

stances, episodes have a tendency to ring false note

Ethel Barrymore, grand thespian that she is, registei

strongly as Merle's aunt and companion, whose con

mon sense brings the romancers together. Hoagy Ca

michael stands by, too, with an exceptional characte

ization as Dana's "eyes," and the musical treat is wort

waiting for—Artur Rubenstein's piano performanc

This "womanless" picture directed by John Hustc

from his own screenplay based on B. Traven's nov

reaches down to the darkest depths to show the dra

tic effects of dat ole demon gold upon human behavio

Here, too, is Humphrey Bogart topping his own pe

formances of his gangster picture days as the dowi

and-outer begging for meals and cigarettes South <

the Border and going dramatically berserk over W

share of the treasure which he and his partners, Tj

Holt, an itinerant worker, and Walter Huston, a profei

sional prospector, find in the Sierra Madre mountain

Mexican bandits, staging ruthless raids on the go!

seekers, add a great deal to the action and breathlej

suspense of the plot. Bruce Bennett and Barton Mai

Lane turn in convincing performances in supporting cai



ou may kate Leak...

or love Leak...

>ut you 11 never,

never, forget

Leak!

COLUMBIA PICTURES presents

Susan Peters

iSn Of% Ram
co-iforr/ng

ALEXANDER PHYLLIS PEGGY ANN

KNOX • THAXTER • GARNER
RON DAME MAY ALLENE

RANDELL WHITTY • ROBERTS
Screenplay by Charles Bennett • Directed by JOHN STURGES Produced by IRVING CUMMINGS, Jr.

AN IRVING CUMMINGS PRODUCTION <^^^.

Based upon the novel by Margaret Ferguson

Screen i. a n i> 9



Flutter and whirl in your gayest mood

- plaid above black is the compliment-catcher

of the season. For school - the movies - and

High School Hops! Charming, beguiling

rayon taffeta plaid blouse in Green, Royal, Toast or

Red with White pique collar and tuffs—to mix

and match with all your skirts—especially this dressy,

fine quality BLACK faille skirt-full and flaring in

the new longer length. Send the

handy coupon now for both the blouse and skirt -

and order extra blouses in different colors to

complete your wardrobel I You'll love them.

Skirt - Black Faille only, in sizes 9, 11,

13, 15, 17 for juniors; 10, 12, 14, 16, 18

for misses. Blouses in Toast, Royal, Red

and Green Plaid—sizes 32, 34, 36, 38.

SEND NO MONEY • SENT ON APPROVAL

DEPT. 563

395 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y.

Check items desired: Skirts at $4.98
Blouses at $3.98 Skirt & Blouse at $7.98

State sizes, colors (1st & 2nd Choice), and
how many in space below:

DAISY KENYON—20th Century- Fox

Here's what they call "a woman's picture,"

but we'd call it a picture for everybody who
likes a good strong romantic drama with

splendid performances (not for kiddies,

though ) . It's a triangle—with a difference

;

the lovely lady in the case (Joan Craw-
ford) is a career woman who has made an
unsuccessful effort to end her long affair

with a married man (Dana Andrews) ; the

third member of the triangle (Henry Fon-
da) is an ex-soldier who has become a
dreamy drifter—until he meets the alluring

lady. What happens to these three, how
they solve their problem as she is forced to

choose between the two men makes an ab-

sorbing, sophisticated show. Crawford is

fine, Andrews uncompromisingly honest

;

but it is Henry Fonda with his quiet, clever

underplaying who will charm the audience.

THE SENATOR WAS INDISCREET—U-l

The buffoonery and broad burlesquing of

characters in this satire of politics and pol-

iticians relies heavily on the typically Amer-
ican brand of understanding. If you are

"with it," you'll have a heyday, of fun when
William Powell comes to town as the in-

discreet senator who has kept a diary over

the thirty-five years he—and all his rela-

tives—have lucratively spent in office. Aid-

ing and abetting him in his preposterous bid

for the presidency, Peter Lind Hayes gives

an expert account of the resourceful press

agent, who, with smart reporter Ella Raines,

^r-r-gfs^out the culprit who stole the diary.

10

IF WINTER COMES—MCM
A few more idealists, such as A. S. M.
Hutchinson's Mark Sabre, who lives by a

strictly honest code, might make this a bet-

ter world in which to live, but as he

emerges in this screen version, he seems a

little too good to be true. Walter Pidgeon

lives up to the role with every trick of his

trade, and you'll be fascinated with the

sturdy courage he displays when the entire

population of his home town is ready to call

him a criminal. Deborah Kerr is excellent

as the childhood sweetheart who comes to

his defense when his carping wife, a part

which lovely Angela Lansbury plays ex-

pertly, deserts him at the murder inquest.

Tanet Leigh, as the censured girl Mark be-

friends, is a brilliant starlet to watch.

SCREENLA.ND

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA—RKO- Radioi

Bold, daring, a noble experiment—it's all

true of this screen version of Eugene
O'Neill's famous play. Produced as a tril-

ogy by the Theatre Guild 16 years ago, this

grim drama derived from Greek tragedy

has been given a painstaking production by

Dudley Nichols. Set in post-Civil War;

New England, the sombre, depressing story

concerns the unwholesome Mannon family
J,

and proceeds in stark, unrelieved terms ta]

relate the steps leading to their inevitable

downfall. Definitely aimed at the O'Neill

enthusiasts, the picture undoubtedly marks

a milestone in Hollywood's artistic growth;!

but despite the presence in the cast of such]

stars as Rosalind Russell, Michael Red-

grave, Katina Paxinou, Raymond Massey,

Leo Genn and Kirk Douglas, it is not en-*

tertainment as usual movie audience sees it,

GOOD NEWS—MGM
Yes, it's good news tonight for moviegoer;

frankly out for light, frothy entertainment

and not much more. This new Technicolo!

version of the Broadway show of some sea

sons back is good, fresh fun on the campui

with no complications—unless you can cal

the romance between June Allyson, nevei

prettier, and handsome Peter Lawford com
plicated, involving as it does a fair rival

Patricia Marshall. Joan McCracken is

comely whirlwind as campus cutie of the 20's

Mel Torme reveals his Velvet Fog voice an(

a nice boyish personality. The whole talentei

troupe knock themselves out to amuse yorj

T-MEN—Eagle Lion

The danger that lurks in every sequence o

Edward Small's documentary drama re

counting the activities of U. S. Treasur

undercover agents, will leave you breathles

with suspense. Based on an actual cas

from the Treasury's files, the facts hay

been arranged with a dynamic continuit,

that makes for smashing film entertainmen'

Dennis O'Keefe and Alfred Ryder giv

high tension accounts of the T-Men as

signed to the "Shanghai Paper Case," ii

volving a nationwide circuit of counter

feiters. Good as they are, however, actim

honors go to Wallace Ford for his authen

tic portrayal of The Schemer, a hypochon

driac who meets his destiny when he trie

his schemes on the Big Boss of the ring



The Miracle of the Bells will send your
spirits soaring with its romantic enchant-
ment ... its freshness ... its tenderness
... its delightful humor. Everything

about it is as warm and as snug as a hug.
Here's a wonderful motion picture that

will send you home smiling . . . give you
that "all's-well-with-the-world" feeling!

A best- selling novel,
delightfully brought
to the screen . . . with
every character faith-

fully portrayed by a
brilliant cast.

JESSE L. LASKY PRODUCTIONS. Inc.

presents

RUSSELL JANNEY'S

the MIRACLE of the BELLS
starring

FRED MacMURRAY • A/otJLu • FRANK SINATRA
nvit/t

LEE J. COBB • HAROLD VERMILYEA

Produced by JESSE L. LASKY and WALTER MacEWEN

Directed by IRVING PICHEL

Screen Play by

BEN HECHT and QUENTIN REYNOLDS

Released by

R K O
RADIO
ctJISs

SCREENLAND
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...the TRUTH about MARRIAGE

RELATIONS is frankly discussed

A,iT LAST an eminent doctor, a prac-
ticing physician with a background of vital, everyday
experience in problems of sex, tells ALL the baffling

long-obscured facts in frank easy-to-understand lan-
guage 1 There no longer any need for ignorant guess-

ing about the magnificent instinct that is your birth-
right. No more prudish evasions, no more half-veiled
secrets in these 576 pages of TRUTHFUL, straightfor-

ward FACTS
Love is the most cherished privilege in the world

today. Everything you should know is openly discussed
in language that you will easily understand. Don't rely

on half-truths from unreliable sourcesl Be a master of
love's complexities. Lparn intelligently how to win and
hold the love of your choice.

UP-TO-DATE TRUTHS CANNOT OFFEND
Education is the key to a perfect love-filled life that

can be yours. Ignorance, "hush-hush" and misinfor-
mation lead to fear, worry and shame. Know how to
overcome physical mismating; How newlyweds can con-
quer honeymoon embarrassment; How to endow yourself
with the lifetime of Marital Happiness that should be
yours.

OVER 100 GRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS
The illustrations that accompany the text of the book

are clear and enlightening. It is necessary that biolog-
ical facts should not be shrouded by prudery nor false
modesty. Study the illustrations—read the book, and
grope in the dark no longer!

576?A6Z$!
This Book Tells Young Women,

Wives, Young Husbands and Young Men
ALL they Have Wanted to Know

about LIFE and SEX!

SENT ON APPROVAL
To show our faith in this amazing book, we offer it

to you on trial. Send no money—just fill out the cou-
pon below and when it arrives in plain sealed wrapper,
pay postman only $2.08 plus postage. Keep book ten
days, then if not completely satisfied, return to us and

we will refund your money immedi-
ately. "Eugenics and Sex Harmony"

not be sold to minors.

STATE
AGE WHEN
ORDERING

Be professionally ad-
vised forever by filling

out coupon TODAY.

Pioneer

Publications, Inc.

1790 Broadway
New York City

SEND NO MONEY • • • MAIL COUPON TODAY!

I f^- 1
1

\\\ PIONEER PUBLICATIONS.
1790 Broadway, Dept.
New York 19, N. Y.

Please send me, "Eugenics and
Sox Harmony" in. plain wrapper.
If I am not completely satisfied

I can return the book ami the en-
tire purchase price -will be re-

funded immediately. Also send
me free of charge your booK on
"New Birth Control Facts."

r-] Send C O.D. plus postage.

Q I enclose $2.98, ship postpaid.

Amazing New
Book included
FREE of Extra
Charge

I

The Otjlno-Knaus
Method of rhythmic

I

Birth Control -with

table of- "safe" and

I

"fertile" periods,
|
explained InDr Clin-

I

ton's, new book in-

cluded -FREE with
i each purchase of

| EUGENICS and SEX
I HARMONY.

Name

Address

City and State Age

Orders from Foreigh- Countries
18 Shilling! in Advance

BIBLE STORIES FOR
TOMORROW'S CITIZENS

First Prize Letter

#10.00

I like your magazine, and read it regu-

larly. That's why I'm depending on you to

print what I'd like to say in behalf of Amer-
ican youth. We're the citizens of tomorrow
—the people who will hold this country to-

gether. But according to all reports, we're

going to the dogs so fast that we may not

be able to do our future job. Yes, those are

strong words ; but did you read the evening

paper, and did you listen to your radio yes-

terday, today, any day? We're not really

bad, it's just that we're young and haven't

found a code to live by—to give and take

by—in these indecisive times.

You, Mr. Movie Maker, can give us that

code ! How ? Through one of the strongest

influences in our lives, the American movie.

We're sick to the core of murderers, adult-

eresses, and thieves—of the shallow super-

men who flicker across the screen and wind

up at the end with too many notches on

their guns, and too much stolen gold. You
see, we're too gullible. We try to live this

stuff, with sad results.

Take some of those swell actors like

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Marshall

Thompson and cast them in some of the

great Bible stories of love and gallantry

and truth. If you don't think they can be

exciting and entertaining, and still have

something deep and lasting, just put them

before us. We'll go for them in a big way,

and you, Mr. Movie Maker, will be proud

of the pay-off—better men and women for

tomorrow's America.
ANNA LEE WEBB, Indianapolis, Ind.

NOVEL TRUTHS

Second Prize Letter

#5.00

My particular burden at the moment is

about the screening of my favorite novels.

I love to read, and do ! Then comes the in-

evitable. I attend the screen version. With

Cheers and Sneers

Everyone has a chance to assert his or

her opinion in this department for the

benefit of the entire movie-making
crew—and for his or her own personal

satisfaction. Kindly criticism and help-'

ful suggestions are strong factors in

making the movies your number one
entertainment. Write your letter to

Fans' Forum now ! Monthly award's

for the best letters published: $10.00,

$5.00, and five $1.00 prizes. Closing

date is the 25th of each month.
Please address your letters to Fans,

Forum, SCREENLAND Magazine, 37

West 57th Street, New York 19, N. Y.

the exception of "Song of Bernadette" and
"Keys of the Kingdom," I have come home
feeling most Unhappy about the whole thing.

This is why.
When I read any novel, I find thoughts

expressed that remain with me a long time.

I write these down and from time to time

read them over and over. It is a poor story

(and I seldom read one) that does not con-

tain at least a few uplifting ideas
;
speak of

some ideal or preach at least one sermon.

But these are almost always lost in screen-

ing. Without spoiling the story (in fact it

would enhance the story-appeal) and with-

out "preaching," these lessons, bits of wis-

dom and philosophy could be woven through

the dialogue and through the characters

concerned, until the "point" could be made
perfectly clear while the story retained all

its drama.
There was a wonderful lesson in the

screenplay of "Possessed," but if I had not

explained it carefully to my fifteen-year-

old, it would have been entirely lost on her.

More than that, she had considered it a hor-

rible picture until I had discovered in it the

terrible truth of a selfish disposition that

couldn't take "no" for an answer!
I have pages of quotations from the book,

"Green Dolphin Street," and wonder if any

of these "truths" will happily find their

way onto the screen. I plan to see it when
it comes to our town to find out.

C. BAKER, Jeanerette, La.
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Which belt style should "shorty"
choose ?

Wide

Narrow

Either widih

You may fancy the wide 'n' handsomes . . .

or the new, mere wisps of leather for your
waistline. Here's the clue: Wide belts cut
height. If you're a shorty, take the narrow
style. As for choosing sanitary napkins, let

fit and comfort be your guide. They're
virtues you'll always find in Kotex — in

Regular, Junior, Super. Yes, whatever your
own special needs — a choice of the 3 Kotex
sizes gives you one that's exactly right!

What's best if winter gets under
your skin?

D More "fuel" for your frame *

Stock up on sweaters

Q Firemen's flannels

Winter gives you the chilly-willies? You
needn't be a Numb Dora. Stoke your system
with warmth-giving foods — extra lush with
Vitamin A. Guzzle lots of liquids: fruit,

veg and sky juice. All to keep you cozy,

help guard your skin. For comfort on
"calendar" days, there's nothing— but

nothing— like the new, softer Kotex. With
downy softness that holds its shape. Made
to stay soft while you wear it. 'Nuff said!

When in doubt about whether to "dress up"—
Don'f be a Plain Jane

Don'f go Don'f

Will the wing-ding be informal, or a fluff-

and-flowers affair? Naturally, you'd like to
look your loveliest— with competition what
it is these days. But when in doubt about
dressing up-don't! Better to err on the

casual side; at least you're less conspicuous.
At certain times, there's never a doubt
about confidence— with Kotex. Those flat
pressed ends prevent revealing outlines.
Keep you in the poise department.

More tvo/nes? c/?oose /(OTEX

/Aa/7 a// of/ier sa/i/Yary na/?/:/hs

She is telling the world that
she's —

D A curfew dodger

Q No cover girl

The dentist's delight

Comes the yawn — and all too often it

reveals more mouth than manners. What's
intriguing about tonsils? A smooth gal will

cover those yawns — to spare her glamour
and etiquette rating. You can rate an A for

assurance, if you know how to spare your-
self problem-day embarrassment. Simply
choose the napkin with the exclusive safety
center (Kotex!) This special Kotex feature
gives you extra protection.

3 guesses

whaf girls

forget most!

O Use hand cream or lotion
Trim straggly eyebrows
Boy o new sanitary belt

created ^ yT mitts

b:;r?
d

N;t-yoSn°e
ut

B
b

u;
st

n
ing

about rememberin* to buv I
sanitary belt? Why be hL
girls, and keep foriettiS T*'
Putting it off

P
^Ve^~te

e^To get all the comfort y0l

r

naDkm gives, reow '

s the time tn K
P'

new, Kotex Sanitary Belt'
^

M. REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.
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The new f/^K*

in table settings

'/uivv/'.v^

The two blocks

of sterling in-

laid at back of

bowls and han-

dles of most
used spoons
and forks. They
make this sil-

vetplate stay lovelier

longer. Fifty-two piece

set $68.50 with chest.

(No Federal Tax.)

HOLMES &EDWARDS

STERLING INLAID*

SILVERPLATE

Copyright 1948, The International Silver Co., Holmes & Edwards Division,

Meriden, Conn. Sold in Canada by: TheT. Eaton Co., Ltd. °Reg.U.S.Pat.Off.

For Rounded Uplift ...

\ . In addition to exquisite

uplift, "Allegro" also gives average

bosoms beautifully rounded lines. As illus-

trated in Tearose or White Broadcloth or in

Lace with Rayon Satin back, $1.50. With

2-inch diaphragm band. Tearose or Wbite

Broadcloth, $2.00; Black Satin, $2.50.

"THERE IS A MAIDEN FORM FOR EVERY TYPE OF FIGURE!"

Send for free Style Folders: Maiden Form

Brassiere Company, Inc., New York 16, N. Y,

JUNIOR VILLAINS

£1.00

The other day I read that Margaret
O'Brien's mother has been arguing with the

studio about cutting off the famous pigtails.

Her mother does not want this done, as the

pigtails are the child's trademark. I won-
der, however, if the lady protested against

her daughter's role in "The Unfinished

Dance," as well.

Although the picture is impressive for its

beautiful dancing and vivid color, all

through it I kept thinking that such a part

is in poor taste for a child who is an idol

of countless sensitive and impressionable

youngsters. It seems to me that there is

enough of brutality and horror in the adult

roles, without making a "villain" of a child.

Shirley Temple achieved what was prob-

ably an all-time high in popularity, yet I

don't ever remember her in any movie
which would have been a bad influence on
a child's mind. I believe there are still

many roles which are suitable to Margaret's
talents, and which need not be questioned

as suitable entertainment for children.
EDITH ZITTLER, Los Angeles, Calif.

ROMANCE FOR LANCASTER

£1.00

In my opinion, one of Hollywood's most
talented, up-and-coming actors is Burt Lan-
caster. He has everything that Gable, Pow-
er, Taylor and Grant have, and more. His
naturalness in enactirtg his parts is one of
his greatest assets. He is always starred as

the hard-boiled gangster type. How about
some clean-cut, tender love roles for him,

which I am positive he can capably handle?
Don't misunderstand me. I think he is a

wonderful actor in these gangster pictures,

but I think that in starring him in the same
type of role such as the "The Killers" and
"Brute Force" Hollywood is hindering his

ability to portray his skill as the ardent
lover. In my estimation Burt Lancaster
should be co-starred with some of Holly-

wood's more talented and experienced ac-

tresses such as Lana Turner and Susan
Hayward.

HELEN BOUCHAT, Arnold, Pa.

VIVACIOUS GINGER

£1.00

There has been so much discussion about

the type of "young" roles Ginger Rogers
has been playing lately, and especially that

of the teen-age girl in "Heartbeat." Critics

insinuate that she is not fooling anyone but

herself in thinking she can put over these

young girl roles. Well, as for me, Ginger,

keep right on.

When I leave one of her movies, I am
full of pep, vim and vigor, with my .morale

at a new high. In other words, I feel

"alive" ! If I could have half the vitality

she has and shows when I am her age, I

will be happy.
Why, I know many girls in their early

twenties who act as though they were forty.

There is nothing better than a young out-

look on life to keep not only yourself feel-

ing young, but those around you, for what
could be more catching than the invigorat-

ing charm and vivaciousness of a woman's
speech and actions.

STEPHANIE SZKLARZ, Palmer, Mass.

A PUFF FOR DUFF

£1.00

In a recent issue of Fans' Forum, L. Bar-
rett suggested that Howard Duff and

.
Ella

Raines co-star in "The Adventures of Sam
Spade." No, no, a thousand times no ! Ella

Raines is not the type to play Sam Spade's

secretary, but def ! Why not Frances Gif-

ford? She's both glamorous and talented.

Frances even looks like the secretary type

!

As Efpie she could cry on Sam Spade's

shoulder better than Ella Raines.

I am sure everyone who is a Howard
Duff fan would love to see him in a series

of "Adventures of Sam Spade." But please

don't type him! As everyone knows who
has seen "Brute Force" and will see "Naked
City" and "All My Sons," he can play any
type of role. •

NANCY ATWOOD, Venice, Calif.

RITA'S CROWNING GLORY

£1.00

I can't understand how a lovely actress

like Rita Hayworth could be persuaded to

cut that long, beautiful hair just to play in

the picture, "Lady from Shanghai." I per-

sonally think it will affect her popularity in

the movies. Her long hair has made her

famous and I think the public will not like

this change very much.
Rita Hayworth without that long, red

hair just doesn't look like herself. Ever
since I've seen her in pictures I have en-

vied her beautiful hair, and I'm quite sure

thousands of other girls have copied her

hair styles. She looked twice as sweet and

pretty in "Cover Girl," "Tonight and Every
Night," and many others, before she cut

her hair.
CARMELA HARTNETT, East Boston, Mass.

It's a picnic for Michael when he visits Papa John Wayne on the John Ford-Merian

C. Cooper picture, "War Party," for RKO Radio release. Henry Fonda serves the milk.
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Hot from Hollywood

Continued from page 6

JUST before he took off for Washing-
ton where the FBI background scenes

are being shot for "Street with No
Name," Mark Stevens handed his wife
a large package. It was a mink coat to
keep her warm while they brave the east-
ern snowstorms. Instead of having the
usual monogram inside on the lining of
the coat, Mark had the furrier embroider
his telephone number. Now would you
call up if you found a mink coat? An-
nelle has no intention of losing it, so
don't answer that one.

TALENT really runs in Fred Astaire's
family. His wife Phyllis artistically

landscaped the grounds of their new
Beverly Hills home, so now all their
friends are urging her to go into business.
Speaking of Fred, his favorite story con-
cerns the day he brought his daughter
Ava on the "Easter Parade" set. Judy
Garland's little Liza happened to be vi-
siting her famous mother at the same
time. "My father dances and sings,"

bragged the Astaire offspring. Liza looked
thoughtful. "My mother knits!" she
boasted in retaliation.

PERSONAL to Jack Carson: You
have our full permission to let your

head start swelling! No less an authority
than Billy Wilder, who is now directing
"A Foreign Affair" with John Lund,
Marlene Dietrich and Jean Arthur, thinks
that you are the most talented actor in
Hollywood. Nice going, Jack—especially
when Bill has never even met you.

ANN Rutherford is quite a nice little

friend to have around. As a present
for Eleanor Parker and Bert Friedlob's
expected baby, Annie's completely fur-
nishing their nursery. There's even a toy
turtle, painted pink and blue. Why the
turtle? Because "Mommy" Parker was
so^ wonderful in "Voice of the Turtle."
It's just to remind Junior.

STILL in an "Old English" mood after
appearing at the Command Perform-

ance in London, Bob Hope rushed right
down to the set to see his pal, Bing Cros-
by. They were just about to shoot the
scene for "A Connecticut Yankee" where
Bing meets King Arthur. Bob took one

Shirley Temple Agar displays colorful costume of "War Party," her last picture before the
blessed event." Left, John Agar, making his movie debut, practises carrying papoose.

look at the Crosby costume and cracked:
"Ah, Ye Newie Lookie!"

WHY Hollywood producers become
hermits! At a major studio recent-

ly, a little starlet complained to her boss.
She had just finished her third picture
and was so exhausted, she just had to
have a rest. That same day, the same
executive was called by Dame May
Whitty. The 82-year-old actress wanted
to know when she was going to work.
The week previous she'd completed "If
Winter Comes," her 101st screen role!

THE papers are practically signed,
sealed and delivered for Hedy Lamarr

to co-star with Robert Cummings in
"Let's Live a Little." Here's hoping the
title influences the la-marvelous one, who
has had more than her share of heartache
this last year. Bob's producing this pic-
ture himself. It's a comedy, and Bob's
the boy who can put it over.

CAST and crew threw a big party for
Joan Fontaine and Louis Jourdan

the day they finished "Letter from an
Unknown Woman." The huge cake was
baked in the shape of a letter (natch!)
and addressed to Joan and Louis in gooey
chocolate handwriting. Joan cracked out
with champagne for the gang.

WAIT until you see the charming cos-
tumes Eddie Stevenson, top design-

er at RKO, dreamed up for Irene Dunne
in "I Remember Mama." Irene thinks
Eddie should have his share of the credit
toward her brilliant characterization. She
said as much on a gold money clip, en-
graved in her own handwriting and pre-
sented to Eddie on the last day of
shooting.

MADELEINE Carroll's back, and
after the job she did for European

orphans, Paramount's happy to forgive
her for walking out on them. With Ma-
deleine is Henri Lavarel, the handsome
Frenchman she married after divorcing
Sterling Hayden. After a belated honey-
moon in South America, Madeleine (she's
still beautiful and so-o-o slender) will
make a movie. Bob Hope's hoping to get
his "favorite blonde" for "Sorrowful
Jones."

GENE TIERNEY (whose New Year's
resolution was "no more suspen-

sions") was talking to Dana Andrews
between scenes on "The Iron Curtain"
set.

"Do you like the new long skirts?"
inquired Miss T.

"I like them better at see level!"
cracked Dana.

SCREENLAND
15



Give those hands of

yours a treat and they'll be

a treat to the eyes

Deal Yomlf A Winning Hand

Lizabeth, star of Hal Wallis' picture,

"I Walk Alone," shows you steps to

perfect manicure. Cuticle oil, filing,

and a final touch of hand lotion.

Lizabeth Scott gives daily care to keep her

By Claire

WHY, oh why don't all women real-

ize that attractively manicured

hands are as important to their

good looks as makeup? Why don't they

give them as much care? Why do they

dress up like a kewpie doll and then go

out without polish? Guess we'll never

know the answers to all these questions,

unless it is that these gals just don't care!

So don't you be one of these careless

femmes. Remember that nail polish on

your nails is just as much a necessity as

lipstick. Nor should polish be daubed on

any old way; it should be applied care-

fully at least twice a week allowing a half

hands lovely and well-groomed.

Finucane

hour for the routine and then in between

times you can patch it up with the same

color polish. To give yourself a profes-

sional manicure, do the right hand first.

Reason for it being that you use the right

hand more than the left and this proce-

dure will permit your polish to set longer

on that hand.

Let us here and now decry the notion

that if you leave polish off for a while, it

helps to strengthen the nails. Nothing

could be more ridiculous. If your house

needed painting would you say that neg-

lecting to take care of it would strength-

en the beams? Hardly! So it is with nails.

They need redecorating to keep them

looking beautiful. As a matter of fact,

any girl with brittle nails knows that

when she leaves polish off for any length

of time the nails seem to split more, read-

ily. Just like paint on a house, polish

helps to protect those nails of yours.

A good treatment for dry brittle nails

is to give them (Please turn to page 73)
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The "Bottle Bacillus" (Pityrosporum ovale)

THOSE innocent-looking flakes

and scales you see on scalp,

hair or dress-shoulder are a warning.
They may be symptoms of infec-

tious dandruff . . . and that is a

distressing, unsightly condition
that no woman wants to risk.

This is no time to fool around
with smelly lotions or sticky salves

that cannot kill germs. You need
antiseptic action . . . and you need
it quick! It's Listerine Antiseptic
for you, followed with several min-
utes of vigorous finger-tip massage.

Kills "Bottle Bacillus"

Listerine Antiseptic gives your scalp

and hair a wonderfully cool and re-

freshing antiseptic bath . . . kills

millions of the stubborn "bottle

bacillus" (Pityrosporum ovale).
This hard-to-kill germ, many der-

matologists say, is a causative agent
of the trouble.

You will be delighted to find how
cool and clean your scalp feels . . .

how wonderfully fresh your hair

looks . . . and how quickly those
distressing flakes and scales that

rob the hair of its magic, begin to
disappear.

In clinical tests twice-a-day use of
Listerine Antiseptic brought marked
improvement within a month to

76% of the dandruff patients:

When you wash your hair

If you're smart you will not wait

for symptoms; you will make
Listerine Antiseptic and massage a

part of your regular hair-washing

as countless fastidious men and
women do. It's a healthful, cleanly

habit and may spare you a nasty

siege of trouble.

Listerine Antiseptic is the same
antiseptic that has been famous for

more than sixty years in the field

of oral hygiene.

Lambert Pharmacal Company
St. Louis, Missouri

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC for INFECTIOUS DANDRUFF
NEW/ Have you tasted the zippy MINT flavor of today's Listerine TOOTH PASTE with 25% more Lusterjoam?
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NOW IT COMES TO THE SCREEN WITH

NOTHING LEFT UNSAID AND NO EMOTION UNSTIRRED!

<£Most acclaimed

motion picture

in history!

"BEST IN YEARS!"
Walter Winchell

"MOVIE OF THE WEEK!"
life

"PICTURE OF THE MONTH!"
Red Book

"PICTURE OF THE MONTH!"
Liberty

"PICTURE OF THE MONTH!"
Screenland

ftentlemarfsAgreement

2o
CENTURY-FOX

h

i,h

CELESTE HOLM • ANNE REVERE

JUNE HAVOC • ALBERT DEKKER

JANE WYATT • DEAN STOCKWELL

SAM JAFEE

Produced by

DARRYL F. 2ANUCK
Screen Play by Directed by

MOSS HART • EL1A KAZAN

18
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T REMEMBER Mcana." I also re-
1 member Mother in "Life with

Father." So do millions of other
satisfied moviegoers. What I'm
wondering is, do we remember
Irene Dunne?

No, we don't! That is, not enough,
not with due and sufficient regard
for the fine artist and lovely lady
you are. Not, so far, with an Acad-
emy Award. In fact, I'm afraid we
take you too much for granted.
You've gone your quiet way, al-

ways giving splendid performan-
ces, through the years. Of course,
you've been handsomely rewarded
for same, but that's another thing.
You've handled your success so
sanely. You lead a quiet family
life, you've been married to the
same husband for twenty years,
you're a devoted mother and a con-
scientious citizen. You don't hit the
headlines or the gossip columns
because the sort of life you lead
doesn't lend itself to splashy treat-
ment. Yet you're no sissy, either;
there's a good Irish humor and a
twinkle in the eye proclaiming you
a very human being. If you don't
win an Oscar, there's no justice. 'As
far as your fans are concerned,
you've already won.

N OPEN UTTER TO IRENE DUNNE

a12a
*,ne Per,0'manc" • Remember Mama" (left above) and "Life with Father (far right) Irene Dunne rates an Academy

«T.!*fj % P* *raciou.* wo"»n h[ F
harm

*
her lon8 and haPPy marriage to Dr. Francis Criffin, her constructive stand as a public-

spirited citizen, such as her widely heard broadcast with the Rev. J. Herbert Smith, we nominate her First Lady of Hollywood for 1948





It* But, Bat l&

By CAREY WILSON

For the first time, a famous

producer reveals top secrets

about his exciting job. Exclusive!

ONE NIGHT a couple of years ago.
I was in New York for one of my
too rare and too brief visits.

That's my home town originally, and be-
fore I leave, I always get sentimental
because of my boyhood there. So, as is

the custom, my last night I gathered up
some of the boys from the publicity de-
partment and we went around the town
having a drink here and a sandwich
there in the byways of New York.
By the time we got to the Stork Club

for one last drink, they were just closing
up the Cub Room, and the only other
occupants were Walter Winchell and the
late and beloved Damon Runyon.
Damon couldn't speak audibly at this

time. The operation for the trouble that
took his life had taken away his gruff,

exciting voice. I knew, as everyone else

knew, the magnificent devotion that

Winchell gave Damon, always keeping
him with him day and night. I had met
Winchell before, and I liked him, doubly
so because once, as a famed figure, he'd
played straight and made me a "big
shot" with my adolescent son. So when
he asked me over, I gratefully sat down
with them.

In the course of the conversation, he
complimented me on my last picture,
"The Postman Always Rings Twice."
He mentioned he'd seen some others re-

cently which were not so good.
(Please turn to page 60)

Carey Wilson, producer of MCM's "Green
Dolphin Street," one of the currently most
popular "big" pictures, tells you in his article

how he achieved the stunning effects you see
in the film, as well as giving you colorful side-

lights on his stars: Lana Turner, Richard Hart,
Van Heflin, below; and Donna Reed, at right.

i



You've read all sorts of stories about "Laddie"—home

stories, in which he is pictured as a happy husband and

devoted father (which he is); outdoor stories, telling of

his athletic activities; studio stories, about his hard work

on the set. So you may think there's nothing left to be

written. Well, you haven't read anything—until you've

read our new-slant story. On this page: Ladd on location

with Donna Reed, below, for "The Long Cray L'ne.^

Right below, with Veronica Lake in Paramount's "Saigon"

(watch for our forthcoming fictioniration of this one).



The blond menace of the movies is a magnet for auto-
graph-hunters wherever he goes—even at West Point,
above. Lower left, with his two best girls. Sue and Alana.

PACE, PACE, pace, up and down, up and down, up and
down, that's what you used to do. Wearing the carpets

' out with your pacing. Wearing yourself out, too. Nerv-
ous, that's what you were. "Awfully nervous," you admit,
"but now, not as nervous as I was."
The ranch has been your sedative, you say. The twenty-

five acre ranch in the San Fernando Valley you and Sue
bought couple of years ago. An old barn, half burned down,
a couple of garages, were all that was left of the place when
you took title. Oh, yes, and a reservoir, which you made into
a swimming pool. "Put the pool in myself," you told me,
"and fenced it." Of the garages, you made living rooms, din-
ing-room, bedroom and kitchen. With the dirt thrown away
from the drained reservoir, you made roads.
"Just in health alone, the ranch has been wonderful for me,"

you say. "Take out my pacing at hard labor. With the pick
and shovel. And at rough carpentry work. The finer touches—such as making airplane models, for example—that I could
never do. Be all thumbs. Or plumbing. A leaking tap, for
instance, such as we had recently and I stood by, helpless,
while it flooded the kitchen floor, ruined everything. On the
other hand, I'm a hedge-trimmer de luxe. Very fancy with
the pruning shears!"

If you were not an actor, you would be a builder, you say.
Sue says so, too. Says you have great imagination about
building. And are not chary about doing the work of build-
ing, the work that's done with muscle and sweat, yourself.
She also says you have very good taste about decorating and
furnishing a house. "A million things to choose from," says
Sue, "and Alan's eye hits on the one thing that is unusual."
You tell me that Sue used to say, "You'll never get me on

a ranch as long as I live!" Now, you add, amused and
pleased, "you can't keep her off the ranch! We spend every
spare minute we have at the ranch. In addition to the health-
giver it is, and the fun for all of us, Susie, the kids and me,
we're trying to put it on a paying {Please turn to -page 66)
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The Winter Ball brought out Hollywood's elite. Eye-filling, celebrity-studded event was an all-star

date on the social calendar. Above, Jimmy Stewart squires Rosalind Russell and Joan Caulfield.

IT'S BEEN many a movie moon since screenland has

witnessed such an eye-filling, breath-taking and pulse-

quickening spectacle as this year's Winter Ball, which was

an all-star date on the social calendar in Hollywood. Of

course, there has been a nightly round of brilliant affairs. As

Jack Benny says. "I don't know why they say anything about

fog in Southern California—the stars come out every night!"

But seriously. I don't think anything could top the scintil-

7lating formal party which took place in the beautiful new

"Crystal Room of the Beverly Hills Hotel. The whole idea was

dreamed up bv Kay Kyser -to raise funds for the benefit of St.

John's Hospital in Santa Monica, and stars and society leaders

turned out in glamorous regalia, at $100 a couple. Sponsors

for the glittering affair, which Irene Dunne said reminded her

of the old Mayfair days, were Bing and Dixie Crosby, Dr.

Griffin and Miss Dunne, the Bob Montgomerys and the Dick

Powells.

What an array of stunning gowns and fabulous jewels, ac-

fT ecompanied bv white ties, the evening presented! It was almost

'as dazzling as the functions I attended in London in connec-

tion with the recent wedding of Princess Elizabeth to my
friend Philip. Duke of Edinburgh. But the wonderful part was

that before the evening was over, George Murphy, who acta

as master of ceremonies, was able to announce that $25,00i

had been raised that night for St. John's and that the Winte

Ball was to become an annual affair!

George is an ideal master of ceremonies because he is s

humorous without being caustic and he never pokes fun a

anyone but himself, which I think is the secret of truly cleve

wit. Ridicule of another person is such an easy weapon tha

it seems a shame to use it. George really outdid himself tha

night by introducing all the wonderful talent. Xavier Cuga

and his orchestra flew in especially for the evening and pro

vided the most exotic Latin-American rhythms for dancirt

and the accompaniment for such special performers as Jacl

Benny, Dorothy Lamour and Danny Thomas, all of whorj

contributed their services.
j

Jack Benny did that hilarious hill-billy routine of his an*

even persuaded Senor Cugat to take off his shoes! Doroth

Lamour, looking enchanting in an off-the-shoulder evenin

gown of shimmering satin, sang some heavenly ballads, but tb

real hit of the evening was provided by Bing Crosby, who dij

a medley of his most popufar tunes of all time, with new lyri<

describing how much St. John's Hos- (Please turn to page 6i
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INSIDE

HOLLYWOOD'S

SOCIAL CIRCLE
BY COBINA WRIGHT MO 8 %35^'

Come along with Cobina to the

month's most spectacular parties!

Famed social leader is honored

guests at all the important events

Atwater Kent, right, was host to the young Duke and Duchess
of Montoro, pictured with Mr. Kent at right, and above with
Merle Oberon and her husband, Lucien Ballard. Below, other
good-time guests: Pat O'Brien and Maureen O'Hara, the Van
Johnsons, Liwy deHavilland and her husband, Marcus Goodrich.
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Confronting this fine actor

% and gallant gentleman is the

question:Just how popular can

you get? Now with "The Parpdine

Case" coming up Peck tops

his own past performanc

No other actor in Hollywood even approaches Peck's record

for magnificent artistry: 'The Yearling," "Gentleman's

Agreement," 'The Poradine Case." Above, with Ann Todd;

below, with Valii in scenes from the David 0. Selznick picture.



Rod Cameron is

one Hollywood hero

whose life story

would make a more

colorful movie

than any picture

in which he has yet

played. Don't miss it

Six - foot - five, Rod towers over

Lois Collier, sweet starlet at left.

Now a favorite escort of movie
beauties, Rod remembers that

life wasn't always like this. He
started working when he was 12.

o

WHEN ROD CAMERON—all six feet,

five inches of him—escorts a lush babe
to a Hollywood night spot, he must

occasionally reflect that life wasn't always like

this. Every now and then, he must look in the
mirror and grin, "Hello. Rod, you lucky stiff!"

Because being a movie star was just about the
last thing a guy who lived for years under the
earth digging tunnels ever expected. Maybe
he remembers the explosion where the whole
heading crew was blown to bits. He was about

300 feet away and didn't get hurt. Lucky,
he was. In a way, he's had a four-leaf clover
with him ever since he started out on his own
as a kid to make his way in the world.
Maybe, sometimes, the turn of events didn't

seem exactly blessed with good fortune. But
the way things have worked out, you can; see
the pattern. It all had to be. That's how his

type of two-fisted hero was born. When he was
14 and came to New York from Canada, it

wasn't easy to leave (Please turn to page 58)

Rod brings his mother to Universal- International to see mo-
vies made. Rod's in "Pirates of Monterey," and "River
Lady," with Dan Duryea, upper right, Yvonne De Carlo, be-
low. Lower right, with Duryea, Helena Carter, Paule Croset.

*
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She likes to see people have

a good time. And they

always do, when Sheridan is around

Good Time

By Hattie Bilson
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Annie has a sense of humor that explodes Tike a firecracker,

particularly when the joke is on herself. Above, with co-star Errol
Flynn, a good pal, on location for Warners' "Silver River."

ANN SHERIDAN would probably throw some-
thing at your head if you dared suggest she
could serve as a model for the Salvation

Army song, "Brighten the Corner Where You Are."
Whether she likes it or not, it's true.

Not that Annie sheds the Salvation Army variety
of sweetness and light. Annie likes to see folks have
a good time; possesses a sense of humor that ex-

plodes like a firecracker, particularly when the joke
is on Sheridan. It's as simple as that, and the re-

sults are wonderful.

During the filming of "Silver River," Annie's fun-
making talents proved a special boon. On location
at the Warner Ranch in San Fernando Valley, with
the temperature an unwavering 106—hundreds of
extras in heavy period costumes—horses whinnying
and kicking up dust all over the place—the director

yelling for more speed—a rugged sense of humor
was required to keep members of the company from
tearing each other apart. Fortunately for them,
Annie had enough humor to go 'round.

There was that tender love scene in the picture
that just wouldn't come off. Leading man Errol
Flynn, after a week's absence due to strep throat,
was tense with the strain of trying to make up for
lost time. Annie, in white satin and diamonds",
should have been inspiration enough, but the harder
he tried to relax and get into a romantic mood, the
further he got from his goal.

The situation was growing desperate when an
extra came along handing out cigars. Errol turned
away from Annie for a minute to accept one from
the new daddy. When he (Please turn to page 59)

Annie works as hard as she plays. Above, concentrating on
dialogue for her next scene with Flynn, coached by Director
Raoul Walsh, Sheridan is just another hard-working gal.

Even her makeup man is a Sheridan fan. Eddie Allen takes
closeups of his star with his own 16-mm camera. Below, An-
nie chats with cinematographer Sid Hickox between scenes.





Ut March u,indsblo«,f

We say Hello

Toth
^rnonth'smaid

Who's not afraid.

Sh* knows her u,ay:

Her day's Tuesday,

Her number's nine.

Her future's fine.

In fact, she's first-

So forward March,

And do your worst!



Darryl F. Zanuck Presents

OLIVIA deHAVILLAND
in

THE SNAKE PIT"
Also starring

MARK STEVENS and LEO CENN
with

Celeste Holm, Glenn Langan, and the

following players:

Helen Craig Howard Freeman
Frank Conroy Beulah Bondi
Minna Gombell Lee Patrick

Katherine Locke
Ruth Donnelly
June Storev

Fictionized by Elizabeth B. Petersen

snake pit

A MOMENT ago the bird had been there on the lowest

branch of the tree and there had been that content-

ment in her heart just sitting looking at him. It had

been so peaceful sitting there on the bench looking at the

bird and the sunlight turning the leaves of the maple to

russet and gold, feeling the warmth of the sun on her skin.

Then the voice had come again, the voice that fell like

hammer strokes against her brain. "Do you know where you

are, Mrs. Cunningham? You know, don't you, Mrs. Cunning-

ham? Did you sleep well last night, Mrs. Cunningham?

How're you today? Do you hear voices?"

"You think I'm deaf?" Virginia said irritably. "Of course I

hear yours." And she thought: "It's hard to keep on being

civil when they ask such naive questions. But where is he?^

she thought wildly. "As if he were crouching behind me?

She forced herself to turn. But there was no one behind her.

Then as her eyes moved back again she saw the girl, the pale

blonde girl sitting at the other edge of the bench, and her

heart began beating frantically. It was so frightening the way

things happened.
.

"He's clever," she thought. "But he can't fool me with his

magic. It's an old trick, changing into a girl."

But she wasn't reassured by her logic. She kept looking at

that other girl. The girl had no more (Please turn to page 35)



Scenes of dramatic

power such as shown
on these pages give

you an indication of

the impact of this

most unusual drama.
Olivia deHavilland as

the heroine, Mark
Stevens, far left, as

her devoted husband

;

Leo Cenn as the sym-
pathetic doctor. Cel-

este Holm as her

companion in distress.

—all contribute their

fine talents to this

outstanding film.

Novelized version of a powerful motion pic!

want to miss, with Olivia deHavilland in her

dramatic role. Also starring Mark Stevens and Leo

Genn, with Celeste Holm, Glenn Langan and a fine cast 33





Olivia deHavilland and Mark Stevens in their

roles of Virginia and Robert Cummingham, as

they face the future with hope in their hearts,

in 20th Century-Fox's forthcoming drama based
on the distinguished novel, "The Snake Pit."

pride than to sit here in a public park in
an apron. No real girl would do a thing
like that.

She looked complacently down at her
own dress then and saw it was almost a
twin of the one the other girl was wear-
ing. She couldn't understand it, unless
it was a New York custom. Back in

Evanston she'd never have gone out
looking like that. But maybe all the
women dressed that way in New York,
and who was she to be different?

"Pardon me," she said suddenly. "But
you look pale. Have you been job-hunt-
mg?
"Oh, Virginia!" the girl said. "Don't

be silly."

"You know my name?" Virginia glanced
at her, puzzled. "You must have seen it

on my bag." But she wasn't holding her
bag and when she looked for it, even
leaning over and peering under the bench,
it wasn't there. "I don't know where it

is," she said helplessly. "I was going to get
some groceries and go back to the apart-
ment and—where?" her head began throb-
bing with the urgency of having to re-

member. "How do you get there? What's
the name of the street? It's the sun," she
said aloud, trying to comfort herself.

"It's too warm."
The other girl looked at her, shaking

her head a little. She would have been
pretty if she'd only bothered to fix her-
self up a little. Her eyes were blue. And
they were such pretty eyes. Pretty and
compassionate.

"I'm worried about you, Virginia," she
said. "I wasn't going to tell you this, but
I'm going to One. Maybe I'll leave from
there. Yeah, before long I'll be on my
own, wondering where the next meal's
coming from."

"Poor thing," Virginia thought. "She
must be hungry. Maybe she can help me
get back home, then she can stay for

dinner. Look," she said aloud, "how
would you like to

—

"

It wasn't the girl who answered. It

was a voice which sounded like a police
whistle—like a fire siren

—

"All right, ladies!" No woman's voice,

no human voice had a right to sound
like that. "Hurry up, ladies. Let's go!"

Virginia felt someone pulling at her
and when the blur left her eyes she saw
it was the blue-eyed girl. "Please, Vir-
ginia," she urged frantically. "You don't
want to make trouble."

She sounded so frightened that Virginia
obeyed. Then as she got up and looked
around terror flooded into her heart. She
was completely surrounded by bleak
brick buildings, and springing up all

around her were women dressed in aprons
being herded into a line by two others in

starched nurse's uniforms. Then as the
line "began moving she saw it was headed
toward a wired, cagelike enclosure at-

tached to one of the buildings.

"Oh, I see," she laughed at her former
terror. "Why, it's a zoo! A tour of a
zoo! I don't like (Please turn to page 54)
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"You see/' says

Bob Taylor, "people

forget I'm just a

guy from Nebraska.'

With his handsome

face and terrific

torso—they can't help it

By Alyce Canfield

NO MATTER how many movies may star Robert Taylor,

hell always be the boy from Nebraska.. In this screwy

town, where the glamor and the
,

glitter often distort

values, Robert is as clear-thinking and down-to-earth as the

day he left Beatrice, Nebraska, in search of a career. He'd

probably be a better than average mechanic back in his home

town today if Fate hadn't played a trick on him. Fate, a

whimsical dame with a sense of humor, decided that any kid

with the name of Spangler Arlington Brugh should have a

couple of things tossed his way. What was tossed was the

most terrific torso and the handsomest face since knighthood

was in flower. Roughly speaking, it was enough.

It landed him in pictures, made him a world-famous star,

got him a beautiful wife, and made the word glamor synony-

mous with Robert Taylor. Van Johnson was never like thisli

Girls were swooning over Robert Taylor long before Frank

Sinatra came along. It was almost a crime for any one guy

to be so fiendishly handsome. It was a crime, literally.

Because, you see, Fate, with her cute little sense of humor,

badly miscast Robert Taylor. She took a completely home

spun guy and gilded the lily. Then she sat back and pre

pared to laugh like crazy. But her glee was short-lived. Foi

Robert Taylor has gone through life completely ignoring th«

fact that he's just about the handsomest thing on two feet

Fate gave him the looks and Hollywood gave him the trap

pings of glamor, but they both failed to achieve their pmH

pose. Bob is as comfortable as an old shoe, as unprepossess-

ing as an easy chair. You can't talk (Please turn to page 64)
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As star reporter Aryce Canfield says, "No matter how many movies may star

Robert Taylor, he'll always be the boy from Nebraska." In other words, genuine
and down to earth. Above, businesslike huddle with Audrey Totter, Bob's lead-
ing lady in MCM's "The High Wall," reveals his earnest attitude toward his work.

In his new film Taylor plays a supposed homicidal maniac accused of killing his wife,

with Miss Totter as a nurse in the mental hospital. Above, left, between scenes; right,

a tense moment from the drama. Far right, when he isn't working he's off for a canter.
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ONE OF the most famous "other
women" in pictures—Jane Greer
—frankly confesses that if she

were ever to meet in real life the type
of woman she portrays so frequently on
the screen, the other woman would back
her into a corner!

Of course, you've seen Jane Greer un-
sheathing her claws as the "other wom-
an" in such pictures as "Pan-Ameri-
cana," "Two O'Clock Courage," "George
White's Scandals," and most recently,

"Out of the Past." You also saw her as

a more genteel type of other woman in

"They Won't Believe Me," but as a rule

she plays a nasty, witchy creature. Ac-
tually she's a gentle young woman, much
more the dove than the flamingo -type.

"I really don't know how to cope with
a catty woman," she confessed to me
over lunch at the RKO commissary. "I
don't know what to say when someone
makes a sarcastic remark. Of course, I

ought to know all the answers, since

they're in most of my scripts, but off the
screen I just (Please turn to -page 80)

Jane, above, in a typical Greer role, "the other woman" in Robert Mitchum's life for RKO's
"Out of the Past." Top right, "the other woman" becomes a wife, the happy bride of Edward
Lasker, pictured at the Stork Club in New York en route to a South American honeymoon.



Talk turns to records when Fred sits in on "Hit Parade"

with Frank Sinatra. Below, bongo lad from the congo in

Columbia's "Thrill of Music" short. Write to Fred and

he'll tell you what you want to know about records.

June Lockhart, who makes a hit in her Broadway play, "For Love or Money,"

wins the admiration of Freddie, when she visits him on 1280 Club program.

RIGHT OFF THE RECORD
On be-bops, ballads or bongo

Fred Robbins never goes wrong-o

H
On the set of Columbia's latest "Thrill of Music" short,

Charlie Barnet, featured in film, gets some instructions

in jockeying the disks. Below, with vocalist Jeanne Louis.

"YA, Doc! S'March on the clock. Get those feet out of

hock and let's start to rock.

Yeah it's the set of thirties (month) that comes in

like a big cat and cuts out like that woolly little devil but

along with the wind and the rain in your hair, there s a mess

of sound for the little appendage of skin just underneath.

'Course you have to needle those little black grooves to get

those sound waves rippling towards the hearing device, but

that's not much trouble for a pile of pleasure, n est-ce-fas,

treasure? Did I say treasure? Guess I can't get June Lock-

hart off my cranium. Whatta chick! A real "gone gal, to say

the slightest! I'm beatin' my keys 'bout Gene and Kathenne

Lockhart's jeune fille, the babe who asphyxiated the N. Y.

critics with her tremendous performance in "For Love or

Money," with John Loder and Vicki Cummings, currently

at the Henry Miller Theater in the concrete jungle. She fell

into "Robbins Nest" one night and we had a ball together.

June took over the program and she can always be a disk

jockey if she gets tired of the stage or the movies. But she d

probably settle for her first love, water skiing, which puts

little lights in her baby blues when- (Please turn to page 62)
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ameriea's loveliest colors

—the choice of Hollywood's

glamourous stars! And Tangee goes

on easier, stays on longer!

MERLE OBERON—
A reigning Holly-

wood beauty, say*

"I've tried dozens
of lipstick colors...

and the one thafs
best for me— and
for every woman
of my coloring—
is Tangee Red
Majesty."

1

MEDIUM RED

NEWEST HIT SHADE BY

RED MAJESTY—
New hit shade by
Tangee. ..a rare red...

a truly Royal Red...

and you'll love what it

does for your lips.

Ll.
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By Jerry Asher

When D,n Mto^^J^K* »
for Me " he jo.ns his preiry

_ , llV„, Were Mean'
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Dan Dailey I sent Dan II the family album picture at upper right so
Dan HI can see what his Pop looked like at the age of 7 months. When
lovely blonde Liz came home with young Dan'l, the new father pitched
into household chores with a right good will—well, practically.
Below, scene with Jeanne Crain from "You Were Meant for Me."

1HOPE Dan the second is as proud of Dan
the third, as Dan the first is proud of Dan
the second."

That's what the wire said. The long, lanky Irish-
man read it again. Pure and unadulterated bewil-
derment registered in his blue eyes—blue eyes at
this point that looked like they had been dunked in
tomato juice. He was sure he had never been a pen
pal of Gertrude Stein. Besides, she was dead!

Suddenly the fog lifted. The Isle of Erin broke
into a broad grin. "Oh—oh—it's from Walter," he
shouted. There was no need to shout, of course,
for he was behind the wheel of his car and quite
alone. Passing motorists gave him wide range.
Eccentricity is no novelty in Hollywood, but shout-
ing out loud to yourself was something new.
At this point we pause for station identification.

The whimsical wire-sender was none other than
Walter Lang, prominent 20th Century-Fox director,
whose "Mother Wore Tights" converged Dan Dailey
into sensational stardom. The motorist—Dan him-
self. Six feet. four inches, two hundred and ten
pounds of brand new flab- (Please turn to page 74)



HOLLAND: Before we get into the

argument, I'd like to greet a new-

comer to our board, the very per-

sonable Ann Sothern. Barbara Stanwyck,

who served on the last month's topic,

was forced to withdraw because of poor

health. She is at present in Palm Springs

for a long rest. So, Ann, I hope you'll

enjoy our sessions. Now we're really go-

ing to be confused with two Anns on our

forum. But down to business: our topic

for this month is one that several read-

ers have suggested and is a natural due

to the current trend of pictures dealing

with anti-Semitism and other such top-

ical problems: "Should Movies Have A
'Message' or Merely Entertain?" To start

off, let's see how your minds tick by ask-

ing you what you look for when you

decide to make a picture. What quali-

ties must the story have?

GREG: Well, frankly, I don't look for

the story as much as I consider who's

the producer and who's the director. Any
actor's story judgment can go haywire,

but a big director and producer will usu-

ally work pretty hard to. protect their

investment. And that's probably not the

answer you wanted at all!

LON: Well, Greg has something there,

but putting in my two bits—not that I

ever get a chance to decide on the pic-

ture I want to do—I prefer to do a film

that has something to say. And says it

in good taste and with a subtle touch.

Yeah, I know you're thinking of the ani-

mal pictures I've made like "Thunder in

the Valley" and "Summer Lightning."

And I guess you wonder how my theory

holds true there. But even those pic-

tures have had something good to say.

Take a scene I had in a picture with a

fine colored actor named Willie Best in

which I was shown eating with him. That

certainly implies tolerance and is a good

thing for everyone with a prejudice to

see.

ANN S: I want entertainment first in

the pictures I do. Granted it's important

for a film to say something, I still be-

lieve that people (Please turn to page 76)

GREGORY PECK
SUSAN HAYWARD

ANN BLYTH
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DISCUSSING THE QUESTION:

"SHOULD MOVIES HAVE /

LON McCALLISTER



{9

Susan Hayward, serving on our current Star Board of
Advisers, greets former Star Adviser Robert Cum-
mings, his wife Mary and son Robert Richard, on the
set of U-Ps "Tap Roots," in which Susan is starring.

Get into the argument! Take up this topic

with your friends, then write our Star Advisers

what you want them to discuss next month

New and charming member of our Star Board, Ann
Sothern, entertains her daughter "Tish" (Patricia) at
Warners, where Ann is appearing in "April Showers."

Lon McCallister, favorite of bubble-gum set, with his

co-star of "Thunder in the Valley," Peggy Ann Garner.
Peggy Ann is keen follower of our Forum sessions.

Star of "The Paradine Case," Gregory Peck, contrib-
utes his opinions to our series. Above, with director
Hitchcock. Below, Ann Blyth gets dunked for art's sake.

SSACE' OR MERELY ENTERTAIN?

/ 45



Spring's

on the

Way

By Mary Ellen Martin

Suits are the first love of Noreen Nash who

is starring in "Adventures of Casanova" for

Eagle Lion. The suit, below, is an all-wool

pincheck by Collegian Modes. Sizes 7-15 at

Saks-34th in New York. Mallory Millinery.

Beige gabardine suit

with waist-length bole-

ro and swing skirt. From

Ciro Sportswear at

James McCreery, N. Y.

Write to the manufacturers listed on page

74 tor the name of the store nearest you.



For a casual sport dress, Noreen goes for this

one-piece cotton with plaid skirt and black
top. Scarf of matching plaid may be worn
many ways. A Surrey Classic, in sizes from
9-15 at Himmelhoch Brothers in Detroit.

Spring favorite navy blue in rayon gabardine
is Noreen's third suit choice. New cumber-
bund waist on full swing skirt. Jacket is

fully lined. From Ciro Sportswear, sizes 10-16
at James McCreery, New York. Hat by Lish.

With an eye toward the practical, Noreen
chooses a two-piece dress with white print
shantung blouse and butcher linen skirt. By
Surrey, sizes 10-18, at Edgar A. Stevens,
Evanston, III. All jewelry by Jordan.
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Rosalind Russell and Lee Bowman exchange picture anecdotes, above left, with Fred Brisson and Merle Oberon

seen in background. Center, Donold O'Connor and wife Gwen on NBC airshow. Above right, the Larry Parks (Betty

Gorrett) at one of the black-tie formal parties, which are so popular these days in the social circles of Hollywood.

ALTHOUGH 'tis whispered Van
]\ Johnson isn't too keen about the

idea, his wife Evie may sponsor the career

of her sister who is visiting Hollywood.

We asked Van about it when we visited

him on the "State of the Union" set. He
gave us a look—and said nothing.

FOLLOWING are the results of the

exhibitors' popularity poll for 1947—
and leave us not forget that they are the

boys who know what the public wants!

Bing Crosby, Cary Grant, Gregory Peck,

Roy Rogers were the four favorite male

stars. Betty Grable, Ingrid Bergman,

Claudette Colbert, Rita Hayworth and

Barbara Stanwyck headed the ladies' list.

Larry Parks won as the leading new male

star for the year and Gail Russell for

being the leading new female star. Holly-

wood producers, please note!

Gossip by

Weston

East

Jack Carson "cuts in"

on love scene Jimmy
Stewart and EveArden

are rehearsing for

NBC radio program.



Above left, Gory Cooper takes a whirl around dance floor with Mrs. Jack Benny (Mary Livingstone). Center, Jonet
Gaynor sparkling in sequins and satin, with husband Adrian. Stag session, above right, at 10th anniversary of Jean
Hersholt s radio program, "Dr. Christian," includes Charles Korvin, Kirk Douglas, Cornel Wilde and Michael North

WHILE Joan Crawford, Lana Turner
and a few others were apparently

none too keen about working with Van
Heflin. Barbara Stanwyck hasn't stopped
singing his praises. They recently com-
pleted "B. F.'s Daughter." their second
picture together. Now they are looking
for a third. Van claims most of the ac-
tresses he's worked with (except Barbara)
are limited. They claim he has so many
scene-stealing tricks, they can't keep up
with him.

WHEN we recently reported a "new"
Greer Garson, we weren't kidding.

The lady really took a stand when a
double was suggested for those scenes in

"Julia Misbehaves," her forthcoming
comedy. She wears tights, hangs by her
knees from a trapeze, and sings too. Her
studio didn't want her to risk breaking
her beautiful neck. Greer would have none
of a double, did it herself.

THE day she started "The Loves of
Carmen," Rita Hayworth received

four thermos bottles from Director Charles
\idor. The first three were individually
labeled "coffee," "tea," "soup." What
was the fourth one for, Rita wanted to
know? "To catch those tears," cracked
\ idor, "when you learn there's three
weeks shooting in the deep snow on the
top of a high mountain !"

YES, it's a very small world. Donald
O'Connor, who plays a carnival per-

former in "Are You with It?," was prac-
tically raised in a carnival. His father was
strong man and juggler, his mother a bare-
back rider. Donald and his brothers were
in the act. Once they traveled in the same
show with a team of acrobats. One of them
is still a friend of Donald's and they see
each other every day in the studio com-
missary. His name ! Burt Lancaster.

AFTER their final performance of the
/Vweek, (they'd given a matinee that
day, too) the Ballet Russe troupe were
invited to a party by Ginger Rogers.
They arrived at her hilltop home about
midnight — exhausted, hungry, and so
happy to forget their work. Ginger served
them beautiful food and refreshments.
But for entertainment, she ran all the
dances she's ever done on the screen with
Fred Astaire. Coals to Newcastle, vet!

EVEN their closest friends can't quite
make up their minds about the

Cary Grant-Betty Hensel romance. When
they're together they don't look particu-
larly happy. When they date separately,
they give the impression of being bored
to distraction. Anyway, Cary bought
Betty some beautiful blouses and hand-
kerchiefs when he returned from Paris.

Not to coin a phrase—maybe time will tell.

JEANNE Craine may look as fragile

as angel food cake, but she's a young
lady with very definite ideas. Someone
noticed she always dressed in her portable
on the "You Were Meant for Me" set. We
discovered the reason. Jeanne's regular
dressing-room on the lot isn't in the star

building. So she's never crossed the thresh-
old. What's more, she won't until she rates

a suite along with Bette Grable, Maureen
O'Hara and the rest of 20th's big stars.

TYRONE Power's new home (it was
decorated by the firm of lone and

Mack, and not Lana Turner, as publi-
cized) features the presents given to him
on his European and South American
tours. And 20th Century's surprise gift

to their "good will" star was a fabulous
new panelled and smoke-mirrored dress-
ing-room. It was finished the day before
the new economy wave swept through the
studio. Lana and Ty were never engaged
officially. Therefore, no tears were shed
and no one was surprised when they
"announced" it was over.

OUT on the "Casbah" set (the musical
remake of the old Boyer-Lamarr

"Algiers") they could use a traffic cop.
Every female Universal-International em-
ployee automatically appears whenever
Tony Martin gives out with that sensa-
tional singing. Then there are Yvonne
De Carlo's boy friends who like to pay
her informal visits. One day their luck
wasn't so good. Bob Stack, Helmut Dan-
tine and Howard Duff all dropped by at
the same time. No-o-o, they didn't have
a bridge game. •

FROM Joan Crawford herself we
learned she won't be marrying Greg

Bautzer. Joan's fought too hard and ac-
complished too much to give up a career,

as the handsome attorney wishes. On the
other hand, there'd never be a dull mo-

ment. But has there ever been where the
colorful Crawford is concerned? We're
taking Joan's word for it "Until Proven
Guilty"—which happens to be the name
of her next Warner movie.

TIME and big business heals all

wounds. When Jimmy Cagney and
his producer-brother, Bill, pulled away
from Warner Bros., there was no love lost

on either side. But now the Cagneys are
returning to Warners on a partnership
producing and distributing deal. Jimmy
was always a great favorite with his co-
workers on that lot. The first day he had
lunch, the gang decorated the Green Room
with stills from all those early movies he
made there. Remember "The Public
Enemy," "The Crowd Roars," and those
other Cagney hits?

TOO BAD you won't be seeing some
of those startling Paris fashions in

"Atlantis" that Maria Montez brought
back to Hollywood. Her first day out
caused a small riot in Beverly Hills. Maria
wore high top shoes and ankle-length
hobble skirt. Her hat sat like a pancake
on top of her head. One star you all know
took one look and me-owed: "Who's
giving the masquerade?"

THE "Walls of Jericho" almost did
tumble when Linda Darnell walked

on the set and got a gander of Anne
Baxter's new figure. She is merely down
to a size 10, while Linda has put on 14
pounds since she made "Forever Amber."
There was such contrast that Director
John Stahl had to change some of their
scenes. Linda is now on a diet and Anne
eats two spoonfuls of cottage cheese for
lunch, instead of one!

EXIT Janis Paige the movie star.

Enter Mrs. Frank Martinelli, Jr.,

the ice cream cone tycoon. It happened
one weekend when the Warner star visited
her new husband in San Francisco. Frank
was short of help in his restaurant, so
Janis took over the ice cream concession.
Business was normal until some bobby-
soxers recognized her. At first she denied
her identity. Then she agreed to give an
autograph to every purchaser of a double-
header 20i cone. In less than an hour, the
little woman raked in fifteen bucks for
the man she loves.
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An inspiring fantasy based

on a Robert Nathan novel,

Samuel Coldwyn's master
craftsmen have devised a

perfect setting for Dudley,

an ingratiating angel played

superbly by Cary Grant. Ex-

pert, too, in their roles are

David Niven, as the Bishop

who prays for guidance in

building his cathedral, and

Loretta Young, as his wife

who fears failure of marriage.

Scenes highlighting picture with gems of

wisdom, appealing romance, and bubbling

comedy show Monty Woolley, excellent as

the professor whom Dudley inspires to write;

the Bishop's enlightenment and jealousy;

and other priceless sequences which make

this picture Academy Award material.

Samuel Goldwyn's

production delves into the

goodness of human be-

ings with such gentleness

that audiences will

live in an aura of exalted

happiness. That isn't

easy to achieve in these

troubled times!
i
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SCREEN 7^
By ALMA TALLEY

STAR ANAGRAMS
In the list below are the definitions of words, followed by blanks which indicate

the number of letters in each. Given an additional letter, at the right, each of these

words will, when rearranged, make the last name of a well-known movie player. For
instance: Strong wind add B (Gale, with B, makes Gable) . How many of

the ten can you get?

*
1. Burn - - add M 6. Endured - - add
2. Cord - - W 7. Regal - - T
3. Naked N 8. Fright - - R
4. Eager - - S 9. Rage - - R
5. Wagon - - Y 10. Moan - - S

SEEING STARS

Each of the sentences below conceals the name of a well-known movie player.
By watching the adjoining letters from one word to the next, perhaps you can get
all ten of them. For instance: The BOY ERased his mistake. Now see what you
can do.

1. Everyone thought he played the last air extremely well.

2. The teacher repeated the question but not one of the children knew the
answer.

3. After a long shopping tour, Mary at last found a lovely chiffon dance frock.
4. When the blind date turned out to be a tall handsome blond, Ella could

hardly believe her luck.

5. She warned reporters that if they used the item please to make sure it

was accurate.

6. At the end of a long search, the boys' club rented two warm, dry rooms in

a basement.

7. She always offered unnecessary help just to learn what was going on.
8. The singer began to croon, eying the blonde girl much too openly.
9. He kept shifting his cigar nervously back and forth in his mouth

10. The orchestra started up with "Open the doo.% Richard"

NAME YOUR OWN STARS
In the pictures listed below are a lot of unseen stars, who have nothing to do with

those who really play in the pictures. In other words, how manv last names of well-
known players can you spell out in the letters of the titles? In any one name a letter
should not be used oftener than it appears in the title.

*
1. LOVE FROM A STRANGER: At least 1 1 names. We'll start you off with

lone all those letters are contained in this title.

2. THE SECRET LIFE OF WALTER MITTY: At least 13 names

3. THUNDER IN THE VALLEY: At least 11 names

4. GREEN DOLPHIN STREET: At least 9 names

5. WELCOME STRANGER: At least 1 1 names

Answers on page 81
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According to advance reports, Ronald Colman will become an important contender for Academy Award recognition

when "A Double Life" is released. In this new Universal- International offering, Colman portrays a famous actor who

is carried away by his own "art." Signe Hasso, left and center above, and Edmond O'Brien appear in support of the star.
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The Snake Pit

Continued from page 35

a zoo, do you? I'm sorry for the animals

locked up in cages."

"Don't talk now," the blue-eyed girl

whispered. "You know it's against the

rules."

The woman behind them cackled al-

most as if she were crazy. "You tell her,

Grace," she said unpleasantly.

"Grace?" Virginia made a note of the

name.
"Come on, ladies," the fire siren buzzed.

"Step along. Keep moving, Virginia."

Virginia looked at her resentfully.

"People're friendly in New York, she

thought. Or maybe just fresh. I've never

seen her before and she calls me Virginia.

What am I supposed to say: 'Hi, kid-

do?'
"

They crossed through the cage and into

the building. There was a large, oblong,

bare room with benches and chairs

pushed against the wall.

"All right, ladies, we haven't got all

day," the crisp voice said. "Keep in line,

ladies!"

Suddenly Virginia felt as if she were

suffocating. "Why do we have to keep in

line? I don't like regimentation."

"Please, Virginia," Grace begged.

"Please don't make any trouble."

A door opened and there was another

room even barer than the first had been.

"The way they treat us," one of the

aprons grumbled, "you'd think we were

criminals."

"Criminals!" Virginia screamed the

word, her eyes staring wildly as the

nurse unlocked a door at the end of the

room and she saw the bars at all the

windows. "A prison! That's it! A prison!

I should've known it! How did I get

here? I won't go in there! I won't stay

in this place another minute. I want to

get out!"

"Hello, Mrs. Cunningham," a voice

said, and it was the voice she was always

hearing. Only this time a man belonged

to it, a youngish man with dark hair and

a nice smile. There was another man
with him, an even younger man with sad

eyes. He looked at Virginia as if he knew
her, as if he expected her to know him.

It was all so confusing.

"Miss Hart," the voice said to the

nurse, "we'd like to speak to Mrs. Cun-
ningham for a minute." Then as the

others filed on into the room and the door

closed and there was the click of a key

turning in its lock, the voice spoke again,

"Don't be afraid, we're your friends. We
just want to talk to you. Won't you sit

down?'
She was too smart for him. She wasn't

going to sit down and be completely at

his mercy.
"Virginia," the other man said, and

his voice sounded so sad she felt sorry

for him. She even sat down, thinking

that might make him feel better. But it

didn't seem to. Something glinted in his

eyes looking at her. Something that

could have been tears.

"How do you feel today?" the first man
said.

"Very well," she said. "Is there any

reason why I shouldn't feel well?"

"No, of course not," a smile had
hitched itself onto the voice now. "Do
you know who I am, Mrs. Cunningham?"
"Of course," she said rigidly. "You're

the warden of this prison. I'm writing a

novel about prisons and I've come here to

study conditions and take notes." It

made her feel better realizing so suddenly

why she was there. "And I'm going to

leave now," she said.

"Where will you go when you leave

here?" the voice asked. "To your hus-

band?"
"I have no husband," she said.

"Virginia!" It was the younger man
who spoke again. He sounded as though
she had driven a knife into his heart.

"Virginia, look at me! Don't you know
who I am?"
He shouldn't have spoken, shouldn't

have allowed his emotion to get the bet-

ter of him like that. But he couldn't help

it. It was so hard having her look at him
as if he were a stranger. But he wouldn't

do it again. Oh, he'd try so hard not to

do it again, not attempt to force her,

Robert told himself as Dr. Kik called

publishing house in Chicago where he'd

gotten a job as clerk right after he was

out of the army. The editor had sent him
out to return her rejected manuscript and

she had taken it harder than other dis-

appointed writers. It had been almost

lunch time, and when he went downstairs

to the cafeteria in the building she was

sitting at one of the tables staring at

her untasted food like a kid who'd been

told to eat something she didn't want.

That was when it began, and it didn't

take them long to find out they liked the

same sort of things. Music, and walking

together, and chocolate ice cream sodas.

She never said anything about herself

and he never asked. For if things got

personal at all she just seemed to freeze

up.

Then, it was sometime in early May
and they were going to a concert to-

gether, and it was different from all the

other times because he felt he had the

right to tell her something he never had

before. But he'd only begun telling her

about the offer of a better job in New
York when he saw her drawing away.

"Robert, I can't go to the concert," she

said suddenly. "Something's come up,

something important. I was trying to tell

you all through lunch."

back the nurse and they left, leaving

Virginia with her.

Even in the doctor's office there were

bars at the window reminding him this

was no ordinary hospital. That was the

worst of all, those bars everywhere you
looked.

"I know it's hard," Dr. Kik's voice cut

across his thoughts. "Waiting so long

without results. But in this sort of illness

time is the important thing. Time and

patience." He turned to a folder lying

on his desk. "I've been going over the

information you gave about your wife.

We've seldom had a case history which

tells so little."

"She never talked much about herself

or her family," Robert swallowed before

he went on. "But when you love some-

one you're not looking for symptoms.

Looking back now I see things that

didn't seem important then."

Now everything seemed important as

he began telling of them. That first time

he met Virginia when she came to the

Tyrone Power, on good will tour, meets

"Jacaranda Queen," Miss Elbie.Van Zyl,

and Mayor D. P. Van Heerden in Pretoria,

South Africa. Below, the Mayor's office

staff line up for Ty's autograph.
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He couldn't make her stay. And that
was the last time he saw her for six

months.
When he didn't hear from her he had

taken the job in New York, and he'd
been so lonely that at first he thought he
was just imagining things when he met
her on the street. And then it had been
the way it was before, except that now he
was always asking her to marry him and
she was always refusing.

Then one night at the movies there
was an announcement of a picture which
would begin playing there on May 12th.
He remembered the date because her
eyes looked so frightened staring at it on
the screen. By the time it was really May
12, they were married. He had asked her
so many times, but that evening when
they left the movies it was she who asked
him, there on a crowded subway plat-

Ar right, Ty at reception with Mayor and
Mrs. Heerden. Below, a radio interview.

form with people pushing them as they
tried to get into the crowded trains. It
was so wonderful he couldn't believe his
luck at first. But the wonderful part only
lasted two days.

She began acting strange then. She
couldn't sleep and she was restless. But
then that morning at breakfast she had
seemed herself again, almost happy as
she smiled at him. "It's such a beautiful
day," she had said. "Almost too beauti-
ful for November."
"What do you mean, November?" he

had grinned. "This is May. May 12." And
he pushed the morning paper over to her.
The nightmare began when she had

jumped up from the table shouting
hysterically. "Who are you? Why do
you torture me? Why do you lie to me?"
And as he had tried to take her in his
arms she pushed him away. "No, you
can't make me love you. You can't make
me belong to you. You can't, you can't!"

Robert felt the same icy edge of terror
he had felt then, just talking about it.

"The rest you know, Doctor," he said
heavily.

"And you have no idea what that day
in May might mean to your wife?" Dr.
Kik asked. As Robert shook his head, he
looked down at the folder again. "Mr.
Cunningham, I'd like to use shock treat-
ment on your wife. In many cases it

helps break through the patient's shell

and establish contact much quicker.
When that happens we'll be able to start
getting at the real causes of your wife's
illness."

"Do you have to?' Robert demanded
apprehensively. He bit his lips. "I don't
know if it's because she's so helpless now,
or because I love her so much, but some-
how I feel more responsible than ever."

"I've been trying to get through to
her for over four months now," the doc-
tor said. "There's lots of things we're
short of in state hospitals, most of all

time. But you'd have to sign a form."
"I guess it was the word shock that

—

"

Robert tried to get his voice under con-
trol again. "Where do I sign, Doctor?"

They couldn't fool her. Not Virginia!
They were strapping her on to a table
and Miss Davis, the blonde nurse with
the icy blue eyes, smeared some jelly on
her forehead, and afterwards the man
with the voice clamped electrodes over it

and another man standing beside the con-
trol box at one side of the table had his
hand on the switch waiting for the signal.

"You're going to electrocute me!" Vir-
ginia screamed.
The nurse slipped something into her

mouth and her teeth shut down hard on
the gag. The voice was saying something
in a gentle comforting way but Virginia
was too terrified to listen. Her wild eyes
looked at the dull red eye on the box
and suddenly it began glowing and then
there was nothing. Nothing at all.

Then one day she woke up and noth-
ing was blurred. Nothing was unreal.
The man with the voice was standing
over her bed, but it seemed no longer
strange seeing him there.

"Dr. Kik," she asked, "how long have
I been here?"

"You came in May," his voice was ex-
cited, the way it always was when pa-
tients began responding. "This is Octo-
ber."

"June, July, August, September," Vir-
ginia counted carefully. "Five months!
And I don't remember a moment of it."

"You've been ill, Mrs. Cunningham,"
he said gently. "But you're better now.
Very much better."

The blank places still came, but not so
often now. There was the day Grace
helped her into her own clothes, the gray

suit she had liked so much that she had
bought it even though it were a little

tight. But now it hung around her in
folds. But she didn't mind that. It felt

so wonderful to be wearing her own
clothes again.

Then Miss Hart took her outside and
she saw Robert sitting on one of the
benches. That is, it looked like Robert,
but Virginia knew she had to be careful.

It could be an actor made up to look
like him. But he even sounded like him
when he spoke. And he was kind, the
way Robert was. He'd brought along a
box and when he opened it she was so
happy she almost cried. It was a picnic
lunch, chicken and coffee with real cream
and plenty of sugar, wonderful little

cakes with chocolate icing, all the things
she had been dreaming about and thought
she would never taste again.

It was fun having someone offer her
a cigarette again, too, instead of just tak-
ing one from the crumpled pack in the
candy box she used for a bag these days.
"May I light it myself, please?" she

asked eagerly. "And could you possibly
let me have some matches, to keep, I
mean? They won't let us have any
matches, as if we were children. They
don't cost much, do they?"

"I haven't any matches," Robert said
in a, funny voice. And then he took out
a silver lighter. She remembered that
lighter with the initial R.C. engraved on
it. She had bought it for him, just as
he had bought the gray suit she was
wearing for her.

"You are Robert!" she said tremulous-
ly. And she was so happy until he tried
to take her in his arms. For the terror
came back then in her eyes, in her hands
pushing him away from her.

It was a few days later Dr. Kik gave
her the narcosynthesis injection. She
knew she was getting better when he ex-
plained why he was giving it to her, to
help her remember things. And it was
strange, and frightening, too, how she did
begin remembering.
The terror was there, as real as it had

been that day in Chicago, running away
from Robert. She had to get home to
Evanston. It was May 12, and she had
suddenly remembered that she was going
to a dinner party with Gordon who lived
next door.
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At Command Performance, movies' number one comedian Bob Hope is pictured with

the King and Queen of England, Princess Margaret and Ex-King Michael of Romania.

Gordon was her best friend's brother

and he was really so wonderful to Jane

and their mother, exactly as if he were

the father of the family. Only he hated

to be kept waiting; he got cross then,

and Virginia was no nervous she couldn't

tie the ribbon bow on her dress.

But Gordon would tie it for her, just

the way her father had always tied her

hair ribbons when she was a little girl.

And so she was on time for her date after

all and Gordon was so sweet to her, she

began feeling relaxed and happy again as

they got in his car.

Then suddenly she began feeling ill. It

was when Gordon began planning their

marriage that the headache began and

she insisted he take her home again. She

remembered how his lips tightened as he

swung the car around and then—she

didn't want to remember what happened

after that. But she couldn't run away
from her thoughts any more. She had to

remember. The rain, and how the car

skidded on the wet road, and the head-

lights of the truck coming over the hill

towards them, and then

—

She began to cry wildly, hysterically.

"He can't be dead! He can't be. If only

I hadn't made him turn back he wouldn't

have died."

"You didn't make him turn back," Dr.

Kik said firmly. "You were sick and he

was taking you home. That's what any-

body would have done. It's only natural

that you felt a certain blame. He died

and you didn't. You're going to sleep

now, Mrs. Cunningham. And when you

wake up you will remember everything

you told me."
She began looking forward to Robert's

visits. She was happy that day she went

to the commissary on the hospital

grounds where other patients and their

relatives were having ice cream, too.

"This ice cream is so good," she said,

taking a big spoonful.

"I'm glad," Robert said. "I have good

news for you. You'll be going home
soon. Everybody says you're so much
better now. All you'll need now is a nice

rest and good food and
—

"

The panic began mounting then. "Ro-

bert!" she said suddenly. "You must
divorce me! It's not fair to have you

tied to me. You should have your free-

dom."
"My freedom?" he tried to take her

hand, but she pulled it away from him.

"The few hours I can be with you here,

that's my freedom. But I was going to

tell you. Dr. Gifford says you're going

to Staff. It's nothing to be afraid of.

Just a group of doctors who'll talk to

you a little before you go home."

Virginia felt herself tensing. "Does Dr.

Kik know about it?"

"Dr. Gifford," Robert stressed the

name, "thinks you're well enough to go

to Staff. The important thing is that

you want to go home with me. You do,

Virginia, don't you?"
"Yes," she whispered. "Everybody

wants to go home from here."

Dr. Kik was at Staff. It hurt seeing

him there with all the other doctors.

Until that moment she had hoped he

wouldn't be one of those who were send-

ing her home. She had always thought

he liked her; that she was, well, sort of

special to him.

"Why do you want to get rid of me?"

she said.

"We're not trying to get rid of you,"

he said. But even as she looked at him,

trying to decide whether he was lying or

not, another doctor spoke to her. Dr.

Curtis, the one none of the patients

liked.

His questions kept coming at her so

fast she could hardly catch her breath.

She remembered a painting she'd seen

once of the Inquisition, a woman stand-

ing alone before a row of hard-faced

judges, and suddenly she was that woman
and the doctors those judges.

" Where did she live? She should know
that. What was the name of the street?

Was it Waverly, or Bleecker, no, that

was Helene Carter or was it Jennifer?^

Hudson, maybe; no, it wasn't Hudson."

"I can't remember," she said bleakly.

How often did her husband come to

see her? As if they didn't know that bet-

ter than she did. They never had black-

outs, did they? Oh, no, not them. They

were Staff. They wouldn't be so silly.

And how old she was? She couldn't re-

member. She just couldn't.

"Virginia," Dr. Curtis' voice came

sharply, "will you please answer the

questions? It will make it easier for all

of us. Do you mean to tell me you can't

remember your age or where you live?"

He leaned over, shaking his finger at

her. At first she tried not to mind it,

even asking him pleasantly please not to

do it. But when he kept on asking the

questions at the same time the terror

began rising in her.

"Take your finger away!" she shouted.

"Please, take it away!" She felt trapped

before that waving finger. "Don't do

that! Don't do that! Don't!"

There was a sound that was like thun-

der. But after a while she knew it wasn't

thunder, just the water rushing into

many tubs. And she was in one of those

tubs. That meant she was worse.

"Come on, get out," a nurse was say-

ing. She laughed a little then as she

turned to another nurse. "Got to be

careful with her. We had a little ouble-

tray with her this morning. She ickskay

and itesbay, get it? One minute all right

and the next completely utsnay."

So she had bitten that waving finger

after all. Virginia shuddered, remember-

ing. She wasn't the kind of person to go

around biting people. "It isn't nice to

call a person utsnay in this place," she

said, trying to hold back her tears.

They took her to another ward. One
of the really bad ones. Everyone wore

cheap bathrobes and there was a woman
who just wanted to dance all the time.

Virginia couldn't eat her lunch in that

ward. She just couldn't.

Dr. Kik came urging her to eat, his

voice soft and gentle as always. But Vir-

ginia wasn't going to be fooled by his

voice any more.

"I know your kind," she screamed.

"Your voice is sweet but it drips poison

and lies. I hate you!"

There was some more darkness and
then Robert was there. His face looked

so terrible, so tired and so sort of des-

perate.

"Virginia, it wasn't Kik who sent you

to Staff," he said. "It was all my fault.

I was too anxious to get you out. Kik

was the only one who said you weren't

ready, who tried to stop you from going

to Staff."

It was amazing how happy it made
her, hearing that. And when she was

transferred to Ward One, she felt she
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was really on the way to getting well

now. That is, she did until the episode
about the doll happened.
The doll was such a tiny one to cause

all that trouble. Another patient had
made it out of her handkerchief and
sold it to Virginia for two cigarettes and
then had wanted it back again. Miss
Davis had tried to take it away and Vir-

ginia had gotten so hysterical they had
sent for Dr. Kik.
He questioned her, but she didn't mind

his questions. She told him she thought
the handkerchief doll meant so much to
her because her father had given her a
tiny doll once when she was a child, a
boy doll. And she had loved it so much
until one day her father had taken her
mother's side against her. That was be-
cause her mother was going to have a
baby, she knew afterwards. He felt he
had to humor her. But Virginia had been
so upset she had jumped on the doll,

hoping it would break to pieces so they'd
bury it and she'd never have to see it

again. A short time after that her father
had died, and at the funeral she had felt

she wanted to die too, holding the man-
gled, broken doll so tenderly in her arms.
"Wishes sometimes seem to come true,

don't they?" Dr. Kik said, and as she
stared at him, he went on almost casu-
ally, "What did your father die of?"

"Uremia," Virginia said in a muffled
voice.

"Oh," Dr. Kik said and his voice was
so reassuring. "That's a very serious ill-

ness which usually takes many years to
develop."

She hadn't known that before. It made
her feel so much better that she didn't
even want the doll when she went back
to One again. There was the typewriter
instead, the one Dr. Kik had ordered
that she have. Oh, she was really get-

ting better now!
Miss Davis had never seemed to like

her but she became even more unpleas-
ant after the typewriter came. She was
always nagging Virginia to go on with
her novel, as if the words would come
just like that. Suddenly Virginia knew
why. It was because Dr. Kik paid so

much attention to her. That was why.
"You're in love with Dr. Kik," she

found herself saying without meaning to
at all. "That's why you hate me."

She had struck fire. Miss Davis really

looked as if she hated her as she started

tow ^.rd her, and Virginia fled to the wash-
room, locking herself in. Everyone begged
her to come out, but it wasn't until they
told her Robert was there that she
obeyed.

It was when she saw the two attend-
ants waiting with the straightjacket that
she knew they had lied to her. She tried

to fight but it was useless. She felt her-

self going down, down. down.
Robert was really there when she woke

up. He had been crying, and as she
looked up at him she wanted to com-
fort him. But she couldn't move her
arms. They were still tied to her sides.

Only after he had gone did she know
that they had sent for him because she
had called for him.

She was in Ward 33 now, which was
next to the worst one of all. Dr. Kik
had been away when the scene with Miss
Davis had happened, that was why she
had been taken there. But when he
came back he didn't have her moved.
He told her Dr. Terry was her doctor
now.
The women were really bad in 33.

There were some who screamed all the
time and some who danced and some
who sang and some who just stood
against the walls wringing their hands,
and they were the worst of all. And it

was strange how looking at them, Vir-

ginia felt for the first time that she
wasn't like them. It was as if she were
looking at them from some place far

away. The whole place looked like a
deep hole and the people in it like snakes
and she'd been thrown into it. She re-

membered then reading once that long
ago the insane had been put in snake
pits because it was thought that some-
thing which might drive a normal per-

son insane, might shock an insane per-

son back into sanity.

Afterwards she was to know that Dr.
Kik had figured it almost that same way,
that he had allowed her to be kept there

because he felt it would give her con-
fidence to see people who were so much
worse off than she was. But then she
only knew that for the first time she
was beginning to feel normal. For the

first time she knew she could help some-
one else.

Then one day she saw the inmates of

33A being taken through a tunnel com-
pletely covered with wire. These were
the dangerous cases, the hopeless cases,

who she heard fought like wildcats. That
was why they all had to wear straight-

jackets. Camisoles they called them in

the hospital, but that didn't make them
look any different. Virginia's heart was
filled with pity for those women even
before she saw Grace.

She couldn't believe it was Grace at
first, the girl who was always so much
better than she was. The girl who had
been almost ready to go home. Her
blonde hair was matted and she looked
like an old woman and she snarled at
Virginia when she called to her through
the wire.

After that she had to help the ones in

33 more than ever, so they wouldn't get
worse, so they wouldn't be like Grace.
And she knew that even after she left,

she would come back to visit them, to
help_ them. For she knew she would be
leaving now. She wasn't afraid for her-
self any more, now that she knew what
had been wrong. It was only that she
had loved her father so much she was
afraid to grow up because she couldn't
let go of the love she felt for him. That
was why she had been drawn to Gor-
don, because he was like a father to his
sister. That was why she had been afraid
to accept Robert because she hadn't
wanted to substitute a husband for her
father.

She told that to Dr. Kik when she
saw him again. It was at one of the
dances they gave for the patients some-
times in the hospital and he had come
over to ask her to dance.
"Now that you know, you don't ever

have to worry again," he told her. "Be-
fore it was like being in a dark room,
not knowing where the light switch was.
But now that you know how to turn on
the light you never have to be afraid
of the dark again."

'"There's another reason I know I'm
getting well again," she said then. "It's

that I'm not in love with you any more."

"You never really were," he smiled.
"\ou just thought so. You see, a psychi-
atrist is a special kind of person in a
patient's life. All the people she's been
emotionally involved with, all the pat-
terns of her life are transferred to the
doctor. Then when she is getting better
we have to break the relationship and
guide her feeling back to a real object."

"I know," Virginia smiled tremulously.
"To Robert. That's why you stopped
seeing me, isn't it?"

He didn't answer directly. "I have
news for you." he said instead. "You're
going to Staff."

There wasn't fear now. Only that sing-

ing happiness. And after the meeting
was over and she was dressed in the gray
suit again, the suit that fitted her again
now that her figure had filled out to its

former soft curves, and she walked
through the door to Robert who was
waiting to meet her out there in the sun-
light, she didn't draw back when he held
his arms out to her. Instead she ran to

meet him, holding to him, clinging to

him, her tears coming in happiness now
as they had once come in despair.

Bob Hope and wife Dolores, Alexis Smith and husband Craig Stevens wreathed
in smiles on arrival at London's Waterloo Station tor Command Performance.
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The Man from Down Under

Continued from page 27

familiar surroundings and friends. It

wasn't fun to quit high school after one

year to earn a living. When Rod was 12,

his father died, and after that things

weren't easy for his mother, his sister,

and himself. He sold newspapers, worked

in drugstores, grocery stores—all the

things kids do. Only his jobs were a

little different. For he didn't blow his

dough on malts; his money went to pay

the rent.

I wonder if any screen role will ever

give him the thrill he got from his first

regular job? It was polishing brass at the

Brooklyn Museum. There was more brass

there than there is in the Navy, and it

needed constant, loving care. It was a

secure kind of job, one that would last

as long as the brass did.

It lasted until Rod and his mother left

for Florida. He went to school there for

awhile, just doing odd jobs in the after-

noon. He quit before long and started to

work for a florist. Sounds zany now,

seeing Rod—as big as a mountain—ar-

ranging floral displays, doesn't it? But he

made fair money. Occasionally, when he

needed some extra coin, and he always

did, he worked as a diver on a glass

bottom boat. That was fun, all except

when he'd see a shadow on the ocean

floor. Shadows usually meant sharks. At

15, Rod had a healthy fear of sharks.

He must have been wearing a horse-

shoe around his neck in 1936, too, when

the hurricane came and swept everything

before it. Rod and his family lived quite

a bit inland, but that hurricane was no

spring zephyr. The garage in back of his

house was lifted completely off the

ground. For two days, he sat with his

feet on the kitchen table to keep them

out of the water.

Back in New York, Rod held so many
jobs he couldn't keep them straight. He
was too big, too restless, to sit behind a

desk. He tried it—in the Prudential

Insurance Company, for Western Elec-

tric, as a shipping clerk. It just wasn't

his dish. He looked as fitting behind a

desk as Man Mountain Dean.

Maybe that's why he took up profes-

sional football. Maybe that's why he

worked summers in the hotels on Long
Island. Remember the play, "Having

Wonderful Time"? Rod lived that play.

He was the gay fellow who asked the

visitors to dance, who washed dishes,

who acted as guide. Winters he worked

as a surveyor, became interested in con-

struction work: rough, tough, hard. The

kind of work where you strip down to

your waist and use a pick and shovel.

The depression was on, in full swing.

Jobs were scarce. But not where danger

was paramount. Rod started working

underground digging tunnels. He would

finish one job, and—since the only people

he knew were tunnel people—he'd wind

up underground again. He had plenty of

work, at good pay. He worked in com-

pressed air because he got more money

for that, a straight salary plus double

time for pressure up to 26 pounds. Every

pound after that, your salary went up.
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Rod got up to 46 pounds, the maximum
you can work under. He thought he was

lucky, that he had a cinch. He worked

just 45 minutes a day, because it took

five hours to become adjusted to the

increased doses of compressed air. He
worked underground for eight years.

You've seen pictures where tunnels are

blasted? Where the mud and slime spew

forth in your face? It was that kind of

a life that conditioned Rod Cameron for

stardom. Yes, he was in New York, but

not pounding agents' doors. His success

story isn't the typical one of waiting for

the breaks in New York. If ever a movie

hero had a real he-man's background,

Rod is that guy.

His memories aren't those of dancing

A call for Vic Mature between scenes of 20th

Century- Fox's "The Fury of Furnace Creek."

lessons, opening nights, the smell of

grease paint. His memories are of things

like these: looking around and seeing

that there were no older men in tunnel

work. They were all dead. That time

the whole heading crew was killed, Rod
nearly drowned in the water. He was the

only one alive when the rescue crew

came.
How do such accidents happen? "When

you drill, you have a pattern," explains

Rod. "You drill it, shoot it, and muck
it. A crew is supposed to drill, shoot and

muck before the next crew comes on,

but sometimes you don't get finished in

time. The day this happened, the crew

left before the hole was finished. Now,

there is one thing you are never sup-

posed to do: put a drill in the same hole.

But this fellow thought he could save a

little time, so he started drilling and hit

a stick of dynamite. It killed all nine

guys. You could scrape them off the wall.

In a space that size, an explosion is really

something. I was lucky."

There it goes again—this lucky busi-

ness. And-yet you have a feeling, when

you talk to Rod, that he makes some of

his own "luck." For instance, he didn't

stick around in tunnels after it began to

dawn on him there was no future to the

work, literally. He wanted to see the

sun, so he came up from down under

and got a job at a dime store.
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"That was a rare experience," says

Rod, laconically. It must have been.

Can't you just see Rod, with his size,

his strong hands, his direct manner born

of his years digging in the earth, as a

dime store clerk? "You couldn't smoke,

you couldn't talk to anybody in the

place," marvels Rod, "you couldn't even

buy a car, so help me!

It was only because of the depression

that Rod stuck to that job for eight

months. After his "stretch" as a white

collar worker, he went back to work in

Long Beach digging tunnels again and

glad of it. At least, there he had a free-

dom of word and action. He decided he

just wasn't cut out to be a prissy pants.

But the dime store job was lucky for

him, too. Because while he was working

regular hours for a change, he met a cer-

tain girl. Before too long, they were

married. Maybe some people might fig-

ure, since they were eventually divorced,

what was lucky about it? But this was

lucky; they had a little girl. And she's

the light of Rod's life today.

Maybe Rod would have stuck with his

tunnel digging if he hadn't reasoned that

tunnel digging was even more hazardous

in California than it was in New York.

For in New York, there is rock under-

ground. In California, they have earth-

quakes. "Here," elaborates Rod, "there

is shifting sand. They use these big

timbers underground, and they have a

man who walks around tapping them.

When they get too much pressure, they

ring like a bell. When that happens, you

know there is too much pressure, and

you'd better do something about it, fast.

Of course, sometimes they don't catch

them and they go off like firecrackers.

That's when you don't want to be around

if you're smart." With his penchant for

making "luck" happen, Rod played it

smart, and quit.

By no stretch of imagination, though,

could the next years be described as be-

decked with four-leaf clovers. He put his

hard-earned cash into a chemical busi-

ness, which folded. He and his wife were

divorced. He was broke and living on

what past-due bills he could collect. How
black can things get? Then one day he

sat down and said to himself, "What
business pays the most for the least

work?" You don't need to be an Einstein

to figure that one out: motion pictures.

He'd never been on a stage in his life; he

knew nothing about stock companies,

agents, "pull." He simply started making

the rounds of the casting offices asking

for work. He didn't ask for extra work,

either. He wanted to be a leading man.

The casting directors may have been

impressed by his brash entrance upon the

Hollywood scene, but they couldn't do

much about it. Rod didn't belong to the

Guild. If you didn't belong to the Guild,

you couldn't get a job. And you couldn't

get a job if you didn't belong to the

Guild. It was a vicious cycle. For seven

months, Rod tried to crack Hollywood.

He didn't succeed.

He hated to ask favors, but he began

to feel that you just had to "know"

somebody to get any sort of a break.

So he wrote a friend of his, Nicol Smith,

a writer, and outlined his predicament.

Nicol wrote back, enclosing a letter of

introduction to director Edmund Gould-



ing. Two days later Rod was working
in a picture, and although he wound up
on the cutting room floor, he had his

Guild card. After that he worked a cou-
ple of days at Universal playing an en-
gineer in a long-ago Bing Crosby picture.

Then he went with Harry Sherman. He
got $66.66 a week, and he began to won-
der where all this big Hollywood dough
was hiding.

Later, he signed with Paramount. But
there were other stars on the lot who
were similar types: Fred MacMurray,
Gary Cooper. Whenever a good part
came up, somebody else got it. Still, in

a way it was lucky for him. He wasn't
yet ready for the big roles, and at Para-
mount he had the chance of going to
dramatic school and learning. For one
thing, he made over 200 tests for "For
Whom the Bell Tolls." It's true that he
didn't establish a name; he wasn't the
fair-haired boy of the studio. But he did
get a lot of experience. After Paramount,
he went to Metro to play the likeable
cowboy in "Mrs. Parkington." With that
picture, Hollywood began to do a double-
take.

Still, things moved slowly. Rod did
westerns for Harry Sherman, signed with
Universal and did more westerns. Some-
how, his tall-in-the-saddle look, plus his
rugged profile, suggested just one thing
to directors: horses. It wasn't until he
teamed with Yvonne De Carlo in "Sa-
lome, Where She Danced," that the fan
mail began. In "Pirates of Monterey,"
opposite Maria Montez, he is slightly
terrific.

On Rod, Technicolor looks good. In-
deed, he is a star Technicolor discovered.
For then the ruggedness of him, the
virility and strength, come through on
the screen. Black and white pretties
him up too much, tries to make a draw-
ing room hero out of a two-fisted giant.

If his luck holds out, perhaps Universal
will cast him in such pictures as "The
Fountainhead," where the leading char-
acter is terse, tough, unyielding. If his
luck holds, maybe he'll get solid roles
in solid pictures.

I like to think this will happen. For
too much of Hollywood is make-believe.
Too often the closest a screen lumberjack
has ever come to a piece of lumber is his
Louis XIV coffee table. It's wonderfully
satisfying to know that in the case of
Rod Cameron his screen exploits will

never measure up to the drama and im-
pact and downright hard work that he
has lived.

For when you see Rod Cameron, what
he was yesterday and what he has since
become, you know that there is one Hol-
lywood hero whose life story would make
a more colorful movie than any picture
in which he has yet played.

Faith Domergue, Howard Hughes' lovely

Creole screen discovery, with Hugo Frego-
nese, her fiance, on the set of "Vendetta."

Good Time Annie

Continued from page 29

turned back, there was his exquisite lead-
ing lady puffing on a big black cigar!
"Poor Annie almost choked to death

on the darned thing," says Errol. "But
she got what she wanted. I howled and
so did everyone on the set. The tension
was broken and the scene went like a
charm."
Annie has her own opinions as to what

constitutes a Good Time. "I like spon-
taneous fun, the last-minute sort of thing.
When I m in the mood for a party I
gather up friends, food and music, mix
them all together in a hurry and let the
laughs fall where they may. Some of my
best parties happen that way."
Vacation jaunts "happen" in much the

same fashion. Annie suddenly decides to
catch a plane leaving for Mexico City
within a couple of hours. There's the mad
scramble of packing, getting plane tick-
ets, digging up the old passport, arrang-
ing domestic affairs, and Annie is off—
usually making the plane at the last pos-
sible moment. Even madder than her
departures are her arrivals below the bor-
der. No matter how unexpected her vis-
its, Mexican friends and admirers are at

the airport in a beaming body to wel-
come her. And always there is the band
of mariachis to beat out the Mexican
equivalent of "There'll Be A Hot Time
in the Old Town Tonight."
On these excursions Annie is invariably

accompanied by Martha Giddings, her
wardrobe woman, constant companion
and friend. Although "Gidds" is officially

a Warner employee in charge of Annie's
wardrobe at the studio, when travelling
with Annie her only orders are to "relax
and enjoy yourself. This may as well be
your vacation, too."

"Gidds could write a book about me,"
declares Annie. "And heaven help me if

she ever does!"

Actually she has nothing to fear from
Gidds, who thinks Annie approaches per-
fection as nearly as is humanly possible.

"If you're under the impression Annie is

just a female Good Time Charlie" she
bristles, "let me set you straight. Annie
will probably kill me for spilling all this,

but generosity is such an integral part of
her personality. You can't know the real

Sheridan without knowing about her
many kindnesses. For one thing, you

don't dare admire anything too much
when you're with Annie. She'll either
buy it for you or give it to you if it's

something of her own. I made the mis-
take recently of raving about a bed-
spread Annie crocheted for her own room.
It's a beautiful piece of workmanship,
done in squares in a pineapple popcorn
stitch. Now Annie's making one for me,
a year's work.
"Any time there's an accident or sud-

den death at the studio Annie finds out
whether the family needs financial aid.
If they need it they get it, and they
never know where the money came
from."

Under duress Gidds will admit Annie
has a few mild faults. "She resents being
told what to do, even when it's for her
own good. For instance, I've been wor-
ried about her lack of interest in food
lately," says Gidds. "Comes dinner time
I don't dare say, 'We'd better eat now.'
Instead I casually remark, 'Don't know
what you're going to do, I'm going to
have my dinner now,' and head for the
dining room without looking back. Don't
have to! Annie is always right behind
me. When we worked on 'Unfaithful,' I
had Zachary Scott and Lew Ayres help-
ing me sneak extra eggs into her egg-
nogs."

Another debit on Annie's balance sheet
is her inability to forgive a personal in-
jury. "When she finds someone's played
her a mean or underhanded trick Annie
gets unhappy for a while. Then she gets
mad and stays that way. Nothing her
wrongdoer can say or do will ever make
up for that hurt. Annie carries an Indian
grudge. Must be that strain of Cherokee
in her."

The faithful Gidds is often the butt of
Annie's practical jokes. Example: ready
to emerge from her dressing-room onto
the waiting set Annie turns to Gidds and
innocently asks for her earrings. "But I
gave them to you at home," Gidds re-
minds her. "You didn't give them to
me," shrugs Annie. Not until Gidds is
tearing her hair and calling Transporta-
tion for a car to rush her to Annie's
house does her tormentor relent and pro-
duce the earrings from the pocket in
which she has hidden them.

_
Yet Annie proves her worth in bad

times as well as good. She was in New
York when she heard that Gidd's hus-
band had died of a heart attack at his
army post. Annie promptly borrowed
Steve flannagan's lakeside lodge in Con-
necticut and wired Gidds to join her
there. Sorry not good company just now,
came the mournful reply. You can fill

the lake twice as full with your tears if
you like, Annie wired back, but you are
staying with me.
Even the most tedious of a star's work-

ing hours, those she spends in the. ward-
robe department, are just another romp
for Good Time Annie. As tall, handsome
Travilla, one of Warners' top designers
tells it, "When an actress has to be fit-

ted to thirty-six changes for one picture
as Annie did lately, we expect plenty of
grumbling. Annie had the entire depart-
ment in an uproar repeating her fitting-

room jokes. What particularly amused
her were the iron bustles built into the
skirts. She referred to them as bird
cages."
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When Annie's first costume was deliv-

ered to her dressing-room she found, in

place of the bustle, an actual bird cage

complete with artificial white bird perch-

ed on a bouquet of red roses. "Annie not

only loved it and laughed at it," says

Travilla gratefully, "she wore it!"

"You can lick almost any situation by
laughing at it," claims Annie. "Almost
every problem has its comic angle. Find
that angle and your problem will prob-

ably disappear." Annie should know
The gal laughs at danger. In a scene for

which Errol Flynn galloped up and swept

her onto his horse without slackening his

speed, Annie found herself in serious

trouble. The overheated horse was slip-

pery and so was Annie's taffeta costume.

Annie found herself sliding clear over to

one side of the horse while Errol con-

tinued on, unaware of her predicament.

Any other girl would have had the

screaming meemies. Annie hung on in

grim silence until they were out of cam-
era range. Then she let loose, screaming

not with hysteria, but with laughter!

Even the inscrutable Bogart has been

broken up by Annie's antics. It hap-

pened while Bogey was working in

"Treasure of Sierra Madre," in which

there are no women except for a bit part,

that of a shady lady. The short scene

was rehearsed with a bit player. When
the cameras actually rolled, out came
Sheridan in a slinky black gown and wig

to match. Bogey's jaw dropped a foot

but he managed to follow her down the

studio street and turn the corner after

her, as per the script. There, away from

the camera eye, he surveyed Annie's

wardrobe, makeup and hairdo, shuddered

at the thought of the time involved and
gasped, "How far can you go for a

laugh?" before he collapsed with laughter

himself.

As far as Hollywood is concerned An-
nie can never go too far. There will

never be enough laughter in this tired

old world. And if you've had a few gig-

gles yourself reading about Good Time
Annie, well, she's just "brightened" an-

other "corner." See what we mean?

It's Fun, But It's Tough!

Continued from page 21

I said, "Walter, what you don't realize,

unless you are a producer, is that it's an

awfully hard job making a picture

—

even a bad one. Sometimes you think

it's impossible to make a good one. And
don't forget—nobody ever starts out to

make a bad picture."

Winchell grinned. "Never thought of

it that way before."

Few people do. They don't know that

sometimes the artistic and dramatic

quality suffers intangibly from the enor-

mous physical and mental labor on the

part of all involved, especially the pro-

ducer. We all start out to make a good
movie, but this is Earth, not Heaven.

Whether or not it's a good movie, the

realistic side of making it is not what
you'd think. I quote some trivialities.

In the first place, you must bear in

mind that a picture is not made out-

side a producer's window, where he can

sit at his desk and look at everything.

It is a question of distances. Even be-

fore a picture starts shooting, you seem

to spend an enormous amount of time

leaping around from spot to spot in the

studio. You run out of your office, you
go down a long corridor to the elevator,

you go down another long corridor, you
run around the corner 200 feet away to

Irene's office to confer with her on de-

signs for costumes; you dash into the

men's wardrobe to look at the uniforms

of the British Navy in 1850; you tear

up the equivalent of three flights of stairs

into the art director's studio, where he

may have several assistants designing

models, sketches and miniatures of sets

and effects.

And by the time you start back to

your office, somebody yells out of a win-

dow, "They're paging you, Mr. Wilson

—

they want you in makeup." So you

dash over to the makeup department and

go into another conference. In the proc-

ess of the two years and nine months

of working on "Green Dolphin Street,"

I went through all this several hundred
times. Movie making is tough on the

legs.

Considering that the technical, physi-

cal side of making a motion picture in-

volves 175 different trades or occupa-

tions, and that there are constantly at

work on the MGM lot nearly 6000 peo-

ple, of whom probably 5000 are working

on your picture for at least part of

their time, you will see that the prepara-

tion for a motion picture, particularly

a big, expansive or epic style film, would

be a terrific job even if you didn't put

any film in the cameras and actually

make the movie. Because the very

greatest amount of work is that which

starts out with some words on paper and
goes through all the processes up to such

time as the camera starts to turn.

From the sublime to the ridiculous, or

vice versa, you will have at one end of

the gamut hurrying over to Miss Lana
Turner's dressing room, long before the

picture starts, to see what she means
when she says she has at last found the

proper color for her hair in the role of

Marianne—a color she can't describe,

and quite properly doesn't need to de-

scribe because the color is that of a lock

of hair she that morning cut off the head

of her daughter Cheryl. In this instance

it seemed an ideal shade, but the labori-

ous task of making a motion picture does

not allow for any sentimental apprecia-

tion of that idea. The color must be

tested to see exactly what shade it will

come out on the screen.

Well, after we got through the several

stages of decision about Miss Turner's

hair, including the dyeing of her hair

that color, and finally testing to see how
her face would look with that hair, we
had to go through it thirty-one more
times to see how that color hair Lana
would look in thirty-one costumes.

So then you come to the other ex-

treme. I made probably twenty visits to

Lot 3 to inspect and confer on various

parts of our earthquake effects, which
consisted of specially designed hydraulic

rams used to split open the earth in cer-

tain of the earthquake scenes.

Speaking of that earthquake, for sev-

eral weeks before we shot this, we were

bothered by the fact that Miss Turner
said blithely and honestly that she had
never screamed in her life, had privately

rehearsed, but found she could not

scream. Now the entire keynote of the

earthquake with all its vastness, is sum-
med up in a series of agonized screams

by Lana, about to have her baby brought

on prematurely by the earthquake. And
it wasn't only the sound of Miss Turner's

screaming voice that we would need,

but the agonzied facial expressions that

go with it. However, Mr. Victor Saville.

the director, was not alarmed. He said

in due course he thought Miss Turner
would scream.

So the scene was shot in chronological

order. We led Miss Turner into the ac-

tion on the set, and we turned loose the

earthquake. She screamed, she kept on

screaming. She admitted later that she

had learned to scream at that particular

moment, and she now admits to having

this new dimension. All she has to do
is remember the moment when she was
thrown to the floor by the first rumblings

of the earthquake, and she not only can

scream at the memory but feels much
inclined to.

Another phase of preparation, involv-

ing labors not suspected, was an almost

open telephone wire for many weeks be-

tween Wellington, New Zealand, and my
office or my home in Hollywood. Scores

of letters also were exchanged by the

New Zealand governmental authorities

and myself—all this to get research ma-
terial on costumes, manners, customs,

buildings, topography of the country a
hundred years ago. .New Zealand Gov-
ernment Bureaus made for us recordings

of native Maori songs and chants* as

well as several dozen reels of film that

were of value in the same connection.

Captain George Rangi Bennett, of

Maori blood himself, and one of the

Dotty Lamour and Victor Moore go glum for

comedy's sake in UA's "A Miracle Can Happen."
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leading authorities on New Zealand his-

tory and Maori life, flew from New Zea-

land to Hollywood to act as technical ad-

visor. Throughout the preparation and
shooting of the picture, Captain Bennett
and I were in daily conference, and this

once again required me to leap madly
around to the sets or stages, because

Captain Bennett had to be standing be-

side the camera for every inch of film

so that no technical mistakes would be

made.

Very few people realize the amount
of film a producer has to look at. Scores

of tests are made of all characters in all

makeups and hairdresses and costumes,

because you cannot judge by your own
eye. You must judge only by the cellu-

loid eye of the camera. You run down
to the projection room a dozen times a

day for this purpose, in addition to your
morning visit where you look at all the

film that was shot the day before. Then
when the film is finished, you spend five

Zachary Scott seems to approve discipline

Cene Anderson is giving son Bobby. It hap-
pened on Eagle Lion's "Prelude to Night" set.

and six hours a day in the projection and
cutting room, running the film and con-
ferring with your film editors as to the
proper editing and arranging of it. Since
shooting stopped, I have seen "Green
Dolphin Street" complete from begin-
ning to end 108 times.

Before choosing locations, you screen

hundreds of reels of locations that have
been already "located" and filed for

such inspection, film of which is kept
filed in a library. For "Green Dolphin
Street" we tore that library apart and
couldn't find what we wanted, so we
went out in airplances and flew 12,000
miles in various directions before we
found the big trees that we wanted. Our
big tree location on the Klamath River
in Northern California was more than a

thousand miles away from the studio,

and this distance was not easily nego-
tiated. You took a plane to San Fran-
cisco, a bus to somewhere else, then an-
other bus to somewhere else, and then a
bulldozer. The bulldozer is no exag-
geration because actually, at first, we
were forced to follow two bulldozers to

get into the location. At that, we had to

build our living camp twent% miles away.

Other locations took us to Monterey,
several miles away, to Laguna, quite a
few miles south, and to two other spots
on the Pacific Coast unidentifiable by
any town names because they aren't near
any towns. It might interest you to

know that the cave, which really doesn't
exist, is in real life composed of three
different sections—one at Monterey, one
at Laguna, and the other here at the
studio. The one shot of the water tearing
into the cave that sends Donna Reed
climbing up the rocks—because if she
doesn't climb she'll be drowned—we did
three different times with three different

caves, and each one of them meant the
staff operating on a platform 35 feet in

the air, so that we at least would be
clear of the machinery and water. Try
climbing a 35-foot ladder a dozen times
in a morning.

Meanwhile, the largest set of its type
ever built by MGM, the harbor and
waterfront of St. Pierre in the English'
Channel, was being built on Lot 3. Even
with all the drawings approved, even
with meticulous study and changes in a
miniature model of the set, you still

make changes almost daily as you see
the set go up. And while primarily
such changes are the responsibility of
the director, the co-operation between
director and producer was such, in this
instance, that repeatedly during the
shooting of the picture, Mr. Saville and I

would steal a ten-minute lunch, and use
the rest of the legal lunch hour to go
climbing over waterfronts, up and down
rocks, in and out of huge lumber barges,
and through ships, and up rigging, and
under the earth, and over great prostrate
tree trunks ten feet in diameter.

Then there was the job of planning
and achieving the specially invented tidal

wave effect which required six 1500-
horse power Allison airplane motors, pur-
chased from government surplus, which
were on the far end of Lot 2. Not many
times in my life have I been in such a
precarious position as while watching
mechanical rehearsals of the giant wave
that wrecks William's lumber barge. We
were way up in the air on a platform
with no railing, clinging to the legs of
the camera that was chained down, and
wondering whether or not we would be
washed away when Richard Hart was.
He was supposed to be. I wasn't. We
were all in rubber boots and oilskins.

The special assistant in charge of rubber
boots had a big job on "Green Dolphin
Street" because set after set required
director, crew, cast, and even the poor
producer to move constantly in and out
of water.

Once your picture starts shooting, of
course, you have to watch its actual
dramatic progress, as well as the further
preparation of future sets, costumes,
props, and effects. You are liable to

have 25 or 30 big and important sets

scattered around Lots 1, 2, and 3 of
MGM. These areas total a couple of

hundred acres. Stage 30 must be nearly
a half mile from my office. It's about
five miles to Lot 3. And while in theory
you are supposed to send for an auto-
mobile and be driven out to the stage or
location, in practice you are generally

en route from one to the other. Most
of the time you walk—a good deal of the
time you run. Everything is always in

a hurry in a studio. Time is the costliest

thing we deal in.

Silly things come up. Would a girl of

wealth and family position, who wore
high-heeled shoes in her home on an
English Channel Island in the 18th
Century still wear such shoes later as a
pioneer housewife in the New Zealand
timber country? Would a woman always
proud of her immaculate appearance
change the doing of her hair in a dif-

ferent land? Lest there be any adverse
comment on the effective way Lana
Turner's hair is arranged, even in the
Green Dolphin Street "out-back coun-
try," investigation proved that our
great-grandmothers, in cities or else-

where, used hair styles of the day, forced
on them by the fulsome long locks, and
were never free to use the carebss, in-

formal hairdo's that came into fashion
when women bobbed their hair, shorten-
ing their responsibilities and lengthen-
ing their liberties.

Lana Turner is depicted as the daugh-
ter of very rich people. She imports her
clothes, perfumes and so on from Paris
to her Channel Island home. So, closely
following the book, we were able to
establish that young lady as arriving in

the pioneer country of New Zealand with
elaborate trunks and cases filled with
materials which she had brought in the
determination to make her new home
at least comfortable and attractive, and
her own person as meticulous in stylish-

ness as circumstances would possibly
permit. Various other shipments are
shown as arriving (remember, her father
was a great shipping magnate)

, permit-
ting us to justify the fact that she could
be dressed in a manner well suiting her
own important self-respect and em-
phatic personal pride. The very first

thing she did on arriving at her bride-
groom's primitive home was to start fix-

ing up the place with fabrics, etc. Once
the destructive earthquake was over, she
immediately found undamaged trunks
and started hauling out materials with
which to restore the battered home and
refreshen her damaged wardrobe.
The problem that involved Donna

Reed most importantly was the question
of her spectacular climb up the rocks
in the cave, when the rising tide im-
prisons her and threatens to drown her.

The question arose as to how far a girl

in the elaborate and cumbersome dress
of the period would be able to climb
up that precipitous rock wall, and how
much damage would be done to her per-
son and her costume. The final conclu-
sion, to which everybody subscribed,
was that the girl of that day was ac-
customed to the so-called handicap of
that clothing, and that it was probably
not nearly as much of a handicap to her
as it would be to the girl of today who,
to put it mildly, is used to wearing con-
siderably fewer clothes; and that in des-

peration and to save her life, the girl of

a hundred years ago could accomplish in-

credible physical achievements with all

the thick, full skirts and petticoats and
even corsets, as has been proved by sev-
eral immortal heroines of history.

Then came up the small, delicate
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question as to whether or not some of

those heroines of history did not perhaps

pause in their heroics to discard a petti-

coat or two, but the conclusion was

reached that the innate modesty of the

young ladies of the period would pre-

clude the horrifying thought! We shot

the scene on the basis that the young

women of any period are equal physical-

ly to the demands made on them by

their emotional response to the situation.

Someone spoke of the coincidence that

the ship Green Dolphin happened to be

on the China Coast exactly when Rich-

ard Hart's warship the Orion was there,

but this objection was ridiculed by sev-

eral men who knew their ships and the

traditions thereof. Almost every epic

writing, factual or fictional, of mid-19th

Century voyages reveals the number of

occasions when a ship would encounter a

familiar vessel in the various ports of the

world. The pathways of the sea were not

so many then. Trading and cargo carry-

ing followed a few known and established

lines of trade. And since both ships in-

volved were established as voyaging

from English Channel ports, the conclu-

sion was obvious that they might en-

counter each other readily at least once.

Other questions arose, such as—do the

semi-native costumes worn by Van Hef-

lin look believable, even though au-

thentic? What would the English Chan-

nel water look like in summer, and again

in winter? How fast does snow melt in

a normally temperate climate, on grass,

on stone, on a wooden roof? The snow

question is a very important one because

Lana Turner and Donna Reed were to

play a prolonged emotional scene in the

open courtyard of the convent where

Donna is a novice just about to take her

vows as a nun. It is a question of foot-

wear. It is a question of standing with

very thin indoor shoes out-of-doors

where there has been snow, because a

few minutes earlier we have seen snow

in another location. This had to be

correct not only in theory, but we had to

watch the scene rehearsed to see how it

looked to the eye. We couldn't be au-

thentic and have the audience snicker.

They don't snicker, so we must have de-

cided properly.

There is not one of these questions or

problems that doesn't involve physical as

well as artistic labors, because the de-

cision of a producer or a director is based

upon the advice of some departmental

head; and after the theory has been ex-

pounded, you go where the question

exists and decide it realistically.

And yet not one word of this has any-

thing to do with the question of whether

or not "Green Dolphin Street" is a good

picture. Not one of these 1001 decisions,

involving travel, possible pneumonia,

plus almost nightly mental and physical

exhaustion, has been concerned, for in-

stance, with what Lana and Donna say

to each other in the convent courtyard,

regardless of whether or not their feet

are theoretically getting wet or cold.

Whether you have a good story, fine

acting, or splendid production—all these

questions can be answered satisfactorily

only as secondary questions to the one

that asks if you are going to have any

moving picture at all.

The audience, of course, should only

appreciate the entertainment and emo-

tional content that bounces off the screen

into their consciousness. But there just

couldn't be anything to bounce off that

screen unless some producer and his 5000

associates had engaged in labors un-

dreamed of by you in the audience while

you watch and, we hope, enjoy the re-

sults of our efforts.

Fred Robbins Right Off the Record

Continued from page 40

ever she talks about it. Takes to those

boards like a real champ and we've got

a date to hit the water together in Lake

Arrowhead sometime, where Junie keeps

her own speedboat. But what's the use

of kiddin' ourself. The kid'll be so busy

in pictures before you can say Screen-

land Magazine, it'll be eras ere she gets

back to her hobby. There's a big star in

the making—June Lockhart! And a fine

gal, aussi!

But, avant! Let's to the potion of com-

motion!

HEAVENLY!

FRANK SINATRA: Dye dut the

denny in de dum dot! I mean I put the

penny in the gum slot! This is the baby-

talk deal Nancy's daddy did with the

Pied Pipers and oo det' de "Dum Dot

Song." Tres cute—maybe another "Mair-

zie Doats"—but I hope not, 'cause it'll

drive you batty. Flip is very trite,

Dwight, "It All Came True," but nothing

comes true, in fact nothing happens at

all. Frank should be ashamed putting

down junk like this. Much more like it

are a brace of beauties from "High But-

ton Shoes," "You're My Girl" and "Can't

You Just See Yourself," by Sammy Cahn
and Julie Styne. F.S. is back on the beam
in these furrows, and really makes that

5 o'clock shadow come around at 1.

(Columbia)
PEGGY LEE: Ah, Peggy, my leetle

gypsy, come and seet on my knee and

croon in my ear. Tell me ze story of zoze

magneefeecent "Golden Earrings," ze one

ze gypsies know so well. And how Mrs.

Barbour does! Purrs like a kitten and
makes you think you're sitting by a

campfire of a gypsy caravan. They look

as beautiful as they sound! Mrs. Barbour

spreads rice around on the flip on "I'll

Dance at Your Wedding," but I'd much
rather have her sing. Which she does like

an angel. (Capitol)

STAN KENTON: The Long Leanster

of Leapo, Mr. Kenton fermentin'! And
another of those exciting slicings by this

marvelous aggregation which is commit-

ting mass homicide wherever they're

heard and is the number 1 band in the

country today! Wish you could've been

stashed at Carnegie Hall for Stan's recent

concert on the "Fred Robbins One Night

Stand." One of the most thrilling things

Olivia deHavilland, star of "Snake Pit," and hus-

band Marcus Goodrich, at end-of-picture party.

you've ever heard or seen! Stan's using

a bongo player to lend added color to

this music and the kid who beats that

bongo, Jack Costanza, puts water on

your kneecaps. Boy, what a kick! Shows

you the terrific influence Cuban music

has on our own jazz;. Stan's using this

influence to the fullest and what a wild,

exciting thing it is! (Capitol

)

BERYL DAVIS: You've been diggm

my girl, Beryl, on the "Hit Parade" of

late, as replacement for Doris Day, whose

movie commitments got too heavy. And

the nice hunk of English crockery applies

that larynx to the two you've been sing-

ing from "Good News," "The Best

Things in Life Are Free," and "Pass That

Peace Pipe." Kid musta studied her

American history 'cause she rolls off those

Indian tribes like butter. (Victor)

MONICA LEWIS: The chick whose

moniker is Monica bakes her first sides

for Decca which seems to be her Mecca,

after a long tenure in the Signature

grooves. Wraps her sleek plumbing

around "The Gentleman Is a Dope," from

"Allegro," and "The Bluest Kind of

Blues," defied by Django Reinhardt and

a big smash in England. A well hyphen-

ated chick, this Lewis doll, and a most

auspicious debut on new label. (Decca)

BUDDY CLARK: Oh, big puddles of

purple passion! This lark yclept Clark is

getting prolific, to say nothing of terrific,

in his old age. Buddy's rolling those wa-

fers out by the bunches and is that bad?

They're that crunchy! There's "Balleri-

na," "It Had to Be You," from the same

name pix, "You Are Never Away," from

"Allegro" and "All Dressed Up with a

Broken Heart," a lament over a busted

romance. That takes care of the single

cookies. But the -piece de—you know
what—is "For You Alone," the album

by B. C. How this guy squeezes the

liver and lights out of a song—8 of 'em

'tween these leaves—"For You," '"I'll

Never Be the Same," "East of the Sun,"

"Something to Remember You By," "I'll

See You in My Dreams," "I'll Get By,"

"When Day Is Done" and "More Than
You Know." Look out, these'll send you

soaring to never-to-be-forgotten stratos-

pheres, dears. (Columbia Set C 153.)

JANE RUSSELL: While on the sub-

ject of albums and never-to-be-forgotten

stratospheres, er . . . uh . . . Jane Rus-
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sell has packaged the drippings from her

larynx in a Columbia album, too. Boing!

It's strictly ostrich-fan cooled. Yep, the

slick mouse who makes your breath going

out get mixed up with breath going in,

calls said album "Let's Put Out the
Lights" and after you dig the contents
thereof you'll agree the title is appro-
priate. Mrs. Bob Waterfield does "Body
and Soul," "I Must Have That Man,"
"Let's Put Out the Lights," "Do It

Again," "Love for Sale," "Two Sleepy
People," "A Hundred Years From To-
day" and "Until the Real Thing Comes
Along"—eight great songs. She's relaxed
and tres intime. (Columbia C 157)
TEX BENEKE: "A Girl That I Re-

member," "Surprise Symphony," "Lone
Star Moon," "Gotta Get to Oklahoma
City." That first one is covered with
nostalgia and pink frosting and the son-
orous tonsils of Gary Stevens, whose
pipes match any in the country. Perf for

cheek-to-cheekin' when the candles are
low. Tex gets ridin' on Haydn but nothin'
happens. Never liked instrumentals on
the classics too much, anyhoo, unless the
arrangements were sensash, which this
ain't. Texas takes you back to the prairie,

Mary, on the "Moon" opus, about his

home state and the "Oklahoma" deal is a
bang-up production deal with the Moon-
light Serenaders, and glistenin' whistlin'
by Tex on the tale of the kitty who's
waitin' for him in Oklahoma City. Rosin
on the bow and away we go! (Victor)

_
GENE KRUPA: The guy with the

light brown drumsticks does wonderful
things instrumentally to "I May Be
Wrong" to make those footsies of yours
really want to let themselves go. Flip
spots Buddy Hughes' throat on "Please
Don't Play Number Six Tonight," said
number being that number in the books
which brings back unpleasant romantic
memories. Cookie starts with a talkin'
intro 'tween Gene and a fan requesting
the fatal "number 6," whereupon Buddy
comes on with his plea to forget it. Very
cacciatori, morning glory. (Columbia)
KING COLE TRIO: Ah, the gleesome

threesome! What a kick it was announc-
ing their Wildroot program while they
were in the concrete jungle. And that
Nat Cole—my man! So-o-o GREAT!
D'jever think how many times you heard
his cookie of "The Christmas Song" this

year. Same thing'll happen every yule.

Freshest slicing is "These Things Money
Can't Buy" and "Now He Tells Me,"
oozing with all the appealing squealing
you get from Nat's bronchial tubes. Lat-
ter face is tres clever, 'bout people learn-

ing things much too late, like the guy in

the song who jumped in the pool, and
woke up in the hospital with the doc in-

forming him they don't fill it till the
middle of May. (Capitol)

JO STAFFORD: "The Gentleman Is

a Dope," "The Best Things in Life Are
Free," "I Never Loved Anyone." Phew!
Don't know who's been talking to Cin-
derella Stump but the chick's singin' like

never before, it seems. She's never been
as effective as on these fresh biscuits and
makes you tear the buttons off your vest,

to boot! Maybe it's the up tempo, maybe
the Paul Weston backings, tho he's done
most of her stuff, but ever since that
"Temptation" thing, the gal's been a
revelation. She's off her stilts. (Capitol)
LOUIS PRIMA: "My Little Donkey,"

"Valencia." These Prima novelties seem
to go from bad to worse. This comes like

oysters and chocolate sauce—just a hunk
of junk. Nowhere. (Victor)
TONY MARTIN: "Forever Amber,"

"My Sin." Sounds like perfume but hits
the auditory preceptor like the sweet
stuff does the olifactory. Tony boy wraps
himself around the title song from Linda's
nicker with wordage by Johnny Mercer
and on the flip revives one he features in
his nitery appearances. You'll be in a
nebulous daze, little squab! (Victor)
NELLIE LUTCHER: Hide your pate

if you thought the real "gone" gal who
getcha like the witches got Macbeth was
just a flash, 'cause her freshest slab shows
otherwise. "Do You or Don't You Love
Me" and "The Song Is Ended" are
jammed with all the vocal percussion and
lip flippin' her first ones sparkled with,
which took the Eagle's Nest by storm.
Oh, my tight garters! (Capitol)
ARTHUR GODFREY: My man,

Godfrey, the "Talent Scout" rascal,
bakes another waffle to follow his smash-
ing opus about the kid with too much
avoirdupois, "A Porter's Love Song to a
Chambermaid," and "I'm a Ding Dong-
Daddy." Same gravelly epiglottus and
tongue-in-cheek humor gives these novel-
ties a fresh lilt. (Columbia)

JOHNNY HODGES: "Jeep's Blues,"

"Rendezvous with Rhythm." Precious

wax! A Columbia reissue from the Okeh
label of two of John Cornelius Hodges'
finest jazz cuttings, one with the cream
of the guys from the Ellington band.
There's Lawrence Brown, Harry Carney
and the rest of that all star cast that's

been doing such wonderful things for so

many years. (Columbia)

TAD DAMERON SEXTET: Step
over into the bop department, please, for

an ample sample of this merchandise at

its "gonest" by Tad Dameron, one of the

foremost arrangers and pianists of the

modern school. He's coralled Fats Na-
varro on trumpet, Charlie Rouse on ten-

or, Ernie Henry on alto, Nelson Boyd,
bass and Shadow Wilson on drums on a
cookie that'll thrill you to your lymphatic
passageways. There's "Our Delight" and
"The Squirrel" to chase out any bad
sound that may be cluttering your aural
cavity. (Blue Note)

SINGIN' THE BLUES: Come and
get an effulgent outpouring of indigo vo-
cal stuff by Louis Armstrong, Jack Tea-
garden, Mildred Bailey and Ethel Waters
on eight fresh faces waxed during the
past year. Satchmo comes on with "Blues
for Yesterday" and "Blues in the South"
like the genius he is; Ethel Waters winds
her rich, mature tonsils around "Careless
Love" and "Blues in My Heart," backed
by the Herman Chittison Trio; Mildred
Bailey gets under "That Ain't Right"
and "I Don't Want to Miss Mississippi,"
with bucketsful of feeling, with the Ellis

Larkins Trio. (Victor P 192)

KAY STARR: "Then I'll Be Tired of
You," "Was That the Human Thing to
Do." Got this cookie under HOT 'cause
this lush thrush Kay Starr is one of the
best jazz singers extant, with a great beat
and oodles of the righteous feeling. Comes
thru whether she's on a strictly jazz tune
or on ballads, like ici. Used to chirp for
Charley Barnett, is now on her ownsy
and with proper breaks should be one of
the biggest names of the year. Sure
makes you glad you've got an ear. And
for cert knows her songs. (Capitol)

DIZZY GILLESPIE: "Ow!" "Ooo-Pa-
Pa-Da." The heavens are bursting! Or
so it seems 'cause here comes the great
Gillespie gang like this month's winds

—

frenetic and kopasetic! If you go for the
bop stuff, this slab'll have you talkin' to
yourself with its nuclear energy and fine
Gillespie trumpet. "Ooo-Pa-Pa-Da" is

the same as Babs did for Blue Note, and
John Burks Gillespie scats it here in
some clever bop satire. (Victor)

BENNY CARTER: "Prelude to a
Kiss," "I Can't Escape From You." One
of the most talented musicians of our
time, Bennett Carter, who plays trumpet,
alto, tenor and piano, lifts the alto here
to distinguish the beautiful Ellington
tune, "Prelude." Flip is nowhere, tho.
Bad sound and hokey beat. (Capitol)

FROM THE MAN IN GRAY

How 'bout blowing me a billet-doux,
Sue? Just fling it out into the March
wind and it'll float right to F.R.—if you

Who's mocking whom? It's our guess that Jimmy Durante is doing a not so subtle

take-off on the Brazilian Bombshell, Carmen Miranda, on Jimmy's NBC program.
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see that it gets wafted into the green box
first. What's your pleasure, treasure?

We're equipped for television, walkie-

talkie and morse code, too, and be you a

pilgrim from the Bronx, a drip from Mis-

sissip, or own cattle in Seattle, we'll an-

swer everything from Ace Brigode to

Zutty Singleton or even whether Frank-

lin Pangborn ever made records. Like

this:

Dear Fred: Did my boy Desi Arnaz
ever sing with Xavier Cugat's band? And
when is his birthday?

Sincerely,

Rosemary Simpkins,

Omaha, Neb.

Dear Rosemary: Yes, your boy did

spend some time with Cugie. 'T was dur-

ing the 1935-36 season in Miami. He
made transcriptions with Cugie but no
records. In 1938 he opened at La Conga
with his own six piece band, then into the

leading role in "Too Many Girls" and in-

to the RKO picture of same. You know
the rest. He hit the planet on March 2,

1917. Recordially,

F. R.

Dear Fred: I'm a hospital corpsman
at a Naval Medical Center and my bud-
dy and I have been arguing these long

nights away on who beats the skins on
part 3 of "How High the Moon" from
"Jazz at the Philharmonic." Also how
many of Glenn Miller's old band are with

the Beneke band as of now? Can you
square us away on this deal?

Sincerely,

Bob Griffin,

Bethesda, Md.

Dear Fred: Thanx for your entertain-

ing articles. You make us want to buy all

the records you describe so charmingly.

What is the Decca record on which Bing
sings "Pinetop's Boogie Woogie" with

Lionel Hampton? Where can one pur-

chase Capitol Records here in South
Africa? Where can we write to Spike

Jones, Bob Hannon and Vaughn Monroe?
Sincerely,

Mrs. Sue Carding,

Bloemfontein, O.F.S., South Africa

Dear Mrs. Carding: Gee, you're so far

away! Sure is a thrill to hear from you,

and thanx oodles for the nice things you
said. That record number is 23843, you
can get Capitol records by contacting the

Afro-American Corp. in Johannesburg,
the distributor. Address Spike, c/o Ralph
Wonders, General Artists Corp., Los An-
geles, Calif.; Bob Hannon, c/o NBC, N.
Y.; and Vaughn, c/o Willard Alexander,
Radio City, New York, N. Y. Hope that

clears the air way down there in Jan's

province. Recordially,

F. R.

Dear Fred: I heard the swell program
you did for the U.S. Marines and really

enjoyed it as I do your column every
month. My question? Why isn't Tony
Martin in more movies and an article

written about him in Screenland, my
favorite movie mag, by the way.

Sincerely,

Pat Keener,
Zanesville, Ohio

Dear Pat: Tony is producing "Cas-
bah," a musical version of "Algiers,"

which co-starred Monsieur "Come-wiz-
me-to-ze-Casbah" Boyer and Hedy La-

marr. He himself will do the leading role

with Yvonne De Carlo. Tony's only wife

so far was Alice Faye. Are you interested?

Recordially,

F. R.

And so we have to put the typewriter

in mothballs and pack our shellac and
hit the track till the fourth month of the

year. Don't you wait that long to knock
me some linen so we can stoke the wax
and chew the fat and get your radar in

working order. Address Fred Robbins,
Screenland Magazine, 37 West 57th
Street, New York 19, N. Y.

Dennis Morgan eavesdrops on phone conver-

sation of Denise Darcel, chosen beauty queen

of Paris for 1946 by the Duchess of Windsor.

Native Son

Continued from page 37

Dear Bob: That's Gene Krupa, who's
listed on the label as "Chicago Flash."

The guys with Tex who were with Glenn
are Jimmy Priddy and Paul Tanner,
trombones, Roland Bundick, bass, and
Stan Aaronson, tenor.

Recordially,

F. R.

Dear Fred: What happened to Johnny
"Scat" Davis and his orchestra?

Sincerely,

Helen Horak,
Algoma, Wis.

Dear Helen: He's at the Capitol

Lounge in Chicago with a small combo,
and records for Vitacoustic records.

Recordially,

F. R.

Dear Fred: I've misplaced an orchestra

leader named Russ Morgan. What hap-
pened to him and what are his latest

biscuits? Sincerely,

Mary Moody,
Everett, Wash.

Dear Mary: At this writing the kid

who makes "Music in the Morgan Man-
ner" is stashed at the Hotel Schroeder in

Milwaukee, Wisconsin. His latest Dec-
cookies are "That Feeling in the Moon-
light," "You're Nobody Until Somebody
Loves You," "Under the Willow Tree,"

and "And Then It's Heaven."
Recordially,

F. R.

with him five minutes before you realize

that the glamor boy tag couldn't have
been pinned on a less appreciative guy.

In his house, furnished with big, com-
fortable pieces of furniture, Bob sprawls.

His interests are not in the sharp, clever,

sophisticated things. He does not give

fashionably big cocktail parties, lose his

shirt on gin rummy. As a matter of fact,

Bob doesn't have a pack of cards in the

house. He and Barbara have been work-

ing for nice fat salaries a good long while,

but they don't live the lush life. For a

movie palace, their house is definitely on
the small side. It's furnished in exquisite

taste with rugged antiques, but there

isn't any "decorator" feeling about it. No
swank, moderne furniture; no swimming
pool; no private projection room. To
some Hollywood people, he just isn't liv-

ing.

You could fool me! He's living every

moment with a zest and appreciation

that is typically Taylor. At the flick of

a trigger, he's off to the wilds. His idea

of the happy life is to pack into the

mountains, rise before dawn, hunt and

fish. He only returns to Hollywood be-

cause pictures like "The High Wall" de-

mand his starring presence. And because

of a little lady he likes to have around:

Barbara Stanwyck.
Barbara and Bob are individualists

who do not believe it is necessary to

share one another's hobbies to be happy
together. They've been married a happy
eight years and expect to be married

when they are old and gray. That's an-

other thing that is more typical of Ne-
braska than of Hollywood. It just never

occurs to Bob that his marriage to Bar-

bara won't last. Where he comes from,

marriages do last.

He thinks Barbara's indifference to the

rough life is cute. She's strictly the hot-

house type when it comes to enjoying

nature in the raw. She wouldn't go hunt-

ing if Bengal tigers were roaming Holly-

wood Boulevard. Bob can hardly wait

for a picture to finish so he can be off

and away. Barbara loves movies. Bob
does some of his best sleeping at the

movies. Barbara can't stand games, par-

ticularly guessing games where people act

things out. Bob loves such games, actu-

ally heckles friends into playing them
with him. Barbara loves to spend quiet

hours reading. Bob prefers spending those

hours carefully cleaning his priceless col-

lection of guns. Barbara is as dainty as

a figurine, carefully keeps away from dirt

and muss. Bob likes nothing better than

to tinker with greasy engines.

And yet they have a beautiful under-

standing. Barbara kids Bob, saying that

he plans it so she will be starting on a
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new picture—along with its to-bed-by-
nine routine—just when he feels the
hunting bug coming on. Yet, if Bob men-
tions a new gun he has seen, she'll break
her neck getting it for him. If he men-
tions a collapsible boat, she'll comment,
"What do you want an old boat for?"

and then race to the nearest sporting
goods shop to buy it. She likes to see
Bob have fun. She's not a possessive,

demanding wife.

They both have a sense of humor that
has survived the slings and arrows of
outrageous fortune. For Hollywood can
be grim, jealous, and unrelenting. There
was the era when Robert Taylor was sup-
posed to be too handsome to be a good
actor. Subsequent pictures have blown
that bit of snide chicanery sky high. His
performance in "The High Wall" is get-

ting rave reviews. He is more than ful-

filling the promise of his first smash hit

in the "Magnificent Obsession" back in
1935. For over ten years, he's had hit

pictures. Today, the fact that he's hand-
some is a throwaway.
When you first meet Robert Taylor,

you're greatly aware of his charm and
magnetism. This is not, strangely enough,
because of his looks. It's because his love
of life, his zest, his spontaneity of living

are evident in everything he does. He's
restless, quick moving, agile. So is a
tiger. This spontaneity adds considerable
interest to routine matters—such as eat-
ing. Once he flew his plane to New Or-
leans just because he felt like a fish din-
ner. He's quite apt to decide, out of the
blue, to go hunting. During "The High
Wall," he was told he wouldn't have to
work on Monday. He left Beverly Hills

by plane Sunday morning, packed in at
Jackson Hole, Wyoming, Monday, fished
all Monday afternoon and flew back in

time to report to work Tuesday. Unfor-
tunately, there was a slight complication
that weekend. Bob had just shaved his
mustache, and his upper lip got a sun-
burn that resulted in a Ubangi smile.
The studio had to shoot around him.
When Bob wants to do something, he

wants to do it now. If he feels like prac-
ticing with his fly rod and there's no lake
handy, he'll borrow someone's pool. This
occasionally has its disadvantages; such
as catching the line on the wire fence of
an adjacent tennis court. To date, he's

caught five trees and a diving board.
Once he caught a barbecue pit. It's not
so monotonous as just catching trout.

And yet Bob isn't a wacky individual.
His sense of humor, always directed at
himself, occasionally gives you the im-
pression that he isn't particularly serious-

minded. To the contrary, he has a ma-
turity, knowledge and depth that you
rarely find on the Hollywood scene. He
analyzes events, tries to find an answer
for world problems. His intellect is sharp,
aware. He's a thinker, with a thought-
ful, logical mind. He's no parrot-brain,
quoting glibly from last night's editorial.

He thinks things out himself.

For instance, in analyzing the present
studio economy measures and the 75%
British tax, Bob explains, "I think the
studios have every reason to tighten up.
With the now uncertain English market
and our own market not as big as it was
during the war years, the profits have
dropped. I understand the gross dropped
over half a million dollars per week at
our studio alone, so it's no wonder there
had to be layoffs. Naturally, they have
to curtail production. Furthermore, to-

day's production costs are at an all-time
high. It seems to me inevitable that Hol-
lywood must stop spending so generously,
must consider costs and percentages."
Of the threatened depression, he says,

"I don't know any solution to the pres-
ent stalemate. I'm not an economist.
But it seems to me if both sides, capital
and labor, gave just a little bit, we'd get
closer to the right answer. I think capital
has to start it. Before labor became in-

volved, the government was the biggest
purchaser, and the wartime government
will always pay any price. If a manu-
facturer plans to sell a commodity to the
individual, he tries to keep his price
down to beat competitors. On the other

Joan Bennett and Betty Hutton, both mothers-to-be, with Ted Briskin at Jean Her-
sholt's 10th Anniversary as Dr. Christian parry, given at the Beverly Hills Hotel.

hand, if the manufacturer is selling to the
government, he can ask any price and get
it. Today the manufacturers are used to
getting wartime prices, and they forget
the war is over. But the government
isn't buying today. It's the individual,
who has no such fabulous resources. He's
just a little guy who's trying to get the
most for his money. Maybe he's wanted
a car or a washing machine all through
the war. Even so, he won't pay inflation

prices. He's a private individual, and he
can't afford to.

"There's one obvious answer. America
has to re-build the whole world. There is

a big world market, a lot of jobs avail-

able in those countries. They need houses,
tractors, steel, food—everything. They
need it fast, and in gigantic quantities.
Here again, it's a government project.
Those nations will get these necessities
fast, and capital will get government
prices. That'll loosen up the situation a
little, but it still won't bring prices down
for John Doe. It takes a smarter man
than I am to figure how the whole thing
will end."

Yes, it will take a smarter man—per-
haps—but not a more honest one. For
the measure of Robert Taylor is revealed
by his convictions. The fact that he
thinks at all about such problems defi-

nitely sets him apart from the Hollywood
glamor boy whose deepest thinking is

about last night's date.

Not long ago, Bob was cleaning his
plane at the Air Research Hanger. Out
there, all the mechanics wear white cov-
eralls with big red letters on the back.
Bob has never acted big shot about his
plane. He sees no sense in paying a fast

$200 to have it polished, for instance, so
he keeps it in condition by working on it

himself. Finally, the boys at Air Re-
search got him company coveralls to
wear.

He was working on the plane in his

grease-covered coveralls, his hair down
over his eyes, when some little boys ap-
proached him. "Hey, mister," they said,
"does this plane belong to a movie star?"
"A star?" asked Bob. "Well, that's a

matter of opinion."

"Well, one of these planes belongs to
a movie star," the kids insisted, "and we
want to find it!"

Bob said, "Maybe it's Ty Power's. He
has one he keeps at Clover Field."
"Naw!" said the kids patiently, "he's

in Africa. No, there's a movie star who
owns a plane out here. Will you yell if

you see him?"
"I'll do that." Bob promised.
The kids left. They didn't know him

from a load of coal cars.

This little incident pleased Bob. "If
people knew how Barbara and I live." he
grinned, "they'd be awfully disappointed.
Saturday nights, you know, we raise the
devil. We go out for dinner, go to the
studio and run two pictures. I sleep
through the first one and look at the
second. Hollywood's really a wild place.
I don't blame people for worrying about
their children coming out here to asso-
ciate with people like us."

He elaborated further. "You see," he
explained, "people forget I'm just a guy
from Nebraska."
With a face like that—yes, people do!
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Memo to Alan Ladd

Continued from page 23

basis, trying to make it mean a little

security for the future so that if the

worst comes, we can at least eat and

live. Raising blooded horses, race horses,

is, at present, our money-making project.

We've also got a garden out there and

never have to buy a vegetable. In the

world of today," you added, "you just

don't know. It's a little frightening."

Plus the blooded horses and the vege-

tables ("the race horses and the roota-

baga," is the way you put it) you have

seventeen dogs at the ranch. (Jezebel,

the boxer, is your girl.) Eight ducks.

Fourteen cats. Thirty-two chickens. Two
pigs. And you are shopping for a cow.

You've cut down some on your pac-

ing, it's true, but certain things still make
you nervous. Noise, for one. Door-slam-

ming. "Door-slamming drives me out of

my mind. Noise, in general. Don't like

noise, I guess. Except," you added, "the

noise of children at play."

Waiting for gas at a gas station also

makes you itch. "Rather than stop for

gas," you say, "I'll start a twenty mile

drive on half a pint of gas, telling myself,

'I'll get there! I'll get there!'
"

And birds flying. Birds flying around

your head. "Most frightening thing that

ever happened to me," you recalled,

"happened when I was a kid, in South

Pasadena. Walking home one night, at

dusk, under a tree filled with birds, and

all at once they swooped down on me.

They circled round my head, black and

thick, batting me with their wings. They
made like blinding and smothering me.

It made me sick. I've never forgotten it,

and never quite got over it."

As you recalled this childhood scare, I

was thinking how very seldom you remi-

nisce. About anything. And mentioned

it. "I don't particularly like to remi-

nisce," you said. "Don't like to go back

in the past and re-hash and re-do it. I

like to look ahead. What I see ahead

looks brighter," you added, "than what I

see when I look behind me."

Untidiness upsets you. "I'm a picky

guy," you grinned. "Like things picked

up and in their places. Guess this comes

from my mother, who was uncommonly
neat and orderly."

Susie doesn't call you "picky." She

puts it another way. "Alan's very neat,"

she says. "Everything is picked up and

put away, in his bedroom, in his bath-

room. His wardrobe and desk could be,"

Susie laughed, "exhibition pieces on How
to Keep Wardrobes and Desks to Perfec-

tion." Immaculate, too, in his person.

Suits, for instance. He can wear a suit

and wear it and wear it and never a

spot!

"Fastidiousness is terribly important,"

Susie says, "when you're living with a

person. And fastidious is the word for

Alan. He keeps a dignity, too, which is

also terribly important when you're liv-

ing with a person. When we travel, for

instance, and can't get a drawing-room,

are cooped up together in a small space,

Alan will go down the car to the public

washroom to shave and dress. The sensi-

tive-to-the-other-fellow thing. The nice-

to-live-with thing. The considerate thing.

"Alan is, in fact," Susie went on hap-

pily, with her favorite topic (which you

are, as you so well know, Alan, as Susie

is yours) "the sweetest, most considerate

man in this world, I'm sure. Not only of

me—of everyone. He's considerate, ex-

tremely considerate, of the household

help. He's almost painfully considerate

of his friends. Particularly of friends—or

even of bare acquaintances—who aren't

getting the breaks, haven't got jobs. I've

seen him through many a sleepless night

over an executive, or a minor player,

who was leaving the studio. He'll knock

himself out trying to get jobs for people.

He actually annoys people about jobs for

the jobless, he's so persistent about it.

One chap in particular comes to my mind

—a young actor who started when Alan

started but wasn't getting the breaks. So,

characteristically, Alan heckled and hag-

gled the Front Office until they gave this

young man a part in 'The Long Gray

Line.' In a number of cases, I've known

Alan to insist that the parts of minor

players in his pictures be built up so

they'll at least have some good film with

which to interest the Front Office in pick-

ing up their options.

"He is so considerate of the children,

you might almost say he is too consid-

erate for their own good."

"Susie means," you moved in to say

with a grin, "the way I let them sleep in

the morning. I love to sleep in the morn-

ing. Not really sleep—I can hear the

children—just sort of cat-nap and doze.

But when I do sleep late, I always get

up with a guilt-complex, which lasts

about an hour. Finally figured out what

it comes from. My stepfather—he was a

house-painter—had to get up early every

morning. A kind man, and indulgent in

many respects, he couldn't stand, just

couldn't stand to have me, a young husky

fellow, in that bed. I'd hear him slam-

ming around, demanding of my mother,

Co-stars of "The Exile," Douglas Fairbanks,

Jr., and Paule Croser, on NBC air show.

'When is he going to get up?' Eventual-

ly, my mother would have to get me up,

to keep the peace. That's the origin of

the guilt-complex, I'm sure. I still expect

to hear someone slamming about, de-

manding to know why I'm not up and

about the day's work and when I'm go-

ing to get up and be about it. So, my
kids can sleep as long, and as late, as

they like. I've made up my mind I'll

never bother them; in fact, I'll pussy-foot

around the house in order not to bother

them, if they want to sleep from sun-

down to sun-down."
You like to be on time

—"Get awfully

nervous when I'm not"—and, with rare

exceptions, are ahead of time rather than

behind it.

You hate to answer the telephone; hate

to talk on the telephone. "Always ex-

pect a telephone, or a telegram, to mean
bad news."

You don't like to travel. You say,

"Susie likes to—and once I get started,

I rather enjoy it. But it's difficult to get

me started. Truth is, corny as it seems,

I'm awfully shy around people I don't

know. At a party, I'm a sitter-in-a-cor-

ner character. On the other hand, I love

people. Love to have our friends at the

house. Love to sit in a room and discuss

problems. And I enjoy the fans, I really

do. Perhaps because I feel my fans are

people I do know; are my friends."

You're not at all demonstrative, Alan

^which stems, perhaps, from shyness.

Or is one of the facets of your fastidious-

ness. For instance you never, according

to Sue, "Go up to a woman friend and

kiss her hello. I've always been the

type," Sue added, laughing, "to rush over

and kiss my old-friend men guests. But

since I've been married to Alan, I don't

do it any more. He doesn't like it. And
now, it would sort of embarrass me.

"He's easily shocked, too, Alan is," Sue

told on you, with a kind of loving amuse-

ment. "A gal will have a couple of drinks,

for instance, feel very chummy, sit on her

boy friend's lap, and
—

'She's going to

lose him,' Alan will say, 'behaving like

that.' Off-color stories embarrass him,

too. He never tells one, and would just

as soon not hear one. I often think," Sue

said, "that Alan was born out of his

proper time. He belongs, I tell him, half-

kidding but also in earnest, in the days

'when knighthood was in flower'—full

flower."

You don't like to get dressed up, you

remarked. You like casual sports clothes,

comfortable sports clothes, but like them

to be good. You said, "I like nice clothes,

really do." (Nice sports jacket you had

on, that morning you and Sue and I

breakfasted at Hampshire House in New
York, Alan. And those red morocco slip-

pers, .very tasty!) "Like jewelry, too, as

a matter of fact," you said, "rings,

watches, etc. This gold cross in a circle

I'm wearing on a chain around my neck,

Susie gave me for my last birthday. Susie

hangs chains on me!" you said, loving it.

"Guess my liking for nice clothes, jewel-

ry and so on is because I never had any-

thing when I was a kid," you added.

You are superstitious about only one

thing, you told me—your wedding ring.

"Susie gave it to me," you explained,

"and I will never take it off. It has never
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STORY
(that cancer almost ended

before fhe second installment)

Any woman can imagine how I felt

when John and I were married. Nothing
could ever mar our happiness. And our
honeymoon didn't end after our wedding
trip. We enjoyed each day together more.

But suddenly one day, every bit of
happiness drained out of me. I discovered
a lump on my body and was terrified it

might be cancer. I was ashamed to mention
it to anyone, until John made me confess.

It took all my courage to see the doctor.

But words can't describe my relief when he
said "there's nothing to worry about." I did
have a cancer, but because I had faced it

in the early stages, it could be easily cured.

To make doubly sure—the doctor sent
me to a cancer clinic. It was probably the
most important trip we ever took in our
lives. Here I was examined, and prepara-
tions were made for a small operation.

I was in the hospital for only 12 days-
all cured and hardly a scar! When every 3
minutes someone dies of cancer you wonder
why anyone is so foolish as to not get a
check-up the minute a symptom is noticed.

When a friend asked where I had been I

simply said, "I had a cancer removed." I was
proud I had faced it. And when any friend
of mine worried about cancer, I persuaded
her to visit her doctor or a cancer clinic.

Later I went to a hospital again-but
this time for a different reason—an eight-
pound girl. I'm going to teach her that can-
cer is nothing to be ashamed of— it's not
hereditary and it can happen to anyone.

I often realize that Jane might never have
existed, nor that happy future time when
through her I will relive my own wedding,
the most important day in my life (except
that day John and I saw our doctor).

DANGER SIGNALS OF CANCER
U

fol|owing cancer danger

% -

3. Any change in a wart or mole
,

4 Persistent indigestion or d.fficu/ty -n

5. Persistent hoarseness or cough.

6. Unusual b/eeding or ^charge.

7. Any change in bowel hab.fs.

WITH CANCER-YOUR GREATEST

DANGER IS FEAR ITSELF
For further information— write to

American Cancer Society, Inc.
47 BEAVER STREET, NEW YORK 4, N. V.
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NEW creamy, odorless

LOTION safely

REMOVES

HAIR

1. Safe— doesn't irritate

normal skin. Painless.

2. No clinging depilatory

odor— a pleasant white

lotion.

3. Not messy. Quick-
rinses off easily with

lukewarm water.

4. No razor stubble.

Keeps legs hair-free

longer. Economical!

5. Removes hair close to

skin, leaving skin soft,

smooth and alluring.

Cosmetic lotion to remove hair

NAIR plus tax Vf^S?

"Country's Largest Seller"

FOR GENTLE FIRMNESS THAT "%oid& THE HAIR I

WANTED
SONG POEMS To tie Set to Music

A Submit one or more of your best poems for free

examination. Any subject. Send poem. PHONOGRAPH
" RECORDS MADE.
k FIVE STAR MUSIC MASTERS

605 Beacon Bldg.,

Boston 8, Mass.

been off my finger in any picture I've

ever made. Drives the studio crazy, but

I will not remove it. What I do is cover

it with another ring."

Food is not particularly important to

you. "So few things he likes," says Sue,

"and so little interest in what he eats.

We go out and, always, 'Order for me,

dear,' he'll say, and gee, you have a

choice of steak and steak. French fried

potatoes. Stewed tomatoes. He doesn't

eat any breakfast, ever. I often wonder

whether he'd eat ever, period, if someone

wasn't around to remind him that that's

the way you go on living."

You're a worrier, Alan. You are a wor-

rier. You admit it:

"A great worrier," you said. "About
what?" I asked. "About anything," you

said, "about everything. That's my trou-

ble, worry is. Among my faults, that's

one of my worst. Worrying about some-

thing, building up something that will

never happen. Always crossing bridges

before I come to them. Building bridges

to cross. I'll sit up and yak-yak-yak with

Susie until four in the morning about

what's going to happen or about what

I'm afraid is going to happen."

"It isn't the big things,' Susie says,

"that worry Alan so much. For instance,

I'll lose something valuable, a piece of

jewelry, perhaps (I lose things all the

time) and all Alan says is, 'So?_ Well,

doesn't really matter. If you find it, fine.

If not, it's replaceable. Be glad the kids

are okay!' Or I smash up his new car

(as I have done) and he's mild as

milk about the crack-up. On the other

hand, if we have an appointment to meet

and I'm five or ten minutes late, he'll

give me holy heck."

You and Sue do an awful lot of sitting

up late, talking.

"We have a great theory," you said,

"that is, we 'kick it around' by our-

selves. We never keep anything, one

from the other. Get it all off our chests.

Argue like mad but never get mad.

Never lie to each other. That's one thing

we've never done and will never do."

You love to talk about Susie as well

as with her, don't you, Alan? As we were

recalling, over the breakfast table that

morning at Hampshire House, you were

the first of the film stars to discuss your

wife and marriage for publication.

Against your studio's wishes, too. For

soon after you made your epic hit in

your first picture, "This Gun for Hire,"

your studio advised you to pipe down on

your marriage, not to talk too much
about Susie and your home-life when you

were being interviewed. The fans would

like you better, you were advised, if they

could think of you as single, unattached.

But you wanted people—wanted every-

one—to know you were married, and how
happily married. You wanted to talk

about Susie—to whom you owe, you said

then, and say now, the success you've

had. You had to talk about Susie. You
did talk about Susie. You still talk about

Susie—and, well, how -popular can you

get?

Nervous as you are, or were; noor-

pacer that you are, or were, you can sit

quietly, hour after hour, on a set on a

studio sound stage.

"That's because I love the business so

much," you explain it. "Love every bit

of it. Every minute of it. When I was
gripping at Warner Brothers, I loved

that. When I got off the cat-walks and
down there in front of the cameras, I

loved that, too. Love all ends of the

business. Camera. Sound. Makeup.
Script. Lighting. Even other fellows' sets

and performances.

"I look at the business and love the

business," you said, "as a whole, not just

my part in it. I believe in the business.

With all my heart. Believe in the mag-
nificent medium that is motion pictures.

Don't think we've so much as tapped the

potentialities of the medium yet."

Sue says, "I think Alan would die

without pictures, that's all. I mean it!

He loves them like the part of him they

are. He's so proud of them. So proud of

being in them. He resents it so when
someone does something to disgrace the

business. At the same time, Ladd, the

actor, is just a character to us. A very

important character, but not more so, if

as much, as Ladd the husband and fa-

ther, and," Sue laughed, "the rancher!"

You are not too happy, I gathered,

about some of the stories you've been

given. You are hopeful that "The Long
Gray Line," in which you and Donna
Reed are co-starred, will be as interest-

ing to watch as it was to make. Espe-

cially the scenes, the location shots, you
made at West Point. "They were won-
derful to us at West Point," you told me,
"just magnificent. I'm so grateful to

them, we all were, for the kindness and
interest shown us, and the cooperation."

After you finish "The Long Gray
Line," you are going to do F. Scott Fitz-

gerald's "The Great Gatsby."

You said, "I dug it up myself. For

myself. In desperation. I must have a

change of pace. A character as unlike as

possible my other screen characters. In

'The Great Gatsby' I believe I've got the

departure I need. He's the guy who
never explains where, or how, he made
his money. He dresses just a little too

well. He talks just a little too well. He's

something new for me," you said with,

half and half, a grin and a sigh, "so he

should be good for me."
You'd like to have your own producing

company, you told me. You said, "We'd
love to have our own company, Susie

and I. And I believe we'd do a good job

together. Susie and I work together so

much—and so well. She's got a darned

good business head on her. Whether I

have a good business head or not, it's dif-

ficult to tell. Difficult to tell," you

laughed, "just where Susie's head begins

and mine ends'! She's such a good level-

ler for me, you know. She can stick to

something and follow it through whereas

I'm apt to kick it around until it gets

lost. Well, one of these days, we will

have our own company. That is one of

the things we yak-yak about in our until-

four-in-the-morning yak-fests.

"Susie and I are so completely happy,"

you said then, something heartening and

very good to see in your gray eyes, as

they met and held Susie's brown eyes.

"My life is so complete now, with Susie,

with Alana, with young David, I just

hope," you said, "nothing hurts it."

You said, "God has been good to
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Inside Hollywood's
Social Circle

Continued from page 24

pital needed a new building. It was clever
and touching at the same time.
Of course, you probably are eager to

know what the women wore, and this is

one time when it's worth going into detail
to tell you. I couldn't take my eyes away
from Sandra Cooper, Gary's so-chic wife.
She wore a neo-classic>wriite gown of ac-
cordion-pleated heavy crepe. It was very
simple in design, but it provided an ideal
setting for her magnificent collection of
diamonds and pearls. Her necklace was
a double strand of pea-shaped diamonds
woven into great Edwardian clusters: her
earrings were large pearl circlets with
diamond centers, and her left arm was
covered with pearl and diamond brace-
lets, making one of the most striking
costumes of the evening.
Merle Oberon combined real flowers

with jewels for her unusual chignon which
she wore with an exotic off-the-shoulder
black lace dress, the principal ornament
of which was a single diamond brooch,
fashioned like a spray of roses. Equally
startling were Rosalind Russell's flame-
colored gown and Anita Colby's black
satin number with gold doves for epau-
lettes. Ann Miller's creation was a solid
mass of silver bugle beads, woven over a
circular, flaring skirt. Norma Shearer,
who has been too long absent from our
midst, came in with her handsome hus-
band Martin Arrouge. Norma was wear-
ing another off-the-shoulder dream, leav-
ing plenty of show room for the lovely
jewels around her throat.

There was hardly a feminine star you
could name who was not present and
glamoroubly accounted for that night, but
despite all the gorgeous formality of dress
and glitter of surroundings, everyone had
a surprisingly good time. Gary Cooper
and Mary Livingston did a dashing rhum-
ba together, Henry Fonda cut a neat
figure in tails. Claudette Colbert and
husband Dr. Joel Pressman table-hopped,
greeting all their friends, and Edgar Ber-
gen and his lovely wife, Frances, revealed
a fund of very amusing stories.
And there was romance in the air, too.

For it was during the party that I learned
Joan Caulfield and Jimmie Stewart had
just "found" each other and have been
lunching, cocktailing and dancing togeth-
er practically every day since.

Particularly interested and wide-eyed
guests were the Duke and Duchess of
Montoro, who came with Atwater Kent
and remained to watch everything with
awe. The Duchess, who is the daughter
of the Spanish Duke of Alba, told me she
couldn't believe anything could be as
brilliant as this Winter Ball. This, can
you believe it, from a girl whose father
is reported to have spent over $370,000
on her wedding!
A few days prior to this evening, At-

water Kent gave a truly royal reception
for the young Duke and Duchess who
were here on their honeymoon. Atwater
turned his lovely Bel-Air home, Capo di
vlonte, into a Spanish castle for the event
and invited 200 glamorous guests.
The Ronald Colmans, the Darryl

LITTLE LULU SAYS:
Compare tissues— compare boxes— and
you'll see that no other tissue fives

you all the advantages of Kleenex.

America's

Favorite

Tissue wit

0NIY KLEENEX

HAS THE

SERV-A-TISSUE

BOX

h Kleenex you save time, trouble, tissues.

Pull just one double tissue at a time

T. M. REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

Next one pops up ready for use!

t International Cellucotton Products Co.
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TEETH should show

in your smile

NEVER in your

HAIR-DO

Teeth never show

with

KANT-SUP COMBS
Because only Kant-Slip Combs have

CONCEALED Tight-Gripping Teeth

Only Goody Kant-Slip Combs have this overlapping pat-

ented construction making the teeth invisible in your hair

ONLY

10c

Available in

a variety of popular sizes at leading

5 and 10c stores and notion counters.

•reo trademark

FOR BETTER HAIR AIDS

BETTER REACH FOR GOODY
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Fits in Your Hand
REALLY WORKS
TOO! Unbreakable
RED Plastic Cabi-
nets. NO TUBES,
BATTERIES OR

ELECTRIC "PLUG-
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Patented "Permacrystal"
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USE! SHOULD LAST FOR YEARS!

GUARANTEED TO WORK
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.and look
years younger
Now at home, you can quickly tint telltale gray to
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est black. Brownatone and a small brush does it—or your
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Zanucks, the Edward G. Robinsons, the

Franchot Tones, the Joseph Cottens, the

Walter Pidgeons, the Warner Baxters, the

Burgess Merediths (Paulette Goddard)

,

the William Doziers (Joan Fontaine) , the

Brian Ahernes, the Dr. Joel Pressmans

(Claudette Colbert) , the Gene Markeys

(Myrna Loy) , the Henry Fondas, Joan

Crawford, and Sir Charles Mendl were

just a few of the very top celebrities who
appeared for the evening, greeting the

beautiful satin-gowned Duchess and her

handsome husband, the Duke Carlos.

They were as delighted as children at

a surprise party, and I found the Duch-

ess, Maria del Rosario Cayetana Fitz-

James Stuart y de Silva, to be just as

unassuming as her titles and jewels are

impressive. I knew her father, the Duke
of Alba, when he was Ambassador from

Spain to the Court of St. James many
years ago, and so I knew how touched

Her Grace was when Antonio Moreno
presented her with a picture of himself

taken with her father in Spain, the year

before the Duchess was born.

Actually, she told me, her romance

started just the way it starts for millions

of American girls. She met her husband-

to-be at a golf club dance! It was at San

Sebastian, the locale of the former Span-

ish royal court, under a Spanish moon.

They danced together and he asked to see

her again.

"That was in the summer of 1946,"

she said, smiling shyly. "Then I went to

London and when I returned to Madrid

in November we were enagaged." She

also said that she was much embarrassed

about the reports of how much her wed-

ding had cost. When one of our well-

known male stars kiddingly asked what

her wedding did cost, she was too quick

for him. Smiling, but quite sure of her-

self, the Duchess said, "I don't know how
much. I didn't look up the bills, because

we left before I had time."

Of course, everyone loves a romance,

particularly in Hollywood, and the film

folk took to these royal lovers immedi-

ately.

One cute thing happened when Douglas

Fairbanks had to make an early depar-

ture. He was carrying three colorful in-

flated balloons in his hand as he came to

bid adieu to the Duke and Duchess.

"It's been so delightful meeting you,"

he said. Then seeing the ducal eyes on

the balloons, he flushed and stammered,

"You see, I have to leave now. My wife

is having a baby!"
One of the nicest tributes paid by the

screen colony was a party given in honor

of Jean Hersholt, upon his 10th anniver-

sary as "Dr. Christian." Jean is beloved

by everyone in Hollywood, not only be-

cause of his fine performance on the

screen and in radio, but also because of

his untiring work for the Screen Actors'

Guild, an organization which has done so

,much to alleviate the hardships of the

down-and-out actors and actresses of an-

other day. He is a tireless worker and has

accomplished so much that we weren't

surprised to see such a turnout of cellu-

loid celebrities who came to congratulate

Jean and appear on his 10th .anniversary

broadcast. This was followed by a truly

deluxe party in the same Crystal Room
of the Beverly Hills Hotel where the

Winter Ball was held.

SCREENLAND

Betty Hutton, in a divine hat swathed

in veils, had Jean blushing with the com-

pliments she paid him; and Joan Bennett

said that, if Mrs. Hersholt hadn't seen

him first, she would have married him in-

stead of Walter Wanger, who took the

ribbing in great fun. Bette Davis, Ruth
Hussey, Irene Dunne, Rosalind Russell,

Marie Wilson, Ruth Warrick, Lizabeth

Scott and Olivia deHavilland were just

a few of our glamor girls who appeared

to congratulate Jean.

The number of men friends Jean has

are just as imposing and it gave me great

pleasure to see so many of them, lots of

whom don't care for parties, arriving to

shake Jean's hand. Of the older guard

there were Edward Arnold, Frank Mor-
gan, Otto Kruger, John Boles and Wil-

liam Powell, while the new "idols" who
came to pay their respects to Jean were

represented by Cornel Wilde, Dana An-
drews, Bob Mitchum, Michael North,

Don DeFore, Allan Nixon and Eddie

Bracken.
Another famous person who was de-

lighted at being remembered by old

friends was that charming actress, Ina

Claire. Miss Claire, whom I knew well in

New York, has not been in California in

a play for many years, so Atwater Kent
gave an informal soiree the final Sunday
of Miss Claire's West Coast appearance

in "The Fatal Weakness."
Ina said she couldn't have been more

thrilled at seeing again so many of her

very good friends, the Brian Ahernes,

Claire Windsor, Clifton Webb, Billie

Burke, Constance Collier, Maggie Ettin-

ger, Teresa Helburn and particularly,

Harry Lachman. It was after they had
exchanged "hellos" that Ina and Harry
recalled that the last time they had seen

one another was in Paris at the studio of

the great French painter, Claude Monet.

It was more like a New York party

than one in Hollywood, but then while I

was in London for the wedding of Prin-

cess Elizabeth and Philip Mountbatten,

I attended a Hollywood party, right in

the Hotel Savoy. At least, there was Bob
Hope, Loretta Young, Robert Montgom-
ery and Alexis Smith, all of whom had

come over for the Command Perform-

ance. And they were having just as many
laughs and just as much fun at the Savoy

as they would ordinarily be having at the

Bel-Air Hotel.

Ann Sheridan goes western in "Silver River,"

Warner Bros, film co-starring Errol Flynn.



Loretta told me how excited she had
been at the prospect of being presented to

Queen Elizabeth, but that Her Majesty
had been so charming and so gracious

that she forgot to worry about whether
her curtsey had been correct or not.

I asked Bob Hope why he looked a
little glum, "You would be, too, Cobina.
I just got an invitation."

"To the wedding, Bob? How wonder-
ful," I exclaimed.

"No," said Bob. "That's what I

thought, when the guy on the other end
of the phone asked me what I was doing
on the 20th. I said, 'nothing,' expectant-
ly, and he replied, 'Why, that's jolly, old
chap, that leaves you free to come to our
Snooker Game!'

"

We all had a wonderful time and I was
particularly thrilled at being invited to
the wedding in the Abbey where I sat
with Philip's relatives and friends, only a
few feet from the altar.

However, it was much more wonderful
to get home to Hollywood to all the com-
forts and luxuries of this dreamland. Of
course, when I go to some of these lavish
parties, I can't help feeling a little guilty
about the extravagance of the food
served, but my English trip was like be-
ing on a diet, the situation is that bad.
While I was away, there were several

interesting parties, one in particular be-
ing given by the Brian Ahernes, at their

beautiful Santa Monica beach home,
which used to belong to Barbara Hutton
and Cary Grant.

Brian gave it for friends who wanted
to hear the broadcast of the royal wed-
ding and practically the whole English
colony arrived—but not until 2:30 in the
morning, which is when they were in-

vited. Connie Bennett and her husband,
Col. Coulter, told me they stayed until

7 a.m. listening to the all-night broadcast,
winding it all up with a large English
breakfast, kippers, eggs, muffins, and tea.

When I returned I was so pleased to
find so many letters in response to my
asking for queries from Screenland read-
ers, and while I can't answer them all in
the column, because space prevents, I
shall answer each one individually and
try to pick two or three to answer in
print each month.
Mrs. A. C. Viault of Birmingham

writes to say that she tried the recipe for
minced clams for a cocktail snack and
that it was such a success that she would
like to know another "star" favorite
served at Hollywood parties. I think one
which Connie Bennett serves is original
as well as delicious. It's smoked salmon,
sliced paper thin, spread with a light,
creamy Roquefort cheese sauce and then
rolled into small sticks.

Mr. Roy Buchanan, Jr., of Pensacola,
Florida, says that he enjoys being
"invited" to Screenland's Hollywood
parties, but that he would like to know
how the men generally dress for these
functions.

I am not only highly flattered at Mr.
Buchanan's request for my autographed
photograph, but also for his suggestion,
which I shall make a point of answering
in some detail in an early issue of Screen-
land in which I should like to name
those men I think are the "Ten Most
Popular Male Guests in Hollywood." I
hope they're your favorites, too.

"I heartily sympathize with any woman
who hasn't proper, scientific knowledge
about intimate feminine cleanliness.

"I, myself, had no idea how important
vaginal douching often is to health, charm
and marriage happiness. I had no idea of
what type product to put in the douche.
I noticed my husband growing indifferent

and I didn't realize why.
"Then my luck changed. I found scien-

tific knowledge 1 could trust. I discov-
ered no other type liquid antiseptic-
germicide FOR THE DOUCHE OF ALL
THOSE TESTED IS SO POWERFUL YET SO
safe TO tissues as zonite. Lucky me!"

Truly A Modern Miracle

Modern, well-informed women wouldn't
even think of using weak, homemade or
dangerous products for their douche.

These do not and can not give the great
germicidal and deodorizing action of
modern zonite.
Yet despite its great strength

—

zonite
is absolutely harmless. You can use it as
directed as often as needed without the
slightest risk of inj ury. It's non-poisonous,
non-irritating, non-burning.

Developed by A World-Famous

Surgeon and Chemist

zonite destroys and removes odor-caus-
ing, clinging waste substances. Helps
guard against infection. It's so powerfully
effective it immediately kills every germ it

touches. You know it's not always pos-
sible to contact all the germs in the tract.
But you can be sure zonite does kill

every reachable germ and keeps them
from multiplying. Any drugstore.

Zomte
FOR NEWER

jeminine Aypiene
{

FREE! NEW!
For amazing enlightening new
Booklet containing frank discussion

of intimate physical facts, recently
published — mail this coupon to

Zonite Products, Dept. S-38, 370
Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Nome-

Address-

State-
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INTERNAL SANITARY PROTECTION

"QUILTED" COMFORT
"Quilting" keeps this tampon from fluffing up

to an uncomfortable size— which could cause

pressure, irritation. Only Fibs are quilted—
for your comfort!

"QUILTED" SAFETY

This special feature helps prevent cotton par-

ticles from clinging to delicate membranes.

Only Fibs are quilted— for your safety

!

ROUNDED ENDS

You'll say " At last — a tampon that's easy to

use ! " Because of all leading tampons, only Fibs

have gently rounded ends to make insertion

comfortable, easy.
*T. M. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

1 MOVIE STARS
1 and Pin-Ups
1 Original Photos of your favorite

1 stars, also scenes from recent or

1 past photoplays, the finest any-

I where. 8x10 glossy prints Star

1 or Pin-Up ready to frame or for

1 album. We have the largest

1 collection of photos in the coun-

try. Send money order or casn.

4 for $1.00 or 12 for $2.50. Also in colors at

additional charge.

PYRAMID STUDIOS, Dept. H.S.

352 West 44th Street, New York 18

SIH Scratching
Relieve ItchinaJiffy
Sufferers from the torturing itch

caused by eczema, pimples, scales,

scabies, athlete's foot, "factory" itch,

* and other itch troubles, are praising

J cooling, liquid D.D.D. Prescription.
— This time-proved medication—devel-

opedbyDr.D.D.Dennis—positivelyrelieves that cruel,
burning itch. Greaseless and stainless. Soothes and
comforts even the most intense itching in a jiffy. A
35c trial bottle proves its merits or your money back.

Ask your druggist today for D. D. D. Prescription.

367

Asthma attacks without warning—
prepared with Asthmador Cigarettes,

Powder or Pipe Mix-for relief from the

painful, suffocating paroxysms. Breathe

Aslhmador's aromatic, medicated fumes

and you'll find this time-tested inhalant

I tops for convenience and dependability

At all drug stores

DR. R. SCHIFFMANN'S
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New items on the market

to speed you on

the beauty way

I.

II

I

d

e

7?

WISH we could have shown you the

top photo in color, because the

new Revlon Aquamarine Lotion is

a lush shade of aqua just as its name..

Not only that, but it has a wonderful

aroma and takes to the hands like satin.

You'll like, we know. Sold all over where

Revlon products are and a six-ounce bot-

tle costs one dollar while the sixteen-

ounce size sells for $2.25.

To keep all the cosmetic essentials in

Revlon comes to the fore with a wonderful

new hand lotion called Aquamarine Lotion.

one place, Alexandra de Markoff has de-

signed a darling new bag. Makes a won-

derful gift to give someone or as a treat

for yourself. Already in it are a sheer

foundation film in a frosted bottle, face

powder with a lamb's wool puff and a

white metal lipstick that you will just

love. The whole thing is called a Cos-

metic Cache and comes in a charming

transparent gift box for only $3.50, plus

tax.

Yardley has a beauty bargain that you

will want to know about. They are put-

ting on sale their famous Makeup Base

and English Complexion Powder pack-

aged together for only $1.50. Ordinarily

each sells for one dollar. Incidentally,

each of the three bases, blonde, medium

and bronze, have been packaged with a

. harmonizing shade of English Complex-

ion Powder to insure a perfectly blended

matched makeup. Pretty good buy, don't

you think?

Alexandra di Markoff's Cosmetic

Cache for beauty essentials.

Yardley combines this makeup

base and powder at bargain price.
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Deal Yourself

A Winning Hand

Continued from page 16

a warm oil treatment once or twice a

week. Heat a small amount of cuticle

oil and soak the fingers in it. Then work
the oil into the nails and if possible

allow it to remain on overnight before

manicuring. Brittle nails, however, are

usually caused by a diet deficiency. Try
drinking a quart of milk daily and you
will probably notice an improvement in

your nail condition. Inasmuch as the

nails consist of the same qualities as the

hair, you can see why a diet and health

treatment that will benefit the hair and
scalp would also be beneficial to the nails.

Nails, like hair, can tell a good deal

about your physical condition. Nail ridges

often develop after a serious illness and
are prevalent in people with nervous dis-

positions. Thin delicate nails that break

easily often disclose a high-strung tem-

perament. In cases of excessive splitting

a medical check-up by your doctor is

advised.

But whatever type of nails you have,

they can be manicured to look attractive.

In order to give yourself a professional

type manicure, these are the steps you
should follow. First, remove old polish

with cotton and oily remover, then shape

by filing from side to tip rather than

back and forth. Don't file too close to the

skin. Also try to avoid a sharply pointed

nail because it tends to detract from the

attractiveness of your -hands. An oval

tipped nail does most for practically all

types of hands. Secondly, scrub your
hands and nails vigorously with warm
water and soap and a firm-bristled nail

brush. Rinse and dry your hands thor-

oughly.

Now dip a cotton-tipped orangewood
stick in cuticle remover and gently push
back the cuticle from around the base
and edges of the nail. Use your cuticle

remover regularly and after a time the
cuticle will fall off naturally. However,
use your nail snippers for the little pieces

of cuticle that stubbornly cling. Then
clean under the nail with your orange-
wood stick.

Even in these days of modern mani-
curing when the nail tips are covered
with polish, it is still wise to use nail

white for it tends to keep nails clean.

Now with your nails in tip-top shape,
comes the polish. To insure even polish-
ing, make certain the brush you are using
has even bristles. Apply thin coats and
remove a hairline tip from the end with
your finger. If your hands are at all wob-
bly, rest the wrist of your hand on a
table.

Don't blow on polish to help it dry.
This causes bubbles. There are several
preparations on the market which when
applied practically dry the polish imme-
diately. Use one of these if you like, but
in any event, try to sit quietly until your
nails are completely dry or your work
will be for naught.

So take these tips on nail care and use
them. Attractive hands are a pleasure to
own and even more of a pleasure to those
who behold them.

K GENUINE REGISTERED

eepsake

With joy in your heart ... a promise on your lips, love's

dearest dream unfolds in the bright reality of your

genuine registered Keepsake Diamond Ring.

Only one diamond in hundreds meets the exacting

standards of excellence in color, cut and clarity which
distinguish every Keepsake Diamond. Identify Keepsake
by the name in the ring, and the words "guaran-

teed registered perfect gem" on the tag ... as

illustrated. Let comparison prove that a
Keepsake gives you higher quality and greater value

than an ordinary ring of the same price. Better jewelers

are Keepsake Jewelers. Prices from $100 to $5000.

DAPHNE Set 212.50 HEATHER Set 362.50
Engagement Ring 150.00 Engagement Ring 350.00

Also $100 to 2475 and in

platinum $300 to 3450

Look for the name "Keepsake" in the ring, and require

the Keepsake Certificate of Guarantee and Registration.

MALDEN Trio 950.00
Engagement Ring 675.00

Also $550

Alan's Diamond Ring 125.00
Available to match all en-

gagement rings $75 to 200

All rings illustrated a

Rings enlarged to sho

liable In white

details. Prl

well as natural gold.

I include Federal tax.

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, A. H. Pond Co., Inc.

120 E. Washington, Syracuse 2, New York

Please send the useful 20-page book, "The Etiquette of the Engagement
and Wedding" ... a complete guide to social correctness in planning
the betrothal and wedding events . . . with illustrations and prices of

Keepsake Rings and the name of the nearest Keepsake Jeweler. I enclose

10c to cover mailing.

Name :

Street and No

City. SL 3-48
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Relieve

Constipation

Pleasantly!
Millions like and trust

this easy-acting laxative

!

Constipation is bad enough ! Why
add to your troubles by taking

a harsh, upsetting laxative? Next
time you or your children need re-

lief, take Ex-Lax—the pleasant,

easy-acting laxative that many
doctors use in their practice.

Ex-Lax gets results gently.

You can depend on Ex-Lax for

thorough relief because it is bio-

logically tested to assure effective

action. Ex-Lax really tastes good
— just like delicious chocolate!

Always keep a box of Ex-Lax
handy. Still only 10<f.

When Nature "forgets"...remember

EX-LAX
THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

Free for Asthma

During Winter
If you suffer with attacks of Asthma and choke

and gasp for breath, if restful sleep is^ difficult

because of the struggle to breathe, don't fail to

send at once to the Frontier Asthma Company for

a FREE trial of the FRONTIER ASTHMA
MEDICINE, a preparation for temporary symp-
tomatic relief of paroxysms of Bronchial Asthma.

No matter where you live or whether you have

faith in any medicine under the sun, send today

for this free trial. It will cost you nothing.

Caution! Use only as directed. Address

Frontier Asthma Co. 654-B Frontier Bldg.

462 Niagara St. Buffalo 1, N. Y.

Spring's on the Way

Continued from page 47

EXTRH
Dollars,

for You Every Week
SHOW EVERYDAY GREETINGS
Earn Extra Moneytaking orders

for wonderful Everyday assort-
ment of greeting cards for all occa-

sions. Friends buy gladly—pay you up
to BOe cash profit on big $1 values. Also
Personalized Stationery. Send today for
SAMPLE Assortment on approval.

FRIENDSHIP STUDIOS, INC.
259 Adams Street • Elmira, N.Y.

ARE YOU BEAUTIFUL?
Your prematurely aged
face doesn't have to be
an obstacle for a happy
or successful future life.

Read this well known book

"Before & After"

that has helped thou-
sands of people for the

post twenty years. It tells

about the latest scientific

methods for correcting face wrinkles, sagging mus-
cles, eye bags, etc. Tells about the correction of

badly shaped noses, pro-

truding ears, thick lips.

Also pendulous breasts.

Hare lip and other de-

fects, etc. Plastic Surgery

fully explained by a fam-

ous and experienced spe-

cialist. 125 pages richly

illustrated. 25c coin of

stamps. Woman or man;
girl or boy. Write today.

GLENNVILLE PUBLISHERS
60 E. 42nd St., Dept. CP, New York 17, N. Y.

We caught Noreen Nash on the run

when she was in New York for the pre-

miere of "Red Stallion" and asked her to

pose for our fashion pages. That was in

November, because we have to work in

advance. What a cooperative gal! She

winced not once when asked to pose out-

doors in spring clothes during blustery

weather, and it really was cold. She's

wonderful, and if you have seen "Red
Stallion" by this time (and you should

see it) you'll know what we mean.

Maybe Noreen is new to most of you.

She's been in pictures before but this is

the first one she's starred in. Got her

start by winning a trip to Hollywood as

Apple Blossom Queen from Wenatchee,

Washington. She made her screen debut

in "Girl Crazy" and has one of the leads

in a new Eagle Lion film, "Adventures

of Casanova." Yessir, that gal is going-

places and we're behind her one hundred

per cent.

To get back to the clothes Noreen is

wearing, you may want to know where

you may purchase one or more for your-

self. We kaven't the space to list all the

stores that carry them, but if you'll write

the manufacturers whose addresses are

listed below, they will be glad to tell you
where you may buy them locally.

Wool pincheck suit

Collegian Modes
250 West 39th Street

New York 18, N. Y.

Panama hat

Mallory Millinery

392 Fifth Avenue
New York 16, N. Y.

Beige gabardine suit

Ciro Sportswear, Inc.

530 Seventh Avenue
New York 18, N. Y.

Sport dress with matching

Surrey Classics

498 Seventh Avenue
New York IS, N. Y.

Navy blue gabardine

Ciro Sportswear, Inc.

530 Seventh Avenue
New York IS, N. Y.

Hat worn with navy suit

Lish Brothers

05 West 39th Street

New York 1, N. Y.

Two-p.ece white print

Surrey Classics

498 Seventh Avenue
New York IS, N. Y.

All jewelry

R. M. Jordan Company
377 Fifth Avenue
New York 16, N. Y.

scarf

Dailey News—Latest Edition
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bergasted fatherhood! That he even man-

aged to maneuver his car home from the

hospital shall henceforth be known as

"The Miracle of Sunset Boulevard."

Dan Dailey, the first, who manages a

hotel in New York City, was proud in-

deed when Dan Dailey, the second, called

to tell him that Dan Dailey. the third,

now paved the way for Dan Dailey. the

fourth! The news was a bit premature,

to be sure. But as far as the new father

was concerned, it was perfectly logical.

All his son had to do now was grow up

and get married. Merely a formality!

Ever since they were married on

Christmas day in 1942 (except for that

stretch in the Army) Dan and the beau-

tiful, blonde Elizabeth H^fert lived in a

small apartment. Dan didn't mind. Dur-

ing his days of early struggle, anything

larger than a wardrobe trunk seemed like

a corner in paradise. Elizabeth was hap-

py and in love. With her kind of girl,

that's all that mattered. The day they

brought little Dan'l (their pet name for

him) home, the apartment loomed up

like a sardine's sanctum.

"Oh, well, it won't be long now," sighed

Dan happily, as he wound himself around

the living room couch like an octopus.

(Elizabeth, the nurse and baby had the

one bedroom.) "We'll be in our new

home soon and then there'll be plenty

of room, even if Dan'l has a sister." The

silence that followed was Elizabeth count-

ing up to twenty.

It was their new home that inadvert-

ently inaugurated the advent of young
Dan'l. For weeks Elizabeth had been
out with real estate people, while Dan
assumed the usual optimistic viewpoint.

"Take it easy, Liz," he admonished.
There's plenty of time yet. "We'll find

something."

"But, Dan," answered his more prac-

tical wife, "the doctors say you can never

tell about the first one. Sometimes they're

late and then again, they arrive right on
schedule. It would be so much better

to be all moved and settled. Then we'll

all be more comfortable when I come
home from the hospital."

So Elizabeth kept on looking. And Dan
kept on admonishing. Finally, they found

it—a charming home near Toluca Lake

in San Fernando Valley. It was complete

even to soundproof quarters with a sep-

arate entrance, where Dan could prac-

tice his hoofing without disturbing the

baby. Elizabeth saw the place first. She

waited for Dan, who came over after the

day's shooting on "You Were Meant for

Me," his third starring picture.

"You see," said Dan, as he signed on

the dotted line, "I told you we'd find a

house! Now it's all settled, we can move
in, and there isn't anything to worry

about."
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To celebrate they went to the Beach-
combers for dinner. Elizabeth was on a
special diet, but tonight was a very spe-

cial occasion. The highly seasoned trop-

ical foods couldn't possibly hurt—just

this once. They sat for hours, eating,

laughing, talking about the house. Never
had their world seemed so rosy and cosy.

Back in their apartment at four in the
morning, Dan heard Elizabeth stirring

about. "What is it, Liz—anything
wrong?" He was already turning over on
the other side.

"No-o, I don't think so," Elizabeth an-
swered quietly. "It's just that—well, I

guess maybe I shouldn't have eaten so

much. I sort of have pains!"

At nine-thirty that same morning, Dan
was still wearing down the wood in the
father's waiting room at St. Vincent's
Hospital. If he had anything to do he
might as well do it, advised Dr. Rooney
and Dr. O'Neill. Elizabeth was fine,

they were standing by, it would probably
still be hours. They'd call him—when.
The word of a Rooney or an O'Neill was
all that a Dailey needed. Dan, looking
as punchy as he felt, went to the studio
where the entire company had ganged up
on him.

Fortunately Dan had to hoof, which he
could do in his sleep in case he fell

asleep. As he took his place for the scene,
the gags started. First they played a
record. The lyrics were specially written
by musician Dick Winslow, sung by Dick,
Kenny Williams, Barney Elmore, Les
Clark, who are also in the cast. The
words—at least, the printable ones, went
something like this:

To the tune of "There'll Be Some
Changes Made":
"There'll be a change in the weather,
A change in your plans,

And at the Dailey house there's going to
be two Dans.

You'll pin his diapers with your big
fat hands,

There'll be a change in plans,

There'll be some changes made."

To the tune of "My Wild Irish Rose":
"Like all Irish shmoes,

He'll probably have your nose,
You may look everywhere,
But none will compare

With that wild Irish nose!"

Dan fell flat on his face! There was
a "baby pool" which Dick Winslow
eventually won. Director Lloyd Bacon,
who was just as excited as the expectant
father, kept calling him "Dancing Dad-
dy." They never let up, joking, kidding
—demonstrating their fondness and af-

fection. Dan's enthusiastic appreciation
only added to the merriment. By noon
they were a day ahead in their shooting
schedule. Expecting to be called away
any second, Dan was perfect on the first

take of every scene. Yes, the production
department loves him!
At one o'clock Dan was called to the

phone. A few minutes later he came
back on the set. He looked about as ex-
cited as a man who had just received a
weather report. He stared at one person,
then another. Finally he found his voice
and addressed himself to the space in
front of him. "I have a son," he said

—

and sat down.

There followed the slowest "take" . in

history. Dan sent out for refreshments.
Still he said nothing. They all kept
watching his fact; then suddenly, as the
full realization that he was a father swept
over him, Dan's Irish pan almost cracked
itself wide open. He couldn't remember
how much the baby weighed—or had he
asked? Was it blond or brunette—or did
they tell him? These and other thoughts
kept racing through his mind. The new
father just kept on grinning.

He had one more scene where he sang
"You Were Meant for Me," and then he
was free to race to the hospital. Natur-
ally Dan wanted to get it over in a hurry.
First there was one delay, then another.
Now at the panic point, daddy Dan be-
gan looking around for a machine gun.
Finally they pulled their last and final

gag. A messenger arrived from the Music
Department with a record. They put it

on and the entire company joined in the
chorus of "Pretty Baby."

Lying there, Elizabeth could only see

Dan's feet behind the huge bouquet of

flowers he carried in front of him. And
even they still looked out of focus.

"What kind of a baby is it?" she whis-
pered as Dan bent over her. "I wouldn't
let them tell me. I wanted to hear it

from you."

Dan swallowed a couple of baseballs.
After he was sure Elizabeth was safe, the
nurse led him down the hallway and
stood him before the "looking" window.
On the other side she held up eight

pounds and two ounces of future presi-

dent. Back in her room with Elizabeth
again, Dan could only describe his son as
giving him a "funny feeling."

"But I haven't even seen him yet,"
pleaded Elizabeth. "The nurse said I
should just look at your picture. You
must have had some impression, Dan.
Does he look like you?"

Dear daddy timed his answer. "Well,"
he finally said with a grin, "I believe I
have seen that face with a hangover-
staring back at me in a mirror!"
Dan went back to the looking window

three times and "checked" the baby, be-
fore he left the hospital. Then he drove
home—wearing his coat inside out! He
slept for ten hours and probably would
have knocked off another ten if his phone
hadn't rung. It was Louis Shurr, the
agent Dan's been with over twenty years.
Aside from his business reputation,
Louie's quite a character in Hollywood.
His friends call him the "good doctor."
No one has ever caught him out with the
same beautiful girl twice—and he's out
every night!

"Just heard you had a little girl,"

beamed Louie. "How wonderful! Con-
gratulations, Dan. Just think, in seven-
teen years I'll be able to take her out!"

"But, Louie," Dan interrupted, "I'm
sorry to have to ask you to break that
date. My daughter's a son—that is, I
had a boy."

"Okay," sighed Louie. "So I've got a
new client. I'll send the contract right

over and you can sign it as his legal

guardian."

Louie followed through on the gag.

Dan received the contract made out in

little DanTs name. It was signed, sealed

and sent back to the Louis Shurr-Al Mel-
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THE NORMAL WAY
TO REDUCE

MELT FAT
Take Off Pounds-Take Off Inches

REDUCE
In the Privacy of Your Home

HOLLY BATH
NO DRUGS!

NO LAXATIVES!
NO EXERCISE!

Why not relax while re-
ducing? Lose weight the
easy way, with this new »,

pleasant, harmless method, w
No longer need you torture
yourself with violent exer- -

cises, or take the risk of „,
dangerous drugs. And no
more starvation diets. Just
take a warm, soothing thick
HOLLY BATH, resting and
relaxing for 15 minutes. By
following the pleasant,
healthful HOLLY BATH c<vt
method, you will be de-
lighted and amazed at the
way your fat and bulges
just seem to melt away. .

EASY! HARMLESS!
If you are normally overweight, the
more you use the HOLLY BATH method,
the more weight you lose. Why not re-

duce the same way so many Hollywood
film stars do—the same way used by the

most expensive and exclusive Hollywood
Reducing Salons— the easy, harmless,
pleasant HOLLY BATH way. Say good-
bye to your fat and bulges—to your heavy
waistline and hips— at a trifling cost.

The HOLLY BATH method is an amazing
new way to reduce superfluous fatty

tissues on most all parts of the body.mW A large size jar ofpDpP Special Formula HOLLY™ • BATH Body Cream and
"Body Beautiful" will be included ab-
solutely free with your order for HOLLY
BATH. To achieve best results, this

Special Formula HOLLY BATH Body
Cream should be used after each HOLLY
BATH.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Your Money Refunded!

10 DAY NO RISK TRIAL!
Use the HOLLY BATH method for 10
days at our expense. If you are not de-
lighted with trie loss of weight, if you
don't look and feel better—return the
unused portion and your money will be
refunded in full.

CLIP AND MAIL COUPON TODAY!

HOLLYWOOD VITA PRODUCTS CO. DEPT.
3453 Cahuenga Blvd.. Hollywood 28. Calif.

Please send me postpaid, one package of HOLLY
BATH and large jar of special formula HOLLY
BODY CREAM with "Body Beautiful." I enclose
$5.00 cash, check or money order. If I am not
delighted at the results in 10 days I may return
the unused portion for a full refund.

Californians Add 2V2% Sales Tax

Name

City Zone State

NOTE: If ordered C.O.D. send no money, pay
postman $5.00 plus postage and C.O.D. charges.
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HAIR?
MAKE THIS EASY
7-DAY TEST!

|
Jnst try this SYSTEM on yonr hair 7 days
end Bee ifyoa are reallyenjoying the pleas-
ure ofATTRACTIVE HAIR that can so very

often capture Love and Romance for yoa.

MARVELOUS HELP for DRY,
BRITTLE, Breaking-Off HAIR
WHEN SCALP and HAIR CONDITIONS are

norma] and dry, brittle, breaking-off hair can be retarded,
it has a chance to get longer . . . and much more beautiful.
Amazing. The JUELENE System is not a hair restorative.

SEND NO MONEY-FuffyGuaranteed
Just try the JUELENE SYSTEM for 7 days. Then let your
mirror PROVE the thrilling results. JUELENE comes in
2 Forms OPomade Liquid. SEND FOR IT TODAY1
C. O. D. $1.00 plus Government charges. It is fully guar-
anteed. Money back if you are not delighted. Write Now!
JUEL CO., 4727 N. Daman, Dept. P-602 Chicago 25, III.

EASY TO LEARN AT HOME
Help fill the need for Trained Practical Nurses
in your community or travel. Wayne Train-
ing Plan, welcomed by doctors, prepares you
for experience—at home in spare time. Many
earn while learning. NO HIGH SCHOOL
NEEDED. Ages 18 to 55 accepted. Nurses
Outfit included. Easy payments. Informa-
tion & sample of lessons Free. Write today.

Wayne School of Practical Nursing, Inc..
2301 N.WayneAv..DeskAD18,Chicagol4.ll

I Lovely sterling silver!
cushion shape set!

I ring No. 96 in your I
I month Birthstonel
I Color or in a blacks
"onyx" color given I

I Tor selling 4 boxes of I
I Rosebud Salve at 25c |
I each OR you can e

lect No. 104 sterling ring with brilliant B

set to imitate diamond. Order 4 salve
(Will mail No. 96 or No. lot ring and 4 salve NOW if you
send $1.00 with order). Order your choice in size 5 to 9.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. Box 73. W00DSB0RO. MARYLAND

SONGS |
PUBLISHED ^m
ADVANCE
ROYALTY

SONGWRITERS
I Send your songs or poems today. Music

written for your words without charge'.

Records, copies, copyright furnished. Wo
have helped many new writers find their

first success. Let us try to help you.

HOLLYWOOD TUNESMITHS
1 1537 No. Vine St., Dept M-28 Hollywood 28, Cal.

EVERYDAY CARDS
Jast show gorgeous greeting cards for Birth-
days, "Get-Well", Anniversaries, etc. Box of
15 stunningfolders,only$lretail. Everybody
buys. Yoa make np to 60c. Also Gift Wrap-
g'ngs, Personal Notes, Engraved Stationery, /

timorous Cards. All fast sellers at 60c to $1. / .-ib

Noexoerience n»»eri».H .Oetsamnles on approval.0>>-
PROCESS CORPORATION. Dept. S-16
TROY AT 21st STREET, CHICAGO 23, ILLINOIS

HAIR
Send No Money . . . Send Onh

Small Strand of Your Hair
It's AMAZING . . . how lone,
thrill ing hair adds allure; helps
win romance, love.

LONGER, LOVELIER HAIR
may result when dry, brittle
breaking off hair can be re-
tarded, and scalp and hair are
healthy, vigorous . . . so hair
has chance to get Ionner, more
beautiful. Just try Beauty-Glo
System 7 days. Your mirror
wii] tell. Send SI fif C.O.D.
postage extra.) with address.

FRFPI 25 BEAUTYrACC: SECRETS
used by Movie Stars,
included with order.

BEAUTY-GLO SYSTEM
Dept. H.U.-2

3925 Carlisle Ave., Balto
Baltimore, Md."

Money back if

not delighted. I

nick Agency. Seriously, Dan hopes .Jus

son will grow up and want to be in show
business. Dan has never stopped loving

it since he acted in his first minstrel show
at the age of six. At one time there was
parental objection, too. But not now

—

Dan's father kept calling about his

grandson. Dan's mother sent Elizabeth a

christening dress and all her prized pic-

tures of Dan when he was just Dan'l's

age. Dan's first gift to his son. was a

tiny St. Christopher's medal, to be worn
on a thin chain around the baby's neck.

The following day Dan was back in

front of the camera doing scenes with

Jeanne Crain for "You Were Meant for

Me." Jeanne, who had a baby herself

all of six months ago, felt quite superior

to the situation. Between every take

she'd- talk about babies. She gave Dan
tips and made suggestions. It was all

sweet music to Dan and he lives on sweet

music. Typical of his happy heart, he

pretended he was bored.

"Look, Jeanne," he exploded. "You
bring your son up your way and I'll bring

up mine!" For a split second Jeanne was

taken aback, until she caught the twinkle

in his eyes.

The day the Daileys moved into their

new house, the studio photographer was
on hand for Dan'l's first sitting. Evt'ry

time the camera clicked, he either

yawned, grinned, or made some kind of

face that completely stole the picture.

"Tittle ham," hissed the proud father.

The first room furnished was the nur-

sery—natch! There were no pink pandas

or blue bunnies on the wall. It was a
real boy's room right from the start

—

the one and only stout stand Dan took.

A few days following the birth of his

son and heir, Dan ran into Betty Grable

on the 20th Century-Fox lot.

"Stand back," commanded Betty, who
was so kind and helpful to Dan in

"Mother Wore Tights." "I want to get

a good look and see if fatherhood has

made you beautiful]"

"Oh, I'm very nonchalant about the

whole thing," kidded Dan, as he shrugged

his shoulders indifferently. "Except when
I look at my son—I get ulcers!"

They couldn't happen to a nicer father.

'Should Movies Have a 'Message' or Merely Entertain?'

Continued from page 44

are pretty tired of things that make them
think and worry. The big money-makers
are those movies classified as light enter-

tainment. Realism isn't too popular.

ANN B: I can't entirely agree, Ann.
I believe pictures must have some kind

of a message, although I do believe that

can be combined with entertainment.

And I've yet to do a message picture.

My next, "Mr. Peabody and the Mer-
maid," is light, amusing entertainment

and my present one, "Another Part of

the Forest," hasn't any message to speak
of. But that's how I feel.

SUSAN: All I want is an interesting

story with a good part. I always ask my-
self when I do a picture

—
"Will this be

interesting to the public? Will they get

admission money's worth?" Sometimes,

though, I've been fooled.

HOLLAND: To continue with this

angle, what do you consider are the best

and most important movies you've seen?

ANN S: I'm going to sound very Brit-

ish, but I liked "Great Expectations,"

"Brief Encounter," and "Odd Man Out."

Then there are "Mother Wore Tights"

(good entertainment) and especially "An-
chors Aweigh." You can see where my
preference lies.

LON: For me, I'll go to the other ex-

treme and pick "Gentleman's Agreement"
—you may take a bow, Greg

—"The Best

Years of Our Lives," "Crossfire," "Black

Gold," and "Boomerang." These all had

something to say. Some shocked audi-

ences but never offended them—and
that's important.

SUSAN: I'm an audience at a movie.

I never go as a critic. I like to be enter-

tained. Yet I did like "Crossfire" be-

cause it not only said something but was

also vital entertainment. I agree on

"Best Years of Our Lives," "Great Ex-

pectations" and "Brief Encounter." I

also liked "The Jolson Story." I haven't

seen "Gentleman's Agreement" yet, Greg,

but I know it'll be as good as I hear it is.

ANN BLYTH: I nominate "The Best

Years of Our Lives" and "Crossfire."

And I think another one will be "All My
Sons." Message pictures? Yes. But also

entertaining.

GREG: I thank you all for your in-

terest in "Gentleman's Agreement." Mod-
esty forbids my picking it, although se-

cretly I think it's a great picture. It's

good because it doesn't preach to you
while it's delivering its message. I hate

being preached to!

HOLLAND: Well, to get down to

brass tacks, do you feel the screen should

tackle such topical problems as racial

prejudice and the like or does the public

resent this kind of thing?

LON: The answer to that is to take

a look at the box office receipts on both

"Gentleman's Agreement" and "Cross-

fire." They're doing okay. I think that

any medium as far-reaching as pictures

cannot isolate itself and make merely

frivolous entertainment. If glamor girls'

hairdos on the screen can change a na-

tion's head, films of the documentary

type can also be a great lesson to the

younger generation. Hollywood has,

therefore, a great responsibility.

ANN BLYTH: Certainly Hollywood
should tackle such problems. And go on
tackling them. After all, some people

can't grasp what the screen is trying to

say and they continue with the same old

prejudices.

SUSAN: I agree the screen can do

much toward educating the public. Manv
of us don't get the chance to go beyond

high school. We have to educate our-

selves from then on. The screen can

make more adult films and help dissolve

prejudices which are the result of ignor-

ance. But I still say—do it by being

entertaining!

ANN SOTHERN: And do it with in-

telligence and good taste. And with sub-

tlety. People don't want messages
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rammed down their throats. Such pic-

tures as those dealing with anti-Semitism

are a. great help, though.

GREG: I agree, Ann, that entertain-

ment must be in such films. Yet we can-

not ignore topical problems. Screen dra-

mas will be created by news and events

and we must recognize them. Those who
do deal with such problems often,

through their own deep insight, have
given audiences a finer appreciation of

life, a more philosophical awareness of

what is important. But let's watch that

soap box business!

ANN SOTHERN: Definitely! I still

believe the public wants light entertain-

ment. That's the purpose of the movie
business—to entertain. Especially with
the world as it is. And that doesn't

mean, as has often been implied, that
today's audiences are juvenile. They
aren't. Too many pictures that were bal-

lyhooed to the skies and that were aw-
ful have been flops because of the good
old sixth sense of the average audience.
LON: In the Army, I had a chance to

talk to a lot of people about what they
wanted to see in films. They weren't at
all satisfied with light froth. In these
people was the embryo for a great re-

spect for pictures—but that embryo nev-
er grew. An intelligent person recognizes

the importance of pictures and wants to
see something worthwhile done by the
business. I, personally, feel that produ-
cers try to combine too much entertain-

ment with too much message. One thing
is sure—today's audience is choosy.
ANN BLYTH: Well, I, for one,

wouldn't want musicals and light pictures

all the time. Nor would I want all dra-

mas. You need variety. Yet I'd like to

do a musical some time where I could
sing. As for today's audience, they're not
juvenile—just lazy at times! Lazy in that
they don't want to accept new ideas.

GREG: We're talking as though light

froth is the only way for an audience to
forget its troubles and be entertained. In-
stead, I think pictures must be uplifting

and stimulating—and people will forget

their woes just as fast. Seeing an endless
run of musicals and chorus girls and slap-

stick comedy won't do much toward
lightening people's cares. A great drama
can lift them out of a rut much faster.

Primarily because a great drama shows a
better approach toward life and a more
philosophic acceptance of it.

SUSAN: That's my point, Greg. Peo-
ple want to associate themselves with the
characters they see portrayed on the
screen. They never forget themselves so
much as when they're emotionally em-
broiled in the problems of people on the
screen. _ If a picture does not move or stir

an audience, it has not served its purpose.
ANN SOTHERN: It all comes down

to one thing—the manner in which a
message or froth is presented. There are
dangers to both forms. Too often mes-
sages are put in the hands of people who
aren't sincere, who are merely riding the
gravy train of a popular type of film or
who are out for sensationalism. I think
three films on any one topical subject are
quite enough. They do more good than
ten of such pictures. As for any dangers
to light entertainment, there are none,
unless producers just forget the enter-
tainment and rely on stupid tricks.

FAMOUS DOCTOR TELLS

HOW TO

MAKE A MAN

LOVE YOU!

Shows How to Win and Hold Love of Your
Husband or Sweetheart . . . Regain Lost
Love . . . Marry the Man of Your Choice!
Dr. J. Howard Crum, famous New York specialist,
has compressed in this fascinating book 40 years'
experience in counseling women on their most in-
timate love problems. In "HOW TO MAKE A MAN
LOVE YOU," you will learn how other women have
enjoyed a more complete and satisfying love life.

It is packed from cover to cover with safe and sane
advice on the art of winning love and influencing
men. This advice includes:
• How to discover and supply a man's needs for a

fuller, richer, love life
• What attracts men to women—how homely girls

often win love of handsome men
• What men look for in female companionship
• Factors that influence a woman in choosing a

mate—what a woman expects in different stages
of her love life

• Why marriage between physically attractive men
and women often fail—how love can survive after
sex appeal has worn off

• What men don't like in women
• How to regain lost love of husband or sweetheart—the causes and how to remove them
• Why husbands stray and how they can be brought

back—how to solve the mistress problem.
The book is written with rare good taste and deli-
cacy and with a deep understanding of the feminine
heart and mind. It has proved a godsend to thou-
sands of women, both single and
married, helping them to find
enduring love and happiness. It
can do the same for you. Send
only 25c for your copy. Money
refunded promptly if you are
not delighted.

35c in Canada

MERIT PUBLICATIONS
Dept. 1603, 80 Warren Street,

New York 7, N. Y.

LIGHTS. ^Uht' flatterinS

? ' 569" So brush aPP^cat.ons r_sent \

560 Broadway

Save the Easy
Automatic Way

with
U. S. SAVINGS BONDS

WHY WEAR
DIAMONDS
When dazzling Zircons from the
mines of the far-away mystic East

_ are so effective and inexpensive *

I Thrilling beauty, stand acid, true
backs. Hashing brilliance! Exquisite
gold mountings See before you
buy. Write for FREE catalog.

National
Zircon Company I

Dept. 30-R
Wheeling, W.Va. FREE!

YOURS-

GIFT!

8
Genuine PHOTOS
[ WALLET SIZE

FAMOUS CAPITOL

RECORDING STARS

JO STAFFORD

STAN KENTON
JOHNNY MERCER

MARGARET WHITING
PEGGY LEE

ANDY RUSSELL

JACK SMITH
GORDON MacRAE

MAIL COUPON with Ten Cents (10c

lor postage ant) handling to:

CAPITOL RECORDS
Box No. 2391, Dept. Q, Hollywood 28, Calif.

NAME-

SEX -AGE-

ADDRESS-

CITY -STATE-
My favorite

recording artist /«_

Amazing! $25 is Yours!
For selling only 50 boxes greeting cards.
Sells for $1—your profit to 50c. Also Easter
and gift cards, stationery and wrappings.
Costs nothing to try. Write for samples on
approval.

MERIT, 70 William Street
Dept. D, Newark 2, N. J.

REDUCE-m
by Hie

GRANTHAM PLAN
IHpk Mo Laxatives . . . !Mo Exercises

fP^i ^° Dangerous Drugs . . . No Starvation!

5.^1:7. „ S 01?' 4 Jet £al rob y°u ot iun and sPoil marriage chances!
CAPSULES Reduce to normal, healthy beauty the natural way. Simply
CONTAIN MSm follow instructions contained in the package and take oneAH capsule a day. Your money refunded if you are not delighted
vitamins A, u. KMM with results. Don't waste another day—ORDER NOW!
E.

1

'caicium
,i

i'nS:
Grantham Products, Dept. S, Box 26, Portchester, N. Y.

t o t h e in a t. e and
N i a cl namide in
equal or greater
amounts than min-
imum dally re- - .

Sahlffl. i C«"H»am Products, Dept. S, Box 26, Portchester, N. Y.

I Send Grantham Reducing Plan complete with one month's supply ot Grant
| ham capsules. If not delighted with results, my money will be returned
I $1.98 herewith. Send postpaid.

No Delivery K| • Send C.O.D. I will pay $1.98 plus postage.

Canada
| Name

I Address

I
cl, y State
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BLONDEX, the specially

made shampoo for blondes

is a new way to blonde loveli-

ness. It removes the sticky film

which dust and dirt collect,

causing the hair to darken.The
first shampoo makes blonde

y
;
m hair shades lighter, easy to

k ^^^Mfl manage. Leaves it soft and with
fc^'Sfi.^^^^^^^^- a lovely lustrous shine. Safe

to use and fine for children's hair. Try BLONDEX at

home tonight. It's the world's largest selling blonde

shampoo. At 10c, drug or department stores.-

1*5.99

A dress for every day within your means.
Assorted Style. Colors and Materials. USED but
CLEANED—Some may need repairs. Sizes 12to 18
only. Send $1.00 deposit, balance C.O.D. plus
postage. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED or pur-
chase price refunded promptly. FREE CATALOG.
OUR BETTER DRESSES (used) 6 <TC 7C
Sizes 12 to 20 FOR J)J. I J

NEW SMART DRESSES sizes 12 to 20 . . 2for S3.99

J Lovely Prints & Patterns 38to46. .2for|4.S9
1 Easy to wash—easy to iron.... 48to56. .2for55.59

CHILDREN DR (used) BETTER GRADE 1 to 14. .8for|S.|0
NEW CHILDREN'S DRESSES 1 to 14 . . 4 for S4.25

COLUMBIA MAIL ORDER CO. J
S48 Grand St. Dept. 130K New York 2, N. Y.

Teen-age"
racial blotches

To cleanse skin carefully—relieve

pimply irritation and so aid heal-
ing, use these famous twin helps

DCCIIini OINTMENT
If Em9 1 IIU Mm and SOAP^

Sell Lovely EVERYDAY CARDS
Earn EXTRA CASH

It's easyto makeMONEYin your spare time show-
ing exquisite Birthday, Anniversary, Convales-
cent greeting cards to friends and neighbors.
Amazing assortment of 14 stunning folders for
$1 retail sell quickly—pay well. Also Station
ery. Gift Wrappings. No experience needed.
WRITE TODAY for SAMPLES on approval, i

PHILLIPS CARD CO., 926 HuntSt., Newton, Mass

High School Course
at Home Many Finish in 2 Years

Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Course
equivalent to resident school work—prepares for college
entrance exams. Standard H. S. texts supplied. Diploma.
Credit for H. S. subjects already completed. Single subjects if de-
sired. High school education is very important for advancement in
business and industry and socially. Don't be handicapped all your
life. Be a High School graduate. Start your training now. Free
Bulletin on remiest. No obligation.

(American School, Dept. H-35 Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37

Get Well

QUICKER
From Your Cough
Due to a Cold

FOLEY'S Honey & Tar
Cough Compound

SONG POEM WRITERS
Our Composers Need New Lyrics

We Publish New Song Material

We Have Published For The Writers Of The Out-
standing "Hits": "My Melancholy Baby." "Diane,"
"No, No, Nora," "Be Honest With Me," "Koll
Alone; Prairie Moon," "Goodbye Little Darlm', Good-
bye," "Lady From 29 Palms."

$50.00 to $1,500.00 Advance Royalty Paid

On All Material Accepted for Immediate
Publication

• RUSH YOUR SONG POEMS TO OUR OFFICE
FOR A NEW AND AMAZING OPPORTUNITY-
OFFER!

• WE HOLD MUSIC CONTRACTS WITH LEAD-
ING ENTERTAINERS IN RADIO — MOTION
PICTURES —AND RECORDING INDUSTRIES.

• THIS OFFER LIMITED— RUSH YOUR
POEMS — LYRICS — VERSE— TODAY1

GORDON MUSIC CO.
1651 Cosmo St, Dept. M, Hollywood, Calif.

GREG: And if the light entertainment

results only in boredom—as so many pic-

tures have. I know some people who re-

gard all light entertainment as bad, but

I don't share that view. Nor do I like

message films that are done with the sub-

tlety of a sledge hammer.
ANN BLYTH: All we're saying is that

anything overplayed is ridiculous. Sin-

cerity, good taste, and intelligence are

the keynotes for all good films.

LON: Pictures can never be too light

or frothy

—

if that's the original intention.

But a picture heavily laden with mes-

sage can completely obscure what impor-

tant things it has to say.

SUSAN: And here's an important item

—messages can be dangerous if they're

in the hands of the wrong people.

HOLLAND: Let's branch out a bit

and take up foreign pictures. Do you
believe they take up more important

problems and present films more realis-

tically than American pictures? Since

you picked so many English films as

your favorites, Ann Sothern, what's your

opinion on this?

ANN SOTHERN: Putting me on the

spot, eh, Jack? Well, English pictures

and all foreign films play to a basically

different audience. They demand a dif-

ferent type of picture than we do. Their

films, for the most part, I must admit,

are more adult. They're not all the types

children should go to, but they're darned

good films. Not that there aren't some
bad ones, too!

ANN BLYTH: I just don't agree. My
answer to that question, Jack, is one big

loud NO! Once in a while, you may see

a good foreign picture, but they're no
more realistic in their conception of val-

ues than we are. There are just as many
bad ones as bad American pictures. And
I'm tired of hearing that just because a

picture is foreign-made it's a classic!

LON: I think we're impressed with

foreign pictures because we see so few

of them. They're mostly good and real-

istic. Basic—you might say. Hollywood

has gone away from the basic, essential

drama. Probably because we weren't an
actual battlefield during the war as the

other nations were. Foreign films may
be more realistic, but they're not more
courageous. For example, we couldn't do

a picture like "Shoe Shine" here—or else

we wouldn't, but what foreign picture

was more courageous than "Gentleman's

Agreement"?
SUSAN: I have only one answer to

that question you asked, Jack—no! For-

eign pictures produce no more realistic-

ally nor do they tackle any more impor-

tant questions than American product.

GREG: I'm inclined to agree. Oh,

sure, we can't do pictures about infidelity

and the like which are the favorite theme

of French films. But that's not what

we're talking about, is it? English pro-

ducers don't do many message pictures

but their best films seem more realistic

in character portrayals and sets only. I

guess that's due to the fact that their in-

dustry isn't as big as ours. Hollywood

is just too well off financially, I suppose.

Makes us complacent at times. But. I'm

still for American films.

HOLLAND: To get an indication of

what the public actually wants, what re-

actions have you had in your letters

from fans about the pictures you've made
—or the kinds of pictures they want to

see?

GREG: I'd like to raise a point here

—is the average audience those who
write letters to actors or is it the more
sophisticated people who just never take

time to write? I'd like to know. I've al-

ways thought the sophisticated audience

was in the minority. If that's so, then

today's fans want sweetness and light.

At least, the picture of mine they've

liked the most has been "Keys of the

Kingdom."
ANN SOTHERN: I'm inclined to

think those who write letters are a good

part of your audience. At any rate, my
letters call for more musicals—and I

think that's an indication of the general

feeling. My latest, "April Showers," fits

into that category, thank heaven!

ANN BLYTH: I haven't had much
indication of the type of film that's pop-

ular in my letters. My fans just com-
ment on my work in pictures. How about

you, Lon?
LON: I had a lot of letters on "Home

in Indiana" which I made a long time

ago. Some liked the freedom of the

country boy I played and the way he

could become a success. Others liked the

problems of the negroes in the film. I'd

say letters show an awareness on the

part of those who write them of the

problems people face today.

SUSAN: The reactions on "Smash Up"
were interesting. People wrote that the

picture helped them to a better under-

standing of an alcoholic's* problem—for

example, helped them to the realization

that a person who drinks to excess is not

necessarily bad or weak, but someone
who is ill and needs help. Audiences were

sympathetic, interested, and understand-

ing toward the problem that not long

ago was considered taboo for the screen.

HOLLAND: And now we come to a

touchy part of the subject, but an im-

portant one. Do you think censorship

makes it difficult for Hollywood to pro-

duce topical pictures, realistic pictures?

LON: That's something that really

burns me up! I hate local and regional

censorship. It should come only from a

motion picture board. Look at the Mem-
phis board of censors and their kicking a

picture out of showings in that city be-

cause it shows negro children. Not very

American, I'd say. Censorship makes
pictures conform to one line. It limits

Hollywood a great deal. Too many taboos

on things of importance.

ANN BLYTH: I can't join you on the

idea that censorship limits Hollywood,

Lon. I think it's a good idea from any
angle. If there weren't censorship, there'd

be so many people who would grab at

that freedom and make the wrong kind

of pictures. And certainly I can't agree,

Lon, that censorship has ever imposed a

ban on important topical problems.

GREG: If that is so, then what has

prevented Hollywood from taking up a

subject like anti-Semitism before this?

No? Censorship does limit. But what is

the solution since movies are a family

institution? It's too bad Hollywood can't

make, pictures that would be for adults.

And it's too bad that Hollywood can't
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attack some questionable institutions that
need attacking just because of the power
they wield.

SUSAN: I agree that in many in-
stances censorship is too strict, but I'm
afraid it's going to be stricter. In some
cases, I admit censorship is necessary be-
cause people aren't always properly edu-
cated to essentially adult problems. I do
heartily agree, however, that some censor
boards retard progress. But evolution
will go on in spite of them and someday
they'll catch up.

ANN SOTHERN: I have no patience
with such silly censorship as that which
won't allow a married couple on the
screen to share a double bed. Censorship
is necessary for children, but it's carried
too far. It puts a bar on any realistic

approach to problems.

GREG: As long as we have to please
a mass audience, the situation won't
change. Hollywood is, therefore, afraid
to pick on a subject that may unjustly
put some kind of a tag on them. The
audiences are so variegated in type that
there will always be someone whose toes
will be stepped upon. And you can't
change that. Certain subjects are still

taboo. Anti-Semitism would be in that
class now if it hadn't been for the courage
of a couple of producers. And why has it

taken so long for that to be screened?
The idea isn't new—it's good American-
ism. It can only offend those who need
to be offended.

ANN SOTHERN: That sounds as
though you think Hollywood is afraid to
tackle problems just because it doesn't
want to receive some tag or other. I
don't think we're scared at all. Don't
forget the anti-Nazi pictures that were
made even before the war. And look at
the anti-Communism pictures now. And
don't forget the Screen Actors' Guild rule
that no negroes can appear in roles on
the screen that puts them in a bad light.
There are some intrepid people in this
business!

LON: Speaking of courageous pictures,
I think of "Wilson." It was not a box
office success, so I hear, but if it had been
successful it could have helped many
people and furthered many important
world ideals. We just weren't ready for
it, I guess. Pictures today are becoming
increasingly reluctant to be liberal in
thought because of certain factors. And
that's a shame. Being liberal and real-
istic doesn't mean that a film must be
tagged with any 'ism' at all. The 'ism'
and the liberal idea are two vastly differ-
ent things.

SUSAN: Well, I don't think any pro-
Communistic pictures would be very pop-
ular at the box office at the moment—if

that's what you mean. And after all,

Hollywood must eat too.

ANN BLYTH: I think the pictures of
late show that Hollywood is not afraid of
being pegged by some so-called "ism."
But don't forget—Hollywood is not a
crusade. Crusades don't pay off at the
box office as a rule.

HOLLAND: For our closing remarks,
what topics do you think Hollywood
should take up? And this is our parting
shot section too, Ann.
ANN SOTHERN: Educational films

are a must, I think. Pictures like "Henry

VIII," "Henry V," and "Macbeth" are
educational as well as entertaining. I
believe the industry will come to this
sooner or later. Phonograph records al-
ready have recognized the importance of
this medium.
GREG: And Eddie Albert is doing a

great job along with his 16 millimeter
films. I think all studios, if they want
to contribute to a better way of life,
should join forces and make such films!
Get them in schools. Take up problems
like the pay for school teachers, facts
about the United Nations, bring a better
understanding with other people of the
world by presenting their problems. Kids
can be taught much better in schools by
pictures than by books.
LON: I'd like to see Hollywood take a

definite stand on the Palestine and negro
problems. Juvenile delinquency should be
taken up, too—but not as a melodrama
I agree with Greg, too, that the school
teachers' situation should be paid some
attention because they educate our chil-
dren and their jobs should be lucrative
enough to attract finer minds to the pro-
fession. My great aunt and uncle devoted
their whole lives to teaching and now get
the sum of $50 a month for a pension'
While they taught, they earned $80 a
month. How do you like that!
ANN BLYTH: A great picture could

be made about the Friendship Train, I
think. And about the starving children
in Europe. Nothing is so important as
bringing about better relationships among
the people of the world.
SUSAN: Anything that will teach our

children to help them be better human
beings should be put on the screen
ANN BLYTH: As for my last remark,

I think pictures should realize the obliga-
tions they owe to the public—and do
something about it.

LON: And I believe that if the citizens
of Hollywood have the courage to present
problem films, I hope that the citizens of
the world will have the unbiased right to
accept or reject the product.
ANN SOTHERN: I won't go any fur-

ther than to say I hope that the motion
picture industry can present messages
and yet entertain.

GREG: HEAR! HEAR!
SUSAN: I have only one thing to say—it'd be wonderful if audiences could

leave a theater saying, "Why, motion
pictures ARE your best entertainment."
HOLLAND: Thanks for a good, rous-

ing session. And what do you think about
this topic, you readers? Be on hand for
our next round table, won't you? And
don't forget we still like to receive your
letters. Address Screenland Star Ad-
visers, Screenland Magazine, 37 West
57th Street, New York City 19, N. Y.

Reprints of Regular $2 Books at the special value of

ALL 4 For Only $1.00
CARNIVAL GIRL

By Wright Williams
To the men of the circus, a
pretty young carnival girl was
fair same. Anne Wilmer was
forced to suffer their advances.
Peter Van Wyke, a scion of
rich New Yorkers, took her
from the sideshow to societv's
haunts and taught her that the
glitter of Park Avenue was far
from ideal.

FORGOTTEN PASSION
By John Saxon

Some women find in one man
the answer to all their yearn-
ings; Lena Smith needed
three. John, her husband rep-
resented Romance. Ted Beke'n,
offered the thrill of Passion.
Gryce Danielson, rich and
generous, who introduced Lena
to nightlife, meant comfort.
It was the disillusioned mil-
lionaire bachelor who stood by
when Lena's other men failed
her

* PLEASURE GIRL
By John Saxon

Sent home from school in dis-
grace, snubbed by her friends,
having lost the one man for
whom she cared, Mabel turned
to all the tawdry pleasures,
available to a lovely girl and
went indifferently from bar to
bar and from the kisses of
one man to the welcoming
arms of the next.

LOVE ON THE RUN
By Gall Jordan

Carey Winston told herself she
would remain a career girl
without involvements. That,
was before Randy Foster swept
aside all her defenses and
married her within a week.
Then Randy was called to
foreign service and Carey was
left alone. And Carey found
herself responding to the
subtle appeal of men who
called themselves friends.
These four books are so thrill-
ing that they were "best-
sellers" at S2.00 each. Each
one is packed with romance,
passion and thrills. Each book
is complete and bound sep-
arately. Not one word left
out. Hours of exciting reading.
Marled postpaid if you send

,
. „„ order with $1.00 or sent

plus postage. Money Back Guarantee.
KNICKERBOCKER PUB. CO., D°pt, KP

reenwich St. New York 6, N. Y.

it 91REDUCE
a DOCTOR'S & PLAN

Here is the 14 day Reducing Plan of Dr. Edward
£¥&&<J&?a well-known doctor. For lunch, take 8 Dr.PABRISH S TABLETS with glass of juice or any bever-
age, take nothing else for lunch except coffee, if desired.
t or breakfast and dinner, DON'T CUT OUT FOODS YOULIKE — just cut down on them. This plan cuts down your
caloric intake, and you lose weight naturally

DT
I
in^i?.1W,%,„DRUGS- N0 EXERCISE—NO COM-

lWS^TS^c.mETS — TRY THI S PLAN AT LEAST 14DAYS. RESULTS MAY AMAZE YOU
DR. PARRISH'S NEW TASTY TABLETS are not yet

sold at stores. Send $2.00 for $2.25 size or order C.O.D.
Jnrst box must satisfy or money back.

Hood Products Corporation, Hood Buildinq,
686 Broadway, N. Y. 12, N. Y., Oept. 847C

tmkGorgeousSatin and VelourDesigns
SOMETHING NEW and SENSATIONAL in

EVERYDAY CARDS
MakeSHOW Rich New Satin and Veloar

Cards. Never before offered. IB for |
$1 —astounding value. Get easy or-
dere FAST! Up tol00% profit. Im- i

printed Stationery. 14 other BIG money- making
assortments retail 60c to $1 . Samples on approval. No expe-
rience needed. Start now—earn all year 'round. Write today.
PURO CO., 2801 Locust Dept 821-c, St Louis 3, Mo.

WHY DON'T YOU WRITE?
Writing short stories, articles on children's activities,
homemaking, hobbies, local, club and church activities,
etc., will enable you to earn extra money. In your own
home, on your own time, the New York Copy Desk Method
teaches you how to write—the way newspaper men learn,
by writing. Our unique "Writing Aptitude Test" tells
whether you pnssess the fundamental qualities essential to
successful writing. You'll enjoy this test. Write for it
without cost or obligation.
VETERANS: Tins course approved for Veterans' Training
NEWSPAPER INSTITUTE OF AMERICA

Suite 5588-C, One Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

DO THIS • Take just 3 easy steps to
recapture youthful-looking hair. 1. Try
Mary T. Goldman's hair-coloring cos-
metic on a single lock of hair. 2. Simply
comb clear liquid through your hair.
3. Let dry, then arrange your hair. It's
that simplel You'll see a change that de-
lights you. Hair looks young, vital! So
easy I So effective thousands of women have
used Mary T. Goldman's. Accept no sub-
stitutes. Get a bottle of Mary T. Gold-
man's Gray Hair Coloring Preparation at
your drug or department store. Use it

today on Money Back Guarantee. Or
send coupon today for FREE TRIAL kit!

I MARY T. GOLDMAN'" l7-IT Goldman"!
Bldg., St. Paul 2, Minn. Send FREE

J

J
sample. My hair is color checked. I

I Black. Medium Brown I

I
Blonde

• Auburn

J
Name

[ Address

| City

Light Brown
Dark Brown

Slale_
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Chooser/out- lips /

* FROM
< t f STYLES, OF THE STARS...

y^l SQtisationa/ New
Se/ecf- 5fy/epd//et-ns_

order by
style number

A thrilling new adventure in beauty.

Brush on exciting lip glamour in

seconds---no fuss orsmear.

Hollywood Lip Stencils are adjust-

able for face type— -correct lip-

ines uuith professional results.

They are moisturerproof--dispos-

able--inexpensive—
IN HANDY m~~
25 °ll"Je!?o

e^
5TEN5TILE 5TUDID5
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YOUNG LADIES!
HERE IT IS: NEW! DIFFERENT!

"The Hollywood Guide to Charm." Packed full of
useful information. Order today and start to ac-
quire the charm, poise and personality that you
admire in your favorite screen star, that will help
you to get the most and the best out of life.

By mail $2.00 (cash, draft or money order)
MURRAY PUBLICATIONS

4266 Melrose Ave., Hollywood 27, Calif.

SONG-WRITERS ATTENTION
The amazing demand for phonograph records, accel-

erated by countless Juke-Boxes, warrants your im-

mediate investigation. We are offering New Writers

the rare opportunity of having a celebrated "Hit"
composer furnish music on reduced percentage basis

for any likely poems received this month. The
"Petrillo Ban" does not affect us.

RECOLA RECORDING CO., Hollywood, 28, Calif.

LEG SUFFERERS
Why continue to suffer without attempt-
ing to do something? Write today for New
Booklet—"THE LIEPEMETHODS FOR
HOME USE." It tells about Varicose
Ulcers and Open Leg Sores. Liepe Methods
used while you walk. More than 40 years of
success. Praised and en-

i

dorsed by multitudes.

LIEPE METHODS. 3284 N.Green Bay Ave.,
Dept. 51-C, Milwaukee, Wisconsin !

BOOKLET

ai drTIgcounters throughout the world

Free Booklet, Marvel Co., 90 East St., New Haven, Conn.

5#
LITTLE BLUE BOOKS
Send postcard for our free catalogue.

Thousands of bargains. Address:
HALDEMAN-JULIUS CO., Catalogue Dept.,

Desk M-245S, GIRARD, KANSAS

"How To Crash Hollywood"
A treasure chest about Motion Pictures,

Radio, and Theatre

A BIG 80 Pages
Information— hints— suggestions— all you

want to know about acting, singing, danc-

ing, writing, composing, modeling, various

guilds, copyright regulations, with lists of

agencies, movie and theatrical producers,

talent scouts, directors, studio£ ^ f\r\
casting, little theatres, etc. 3>1W

Send your order today. I P. P.

"HOW TO CRASH HOLLYWOOD"
1538 Cassil Place, Dept. HS

Hollywood 28, Calif.

The Other Woman" Becomes a Wife

Continued from page 39

can't use them. I have been hurt too
often by other people to be willing to
hurt anyone myself—even someone who
has hurt me." Jane is a sensitive girl

with dark brown eyes to which tears

come easily when she is hurt or angry.

"I remember years ago when my en-

gagement to Rudy Vallee had just been
announced," she told me, "I met a catty
girl at a party. She said sarcastically,

'It's a lovely ring you're not wearing.'

Then she kept on talking breezily about
all the girls she had known who had
gone with Rudy or been engaged to him.
At the end of the party, I took two aspir-

ins and went home feeling very blue.

The following month I got the ring but
never met up again with this particular

girl, so I never had a chance to show it

to her.

"If a woman starts making catty re-

marks, I don't make any attempt to re-

ply. I figure that she wouldn't start

such remarks, unless she felt pretty sure

she could finish the job. So it's better

not to answer. It's better to say, T don't

know all the answers and you do, so

let's leave it at that.'

"However, if I were a woman faced

with the problem of the 'other woman'
I would never seek her out. (Fortunate-

ly, I've never had to face that problem.)
If a girl is pursuing your husband or if

he's attentive to someone else at a party,

a wife has to ignore this other woman.
She will eventually hang herself. If the

wife picks up the subject and enlarges

on it, then it becomes more important
to the husband. He thinks if it's that

important to you, then it is important to

him. If you say of a girl, 'Isn't she
pretty?' he'll say, 'I don't think she's so

pretty,' or 'Oh, she's all right if you
like that type,' but if you say, T don't

think she's so pretty' it becomes a con-

test, and he may say she's beautiful.

It's the wife in such cases who makes the

other woman seem more important.

"If, however, the husband is seeing the

other woman on the side, then, faced

with such a situation, I'd walk out. I

believe men should be faithful, just as

much as women should. I know some
people say, 'Oh, men are like that. You
can't expect them to be monogamous,'
but I don't agree. Women can be like

that, too, if they let themselves be. If a

man succumbs once to temptation, it will

happen again. That particular infatua-

tion rnay cool, but if he was unfaithful to

his wife once, some other woman will

come along to tempt him again. Women
have a few rights these days, too, and
one of them is to expect fidelity of their

husbands, just as their husbands expect

it of them.
"There's one old adage, however, in

which I don't believe: keep him guessing.

If people are grown up enough to be in

love, they're grown up enough to show
it. I think that a wife who's afraid to

show that she loves her husband has

probably taken the first step toward los-

ing him. On the same principle I think

it's ridiculous to try deliberately to make
him jealous. Keeping a man guessing

may be all right when he's courting

you—then at worst you lose a boy friend

not a husband—but keeping him guess-

ing after you're married seems pretty

infantile to me."
All that Jane Greer has learned about

other women has been learned by play-

ing the other woman in pictures and by
observing other women in real life. But
though she's met many catty women,
she has never actually had to contend
with the other woman in her own private

life. Though her first marriage to Rudy
Vallee ended unhappily in divorce, this

was caused by temperamental differences

between Rudy and Jane Greer. Recently
Jane married again. This time the groom
is Edward Lasker, a charming, attractive

advertising man and producer.

They met in New York two years ago,

when Jane was on a personal appearance
tour. Ed Lasker, son of Albert Lasker,

who founded the advertising agency,

Lord and Thomas, was running it at the

time. One day Jane was in a New York
restaurant discussing business with her

agent, when Ed, who was with another

girl, joined the group. Ed and Jane's

agent were old friends. Soon the con-

versation switched from business, and
began to cover many subjects. Jane was
fascinated. She had never met anyone
as charming and witty as Edward Lasker.

"He must be a gag writer," she thought.

"No one else could possibly think of

such witty remarks." And her laughter

cascaded freely. She was a wonderful
audience. Also, inspired by Ed's witty

remarks, she timidly told a few jokes,

and he laughed encouragingly.

However, when they parted, there was
no thought of romance in either of their

minds. Jane was going back to Holly-

wood; as far as she knew, Ed Lasker

would remain in New York.
About a month later, however, he paid

a visit to Hollywood, and they met at

the Del Mar race track. "We both won
bets that day," she said laughingly. "It

seemed like a good omen. Soon we be-

came very good friends. We went to

night clubs and the races together, but

we both continued to see other people,

since we weren't serious about each

other."

For two years, they saw each other

off and on, whenever Ed was in Holly-

wood. "We were always kidding each

other," Jane confessed. " 'Some day
somebody is going to hook you,' I

warned, not dreaming that we were go-

ing to hook each other. He had been

unhappily married once, and said he

would never marry again. I, too, having

been unhappily married once, said I

would never marry again. 'Oh,' he

argued, 'you're going to fall for some
guy. You'll see.'

"

Their friendship was always on a gay,

kidding note. It seemed as if they were

always laughing together. And then

suddenly a serious note crept in, and
where there had been only fun and
laughter before, there was sentiment.

When Jane went to Sedona, Arizona,

on location for "Station West," Ed
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Lasker must have realized how much
she really meant to him—so much that

in the face of this feeling, he got over

his panicky idea that he must never
again take a chance on heartbreak. He
began calling Jane up every day, and
talking to her over the long distance

phone. His letters were not the cool, col-

lected epistles of a man who is guarding
his heart. He knew he'd lost his, and
said so.

Meanwhile, Jane had realized that she
had also lost hers. The day she got back
from Sedona, Ed was waiting for her at
the train, and she agreed to marry him
the following Monday.
That afternoon they were sitting

around the swimming pool of Ed's home
in Brentwood, with Myrna Dell and
Marjorie Guttermann, Jane's stand-in.
Both girls are cherished friends of Jane's.
Turning to Ed, she said, "Shall we tell

them?" He nodded cheerfully. When
Jane told them that she and Ed were go-
ing to be married on the following Mon-
day, they asked, "Why wait? Why not
get married now?"

"I have nothing to wear," Jane said.

Her suitcases, still unpacked, were at her
home. She was wearing an old sunback
dress. Margie said, "Don't worry. I'll

get you an outfit within an hour." In
half an hour she came back with a com-
plete outfit from a smart shop in Beverly
Hills. Included were a gray crepe dress
with draped front and a long skirt, a
gray and brown feather hat and brown
accessories. They were all in good taste,
and they all fitted perfectly.

"Meanwhile," Jane told me, "Ed had
chartered a small plane, which would
hold only two people beside the pilot.

Ed had called the pilot at two that af-

ternoon, and we promised to meet him at
the airport at Inglewood at four. With
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the help of Myrna and Margie, I got
ready for the wedding. For something
old, I put on an old pair of earrings; for

something new, I had my entire new out-

fit! for something borrowed, Margie gave
me her locket, and for something blue, I

wore a white slip with a blue drawstring.

"Ed changed his suit, jumped into his

car, and we drove by the jeweler's for

the ring he had ordered that morning.
We arrived at the airport in time, and
flew to Las Vegas, where we were met
by two friends of Gregory Bautzer's,

Ed's lawyer. Gregory, unable to be
present at the wedding himself, had sug-
gested that these two friends would wel-

come us and act as our witnesses. When
the four of us walked into the office of
the justice of the peace, I heard some
beautiful music playing. I thought, 'Oh,
they shouldn't have gone to all this

trouble for us.' Then I realized that the
song was 'Peg 0' My Heart,' played on
an old recorder. And I had thought it

was organ music chosen especially for our
wedding!"
The ceremony was beautiful. But

when the justice of the peace spoke the
customary words asking anyone who
knew just cause why these two should
not be joined together to step forward,
Jane could hardly refrain from giggling.

For not a soul in the room had ever met
Ed Lasker or herself before. Since all

of them were complete strangers, how
could they possibly know any reason
why she and Ed shouldn't be married, if

there had been such a reason?
There was no time for a honeymoon,

for Jane had to report for work on the
set of "Station West" the next day.
Their honeymoon dinner was a late din-

ner at Schwab's Drug Store—just a
regular $1.50 special, which they ate
with as much appetite as if it had been
pheasant under glass, for by that time
it was 10:30 P. M.
Jane and Edward are looking forward

to a belated honeymoon as soon as her
picture, "Station West," is completed.
She hopes to get at least a month off

from work then, and they'll go to New
York on the first lap of their trip, then
on to South America.

Jane's marriage to Ed and her current
success in pictures are happy endings to
the story of a girl who was born a no-
body in a comparatively poor family,

snubbed throughout much of her girl-

hood, and disappointed when she first

tried for pictures. Don't ever let anyone
tell you that Jane's story is that of an
overnight Cinderella. She's never been
handed anything on a silver platter—not
even the time of day.

Jane was born Bettejane Greer, one
of three children, in Washington, D. C.
She's twenty-three, and unlike some
movie stars, she can't fib about her birth-

day, for she has a twin brother, Donne.
Her father was a salesman, who at vari-

ous times in his life sold almost every
product you can think of, from fire ex-

tinguishers to real estate. His earnings,

like those of most salesmen, were rather
speculative. Sometimes he earned sub-
stantial commissions; at other "times

weeks might pass by without any suc-
cessful sales. Jane's mother did the best
she could on a limited budget. She
bought the best materials she could af-
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ford and sewed Jane's clothes by hand.

However, in the high school Jane

went to, there were many daughters of

more prosperous families. There was no
possible way in which Jane could com-
pete with these other girls. She was
probably far prettier than most of them
—she has blonde hair and large dark

brown eyes—but there wasn't enough
money in the family to supply her with

as many changes in wardrobe as these

other girls had.

Soon Jane found that high school

classmates drifted naturally into cliques.

Nearly always, the wealthier girls were

invited to join various high school

sororities. One day Jane was invited to

what she thought was a "rush tea." Ac-

tually the only girls who had been in-

vited to this particular tea were girls

singled out by the sorority sisters as be-

ing outsiders. To the sorority girls, this

tea was a particularly funny gag. At
the tea Jane realized that she had just

been invited by a group of snooty kids

who wanted to make fun of her be-

cause her folks were poor. They kept

making insinuations about the dues that

she wouldn't be able to pay (they'd be

much too high for her) and the kind of

home in which she probably lived, as

compared with the mansions in which
they gave their swanky parties.

"During this tea I realized for the first

time how cruel high school kids can be.

From that time on, I hated the sorority

girls in high school. I believe that sorori-

ties in high school are all wrong—high

school youngsters are too young to real-

ize how cruel and thoughtless and snob-

bish they can be. In fact, they take de-

light in being and doing all those things.

Perhaps college . sororities are all right.

By the time young people reach college,

they're apt to be more thoughtful and
not so deliberately cruel.

"The sorority girls in high school tried

to monopolize everything they could, in-

cluding the most desirable boys. During
my last year in high school, a boy who
was president of one of the fraternities

liked me. He was fool enough to pick

on a nobody and go out with me, but the

sorority girls and members of his fra-

ternity eventually broke us up. I must
admit he stuck with me a pretty long

time, but his fraternity brothers and
the sorority girls kept saying, 'Why don't

you go with Jane Doe instead? She's

one of us, not an outsider or a nobody.' I

noticed he took me to places where we
wouldn't meet the fraternity bunch. I

was never invited to fraternity hay rides

or special fraternity affairs. When he

broke off with me, I was heart-broken.

"My mother said, 'You're young, and

ten years from now you won't know the

difference. It'll be a big laugh to you
then.'

" 'Yes,' I said, 'but it isn't ten years

from now, and I'm not laughing.' High
school youngsters feel very grown-up at

such times and find no comfort in tUc

theory that all will be forgotten in ten

years.

"I accomplished one thing in high

school. I did get into the dramatic club

in school and I played the lead in the

high school play during my last year

there. And all the snobbery I'd encoun-

tered did achieve one thing. It gave me
an incentive. I wanted to be someone, to

become successful. 'I'll show 'em,' I

thought."

After three years of high school, Bet-

tejane had had all she could stand. She
auditioned for Enric Madriguera's orches-

tra, and as the first step in "showing
'em," she was signed up to sing with the

band.
When Paramount decided to test her,

Jane thought that now she would really

"show 'em." Unfamiliar with movie con-

tracts and red tape, she signed a thirty-

day option with Paramount, and thought
naively that she was signing a contract.

Washington, D. C, newspapers at once

went overboard with headlines to the

effect, "Local girl makes good." There
was a lot of fanfare, and some of the

cattiest girls in school now jumped on
the bandwagon. "Can't we give a fare-

well party for you?" they asked. "No,"
said Jane. "I'd rather leave quietly for

Hollywood."
She couldn't understand why she didn't

hear from Paramount. Came August
15th, the date named on the slip of

paper she had signed, and still they

hadn't sent for her. Instead camo a tele-

gram which made her realize how wrong
she had been in assuming that she had
signed a contract. "Sorry," the wire

read, "we can't use you. We have too

many girls of your type."

A newcomer to watch for is Lois Butler,

starring in Eagle Lion's picture, "Mickey."

Jane was crushed. Here she had hoped

to make a triumphant exit from Wash-
ington, D. C. It was to have been her

revenge against the feline females who
had been her classmates. Now she

couldn't bear to have them learn the

truth. She barricaded herself in her

home, and said she wouldn't answer any
phone calls. She begged her brother

Donne to answer all phone calls, and to

tell anyone who called that she had left

for Hollywood. "Have you heard from

her?" the girls would ask eagerly and en-

viously over the phone. "No, not yet,"

Donne would say. And all the time Jane

was sitting right by his elbow. "My
mother finally made me end the mas-
querade and confess the truth. At first I

felt as if I just couldn't face anyone, but

she made me realize that I'd have to

face them all some day."

Jane also made an attempt to get a
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contract with RKO. Ben Piazza, the

casting director, liked her, but said, "I

think you're much too young. Why don't

you come back when you're older?"

Finally, however, Jane got a break

which actually won her a contract in pic-

tures. Selected to pose for photographs

of the first WAC uniform, she looked so

attractive in the photographs that she

was invited to make a movie test for

Selznick. Selznick didn't sign her, but

the casting director for Selznick was also

casting director for Howard Hughes, and
Hughes gladly signed her.

However, Howard Hughes is a pretty

unpredictable person, and though he kept

her under contract for a year, he never

put her into a picture. He didn't even

ask her to pose for a still. She did gain

one advantage from her contract—she

was given an excellent dramatic coach,

Florence Enright.

In the meanwhile, she also met Rudy
Vallee. When the photographs of Jane in

the WAC uniform had first appeared in

a national magazine, Rudy had phoned
her long distance, and asked her to look

him up if she ever came to Hollywood.

She hesitated to do that, but one day,

went to one of his broadcasts, and then

she said "hello" to him backstage and
asked if he remembered her. He said he

did, and so began the hectic courtship

which led to marriage, heartbreak, a re-

conciliation which didn't work, and final-

ly divorce.

Since the contract with Howard
Hughes had not resulted in any actual

work, Jane sued to break her contract,

and won. Then she went back to Ben
Piazza, of RKO. "I don't know whether

you'll remember me or not," she said

honestly, "but several years ago, you told

me to look you up again when I was
grown up. Well, I'm grown up now."

Ben Piazza smiled. What she said was
obvious enough. He saw a girl with glow-

ing dark eyes, a youthful, pretty face

marked by stamina and courage, and a

figure where the curves were in just the

right places. "Yes," he conceded, "I can

see you're grown up now."
She was sufficiently grown up so that

she was cast almost immediately in

"other women" roles, and she soon be-

came one of the most important and
promising of RKO's young starlets. The
studio changed her name from Bettejane

Greer to just plain Jane Greer, and as

Jane Greer she has forged ahead steadily.

Successful, married to a very eligible

husband, Jane must wonder sometimes

what the girls think who once snubbed

her so cruelly. Sometimes some of her

former schoolmates come to Hollywood,

call her up, gush about her success, and
ask if she can't possibly get them a pass

to the studio. If I were in Jane's place,

I'm afraid I'd say, "Oh, I'm so sorry, but

it isn't possible to get an outsider in."

But Jane, though she hasn't completely

forgiven the more snobbish of her school-^

mates, never turns down their requests

for a pass. Her revenge is far more subtle

than mine would be. She takes them to

the studio, shows them around, talks

happily about "my studio" and makes
them realize, without saying so, that she,

the outsider, has at last become an in-

sider. Little Miss Nobody is definitely

Miss Somebody now!
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"She's a vixen

. . . but there's

one way to tame
her!"

"She's rich . .

.

but perhaps

my millions

spoiled her!"

"She's a wildcat

but there's

something about

her!"

"She's a snob

. . . but a lovely

little devil in

mink!"

Screen Play by Luther Davis • Based on the Novel by John P. Marquand

Directed by RobeftZ. Leonard • Produced by Edwin H, KnOpf • A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE
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At the first

blush of

Womanhood

by
VALDA SHERMAN

Many mysterious changes take place in
your body as you approach womanhood.
For instance, the apocrine glands under
your arms begin to secrete daily a type
of perspiration you have never known
before. This is closely related to physical
development and is especially evident in
young women. It causes an unpleasant
odor on both your person and your clothes.

No need for alarm -There is nothing
"wrong" with you. It is just another sign
you are now a woman, not a girl. It is also
a warning that now you must select a
truly effective underarm deodorant.

Two dangers to overcome - Underarm
odor is a real handicap at this age when
a girl wants to be attractive, and the new
cream deodorant Arrid is made especially
to overcome this very difficulty. It kills

odor instantly, safely and surely, then by
antiseptic action prevents the formation
of all odor for many hours and keeps you
safe. Moreover, it protects against a sec-
ond danger-perspiration stains. The
physical exertion, embarrassment and
emotion of the teens and twenties can
cause the apocrine glands to fairly gush
perspiration. A dance, a date, an embar-
rassing remark may easily make you per-
spire and offend as well as ruin a dress.

All deodorants not alike -Don't take
chances! Rely on Arrid which stops
underarm perspiration as well as odor.
No other deodorant gives you the same
intimate protection as Arrid's exclusive
formula. That's why Arrid is so popular
with girls your age. They buy more Arrid
than any other age group. More nurses-
more men and women everywhere— use
Arrid than any other deodorant.

How to protect yourself -You'll find the
new Arrid a snowy, stainless cream that
smooths on and disappears in a jiffy.
Never gritty or grainy. The American In-
stitute of Laundering has awarded Arrid
its Approval Seal -harmless to fabrics.
Gentle, antiseptic Arrid will not irritate
skin. No other deodorant tested stops
perspiration and odor so completely yet
so safely!

Don't be half-safe- During this "age of
courtship," don't let perspiration prob-
lems spoil your fun. Don't be half-safe—
be Arrid-safe! Use Arrid to be sure. Get
Arrid right away, only 394 plus tax at
your favorite drug counter.
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What a feeling of confidence

and self-assurance this Tampax
gives to a woman on those bad

days of the month. She goes about abso-

lutely free from the worries connected

with the external type of sanitary protec-

tion. Her Tampax is an internal absorbent.

It can neither be seen nor felt when

in place!

Dressing in the morning, she dons no

harness of belt-pin-pad. Therefore she

carries no bulk to act as a reminder. No
ridges will show nor edges chafe. No
odor to be feared because odor cannot

form with Tampax. Then how can she

help feeling more like her usual self-

daintier, more relaxed, more active?

An invention of a doctor, Tampax is

made of highly absorbent cotton firmly

stitched—and it's encased in applicators

for easy insertion. Quick to change. No
trouble to dispose of Join the millions

now using Tampax. Sold at drug and

notion counters in 3 absorbency-sizes

(Regular, Super, Junior). Average month's

supply fits into your purse; the economy

box holds 4 months' average supply.

Tampax Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

Moods of Bergman:

on the set of "Joan

of Arc," Ingrid sub-

mits herself to the

lengthy process of

donning the weighty

armor for star role.

At right, relaxing!?)

between scenes.

§111
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Accepted for Advertising

by the Journal of the American Medical Association

AT THIS writing Ronnie Reagan and

Jane Wyman are still estranged.

She's in their hilltop home with the chil-

dren, while he's living on a ranch with

Nino Pepitone, who helps train their

horses. Those dates with Patricia Neal

don't mean Ronnie's fallen for her.

They're playing opposite each other in

"John Loves Mary" and it makes for

good publicity. The excellent actress,

who won five important awards for her

stage role in "Another Part of the For-

est," has a heart interest back East. It's

SCREENLAND

our guess that Janie is still Mister Rea-

gan's number one girl.

^TT'S AN eight pound, six ounce baby

JL girl," exclaimed the enthusiastic

voice of Van Johnson over the phone.

We weren't even up yet, but the proud

papa had already put in three hours call-

ing the many who were eager to hear his

good news: They're calling his little

daughter Schuyler Van. Evie and big

Van selected the name because it would

fit either a girl or a boy.



^Xhe Adventures of

WARNER BROS. MAKE IT LIVE AGAIN TO THRILL YOU
AS FEW MOTION PICTURES EVER HAVE

!

One of the biggest casts ever amassed for one production- starring

4
'BONE UL

MQ ALAN HALE- EUGENE PALLETTE
\|| ^ DIRECTED BY

I NU MICHAEL CURTIZ and WILLIAM KEIGHLEY
Ong,na, Screen Play by Norman ReM.y Ra,ne and Seton , Ml „er . Based Upon Ancien, Robin Hood Legends . Music by Erich Wolfgang Korngold

'--GREAT PICTURES ARE FOREVER NEWI####
SCREENLAND



Rinse

pghlights

and Color
into your hairl

CURRENT FILMS
Selected S<j

THE PARADINE CASE

David 0. Selznick

*
CALL NORTHSIDE 777

BLONDES!
Four of Marchand's twelve

"Make-Up" Hair Rinse shades

are created just for you! Now
you can get the very color effect

you want . . . whether it is to

highlight your natural hair shade .

or add a coppery tone.

BRUNETTES, BROWNETTES, REDHEADS!

There are special Marchand Rinse shades for

you, too. The color chart on the Marchand

package shows you which shade to use for the

particular effect you desire.

GLORIOUS HIGHLIGHTS! Every Marchand

Rinse removes dulling soap film and leaves

your hair softer and easier to manage. It does

so much more than just lemon or vinegar . . .

gives your hair sparkling highlights plus color

!

SAFE, EASY TO USE ! After each shampoo

simply dissolve the rinse shade in warm water

and brush or pour it through your hair
!
Not

a bleach, not a permanent dye, Marchand's

"Make-Up" Hair Rinse is made of govern-

ment-approved colors that wash off readily.

t RINSES

25<t

2 RINSES

20th Century- Fox

*
THE BIG CLOCK

It

Paramount

*
A DOUBLE LIFE

Plus tax

By the Makers of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash

8

1SL
m

Universal- International

SCREENLAND

The lavish presentation of this film based on Robert

Hichens' novel is surpassed only by the gemlike per-

formances of its all-star cast. That's a large order,

but not when ace producer David O. Selznick and mas-

ter director Alfred Hitchcock are at the helm. Gregory

Peck, as barrister, and the lovely Italian star, ValH,

charged with murder of her husband, are the princi-

pals in the trial at London's Old Bailey, which leaves

a searing touch on the barrister's wife, a memorable

portrayal by Ann Todd, and the half-crazed wife

(Ethel Barrymore) of the judge (Charles Laughton

at his best). Charles Coburn, as family attorney

who watches the barrister fall under the spell of the

defendant's rare beauty, and Joan Tetzel, remarkably

clever as his inquisitive daughter, are other top roles.

Every possible ounce of emotion is squeezed into

Director Henry Hathaway's latest documentary drama,

a human interest story dealing with a cop-killing in

1932 and based on news articles James P. McGuire

wrote about it eleven years later. James Stewart, who
"understudies" the Chicago reporter, gives an authen-

tic performance as he follows through the first

nebulous lead, a classified ad placed by a convict's

mothei, to win a reprieve for an innocent man. During

the collection of evidence the camera captures actual

scenes of the city and its people, with important char-

acters magnificently played by Richard Conte, as the

convict, Lee J. Cobb,' city editor, Helen Walker,

reporter's wife, Betty Garde, unreliable witness, and

particularly Kazia Orzazewski, as the convict's mother.

Clever screenplay by Jonathan Latimer, based on

Kenneth Fearing's novel, and deft direction of John

Farrow who has borrowed a leaf from Hitchcock's

book, take the spotlight in this superb mystery along

with stars, Ray Milland, Charles Laughton and Mau-

reen O'Sullivan. Here is a different kind of suspense.

Ray Milland distinguishes himself as crime magazine

editor whose skill in finding fugitives is directed by his

heartless publisher, Charles Laughton, to the compli-

cated task of finding an unknown murder suspect who

is in reality himself. You'll know the murderer in

plenty of time to enjoy excitement of the man-hunt.

Maureen O'Sullivan makes a notable screen return as

Ray's patient wife. George Macready, Rita Johnson

and Elsa Lanchester are excellent in support.

Ronald Colman, an actor's actor par excellence, in

this compelling drama of the theater, proves himself

unparalleled in his ability to shake the audience into

a turmoil of emotion. In this respect, he is a lay-

man's actor, too. Direction by George Cukor and story

by Ruth Gordon and Garson Kanin match Colman s

near-perfect performance as the Broadway star whose

role as Othello, after a two-year run, seeps into his real

life leading him to murder. Signe Hasso, who plays

the' star's fiancee and Othello's Desdemona in three

generous portions of the Shakespearean play within

the picture; Edmond O'Brien, theater press agent,

and the fine supporting cast, including Ray Collins,

Philip Loeb and Shelley Winters, give superb ac-

counts of their respective roles. An Oscar for Colman?
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and the
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know
this

story

by
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COLUMBIA PICTURES presents

GLENN EVELYNFORD 'KEYES
TheMatingofJVffflie

wlhRON RANDELL • WILLARD PARKER
Screenplay by Louella MocFarlane and Si. Clair MeKelway

Directed by HENRY LEVIN • A CASEY ROBINSON PRODUCTION

Screen land
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gives exotic color!

Dale Evans
beautiful motion picture actress

appearing in Republic

— productions

Instantly . . ,

make YOUR lips more thrilling!

Here's the most important charm discovery

since the beginning of beauty. A 'lipstick,"

at last, that actually can't smear—that

really won't rub off—and that will keep
your lips satin smooth and lovely. It isn't a

lipstick at all. It's a lush liquid in the

most romantic shades ever! And so

permanent! Put it on at dusk— it stays till

dawn or longer. You can use it to make your
cream lipstick smearproof,

too. Just brush on
a coat of Liquid Liptone

over your lipstick

You'll love it.

And CHEEKTONE . . .

Roses In your cheeks

without rouge! A "miracle"

preparation. The effect Is

absolutely natural and

lovely. Lasts all day.

LIQUID LIPTONE AND CHEEKTONE—newest ex-

citing creations of Princess Pat—each $1 plus tax.

At all better stores.

SEND COUPON for generous Trial Sizes

PRINCESS PAT, Dept. 8164

2709 South Wells St., Chicago 16, 111.

Send Trial Sizes. I enclose 12c (2c Fed. tax) (or each.

Please check:

Medium—Natural true red—very flattering.

O Gypsy—Vibrant deep red— ravishing.

Regal—Glamorous rich burgundy.

Scarlet— Flaming Red— definitely tempting.

Orchid— Exotic pink— romantic for evening.

English Tint— Inviting coral-pink.

CHEEKTONE—"Magic" natural color.

Name

Address_-

City -State

If

THE NAKED CITY—Mark Hellinger—U-l

Mark Hellinger, one of the Big City's

greatest all-time reporters before Holly-

wood claimed him, in his last film produc-

tion before his untimely death has told a

pulsating story of a metropolis in action

that will go down in movie history as a

great monument. Filmed entirely in New
York, the producer's narrative relates the

murder of a blonde model, and traces, step

by step, the investigation by homicide lieu-

tenant Barry Fitzgerald (better than ever),

and his eager legman, Don Taylor (terrif-

ically appealing). Playing important roles

amid the interesting passing parade of cit-

izens, Howard Duff, as the gang's front and

tipster, and Dorothy Hart, his fiancee who
sticks by him, are especially effective,_ while

House Jameson, the society doctor infatu-

ated with the model, has a devastating scene

—one of many you'll long remember.

SECRET BEYOND THE DOOR—U-l

If your interest in psychological quirk mys-

teries hasn't lagged, this Walter Wanger
production is just your meat. Popular Eng-

lish actor, Michael Redgrave, gives a strik-

ing performance as the young architect

whose murderous tendencies stem from an

incident of a locked door in his childhood.

Joan Bennett decorates the scene beautifully

and adds greatly to the dramatic impact

with a taut, well-defined portrait of his

wealthy wife who finally discovers the

cause and cure of his mental derangement.

Ann Revere scores as wise, understanding

sister who holds the key to the mystery.

AN IDEAL HUSBAND—Korda—20th- Fox
A period piece to delight the eye with its

brilliant Technicolor scenes of fashionable

19th century London, and cheer the ear

with Oscar Wilde's wit which, though it

Wears a little thin, still serves as an agree-

able antidote to some of the tough movie

dialogue we hear too much today. Accept this

Korda offering for its gorgeous settings,

exquisite costumes by Cecil Beaton, and ex-

cellent if mannered performances by such

fine English players as Michael Wilding,

Diana Wynyard, Glynis Johns, Sir C. Au-

brey Smith, and others. Our own Paulette

Goddard is a dashing dish as Mrs. Cheve-

ley, scheming witch who sets. out to wreck

a diplomat's career but outsmarts herself.

YOU WERE MEANT FOR ME—20th-Fox

And Dan Dailey and Jeanne Crain were
meant for each other—as a screen team, we
mean—as you'll agree when you've watched

them romance in this nostalgic movie set

back in 1929. Dan's a brash band leader

idolized by yesterday's teen-agers with all

the fervor Sinatra inspires today. Jeanne's

a sweet young small-town thing swept off

her feet by the masterful technique of the

touring troubadour. It's no one-night stand

with them, as it turns out, but the Real

Thing, and Jeanne learns what it means to

be a popular band man's bride. Comes the

depression, with play dates cancelled and

gloom gathering; but their love survives

the test, thanks to Jeanne's gallant defense.

Everybody, old, young, or middlin', will

cheer Dan Dailey's wonderful trouping,

Miss Crain's tender appeal, Oscar Levant's

best performance to date, and terrific tunes.

RELENTLESS—Columbia

A super-special Western with scenery of

the wide open spaces in Technicolor that

dazzles your tired eyes, a story that stands

the acid test of logic and entertainment,

and expert performances by cast headed by

Robert Young and Marguerite Chapman

—

all this make this Cavalier production the

answer to every Western fan's prayer. The
plot's placed squarely in the hero's lap when
murder for a gold mine map is committed

the day he arrives in a strange town. The
three-way chase—the posse after the hero,

followed by badmen Akim Tamiroff and

Mike Mazurka—is a new suspense technique.

THREE DARING DAUGHTERS—MCM
Entertainment elements, which producer Joe

Pasternak handles so deftly, are splendidly

displayed in this musical combining the

thrilling voices of Jeanette MacDonald and

Jane Powell with the superb piano per-

formances of Jose Iturbi in a Liszt to

boogie-woogie repertoire. The story has all

the ingredients to please debs and sub-debs

—except the divorce and second marriage

angle, which we hope not many youngsters

have had to encounter. Nevertheless, that

angle is handled with good taste and

shouldn't prove to be a serious stumbling

block to enjoyment. Edward Arnold does a

fine job of newspaper magnate who helps

the daring daughters accept a new father.
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Rev. Wm. H. Alexander of The First Christian Church
of Okla. City performed wedding ceremony. Best man
Art Rush (goodlooking enough to be a movie star himself)
backs up Roy, while Mrs. Rush was matron of honor.

Family group: Dale poses with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
W. H. Smith, and son, Tommy Fox, and Tommy's sweet-
heart, Barbara Miller. Roy and Dale stopped off at Italy,
Teixas, for visit with in-laws before heading for Hollywood!

Newlyweds had intended to honeymoon in Sun Valley
but sleet storm marooned them at the ranch. Right,
Roy gives Dale first kiss after ceremony. Note Dale's
old-fashioned bouquet of roses and forget-me-nots.

Roy and Dale were married New Year's Eve at
cattle baron Bill Likins' Flying L Ranch near
Davis, Oklahoma, same ranch once used by Re-
public as "location" for "Home in Oklahoma."
Governor Roy Turner of Oklahoma and Mrs.
Turner were among the fifty guests at wedding
and reception. Roy's wedding gift to his bride was
a bracelet watch with diamonds and rubies.



Relieve

Constipation

Pleasantly!
Your child will enjoy

taking this tasty laxative!

Forcing your youngster to take a

nasty, upsetting laxative is no fun

for you—or the child. Next time your

children need relief, give them pleas-

ant, effective Ex-Lax! It's so gentle,

so easy-acting.

Ex-Lax tastes good—like swell

chocolate! Ex-Lax works smoothly,

comfortably— and very thoroughly.

No wonder it's America's No. 1 laxa-

tive—the favorite of old and young.

Still only 10*.

When Nature"forgets"...remember

EX-LAX
THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
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REVIVAL RECEPTION

First Prize Letter

#10.00

Revivals have become a steady part of

the weekly movie bill-of-fare, and, having

had my share of "revival-meeting" exper-

iences, I'd like to activate my pen about

them a little.
.

I'd like to know, for one thing, who de-

cides what pictures to revive. The deci-

sions couldn't be based on a tally of gen-

eral public requests, because the general

public has much better taste than to ask for

the majority of revivals being shown. -If

the industry is picking pictures they think

we want to see again, what makes them

pick so many films that got poor reception

the first time they were shown? Some wise

old turnip sampler once said, "You can t get

blood out of a turnip," and I would add,

"or good box office receipts out of a tur-

k6
The majority of the revivals in New

York (a representative city, I trust) are

wheezy cowboy pictures ("Frontier Mar-

shal" "In Old Arizona"), jungle and

swamp stuff ("Borneo," "Green Hell ),

mildewed melodramas ("The Sea Bandits,

"Murder Mob"), horror pictures—the hor-

ror is in the way they were executed—

("Drums of Fu Manchu," "Black Friday ),

and maundering musicals ("Coney Island,

"Down Argentina Way").
Also the movie releasers often slyly trap

the unwary by renaming these worn-out

wares so you might easily think you re

going to see something new.

I remain a weekly movie-goer despite al

this—merely because hope springs eternal

'

in the human breast, I guess. I keep hop-

ing they'll revive Hollywood s best, not

worst, efforts. Why not revive all the

Academy Award winners and their run-

ners-up? Some have undoubtedly won on

slight margins and runners-up have been

distinguished, too. Why not revive all the

wonderful Astaire-Rogers musicals and

"Roberta" 7 And the most dynamic of the

Harlow-Gable spontaneous combustions?

And pictures lots of us have heard much,

but are not old enough to remember, like

SCREENLAND

Talk Time!

The floor's yours! And the topic of

conversation in which we're all inter-

ested is movies, movie personalities

—

what we like and dislike about them.

Let your letter to Fans' Forum; speak

for you. Movie-makers have eager

ears trained in your direction, so let's

get together for a talk-time session.

Monthly awards for the best letters

published: $10.00, $5.00 and 'five $1.00

prizes. Closing date is the 25th of the

month.
Please address Fans' Forum, Screen-

land Magazine, 37 West 57th St., New
York City, N. Y.

"Cimarron" and "Sonny Boy"? And the

best Janet Gaynor-Charles Farrell love

stories? Let's have revivals that people

want to see—not flee from !
.

MURIEL WARD, New York, N. Y.

BIOGRAPHICAL FILM
OF FRANKLIN

Second Prize Letter

$5.00

Since the movies seem to have gone hog-

wild, to use an old southern expression, in

filming biographical pictures about any

character who ever got his name in the

paper, I wonder why they consistently

overlook one of America's greatest and

most interesting characters as a subject.

I refer to Benjamin Franklin.

If some producer could be induced to

make an accurate picture of his life, with-

out taking the liberties that are usually

taken in such cases, I believe he, would find

a large and eager audience waiting to re-

ceive it.
.

The late Dudley Digges would have been

perfect for the part, but I think Frednc

March, Walter Pidgeon or Brian Donlevy

could do it justice.

How about it Mr. Mayer?
JEROME DAVENPORT, Pine Lake, Ga.



REED COMMENDED

£1.00

Everyone is raving over Lana Turner's
superb acting in "Green Dolphin Street."
She was grand, but I had my eyes on an-
other gal during the entire picture—Donna
Reed

!

For years, I've hoped she would be given
a role worthy of her and at last my hopes
have been realized. She was magnificent!
Donna is lovely to look at, sweet, un-
affected and a great little actress

!

Her role in the picture, too, might well
be a lesson to many of us in these days and
times. We are so apt to give up when
things are not going as we would have
them go. Marguerite, played so ably by
Donna, proved that regardless of sorrow
or tragedy we can make something beau-
tiful of our lives, if we only have courage
and the desire.

Let's see more and more of Donna in
bigger and better roles. She's my recom-
mendation for an Academy Award!

MRS. J. A. BRITT, Virginia Beach, Va.

CHEATING ON CHEATERS

£1.00

I wonder if any of you felt like rebelling
when you walked into one more movie to
see the heroine begin the picture with the
plainest, most unattractive hair style and
clothes, and, last but not least, wearing a
pair of heavy rimmed cheaters. Then as
the picture progressed, she acquired a new
hair-do, beautiful clothes and took off
those "nasty" glasses and threw them away.
Oh, how simple it would be if we all could
do that, but I happen to be wearing mine
so that I can see better. I'd give quite a
bit to be able to go without them and be
more attractive, but I'd probably lose a lot
of friends because I'd only be half here.
So, you see, it's like rubbing salt in open
wounds when they depict a girl at her worst
when she wears glasses. I suppose it would
be hard to photograph a beautiful lady with
a very attractive pair of glasses all through
the picture, but maybe if they did, children
and all the rest of us who have to wear
them might not mind so much, but would be
glad to do like the stars do. Joan Bennett
has done much by realizing how foolish it
is to go without them and wearing them
is an asset now. Bless her, may others
follow suit.

MRS. GERALD DEVEREAUX, Mundelein, III.

%u husband's a smdkmtl

See u)kus

Orchids to you for holding on to your honeymoon happiness ... for guarding
the charm he finds so adorable. No wonder you vow never to be without
Mum! Your bath washes away past perspiration. But to keep that daintiness
from fading ... to prevent risk of underarm odor to come .

.

. always complete
your bath with Mum.

a sa1

Lois Butler, new starlet of Eagle Lion's
"Mickey," rescues two downy ducklings
from Rover's over-friendly attention.

Mum

safer for charm

safer for skin

safer for clothes

Product of Bristol-Myers

Mum checks perspiration odor, protects
your daintiness all day or all evening.

Because Mum contains no harsh or irri-

tating ingredients. Snow-white Mum is

gentle—harmless to skin.

No damaging ingredients in Mum to rot
or discolor fine fabrics. Economical Mum
doesn't dry out in the jar. Quick, easy to
use, even after you're dressed.

SCREENLAND
13



KCENUINE REGISTERED I

eepsake
DIAMOND RINGS

'reamj » -

»

Dream of a ring ... a genuine registered Keepsake

. brilliantly beautiful as a handful of stars.

Only one diamond in hundreds meets the

exacting standards of excellence in color, cut

and clarity which distinguish every Keepsake

Diamond. Identify Keepsake by the name

in the ring, and the words, "guaranteed regis-

tered perfect gem" on the tag ... as

illustrated. Let comparison prove that a Keepsake

gives you higher quality and greater value

than an ordinary ring of the same price. Better

jewelers are Keepsake Jewelers.

All rin

white

Ring. nlarged lo sh

.elude Federal

ollable In

Ural gold

jw details

A. MAIDEN Set 825.00

Engagement Ring 675.00

Also $575

B. HEATHER Set 362.50

Engagement Ring 350.00

Also $100 to 2475 and in

platinum $300 to 3450

C. JONQUIL Trio 312.50

Engagement Ring 125.00

Man's Diamond Ring 125.00

Available to match all en-

gagement rings $75 to 200

loot for *he name "Keepsake" in the ring, and require

the Keepsake Certificate of Guarantee and Registration.

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, A. H. Pond Co., Inc.

. 120 E. Washington, Syracuse 2, New York

Please send the useful iO-page book, "The Etiquette of the Engagement

and Wedding" ... a complete guide to social correctness in planning

the betrothal and wedding events . . . with illustrations and prices of

Keepsake Rings and the name of the nearest Keepsake Jeweler. I enclose

10c to cover mailing.

Name

Street and No.

City

COURAGEOUS PIONEER

#1.00

Why can't we have more movies like

"They Were Expendable" and "The Lady

in the Lake" ? They were good movie fare

and my guess is that they didn't cost as

much to make as many of the movies that

are made from best selling books on war

or mystery.

The thing that made those pictures better

than average was the ability of actor-

director Robert Montgomery. It took a

certain amount of courage to make these

movies. The former because it was re-

leased at a time when everybody was try-

ing to make us forget the country had been

in a war, and the latter because of the

unique photography which helped movie

audiences to project themselves into the

role of detective Phillip Marlowe.

I, for one, hope that Robert Montgomery

will keep up the good work, treating his

fans to more of his superbly -acted and

masterfully directed pictures.
ROBERT F. SKEETZ, Fort Wayne, Ind.

SCOTT ACCLAIMED

#1.00

Isn't it about time someone handed out a

bit of acclaim to one fine actor—Randolph

Scott?
Personalities come and go. New stars

are made, old ones pass into retirement. It

takes an unusually strong character to

weather the waves of public whims and to

come through serenely on an even keel.

That's what I like about Scott.
_

When he's a cowboy, you'd think riding

a horse all day long was his natural job.

California was never like this! Bette Davis is

togged for winter scene in "Strange Meeting.

14
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Your Cold.

.

develops

in many ways...

requires

quick attention

GERMS called the "second-
ary invaders," are believed
to be responsible for much of
a cold's misery. These are al-

ready present in the mouth
or may be transferred to you
if you get in the way of a
cough or a sneeze.

WET FEET or cold feet may
lower body resistance, and
so make it easier for the
"secondary invaders" to in-
vade the throat tissue and
produce many of the miser-
able complications of a cold
you know so well.

DRAFTS, fatigue, and sud-
den changes of temperature
may also make it easier for
germs to stage a "mass in-
vasion" of the throat tissue.

Reduction of germs is an
important step in warding
off a cold.

Anything that lowers body resistance makes it

l\ easier for threatening germs called "secondary-
invaders" to enter throat tissues and start trouble.

So, at the slightest hint of a chill, sneeze or cough,
begin at once with the Listerine Antiseptic gargle

and use it regularly.

Attacks "Secondary Invaders"

This pleasant precaution may "nip your cold in the
bud", or lessen its seriousness once it has started.

Here is why:

Listerine Antiseptic reaches way back on throat
surfaces to kill millions of germs, including "second-
ary invaders". . . helps guard against their staging

a mass invasion of the tissue. In short it gets after

them before they get after you.

Germs Reduced Up to 96.7% in Tests

Remember, repeated tests have shown reductions
on mouth and throat surfaces ranging up to 96.7%
fifteen minutes after a Listerine Antiseptic gargle,

and up to 80% an hour after.

Also remember that those who gargled Listerine

Antiseptic twice daily in tests had fewer colds and
usually milder colds than those who did not gargle

. . . and fewer sore throats.

Lambert Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Missouri

ITS NEW
! Have you tasted the zippy MINT flavor of today's Listerine TOOTH PASTE with 25% more Lusterfoam ?

SCREENLAND 1/



Last stand

at Fort Furnace Creek!

*

Two brothers

sworn to vengeance!
*

Mystery of the

wagon-train Massacre!
*

The Flaming

Arrows and the Silver

bullet!

Z4

Starring

VICTOR MATURE C0LEEN GRAY
wi,h

GLENN LANGAN • REGINALD GARDINER
Albert Dekker • Fred Clark • Charles Kemper • Robert Warwick • George Cleveland

Roy Roberts • Frank Orth • Willard Robertson • Griff Barnett

Directed by BRUCE HUMBERSTONE • Produced by FRED KOHLMAR

Written by Charles G. Boolh • Additional Dialogue by Winston Miller • Suggested by a Story by David Garth

2a
CENTURY- FOX
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Alexis Smith and her

actor husband, Craig
Stevens, on fun evening
at Stork Club after re-

turn from Command
Performance in London.

FROM

DEAR Alexis:

Although I gave you your first "break" when
you were starting out in pictures—because I

thought here's a newcomer who's clean-cut, fresh, and
wholesome, and so un-actressy—I never happened to
meet up with you until you and your handsome hus-
band Craig Stevens returned from the Command Per-
formance in England. Was I surprised! You're still
clean-cut and wholesome, all right, but with what an
improvement. You're also an alert, humorous, poised
young person who may look like a goddess but who is

distinctly down to earth. No chi chi about Mv Career,

just a grateful acceptance; no nonsense about Wanting
Bigger and Better Pictures; you'll wait for them to
come along, as you know they will; no fuss about Star
Treatment, nagging for gold fixtures in your dressing-
room suite—no, you're quite happy about the whole
thing: Warner Bros. Studio, Perc Westmore (and why
not, with that wonderful new hair-do he gave you),
your husband, your home, (Please turn to page 69)

Warner Bros, star of Whiplash" and "Woman in White" proved charming ambassador when she visited England Left
above, Alexis and Craig with David Morris, her great-uncle in Cardiff, Wales, where she was guest of honor at Cinemato-
graph Trade Benevolent Fund Ball. Center, with autograph hunters at Brighton. Right, with the entire Morris family



Groble, screen's highest

salaried star, goes all

out for romance in "The

Lady in Ermine," in

which she co-stars

with Douglas

Fairbanks, Jr., and

Cesar Romero



US S^JwK'LSS^aS trfiSLTSTn^S" Set' ? RK0 Left above
-
on «« in F™""* •«wren, ana renow players. Now Bob s bade home in Hollywood with his charming wife Jessica and young son Timmy, who's rugged, too.

Yes, rugged is the word for Ryan! Not
only in physique—6' 3"—and the rugged

roles he plays, but in his thinking, too

By

Neil Rau

TO M\ recollection, Robert Ryan is the first actor
returning from Europe in the past six months who
hasn't felt it an urgent matter to comment on the

long and short skirts, or to complain about the shoddv
cuisine at the Dorchester in London.
By nature Bob is as genial an Irishman as ever

flipped a quip, but when I met him in his dressing
room at RKG to discuss his recent stay on the con-
tinent, he had no time for superficialities. This was
probably my own fault, because I had asked him what
he felt about Europe instead of about what he had
seen.

It had occurred to me that readers would like to
know the sincere reaction of a plain, intelligent Amer-
ican to the current European scene. Heaven knows we
have all heard and read enough on that subject re-
cently, but the usual material that comes our way is
combined with diplomatic mumbo jumbo or is slanted
with an out-and-out political bias. After talking to
Bob Ryan, I am convinced (Please turn to page 65)



By Fredda Dudley

Edith Head, right, studies dummy figures of

Paramount stars for whom she designs her

fabulous fashions. Miss Head was first

among Hollywood creators to foresee the

new trend, which she has christened "the '48

Fashion." First so-called "New Look" clothes

to be seen on the screen will be Betty

Hutron's Edith Head-designed wardrobe

for "Dream Girl." Below, Betty illustrates. Famous Hollywood designer

Edith Head creates a dress

for YOU! And don't miss

exclusive interview below,

in which she interprets

"the '48 Fashions"

SO YOU went shopping the other day in search

of a simple, but flattering, frock to wear when

attending club meetings or bridge parties, yet

all you could find was a whoops-my-dear version

of the garment in which your great-grandmother

used to play croquet.

So you went shopping for a slim and elegant ver-

sion of the cocktail suit, and everything you tried

on made you look like a matronly elephant in an

interesting condition. Stop! Do not fling yourself

from an unguarded bridge or fire a shotgun into

an electric fan. .

Edith Head is coming to your rescue. She is

among those clear-thinking, totally amused, and

rational designers who view the "new look" (hor-

rible expression) not as an inescapable feminine jail

sentence, but as a mood of the moment which is

—

even as you read this—being revised, improved,

and humanized. Edith has an antidote for hysteria,

recipe for "How To Be Happy—Though
(Please turn to page 81)
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So you ve always wanted to "dress like a star." Here's your opportunity to achieve thatHollywood look by following Edith Head's exclusive creation tor you SCREENLAND readers:
Two-piece theme for 1948, for any figure—but adjust your length and fulness to youiir size. 23





Handsome young Mexican Ricardo Montal-
ban, who made a hit in "Fiesta," repeats in

MGM's "On an Island with You," outdoor
scenes of which were filmed at Winter
Haven, Florida. Left, Ricardo knows that
makeup is necessary but he winces anyway.

I'M
NOT putting myself out on a limb

when I say that Ricardo Montalban,
from Mexico way, has what it takes

to become Hollywood's most romantic
lover. Possessing characteristic Latin
grace and a sleek, dark beauty, he could,
with proper Hollywood grooming, develop
into an actor as impassioned as Rudolph
Valentino, of silent movie fame, as ardent
as Charles Boyer.

I watched him for a day at Winter
Haven, Florida, while "On an Island
with You" was being photographed by
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Perhaps it was
the spell of the setting—the cypress
swamps, with trees hundreds of years old,
festooned with Spanish moss; the lake
sparkling like a jewel in bright sunlight.

Anyway, there was Montalban, the Mex-
ican caballero, with classic profile, exud-
ing the charm I felt while watching his
first American-made picture, "Fiesta."
Because his parents are Castilian

Spanish, from Spain, his skin is lighter
than that of many Mexicans. His face,
more narrow than wide, is firmly mould-
ed. He has dark, expressive eyes, wavy
hair brushed back from a high, intelligent
forehead, and a friendly, contagious grin
showing even teeth.

Though he speaks English fluently and
though he has an American wife, Georgi-
anna (Loretta Young's kid sister) , and
two American children, Laura, 2, and
Mark, less than a year old, Ricardo is

typically South (Please turn to page 72)

Below, Montalban and Cyd Charisse meet
a feathered member of the cast. Remem-
ber Ric and Cyd together in "Fiesta"?
With Esther Williams and Pete Lawford
co-starring, "On an Island with You"
looks like another surefire hit from here.

By Lillian Blackstone





the

Girl

By Barbara Berch

THIS is all about a girl named Hazel
Brooks who was born beautiful twenty-
odd years ago, and still is. It's about how

she grew from nothing (as most of us do)
into a woman of magnificent contour, philo-
sophic learning, and sizeable wealth (as most
of us do not) , and who now threatens to turn
into a movie star the likes of which we may
never see again—and which we most certainly
have' never seen before. She's fresh, she's
sassy, she's unbelievable, she's fun—and so
sexily gorgeous that most of the men around
the studio have to work strapped down to
their folding chairs.

She appears in Enterprise's "Arch of
Triumph"—in body only. She doesn't say a
word. But when the studio bosses took a look
at that body (and henceforth, they proclaim,
the female form is to be known as a hazel-
brooks) they thought they'd better let her
open her mouth and see what she had to say
for herself. So they (Please turn to page 73)

She's fresh, she's sassy,

she's unbelievable—but

fun. Meet Hazel Brooks

If you saw her in "Body and Soul" you'll prob-
ably be wanting to check Hazel Brooks' lat-
est performance in "Sleep, My Love," with Don
Ameche, above. Right, the fabulous Brooks
in another mood, in her California garden.
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Our celebrated' authority on
Hollywood modes and manners
gives you fascinating closeups of

famous men guests most in de-
mand at movie soirees. Since

more of you readers have asked
her this question than any other,

Mrs. Wright chose this topic for

her current article. On this page
you're looking at "The Ten":
Jimmy Stewart, Robert Mitchum,
Tyrone Power, Cary Grant, Bob
Hope, Turhan Bey, Reggie Car-
diner, Edgar Bergen, Phil Silvers

and Eddie Coulding. Now read
why Mrs. Wright selected them.
Write and tell her what you'd
like her to discuss in next issue.

MAJICH came and went like a social lion and the forecast is
for plenty of April showers and parties in Hollywood
social circle this coming month.

However, for this column I would like to save the invitations
and have you meet some of the guests. I have had so many
queries about who are the most popular men at Hollywood parties
that I should like to pick the ten I think are most outstanding.
I don t mean that they would all be likely to be included in the
same party, but each has some distinctive quality which makes
him a decided asset at a party and each has an individual per-
sonality-appeal which makes him sought after by every hostess
When I returned from England I conferred with Screenland's

charming editor, Delight Evans, and she agreed with me that'
the men I had chosen certainly receive more invitations than
most Hollywood males. Certainly, I am always pleased to wel-
come any one of them to my parties, and their acceptance of an
invitation invariably assures success for the evening, whether it
be at dinner or at a late soiree.

I think, like Abou-ben-Adhem, Cary Grant's name should lead
the rest. He is in such constant demand because he always
knows what to do at a party. If it is a formal party with a
rather stiff feeling in the air, he always has an "ice-breaker"
handy; if it is a gay, informal gathering, he can be depended
upon to keep things going at a lively pace. He has a talent for
putting people at their ease and a flattering manner of giving you
his whole, undivided attention. You never feel that he is talking
for effect or to be overheard. He is conversing with you as an
individual.

Cary, himself, doesn't particularly like big parties. He prefers
smaller, intimate dinners and get-togethers with people who are
his friends. However, I have seen him (Please turn to page 60)





APRIL
Sun Mo„ Tue Wed Thu Fri S«

12 3

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

U 12 13 14 15 16 17

18 19 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28 29 30

April babies,

don't- you care

If April showers

muss your hair.

The sun will shine

On number nine.

The color red

Will help you wed.

The diamond's

your jewel

—

In fact,

you're nobody's

April Fool I

Lovely Gale Storm,
Hollywood's most
wholesome heroine, is

currently starring in

'The Tenderfoot," a
King Brothers comedy
Western for Allied
Artists. In private life

Gole is the hoppy wife

of handsome actor
Lee Bonneli and the
devoted, amazingly
youthful mother of

three beautiful chil-

dren. We salute her!







Maris smiled ingratiatingly. "Simon

and I have a great admiration for heroes,

Major," he said. "And it happens we

know quite a lot about you, and the

other two survivors of your crew. Such

superb courage! I quote from a newspaper

story at the time: 'Major Briggs, Captain

Perry and Sergeant Rocco, their ship shot

to pieces
—

'

"

Larry felt his nerves shooting sparks.

"Unquote," he said coldly. "I was there."

Maris ignored the flyer's growing hos-

tility. "That's why I sent for you. You

see, when I enter the plane, my life will

be in your hands. And I'm fond of look-

ing forward to a ripe old age."

Larry wanted to push his fist straight

into that smiling face, thinking of Mike

Perry who would never live to see that

goal Maris had set for himself. Mike who

at the best had two, maybe a possible

three months to live.

"Yeah, that's a nice thing to be able to

look forward to." Larry forced himself

to hide the anguish which hadn't eased at

all in the week since the doctor had told

him that platinum plate in Mike's head

wouldn't keep him alive after all. That

those torturous six months of slicing and

patching and agony added up to only a

big zero.

It made Larry feel empty thinking of

it, so he thought instead of the promise

he and Pete Rocco had made to each

other. They were going to take Mike's

two, maybe three months and pack them

with a hundred years of good living. They

were never going to let him know what

the score really was and that he'd be dead

before the good time was oyer. For there

weren't going to be any rough spots in

those months, no bumps. They were go-

ing to make up for all the years Mike

would never have. No matter how much

money it took. They'd find it somewhere.

"Look," Larry said suddenly. "For ten

thousand I'll fly you to Saigon on my
back. Where do we pick up the plane?

The details had been all worked out.

They'd gotten their passports visaed for

Indo-China and on Tuesday afternoon a

chauffeur had called for them in a sleek

limousine and taken them to the small

flying field screened in by a dense bam-

boo grove. Larry's wrist watch showed

exactly fifteen minutes to six. And the

order was that they were to take off

promptly at six. (Please turn to page 54)

"SAIGON"
A Paramount Picture

Produced by P. J. Wolfson. Direct

by Leslie Fenton. Screenplay by P.

Wolfson and Arthur Sheekman. Baf

on a story by Julian Zimet. With

following cast:

Major Larry Briggs ALAN \J

Susan Cleaver VERONICA U
Capt. Mike Perry DOUGLAS Dl

Sgt. Pete Rocco WALLY CASS

Lt. Keon LUTHER AD

Alex Maris. ..... MORRIS CARNOV!

Simon LUIS VAN ROOT



rough, tough, and tender, first scorning, then conquering VeronicaYake





Called "Europe's most beautiful ac-
tress," Alida Valli was imported by
David 0. Selznick for a star role in

"The Paradine Case," co-starring with
Gregory Peck and new French actor
Louis Jourdan, right. That's Director

Hitchcock with Valli at far right. Below,
the real Valli with her husband and son.

\

By Ben Maddox

COULD you change suddenly to a
foreign country's customs? If
you were picked to be moved

with magic swiftness into a complete-
ly new chapter in your life, could you
immediately continue with your work
though you neither spoke nor under-
stood the strangers' language?

Valli has done that. Much more, be-
sides. When she stepped into an air-
plane in Rome, just a year ago, her
courage failed her for a few minutes.
She remembered how far she was go-
ing, what a tall movie mountain she

She's made Hollywood sit up and
take notice. Valli was rushed
into "The Miracle of the Bells"
to co-star with Frank Sinatra
(playing a priest) and Fred
MacMurray, right. Far right,

her husband visits the set. Look-
ing up, Valli in makeup for the
RKO film, and with her family.

If

was daring to climb. Then in the
next flash, she recalled how far she
had already come, and her innate
bravery returned to her. Soon the
Eternal City was spread below her,
a giant cup of majestic history in
which she sentimentally saw mixed
her memories of her own adven-
tures. In a few hours snow-capped
peaks and great forests had un-
rolled so steadily she was at the
Paris airport, but with no time to
see the city's famed boulevards.
She got off in London to transfer to
the Queen Elizabeth, sailing West
with the tide the following morn-
ing. Two days in a fantastic New
York and she was Hollywood-
bound. Only two days in California
and she was actually adding to the
hectic history of the Quicksilver
City. She was on an impressive set
of "The Paradine Case," playing
the pivotal role. Her career as an
American star had begun with shot-
gun speed.

"I could act in English because I
memorized the words and their
meaning," she explains these days,
almost all accent quite gone from
her low voice.

I don't think anyone ever caught
on faster. Since she's proved both
an exciting and excellent actress,
meeting Valli is the most fashion-
able trick of the month in Holly-
wood. If you don't know the In-
triguing Import, you're living back
in '47. You're still sitting with the
squares. I feel fortunate that I was
able to meet her when she arrived.
Watching her American evolution
at close range has been a reward-
ing experience.

One outstanding thing about it is
that she instantly went to work act-
ing, had no time for the usual build-
up ballyhoo. She kept on working
for a solid nine months, excepting
two weeks (Please turn to page 58)



Great at the box-office, an honest human being, Gregory Peck leads off our list of important star i^wiAi

SCREENLAND'S STAR
Discussing the question: SHOULD ACTORS MIX

HOLLAND: This month we're going

into a topic that should make the

fur fly! At least, it's one of the

most debatable subjects in town at the

moment: "Should Actors Mix in Pol-

itics?" So, without any further ado,

have any of you at any time ever voiced

political opinions publicly or aligned

yourself with any one group or another?

And, if so, what was the reaction from

your fans? This is putting you right on

the spot in a hurry!

ANN BLYTH. I've never openly

voiced opinions. I usually steer clear of

political entanglements—especially since

I'm not old enough yet to vote!

ANN SOTHERN: Well, I've taken

sides. I was on the Hollywood Repub-

lican Committee when Willkie was run-

ning for President. I made speeches and

stumped for him. And I can't say I had

any repercussions from fans.

LON: I took sides for the first time

Forum Conducted by

JACK HOLLAND

recently when I broadcast with other

stars for the First Amendment. Contrary

to some misguided opinions, I didn't go

on the air because I had any Commun-
istic leanings. I certainly have not! But

the recent investigation of Hollywood

figures by the Thomas committee was

the first thing that had moved me since

I came back from the Army. I felt the

whole thing was un-American and so I

spoke up. And I haven't had any reac-

tion from my fans either.

GREG: I was on the same broadcast,

Lon, but I had several reactions. One

letter, in particular, came from a lady

in Chicago who berated me no end for

taking the side I did. This lady said, in

answer to a part of my speech, that no

one's rights had been molested by the in-

vestigation. I disagree, because the com-

mittee was supposed to investigate sub-

versive influences in the motion picture

industry. At no time did the investiga-

tion prove that there was a single film

or a single line of dialogue that was un-

American. Nor did it prove that any of

the men eventually indicted for refusing

to state whether or not they were Com-
munists were responsible for any subver-

sive scenes in pictures. Li fact, the testi-

mony of the opposition consisted of hear-

say, hysteria, and had no facts at all.

When the accused men were called to

testify in rebuttal, they were not allowed

to give their side. They were only asked

if they were communists. They simply

were not given any kind of. self-defense.

Whatever they said could only play into

the hands of the Committee. The whole

procedure seemed lacking in American

fair play, and (Please turn, to page 78)
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The other four members of our star board are Ann Blyth
now appearing in U-I's "Another Part of the Forest"- Lon
McCallister, 20th Century- Fox star; Susan Hayward, cur-
rently in "Tap Roots"; and Ann Sothern, lower left, of
Warners' new musical, "April Showers." Read what they think
on the provocative topic chosen for this month's discussion
Write them what you'd like them to talk about next

We all like to speak our minds es-

pecially when the subject under dis-

cussion is as challenging as this one.

Join the stars in their verbal battles!

Write in suggestions for their next

argument. The opinions expressed here

are their own. We don't always

agree, but applaud their honesty

ADVISERS
IN POLITICS?'



Fascinating facts about the Mexican film-

ing of "Tarzan and the Mermaids" are

related in our story. For the 12th time

Johnny Weissmuller appears in his popu-

lar role, with Brenda Joyce, left (her 4th

Tarzan appearance) and Linda Christians,

center below, in decorative support. Back-

grounds provide exotic, colorful scenes.

ANYONE who thinks locations are

faked in the Tarzan pictures should
" have been along with Johnny Weiss-

muller during the filming of "Tarzan and

the Mermaid." The story was laid in

Africa, and although producer Sol Lesser

substituted Mexican scenery in lieu of

the veldt, there the faking ended. We
couldn't have gone more native if we had

been in the heart of the Belgian Congo.

Mexican location was not new to me.

I had worked on "Captain from Cas-

tile" for eight and a half months, and we

had spent nine weeks in Acapulco.so I

knew a few of the problems. On "Cas-

tile" we practically lived in the dirty

water. However, every precaution was

used. As soon as we got out of the

water, we would be given alcohol rubs,

hot drinks. Our water was sterilized. No
one got sick working for 20th. Getting

authenticity a la Tarzan was another

matter. ....

Before I went to work as Benp in

"Tarzan and the Mermaid," we had sort

of a round table. They asked me a lot

of questions about Mexico because I had

just returned. I was jovial and to the

point. "Let's film it in La Jolla," I sug-

gested brightly. {Please turn to page 61)

John Laurenz, above, sings one of his Calypso

songs to a bevy of "native" girls (imported

from Hollywood!). John, who can't swim, fell

into the water where sharks were gamboling.

Native boys assured him, "Don't worry, senor.

Sharks don't see so good." Facing page shows

some 'eal native swimmers in action.
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By Marcia Daughtrey

THERE are a dozen refreshing facets

of Loretta Young's personality, but

one of the most ingratiating is the

fact that she frankly admits her age:'

thirty-three.

This comes as a surprise for a number

of reasons. First of all, few glamor girls

care to look the stork in the face in retro-

spect. Second, everyone is always amazed

to realize that, when Loretta made her

first picture in 1928 ("Laugh, Clown,

Laugh," opposite Lon Chaney) she was

an immature youngster of fourteen. In

those days, the great stars were Norma
Shearer, Vilma Banky, Greta Garbo,

Corinne Griffith, Colleen Moore, and

Florence Vidor. Mentioned as Most Like-

ly to Succeed were such starlets as Molly

O'Day and Sally O'Neill. A girl name'

Joan Crawford had just finished a picture

called "Dancing Lady" in which she had

played opposite two brilliant newcomers,

one Clark Gable and one Franchot Tone.

Van Johnson was worrying his way
through Fifth Grade, Lana Turner was in



kindergarten, and Elizabeth Taylor was
still being planned by the angels.

Nineteen years later, most of the film
greats of that era are retired—and glad
of it—and a new crop of hopefuls is at-
taining movie fame. Among the enthusi-
astic, vital, far-sighted younger group is

that New Career Girl, Loretta Young!
One of the great forces with which a

motion picture star must do battle, after
she has attained outstanding success and
held it for a number of years, is boredom.
Don't gasp at the idea! Acting is, after
all, like every other job in the world: it

is daily work which is inclined to settle
into the rut of routine. Of course, each
picture presents certain different ap-
proaches, just as each day presents new
problems to those employed in other
fields. A friend once said to Loretta, "I
don't know how you could ever consider
your work ordi- (Please turn to page 69)

Fragile as a flower, Loretta really

packs a wallop with her stamina
and strength of character which
have carried her from Glamor
Girl rating into the ranks of great
actresses. With "The Farmer's
Daughter" and "The Bishop's
Wife" to her credit, she's now
starring in "Rachel," in which she
plays a pioneer woman. Scenes
above and on facing page show
her with Robert Mitchum and
William Holden, her co-stars.
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J\inis
Photos by Floyd McCarty, Warner Bros.

DAI before her wedding, Janis Paige
gave us an exclusive closeup of the
Ideal Bride. Her green eyes had

little yellow sparks in them, her hps kept
curving into smiles, she was so happy she
couldn't keep still. Take it from Janis,
she is marrying the finest, best-looking,
most wonderful man in the world; she
has the most gorgeous wedding gown ever
designed: the simplest, sweetest little

church for the ceremony: the loveliest
trousseau; the prettiest ring; her silver
and wedding gifts are beyond compare.
Never, since time was, has a bride been
so blessed! The superlatives are all Janis'.
There isn't a cloud in her sky.
She sat there, fondling the small white

prayer book she was to carry, exuding
joy from the top of her red curls to the
tips of her shining sandals. She would,
she said, have tiny streamers of white
ribbon, with little bows on them, dan-
gling from the book. White baby orchids
would be caught here and there. Janis
isn't an orchid girl; maybe they'd better
be tiny white roses or orange "blossoms?
—the florist thought baby orchids—all

right, then, baby orchids! She was too
happy to care.

When Janis, the next day, said "I do!"
to Frank Martinelh. Jr., she wore, as
she's always dreamed, white satin and
veil. "It's my first wedding. My only
one, I hope! I [Please turn to -page 64)

Janis' gown of oyster white satin was a
gift from her big boss, Jack L Warner.
Designed by Travilla, of the Warner Stu-
dio (above), the dress is ballerina-length,
with a meline yoke fastened to a bias
roll that gives an off-the-shoulder effect.
Left, the newlyweds, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Marrinelli, Jr., just after their wedding.
Top, "Something blue, something new"—Mrs. Emma Clark, Janis' studio seam-
stress, presents a blue garter and lace-
bordered handkerchief to happy bride.
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To look chipper on the job, here's Mari-
lyn in a two-piece striped silk with full-
length sleeves. From Surrey Classics,
10-18 at Franklin Simon in New York.

Be pretty in cotton. This one is a pale
blue pique with white scalloped collar

and fuller-than-full skirt. From Surrey;
you'll find it at B. Altman, New York.

To top off everything, here's a bright
red Pamisheen gabardine topper—comes
in other colors, too. A Marki Original, in

sires 10-18 at L S. Ayres, Indianapolis.

Write to the manufacturers listed on
page 63 for name of the store nearest you.
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Premiere of "The Poradine Case" assembles ce-

lebrities. Above, Hedy Lamarr and William Wilder.

The Louis Jourdans at showing of his first Holly-

wood film. Below, John Doll and Margaret Whiting.

IN "Strange Meeting" there's a scene

on the subway stairs where a salty

sailor passes Bette Davis. Look closely,

because it's the one and only screen ap-

pearance of Bette's husband. It was Navy
Day, so as a gag Bill Sherry donned his

old uniform and wore it to the studio.

Bette didn't know he was there until she

looked up and saw him in the group of

extras. She got even by having the prop

man anchor Bill's sea bag with iron

weights!

IT WASN'T easy for Anne Baxter to

play the sloppy Sophie in "Razor's

Edge." Day after day she had to appear

on the set without makeup and her hair

uncombed. She was also overweight.

Tyrone Power admired her the more for

her courage. And when he saw what a

slender beauty Anne is these days, Ty
lost no time in suggesting her for "Black

Magic." It's the romantic lead, and no

one looks more romantic than the new
Baxter.

HOW WOULD you like to have Larry

Parks for a husband? (As if we
didn't know!) When he had to arise at

4:45 A.M. and drive sixty miles to the

"Gallant Blade" location, his wife, Betty

Garrett, always got up and fixed coffee.

Larry begged her not to. When she per-

sisted, he locked her bedroom door so she

couldn't get out. Betty needed no further

discouragement.

BEHIND the scenes in Hollywood:

Humphrey Bogart lying on a couch

between shots on the "Key Largo" set.

Lauren Bacall holding an ice bag next to

his badly impacted wisdom tooth.

Director John Huston calls them before

the camera. They do a love scene that

fairly sizzles. Huston smiles his satisfac-

tion—yells "print it." Bogart drags back

to the couch again. Baby Bacall applies

the ice bag. Cut.

BY NO means could you call Bill

Holden an old-timer. Still, when he

first made "Golden Boy," Jeanne Crain

was in grammar school and sending him

fan letters! Now they're co-starring in

"Apartment for Peggy" at 20th Century-

Fox, where Bill is on loanout. Jeanne

never did get her autographed photo-

graph. As Bill explained: "In those days

I couldn't afford to send them." He doesn't

know it yet, but as a gag Jeanne is writing

him another request letter!

ON HER day off, the shy' Jean Arthur,

who returns to the screen in "A
Foreign Affair," comes to the studio to

watch the love scenes between Marlene

Dietrich and John Lund. Jean acts for all

the world like a wide-eyed tourist. Speak-

ing of Dietrich, she's playing with dolls

again! That is, the bedraggled rag doll,

that was first used way back in "The

Blue Angel," always appears once in all

her pictures. It's Marlene's good luck

mascot, and she wouldn't appear with-

out it.

BEING a star, Mark Stevens natur-

ally had a dressing-room trailer

when they shot those city slum scenes for

"The Street with No Name." Richard

Widmark (the vicious gangster in "Kiss

of Death") not being a star (yet!) didn't

have a dressing room. Mark hasn't for-

gotten his early days at Warner Bros,

when he had to change clothes in the

men's washroom. He insisted that Richard

"move in" until they went back to work

at the studio again.

IT WAS a big night for Alexis Smith

and Craig Stevens. For the first time

they ran the movies they made while

attending the "Command Performance"
in London. Their guests were Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Douglas—he's the British

star who makes his American debut oppo-

site Alexis in "The Decision of Chris-

topher Blake." Alexis turned off the

lights. Craig started the film. The photog-

raphy was perfect—except everyone had
his head cut off! The rest of the evening

was spent "identifying the bodies!"

THAT fortune teller evidently knew
her crystal ball when she told Helmut

Dantine to be prepared for "changes."

A few weeks later he married Charlene

Wrightsman, beautifuland popular young
oil heiress. Just before the holidays Hel-

mut finally managed to bring his mother

and brother over from Europe. He bought

them a home in Pasadena and just as

soon as he decides which contract to sign,

his happiness will be complete. BothRKO
and Universal-International have made
him offers.

SO HELP us, we saw it with our own
eyes. Errol Flynn landing in his own

front yard in a helicopter! And as if the

shock of that wasn't enough, he non-

chalantly climbed out wearing his black

silk tights and a jade green jacket from

"Don Juan." Keeping a straight face, he

cracked: "Just a business man rushing

home to have lunch with the little

woman."

FOR THE fourth consecutive year

motion picture exhibitors named
Bing Crosby as the player who makes

them the most money. Betty Grable was

second, Ingrid Bergman third, and Gary

Cooper (named as the most uncooper-

ative actor by the Hollywood Women's
Press Club) was number four on the list.

When Bob Hope heard about the deserv-

ing Bing, he cracked : "And he owes it all

to Dotty Lamour and me."

FOR A hot moment there, we thought

Garbo was back on the MGM lot!

The "Big City" set was closed tighter

than the proverbial tick. Even members

of the cast who weren't working that day

were barred. History, very painful his-

tory, was being made. Margaret O'Brien

was kissing a boy for the first time in her

life. The boy was Butch Jenkins, and it

was his first kiss, too. They did it—but no

one could make 'em like it.

THERE is positively no romance be-

tween Ann Sothern and Jim Davis.

(He gets his break opposite Bette Davis

in "Strange Meeting.") Ann knew Jim on

the MGM lot when he played in one of

her "Maisie" pictures. They are just

friends, as are those other Hollywood

bachelors who like their ladies Sothern

style. However, with a little encourage-

ment on Ann's part, there's an attractive

young man in San Francisco who'd love

to live in Hollywood! He's from an old

Bay City family and eligible in every way.

For the next year, Ann's concentrating on

her new home and career—at least until

her divorce from Robert Sterling is final.
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Picture of the

month for its smooth

direction by the

master of suspense,

Alfred Hitchcock,

and its superlative

performances

by an all-star cast

screenland

salutes

the

paradine

case"

Dovid Selznick does it ogoin! In this ace producer's customary lavish manner the story of a beautiful woman I Valli) on trial for murder, defended by a brill.t

barrister (Gregory Peck) who falls under her spell, unfolds with dramatic impact and authority. "The Paradine Case" presents two important new stars: gore

ous Valli dark and handsome Louis Jourdan; Gregory Peck in another fine portrayal, and a newcomer, Joan Tetzel, center right above, a young Hepburn

appeal and promise. But for sheer brilliance and artistry, it's Ann Todd, as Peck's devoted wife, who will linger in movie goers memories for her tender, tou<

ing performance in o most difficult role. Below, highlight scenes also include Chorles Laughton, center, in o clever performance as the gross, sadistic |ud



FRED ROBBINS

Marilyn Maxwell comes on like a Spring breeze on Fred's WOV program, replete with a
reet beat and an extra treat for the listeners—a "Happy Birthday" duet. Were you listening?

Re: aristocratic arrangement's of matchless melod

and enticing slicings of the jump dump,

Fred Robbins is nobody's chump

HYA, Max! Is it balm your ear
lacks? Well, let's fill it with wax,
'cause we've got it in packs.

And I'm not just droolin' with April
foolin', 'cause to munch my molars about
all the new cookies would take all these
pretty Screenland leaves. Mais oui, the
ever-lovin' oven is bubbling with crushed
black dumplings, ban to the the contrary.
Mary, 'cause all the wax works have
stashed at least a two-year supply apiece.
Which means you'll be getting your fresh
shellac as regularly as your monthly
Screenland, for at least that time, if the
ban lasts that long, though very few ex-
pect it will. Songs have already been
etched from movies that won't be re-

leased until 1949 and from musical com-
edies that won't be produced until then.
So when MGM bangs you on the head
with its colossal star-studded strip of
celluloid with oodles of beautiful chicks
and scads of tunes you'll be whistlin' and
hummin', you can bet your gold inlay
that Frankie and Perry have already re-
corded 'em. Tho you won't hear 'em till

the picture comes out. So don't fret.
Yvette, records (Please turn to page 75)

Phil Silvers grins with glee

over his part in the "Hign
Button Shoes" album, when
he falls in for a visit to "Rob-
bins' Nest." For info on rec-

ord agenda, ask Fred; watch
for answer in SCREENLAND.
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First scenes from important forthcoming films show Lindp Darnell and Kirk Douglas, left

above, in "The Walls of Jericho"; Maureen O'Hara and Robert Young, right, in "Sitting Pretty.

"Deep Water," filmed on location in Maine, stars Dona Andrews as a rugged fisherman, Cesar Romero

as his pal, and seductive Jean Peters as a village girl, working her wiles on Dana, right above.

New Dutch actress, Joanne de Bergh, appears opposite Richard Conre, left above, in sensational new drama,

"Call Northside 777." Peggy Cummins and Rex Harrison co-star in "Escape," right, filmed in tngland.
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evenly, "we'll drop her out the bomb-

bays."

Pete caught her and pulled her back,

his head twisting to avoid her frenzied

blows. "You wanna spray them pretty

corpuscles all over this terrain?" he jibed.

"Listen," the girl made another des-

perate attempt. "You were hired by Mr.

Maris
—

"

"Sure," Larry's eyes kept looking dead

ahead. "We were hired to leave promptly

at six. We were also hired as fliers, not

clay pigeons. Look, secretary, I have a

feeling you're without a job. Those shots

we heard were police bullets."

"How," her voice broke a little as he

turned and stared at her, "how do you

know it was the police?"

"By the look in your eyes," he said

tersely.

She kept quiet for a while after that.

Then Larry heard her talking to Mike.

She seemed almost like any other pretty

girl then, with the insolence gone from

her voice. She told Mike her name, Susan

Cleaver, and as he repeated it, it sounded

like music on his lips.

Diana Lynn and escort Norman Miller find their

seats at premiere, below. Left, Joan Craw-

ford and Greg Bautzer, still 3 romantic item.

Len Weissman photos

Fictionization of "Saigon
1

Continued from page 34

He whistled then looking at the DC-3
waiting on the field. "Take a look at that

old army job," he said.

Mike's eyes squinted against the bright

light of the setting sun. "Looks more like

two or three army jobs, stuck together!"

Pete shook his head skeptically. "I'm

beginning to catch on why the ten grand,"

he said. "And this field, Skipper! In the

Bronx we got bigger yards. How do you

guys feel about it? Do we take her^up?"

"For ten grand?" Larry grinned. "And

nobody shooting at us?" His frown came

then glancing at his watch. "He said six

o'clock. How long does he think the

light's going to last?"

Almost as if in answer to his question

there was the sound of underbrush crack-

ling under wheels and a car swung into

view. But it wasn't Maris who alighted.

It was a girl, small and blonde and in-

credibly lovely.

"What d'you know?" Mike stared en-

tranced. "A mouse!"

Larry's scowl deepened as he hurried

over to her. For from the beginning there

was that antagonism between them.

"My bags," the girl motioned toward

the small pile of luggage.

Larry hesitated. Then he picked them

up. "Where's Mr. Maris?" he demanded.

"He'll be here," the girl said coolly, her

hold tightening on the briefcase she was

carrying. "I'm his secretary. Is the plane

ready to go?" And then as Larry nodded,

trying to check his rising fury, she went

on in her cool, almost insolent voice.

"That's all you need to be concerned

about. We wait."
#

'

"That's fine, fine," Larry felt his fists

clenching. "Now suppose you order the

daylight to wait. We won't get over

those trees in the dark."

She opened her purse displaying a roll
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of crisp bills. "Will this make waiting

easier?" she asked. But as he reached for

them, she snapped the bag closed again.

"When we reach Saigon. That was the

deal, I believe."

Pete shook his head in mock concern.

"A disillusioned mouse," he clicked his

teeth. "Somebody's shattered her faith

in men."
"They bark a lot," Mike said suddenly.

"But they don't bite."

That was the first hint they had that

Mike felt differently about her than they

did. That he looked beyond her coolness

and insolence and saw something they

didn't. But there wasn't time to think

of that. For suddenly there was the

sound of an approaching car, and im-

mediately afterwards those other sounds

came. Sinister sound, sounds they had

reason to know well.

"Get in that plane!" Larry shouted.

"Wait!" The girl was shocked out of

her coolness as Mike and Pete obeyed his

orders. "Please! Wait for him! I'll make

it fifteen thousand."

"No, thanks," Larry made a flying

leap into the plane. "We're a little tired

of bullets." Then as she made that sud-

den move toward the plane he reached

down and pulled her in.

"But you can't!" she cried as the door

slammed shut and he raced for the pilot's

seat. "I won't let you. You've got to

wait for him!"

"If I want you, Miss Secretary, 111

buzz." Larry made a grab for the con-

trols, his jaw tensing as he ran the plane

down the all too short field. There was

that sick feeling in his stomach as the

plane lurched brushing over the tree tops.

But even before he cleared them he felt

the sharp tattoo of her fists on his back.

"Tell her if she doesn't stop," he said
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It worried Larry for a minute before

he realized he wouldn't have to worry

about the sort of girl Mike fell for. Not

any more. Then he forgot all about her,

for with Pete taking out his accordian

and beginning to play it was almost like

the nights when they'd come roaring back

from their target.
.

>t

"It's sweet to be in the air again.

Larry said suddenly. "No bombs, no

ack-ack, no kamikazies."

"Only I'm hungry," Susan sighed.

Larry's dislike for her crawled in his

short laugh. "There are a lot of people

who don't know what it's like to miss a

meal. Does their souls good to find out."

"I've missed meals," she said. "It

didn't do me any good."

Mike moved closer to her and for a

moment it almost looked as if he were

going to take her in his arms. Then he

tensed as that break came in the rhyth-

mic sound of the engines and he hurried

to the co-pilot's seat beside Larry. Al-

most instantly there was that sputtering

sound. Then silence. It was worse than

the sputtering had been.

"There goes the other one," Larry said



grimly He glanced down at the land
under him faintly discernible in the light
of the rising sun. It was a farm freshly
plowed and furrowed. "I'm going to try
a belly landing, no wheels or we'll nose
over. Sit down and hold tight."
The plane began diving. Water and

mud smacked against the windshield and
it seesawed violently until it steadied at
last It was minutes before any of them
could speak.

"End of the line. All out!" Larry
called.

Susan stood there staring down "In
that mud?" she asked.
"Maybe you'd like me to spread my

satin cloak?" Larry said lifting her for-
cibly She shrank from his touch, and for
the first time his smile came. "For this
I should have asked for more than ten
thousand dollars," he said.
Some natives came, gesticulating and

chattering m their strange tongue, and it
didn t make Larry feel any easier hearing
Susan talk to them in their own lingo
especially when the one word he recog-
nized was Saigon.

Premiere date for Guy Madison and Judy
Uark; below, Tom Lewis and wife Lorerta
Toung, at opening of "The Bishop's Wife "

"What did you say to them?" he de-
manded gruffly. .

"I asked them for food. I'm hungry "

(

You mentioned Saigon."
"I asked how far away it was." Her

eyes turned away from his scrutiny "It's
one clay by ox cart. Then overnight by
nverboat." She managed to smile then.
1 hey re going to give us something to

eat, she said.

Maybe she was really hungry. At any
rate she ate of the food in the native hut
as a hungry child would eat, without at-
tempting to conceal her enjoyment. Lar-
ry wasn t convinced, but he waited untilMike went out to see about the ox cart
for their journey before he did anything
about it.

8

"Well, Miss Cleaver," he said, "this
nas been a happy business relationship
and I m sorry it has to end. The fares
Please. Ten thousand dollars

"

You didn't fulfil the bargain," she
said, betraying her fear in the frenziedjay she held on to her bag. "You didn't
wait for Mr. Maris.

*Jtr T11 '*

T
time to play- With asudden gesture Larry reached out and

wrenched the bag away from her and her
eyes flashed her hatred of him as he took
out the crisp roll of currency.
Mike came back then and he must

have sensed something was wrong, for as
he went over to Susan his eyes refused to
meet Larry's. And in that moment Larry
knew he would have to worry after all
about the sort of girl Mike fell in love
with. For loving a girl like Susan he was
sure to get hurt and there wasn't enough
time left for him to get over things. He'd
have to watch his step after this, Larry
told himself, so Mike would never know
the kind of girl he'd fallen for.

It was dusk when they reached the
small dirty river town, and as the boat
tor Saigon was not leaving until morning
they went on to the shabby hotel to
which a policeman directed them. Only
then did they realize how suspiciously
strangers were regarded in postwar Indo-
China. For as they came up to the desk
to register Lt. Keon of the Regional Po-
lice was already there waiting. And there
was something in his penetrating glance
which convinced Larry he had been wait-
ing for them.

"Ah, Americans," he said casually but
Larry didn't miss the Eurasian's quick
appraisal or the way his eyes lingered on
Susan's briefcase. "You have passports
of course?" And then as Larry began
digging in his pocket for them, his genial
gesture not to bother wasn't at all reas-
suring, nor was his voice, which Larry
would have given odds wasn't half as lazy
as it^sounded. "No, it won't be neces-
sary," he said. "You are visitors. The
routine police cards will be quite suffi-
cient. And now if you will forgive me, I
must go. But it is not impossible we will
be meeting again. Such a small commun-
ity.

It was after they'd gone to the room
they had been given across the hall from
Susan's, that they took their first look at
the questionnaire.

"Hmmmm!" Mike grinned. "Kind of
personal questions."
"Yeah," Pete rubbed his jaw thought-
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fully. "I'd like to get a gander at the
mouse s card."

Mike's blue eyes froze. "If I hear you
say mouse just once more!" he exploded.
"Her name is Susan. Is that so difficult
to remember?"
He walked into the bathroom slamming

the door behind him, and Pete shook his
head. "It goes deeper and deeper," he
said.

"I know," Larry nodded glumly "A
dame we don't know, bullets, cops—"
Suddenly he started for the door. "If
Mike asks where I am, tell him I'm order-
ing dinner."

Pete shot him a quizzical glance.
Where are you going?"
"The time has come," Larry said softly,

tor the mouse and I to talk of many
things. And his grin was gone as he
closed the door behind him. He had to
knock three times before Susan answered
and as he walked into her room he was
certain he knew the reason for the delay
when he saw the briefcase not quite hid-
den behind the pillow where she had
thrust it.

"I see you've made out your police
card he said, going over to the table on
which it was lying. "Susan Angela Clea-
ver-pretty name." He gave her a long
look. Real?" he asked.
Her eyes looked bluer when she was

mad. 1 ve been trying to think what vou
remind me of," she blazed. "It's a cobra
that got in my room once in Taku Baru "

Larry didn't even look up from the
card. Born in Minneapolis," he went on
conversationally. "You're a long way
from home. And without much money,
either! Tsk, tsk! Only seventy-eight dot

Suddenly, before she realized what hewas doing, he went to the couch and
pulled out the briefcase from its hiding
place, fighting off her desperate attempts
to regain it as he opened it. "Seventy-
eight dollars, he repeated, staring down
at the stacks of paper money. "Where
did you learn to add?"
She looked as startled as he did staring
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at that hidden monev. "I didn't know
what was in there," she gasped. "I was

only told it was important."

She certainly was a good actress. He
had to hand her that.

"Sure, sure," he jibed. "Look, Susie, I

don't know what business you're in. But

apparently you do well at it. Except for

little mistakes like dragging us in. That

wasn't very smart. So I'm saying good-

bye now for the three of us. You're leav-

ing as of immediately, unless you'd prefer

to travel with Lt. Keon."

"But where can I go, this time of the

night?"

"The boat's in," he said. "You're get-

ting on it tonight. I'll see that we head

in another direction." And throwing the

case back on the bed he stalked out of

the room.
But it wasn't that easy. He knew that

when he saw Mike's despair when the

room clerk told them she had left. At

first he and Pete thought they could kid

him out of it. But after they'd been

through the motions of going from one

place to another searching for her they

knew that wasn't any good.

"Mike," Larry finally said as they

were having a last drink in the hotel bar.

"You met a girl yesterday, she took a

walk. I knew a girl two years." He
paused, feeling the hurt he had never

been able to push far enough down in his

heart so that he wouldn't feel it any
more after the letter had come to the base

that day. "You get over those things,"

he said.

"Did you, Larry?" Mike asked quietly.

He pressed his hand against his forehead

as if he were in pain. "I'm tired. I'll see

you upstairs."

Larry had hoped he'd never see her

again but there was a sense of relief

when he found her on the river boat.

The old mistrust of her stuck in his throat

as she opened her cabin door but he

forced himself to sound friendly as he

spoke. "I came to apologize," he said.

Her face flushed. "Now isn't that

cute!" she blazed. "The sensitive little

fellow is sorry he's a snake."

"Look, baby," he lit a cigarette. "I

don't apologize easy, and you're not help-

ing. We miss you. Especially Mike. He's

very fond of you."
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Jane Wyman plays a deaf mute in Warners'

"Johnny Belinda," with Lew Ayres as the

doctor who loves her but can't cure her.

At left, Jane with puppy mascot of set.

"Odd, isn't it?" She stood there holding

the door open. "Good night, Major," she

said pointedly.

"But I'm not finished yet," he said, the

steel back in his voice. I'm thinking of

the money you declared on your police

card. You wouldn't want them to know
how poor you are at arithmetic, would

you?"
She shut the door before she answered.

"What do you want me to do?" she asked.

"I told you, Mike values your com-

panionship. I'd like him to have it."

Her head lifted. "You move me deep-

ly," she said icily. "But the war is over.

If I concerned myself with every malad-

justed G.I.
—

"

Larry grasped her arm so suddenly she

almost fell. "One more word, baby," he

threatened, "and I'll slap some delicacy

in you." He released her then, for there

was something in her eyes that told him

he had won. "We'll see you in the morn-

ing," he said from the doorway.

But it was worth it at that, hearing

Mike's eager shout when he saw her on

deck as they boarded the ship. Only

Larry wasn't quite as relieved to see that

Lt. Keon was going to be a passenger,

too.

"Ah, how charming," the Eurasian

greeted them in his usual affable manner.

"I had resigned myself to a lonely trip.

Now I find friends. And oh, Miss Clea-

ver, I was rather amazed that a young

lady of your type allowed herself only

seventy-eight dollars for travelling ex-

penses."

Susan's smile looked as if it were pinned

on her mouth. "My employer, Mr. Maris,

will have money waiting for me in Sai-

gon," she said. "I'm his secretary."

"Mr. Alex Maris?" Keon's eyebrow

lifted. And as she nodded, "How very

interesting! Even in Saigon we've heard

of him, his many enterprises. Especially

with the Japanese. During the war, I

mean of course."
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His voice only corroborated the uneas-

iness Larry was already feeling about

Maris. He knew he would have to get

that briefcase now before Keon found it.

But he waited until the others went into

the bar before he hurried down to Susan's

cabin and taking the briefcase, hurriedly

wrapped it and addressed it to himself at

General Delivery, Saigon. Then slipping

it into the mailbag just about to be car-

ried ashore he rejoined the others.

It was a few minutes later that Mike

suddenly staggered and fell. They had

been warned that this would happen, that

Mike would have a few attacks like this

before the end. But it didn't help being

forewarned.

There .was a doctor on board and Mike

regained consciousness quickly. But that

didn't help either, knowing that during

the third or maybe the fourth attack

Mike would never wake up again.

It was then, when Larry^was already so

low that he knew he couldn't feel worse

even at the end, that the mouse decided

to squeak. He knew he was in for it when

he saw her face as she hurried over to the

rail where he was standing.



Dennis Morgan takes Joanie Wayne for a ride
on "To the Victor" set. Right, scene still

with co-star Viveca Lindfors, Swedish actress.

"You thief!" she said in a shaking voice.
"Where is it?"

"Where the shamus won't find it," he
muttered. "And lower your voice."
"The money isn't mine or yours,"

she persisted. "I want it back!"
"I was lucky to get there before Keon.

So were you. It saved you from the
chnk. And if you're a good girl and do
as you're told, you'll get it back."

Suddenly, almost as if it were a com-
pulsion, her hand reached out and slapped
against his cheek. It dazed him, so that
for a moment he could only stand there
staring at her.

"I wouldn't do that too often," he said,
turning to go. But before he could move
away the cabin door opened and the doc-
tor stood there. "Oh, Major, I've been
looking for you," he said. "You ought to
take the young man, Captain Perry,
home as soon as you can. Every man
prefers to die at home."
Larry nodded, waiting until the man

had gone on before he turned to Susan.
You say one word to that kid," he said.
And that money—

"

'Shut up!" Her voice was sharp but
he was amazed to see tears in her eyes.
She looked at him blindly, then suddenly
she was running down the deck away
from him.
She certainly tried to make it up to

Mike. Larry had to give her credit for
that. It was as if she too were trying to
crowd everything she could into the little
time he had left. Even when they
reached Saigon and discovered that Keon
had stationed himself at their hotel she
didn't seem as concerned for her own
danger as she was for Mike's welfare.

It was hard to hold on to his mistrust
after that, and when she asked Larry to
dance with her on the hotel terrace after
dinner, he found himself almost enjoying
the sensation of holding her in his arms.
"There's something I've got to tell

you, she said, guiding him to a deserted
part of the terrace. "It's about Mike. It's
not fair to him, a sweet unspoiled kid,
like that. He deserves somebody as nice
as he is."

"He prefers you," Larry said.
Susan stiffened in his arms. "That's be-

cause he doesn't know what I'm like,"
she whispered. And then as he didn't an-
swer, suddenly her arms reached up, pull-
ing his head down until her lips reached
his. There was that agonizing feeling
shooting through him then, that feeling
half^pain, half joy. "That's what I'm
like,

' she said then. "I'm not like Mike.
I'm like you. We've both been kicked
around. We're both—

"

She didn't go on. She couldn't, not
with his lips suddenly, uncontrollably
fastening themselves on hers again until
he remembered and pushed her away.
And as he stalked away he didn't know
which of them he hated most, Susan or
himself.

He didn't go back to the table. He
couldn't. He told himself he never wanted
to see her again as he paced up and down
the garden, and then suddenly he found
himself going into the hotel and passing
her room just to be near her. He wouldn't

have gone in even then if he hadn't heard
the voices inside, but one of them was
Maris'.

The old hatred came back as Larry
opened the door and saw her there with
the man he had mistrusted even before
Keon's interest in his affairs showed him
for the collaborator he was.
"Why, Major," Maris smiled as he

came in, though Simon, on guard as al-
ways, glared at him furiously. "We were
just talking about you. There seems to
be a mystery about a missing briefcase
and the half a million dollars that was in
it. I wonder what you can tell me about
it?"

Larry was looking straight at Maris so
he didn't see Susan's warning glance.
"You^ don't have to worry about it," he
said, "The money's in a safe place. But
getting it is something else again." Simon
made a quick move behind him then and
he felt the gun prodding his back. "Look,
aren't we a little old to play cops and
robbers?" he asked mockingly.
Maris ignored the quip. "Simon," his

voice sounded almost bored. "If Major
Briggs doesn't mind, I think we'll visit
him in his room." As the bodyguard

forced Larry toward the long window
opening on the balcony, he followed
debonairly.

Larry hadn't known what to expect.
But it couldn't have been as bad as the
agony that came when Simon hit against
his ribs with the flat of his gun, knock-
ing him down. The fifth time it happened
there was a sudden, frenzied knock on the
door and Susan was there.

"Don't!" she cried. "I can get the
money for you without this kind of mess.
Captain Perry is dying. He doesn't know
it. Major Briggs is holding the money to
insure my being nice to him until he dies.
He only has a month or two and—

"

'T don't choose to wait a month or
two," Maris' voice came as easily as ever.
"But it won't be necessary. I'm sure the
Major's young friend wouldn't want his
attentions forced on Miss Cleaver, especi-
ally if he knew he were dying."
Larry had hated her before, but never

as he did now, with his very sinews and
bones hating her. "The money is at the
post office," he said. "It's addressed to
me personally, so I have to call for it.
And I will in the morning."

"In that case," Maris smiled, "Simon
and I will sit up with you until it opens."

And I," Susan yawned a little, "will
go to sleep with the wonderful thought
that I don't have to look forward to
weeks of holding the infant's hot little
hand. Good night, everybody."
He had thought he had hated her to

the utmost before. But now he found he
could hate even more. It was like a live
thing in his blood as he waited trying to
shut the purring sound of Maris' oily
voice out of his ears. Hating him too, but
not as much as he hated Susan.
Suddenly, just as the first light streaked

across the sky, he made that sudden des-
perate leap at Simon, knocking him down
and wresting the gun from his hand. But
before he could turn there was the sound
of the door opening and Susan stood
there holding the briefcase.

"I have your money, Alex," she said,
and as he stared at her, motioning her to
leave, his face turned a sickly white as
he saw Keon standing in the door behind
her. "Thank him, Alex," Susan said.
He was kind enough to have the Post

Office opened for me."
"You blonde Judas!" Maris sputtered,

and it was then Larry saw Simon draw
another gun from his pocket as his master
made a break for freedom.
The first shot directed at Keon went

wild. But the second was more deadly.
For though it didn't reach Larry, who
had been its target, it hit as sure a one
when Mike appearing suddenly in the
window threw himself at the hand hold-
ing the gun. But it wasn't until Mike
crumpled on the floor that Larry realized
he had stopped the bullet intended for
him.

There were other shots after that but
Larry was hardly conscious of them kneel-
ing there beside Mike. He didn't even
know Keon had come back into the room
until he spoke. "It seems we both mis-
judged her, Briggs," he said, and as Larry
looked up he saw Susan standing there.
And it was only as she reached down

and touched his arm that some of the
agony he was feeling began slowly drain-
ing out of his heart:
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VoUi the Unvanquished
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she had to herself before tackling the lead

in "The Miracle of the Bells." We can

credit David 0. Selznick for putting this

new look among our top feminine faces. He
brought Vivien Leigh from England and

Ingrid Berman from Sweden. Casting

about for a successor to them on his lot,

he chose the first lady of the Italian

screen. But how a G.I. stationed in Italy

after the war first recommended her to

Hollywood, and some details of her cour-

ageous life, deserve accurate relating, loo.

In person Valli is a beauty with a real

heart, a gentle softness. Although she has

starred in thirty-four Italian films, she

doesn't resort to pose or temperament.

Her delightful simplicity is in striking

contrast to the overabundance of ego and

adoption of artificial standards that are

all too often the other side of success. It

goes deeper than well-bred manners. She

has true valor rather than ruthlessness,

and it has taken her to the same heights

the hardboiled have hacked toward. Her

humility has a sparkle, because she has an

infectious humor. I'd say, however, that

the most surprising thing of all about her

is that she is a fabulous friend when you

get to know her well. Virtues such as

unwavering loyalty and an intensely dem-

ocratic concern for others, whatever their

position, are part of Alida. I may as well

break down at this point and tell you that

she has a first name, Alida.

To thoroughly appreciate her rapid ad-

vancement to our requirements, you must

catch up on her past. I've learned about

it bit by bit from her. She was born in

Pola, a bustling port South-East across

the blue Adriatic Sea from Venice. Her

face has always instinctively looked

Westward, first to the remaining glories

Venice meant to her as a very little girl.

Her childhood was happy. And progress-

ive. "It seems I have counted on moving

to better opportunities," she says remin-

iscing. When she was eight she was en-

rolled in a girls' school in Como, at the

foot of the towering Alps. Her father

had become a learned professor of phil-

osophy at the time-honored University of

Milan, and this only child of an intellec-

tually keen couple alertly absorbed rays

of their liberal wisdom. She was reared

to rate self-respect above all else, to wor-

ship knowledge and seek right proportions

in her life. A passion for beauty in all its

forms was an extra bequest, a racial in-

heritance.

At fifteen she was allowed to leave

home to be formally enrolled for the

study of film .acting in Rome. "It is

smart for parents to let you try your

wings as soon as possible," she says. Es-

pecially when they have prepared a girl

with character. Her budding prettiness

alone wasn't sufficient excuse for a screen

career to her parents; her vivid imagina-

tion and sensitiveness to the ways of

others fitted her for the gamble in their

estimation. So she was sent to the Motion

Picture Academy in the capital, a first-

class training school without parallel in

America. A year of industrious application

there and she secured a test which was so
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chockful of the promise of dramatic skill

she was able to make her film debut in a

leading role. Less than a year later, at

seventeen, she signed a long-term con-

tract as a full-fledged star.

"An Italian movie star is unlike an

American favorite in many ways," Valli

recounts. "We have our bobby-soxers

who sometimes tear at our clothes and

try to snip our hair when we make ad-

vertised personal appearances. But we do

not begin to have the all-around spot-

lighting of Hollywood. In Italy we are

nine-tenths of the time just like stage

stars. We do our acting in a studio in-

stead of in a theater, and then we dis-

miss it and drop into the metropolitan

mood of Rome. We are not conspicuous;

we do not have to live up to any exag-

gerations. I have made these informal

photographs of my new Hollywood home
exclusively for your Screenland Maga-

zine, and gladly, Ben. I hope they will

make your article more interesting. It is

something new for me; in Italy where and

how we lived was a minor matter. We do

not have requests to show our homes and

families. I had an apartment in Rome,

comfortable, but not a 'background.' We
are none of us beauty contest winners in

Italy, so becoming aware of my face and

hair all the time is a new task for me,

too. Back in Rome we are not expected

to be fashion plates. I haven't tried to

buy a spectacular wardrobe or sensation-

al jewels because those off-screen luxuries

do not particularly appeal to me." Dress-

ing with a quiet, unostentatious smart-

ness suits her exactly, I can add from

where I look!

As Maddelena Paradine, Valli's initial

appearance on our screens is as a classic

beauty, steeped in a worldly London

allure. Men are her destiny. "Being a—
how do you say?

—
'fatal woman' was act-

ing for me," she'll tell you frankly. "Such

sophistication is not in my character."

But neither was her final role before the

cameras in Rome like her real self; it de-

manded that she portray an ugly old

maid who, pathetically, never did get her

man. Plenty of makeup and her acting

technique turned that trick! Switching

subsequently here into the part of Olga

Treski, the poor girl from the Pennsyl-

vania mining village whose purity causes

a miracle, in "The Miracle of the Bells,"

was her second American challenge. She

had to learn a polish accent for it. Our

Hollywood girls envy Valli's Italian ca-

reer because there she was permitted a

wide range that developed her as an

artist; she wasn't typed as an ingenue

when she began nor held down to a static

personality. Box-office safety isn't the

first thought in Italy. Luckily it was

Selznick who got her, because he is one of

our persistent trail blazers. Realizing she

was far more than Europe's most beauti-

ful actress, he has vowed she'll have un-

diminished scope here.

"We do not have your wonderful studio

facilities or big production budgets," she

points out. "Our Italian films are made

in a month, or six weeks at the most. I've

spent more than three times as much

time on my first two pictures here. Of

course one nice thing about Italy is that

I worked only six or seven months out of

the year and had the rest of the time all

to myself. I hate rush. That's why I

haven't attempted to dash about Holly-

wood while working."

Becoming Italy's best romantic actress

at twenty-one was a tribute to her will-

ingness to work painstakingly. (Valli

won the equivalent to our Hollywood

Oscar at that age for her brilliant perform-

ance in "Piccolo Mondo Antico." What

a gala evening that was at the Venice

Festival of 1941!) She scored in ten

strong films between then and June. 1943,

when her studio was forced to suspend its

activities due to the political situation.

Rome suffered occupation by the Ger-

mans and she was asked, quite officially

by the Nazis, to join the reinstated

Fascist Party and to make propaganda

films. She declined. After repeated de-

mands the pressure grew so great she

went into hiding with friends. The Ger-

man-owned film company then domi-

nating movie production in occupied

Paris had word conveyed to her that she

would be more than welcome to a contract

Bogey gives his all (or so it would seem!) on radio broadcast with Al Jolson.
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there. Her message in reply was a refusal,
her grounds being that she no longer
wanted to continue as an actress.

She was put on the list of important
people in Italy to be liquidated by the
Germans. "I have found out who my
faithful friends are. It was a terrible, yet
wonderful period 'underground.' A small
group, eighteen of us, so close, so fortu-
nate, lived in four drab houses in Rome
for almost a year. Only four were con-
nected with movies—there was another
actress, and a director and his wife. We
were from all walks of life. But I've
never gone only with film people. We
were on the edge of the grimmest real-
ities. We couldn't step out daytimes for
fear of being recognized."

It was two-thirds of the path through
this desperate maze, while furiously as-

Below, George Reeves and Veronica Lake team
for NBC show. Right, Joan Caulfield and Lamont
Johnson, snapped during dramatic radio play.

sisting her countrymen in every way,
that despite all lurking dangers Valli fell

in love. Oscar de Mejo, tall, dark, and
mediumly handsome and with music ooz-
ing out of him, was fleeing the Nazi con-
scription for slave labor in Germany and
entered their group. The effect on Valli,
until then only given to a grand pretense
about love when before cameras, was
strictly dynamite.
"We hated each other the first time

we met," she laughingly will admit. "We
disliked a little less at the second meet-
ing. Then—oh, he was, he is marvelous!
We expected the Allies to liberate Rome
every day. How we ran for every report
from the battle of Anzio! Finally, Oscar
and I determined to be married without
waiting a bit longer. And we had a
church wedding, yes! Even though there
was a German Secret Service building on
one side of the church and a hotel requi-
sitioned by the Nazis on the other. We
had our ceremony at dawn. The priest
and our pals helped us be secretive about
it. Our honeymoon present was the last
bombardment we heard, later on that
day."

You can guess how she treasures a cer-
tain document, officially presented to her
the end of that same month by General
Roberto Beneivenga, the loyal military

commander of Italy's Roman area. It
confers a "Solemn Praise" on Valli "be-
cause during the German occupation, in-
spired by high patriotic feelings, disre-
garding the Nazi-Fascist surveillance, she
courageously excelled for the cause of
resistance by strongly helping the clan-
destine organizations for the liberation."

Fourteen months after her marriage
went by before she resumed her Italian
stardom. She took advantage of that
retirement to mother a fascinating son.
But more of Charlie, as the de Mejos call
their heir, later. Valli and her husband
attended a dance when life was once
more at least free, and a soldier from the
Rome office of the G.I.'s overseas' news-
paper, the Stars and Stripes, spotted her
there. He was no fool; he sent word to
Hollywood. This tip led to Selznick gath-
ering together samples from all her films,
though she didn't know it for a whole
year. The clips he looked at for a solid
two hours amazed him—her gamut in
characterization was far beyond that of
any American star! He saw her as a
sophisticated siren, then as an idealistic
woman who sacrificed her principles to
save her son. She was a rich country
girl whose tyrannical father was ultimate-
ly outwitted, and then a fallen woman a
newspaperman unsuccessfully tried to
lead back to a normal life. She evoked
laughs with her flair for the light touch.
Heavily dramatic, innocently romantic,
or gay comedienne! A man of shrewd
hunches, D.O.S. knew he'd found his next
sensation. When he had Gregory Peck,
Louis Jourdan, Ann Todd, Charles
Laughton, Ethel Barrymore, and Charles
Coburn assembled for an absorbing dra-
ma about one Mrs. Paradine, a glamorous
London socialite capable of murder, he
sent word to Valli that the opportunity
to shine in Hollywood was hers.

"I was so eager to come to America,"
she enthuses honestly. "What a mad
scramble it was finishing one more Italian
film, packing up, and saying farewell!"
Oscar and Charlie came with her, of
course. As a professional composer of
popular music, her husband was as eager
to sample the bigger opportunities for
his songs here as she was to act in our
pictures. They were met in New York
by Florence Cunningham, Selznick's ace
diction expert, who instantly started

Valli's English lessons. Oscar, not to be
outpaced, has vied in matching her
mastery of the tongue—Selznick also
thoughtfully sent a governess to meet
Charlie; at the ripe old age of three
Charlie not only speaks English with no
accent, but attends a daily nursery
school.

"Coming across America by train made
me want to travel all about the land. But
first I would like to know more of my
own favorite stars right here in Holly-
wood. I have now had time to meet a
few, such as Ingrid Bergman, Jennifer
Jones, and Greer Garson, and they are so
gracious. With this breathing spell I
want to meet Bette Davis, Katharine
Hepburn, and Garbo. I wonder what
Gary Cooper is like, and Humphrey Bo-
gart. I met Frank Sinatra when he came
to Rome to entertain American soldiers:
we did a radio show together then and so
getting here and into a picture with him
seems wonderful! Gregory Peck and
Louis Jourdan have proved such polished
actors, so pleasant personally. Fred Mac-
Murray is so incredibly easy-going; we
have no one as w/iactorish as he is, and
yet so effective, back in Italy."

"She's proud that such American play-
ers as Orson Welles, Turhan Bey, Nancy
Guild, Janis Carter, and Marc Piatt have
just been to Rome to make pictures
there. She discloses that Charles Laugh-
ton will go to her native country to film
his next drama, and that she's heard
Merle Oberon and Burgess Meredith may
team on Italian sets.

Meantime, she'll be partnering with a
succession of our top male stars in the
best stories Selznick can discover for her.
Oscar wants her to know his new pals
Tommy Dorsey and Benny Goodman.
Hedda Hopper has columned that Valli
shuns autograph seekers and Alida, be-
wildered by the mistaken charge, 'asks
with a gaiety I fall for, "Please go get me
a fan who wants my autograph!" Re-
assured that the accusation was a horri-
ble error, she proceeds to bounce Charlie,
babbling about his new companions at
the nursery school, on a well-rounded
knee and is affectionate toward the cap-
tivated friends she is accumulating in a
hemisphere brand-new to her. Life can't
handcuff her. Valiant is the word for
Valli!
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at large gatherings, like the recent Hol-

lywood Women's Press Club meeting

where he was chosen as the most cooper-

ative male star, and he was the life of

the luncheon.

To prove how considerate he is, in ad-

dition to being such fun, he always re-

members to send his hostess flowers the

next day, along with a little note thank-

ing her for having had such a wonderful

time. And show me a woman who

wouldn't be delighted to receive such at-

tention, especially from Cary Grant.

While it has been said that he is very

shy, Jimmy Stewart, believe it or not, is

a riot of fun at a party. Not only is he

one of the town's most eligible bachelors,

but he is a good dancer and has a fund

of droll stories, which are always hilar-

ious and also in good taste. Jimmy is

particularly thoughtful to older people

and will go out of his way to see that

elderly guests enjoy themselves. Jimmy

doesn't care for large parties, either, but

he always has the best time when there's

a piano around. If there is a pianist

playing, Jimmy will sit on the bench

watching and sometimes will join in with

a one-finger accompaniment, especially if

his pal, Hank Fonda, will join him. The

two of them have worked up a series of

variations on "Chopsticks" that's practi-

cally a concerto!

For a one-man "Information Please,"

director Eddie Goulding wins the gilt-

edged volumes of Encyclopedia Britan-

nica! Eddie can recite, from memory,

everything from "Hamlet" to the Holly-

wood Reporter. He knows all the an-

swers, and if there's a quiz game of any

sort you can be sure it will be an authen-

tic one. Eddie also has a large store of

amusing anecdotes, and his pixielike sense

of humor will lead him to give imperson-

ations of many of the famous stars he

has directed. However, he never teases

anyone, unless he thinks they are big

enough to take it. Recently at a party,

he gave an impersonation of Bette Davis

on the set that sent Bette herself into

gales of laughter.

I think Turhan Bey represents the ul-

timate in suave polish and perfect man-

ners. While he is very much a man's

man, he has a finesse and amiable charm

that endear him to all the ladies. He has

perfect taste in everything, too. He is an

authority on good music and can discuss

the subject intelligently with leading crit-

ics and famous artists. He is also a con-

noisseur of the finest wines, the most

lovely women, and the most haunting

songs. No wonder he is such a sought-

after escort by all the unattached ladies

in Hollywood.

Recently I asked Turhan what he con-

sidered were the most desirable require-

ments in a guest and he said, "Cobina, I

believe that a guest should realize what

his host's or hostess' responsibilities are,

especially at big parties, and try to be as

helpful as possible. If the guest knows

his host well and has been a frequent vis-

itor, then he should even act as a sort of

assistant host and help to entertain other

guests who are invited for the first time.

Of course, I think this holds true primar-

ily in the case of male guests, but I do

think it is one way of solving some of the

problems of large parties."

Another handsome young man who is

most "eligible" is my friend Tyrone Pow-
er, who is really one of our most effective

"Good Will" ambassadors. Whether Ty is

at an embassy party in Rome or at a

beach barbecue at Malibu, he is always

the same polite, courteous and charming

person.

He is also very well liked by the men
and recently, upon his return from Eu-

rope and Africa, the Mocambo tossed one

of the rare stag parties in the Champagne
Room honoring him, and a host of Ty's

men friends packed the place. That was,

naturally, one of the parties I couldn't

attend, but I had plenty of "spies" on

Romantic co-stars of Allied Artists' "Song

of My Heart," Audrey Long and Frank Sund-

strom, share the leaning chair on the set.

hand and they all remarked on how
pleased Power was over this tribute. Reg-

gie Gardiner, Greg Bautzer, Walter Win-

chell, "Hank" Fonda, Louis Jourdan, Bob
Hutton and the Ritz Brothers were just

a few members of the all-male contingent

of guests who appeared to welcome Ty
home.

Speaking of Reginald Gardiner, he cer-

tainly belongs on the list of "ten most

popular males," for the irrepressible

"Reggie" can be the life of any party.

His impersonations, whether it be of

women shopping or of a wallpaper de-

sign, are screamingly funny. Only recent-

ly he "stopped the show" at my house,

by doing an operatic duet with my little

singing poodle, Vivace. The other night

at Mary Pickford's he introduced a new
game for picture people which is played

with noises. Reggie makes a noise and

you have to guess the star and the title

of the film. For example, "Glug, Glug"

is Ray Milland in "The Lost Week-end";

"Clank, Clank" is Ingrid Bergman in ar-

mor in "Joan of Lorraine," and—this is

strictly Reggie
—

"Zip, Zip" is Linda Dar-

nell in "Forever Amber."
While we are on the subject of clown-

ing, we mustn't forget to add the name
of Phil Silvers, who can make even the

most stately dowager laugh until her

tiara tilts. Phil is a renowned gagster

and he will go to any length to play a

prank. Not long ago at a party of a well-

known producer who has a beautiful

home, Phil insisted on masquerading as

a sort of assistant butler. He kept serv-

ing all the wrong drinks, joining in the

various little conversational groups and
generally cutting up until the host had

to reveal the identity of his uninhibited

"butler." The climax came when he went

up to a titled Englishman with a ciga-

rette in one hand and said, "Pardon me,

sir, but may I trouble you for a light?"

Frequently those stars who play the

most rugged and the toughest roles on
the screen are the most affable and cour-

teous guests to have in your own home,

and I believe that this is certainly true

of Robert Mitchum. I must say I had
some misgivings when I first encountered

him at a party after having seen him in

pictures. To my surprise he proved to be

one of the most entertaining guests at the

party, and was so extremely considerate

of his hostess that I immediately wanted
to invite him to my next party. Since

that time we have become great friends,

and he has captivated so many hosts and
hostesses that I know his morning deliv-

ery of invitations almost rivals that of

his fan mail. While Bob prefers outdoor

parties with riding and swimming as the

main feature, he is equally at home in

the drawing room and he is surprisingly

adept on the dance floor.

One of Hollywood's inveterate party-

goers is my pal, Edgar Bergen, who is al-

ways in demand and who never fails to

provide something new and different for

every occasion, whether it be a large pub-

lic gathering or a small intimate social

affair.

Generally he is accompanied by his

wonderful and obstreperous little side-

kick, Charlie McCarthy, who has the

habit of popping up at even the most
formal functions. Edgar always tells me
that he leaves Charlie at home snugly

tucked in bed, but that the little imp of

a two-by-four finds some way to get out

and hide in the trunk of Edgar's car. But
Charlie is always such a riot that we just

have to include him on the "ten most
popular" list because I have never been

to a party where he was not most wel-

come—sometimes even outshining Edgar
when it came to fascinating the ladies.

Of course, no popularity poll—party or

otherwise—would be complete without

the name of Bob Hope. Bob is one of

the most amusing and clever people I

have ever known and his gift for ad-

libbing is as reliable as it is sensational.

When I was in England for the royal

wedding, I saw a great deal of Bob, and

I saw how delighted the King and Queen
were with his unfailing humor and never-

flagging wit. After he had been present-

ed to His Majesty, I said to Bob that I

had seen him entertain thousands of peo-

ple but that that was the first time I

ever saw him win a royal laugh.
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Torzan in Mexico

Continued from page 40

They thought I was kidding. La Jolla is

in California, the land of bathrooms, sew-
age systems, chlorinated water, govern-
ment inspected beef, and blondes.

The other day I heard a little ten-

year-old boy observe, with all the smug-
ness of a child who has been born and
raised in Hollywood, "Aw, those Johnny
Weissmuller pictures are all phonies. The
jungles are on a sound stage. The palms
are all potted." Little boy, the palms
aren't the only things that are potted in

this life. We were practically embalmed
with Mexican beer our entire time down
there. Every time we got reckless and
drank good old plain water, we got good
old stomach cramps. There were shark
and octopus in the water. Everything, as
a matter of fact, but mermaids.

One week we had to go to Port Mar-
cos, a very, very native island. Before
you can land and go to work, you have
'o make negotiations with the king of the
sland. We didn't know about getting
ermission, so we just went over in boats
nd landed. When we got there, we no-
iced about a hundred pair of unfriendly
yes looking at us from the jungle. I
on't know very much Aztec, but the

other members of the cast and crew
didn't know any, so they looked hope-
fully at me. I was all painted up to look
like Benji, but those natives knew my
dialogue was wrong—even if I did look
something like them.

I approached the king. He was a typ-
ical native kind with nothing on but a
G-string and a warning look in his eyes.
He was smoking a big black cigar made
especially for him by his subjects, swing-
ing in a hammock and picking his teeth
with a big sharp knife. I started to talk
to him.

He said, "You no come on island. You
tell rest of them no come on island!"

I turned around to tell Johnny Weiss-
muller, but he said, "Never mind, bud.
We understand by the expression in his
eyes."

The king said, "You come back bring
presents?"

I said, "Tequilla?"
He said, "No, new pesos and scotch!

Black label!"

Well, that's what advertising does for
a product.

We put the canoes in reverse and went
back to Acapulco. Barney Briskin, the
associate producer, said, "What are you
guys doing back here?"

I said, "We've got news for you: we
aren't going back there. We don't like the
looks of the man with the big stomach

.

Did you get permission to go on that
island?"

"Nope," said Barney. "And don't give
me any fairy tales."

He got into the boat with us, creating
sort of a This-Expedition-Must-Not-Fail!
atmosphere. We turned around and
headed for the island again. About seven
hundred yards from the shore, we heard
the native drums. We could see every-
one dancing and carrying on like they
were looking forward to our arrival. In

Love-quiz . . For Married Folks Only

WHY DOES SHE SPEND
THE EVENINGS ALONE?

A. Because she keeps her home immaculate, looks as pretty as
she can and really loves her husband, BUT she neglects that
one essential . . . personal feminine hygiene.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Is this really important to married happiness?
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lack of the intimate daintiness dependent on effective douching.
For this, look to reliable "Lysol" brand disinfectant.
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Yes, the proved germicidal efficiency of "Lysol" requires only
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odors, give a fresh, clean, wholesome feeling, restore every
woman's confidence in her power to please.

How about homemade douching solutions, such as salt and soda?

A. They have no comparison with the scientific formula of "Lysol"
which has proved efficiency in contact with organic matter.
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ALWAYS USE "LYSOL'

with perfect grooming .

in the douche, to help give the assurance that comes
. confidence in "romance appeal."
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your doctor

'Lysol" is non-injurious to deli-

cate membrane. Its clean, anti-
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ing solution.
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Peggy Cummins greets Tyrone Power on

fact, they looked a little too eager. They
had a big pot boiling.

Mr. Briskin took one look at the set-

up and said, "Let's get out of here!"

It began to look as if we weren't going

to film a picture about Africa, after all.

Then we decided the answer was to be

properly guarded by the Mexican militia.

Now I don't know whether you've seen

the Mexican militia. In the big cities,

they are trained, modern, and efficient.

But in the outlying districts it's another

story, for the army bought up all the old

Italian uniforms, and they aren't exactly

tailor-made. Maybe a soldier is size six-

teen, but he has to wear a size forty uni-

form—there are no size sixteens. They
have old guns, and they don't know what

end to use. You think they are pointing

the gun at you and they almost shoot

themselves. We felt about as safe with

them as we did without them.

Anyway, we landed on the island. The
natives were still beating their drums, but

the army offered our gifts. Things looked

a lot more friendly. Even the malaria

flies were friendly. They got in our brown
makeup and got lost and you couldn't get

them out. We'd get hot and thirsty and
ask for a glass of water. A native boy
would bring around a sheepskin, and the

water was so dirty it would be brown.

We finally got set up and were in the

middle of a very tense scene when our

director, Robert Florey, decided that

everyone was too hot, tired and disgust-

ed to finish the scene—so he just stopped

work. The moment we did, all the na-

tives looked at us suspiciously. I said to

Florey, "You don't know these people as

well as I do. Don't look mad. Every-

body keep smiling!" So, despite the heat,

the flies, the thick pancake makeup, we
kept on smiling. We were very, very

nice. I sang Calypso songs for them. We
did everything but turn cartwheejs. At
five o'clock our boats hadn't come for us

yet. Florey asked, "How long do we
have to keep laughing?"

I took a look at the chief, who didn't

look happy. "I don't know," I said, "but

keep it going."

Finally, when we got ready to leave,

the king informed us he wanted money
—$3,500 worth of pesos, $700 American
money—the next day. That's very cheap

for location, so the next morning we
brought the money over. But he wanted
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Escape" set during his stopover in England.

the bright new silver pesos that the Presi-

dent of Mexico had just put out. Seven

hundred dollars in either American or

Mexican silver would have required prac-

tically a steamer to bring over, and we
had a time explaining he could trade in

the pesos for the new silver. Finally, we
finished shooting on the island.

At last, we were back in Acapulco.

Though things weren't exactly like home,
and despite our bad luck with cabbages

and kings, we had fun. When we re-

turned to the hotel after work, we'd

sometimes sit around in our makeup.
This character I was portraying, Benji,

had long hair and a little moustache and
spoke with a dialect. Every now and
then a group of tourists would come
through and eye me with interest. Some-
times the group would include a beauti-

ful blonde, and since we hadn't seen a

blonde for weeks, we would perk up.

One day a girl from Chicago came
sauntering over. She came up to Johnny
Weissmuller and me and said, "You're

making a picture here, aren't you?"
Johnny pointed at me, "Him no speak

English!"

"He doesn't?" she asked, just a shade

doubtfully. "Well, who are you then?'

Johnny expanded, "Buster Crabbe," he
said.

"Oh," she beamed. "I just knew I rec-

ognized you!"

So Johnny started beating on his chest

and giving the Tarzan yell, and everyone

froze to startled silence. You could hear

that yell for six blocks. But Johnny felt

like relieving the monotony. It was the

only way we could have fun. The days

went on and on; everybody got sick with

something. We had a wonderful time.

Everyone should go on jungle location.

But we did have our laughs, and some
of them were on me. There's one scene

in the picture where I have to joust.

When they nailed a little two-by-three-

foot platform to the prow of my canoe, I

explained carefully that I couldn't swim.

They gave me this pole, and instead of

it being made of bamboo so it would be

light, they had made it out of lead or

something. It had taken five guys to

carry it to me, but the director kept yell-

ing for me to handle it with dexterity

and ease, anyway. With a thing like that

to upset my balance, I wasn't reassured

when I noticed black fins passing.

SCREENLAND

I asked one of the Mexicans, "Any
sharks in this water?"

"No, senor," he said politely.

"Well, then, what are those black fins?"

"Don't worry, senor," the boy assured

me courteously. "Sharks do not see so

good."

This did not cheer me up, because I

knew that pole was going to upset my
balance and I was going to fall in the

water and I couldn't swim. Well, I fell.

You never saw anyone swim so fast in

your life. I got out of there. When I

lifted myself out of the water, the crew

kidded me. They had put a shark's fin

on a wire for atmosphere—but they had-

n't told me.
This island was more or less jinxed.

Once, we were marooned for thirty-six

hours during a hurricane. It was impos-

sible to get a boat ashore. Although

Brenda Joyce and Johnny Weismuller

were the stars, they fared no better than

the rest of us. We had a few packages

of cigarettes, which were doled out meti-

culously. We had a dozen nickel choco-

late bars, and we divided them in equal

parts. We told Johnny he didn't need his

two ounces because he was bigger and
stronger than the rest of us.

Johnny said, "Don't give me that rou-

tine, brother. There's more of me to

feed!"

We laughed and clowned a lot to keep

our spirits up, but a hurricane is no joke.

With a tree, a rock, a bush for shelter,

it was no laughing matter. And, in case

you've never realized it, thirty-six hours

can be a long, long time.

All the time we were on location, it

was a nice feeling to realize that Johnny
Weissmuller was no drug store hero.

Those muscles aren't padded. Those agile

stunts aren't performed by doubles: One
day we had cause to be very happy about

this particular fact. We were out about

two miles when the ship's motor suddenly

went dead. In those remote waters, you
just don't sight ships every three minutes

like Fifth Avenue buses. We knew it

might be days before anyone would sail

close enough to us to see our predica-

ment.
Brenda Joyce and Linda Christians

looked hopefully at Robert Florey, but

he was no mechanic. As for me, I was
willing enough to take the motor apart

—

for the heck of it—but I was reasonably

certain the attempt would wind up the

same way it had when, as a child, I had
gleefully removed all the parts of an

uncle's favorite watch. It never ran again.

Just about then, I saw Johnny sizing

up the shore line. It was two miles dis-

tant, but that wasn't what was worry-

ing an athlete like Johnny. It was those

little black fins in the water. It was that

full-size octopus we had seen the day be-

fore. Johnny clowned it up, but we were

frankly worried.

"I guess the only thing to do is to

swim for it," he said. "You stay here

like good children while I go for help."

He didn't have to warn us. Nothing
short of starvation could have budged us

from that boat. The water was decep-

tively clear and inviting, but we figured

that clearness would help a shark's vision

quite a bit. So we sat stolidly in our

little boat under the broiling sun.



If You Want- to Look Smart!

Continued from page 47

These are the names of the manufac-
turers whose clothes are featured on
pages 46-47:

Beige raincoat

Aquatogs, Inc.

250 West 39th Street

New York 18, N. Y.

Two-piece worsted suit

Ciro Sportswear
530 Seventh Avenue
New York 18, N. Y.

Striped sr'lk and blue cotton dresses
Surrey Classics

498 Seventh Avenue
New York 18, N. Y.

Pamisheen topper by Marki
Mike Schulman, Inc.

230 West 38th Street

New York 18, N. Y.

Not Johnny. He was over the side and
(

fifty yards away before we knew what
had happened. We watched him—and if

there is a better and more graceful swim-
mer, I haven't seen him—as he swam
effortlessly through the water. He headed
straight for shore, and brought back a
boat to rescue us. We didn't say much,
but it took a lot of courage to dive into
those waters. Nor is two miles an easy
stint. Yes, we were glad Johnny is no
phony character. He couldn't have done
a better job if Tarzan had coached him.

I've had a lot of experiences in my life.

For one thing, I was born totally blind

and didn't regain my eyesight until I was
seven years old. For another, I studied
cello until an accident severed a ten-

don in my left hand and made it imprac-
tical for me to continue. At seventeen, I

I was a sculptor and taxidermist at the
Museum of Arts and Sciences in New
York and went on an eighteen-month ex-

pedition to the heart of Africa. When I

returned, Antoine, the famous hair-stylist,

saw a head I had designed in a Tiffany
window. He contacted me and asked me
to be his assistant. I went to Paris with
this fabulous eccentric, who—among oth-
er things—always slept in a coffin! Final-
ly, under my own name of Mario, I was
earning $25,000 a year with my own
beauty salons when I decided to take a
plunge in the movies. I started in west-
erns, and I couldn't even ride a horse.
Later, I was entertaining the boys at a
veteran's hospital when someone decided
I had a voice, and I was signed by Mer-
cury Records. Even my first important
screen role, as the Italian officer in "A
Walk in the Sun," was a strange one: I
didn't speak a word erf English all the
way through the film. Some people don't
live routine lives, and I guess I am just

one of those people.

But now I realize that past experiences
pale in the light of my adventures with
Tarzan. Laughs, thrills, chills were the
paints used on our canvas. So when you
see Tarzan, and the rest of us, on the
screen, don't sell those thrills short. Let
yourself go and get good and scared. We
were!
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Wedding Bells for Janis

Continued from page 45

want to feel married for ever and ever!"

Jack Warner, to whom she is under

contract, gave her her dress, and told her

to get whatever she wanted. She floated

in to see Billy Treville, famous clothes

creator—Janis floats these days, she's so

thrilled!—and asked for heavy oyster

shell satin, made with tiny waist, ballet

length skirt, puffed sleeves, and a veil.

Billy said: "Yes!" and "Yes!" and "Yes!"

and she floated out again.

The dress looks like something out of

the Gay Nineties, with its 22V2 inch

waist, fifteen yard skirt, and ruffled taf-

feta petticoat. It's drop-shouldered with

a small bertha above its puffed sleeves

that meet long, white gloves, and it has

an inset lace yoke, embroidered in seed

pearls. The veil! Janis says: "Oh. my!"

every time she thinks of it. A tiny elas-

tic fits around her hair when it's drawn

to the top of her head, then the red curls

are arranged over the veil in artistic fash-

ion. The veil ruffles out below her eyes

in front and falls hiplength in back.

You need a magnifying glass to see the

tiny stitches. Mrs. Clark, who did Janis'

"Cheyenne" wardrobe, and who consid-

ers Janis her "baby," headed the corps of

women who worked on the dress. They

made the bride a blue garter trimmed in

rosebuds, and a lace handkerchief fit for

a queen.

Janis' sister, Mrs. Betty Phinney, ma-

tron of honor, wore a ballet length pur-

ple moire dress that sets off her shining

blonde hair, a halo hat made of live pink

roses. Their mother, a brown satin suit,

matching mink hat.

For weeks, Janis couldn't find the right

church for the ceremony. "A big church

seemed so cold," she told me, "and the

little chapels didn't appeal to me. One

day, Mother and I were driving in the

Valley along Coldwater Canyon when we

came on a little redwood church with a

steeple with a bell in it. A sign in front

said: 'Come In. Our Doors Are Never

Closed.' We went in and I knew I'd

found my church. It's Nonsectarian, built

in 1940 for $500 and contributed labor.

Inside, it's knotty pine. There's a tiny

altar with lovely candelabra, copper wall

brackets and the pews are upholstered in

blue."

Reverend John Wells, who greeted

them, is "the kind of old-fashioned min-

ister you dream of," according to the

bride. He makes no charge for the twelve

to fifteen weddings a month that he con-

ducts.

"When we went to pick out my en-

gagement ring," recalled Janis, "the jew-

eler had unset stones ready. The instant

I saw this one, I knew it was for me. I

wanted something unostentatious, but

beautiful. Frank selected two triangle

diamonds to go with it." She eyed her

ornamented third finger, blissfully. "My
wedding ring has three little stones, and

on each anniversary Frank will add an-

other. Frank gave me a new Oldsmobile

convertible for an engagement present,

and had 'Mrs. M.' painted on the door!"

She beamed all over.

Her going-away dress! What, what,

what should she wear? Janis pondered

her problem, happily. She loves clothes;

now she has more than she ever dreamed

she'd have. The new suit, the tomato-red

jacket with the new wing collar, black

skirt and white ermine hat? Or the white

knit outfit with a fur stole? The white

knit was her mother's trousseau gift. The
trousseau is practically inexhaustible. I

must mention a yellow-gold knit dress,

with bag, gloves and shoes to match, and

a black taffeta suit, made with full bal-

let-length skirt, tight black taffeta girdle,

bolero jacket with wings instead of

sleeves, and white organdie blouse with

big puffed sleeves. Janis couldn't find the

Donald Buka's cairn terrier inspects car-

washing job. Donald is the lad who won

five awards from the New York drama critics

in a single year, and is now scheduled to

win femme hearts in Howard Hughes' produc-

tion, "Vendetta," a provocative melodrama

of ideological conflict (it says here!).

blouse she wanted to complete this cos-

tume of her own design, but one day she

saw one embroidered in peasant colors on

sale for $8.98. She stood there, saying:

"Let's see" for a while, then bought it.

It took all day to rip out the colors and

make a collar, two nights to trim it with

lace.

You may have heard her love story,

but she likes to tell how she met Frank

between 9 and 9:15 p.m., August 10th,

1947, and fell in love with him at first

sight. They were in San Francisco at

Tom Harris', she was between shows at

a local theater. Frank was tall and hand-

some, he looked strong and kind, but

that wasn't it. She thought: "I don't

know who he is, what he does, where he

lives, or even if he's married. But oh,

here is the One!"

"I'd had plenty of dates. I'd had some

proposals. But no one had meant any-

thing till then. I can't imagine learning

to love Frank—I loved him right away!"

She doesn't think Frank felt the same

way. Naively, she supposes she trapped

him.
That was Sunday. When they said

goodnight, she thought she'd never see

him again. Monday, before she was up,

he telephoned. She had to leave early

Thursday, but for three days whenever

she was free Frank was with her, show-

ing her San Francisco as it's never been

shown before. They said goodbye

Wednesday midnight. "This is the end!"

she thought. Unable to sleep, she spent

the night packing. At 4 a.m., Frank was
on the telephone asking to take her to

the airport at 5 for the 6 o'clock plane.

They breakfasted together, Time whoosh-

ing along faster than a supersonic rock-

et; then she was on her plane, and once

more it was over.

Reporting in Laguna to do a play,

Janis had a long distance call. Frank
was lonesome. Wasn't that wonderful?

He burned up the telephone wires all

week, then came down, again and again.

On September 16th, Janis' birthday, they

told her mother of their engagement.

Frank's father is the proprietor of the

famous Bal Tabarin in San Francisco,

and Frank has a smaller restaurant of

his own. Since he won't ask Janis to

give up her career, Frank will sell his

restaurant and go into business in Los

Angeles. Then they'll build a small house,

and furnish it in Early American and
Victorian. Janis has selected silver in

a Victorian pattern. Frank's grandmoth-

er gave them a chair her mother brought

around the Horn many years ago, and a

century-old piece of petitpoint, never

made up. Frank's relatives presented two
marble-topped tables, and urge the hon-

eymooning couple to select what they

want from a houseful of antiques. "His

grandmother gave' us two old copper pails

in which her grandmother cooked over

a German fire, long ago! We could make
them into lamps; but it would be fun to

hang them in our fireplace when we
build. These wonderful old family treas-

ures start us off with traditions!

"I happened to find two little antique

chairs upholstered in pale pink velvet

that went with nothing in our house.

They were so sweet, I couldn't resist

them. A Frenchman came to clean a

rug, saw the chairs and said he could do

them over. He found some heavy bril-

liant red velvet and antique tacks in

yellow gold; when he brought them back,

he simply pranced around them, he was

so proud. I was so excited, I nearly

died!"

Life is all joy and bliss: they have

everything, even to a red-headed bride

for the wedding cake!

Honeymoon plans? Secret. They've

been changed three times. Not a syllable

of a hint will pass Janis' lips till she's

home in Hollywood to do "One Sunday

Afternoon." But she's sure her honey-

moon will be Out Of This World. If she

floats above the earth now, then, she'll

float above the clouds!
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Rugged Ryan

Continued from page 21

he comes closest to showing the true pic-

ture of European conditions as you or I

might have interpreted them.

To begin with, Bob is not alarmed by
talk of war between this country and any
other European power. That's primarily
because he feels we will help rehabilitate

Europe through the Marshall plan. But
a more decisive factor in favor of con-
tinued peace is the complete physical ex-

haustion of the people all over the con-
tinent.

Bob's stay in Europe extended over a
period of about two months, during
which most of his time was spent in Ger-
many, where he was appearing in scenes
for the RKO picture, "Berlin Express."
So for the sake of following his story
faithfully, as he experienced it, it is fit-

ting that we begin with his observations
of that country.

First, however, it would seem advis-
able to tell you something about Bob
Ryan personally, in case you are not fa-

miliar with his background. This will

help you to draw your own conclusion
about his observations in Europe. It will

also show you, as I have previously
stated, why his reactions could probably
have been about the same as our own.

Bob became an actor when he was 28.
ike many young men around his age, he
ad been a victim of the depression. He
ad been graduated from Dartmouth in

1932, only to face a world that could not
give him employment. Thus caught in
an economic trap, he did just what you
or I might have done, and many of us
id. He took whatever honest employ-
ent he could find. At various times he
orked as a sandhog, sewer builder, min-

er, cowboy, bodyguard-chauffeur, photog-
rapher's model and finally a WPA em-
ployee. He even took a job as a seaman
on a freighter which went to Africa and
around the cape to the East African
coast. But he didn't see much scenery on
this odyssey. He was one of the "black
crew" in the engine room.

The WPA in Chicago, his native city,

gave Bob his best break since leaving col-
lege. He became a paving supervisor,
and eight hours of straw-bossing a day
left him some leftover energy for night
work. This is when he turned to acting,
starting with a gratis job staging and
directing a play at a private school for
girls.

After working at another series of jobs
and managing to accumulate a little mon-
ey, Bob took a gamble and invested in
an oil well in Michigan. As oil well earn-
ings go, Bob made a modest profit and
decided to invest it in a trip to Holly-
wood. But from here on, until his break
in pictures, life was one disappointment
after another.

Bob followed the general procedure of
selling himself to casting offices and
agents, but nothing happened. One agent
leveled off with him and told him one
reason why he couldn't make the grade
in pictures was because he didn't look
like an actor. But he persisted, in the
meantime having acquired himself a wife,

The custom of vaginal douching is so
great today—the question is not
whether a woman should douche

—

but rather what she should put in
the douche.
And you certainly will want to know

that no other type liquid antiseptic-
germicide tested for the douche is

SO POWERFUL yet SO HARMLESS as
zonite! Scientists tested every gener-
ally known antiseptic and germicide
they could find on sale. And no other
type was so powerful yet so safe
to tissues.

Cautions Against Weak
or Dangerous Products

Pity those old-fashioned women
who from ignorant advice of friends
still use such 'kitchen makeshifts' as
vinegar, salt or soda in the douche.
Vinegar, salt or soda in the douche are
NOT germicides! They never in this
world can give the great germicidal
and deodorizing action of zonite.
Some day you'll realize the impor-

tance of using only a germicide

intended for vaginal douching—one
powerfully germicidal with deodor-
izing and dissolving qualities yet one
safe to tissues. So why not benefit by
zonite now?

A Modern Miracle
zonite positively contains no phenol,
no mercury—no harsh acids—over-
strong solutions of which may damage
tissues and in time even impair func-
tional activity of mucous glands.
zonite is truly a modern miracle ! You
can use it as directed as often as needed
without the slightest risk of injury.
zonite is non-irritating. Non-poison-
ous—no poison warning is needed on
the zonite bottle.

zonite actually destroys and
removes odor-causing, clinging waste
substances, helps guard against infec-
tion. It immediately kills every germ
it touches. You know it's not always
possible to contact all the germs in
the tract. But you can be sure zonite
does kill every reachable germ and
keeps them from multiplying. Com-
plete directions with every bottle.

Zonite
FOR NEWER

feminine Aiit/griene

FREE! NEW!
For amazing enlightening new

Booklet containing frank discussion
of intimate physical facts, recently
published — mail this coupon to

Zonite Products, Dept. S-48, 370
Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

State-
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it's self adjusting I

4i

' Counterpoint's'

ingeniously interlocking

breast sections are seamless.

Therefore, they have no fixed

to mar their accurate fit and they

adjust themselves to the exact

requirements of your bosom. You really have

to try on "Counterpoint" to see what wonderful

uplift and accentuation it gives you!

"Counterpoint" combines Nylon Marquisette

and Satin ... in Tearose, White, or Black . . .

Sizes 32, 34, 36, 38 . . . $2.00

"There is a Maiden Form
for Every Type of Figure!"

Send for free Style Folders: Maiden Form
Brassiere Company, Inc., New York 16, N. Y.

I Lovely sterling silver!
Icushion shape Betl
I ring No. 96 in yourl
I month Blrthstonel
| Color or in a black!
"onyx" color given I

I for selling 4 boxes of I

I Rosebud Salve at 25c I

I each OR you can se- f

Iect No. 104 sterling ring with brilliant!

lettoimitate diamond. Order 4 salve.

(Will mail No. 96 or No. 104 ring and 4 salve NOW if you
send $1.00 with order). Order vour choice in size 5 to 9.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. Box 73. WD0DSB0R0. MARYLAND

FULLY GUARANTEED • MONET BACK IF NOT OELIGHTEO

MAKE
THIS

fOU
WANT

HAIR
Send No Money . . . Send Only

Small Strand ofYour Hair

It's AMAZING . . . how long,
thrilling hair adds allure, helps
win romance, love.

Longer, Lovelier Hair may
result when dry, brittle break

-

ingoff hair can be retarded and
scalp and hair ere healthy,
vigorous ... so hair has chance
to get longer, more beautiful
Just try Beauty-Glo System 7

days. Your mirror will tell.

Send $1 (if CO D. postage
extra) with address.

BEAUTY GLO SYSTEM
Dept. 61

3975 Carlisle Ave
Balto.

rnrr nc Beauty Secret» Uied By IMo»i»
rntt 10 start . . . Included With Order.

the former actress, Jessica Cadwalader,

whose own experiences had been about as

tough as Bob's.

Considering that Bob's name now helps

adorn the star roster at RKO, his up-

ward struggle certainly qualifies him as a

typical American. Now you will under-

stand why his comments on Europe are

about as free of the usual folderol as

possible. Bob saw Europe through the

common sense eyes of a practical man,
and that's the main reason why he could

feel no lightness when he started talking

about it.

If other observers have said they found

absolutely no hope in the German peo-

ple, Bob goes them one better—or worse.

He found them reduced to the lowest

possible economic denominator. He is also

grimly convinced that Germany at pre-

sent would welcome another war between
the East and the West. They have fallen

so low that they could only benefit by
such a conflict.

For example, money is worthless in

Germany as far as Germans are con-

cerned. When the "Berlin Express" com-
pany hired a professional German actor

to play a bit role in the picture, he took
the job only if they would pay him off

with a new pair of trousers.

"The best way I can describe the Ger-

mans," Bob told me, "is that they are

punch drunk. They have absolutely no
spirit. They were very cooperative with

us, but that was for a practical reason.

They wanted to earn what they could

from us, and they could do this only by
helping us."

Even with this realistic analysis of the

Germans, however, Bob and his fellow

troupers felt only compassion for these

people. "In our company," he told me,
"there was one English actor whose home
had been destroyed by the German air-

force. In fact, the war had done irrepar-

able harm to his entire family. But after

two days in Germany he could feel only

sympathy and pity for the people. You
simply can't feel bitterness for suffering

humanity, and everyone who sees the

Germans feels that way."
Having completed "Crossfire," a pic-

ture attacking racial intolerance, just be-

fore he sailed for Europe, Bob was ex-

tremely keen about trying to find out if

the old Nazi idealogy of race discrimina-

tion still permeated the Germans. His

honest conclusion was that it still does.

"You never meet a German who had
been a Nazi," he told me, "but you know
they were because they so violently pro-

test their innocence. Most of them tell

you that they had wanted to come to

America when Hitler assumed power, but
the cases I took the trouble to investi-

gate showed that the principals could

have left the country if they had really

wanted to. Besides, the American immi-

gration quota before the war was never

completely filled up from Germany."
' On the other hand, Bob is convinced

there is no such thing as a German un-

derground. "I am sure there is no organ-

ized resistance against the Allies," he

said, "because the people simply do not

have enough energy to be concerned with

such a thing. They are too defeated.

They are interested only in a hand-to-

mouth existence, and the future can take

care of itself."

Bob did notice, though, that the Ger-

mans were always playing up the Rus-

sians as heavies. The chief reason for

this is that they wanted to keep the

Americans in their country to supervise

affairs. The people are aware that if the

Americans pull out they will be left to

the mercy of a more hard-bitten con-

queror. For that matter, Bob had to take

the German attitude against the Russians

as having some foundation. It is impos-

sible for an outsider to gain any first-

hand information about the Russians.

"That iron curtain," quipped Bob, "is

about two feet thick."

With all the chaos and uncertainty of

their lives, the Germans nevertheless are

holding to their old pattern of life as

much as possible. The family still re-

mains the basis of their society, and
relatives stay together wherever possible.

When I asked Bob to describe the

most cheerful scene he could remember
having seen in Germany, he simply

couldn't answer the request. Apparently

there is nothing but gloom on all sides.

In the whole of the American occupied

sector of Berlin, for example, there are

only two theaters and the same number
of night clubs. But the films shown are

ancient and uninteresting, and in the so-

called night clubs one can only buy in-

ferior beer and unpalatable wine.

"The most depressing sight I saw," he

added grimly, "was the rather common
one of watching children hitched to carts,

like horses, hauling things from one place

to another. These youngsters hire them-

selves out as beasts of burden in order to

help earn a little more for themselves and
their families. Everyone in our company
felt complete sympathy for the children.

After all, a child is a child anywhere, a

helpless victim of the mistakes made by
his elders."

After leaving Frankfort, where most of

the scenes of "Berlin Express" were

filmed, Bob and other members of the

cast went to Paris for a visit. There Bob
found that the proverbial French gaiety

was not entirely dead. In fact, he was
much more cheerful about his report on

France in general.

"Superficially," he observed, "Paris

seems as gay as ever. There are thea-

ters, night clubs, horse racing and all the

old amusements that we have in this

country. But underneath, the large ma-
jority of people feel the weight of the

day-to-day struggle of making ends meet.

There are two classes of well-fed French-

men, the very rich and those who live on

the land outside the cities. The average

Frenchman is caught in a squeeze be-

tween these two classes."

To give you a concrete example of

what the lot of the working man is, Bob
cited a luncheon he and three friends

had in a restaurant in St. Germaine, a

suburb of Paris. The meal for the four

cost as much as a French working man
makes in a month.

"In France," he told me, "the feeling

is far from apathetic, as it is in Ger-

many. The French are too volatile to

take things lying down. The atmosphere

is more of tension than anything else be-

cause of the very nature of the people.

A Parisian will still bawl out a gendarme

in the middle of a boulevard if he feels
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his rights as a citizen have been vio-
lated."

Bob is inclined to believe that the
French spirit is one of the hopeful signs
of Europe. He is convinced, after talk-
ing to numerous Frenchmen, that they
will never allow themselves to become
the victims of an iron-clad dictatorship
of any kind. He cited the activities of
the underground in that country during
the last war. If Communism is ever fully
established, it will be a French brand of
communism that allows most of the an-
cient freedoms to which the people have
been accustomed.

Another reason why the French offer
more hope for peace in Europe is a very
practical one. They are better off than
either the Germans or the English. Theirs
is essentially an agricultural country, and
food is the answer to any stabilization
that will come to Europe.
"In England," Bob told me, "you don't

hear any complaining. The English be-
come offended if you talk about their
short circumstances. And another thing,
there is no thought in England that there
will be another war. The people I saw
seem simply too dazed from the effects
of the last one to be able to contemplate
such a repetition of history in the near
future."

Bob's personal attitude is that the
United States should go all out in help-
ing the people of Europe rehabilitate
themselves. It is clear from what he saw
that the countries over there are so eco-
nomically depleted that through sheer
necessity they will be friendly toward
the way of life that shows them the
most aid.

"I have never in my life felt like stand-
ing on a soap box before," he said with
serious determination, "but I feel like do-
ing just that now, after returning from
what I saw over there to the abundance
that is ours aver here. I not only want
to do something to help the people of
Europe, but I feel it is my moral obliga-
tion to urge other people to do the same
thing."

Bob even threw caution to the wind in
telling me how he and his wife have be-
come a part of the American Aid to
France movement. He doesn't care if

people accuse him of seeking publicity,
which is far from his purpose, when he
says that he and his wife are now send-
ing regular food parcels to families in
France. He only hopes that his example
will suggest the same thing to others.

Oddly enough, Bob's feeling on re-
turning from Europe is almost identical
to the one of the character he portrays
in "Berlin Express." When he was given
that assignment all he could think of was
that he would get a sight-seeing trip
abroad. The young agricultural expert he
portrays in the picture went over with
the same idea in mind, only to return to
this country a zealot for the helping of
the unfortunate Europeans. How they
got that way doesn't matter.

And lest Bob appear to be above a
comment on the long and short skirts, he
did have something to say on that score.
"I think they should be shorter," he em-
phasized. "The naked of Europe need
clothing, and the extra cloth saved by
shorter skirts will help to that end."

Are you in the know ?

If urged to go when Mom's
said "no"-

D Be cagey

D Pout and protest

d Lassie, come home

When the gang heads for forbidden ground
— what's your cue? To moan about Mom
(and be labelled "angel child") ? Stamp

your heels and be dubbed a bum sport?
Be cagey! Suggest a likelier spot, where
the eats or music's more fun. It takes
tactj Wherever you go -at trying times,
you're super-smooth when you've chosen
Kotex. For '"tactful" is indeed the word
for those flat pressed ends that prevent
revealing outlines. With Kotex, your public
need never know!

Why is she giving him the go-by?
She's wolf-wary

She's "specs" shy

She's a snub-deb

Maybe her future just passed? She wouldn't
know. Her glimmers need glasses. Why be
"specs" shy? Lenses today look mighty
swish when the frames natter your features,

your coloring. They'll keep you from miss-
ing fun and friends. At certain times, if it's

comfort you're missing— try the new, softer
Kotex. You've never known a napkin with
such heavenly softness that holds its shape.
Made to stay soft while you wear it. And
your new Kotex Sanitary Belt gives such
comfortable fit. It s adjustable; all-elastic!

In hem-lengths, is your best bet—
70 inches from the floor

No-frump

Half-calf

Before you get ankle-deep in hemlines,
consider your height and heft. Too-long
skirts dwarf tiny gals; give "tubba tubbas"
a dowdy look. For towering teens, the bal-

lerina's better than an unbroken, "bean-
pole" line. Be sure of a no-frump deal!
Choose the length most becoming to you.
Your choice of sanitary napkins, too, should
depend on your individual needs. Try Regu-
lar, Junior, Super Kotex. See which suits

you best. All 3 sizes have an exclusive
safety center, to give you extra protection!

More H/o/r?e/? c/?oose ACOTEX*

g^SfpP *// o/6er sawfar/ naphhs
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Look for

this...

The mark inlaid at

the back of the han-

dle of this finer silver-

plate means; two
blocks of sterling are

inlaid at backs of

bowls and handles of

most used spoons and

forks. Fifty-two piece

set $68.50 with chest

(No Federal Tax). All

patterns made in U.S.A.

HOLMES & EDWARDS

STERLING INLAID*

SILVERPLATE

Copyright 1948. Tin International Silver Co.. Holmas 8 Edwaris Division,

Meriden, Conn. Sold in Canada by : TheT. Eaton Co., Ltd. oRee.U.S.Pat.Off.

TINY RADIO!

n
Fits in Your Hand
REALLY WORKS
TOO! Unbreakable
RED Plastic Cabi-
nets. NO TUBES,

Wgm BATTERIES OR» ELECTRIC "PLUG-
r INS"! Works on new

Patented "Permacrystal"
and Roto Tuner! EASY TO

USE! SHOULD LAST FOR YEARS!

GUARANTEED TO WORK
ANYWHERE FOR YOU on local radio programs!

1
nn tl «. * J or send only $1.00 (bill,

nly $3.77 Postpaid money order or check) and
pay postman 2.99 plus postage on delivery. Complete
Ready to Play—marvelous Gifts—Bargain Priced; Get
Your Tiny Radio Now! . .

Pakette Products Co., Inc. Dept. THS-4 Kearney, Neb.

Send us your Songs and Song

Poems. Hollywood composers

write melody WITHOUT

CHARGE, lead Sheets and

Records furnished. Send

song material TODAY for

FREE EXAMINATION. Write

for details.

'cinema SONG CO.
Dpt D-35 Box 670,
Beverly Hills. Calif.

A change of cosmetics will

help to combat spring fever.

Here are the newest items

HAVE you had the desire to do

yourself over yet? Comes spring

most of us feel sort of dissatisfied

and want a change in makeup as well as

in everything else. Manufacturers, being

human beings and having the same feel-

ings, know how we feel and they hasten

to help us out of our doldrums.

For something new and different, here's

Perfumed Nail Lacquer. Sounds excit-

ing, doesn't it? It is put out by Milkmaid

in a bevy of lovely colors. The perfume

from the nail lacquer is supposed to

linger for at least twenty-four hours after

it is applied, even though you wash your

hands during that time. Only 60 cents

at your local cosmetic counter.

Then Yardley comes along with a

• Now at home, you can quickly tint telltale Bray to

natural-appearing shades—from lightest blonde to dark-

est black Brownatone and a small brush does it—or your
™„„c

hipi Approved by thousands—Brownatone Is^utAX when used as directed. Nc,
skm.test

needed The principal coloring agent It a purely yege

table derivative with iron and copper salts added for fast

action Cannot affect waving of r J.asting^oes not

wish out Just brush or comb it In. One appncat on

rm^artadesVed color. Simply retouch, as new gray ap-

Write for FREE TEST BOTTLE
Mention natural color of your hair Sendla post card

today—BROWNATONE. Dept.324, COVINGTON, KY

.
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sparkling new powder shade, Champagne.

It harmonizes with the new soft make-

ups, especially the pinks. A medium

blend with faint gold undertones, it costs

a dollar. Plus 20% on all these, of course.

If you're on the lookout for a differ-

ent essence for spring and haven't already

tried Desert Flower Toilet Water, give it

a try now. It is a Shulton product, with

a gold mesh-covered rubber atomizer,

and sells for $2.25 at leading drug and

department stores.

Not to be outdone, Max Factor pa-

rades forth with a lush new color tone

called Amber. In three blends, Amber

No. 1 is for the fair and creamy skins;

Amber-Rose for those gals with medium

complexions; and Amber No. 2, for deep

olive skins. The new shade Pan-Cake

sells for $1.50 and matching face powder

is $1.

For you fair-haired damsels, Maybel-

line has a new light brown eyebrow pen-

cil. Redheads, take note; this may also

be the answer to your brow problem.

i
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Yardley introduces a n^w powder shade to

match soft spring makeup—Champagne.

I

"

Left, model wears Milkmaid Perfumed Nail

Lacquer. Above, Shulton Desert Flower.

Max Factor's pride of the month is a

new Amber tone in three lush shades.

Screen land



An Open Letter to
Alexis Smith

Continued from page 19

everything. Undoubtedly, harassed pro-
ducers must wish you were triplets.
When your appreciative studio sent

you to London as their decorative am-
bassador to curtsey to royalty at the big
Command Performance, they knew what
they were doing. Your knees may have
knocked together, as you told me, when
you curtsied to the King and Queen, but
nobody noticed. Like your name, Alexis,
you have a sort of regal manner your-
self. It's corny but it's true: you turned
out to be a credit to your bosses and to
your profession, one of the best possible
representatives of those new, refreshing,
decent, vital young Hollywood stars who'
take their work, but never themselves,
seriously.

There's one more thing. When I
lunched with you and Craig, a subject
came under discussion which revealed a
lot about you two. At the time, the
break-up of one of Hollywood's sup-
posedly happiest marriages had just been
announced. You know the couple in
question; you've lived and worked in Hol-
lywood; you're hep. And yet when you
heard it you shook your head. "I just
can't believe it," you said. I liked that.
No cynicism; no "Oh, well, I'm not sur-
prised; I could tell you things." Just
honest hurt and a bit of bewilderment.
I hope you'll always say: "I just can't
beheye it" just like that.

Aside to Craig Stevens: and when are
they going to give you a really rugged
role that I know you could play? If they
don't get Stevens-conscious pretty soon,
the studios will have a one-woman cru-
sade on their hands. Excuse me, two-
woman crusade. Alexis is in on this, too

D. E.

Exquisite Pioneer

Continued from page 43

nary. Why, your movie wardrobe alone
is enough to set the average woman per-
manently agog." Being "permanently
agog is a state much like perpetual mo-
tion: the secret hasn't yet been found.

Certainly there have been clothing
thrills for Loretta during her career. Still
memorable is the sumptuous ermine she
wore in "Men in Her Life." Occasionally
someone (particularly now that lame is
back on the market) writes to request a
picture of or a pattern for the silver lame
evening gown that Loretta wore in "He
Stayed for Breakfast." Hundreds of fans

r
??
iember the neSligee she wore in

Ihe House of Rothschild"—a peach vel-
vet number bound with stone martri.
And the studio was deluged with request
for duplicates of the coveralls (good for
gardening, for housework, for automobile
trips, the correspondents pointed out)
that Loretta wore in "Ladies Coura-
geous" Finally, there can be little doubt
that Loretta's clothing in "Shanghai" es-
tablished a box-coat fashion trend that
persists to this day.

Princess Anne Style

Engagement Ring $160.00

Wedding Ring to .Match $ 45.00

(includes Fed. Tax)

"It's thrilling . . , Bob proposed last night . . . and
now I have the most beautiful ring in the world/"

Exquisite Columbia Diamond Rings in Ensembles,
Solitaires, Wedding Bands. Individually guaran-
teed, at leading jewelers everywhere.

Write for Columbia's fascinating, colorfully-illustrated
36-page book "So You Are Getting Married"
... a must for every bride and bride-to-be.

Columbia Diamond Rings, Div. of AXEL BROS., lite. SC 4-48
21-10 49fh Ave., Long Island City 1, N. Y.

Please send me my copy of "So You Are Getting Married." Enclosed is 10c
to cover mailing cost.

NAME

ADDRESS.

CITY .ZONE.... STATE.
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Have the Dazzling Golden

Hair Men Admire!
Don't let dull, time-darkened hair cheat you out

of the attention you- long for. Let Marchand's

Golden Hair Wash keep your hair at its gleaming,

golden loveliest!

Smart girls—whether they are blondes, bru-

nettes or redheads—know that Marchand's is the

modern, easy way to lighten their hair ... or

merely to add that al-

luring touch of gold.

The new, improved

Golden Hair Wash actu-

ally lets you achieve the

degree of lightness you

desire! Even if your hair

is faded or streaked,

Marchand's can make it

gloriously blonde again

!

Perfected by experts

in hair care, Marchand's

Golden Hair Wash is

not a dye, not an expen-

sive "treatment". Com-
plete in the smart new

package, it's easier than

ever to use at home.

Ideal, too, for lighten-

ing arm and leg hair.

In 60c and

90c sizes

PICS AND PIN-UPS

OF MOVIE STARS
From one of the largest collec-

tions in the country— choose

original photos of your film

favorites. . . Also action scenes

from movies, past and present.

8x10 Star or Pin-Up glossy prints

ready to frame or for album.

All photos are the finest obtain-

able! Send cash or money order. (No C. O. D.'s).

4 for $1.00 or 12 for $2.50.

Additional charge for color.

PYRAMID STUDIOS, Dept. 46

p Box 127, Sta. P, Brooklyn 12, N. Y.

ForFacial
Blotches
externally caused, Resinol

Soap cleansing, and soothing
Resinol Ointment for irritated

spots, does a world of good

Another progressive triumph in the life

of an actress is being cast opposite the

celebrated men in the theatrical profes-

sion. There is not only professional but

personal victory in working vis-a-vis with

talented actors. Loretta Young has ap-

peared in at least one picture with prac-

tically every noted actor in Hollywood.

Fancy the pleasure of exchanging lines

with the immortal George Arliss in "The

House of Rothschild." Imagine the silken

delight of sharing a love scene with blank-

verse Ronald Colman in "Clive of India."

Remember the runaway sequence with

Don Ameche in "Ramona?" Melvyn
Douglas was her leading man in the high

comedy, "He Stayed for Breakfast," and

it was Clark Gable with whom she ap-

peared in "Call of the Wild." Spencer

Tracy was her fellow householder in

"Man's Castle" and Tyrone Power was

the love interest in "Suez." When Rich-

ard Green was new in Hollywood, and

was widely touted as the most exciting

man to come out of England in years, he

was selected to work opposite Loretta in

"Kentucky." Robert Preston was Loret-

ta's boy friend in "Lady from Cheyenne,"

and Ray Milland was the doctor in "The
Doctor Takes a Wife." Freddie March
was the man of her heart in "Bedtime

Story" and Loretta has worked opposite

Alan Ladd in both "China" and "And
Now Tomorrow."
Every actress in town drools over ap-

pearing in a picture with Gary Cooper;

Loretta had a wonderful time with him in

"Along Came Jones," a picture featuring

Dan Duryea. No acting life is complete

without some experience before the cam-

era with the fabulous Orson Welles.

Loretta passed that milestone in "The

Stranger." She went on to another mem-
ber of the Mercury Theater group when

she worked with Joseph Cotten in "The

Farmer's Daughter," and she rounded out

her experience with leading men by

working opposite Cary Grant and David

Niven in "The Bishop's Wife." In her

latest, "Rachel," she co-stars with Robert

Mitchum and William Holden, no less.

A well-rounded actress' life depends, in

addition to glamorous wardrobes, hand-

some and gifted leading men, upon the

playing of compelling dramatic scenes. In

Hollywood it has been proved often that

an actress will sometimes take a thank-

less part and drudge through months of

uninspired dialogue and corny situations

if there is one flashing dramatic sequence

in the picture. Loretta Young's excep-

tional dramatic talents were early tried

by the picture "Ramona." Every actress

hopes, when she is a novice, to be en-

trusted with a role in which her beloved

dies. In "Ramona" the part of Alessandro,

the Indian, was enacted by Don Ameche.

If you remember the story, you will re-

call that Alessandro was shot in cold

blood before the very eyes of his wife.

Those who watched this sequence in the

picture will tell you that few scenes filmed

since can equal the anguished drama of

Loretta Young's performance.

Every actress hopes to play a role in

which she does a deathbed sequence. One

of the reasons for the huge box office ap-

peal of such pictures as "A Farewell to

Arms," with Helen Hayes and Gary

Cooper, "Arrowsmith," with Ronald Col-

man and Helen Hayes, "Camille," with

Greta Garbo and John Gilbert, "Chris-

topher Strong," with Katharine Hepburn,

and "The Other Love" with Barbara

Stanwyck and David Niven, was the five

handkerchief finish in each case. Those

of you who saw "Life Begins" will never

forget Loretta's performance in that pic-

ture. Her deathbed scene was one of the

most poignant ever recorded on celluloid.

Every star hopes to play a role in uni-

form, an ambition that Loretta realized

in "The White Parade," in which she was

a nurse. Every dramatic actress is eager

to play an Oriental role, complete with

tilted eyelids, black wig, and sumptuous

robes. This ambition was gratified for

Loretta when she played in "The Honor-

able Mr. Wong" (an oldie) opposite

Warner Oland. And finally, every actress

worth her training aspires to enact the

role of a handicapped human being. Bette

Davis is still getting applause for her

work in "Dark Victory." Dorothy Mc-

Guire's greatest role to date was that of

the mute in "The Circular Staircase," and

Ida Lupino's plum part of all time was

that of the stuttering waif in "Deep Val-

ley." Ranging in importance and public

acclaim with these performances^ is that

of Loretta Young as the deaf girl in "And

Now Tomorrow."

One would think that these experiences,

plus the thousand and one others which

could be mentioned had we the space,

would satisfy one actress for a lifetime.

Far from it in the case of Loretta Young.

Finest Rubber
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Today, at thirty-three, she feels that her
previous acting has been an apprentice-
ship for her new career. She feels that,
having been seasoned in the storms of
drama and the merry sunshine of high
comedy, she is ready to undertake an ex-
citing new task. Stated as simply as pos-
sible the new task is this: working in
pictures which have a basic human im-
portance, yet whose story is told with
such skill that audiences are entertained
in preference to being affronted bv what
is too-obvious propaganda. "The Perfect
Marriage" was the first picture in the new
cycle, dealing as it did with the problem
of hasty divorce. But full stride was
reached in "The Farmer's Daughter."
When Loretta Young was first given

the script for this picture stressing the
need for an enlightened electorate, the
responsibility for cleaning up politics,
Loretta shook her head ruefully. "It's a
fine script," she said with real regret, "but
the girl, Katie, must have a Swedish ac-
cent to keep the values of the story. And
she must be blonde, with ropes of braids."

Producer Dore Schary reassured her.
"We'll get the coach who trained Ingrid
Bergman out of her accent, to train you
into one. And we'll solve the hair prob-
lem by supplying you with the most gor-
geous set of blonde wigs you've ever
seen."

During the production of the picture,
Loretta endured the same trepidation she
had known as a youngster just beginning
her career. She couldn't believe that the
accent was coming off satisfactorily; she
wasn't certain that her performance had
the pastoral simplicity and the uncon-
scious dignity demanded by the role. She
worried. That she needn't have distrusted
herself has been proved, not only by box-
office records the country over, but by
the flood of congratulatory mail which
she and the studio have received.

Oddly enough, Loretta Young, in es-
tablishing her new career, is adopting sev-
eral new practices in her personal life
During all her nineteen years of succes-
sive hits, she has never kept a scrap book!
However, after completion of "The Farm-
er's Daughter," the still photographer as-
signed to the picture compiled every still
picture taken, placed them in glassine
pockets and had them bound. Loretta
was so delighted by this record of pro-
duction that she decided to amass stills
from every picture she has ever made. At
the moment, those aiding her in this stu-
pendous task have collected five and six
thousand glossy photographs.

Don't misunderstand this gesture. It
doesn't mean that Loretta Young, the
most modest of actresses, has suddenly
begun to take life seriously. Not at all.
It means that she has decided, after nine-
teen years, that she has established a
career that isn't going to explode like
soap bubbles in her fingertips. And,
since she now feels that the job is steady!
she is sketching in—photographically—
her progress to date in order that her
three youngsters (adopted Judy, who is
now eleven, Christopher and Peter, who
are three and two, respectively) may
also observe the road their beautiful
mother has traveled.

Loretta has now allowed herself the
first hobby of her career: she has become
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a lenser, clicking off dozens of magazines

or negatives every weekend.

Not long ago, Judy's dancing class was

to give its first recital on the terrace of

the Beverly Wilshire Hotel. Loretta and

her handsome husband, Tom Lewis, were

an eye-filling couple. Tom, who is very

bronzed, whose hair is dark and thick on

top and whose temples are graying, was

immaculate in a white linen suit. Loretta

was the personalized Spirit of Summer in

a slim white two-piece suit of braided

silk ribbon. With this she wore white

glace kid gloves, a pair of white doeskin

sandals (with three-inch heels) , and a

romantic white leghorn cartwheel hat

ablaze with artificial field flowers. Utterly

un-selfconscious no matter how she is

dressed, Loretta was oblivious to the

attention she was getting from other

parents of the dancing class and from

Sunday idlers around the pool, because of

her intesnse concentration on her task of

photographing the dances.

She stooped to get an angle shot. She
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stood on a small stool to secure a pano-

rama shot. She walked slowly backward

across the tiled surface, hoping to take in

the entire chorus. Back, back, back. . . .

Tom Lewis leaped to her side and placed

a restraining hand under her elbow. "So

far and no farther, my dear," he said,

grinning.

Loretta looked over her shoulder. One
more backward step would have taken

her into the swimming pool.
"—and I

would have made a fine public spectacle

of myself," she said afterward in amused

horror.

Said her husband, "No, you wouldn't

have. I feel certain that you would have

bobbed to the surface, still wearing hat

and gloves and still clutching your cam-

era, in time to thank your rescuers most

graciously."

A sensible suggestion, really, because

even if Loretta is beginning a new career,

she will remain what she has always

been: a great lady and a modest, unpre-

tentious human being.

On an Island with Montalban

Continued from page 25

of the Border, with the lithe, graceful

carriage of the Mexican. And on the day

I saw him he wore the characteristic

high-built trousers held in place by nar-

row suspenders. They emphasized his

narrow waistline and tapering hips.

Around his neck was a chain and the St.

Christopher medal he always wears.

On screen or off, he's one of the most

natural men I've ever met, this in spite

of the trail of praise that's been follow-

him since "Fiesta" was released. He's un-

spoiled, a charming conversationalist, and

if you've a yen to try your Spanish on

him he won't laugh at you but will help

you with your pronunciation.

On location at Winter Haven, he and

Peter Lawford, also in "On an Island

with You," were together most of the

time. They're great pals, fun-loving,

carefree jokesters, whether clowning with

Ricardo's guitar or bantering back and

forth.

Ricardo's entry into the United States

was so uneventful that even the customs

officer paid no attention to the young

man. He came here in 1939, to become

an engineer, and his family in Mexico

are still highly miffed because he changed

his mind.

He learned to act by way of Fairfax

high school, Los Angeles, where he en-

rolled for public speaking and English.

When the teacher offered him a small

part in a school play he accepted. In the

next play he quite naturally fell into the

leading role.

• The idea of acting appealed to his

artistic sense but it upset his parents,

who did what they could to stop him.

His brother sided with his parents

—

doubtless because he had tried to become

a dancer, with no great success. Nothing

stopped Ricardo. He went east, joined a

summer stock company and set himself

to earnest, serious study. He liked mus-

ical comedy, since he has a good baritone

voice and an easy, natural gift for danc-

ing. Instead, he has been called on to do

a variety of acting tricks, and now ap-

pears destined for straight, American act-

ing.

He enjoyed "Fiesta" because many of

the scenes were shot in Mexico, not far

from his home. For some of the scenes

a hacienda was highlighted by fluorescent

paint and peons in that neighborhood

thought, and still think, the place was

haunted.
Ricardo liked the feel and flavor of

the exciting bullring scenes in "Fiesta"

because, he explained, bullfighting is in

the Mexican's blood, and Mexican boys

try fighting the. bull just as American

youth try kicking the pigskin over the

goal line.

Ricardo is proud of his family. "I've

been married and have two children

—

that's not bad, is it?" he asked.

There's no reason to ask why little

Laura, niece of Loretta Young, should be

named Laura. As for the baby, he was

born on St. Mark's day, and Ricardo and

Georgianna both being devoutly religious,

they named him Mark, for the saint.

Ricardo is an excellent impersonator,

in English or Spanish, and he spent an

amusing half-hour speaking Spanish in

different dialects—as one would hear it

spoken in Cuba, South American repub-

lics, and by Americans in our own United

States.

He likes people, and on location at

Winter Haven enjoyed signing auto-

graphs and joking in friendly camaraderie

with members of the cast and working

crew in the dining room and on the set.

He's especially fond of music and for

a hobby collects symphonic records. By
the time he is finished he hopes to have

collected the music of all parts of the

world. After all, he says, he's a family

man, and what better contentment could

be found, he wants to know, than sitting

of an evening in his living room, with

his pretty wife, listening to the music

they both love so well.
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The Love-Her-Hate-Her Girl

Continued from page 27

pushed her into the arms of John Garfield
in "Body (huh!) and Soul," and now
they're barricading themselves in their
pickled-pine offices to withstand the fu-
rore they hope will descend upon them
once the picture is in general circulation.
That's how hot they think she is.

With Hazel already the talk of the
town, the producers of "Sleep, My Love"
decided that Hazel, and only Hazel, was
good enough to play the sex menace in
their picture. Which isn't bad—is it?—
getting loaned-out before she's hardly
been seen!

Plus that body, and all that super-
charged electricity she lugs around with
her, she's even got a brain tucked in
under that exotic hairdo. Brain, and
nerve, and a chin stuck out to there
ready for action. She likes people only
if she wants to, not because she has to.
She'll have a rip-roaring fight with any-
one in town about politics, real estate, or
l-n<rer hemlines (and she's taken on the

( then go out and
'ar ashtray for some
Everybody either

one's neutral,

le saltiest in town,
th hells, damns,

.
and stinks. Yet

iegant Cedric Gib-
s Mrs. G.) up there
m Bel-Air as one to
Getting the idea that

jr]? Well, that's what
.ell you. And hold on, 'cause

<£ better as she grows on you.

owns one of the snazziest ward-
6 in town (or maybe clothes just

,& that way on her, draped over those
sumptuous curves)—even though she
doesn't get the red-carpet treatment at
most of the better salons. She howls with
delight: "I told a reporter once that
clothes were too expensive—no dress
should cost more than fifty bucks.
Damned if the reporter didn't put it in
his column and get me in red with all the
designers out here! I can't even walk into
a dress-shop in Beverly Hills—but you
think I care? Hell, no! I dream up 'my
own designs and I have a little dress-
maker whip them up for me. So we're
all happy."

She's reminiscent of the late Carole
Lombard—or she will be when she gets a
little older and has more time to temper
all that freshness and verve. Right now,
she's strictly in a class all her own. She
overwhelms everybody. First time she
was interviewed she welcomed the re-
porter, one of the quietest men in town,
with a physique-scanning look and a
playful "you're a queer-looking duck."
Next day, after faithfully promising the
studio to be good, she acknowledged an
introduction to an important studio con-
tact named James Fortune by pausing a
few seconds before shaking hands, then
winking and coming through with "Your
name's not James, Buster, it's 'Whata'—
get it? Whata Fortune!"

She insists she was born in Capetown,
South Africa, the daughter of a roving

LITTLE LULU
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sea-captain, colorful as the dickens, whose
name was not Brooks, and whose right
name she'll never tell. But her first mem-
ories of anything definite find her in
Brooklyn, N. Y., where she was slaying
her drooling ten-year-old colleagues at
school by calling them little stinkers. As
she progressed to high school, she grew
even crisper and curvier, and dismissed
every Brooklyn male under sixteen as
immature, unpoised, and unambitious.
At seventeen, she decided that since her

shape could cause such a riot in Ancient
History and Botany, it could probably
get her through Med. school, too. So be-
coming a Conover model, first, she earned
a pretty penny in the daytime posing for
McClelland Barclay, Robert Harris,
James Montgomery Flagg, and other
gents like that who know what beauty is
all about. Nights, then, she took classes
at Fordham, and became so knowing in
philosophy that today she is capable of
talking anyone under the table on Aris-
totle, Nietzsche, and St. Thomas Aquinas.
Of the philosophy professors at Columbia,
she calls them, "those pragmatists—
what do they know?"

Couple of years later she managed to
tear herself away from Spinoza and the
toothpaste ads long enough to come to
Hollywood, at MGM's expense, and see
if she could make a living as a movie
star. "It was lousy, the whole thing,"
she says. "They gave me a scene from
Noel Coward—hell, you know how thin
and unreal his stuff is—well, I just
couldn't read the lines. I stank." So she
married art director Cedric Gibbons, one

SCREENLAND

of Metro's richest and most substantial
executives, and moved up to Brentwood
to live in splendor in the sharply-angled
palace he had built for his ex-wife, Do-
lores Del Rio.

Soon as running that household became
a bore, she talked Gibbons into selling it

to Van Johnson—"after all, the neighbor-
hood was running down and we'd never
be able to get back all the money we'd
put into it, so we sold, quick—took a
loss, anyway. Cost $130,000. Van paid
$125,000." A steal!

Out of murky Brentwood, and Hazel
got herself ensconced in another dream
house, in Bel-Air, this time. Up there
she's very happy—and she should be. It's
hke living on top of the world.

But the exhibitionistic bug was still

alive in all those splendid turns and
angles. Funnier-looking tomatoes than
Hazel Brooks were stars, she argued with
herself, and they probably couldn't read
Noel Coward lines, either. First sniff she
had, then, from Enterprise's Billy Selwyn,
she took the test for "Arch of Triumph."'
Later, when the chance came up for
"Body and Soul," she took a test for that,
too.

"So did ten other babes," she continues.
"Ten of us, all getting the same business!
Nerve-wracking. I wanted the part be-
cause it represented a challenge," said the
kid from Brooklyn.
A challenge?

"Sure," continued the high priestess of
Tortuoso Road. "It meant playing a babe
from Brooklyn—I'd really have to act!"
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SCREEN 7eau
* By ALMA TALLEY

AMONG THE MISSING

In the storm scene described below you will find ^teen

blanks which represent missing words. Each of these blanks

can be filled in with the last name of a well-known movie

player. The names all fit in logically and make good sense in

the context. How many of the fifteen stars can you get.'

During the storm the water in the - roared like

surf Electric lines were down, trees in the

uprooted, even the bleachers at the field were

wrecked. The on the roof of Farmer John s house

was a mass of smashed boards.

When the continued had ceased, John got his

from the garage and drove around his land. Since

it was only the month of it was too early for crops

t0 be enough to . Nevertheless grea

had been caused during this blustery rainy -

In a despairing John said, "I all my new

planted crops aren't washed away. Heaven thei

won't be another storm like this."

WHO'S IN WHAT?
Believe it or not, those peculiar looking phrases you see in

the column at left below are the titles of movies you have

been seeing in the past few months. The letters are all mixed-

up of course, and so are the names of stars in the column at

the right. For opposite each title is the name of one ot the

stars who played in that picture. Can you untangle them and

straighten out who played in what?

1 FEEL WERSE HITHER EBB POOH
2 MATERNEL ENGAGEMENTS. GERTRUD O'MICHOY
3* ESCAPADE AT HERIN PEGGY CROKER
4* FISH BITES WHEPO GRETA TOOLUNY
5. HARGLE AT NIGHT MYRTLE PEELISH

6 ONSIDE YANKY WANDA JORRCOF

1 LADY SOB DOUN LEIGH FRODJAN
8' SHREWD VALIT RHODA MOORULTY
9 CATOM WING RAMSAS JEWETT

la NOCOTY . ALIDA REANY

ALL OVER WITH AN
The combination of letters A N occurs in the last names

of at least sixteen movie stars. Below, you are given the posi-

tions in which A N appears in these sixteen names, with blanks

representing the other letters. Given this clue, how many ot

them can you fill out? As you can see by the location ot the

blanks several of the answers are interchangeable with others.

-AN
- A N
- AN -

- AN -

-AN
- AN - -

AN
AN

1. AN 9.

2. -AN -- - 10.

3. -AN 11.

4. - - AN - 12.

5. -AN 13.

6. ---AN 14.

7. ---AN 15.

8. AN 16.

Answers on page 80
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Fred Robbins Right Off the Record

Continued from page 51

can no more be stopped than movies or
magazines.

Hey, what a wonderful chick that
Marilyn Maxwell is! We had a real ball
when she fell into "Robbins' Nest" and
took over the joint—lock, stock, and
barrelhouse. We sang along with records
together, she phoned one of the members
who had a birthday and just about
floored him by singing '"Happy Birth-
day," etc. Wheel She dotes on good jazz
and "The Velvet Fog," Mel Torme, puts
her up on a turquoise cloud. (Move
oyer. Max, and lemme sit next to you.)
You'll be diggin' her soon in "Race
Street," as a brunette, hey. Ah, she
could have purple locks and would still

come on like a spring breeze. Hubba!
But what's with the nice noise?

HEAVENLY

MEL TORME: "The Velvet Fog —
here's his first album and it's merely
great! Big kick seeing our handle for him
splashed all across the cover. And one
listen and you'll be up on that turquoise
cloud with Maxwell and F. R. Mel was
never in better fog and he wraps his deli-

cate tonsils tenderly, with beautiful mu-
sical thought, around six great standards:
"I Can't Give You Anything But Love,"
"Three Little TVords," ""I'll Always Be in
Love with You," "Love, You Funny
Thing," "The Day You Came Along,"
and "Fine and Dandy." No wonder
MGM lifted his option for two pictures
this year. The guy comes on like angel
wings. (Musicraft)

WOODY HERMAN: "I Told Ya I
Love Ya Now Get Out," "If Anybody
Can Steal My Baby." The Herd's" got a.

long road to hoe to approach the high-
wax mark left by the old Herman gang.
First biscuit by the new band is a brace
of novelties with Woodrow's plumbing,
and 'tis tres adequate, but the glory is

still in the offing. Some great musicians
in the new band and they must've cut
some wonderful stuff before Dec. 31. So
we'll be diggin' it for cert, before too
long, pretty please. (Columbia)
KING COLE TRIO: Don't let any-

one derail you as you wend your way to
the jump dump for Nat's fresh album
with six sets of grooves oozing with the
fertile sound of the gleesome threesome.
Nat chirps on four of 'em, "Makin'
Whoopee," "Too Marvelous for Words,"
"I'll String Along with You," and "This
Is My Night to Dream." Gee, the guy
could even make "Near You," (if you'll
pardon the expression) sound good" It's
strictly instrumental on "Honeysuckle
Rose," and "Rhumba Azul." Nat's like
pistachio nuts— you can never get
enough. (Captol CC 59) And then
there's a single King Cole cookie, "I Feel
So Smoochy Tonight" and "What'll I
Do," which is simply triple peachy and
well worth your little ear any day, after-
noon or night.

PERRY COMO: Hey, here's the kid
from Canonburg, Pa., cutting your side-
burns neatly and discreetly with "I've
Got a Feeling I'm Falling," and it bounces

for a change. Guy should do more jump
stuff. Turn him on his tummy for the
one you've been hummin' so much lately.
"Pianissimo," which everyone and his
brother has baked. Perry does it with a
sprinkling of marinara and jagiola and is

that bad? (Victor)

SPIKE JONES AND HIS CITY
SLICKERS: "My Old Flame," "People
Are Funnier Than Anybody." "I saw
that eye winking and blinking at me!"
screams Paul Frees in one of the most
hilarious slabs of tallow ever to come
from the Jones boys. Frees does an imi-
tation of Peter Lorre that defies your
ear. lie lays down a ghoulish cackle that
will "drive you sane" as he builds to an
hysterical climax as a body-snatching,
incendiary crackpot, who dips his sweet-
heart in gasoline, then strikes a match.
Turn the Jones boys on their tummies
for a comedy calypso with everything
but the kitchen sink thrown in.

' Even
that gets in for the finale, Sally. Dick
and Freddy Morgan are the plumbers.
(Victor)

FRANK SINATRA: "My Cousin
Louella," "What'll I Do." Hey, Nancy's
Daddy's leaning against a trio 'again:
Johnny Guarnieri, piano; Tony Mottola,
guitar; and Herman Alpert, bass—which
means relaxation as he hips you 'bout a
chick from the sticks, I mean, his cousin
'bout whom all the cats are buzzin', or
as Variety would say, "Hicks pick sticks
chicks." Flip wraps all those gorgeous
Axel Stordahl strings around Frankie for
Irving Berlin's hit of 1924, and after this
cookie—hit of 1948. Frank is at his ever-
lovin' "gonest" on "But Beautiful," some
exquisite sound from "Road to Rio" by
Johnny Burke and Jimmy Van Heusen—
but def one of the big smash hits of the
year. T'other face of this etching, "If I
Only Had a Match," "wha hoppens"
when you run out of lighting fluid—

a

whole gang of day dreams starts, first the
cigarette, then a girl, then a house in the
country. So better keep a supply of
matches on hand, old man. Golden
sound! (Columbia)
BENNY GOODMAN: Mop! Rachel's

old man has that wonderful old Goodman
sound again! And I'm not just whistlin'
"Near You." (Heaven forbid!) The be-
cause is that Fletcher Henderson did the
arrangements on "Ooooh! Look-a-There,
Ain't She Pretty?" avec some nice belch
by Emma Lou Welch, Benny's oiselle
nouvelle, and "Sweet and Lovely," an
enticing slicing that comes on like Gib-
raltar. Great to hear the Goodman band
sound like it did on Columbia and Victor,
and if Fletcher sticks around it will. He
did oodles of the great B.G. classics, you
know. (Capitol)

BING CROSBY: Wasn't the owner of
the Pittsburgh Pirates as wonderful as
strawberry shortcake in "Road to Rio"?
Improves with age, though his tonsil
product is inconsistent. But the guy is

such an institution, who cares, hey? Bing
binds his bronchial tubes around "Golden
Earrings," "Ballerina," "Pass That Peace
Pipe" and "Suspense," on the newest
grooves. Latter was scribed by Al Rinker,
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one of the Rhythm Boys, the trio that

spawned the era of Crosbyana, Anna.

Long may his tonsils wave! (Decca)

PEGGY LEE: "Manana," "All Dressed

Up with a Broken Heart." Hey, Pedro,

where is the material? Mrs. Barbour

needs some after this waffle. "Manana"

was clefted by Mr. and Mrs. B. on a

Brazilian kick, but is tres trite and not

much "hoppens." Well, you can't write

stuff like "Ain'tcha Ever Comin' Back"

every time. T'other face is nowhere, too.

Just a waste of a style that can ordina-

rily drop its anchor in my ear any day.

But not on these, Louise. After "Golden

Earrings," this is a scrawny cookie.

(Capitol)

JOHNNY MERCER AND THE
PIED PIPERS: The Georgia cracker on

the lacquer—battin' out a barrage of

groovey fromage with those ever-lovin'

Pipers. There's a hunk or advice for you

heavy-breathing Harrys
—"Never Make

Eyes at a Gal with a Guy Who Is Big-

ger Than You," or you'll find that frame

in a horizontal position. Flip is "That's

the Way He Does It," 'bout a cat with

some peculiar habits, maybe like raw

snails, sauteed slowly in lamb fat and

peanut oil—but so what! Then J.M dips

into the score from "Road to Rio" for

some Brazilian bounce from the Rio

Chamber of Commerce, with that South

American moon in your eyes and that

Senorita in your arms and that look in

her eyes. "You Don't Have To Know
the Language," Jack. Everything'll be

real cool. Backside's "My Gal Is Mine

Once More" from "Inside U.S.A.," with

Bea Lillie, on the apple right now. S'an

ode to a jack who makes the same mis-

take twice by rechaining himself to his

first spouse. (Capitol)

DORIS DAY: My gal "Sparkle Plen-

ty" with that confectionery voice that

melts in your ear, dear, and a brace of

sugary lumps, "That's the Way He Does

It" and "Why Should We Both Be Lone-

ly." Dodo's gonna sparkle like her blonde

pate all the way from Brooklyn to Bever-

ly Hills. (Columbia)

HIGH BUTTON SHOES: Void, the

Victor album of one of the biggest hits

of the season, still going strong! All the

gay and infectious rebaforbis of this nos-

talgic delight is snared in this album

with its colorful picture of a small burg

in 1913. The whole original gang is

'tween the grooves, too. Phil Silvers,

Nannette Fabray, Mark Dawson, Lois

Lee, etc., with potsful of happy mutter-

ing on all those wonderful tunes you've

been singin' for so long, "Can't You Just

See Yourself," "Nobody Ever Died for

Dear Old Rutgers," "There's Nothing

Like a Model T," "I Still Get Jealous,"

"You're My Girl," "On a Sunday by the

Sea," "Get Away for a Day," and "Papa,

Won't You Dance With Me." Only thing

left out is that thrilling ballet about the

Mack Sennett era. But you'll be seeing

it for sure in the movies some day!

(Victor album K 10)

VAUGHN MONROE: Ugh-h—the kid

with the clothespins on his nose and

muscles on his tonsils keeps oozing onto

the wax with that frustrated concert

baritone. Stop screaming, you Monroe

fans! We like the guy, but that voice,

hey! Anyhoo, there's "How Soon,"

Screen land

.it-

eat
"True," "Passing Fancy," and "In a Lit

tie Book Shop," if you must mistreat

your ear. (Victor)

GORDON MACRAE: Here's how you

can soothe it, though. Just glue it to the

tracks of Heather and Meredith's Dad-
dy's freshest waffle, "Thoughtless," and

"You Were Meant for Me," from the

picture of the same handle. Gordie's

larynx is as rich as baked Alaska and just

as delish. Vaughn Monroe, please copy.

Watch for Mac in Warner Bros, products

any time now. He's gonna come on like

Gable! (Capitol)

DINAH SHORE: Mrs. Montgomery's
got those 2 A.M. and 6 A.M. bottle blues

these early brights, or maybe its George

who feeds that new rascal, but they can

always lend the needle to Mom's latest

crushed black dumplings to put her to

sleep. "The Best Things in Life Are
Free," "At the Candlelight Cafe," "In a

Little Book Shop" and "I'll Always Be in

Love with You." It is such sound as

your ear, too, can go for without fear of

demeaning itself. Such nice gurgles Melis-

sa's Mama makes. (Columbia)

HOT!!!

DIZZY GILLESPIE: Watch it, the

rafters are rising! The King of Be-Bop
bangs out a "Two Bass Hit" right be-

tween left and center that'll have you
strippin' your gears, dears. 'Tis the sequel

to "One Bass Hit" and spots more fine

bass work by Ray Brown, Ella Fitzger-

ald's new hubby. Flipover's another am-
ple sample of the great Gillespie gang

that goes just like Jesse James for money
in the bank! A boodle of a bop! (Victor)

THELONIOUS MONK: D'ya ever hear

that name, Thelonious Monk? Well, you

will 'cause he's the best known and most

admired guy among modern musicians as

the originator and genius of "Be-bop."

T.M. is a very elusive character and

could never be held in one place long

enough to be recorded until Blue Note

records took enough interest to practical-

ly live with him until they waxed a good-

ly portion of his amazing efforts. These

are the first solo efforts of "The Monk"
on wax, "Thelonious" and "Suburban

Eyes." Guy's completely original and

loaded with radical harmonies. On this

cookie he surrounds himself with young

musicians who are in the same groove,

making for a brace of superb faces. (Blue

Note)
LUCKY THOMPSON: While the

badinage is a bop, best bend that bean to

Lucky Thompson's most aspicious debut

for Victor which gets right to the white

meat. Some "gone" cats on both sides

—

Benny Carter, alto; Dodo Marmarosa,

piano; Neil Hefti, trumpet; Barney Kes-

sel, guitar; and Lucky, of course, on tenor

sax. "Boppin' the Blues" makes you

hang on tightly to keep from soaring

right off the planet, Janet, and the flip is

lush and like a night at sea, "Just One

More Chance," with Lucky on tenor all

the way, which ranks with some of the

best tenor work ever etched. (Victor)

ELLA FITZGERALD: The absolute,

irrefutable, unquestionable END! That's

Ella! And this waffle's one of her death-

less classics reissued by Decca, "Stair-

way to the Stars" and "Out of Nowhere."
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Ida Lupino and Collier Young plan double-ring wedding ceremony early in May.

All the great timing and wonderful in-
tonation is all thru these grooves and
ever present in her singing today. One of
this kid's biggest boots will be her biscuit
of "Robbins' Nest." (Decca)
LOUIS ARMSTRONG: This is the

same group with which Pops has been
packing concert halls all over the Eagle's
Nest, with "Big Gate" Jack Teagarden
and company. Louis wraps his infectious
gravelly larynx all around a brace of
novelties which are down with it and
around with it. "I Want a Little Girl,"
the old McKinney Cotton Picker's hit
and "Joseph and His Brudders," Louis'
version of the old Biblical tale. There's a
good load of that matchless horn.
(Victor)

FROM THE MAN IN GRAY
Still lying in wait for you to whistle me

an epistle. 'Cause this is the spot. Dot,
where we snap on that thinking cap and
rack the gray matter to answer all the
who's, what's and why's. So spin in
some linen, hey. Just put the carbon
stick on the pulp and we'll try and polish
off your teasers molte allegro.

Dear Fred: In the movie "The Fabu-
lous Dorseys," Jimmy and Tommy pre-
sented a phonograph to their parents.
Pop insisted on playing a record "just one
more time" and I can't forget that num-
ber nor remember it. What was that
song? It's haunting me.

Sincerely,

Claudine Lee,

Manhattan, Kans.

Dear Claudine: That was the Dorsey
Bros, orchestra's theme song, "Sandman,"
on an old Decca record. Benny Goodman
also waxed it for Victor.

Recordially, F. R.

Dear Fred: Hey, that Screenland col-
umn is really vout. Used to dig you on
the 1280 club when I was stationed back
in Jersey. I was sent out to sunny Calif,
and now dig you on your Columbia Rec-
ord shop. Can you slip me some info on
Corky Corcoran? What happened to him?

Sincerely,

John Kerr, USAAF,
San Diego, Calif.

Dear John: Corky is back with Harry
James. He left for a while, when Jessie's
daddy was disbanded, but he's blowing
as frantically as ever once again with
Betty's boy.

Recordially, F. R.

Dear Fred: Can you tell me some stuff
about Jack Fina? I think he's wonderful.
So is your column.

Sincerely,

Rae Otto,

Indianapolis, Ind.

Dear Rae: Gee, thanks, hey. Jack's got
his own band now on MGM wax and
whether he'll go on tour or not is any-
one's guess. The way the band business
is now, it's all a question of who'll come
to watch. How many can you bring?
He's an ex-Brooklyn boy and was the
guy on all the Freddy Martin concerti.

Recordially, F. R.
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Dear Fred: Got some background dope

about Bob Eberle, like birth, how he got

his first break, is he married^ etc.? I

know this is asking a lot but I'm inter-

ested in his career.

Sincerely,

Agnes Lovelace

Binghampton, N. Y.

Dear Agnes: I understand. Bob's from

up around your way—Hoosier Falls, N.

Y., and started with the Dorsey Bros,

band, made his big name with Jimmy

when he organized his own band, is

chained and is one of the nicest and most

liked guys in the music business. For his

pix, write to Decca Records.
Recordially, F. R.

Dorina Langbak, Bangor, Me.: Jack

Sperling, Tex Beneke's drummer is a

young guy who was with Tex in the

Navy. He's from Texas, and is in his

twenties.

Leo J. Wilson, Adak, Alaska: For that

Charley Christian album, write to Vox
Records, 236 W. 55th St., N. Y. C.

Barbara Lamon, Devine, Texas:

Woody's new cookie is reviewed a few

pages back.

Mrs. Grace Felicioni, Niagara Falls,

N. Y .: Phil Brito's latest cookie is "An
Old Sombrero" and "Where Do You
Work-a John"—on Musicraft.

Antonia Shortino, York, Pa.: Lucienne

Boyer is French and recently appeared

at Cafe Society in the concrete jungle.

(N.Y.)

And that's the end of the space, Grace.

Lay some linen on me, willya? Address

Fred Robbins, c/o Screenland Magazine,

37 West 57th Street, New York 19, N. Y.

"Should Actors Mix in Politics?'

Continued from page 38

that's why I spoke up. I'd like to make

it clear that I'm going into such a lengthy

discussion because I feel that such let-

ters as the one I received should be an-

swered and because I feel wrong impres-

sions should be corrected. And I want

to .make it doubly clear that my stand

does not mean I'm a Communist. I defi-

nitely am not. I'm only fighting for the

American type of justice for all.

HOLLAND: That wasn't the first time

you had taken sides politically, was it,

Greg?
GREG: Definitely not. I'm on the

Hollywood Democratic Committee, I was

on the Will Rogers for Senator commit-

tee, and I worked actively for the elec-

tion of the late President Roosevelt. I

shall continue to take sides and express

myself publicly on whatever I sincerely

believe. I'll not take sides to gain any

limelight or to make others think my
views are important, but I certainly have

the right to be heard. I'm an average

citizen—at least I don't think my being

an actor has taken away that privilege

—and if I have real facts on a topic, I

shall certainly speak. And no letter or

letters from any fans will make me run

for cover. At the same time, however, I

won't hop on every soap box just to hear

myself talk.

HOLLAND: Well, already, we're get-

ting controversy. What about you, Su-

san? You're very quiet. Have you ever

taken sides politically?

SUSAN: No. And that's all I'm saying.

HOLLAND: What have any of you

heard other actors say about this sub-

"ject ?

ANN SOTHERN: Well, the only opin-

ions I've heard from people whom I re-

spect are that actors should stay out of

politics. I suppose I agree with that, but

it's a hard thing to do when your own

personal feelings and beliefs start work-

ing on you.

LON: Actors are like anyone else-

even like kids in college. There were al-

ways those who were on debating teams

or pushing one cause or another. Now,

however, an actor is afraid to stick his

neck out unless he has five pictures in

Screenland

the backlog. That's what I've heard ac-

tors say.

GREG: That's entirely wrong, in my
estimation. No actor should run and hide

because he gets a few irate letters. That's

not being honest. That's an actor deny-

ing himself his rights as a citizen. It's

his duty to think of the important prob-

lems of the day, form his opinions, and

discuss them with his fellow citizens.

That's the concensus of opinion, too,

from other stars with whom I've talked.

ANN BLYTH: Well, I just haven't

heard any views expressed on the sub-

ject, so I can't add much.
GREG: There have been some I know

who have said that being an actor or an

actress is one job and being a politician

is another. You can't be both. I'm not

in favor of any star going into politics

by running for office, but if just because

he's in the acting profession automatic-

ally makes him a silent figure in matters

of concern to him, then the same must

apply to business men, lawyers, doctors,

dentists, and what-have you. Regardless

of the job a person may have, he's still a

citizen who elects his representatives in

the government and who has the right to

see that those representatives carry out

his wishes.

SUSAN: Greg has pretty well covered

the point, so I'll only add that as to what

I've heard actors say—you'd be amazed!

HOLLAND: It does seem that Susie

is being the mystery girl this month. But

to continue, under what conditions do

you feel an actor should take sides and

express himself?

ANN BLYTH: Anything he feels in-

tensely about, I suppose, but we actors

do have the Screen Actors' Guild to

speak up for us, so why so much em-

phasis on individual campaigning?

LON: But the Guild can't always

speak out for an actor when he finds a

situation that affects him idealistically.

Something that really moves him. I'd

stick my neck out only on something that

means a lot to me—personally—like the

First Amendment.
ANN SOTHERN: An actor should

speak up mainly when it comes to any



humanitarian problems such as food for

Europe—and he should also be heard on
vital matters like the Palestine and Rus-
sian questions.

GREG: Whenever an actor feels a
wrong is being done and he has an op-
portunity to put up a fight for what he
believes is right, then he certainly should
make himself heard. After all, he has
the added privilege of having a name
that may carry some weight and exert
some influence, so he also has an obliga-

tion to others in that respect.

SUSAN: I shall only go as far as to
say that if he believes in a cause, he
should fight for it. 'What more can be
said?

HOLLAND: All right then, Susan,
maybe I can get you to commit your-
self fully on this—under what conditions
should he keep quiet?

SUSAN: Under all conditions when
he's not equipped with the facts, pro and
con. That seems to cover that.
GREG: But definitely! There's noth-

ing worse than listening to a completely
uninformed actor spout off.

LON: If it meant losing a good part
because he spoke up on some issue, most
actors would keep quiet. I would. I'm
not such an idealist. I wish I were. None
of us wants to be expelled from Holly-
wood, for though Hollywood may not be
our entire life it is, at the moment, our
entire livelihood.

GREG: That's where I think vou're
wrong, Lon. To run awav is cowardlv.
ANN BLYTH: 111 play safe and only

add that since what an actor or an ac-
tress says receives so much attention and
publicity, he or she should be careful to
express facts and not idle opinions.
ANN SOTHERN: I can think of some

actors who speak up just for the publicitv
they might get. Fortunately, no one
pays any attention to them.
HOLLAND: We've discussed under

what conditions an actor should speak up
and when he should be quiet, so now do
you think that being an actor makes him
keep quiet or is he primarily a citizen?
SUSAN: Any citizen, no matter what

his profession may be, has the right to
speak his mind.
ANN BLYTH: Certainly! An actor has

the same interest in his government as
anyone else who works for a living, so he
also has the right of free speech.
GREG: Yet some people have the idea

that just because an actor makes more
money than some, he shouldn't be al-
lowed to open his mouth.
LON: In my case, the situation is even-

ly balanced—being an actor and a citizen.
I m just beginning to realize the impor-
tance of being a citizen. I think the
Army woke me up to that. I'm aware
now of obligations I shouldn't ignore. I
do feel there are actors who can speak
with authority but there are others who
would be better citizens if they shut up.

ANN SOTHERN: Any ar-tor or actress
is first of all a citizen. But in voicing
ideas, every person in our profession must
be careful of the amount of dignity with
which he makes his statements and the
amount of dignity with which he con-
ducts himself. There are, unfortunately,
noiners" in all kinds of business, so I do
feel any actor who gives opinions should

first of all have the respect of his fellow
actors—and citizens.

HOLLAND: Do you feel that an actor
who mixes in politics hurts his box-office
standing? Do people resent him enough
to stay away from his pictures?
LON: I can only think of the case of

Sinatra. He campaigned for Roosevelt
actively and his following wasn't hurt
any. He's still doing okay. I don't think
any audience will stop seeing an actor if

he's sincere in his purpose, if he's honest
about the cause for which he fights.

ANN SOTHERN: I don't actually
know about that, but it doesn't seem to
have hurt any star's box-office, as far as
I can tell.

GREG: I can't agree with such an op-
timistic view. I think there are a great
many opinionated, confused people who,
through no fault of their own, may re-
sent an actor's view to the extent of bov-
cotting his pictures. But even if that
happens, it shouldn't deter him from his
honest beliefs.

ANN BLYTH: I don't see why the
box-office should be hurt. Actors aren't
just machines. Why should free speech
hurt his popularity? However, any unin-
formed viewpoint might be harmful.
SLSAN: Well, there are a few stars in

Europe who rode Hitler's bandwagon who
aren't doing so well today.
GREG: Box-office or not, there are still

things I'd like to speak out on—because
they seem important to me. I'd certain-
ly support any measures to bring about
full employment, I'd fight for the anti-
poll tax and anti-lynching bills or any-
thing to further racial tolerance, and I'd
fight for the rights of labor. I know
there are misuses and unfair practices
among labor and that there are labor
racketeers, but there are also errors on
the other side. After all. labor represents
many millions of Americans.

LON: Well, as for what I'd speak up
for, if anyone would want to listen, I'd
publicly support a presidential candidate
I admired; I'd fight against the Ku Klux
Klan or any anti-minority group. After
all, being a minority is difficult enough
without having people throw it at vou.
I had a touch of how that feels when I
was in the Army. I was treated as a mi-
nority then because I was an actor, as
odd an example as that may be.
ANN BLYTH: For my part, I'd speak

up for any kind of legislation or program
that would effectively combat juvenile
delinquency. This kind of legislation is

long, long overdue.
ANN SOTHERN: I'd also support

openly a certain man if I believed he'd be
a good president. I'd speak up too a<rainst
Communism or anything that had the
flavor of Communism connected with it.

And. above all. I'll do everything to in-
fluence everyone to get out and vote.
SI SAN: Mark me down as support-

ing any cause or candidate I had faith in.

HOLLAND: With all this talk about
actors mixing in politics, what do you
think of the situation where pressure is
either put on actors to make them take
sides or to make them keep quiet?
GREG: I'm not aware of any "press-

ure" put on anv star.

ANN BLYTH: I've never heard of any
actor being "pressured." Some actors may
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be needled into taking sides, but the ac-

tual speaking up has always been and will

continue to be voluntary.

LON: I've never been "pressured to

take any sides or to keep quiet, but if I

were, I'd react violently against it. I d

rebel against such force and would do

just as I pleased, regardless of any press-

ure.

SUSAN: I don't believe in any human

being being "high-pressured," especially

on political matters. Those who have

"pressure" put on them should resist, and

act as their conscience guides them. The

only other recourses for an actor are his

own integrity, to change his name, get

out of the profession, or grow a beard and

disappear into the wilds!

HOLLAND: And now we come to a

rather vital subject—have actors' opin-

ions ever brought about worthwhile legis-

lation? In other words, how important

are their opinions?

ANN BLYTH: I don't know of any

such results, so I guess an actor's views

aren't as important as some would make

out.

ANN SOTHERN: I can only think of

examples where actors' opinions failed to

bring about the required ends. A while

back, a good many of us in the business

signed a bill protesting the proposed in-

crease in tax on theater admissions in

Chicago. We felt it would hurt pictures.

Well, the tax is now a law. Then there

are the nineteen who went to Washing-

ton to protest the investigation. They

got nowhere. And there are the actors

and actresses who went to Chicago to try

to help settle the studio strike. The

strike is still on.

GREG: I think you're mistaken on

one thing, Ann. The nineteen who went

to Washington merely went as a token

protest. They didn't expect to bring

about a termination of the investigation.

As for actors bringing about any legisla-

tion, I don't think that by themselves

they have done anything, but they have

helped to form a public opinion that has

led to the formation of fine laws.

LON: I can't think of any direct legis-

lation resulting from moves by actors,

2nd color choice .
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but I do know that Frank Sinatra had a
lot to do with making the country con-
scious of the need for measures to stem
juvenile delinquency. And Eddie Albert
is doing great things in the same way by
actively helping many underprivileged
kids. There's also Abbott and Costello's

\outh Foundation. But no actor or group
of actors can directly create legislation

SUSAN: As far as electing a candidate
is concerned, to take a somewhat differ-

ent view of the topic, I think an actor's

vote is more important than his opinion.
His opinion is only important along with
the ideas of many others.

HOLLAND: Now—for our final ques-
tion: how can actors fight back at criti-

cism directed at them for speaking their

minds?
ANN BLYTH: My answer to any

criticism would simply be that just be-
cause I'm an actress doesn't deprive me
of the right to speak my own mind. I'm
still a citizen.

SUSAN: And I say actors can't fight

back.

GREG: In the same way actors

shouldn't fight back. They should in-

stead be honest with themselves and
speak when they wish and keep quiet
when they have nothing to say. That's
been Eleanor Roosevelt's formula. No
one has ever been more maliciously ma-
ligned and ridiculed than she, but she
never fights back. She simply goes on
leading her life according to her beliefs

—

and doing verv well at it. I might add!
ANN SOTHERN: If I felt strongly

about something, I'd not let any criticism

stop me. I couldn't be frightened out.

LON: I can only add—if you go on
publicly about a candidate or an issue
and your side wins, be gracious to the
loser. If you lose, accept it. But defi-

nitely, don't let mere criticism stop you
from speaking up. That's something be-
tween you and your ideals.

ANN BLYTH: I'd like to add this as
my final remark—actors are always being
called upon to promote humanitarian
campaigns, to give their time and effort

for all kinds of benefits, so why shouldn't
they speak on politics if they wish?

ANN SOTHERN: It'll be very inter-

esting to me to note the behavior of ac-
tors and actresses in the next election.

I'd like people who read this article, how-
ever, to write me their opinions.

St SAN: \ou can have my opinion
now, Ann—let actors mix in politics if

they so desire.

GREG: \ou know my answer already.
I'd like to add this, though. It seems to
me that a finer line should be drawn be-
tween a liberal—which I am—and a Com-
munist—which I am not. Apparently,
you can't be a libera] and an American
any more, and I think that's pretty dan-
gerous.

HOLLAND: And that's a punchy close
to a rousing discussion. Next month we'll
get into something else that's important—

'"'What Are a Newcomer's Chances in
Hollywood?" This should be of real in-

terest to many of you readers who have
written to our stars for advice about
planning a future career in the movies.
Don't miss this big discussion! See you
next month.

Dress Like a Movie Star!

Continued from page 22

As you know, Edith Head is Para-
mount's ace designer and has gowned an
imposing percentage of Hollywood's most
glamorous women, who, not contented to

be superbly costumed only on the screen,

have persuaded her to design their pri-

vate wardrobes. That is the acid test of

a theatrical coutouriere's art. Further-
more, Edie herself is always a perfect

example of what the well-dressed woman
will wear at a given time, a given place,

and for a specific purpose. From the
crisp fringe of her thick black bangs to
the soles of her Size 3 shoes, she is chic.

When complimented upon a garment,
Miss Head's reaction is comforting. She
nearly always says, "You could wear
this," or "You could wear this with just

a few modifications."

In brief, her attitude is that any wom-
an can wear anything provided certain
basic figure rules are followed, and that
the costume is selected—not because it is

new, not because it is different, not be-
cause it is high fashion—but because it

fits into the wearer's wardrobe on an
activity basis.

Before going into a discussion of you,
and your fashion problem, Edith has
something to say about the New Look,
which she refuses to call by that name.
She labels the present change in style,

"the '48 Fashion." To understand the
'48 Fashion, one should cast a backward
glance at the '41 Fashion which stayed
with us for seven years. In its way, the

41 Fashion was as abused as any ever
worn by woman in all her diverse* form.
If you don't believe this, just scan the
next twenty women you meet on the
street. You will see girls with the shoul-
ders of football tackles, wearing shoulder
pads adequate to enter a conference
game. Shoulder pads were originally
planned to improve the silhouette of
women whose derrieres were—let's say

—

generous. High padding produces an op-
tical illusion which diminishes the hips.
Obviously, then, shoulder pads were
never meant to be worn by girls con-
structed in the soda straw manner, yet
twenty moments spent as an observer in
a hotel lobby will show you a series of
girl-and-a-half shoulder spans draping
folds of fabric over half-a-girl hips.

Some women never did adopt the ex-
treme shoulder pad fashion: two notable
Hollywood rebels were Barbara Stan-
wyck and Joan Fontaine who are nat-
urally broad-shouldered and narrow-
beamed.
Another integrated part of the '41

Fashion was the short skirt. Yet this
was not a 100% successful trend. The
next time you are shopping, notice the
number of thin girls in .he passing pa-
rade who reveal an expanse of knobby
knee, and observe the number of ample-
girthed matrons who have the general
look of a fumed oak table under a
shrunken tablecloth. In Hollywood, Ver-
onica Lake (who is petite) and Lizabeth
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Scott never wore their dresses shorter

tlian fourteen inches from the floor.

It's true that the short skirts were

neat, flattering to many, utilitarian, and

—most important of all—conserved crit-

ical yardage. Yet when the Herculean

shoulders of the era were combined with

a doll-length skirt, the result was ludi-

crous. The unadulterated '41 Fashion

was no more universally becoming than

the unadulterated '48 Fashion is It's all

a matter of adaptation.

As Edith Head says, "Let's face it. An

automobile designer brings out a new.

frightfully expensive model each year

But if designers of clothing, bored by the

same old line, attempt a refreshing in-

fluence, one would think that treason had

been committed." And she adds, "Wom-
en need to be soothed at present. They

need to be told that everything is going

to be all right, that they aren't going to

be permanently scarred by this rash of

strange New Looks. But I must say that

when I catch sight of some of the cur-

rent get-ups, I am tempted to tap the

wearers gently on the shoulder and ex-

plain 'You made a mistake. You should-

n't wear a boxy coat over leg o' mutton

sleeves and a parachute skirt.'
"

THE KEY:
Before a person can conquer the '48

Fashion, she should know that stylists

have based current design on three gen-

eral silhouettes: the pyramid (small

blouse, tiny waist, voluminous skirt) ; the

hour glass (modified Mae West) ; and the

cocoon (somewhat reminiscent of a

blanket-wrapped man with a bad cold,

about to take a foot bath) . The first

fashion law is that the three can't be

mixed.

A distraught star, haunted by fashion

stories in some of our chi-chi magazines,

and even more haunted by what some of

her friends and neighbors were doing

about their wardrobes, came to Edith

Head in tears. "I don't want to look like

a woman from Mars, but I don't want

to look like a zombie from a bygone

decade either," she moaned. "What's to

do? What's to do?"

RELAX, RELAX!
"First of all," grinned Edie, "you'll

have to make up your mind to plan your

wardrobe as carefully as you plan your

menus with your maid or as a bride plans

her first dinner party. The clothing at

present is exciting, but it's treacherous.

Furthermore, this is not the year to in-

vest in a complete new wardrobe, throw-

ing away everything pre-'48. Also there

are so many elements of the '48 Fashion

that don't even speak to each other, say

nothing of being seen together on the

street, that you're going to have to de-

cide which element will be best for you,

then adopt it.

"Make up your mind what you are

going to look like, then stick to that con-

cept of yourself. Don't, for mercy's sweet

sake, buy a Gibson Girl blouse to wear

at a resort with ski pants. If you're going

to be quaint, you've got to be quaint all

in one era.

"I, personally, like the long skirts— but

not too long. I love the little waists, and

the full skirts, and the normal shoulders.

I do not believe in padded hips, and I

don't think American women will adopt

the style Most American women have

good figures, that is, their proportions are

symme rical. A petite girl will have a

thirty-two bust, a twenty-two waist, and

a thirty-three hip measure; a mature

woman will have a thirty-eight inch bust,

a twenty-nine inch waist, and a forty

inch hipline. Each will give a good ap-

pearance. Each must decide what par-

ticular element of the '48 Fashion can be

included in her wardrobe with flattering

results. Women must learn, right now to

be less interested in high style and more

interested in the color, the garment, and

the silhouette most becoming to them as

individuals. I know one beautifully

dressed girl whose thin face, enormous

eyes, and short hairdo are complimented

by a Dutch collar, so she wears a Dutch
collar on every garment she owns Her

IMPORTANT
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"RUTHLESS."

plaid wool sport shirts that she wears

tucked into levis are Dutch-collared; her

white blouses for wear with classic suits

are around-collared; her lame evening

gown is finished with the same neckline.

Any woman who has a figure problem and
finds out what silhouette will correct that

problem, should adopt the silhouette per-

manently—changing it a little, of course,

out of deference to seasons, activities,

and available fabrics.

"What American women need more

than anything is a yardstick of good

taste. The sights one sees in an office, at

a sports event, and on the street are made
even more ridiculous by the fact that it

isn't necessary for a woman to look like a

refugee from a Lower Slobbovian wed-

ding. The yardstick of good taste is avail-

able and can be expressed in the simple

question, What are you dressing to do?

"Bearing this yardstick in mind, no

girl will appear in an office wearing leg o'

mutton sleeves, or an off-shoulder blouse.

No business girl should get too trick, be-

cause there is nothing worse than looking

picturesque while pounding a typewriter.

So the thing to do is. . .

."

BEST BETS:
Edith continued her lecture to her

eager friend by saying, "When in doubt,

always buy a classic suit. The lines of the

standard suit vary little from season to

season, but for business there is nothing

quite as good, quite as respect-inspiring,

quite as appropriate.

"For resort wear, or for informal party

wear, or for hamburger evenings at home,

there is no reason why the average girl

can't trick herself out in a Gibson Girl

outfit, or a gingham bustle dress, or in

any other madness she may desire.

"Evening wear may always be story-

book garb; under artificial light the most

improbable outfit becomes glamorous. It

is in evening clothes that the '48 Fashion

can be captured by everyone.

"If a girl wants to participate more

completely, the thing to do is to buy

blouses and skirts in the '48 motif. The
blouses (aside from the Gibson type) will

be good for many seasons. The skirts,

voluminous and circular as they are, can

later be turned into slim skirts, or skating

capes, or a suit for little Willie.

"The most important thing to remem-

ber is that there is no excuse for a clothes

panic. There is no law saying that every-

one has to follow the last gasp of the

latest fashion fad. No law—remember
that!"

VERSATILE:
Not only does Edith Head spend her

days dispensing such solid clothes sense

as that recorded above, and designing

some of the most fetching costumes to be

seen in motion pictures, but she teaches

costume designing at UCLA (University

of California at Los Angeles) . This is her

hobby, her delight. As you probably

know, Edith started her professional life

as a school teacher in a private school;

encouraged by one of her pupils to apply

at Paramount, she started as a sketch

artist, quickly rose to head of the de-

partment.

She is exhilarated by the idea of teach-

ing costume design. Her department is a

division of the School of Motion Picture

Arts, headed by Kenneth MacGowan
who produced such films as the Tallulah

Bankhead starrer, "Lifeboat." In this

division of the University, qualified ex-

perts are teaching cinematography, set

design, script, writing, adaptation of mu-

sic to script, lighting technique, set dress-

ing, as well as costume design. Edith's

current class consists of fourteen girls

and six boys, all Juniors and Seniors.

They work on live scripts, plan the cloth-

ing, sketch it, budget it, work as if their

efforts were actually going into a com-

mercial motion picture.

"And they argue with me if they dis-

agree on some statement I have made

—

like admiring long skirts, for instance,"

says a delHited Edith. "On only one

thing do all of us agree—and I think

readers of Scueenland will also concur:

it is only a matter of time until all vio-

lent new style trends simmer down to a

really wearable, universal fashion. Or

have you forgotten how quickly the Eu-

genie hat disappeared?"

PRINTED IN THE U. S. A. BY THE CUNEO PRESS, INC.
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p ARE THE PEOPLE WHO BRING YOU THE
i

MOST POWERFUL DRAMA OF OUR TIMES!

ZACHARY LOUIS

SCOTT- HOTARD

DIANA SYDNEY

lYNNGREENM

LUCILLE MARTHA

BREMER WCKERS

"CHRISTA"...
:

pawned'

her soul \ 1

\

for love!

mmmmmmm

"SUSAN"

...young

beautiful

...and

useful!

PRODUCING ARTISTS, Inc.

presents

ELUDE TONIGHT



IT CHANGES PRESENT-DAY MAKE-UP IDEAS! IT GIVES YOU A REALLY NEW PERSONALITY!

LISTEN TO "DAMASK ROSE-GLOW-PULSATING WITH FLATTERY

NEWREVLONS

"SWEET TALK"

The most authentic change in color since red itself—and just

as basic. The one make-up that makes you look as different

as your clothes! No namby-pamby pink—but wonderfully

wearable damask rose-glow . . . pulsating with flattery.

"Sweet Talk" on matching lips and fingertips and for your

complexion . . . invokes the sweetest talk you've ever heard!

Matchbox 1.60,

^Kte^ plus tax

LASTRON NAIL ENAMEL • LIPSTICK • FASHION PLATE MAKE-UP





BETTY HUTTON
in Paramount's

"DREAM
GIRL"

Pan-Cake* Make-Up

and

Face Powder

color harmonized

to your

natural skin

color tones

Here's a sensational new color tone to

add romantic glamour to your beauty. It's

Amber ! . . .a different, flattering, entrancing

shade created by Max Factor Hollywood in

both Pan-Cake Make-Up and Face Powder.

Whatever your natural skin tone there's a

new Amber shade for you ... a dream color

to give you new radiant beauty.

Discover new glamour tonight. Choose

the shade of Pan-Cake Make-Up and Face

Powder for your skin color tone. . . see for

yourself the lovelier beauty they create.

AMBER NO. 1

FOR FAIR AND CREAMY SKINS

AMBER-ROSE
FOR MEDIUM SKINS

AMBER NO. 2
FOR DEEP OLIVE SKINS

ALSO NINE OTHER COLOR HARMONY SHADES AVAILABLE

PHOTO BY BUD f RAKER
"Pan-Cake (trademark) means

Max Factor Hollywood Cake Make-Up I

ColorHarmony Make-Up... pan-cake brand make-up. powder, rouge. LIPSTICK



Sister, it can "BLITZ" you!

Start now with LlSTERINE ANTISEPTIC

npHOSE distressing flakes and scales can put
-L you in plenty wrong socially, and can raise

hob with the health of your scalp and the looks

of your hair.

If you have the slightest symptom, better

start now with Listerine Antiseptic and mas-

sage. It's easy. It's delightful. And it treats the

infection as infection should be treated . . . with

quick germ-killing action.

Kills "Bottle Bacillus"

Listerine Antiseptic kills millions of the "bottle

bacillus" (Pityrosporum ovale) which many derma-

tologists say is a causative agent of the trouble.

Almost at once flakes and scales begin to

disappear. Your scalp feels healthier and your

hair looks healthier.

Listerine Antiseptic is the same antiseptic

that has been famous for more than 60 vears

in the field of oral hygiene.

In a series of tests, 76% of dandruff sufferers

showed complete disappearance of, or marked

improvement in, the symptoms of dandruff

after 4 weeks of twice-a-day Listerine Anti-

septic treatment.

Lambert Pharmacal Company

St. Louis, Missouri

»\ As a precaution ... As a treatment . . . LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC *nd MASSAGE

Have yon tasted the zippy MINT flavor of the NEW Listerine TOOTH PASTE ?

S C R E EN LA N D



Don't be

Half-safe!

VALDA
by
SHERMAN

At the first blush of womanhood many mys-

terious changes take place in your body. For

instance, the apocrine glands under your

arms begin to secrete daily a type of perspi-

ration you have never known before. This is

closely related to physical development and

causes an unpleasant odor on both your per-

son and your clothes.

There is nothing "wrong" with you. It's just

another sign you are now a woman, not a

girl ... so now you must keep yourself safe

with a truly effective underarm deodorant.

Two dangers—Underarm odor is a real handi-

cap at this romantic age, and the new cream

deodorant Arrid is made especially to over-

coma this very difficulty. It kills this odor

on contact in 2 seconds, then by antiseptic

action prevents the formation of all odor for

48 hours and keeps you shower-bath fresh.

It also stops perspiration and so protects

against a second danger—perspiration stains.

Since physical exertion, embarrassment and

emotion can now cause your apocrine glands

to fairly gush perspiration, a dance, a date,

an embarrassing remark may easily make
you perspire and offend, or ruin'a dress.

ASI deodorants are not alike — so remember
— no other deodorant tested stops perspira-

tion and odor so completely yet so safely as

new Arrid. Its safety has been proved by

doctors. That's why girls your age buy more

Arrid than any other age group. In fact, more

men and women everywhere use Arrid than

any other deodorant. It's antiseptic, used by
117,000 nurses.

Intimate protection is needed — so protect

yourself with this snowy, stainless cream that

smooths on and disappears. This new Arrid

is never gritty or grainy, will not crystallize

or dry out in jar. The American Laundering

Institute has awarded Arrid its Approval

Seal — harmless to fabrics. It will not rot

• clothing. And it's safe for the skin — non-

irritating— can be used right after shaving.

Don't be half-safe. During this "age of ro-

mance" don't let perspiration problems spoil

your fun. Don't be half-safe— be Arrid-safe!

Use Arrid to be sure. Get Arrid now at your

favorite drug counter — only 39tf plus tax.
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How would you like to feel many years

younger and twice as' active— like a

schoolgirl on holiday in the spring? Try

using Tampax for monthly protection

and discard those belts, pins and pads on

"those days." You'll be surprised at the

difference! You'll want to run rather than

walk. It's like riding in an open car in-

stead of a closed one!

This Tampax method has won the

confidence of millions of women and

girls who appreciate its daintiness, com-

fort and thoroughness. Tampax is worn

internally and it consists of pure surgical

cotton compressed in a disposable appli-

cator for easy insertion. With Tampax

there is no odor, no chafing— no bulges

or edge-lines under your clothing. Why,

you can actually wear it in your bath!

Invented by a doctor, Tampax is sold

at drug stores and notion counters in 3

absorbency-sizes (Regular, Super, Jun-

ior). Average month's supply fits into

ordinary purse Ask yourself "What

am I waiting for?" Act today! Tampax

Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

by the Journal of the American Medical Association

David Niven and his new bride, the former Hjordes Tersmeden, ex-model.

FOR seven months following their

reconciliation, the Mark Stevenses

struggled to make their marriage a

success. Finally they realized the com-

patibility so badly needed just wasn't

there. This time they talked things over

quietly and, at odd moments, tearfully.

A property settlement was arranged even

before they broke the news. MGM is

interested in signing Mrs. Stevens (An-

nelle Hayes) to a long-term contract,

and now she'll probably accept. Mark's

going to take a long rest in Honolulu,

as soon as he finishes "Street with No
Name."

NO, NOT even Rita Hayworth col-

lapsed when David Niven suddenly

married. But needless to say, all the girls

he left behind him were sort of stunned.

Formerly Hjordes (pronounced Yordis)

Tersmeden, the new Mrs. Niven is a

beautiful Scandinavian. She's already

fallen in love with David's two children,

who lost their own mother

so tragically. And she thinks

David's boss, Sam Goldwyn,

is pretty special. He offered

to run off all her husband's

old pictures, so they could

become better "acquainted"!

EVIDENTLY "One
Touch of Venus" isn't

enough for bright new star

Howard Duff. He's on the

set every day to visit Ava

and probably the only reason

{Please turn to -page 15)

Renewed romance: Howard Duff

is Ava Gardner's constant escort

as well as her daily visitor on

the "One Touch of Venus" set.

G
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TO THE VICTOR GOES THIS WOMAN!'

VICTOR FRANCEN • BRUCE BENNETT . DOROT™^. TOMITANDREA • DELMER DAVES JERRY WALD

Screen land



LOVELIER!

LOVELY! because of
these

The two blocks of

sterling inlaid at

back of bowls and
handles of most
used spoons and
forks. They make
this silverplate stay

lovelier longer.
Fifty-two piece
set $68.50 with
chest. (No federal

tax.) All patterns

made in U. S. A.

HOLMES & EDWARDS :

STERLING INLAID" j

SILVERPLATE

Copyright 1948. The International Silver Co., Holmes 8 Edwards Division,

Meriden, Conn. Sold in Canada by: The T. Eaton Co., ltd. oReg.U.S. Pat. Off.

I'LL TELL YOU ABOUT

MRS. PARADINI
"I intend that the whole

jjj

world shall see her as I
jjj

do... as a noble, self-sac- M
rificing human being."

jjj
*GREGORY PECK

jj
*One of the 7 great stars in

DAVID 0. SELZNICK'S production of j§
j

ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S jf

THE pARflp|WEcflsE

starring

GREGORY PECK • ANN TODD

I CHARLES LAUGHTON • CHARLES COBURNS

I ETHEL BARRYMORE and 2 new Selznick stars

LOUIS JOURDAN and VALLI §j

SITTING PRETTY

20th Century- Fox

*-
ALL MY SONS

Universal- International

*
LADY FROM SHANCHAI

Columbia

*
B. F.'S DAUGHTER

You can toss the whole book of adjectives at this

scintillating bit of suburbanity—and Clifton Webb,
wonderfully funny comedian. The suave Mr. Webb
will hold you spellbound in his sideline occupation of

baby-sitting with the brat-ish offspring of the person-

able Robert Young, a young aspiring lawyer,_and his

charming wife, Maureen O'Hara. Rib-tickling,
_
un-

usual situations prevail in the baby sitter's technique,

partly borrowed from Yogi, in teaching the juveniles

good behavior, and his duties as "mother's helper,"

which cause too much gossip for the community's

tongue-wagger, "Richard Haydn. Supporting cast, in-

cluding Louise Allbritton and John Russell, ccme in for

their round of laughs in the surprising denouement of

this fascinating plot, which takes you on a joy-ride.

Conscience plays the winning hand in this engrossing

family problem story, produced by Chester Erskine

and directed by Irving Reis. Edward G. Robinson is

dynamic as the factory owner who has successfully

lived down the production of a defective shipment of

airplane cylinders, causing the death of 21 pilots. His

family is respected in the small town where he has

tenaciously stamped out the stigma of the_ investigating

trial which sent his partner to prison. His unpunished

guilt, however, is ever present, and forms a formid-

able obstacle to the happiness of his wife, Mady Chris-

tians, and son, Burt Lancaster, in love with Louisa

Horton, the daughter of his friend and former partner.

Expertness of these players and Howard Duff, cast in

short but important role, hold dramatic moments taut.

Orson "Welles has peopled his screenplay, based on a

novel by Sherwood King, with a group of the most

unsavory characters this side of the seamy side of life

—with the exception of himself, the hero and narra-

tor of their nefarious story. In this Category he has

cast Rita Hay worth as the glamorously beautiful wife,

who, in seeking to destrov her marriage ties to the

sadistic criminal lawyer, Everett Sloane, solicits the

aid of our hero, a sailor on her husband's yacht, while

Glenn Anders, law-partner, but playing his own game,

works up an intricate murder deal with the seaman.

Nice people? Perhaps not, but Orson Welles drains

every ounce of drama from the plot and incorporates

in the process some of the most interesting camera

effects we've seen since his last dramatic production.

MGM

SCREENLAND

The rich girl meets poor boy angle of this film ver-

sion of John Marquand's popular novel presents Bar-

bara Stanwyck and Van Heflin in as heartwarming

a romance as any tender-hearted femme could want.

But the capitalist-labor angle, forming a nebulous

cloud around their happy marriage, which her wealth

holds in precarious balance, never comes down to brass

tacks. ( Perhaps too much has been said on the sub-

ject anyvvav!) Charles Coburn makes a vivid char-

acter of the self-made industrialist, B. F., whose

fabulous enterprises are untouched by the disastrous

depression of the early '30's. Keenan Wynn scores as

the colorful, inaccurate newscaster, and Richard Hart

clicks as the righteous, blue-blood lawyer. Elaborate

production and stars' performances make top film fare.

ATTENTION MOVIE FANS!

Send 25c to Selznick Studio, Box 101, Culver City, Calif.

lot autographed picture of Gregory PecK
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DeLong Bob Pins hold your hair as firmly

as a thriller holds your attention . .

.

The Stronger Grip DeLong boasts about is

no mere slogan dreamed-up by ad-writers

. . . It's a fact as cold and hard as the

high-carbon steel that goes into these

quality bob pins . . . Try them and see how

much better DeLong Bob Pins stay in

your hair, how much longer they keep their

strength and springy action . . . You'll

never go back to the wishy-washy kind of

bob pin that's in your hair one minute and

in your lap the next. Always remember—

StrongerGrip
Won't Slip Out

THE SEARCH—MCM
The hand of friendship extended by a

young American to one of Europe's^ home-
less children forms the theme of this most

unusual picture, first feature to be filmed

in occupied Germany. The simple good fel-

lowship of the soldier, dynamically por-

trayed by Montgomery Gift, as he first

tames and then aids the terrorized displaced

boy in his search for his mother makes for

heartwarming entertainment, never maud-
lin, always dramatically absorbing, very

often hilariously funny. You'll welcome

Gift as a grand new personality ;
you'll ap-

plaud Met Opera star "Jarmila Novotna's

touchingly beautiful performance as the

mother, and Aline MacMahon's forthright

sincerity as the UNNRA worker. Little

Ivan Jandl is amazingly good as the boy

who gets a break because America has a

great big heart and a generous open hand.

M

Quality Manufacturers for Over ?0 Jears

BOB PINS HAIR PINS SAFETY PINS

HOOKS & EYES HOOK & EYE TAPES

SNAPS PINS SANITARY BELTS

TO THE ENDS OF THE EARTH—Columbia

As the title indicates, this semi-documen-

tary production of Sidney Buchman pro-

vides a widely varying geographic back-

ground for one of the most highly adven-

turous stories of this, or any month. Based

on data in the U. S. Treasury files, it pre-

sents Dick Powell, shunning overly heroic

histrionics, as the T-Man who tracks down
an opium gang with assistance from Chi-

nese, French, Egyptian and English en-

forcement agents (which enhances and pro-

motes the one-world idea). Signe Hasso, an

English governess and Maylia, her little Chi-

nese companion, an absorbing combination of

"sugar and dynamite," bring about climax

which will leave you gasping with surprise.

ADVENTURES OF CASANOVA—Eagle Lion

The romantic and chivalrous swashbuckling

of this 18th Century Sicilian character,

widely known in the field of fiction, is

played to the hilt by Arturo de Cordova.

Ladies succumb to his "line" as regularly

as clockwork, but he also finds a full-time

job in aiding the patriots, led by Turban

Bey and Fritz Leiber, to throw
_
off the

heavy yoke of Spanish and Austrian rule,

incidentally rescuing the damsel in distress,

Lucille Bremer, from an unwanted mar-

riage with the tyrannical governor, John

Sutton. Noreen Nash also appeals in the

romance section as Turhan Bey's lady fair.

THE MIRACLE OF THE BELLS—RKO- Radio

Yes, it's "just as good as the book." In

fact, we say it's even better than Russell

Janney's best-seller, because the practically

perfect casting results in wonderful per-

formances of every leading role—a rare

thing—illuming the original point and pur-

pose to brilliant effect. If you missed the

book you'll enjoy the picture even more
for its inspiring theme and surprising twists

of plot. Fred MacMurray as the Holly-

wood press agent who discovers a beautiful

unknown and persuades his producer boss

to star her in "Joan of Arc" conveys pre-

cisely the right feeling as he promotes the

girl to greatness, only to lose her. Valli,
' in direct contrast to her worldly role in

"The Paradine Case," is refreshingly love-

ly here. Frank Sinatra is fine as the help-

ful priest, and Lee J. Cobb couldn't pos-

sibly be better as the frank movie producer.

SONG OF MY HEART—Allied Artists

The fictional story based on the life and

career of Peter Ilyitch Tschaikovsky pre-

sents in the role of the famous composer a

new Swedish actor, Frank Sundstrom, who
is destined to make a big hit with Amer-
ican moviegoers. He makes a romantic fig-

ure of Tschaikovsky, as seen through the

eyes of his man-servant, (Mikhail Rasum-
ny, contributing a superb acting job) who
relates the events of his master's early un-

happy marriage and the tender poignant

romance with his unknown sponsor, a Rus-

sian princess played with appropriate ele-

gance by Audrey Long. For music lovers,

the cream of the classic compositions are

given inspiring rendition in numerous scenes.

, :
THE SIGN OF THE RAM—Columbia

Susan Peters has been given the plum role

of a possessive, demanding though devoted

stepmother which she handles with the

same expert artistry which her fans noted

in her pictures before her confinement to

a wheelchair. She is to be admired and

commended. Alexander Knox gives a fine

performance as the husband, and father of

Alene Roberts and Ross Ford, who, as chil-

dren she rescued from a sea disaster, were

the cause of their stepmother's invalidism.

Her subtle machinations to hold her family

to her builds to a high point of tension and

intervening events add greatly to suspense.

10
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TERROR RIDES THE BERLIN EXPRESS!
Loaded with the treachery of

international hatreds ... filmed

in Germany, against the actual

backdrop of bomb-wrecked cities!

FIGHT to death in on underground
hideout . . . a brewery in Frankfurt!

ADV£NTUR€ starts in Paris when
U. 5. agent begins journey to Berlin!

OFF LIMITS I A cafe where black
markets and deadly intrigue flourish 1

Merle Oberon • Robert Ryan

Charles Korvin • Paul Lukas

DORE SCHARY in Charge of Production

Produced by BERT GRANET
Directed by JACQUES TOURNEUR

Screen Play by HAROLD MEDFORD

SCREENLAND

R K O
RADIO
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I'LL TELL YOU ABOUT

MRS. PARADINE
"She is bad, bad to the
bone. If ever there was an
evil woman, she is one."

*LOUIS JOURDAN
'"One of the 7 great stars in

DAVID 0. SELZNICK'S production of

ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S

™e PARADINE"*
starring

GREGORY PECK • ANN TODD
CHARLES LAUGHTON • CHARLES COBURNjj

I
ETHEL BARRYMORE and 2 new Selznick stars 8

LOUIS JOURDAN and VALLI

ATT
S»nd25eto

tor

TEETH should show

in your smile

NEVER in your

HAIR-DO

Teeth never show

with

* i

KANT-SLIP COMBS
Because only Kant-Slip Combs have

CONCEALED Tight-Gripping Teeth

Only Goody Kant-Slip Combs have this overlapping pat-

ented construction making the teeth invisible in your hair

ONLY

10c

Available in

a variety of popular sizes at leading

5 and 10c stores and notion counters.

. FOR BETTER HAIR AIDS
BETTER REACH FOR GOODY

HOLLYWOOD'S NEW LOOK
$10.00 Prize

I hear that Hollywood has subscribed to

a "new look" policy whereby scenes de-

picted will be slightly less breathtaking

and a lot more believable, while our stars

will subscribe to a more natural look.

May I register 100% approval? I'm truly

looking forward to the day when a gal goes

in swimming and emerges with wet, drip-

ping hair, looking as silly as I do; when
my husband will see the beautiful heroine

awake with her hair in curlers, (at which

time he may see that I don't do too badly,

after all) ; and when the wife of a guy

who makes $3,000 or less per annum goes

to the Greasy Spoon in mouton instead of

the Stork Club in mink.
FRANCES B. GRAFE, Bloomington, N. Y.

KISSLESS MENACE
$5.00 Prize

We are two average girls who attend the

movies once or twice a week. When asked

who are our favorite stars, we immediately

answer, Jean Pierre Aumont, Rory Cal-

houn and Burt Lancaster. We liked Burt

Lancaster in such tough gangster roles as

"The Killers," "Brute Force," etc., but

yesterday we saw him in "Desert Fury" as

the patrol cop, Tom. That was the best.

We have only one complaint. During

the entire picture, John Hodiak kissed

Lizabeth Scott so many times it was get-

ting monotonous. Burt, who was the real

hero, didn't even kiss her once. In one

scene she gave him a peck on the cheek.

He didn't even return it. In the end, we
chewed our nails practically to the elbow

waiting for the kiss to make it a happy end-

ing. But what happened ? They merely walk

off into the twilight together, hand in hand.

DORIS GOLDBERG & SYLVIA GITLIN,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

TEEN TEAM
$1.00 Prize

So far MGM has only shown a young

and lovely girl, none other than Jane

Powell, singing with a voice good enough
to sound like lovely Jeanette MacDon-
ald's. But why don't they start scouting

for a young man, also in his teens, who may
have a voice as good as Nelson Eddy's, and
co-star him with Jane Powell? I'm sure it

would bring a new twist in movie making.
Pfc. WILLIAM RIVALS, c/o P.M., New York, N.Y.

THE PARKS ROLE
$1.00 Prize

When I heard that Gene Kelly was sug-

gested to play Al Jolson in the sequel to

"The Jolson Story," I was very mad. In

my opinion, no one could beat Larry Parks
in that place, except Al himself. Larry
looks so natural, I just don't think any-

one else could do as good an imitation of

Jolson. Although I am a Gene Kelly fan,

too, I do hope he doesn't play that role.

CAROL WILLIAMS, Bloomington, III.

DREAM STUFF
$1.00 Prize

At last I have seen two pictures with

typical teen-age boys. The pictures are

"Margie" and "The Bachelor and the

Bobby-Soxer" ; the boys are Conrad Janis

and Johnny Sands. I have seen many pic-

tures with boys who were supposed to be

"dream stuff" but none of them are the

real McCoys as these two are. They are

really something worth looking at, where-

as others are like something out of the

comic strip. I knoy this isn't just the

younger generation's world, but we would
certainly appreciate more teen-age pic-

tures.
MARGARET ANN ANDERSON, Augusta, Ga.

MARRIED MOVIE TEAM
$1.00 Prize

Kathryn Grayson and Johnnie Johnston

were made for each other. In real life,

they proved it by falling in love and
marrying. In reel life, their attractiveness

and wonderful singing talents would be

hard to beat, and where could Technicolor

(Please turn to page 16)
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They're off on their t£ maddest, merriest arfventure !/

EAGLE LION FILMS presents

WITH

JOSEPH CALLEIA
LEON ERROL
CATHY DOWNS

Screen land

PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY

CHARLES BARTON
Screenplay by John Grant & Howard Harris

13



Jane Powell and Scotty

Beckett have a big date.

Armed with posies, comes

Scotty and note that Jane

lets him in. A lovely dance

it was, but comes, alas,

time to S3y goodnight. Jane

tells Scotty she had a super

time and from his tace we
know he did, too. See them

both in "A Date With Judy
"

D O YOU long to have the telephone

ring and a husky voice say "How
about a date, Kate?" Don't say

no, or I'll know you're fibbing. Every

girl loves the jingle-jangle of the Ameche
when the voice on the other end belongs

to a handsome handsome she's just dying

to date. Well, it's the season when a

young man's fancy turns to you-know-

what and if you're a good date you'll

circulate. If you want to get in on the

know-how, maybe you'll get a few point-

ers from the following. Hope so, let's go!

First of all, you have to rate a date.

You have to be around when things are

happening. In school, try to get on the

social committees but don't try to boss

everything. Follow through with ideas

and get in with the mob. Join the young

peoples' clubs in your town and stay

active in them. Keep your appearance

neat. Don't overdo current styles but,

on the other hand, don't be an old hat.

There's a medium in fashion and the

boys would rather you looked well-

groomed than well-plumed, if you get

what I mean.
Whatever you do, don't chase your

man. Boys are embarrassed when they are

besieged with female phone calls. Their

families josh them about it and they

butt in—no fellow likes to be told whom
to date. So after you've asked the light

of your life out once, don't do it again

until you're a steady or he'll wind up

saying "no" and probably the only reason

If you want to rate a

date, then get hep to date

etiquette. It works,, (and

how!) says Jane Powell

By

Claire

Finucane
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is that you haunted hinv. He wants to
do the "picking" so let him go if his
choice isn't you.<

When yon do get that all-important
date, do watch your actions. For one
thing, don't go about trying to impress
every other trousered individual, stick to
the man who "brung you" in the first

place. Don't make with corny puns or
double talk, and forget the sarcasm—it

just doesn't go. Be gay, be feminine, but,
above all, be natural. Don't try to im-
press, have fun yourself and your man
will enjoy being with you.
Go easy on the spending if your swain

is a schoolboy or struggling businessman.
When he asks you what you'd like to do,
ask him first if he has a preference. If
he hasn't any, then you might come
through with two or three ideas and then
let him pick.

During the evening, keep the conver-
sation going but don't monopolize it.

Talk about mutual interests. The local
basketball or football team always pro-
vides enough talk for conversation.
Sound out your partner first on his likes
and dislikes and then carry through on
conversation. Above all, don't show that
you know everything. Ask him questions
on what he thinks about certain sub-
jects like the theater or sports.

Don't stay out until the wee hours of
morning or he'll get the wrong impres-
sion. If he encourages you to stay out
later say you have to get your beauty
sleep or something like that. If you've
made a hit, he'll call you again and if

you haven't, then staying out late cer-
tainly won't help the situation.
When it comes to the parting of the

ways, don't linger. Nothing wrong with
a goodnight kiss, of course, but no long
drawn out affairs—he'll think you're
man-starved. Nor is it good policy to
ask him in after your folks have gone
to bed. Say good-night, you had lots of
fun. If you've made a hit, you'll know
lt^ because when you have a good time,
it's a sure bet that your date will too.

Gossip Hot from Hollywood

Continued from page 6

Gardner (yes, it's on again) and the way
that man looks at her! Um-m-m! The
day she started shooting, Howard gave
her a Siamese cat, appropriately named
"\enus." Poor Ava had to tell him she's
allergic to cat fur and couldn't keep the
pet.

WHEN (and if) Lana Turner mar-
ries Bob Topping, there's a dia-

mond necklace already selected for her
wedding present She has her engage-
ment ring, a magnificent diamond cut in
a diamond (like on playing cards) de-
sign. For her birthday recently. Bob
gave a party in the Garden Room of the
Bel Air Hotel. He hired an orchestra:
individual tables were banked with white
orchids. His little gift this time was a
huge black star sapphire ring, encrusted
with diamonds. They've been shooting
around Lana on "The Three Musket"
eers" until she sheds a few pounds—but
she's definitely doing the picture.

E GENUINE REGISTERED

eepsake
DIAMOND RINGS

a/it/Si/t

Dear as your dreams for tomorrow . . . eternal as the

promise you share
. . . is love's most cherished symbol . . . a genuine

registered Keepsake Diamond Ring. Only one diamond in hundreds meets the

exacting standards of excellence in color, cut and clarity which Keepsake

has maintained through six decades. Identify Keepsake by

the name in the ring, and the words, "guaranteed registered perfect

gem" on the tag . . . as illustrated. Let comparison prove that

a Keepsake gives you higher quality and greater value

than an ordinary ring of the same price.

Better jewelers are Keepsake

Jewelers. Prices from

$100 to $5000.

C.BETHEL Ring

Also $300
Wedding Ring

Man's Diamond Ring

Available at $75 to 200 to

match all engagement rings

troted available I

Rings enlarged to show details. Prices include Federal ti

toot for the name "Keepsake" in the ring, and requite
the Keepsake Certificate of Guarantee and Registration.

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, A. H. Pond Co., Inc.

120 E. Washington, Syracuse 2, New York

Please send the useful 20-page book, "The Etiquette of the Engagement
and Wedding 1

... a complete guide to social correctness in planning
the betrothal and wedding events . . . with illustrations and prices of
Keepsake Rings and the name of the nearest Keepsake Jeweler. I enclose
10c to cover mailing.

Name

Street and No

Ci,y-
y SL 5-48

SfliliENLAND
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See how the gently rounded
ends make Fibs tampons

^ / realty easy to use

!

Only Fibs are quilted . . . to

keep Fibs from fluffing up to

an uncomfortable size!

*Qcri£ted"Safety
Fibs' quitting helps prevent

cotton particlesfromclingmg
to delicate internal tissues!

Teen-agers have their say in "Make Way for Youth," film directed by Marvin

Rothenberg for Youth Division of National Social Assembly, narrated by Mel-

vyn Douglas for Eagle Lion release. Above, Recreation Division vote to give

average town's youth clubs a chance to fight prejudice after a boy's tragic

death in a street fight. Below, youngsters gather for meeting of Youth Council.

MRS. PARADINE
IS ON TRIAL

FOR HER LIFE

*0ne of the 7 great stars in

DAVID 0. SELZNICK'S production of

ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S

™e PARADINE «*j
starring

GREGORY PECK • ANN TODD

! CHARLES LAUGHTON • CHARLES COBURN

I

ETHEL BARRYMORE and 2 new Selznick stars :

LOUIS JOURDAN and VALLI

ATTENTION MOVIE FANS!
Send 25c to Sclimck Studio. Box 101. Culm City. Calil.

lor autographed Z" % 10" pictoe of Vaili

Fans' Forum

Continued from page 12

find a more effective combination than in

Kathryn's dark beauty and Johnnie's blond

handsomeness ?

Kathryn's popularity is unquestioned, and

Johnnie's fan following is terrific, especially

in the East where he made his name. With
the right roles he can easily join the ranks

of such stars as Van Johnson and Peter

Law ford.
LAUREL McDUFF and MILLIE CASHIN,

Los Angeles, Calif.

SUCCESSFUL HANDICAP

#1.00 Prize

Handicaps hinder some people but not

those who possess the twin qualities of

ability and perseverence. I refer to Mickey
Rooney and his shortness of stature which

might have impeded him if he had not

level-headedly ignored it. For years I

have watched Mickey "handicap" himself

right up to stardom, while many of the

tall-dark-and-handsomes, who relied more
on personal appeal than hard work, were

left at the post.

I think that Mickey several years ago

could have played maturer roles, such as

those given Edward G. Robinson, who is

not so very tall himself. I hope that

Mickey will soon be cast in more adult

parts. His "handicap" will hinder him no

more there than it did in the juvenile pic-

tures, for to people like him a handicap is

really an added reason to forge ahead force-

fully and effectively.
R. JAY BUTNER, Laurel, Md.

Youth Council member tours community to

enlist support. Below, youth centei be-

comes a reality—with everybody helping:

16 SCREENLAND



with

UNIVERSAL- INTERNATIfM

JOAN FONTAINE
Unforgettably Matched for Love with

LOUIS JOURDAN
Romantic New Star of 'The PdtacJinf Case'

MADY CHRISTIANS MARCEL JOURNET • ART SMITH CAROL YORKE ScreenP,ay by Howard Koc „ W.
From the Story by Stefan Zweig -Produced by JOHN HOUSEMAN Directed by MAX OPULS • A RAMPART I PRODUCTION
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On location in New Mexico for their co-starring picture, "Four Faces West," for Enterprise- United Artists,
Joel and Frances Dee McCrea are right at home—they're real ranchers themselves, can take the rugged life in their
stride. In the film, Joel plays a cowboy turned bank bandit, in love with Frances in the role of a railroad nurse, left.

AN OPEN LETTER TO MR. AND MRS. .JOEL McCREA

SO YOU'RE teaming up in a
new picture. I think that's a
fine idea. Why aren't there

more Mister and Missus teams in

the movies, anyway?
Don't tell me. It's all too plain.

After proudly announcing to cus-
tomers that Mr. and Mrs. Star
would soon be seen at the local the-
ater in "Always in Love/' it might

be embarrassing to the exhibitor to
have to change it to read: Mr. Star
and his Ex in "Not Any More."
But in your case, I'm not even

keeping my fingers crossed. Mar-
ried fourteen years, parents of two
swell sons, you seem to have licked
the Hollywood marriage jinx. Per-
haps because you, Joel, never tried
to hold the Little Woman in the
home, but let her make a movie
whenever she wanted to. And you,
Frances, who once said you'd never,
never live on any old ranch, not
you, gave in and got to Jove it. It
could also be that you're two pret-
ty nice, down-to-earth people, who
haven't let Joel's considerable for-
tune and screen success spoil you.

It might be fun, at that, to see

Cowboy talking to his horse
is an old story. When horse
talks to cowboy, that's news.
Right above, Charles Bick-
ford, who plays a U. S. Mar-
shal on Joel's trail in the

film, gives him a helping

hand after the day's work.

1

other happily (at this writing)
married couples make an occa-
sional movie together. Let's see,
now: Gene and Betsy Blair Kelly,
for example; Robert Taylor and
Barbara Stanwyck, Betty Grable
and Harry James, Dick and June
Allyson Powell, Jeanette Mac-
Donald and Gene Raymond, Larry
Parks and Betty Garrett, Glenn
Ford and Eleanor Powell—hey,
what am I saying? That's a long
list, isn't it? Maybe you McCreas
are pioneering a New Trend and
don't even know it. Well, that's
okay with all us fans—just so you
don't ever let us down.



4F

You won't be forgetting Barboro Bel Geddes

in a hurry after you've seen her as Irene

Dunne's darling daughter in RKO's new film.

Left above, in character. Other closeups, "cute

face" herself in formal and informal moods.

-i—i—... i.„ "
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By Lynn Bowers

IF YOU were an appealingly pretty
girl with small ears stuck on close to
your head, nice blonde hair, alter-

nately grave and laughing eyes, a gener-
ous well-shaped mouth, all your curves
in the right places, a handsome hus-
band and a pretty little daughter,
looked much younger than your twenty-
five years and, on top of all that, were a
really good actress, how would you like

to be called unglamorous right out in

uncompromising jjrint?

Well, there's a girl in Hollywood who
can tell you. Her name is Barbara Bel
Geddes and she got the "unglamorous"
tag when her first picture, "The Long
Night." was reviewed. The notice in

question started out fine
—

"darn good
actress, untheatrical." and then, oops,
came the word, "unglamorous."

She tried to be just real hurt about it,

but somehow she couldn't. "Get you,
girl," she said to herself, "you're un-
glamorous." She thought mavbe because
she was born on Hallow;e'en people ex-
pected her to fly in on a broomstick. She
tried to make like an actress looking
tragic but what came out was the grin
of a gal with a healthy sense of humor.
"So you have a funny face and someone
called you unglamorous," w-ent her train
of thought, "but you are also in Holly-
wood making pictures."

And that's precisely what Barbara en-
joys doing most. In fact, her plans from
the age of sixteen, when she first went
on the stage, always included Hollywood
even though the film town didn't include
her until she made a sensational success
of her part in the Broadway play, "Deep
Are the Roots." "I thought," she said,
"it was going to be a lot easier than it

is. People told me after being on the
stage I'd just walk through pictures.
Even some directors I've met think a
stage actress has nothing more to learn.
How wrong can you be? You need plenty
of help and understanding, you learn
every day."

She admits to being scared of acting
when she doesn't understand a scene and
nobody explains how she should do it.

This, however, is not a fault of George
Stevens, who directs her in her latest
picture, "I Remember Mama." She says,
"He is superb, understands everybody's
personality, coaxes them into doing
scenes with a smile, a nod, a wave of his
hand or the flick of an eyebrow. One
day he got me to do a scene I was afraid
of by rushing me into it, by not giving
me the time to think. As a director he's
wonderful and exciting. You can see him
think and when he does everyone on the
set quiets down, probably trying to hear
him think."

Barbara believes maybe the critics will

get a chance to call her unglamorous
again because of her part in "I Remem-
ber Mama." As Katrin, Mama's oldest
daughter, she goes from the age of four-
teen to eighteen in the costumes of a far
from prosperous family of the 1910 pe-

Unglomorous," they called Barbara Bel Geddes. But is she?

riod. Barbara has it all pretty well fig-

ured out: "I'm not an ingenue," she says,

"and I'm not a beauty, and I'm the luck-

iest gal in Hollywood to get to work in

'Mama.' Now I'm wondering how I can
possibly follow this with a picture as

good. It seems to me I'll have to have
wonderful parts until I get over this aw-
ful- young look."

Because she looks like such a kid,

everyone loves (Please turn to qmge 68)

In "I Remember Mama" Barbara,

playing Irene Dunne's daughter,
will win new fans with her fresh,

appealing personality. Some critics

dubbed her "unglamorous" after

her first film, "The Long Night,"
but just what is glamor, anyway?
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When two big stars talk

ibout each other the

result is usually phony

jouquet-tossing. Not this

time! Here's an honest

appraisal of Van by

Spence, and vice versa

MY FIRST meeting with this John-

son gentleman was under circum-

stances which did not tip me off

to the fact that a time would come when

I would be fighting tooth and nail to

underplay him in a tough picture scene.

He was a skinny, freckle-panned, red-

headed kid standing in front of Roman-
off's in the rain. He was soaked. The
water dripped from his forelock and

streaked down his tweed coat. He said,

"May I please have your autograph, Mr.

Tracy?"

"Please," he said, and it was obvious

that he had been standing in that drizzle

for hours. "Mr. Tracy," he said, although

the usual kid with pencil and pad gives

you that "Hey, You," or the "Spence"

routine.

"You sure must want autographs bad

to wait around for them in this weather,"

I remarked. ;

"I wanted yours that bad, Mr. Tracy,"

he said.

Now what kind of an answer can a guy

give to a dripping kid who is probably

catching triple-plated pneumonia just to

get a guy's autograph? I felt like a big

drip myself, passing out nothing more

than a "Yours truly, S. Tracy," but there

was something about the cut of the kid's

jaw that forestalled my getting generous

with a Canadian nickel. There are times

when a man can do nothing, regardless of

his emotional reaction; this was one of

those times.

Two years later Van was working with

Irene Dunne and me in "A Guy Named
Joe" and I was fighting for those old

closeups against a guy somewhat better

equipped for closeup work than I am.

One day Van brought his scrap book

on the set. On Page One, leading all the

rest like Abou Ben Adhem, was a fine

southern exposure of Tracy's bleak north-

ern mug. "What in the world do you

want that picture for?" I mumbled.
"Well," Van said, "I sorta thought—

I

mean—

,

It is an eloquent tribute like that, that

gets me. I said, "Thanks, and just wait

until I tell The King about this. He may
be Gable the Great at the boxoffice, but

I'll bet him real dough that I'm the only

actor on this or any lot who has his mug
stuck on the front page of ANOTHER
actor's scrap book."

It was during the filming of "A Guy
Named Joe" that Van was badly dam-

aged in a traffic accident. Now this is the

kind ot guts the guy owns: during the

time he was in the hospital—under seda-

tives most of the time—on each occasion

when he came out of the fog he gave the

nurses an argument about getting his

clothes. He wanted to report to the stu-

dio. While he was still too weak to walk

up a flight of (Please turn to page 61)



Spencer Tracy and Van Johnson
appear together in "State of the

Union," with Katharine Hepburn
and Angela Lansbury, left. Re-
member when Van made his

first big hit in the Tracy pic-

ture, "A Guy Named Joe"?
Then, he was practically a new-
comer, with Tracy an estab-

lished star. Now Van's a star

himself. Has he changed?
Spence has the answer in the
story opposite. For what Van
thinks of Tracy today, read
his frank story on this page.

1PITY the kid who grows up without

a hero.

As far back as I can remember, 1

have always had an ideal—someone who
stood for the things that, mistily and
gropingly, I was beginning to believe in.

At first I worshipped at the shrine of

King Arthur. I used to imagine myself
cutting a heck of a dazzling figure on
horseback, rescuing some beautiful maid-
en. During that period, I was torn be-
tween joining the cavalry, or running
away to Texas to become a cowboy. And
then, all of a sudden, I knew that I
wanted to be an actor.

I'm not sure when I first saw Spencer
Tracy on the screen, but I do know that
111 never forget his work in ""Captains

Courageous,*' in which he played a Portu-
gese fisherman and for which he won an
Academy Award. From that day on, King
Arthur was a fisherman in my opinion.

When I first came to California, I used
to hang around spots where I thought I

might see Spence. When he was out of

town, I used to comb the city for re-run

picture houses, get my name on their

mailing fists, then see every Spencer
Tracy picture that played. I'll bet I've

seen "Boom Town" twenty times.

I guess I don't have to go into four
syllable adjectives to explain how I felt

when MGM cast ine in ''A Guy Named
Joe," the wartime picture starring Spen-
cer Tracy and Irene Dunne. Man, oh
man—what a break! I kept pinching my-
self to be sure that I was walking on solid

ground; you know how it feels to be
ankle-deep in Cloud Seven.

I had worked in the picture just one
day when I was in that automobile
smashup. You probably know about it

because it's been pretty well covered.
However. I don't think many people have
explained that we had left the set early

because we had made arrangements to
have a print of "Keeper of the Flame"
run at the studio that night. It was one
of the few Tracy pictures that I had
missed.

When I came out of the anesthetic at
the hospital, all I could think of was that
I would be replaced in "A Guy Named
Joe." After all, business is business. I

hadn't been so thoroughly established in

the picture that they couldn't start over
with someone else, and I knew that post-

poning the picture until I was well enough
to return woidd cost Irene Dunne and
Spencer Tracy, as well as the studio, a
lot of money. Gosh, if anyone ever wished
for a Fairy Godmother to wave a wand
over the bed and heal him instantly, I

was that character. I tried to get up and
—big lug that I am—almost fainted.

The nurse came over, clucking, and
giving me heck. She said she had a mes-
sage for me from (Please turn to page 64)



NOW, here's a pretty how-de-do

—

Bergen without McCarthy for the

first time since Charlie was born

twenty-four years ago. and loving it.

Saying of their first separation, "It's like

a vacation with pay. to get away from

Charlie!" Yes, he really said that.

Edgar has tried before to get away

from Charlie. "In vaudeville, I tried

three times and each time," Bergen ^ad-

mits ruefully, "fell flat on my face."

In RKO's Irene Dunne starrer, "I Re-

member Mama," Edgar emphatically

does not, according to reports that glow,

fall flat on his face. As Mr. Thorkehon,

the flustered little undertaker, with his

tight little black suits and tight little

mustache, Edgar comes, solo, into his

own. minus McCarthy.
Re: Mr. Thorkelson,. Edgar has a tale

to tell: 'I tried to sell this character

once before," he says. "In fact, one of

the three times I fell on my face was

when, having ditched Charlie, I intro-

duced this mousy Thorkelson character

(I called him Uncle Axel) in a one-act

play in vaudeville. One show in Jersey,

and we closed.

"It is now my aim. all these years

later, to offer this character again, either

by fitting him into another picture, or

by making him the pivot of a two-reel

comedy. The main thing being to cinch

and clarify the character of Uncle Axel,

my present plan is to take a trip to

Sweden this summer, take Charlie with

me. have him meet my Uncle Axel. Kind

of a sore point with me, being a Swede that,

having raised Charlie, lie is still a Mc-

Carthv!" (The line between Edgar in

fact and Edgar in fancy is, Dear Reader,

very thin!) "I often suggest to Charlie

that, especially as Uncle Axel is a rich old

codger, I'd like him to change his name

to, at least Axel McCarthy—but," Edgar

sighed, "he won't hear of it." (The line

between Charlie as a dummy and Charlie

as flesh and blood and mud in your eyes

is also thin, Dear Reader, uncannily

thin!)

"But where were we—ah, yes, explain-

ing my pleasure, wasn't I, in life without

Charlie. To get away from jokes, you

know, not to have to write anything."

Edgar all but smacked his lips, "just a

full-fledged actor working, with a free

knee, under the direction of George

Stevens—which was, by the way, the

most thrilling experience I've had since

I first went into radio. Like going to



dramatic school, working with Stevens,
only you learn more. Stevens should
have an Oscar, in fact," Edgar chuckled,
"for converting a ventriloquist! And no
such thing, of course, as jealousy between
me and Charlie—left at home, as he
was," Edgar added, making with a sad-
istic grin, "in a bureau drawer."

Admitting the ingratitude implicit in
his pleasure over Charlie in absentia,
Edgar says, "Actually, my life is differ-
ent than it would have been, and in every
way possible, thanks to Charlie. With-
out Charlie I would never, for instance,
flunking ancient and medieval history as
T was doing, have graduated from high
school. But at a student recital given
by our class in the spring of my senior
year, Charlie and I did a spot of ad lib-

bing (our first. (Please turn to page 59)
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What's this? Edgar Bergen

leading his own life minus

McCarthy? Just let him try it!

By Gladys Hall
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A MAN DESIRES
Popular actor describes

his Ideal Woman

THE ideal woman and the ideal man
have not yet been born. And until

that halcyon millennium, people will

I engage in the age-old dream of conjec-
I turing about such rare creatures. Ac-
cording to archaeologists, there is an ex-

Jcavated monument in Egypt listing the

I
attributes of the ideal woman and nam-
ing the local Egyptian belle who best
fulfilled each quality. Now, I would like

b to emulate the Egyptians and take stylus

fend papyrus in hand and do the same

|
thing. Make up your own list, why don't

Uyou? It doesn't cost anything!

8 Aesthetic Qualities: Dorothy McGuire,
Because McGuire has a sensitive face and
Itensitive mind. Though she is a beautiful

Mid, her beauty is the least important

BY LOUIS HAYWARD
thing about her interesting personality.

Sex Appeal: Lana Turner—why over-

state it?

Femininity: Loretta Young, because
Loretta wears beautiful clothes, has a
fluid but fejninine figure and because she
can sit behind a silver tea service and
pour tea without looking like something
from an English drawing room comedy.

Among the lovely ladies pictured, Louis Hay-
ward points out the attributes men prize most.
Louis' latest film for Eagle Lion is "Ruthless,"

with Diana Lynn, top left. Below, with the lady

of "patience and fortitude": Peggy Hayward.

Versatility: Ida Lupino, because she is

a fine actress, a good composer, a good
dancer, and because she herself is the
kind of a conversationalist who can in-

spire even a dolt to Noel Coward dia-
logue.

Wit: Barbara Stanwyck, because her
argot is sharp, new, pungent, uncloyih-g.

And because, with all her astringence,
some of her best cracks are directed at
herself.

Fireside Companion: Irene Dunne, be-
cause she is poised without being cold,

amusing without waving her arms, and
compassionate without being maudlin.
Charm: Jeanette MacDonald because

(Please turn to page 67)
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FREEDOM is more than a state of

mind—it's an emotion, claims Anna-

bella, the lovely French film actress

who had just secured a divorce from

Tyrone Power.
'We found the Gallic star gathering

roses in the luxuriant gardens of her

Saltair Road estate and we couldn't help

remarking on how radiant she looked.

"It's because I'm happy as a lark and

feel just as free," she said. "Now I can

do all those things I have been wanting

to do for the past few years—things like

traveling independently which I couldn't

do, what with being married and the war

of course. Now I'm going to be—how do

you say it?—fancy free! I don't think I

shall ever satisfy my desire to see what

lies beyond the horizon.

"Of course, don't misunderstand. I

shall always come back to my beloved

California. I have California in my blood,

but I know there is a bit of the gypsy in

me, too. I think the program now is

perfect. I can make one picture a year

here for Mr. Zanuck, who has been so

wonderful to me, then I can go to Paris

or to Rome for a picture for a few months

and return again."

When we asked Annabella how she felt

about Tyrone and the divorce she said,

"Tyrone is a closed chapter. Although

we were married seven years, Tyrone was

away for four of those years in the Ma-
rine Corps and it is inevitable that the

attitudes of people, who are separated for

long periods of time, change. Tyrone

changed considerably, and I

did, too, I suppose. We de-

cided that we had come to

the parting of the ways and

the separation, by mutual

agreement, was a very amicable one. We
are still very good friends and I am
happy that it is this way. So many times

in divorce people are hurt. You know
marriage takes understanding, but I

think divorce does, too.

"I believe too many couples take di-

vorce as an easy way out. It is a serious

step and one which demands a great

deal of consideration before any couple

should even contemplate it. However,

when any two people like Tyrone and

myself find that we would be happier

apart and be freer to follow our own

careers separately, then I think it is the

only intelligent and dignified thing to do.

It spares both parties a great deal of

mental anguish. Of course, in our case

there has been so much unnecessary

speculation and talk. I am quite sure

that if we had been Mr. and Mrs. Smith,

it would never have attracted any partic-

ular attention at all."

We asked Annabella what her imme-
diate plans were and she said, "I am go-

ing back to France right away to do an-

other picture which I signed for last

summer. Although I did appear on
Broadway in 'Jacobowsky and the Colo-

nel' and 'No Exit' while Tyrone was in

the war, to a certain extent I feel that I

neglected my career. A wife has to do

that.

"Then last summer I went back to

Paris and made 'The Eternal Conflict'

and I found out how much I had missed

acting, so I signed for another film which

I must do right away. Also there is a
play in Paris, but I don't want to stay

away too long. I will come back in six

In new French film, "The Eternal Conflict," An-

nabella, the ex-Mrs. Tyrone Power, plays a girl

of the circus, with Michael Auclair opposite.

months to make a picture for 20th Cen-

tury-Fox. That is what I want to do

—

commute between Paris, New York and
Hollywood. I have so many friends here

in Hollywood it would make me very

unhappy to be away from them for very

,

long. I can't tell you how wonderfulv

they have been to me. When I am awaji|

for any length of time I miss them so

By Charles Gentry

'Tyrone is a closed chapter,

soys Annabella, who is now

resuming her own career.

xclnsive interview!
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terribly I want to be with them again."

"Will you keep your house here?" we
asked.

Annabella sighed a little wistfully, "I
don't know whether I will keep this

house or not, but I would like to—I love

it so here." She pointed around at the

lovely house and gardens. "You know
this is the hou.se that Grace Moore built

but never lived in. I bought it just be-

fore she returned East. Most of the

things in it are from my father's house at

Saint Cloud and all the furnishings are

very dear to me. I can't bear to part

with it."

Annabella gave one of those enchant-
ing low-pitched laughs of hers. "'I will tell

you a funny story on myself," she said.

"'The other day some people came to see

the house with the idea of buying it. I

was showing them around the grounds
and giving them what you would call a
'sales talk.' Suddenly I stopped and ex-

cused mvself. 'I am terriblv sorrv.' I

said, 'but you cannot buy this house. I
have just sold it back to myself,' and I
was laughing so hard that the people,
who were very charming, had to laugh,
too. They said that they could easily
understand why."
"Are there any memories attached to

the house?" we asked.

"My dear boy, that is a foolish ques-
tion! Of course, there are memories at-
tached to every house—happy ones and
sad - ones. A (Please turn to page 66)
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Pirate
Fictionized by Elizabeth B. Petersen

BACK in the hotel room were the laces and embroideries, the crinolines and the silks
and satins for her trousseau which had come all the way from Paris. But here
standing on the great sea wall looking down on the blue* Caribbean was real ro-

mance, something much dearer to her heart than the plans for her marriage.
For the Caribbean had been the home of the man Manuela had dreamed of since her

childhood, Macoco, the pirate. These were the waters he had sailed, the ships he had
plundered. He had moved over their surface like a dragonfly, glittering, uncapturable, a
man who struck terror into the hearts of other men and romance into that of an imag-
inative child. Let others grieve at the sorrow he caused, her young heart could only
find rejoicing that there was a man so daring and fearless and dazzling in a common-
place world.

It was ten years now since Macoco's wild battle cry had been heard, since his cannons
had opened fire on helpless merchantmen. It was in 1810 that he and his men and his

cutlasses and grinning death's head flag had disappeared. Now he lived only in the songs



minstrels sang of his exploits and in the

grown-up Manuela's heart. And it was

because even to look at the waters he

had sailed meant so much to her that

Manuela had persuaded her aunt, Donna
Inez, to meet the ship bringing her trous-

seau here at San Sebastian, on the pre-

text that the dressmakers needed to alter

them would be so much more expert than

the ones in their own town of Calvados,

where even bridegrooms were so less

thrilling than those in other places.

But she would not think of Don Pedro

now, she decided. She would forget that

in just a week she would be marrying

the gross, middle-aged man Donna Inez

had picked to be her niece's husband,

because as mayor, Don Pedro was not

only the most important man in town,

but the richest one as well.

"Macoco," she thought desperately,

her brown eyes staring into the distance.

"Where are you now? What seas do you
travel? Is it sunset or sunrise where you

?" She closed her eyes and it was al-

most as if the waves as they broke on

the shore were whispering Macoco, Ma-
coco, Macoco, as if the seagulls as they

cried were crying it, too.

Then suddenly another voice, a real

voice cut across her thoughts. "Who are

you?" it said, and as she turned she saw

a man standing beside her. He was

young, with eyes that could be both bold

and tender, and which stared at her ad-

miringly now. "Tell me, what is your

Ipame?" he begged as she said nothing,

pit is as vital to me as the beat of my
(part. Tell me, are you married?"

'No," Manuela said imperiously, then

a look of elation swept across his face,

1 head lifted. "But I shall be this time

jxt week." And turning she began

talking quickly away, terrified by the

dden pounding in her heart. She had
Iver felt it before, not even when she

reamed of her pirate.

"Senorita!" The stranger was at her

plbow, following her. "Don't marry that

pumpkin! For any man who lets you out

of his sight, even for a moment, must be

a pumpkin."
Manuela wished he hadn't used that

particular description for it brought to

her mind Don Pedro's round, swarthy

face which, with just a little imagina-

tion, could look like a pumpkin.

"My affianced is a very noble, pious

man," she said indignantly, forgetting it

was just those qualities. in him which

made him so very dull, too. "He doesn't

smoke, he doesn't drink. And he cer-

tainly would never annoy a young lady

he^-"
"You bewilder me," the young man

sighed extravagantly. But then every-

thing he did was flamboyant, even the

way he circled around her as they

walked, viewing her from every angle.

"A young girl like you, with beauty,

youth, enchantment, throwing yourself

away on a lump like that. If he had any

sense he would step aside for someone

who would appreciate you. Someone like]

me, for instance."

"Don't be silly," she sniffed.

"I love you," he said. "And love isn't!
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silly. Aren't you interested in love?"

And then as she tossed her head, he
looked at her almost pityingly. "In Amer-
ica and England they have a strange cus-

tom. The ladies pick their own husbands
and they marry them for love." «

"It's a very stupid custom," Manuela
said breathlessly, and picking up her
flounced skirts began running. But he
kept pace with her.

"Don't tell me you don't ever long for

a prince instead of a pumpkin!" he whis-
pered. "I know that underneath your
prim exterior there are depths of emo-
tion, romantic longings, unfulfilled

dreams! For I can read your mind, your
innermost thoughts. I can tell you your
past, your present, and your future. It's

my business." As she stared at him he
gestured proudly toward the tent which
had been rigged up in the street near
her hotel. "Come to see me tonight and
youll find out. I'D leave a ticket for

you. Just mention my name, Serafin!"

So he was an actor, and a stroDing
player at that, dne of those sDly, light-

hearted vagabonds who sometimes vis-

ited her viDage, pitching their tents and
marching the streets in gaudy parades.
She looked at him horrified, and ran to
the shelter of the hotel and the protec-
tion of her aunt.

She was so appaDed at herself she
could scarcely look at the beautiful

gowns and underclothes her aunt and the

dressmaker were spreading before her.

At the same time her heart was keeping
up a terrifying rhythm, as if a bird had
been caught in it and was beating its

wings franticaDy. Even later when she
had gone to bed, she felt that wild flut-

tering so much she could not sleep. And
then as she lav there the music came and
the voices. It was a strange music made
up of drums and bagpipes. The voices
were strange, too.

"Step in and see the show!" one of
them shouted. "The wonder show of the
ages! Magic! Mesmerism! And the only
chance, ladies and gentlemen, the only
chance to see the great Serafin in person—Mesmer's favorite pupil, who reads the
past, the present and the future! Hurry,
hurry, hurry, the show is starting!"

Manuela tried to shut her ears against
it, but suddenly she was getting out of
bed and running to the window. Then,
almost without realizing it, she seized
her cloak and as she wrapped it around
her, the drums and the pipes became one
with the beating in her heart.

Only when she saw Serafin on the
makeshift stage whirling a wooden cage
that held a many-sided mirror did she
realize how wantonly she was behaving,
coming to a common street show with
only a sDken cloak covering her night
dress. Then he was smiling and coming
toward her, and as she gazed at his twirl-

ing mirror, suddenly it was as if she had

begun to dream, envelopedin a misty haze.
"He's hypnotized her!" someone shout-

ed. But she did not hear it, for only one
voice came through to her now and as it

asked her questions she answered in a
hushed voice which did not sound like

her own at all. She told him her name
and the name of her village, and when
he asked if she loved the man she was
to marry she answered that, too, in a
single emphatic negative.

Serafin's eyes glowed as he looked at
her. "You love someone else, don't you?"
he said softly, and from the look in his
eyes there was no doubt who that some-
one was.

"Yes," her voice came in a sigh, as she
told the secret she had never before told
anyone. "I love Macoco, Macoco, the
pirate, the dazzling, the fabulous, and
some day he wiD come like a hawk and
carry me away."
"No, no," Serafin said imploringly.

"No, Manuela, you don't mean that.
Think again, gracious lady, who is it

that you
—

"

"Don't call me gracious lady!" She
wrinkled her small nose distastefufly. "It
irritates me. Underneath this prim ex-
terior there are depths of emotion, ro-

mantic longings
—

"

Suddenly she was casting aside her
cloak and singing, and as he held his

hand out to her she began to dance. It
was as if they (Please turn to page 51)
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Rex is the gentle ruler of the Harrison

household and Lilti is content to be

his consort; Her career comes second

IN THE flower-massed foyer of Lon-

don's fashionable Odeon Theater,

King George and Queen Elizabeth

were chatting with the stars after the

Royal Command Film Performance. As
the glittering Queen greeted Rex Har-

rison, the King looked across with a spe-

cial smile. He was remembering Rex is

one of the Queen's favorite actors, and
later on in the privacy of their Palace

home he was certainly going to ask her

how she had enjoyed meeting Rex. It

was essentially expressive of the affec-

tionate understanding between the Royal
pair. And as the Queen passed on, Rex
looked over at his own wife, lovely Lilli

Palmer, in her white and gold brocade

crinoline gown. Exactly the same kind

of private smile was in Rex's eyes. He
also knew there would be gay intimate

gossip and jokes to exchange when they

got home. For there's a deep warm bond
between this married couple too. They're

known as "The Happy Harrisons" both

in Hollywood and Britain film colonies.

Come and join me as I have tea with

them at their London hotel and listen

while they reveal the secret. Literally,

listen to Lilli. She will tell you without

any inhibitions it is the woman who de-

cides the success of every marriage, that

whether it succeeds or fails depends en-

tirely upon the wife's ideas and beliefs

and the efforts she makes, not just now

and then but steadfastly, patiently every

single day.
_

Curled up in a deep easy chair, her

soft golden-brown hair loose on her shoul-

ders. Lilli looked adorable in the casual

clothes she likes best to wear at home.

Sleeveless yellow sweater over a white

sharkskin shirt, gray tweed skirt and flat-

heeled suede shoes. But when she speaks,

you hear the quietly reasoned philosophy

of a wise and experienced woman. A
completely happy and satisfied woman.

That is betokened by the inner radiance

glowing in her hazel eyes and reflected



in every tone of her particularly sweet
voice as she talks about her husband.
"Rex and I have been together nearly

nine years now. Every moment of that
time I have been trying to put him first.

To me that is the fundamental order of
things. The man must be the first con-
sideration always, the head of the house

and the one who leads and makes the big
decisions. When a woman tries to change
that and become the dominating person-
ality herself, it soon spells trouble, be-
cause she is attempting to break the law
of nature. Nobody can ever do that."

Lilli speaks simply and positively, and
hero you'll reflect she was born in Vienna

and educated in England so- she has the
European background to inspire her plans
for living. And tall loose-limbed Rex is a
Britisher brought up in the firm tradition
that a man shall be king of his own cas-
tle. (Oh, yes! He's thoroughly conserva-
tive and decisive behind that debonair
and seemingly (Please turn to page 57)



Mrs. Wright exchanges greetings with Loretta Yowg and Robert

Mitchum, whom she named as one of the ten most popular male guests

in a recent issue of SCREENLAND. Above, with Rosalind Russell.

THE parties that bloom in May in

filmland are more profuse than the

flowers that blossom in the Holly-

wood hills tins time of year. This is be-

cause you get both the indoor and out-

door variety, as well as those hardy

perennials—the cocktail get-togethers.

The weather is delightfully balmy enough

to permit evening splash parties and

beach barbecues as a pleasant contrast

to all the formal functions.

Of course, there have been a great

number of white-tie affairs and I think

one of the most glittering of these took

place the night of Gertrude Lawrence's

opening in the Noel Coward series of one-

act plays. "Tonight at 8:30" at the Bilt-

more. Practically all of screenland turned

out for -his occasion because everyone

adores Gertie, who is ideal in these suave

and sophisticated playlets.

Noel Coward arrived with Marlene

Dietrich on his arm and I must say La

Dietrich was really ravishing. She wore

a gown with a particularly daring low-cut

decolletage and a magnificent sable wrap

carelessly thrown over her shoulders.

Prominent in the audience were Ethel

Barrymore, George Cukor and Gene Tier-

ney, who I believe is one of the best-

dressed young women in the whole film

colony.

The same can be said for my friend

Irene Dunne, who looked stunning in a

pearl-embroidered gray taffeta gown with

a bustle. Irene also wore her curls piled

high on the back of her head and couldn't

have looked more chic. Ann Miller, who

came with Cesar Romero, was a dazzling

vision in a white Mexican creation of

iridescent sequins, while Mrs. Douglas

Fairbanks, Jr., startled everyone with her

striking Marusia gown of black lace and

searlet. I think it was so thoughtful of

Doug to send those beautiful flowers to

Gertie, but then he has always been her

great admirer and friend. Sitting near

me were the Nicholas Joys, who really

are a distinguished couple. He is such a

fine actor and is 'so versatile.

At the party which George Cukor gave

for Gertrude following the performance,

Nicholas said a very amusing thing about

Hollywood. He said that romantic life in

Hollywood always seems to fall into three

divisions—Matrimony, Acrimony and

Alimony.
Cukor's house was filled with hundreds

of roses as the setting for the supper par-

ty which proved to be a real

reunion for Gertrude and Noel

Coward, Beatrice Lillie and Clif-

ton Webb, all of whom have been

friends for years. I had a long

chat with Noel and asked him

what impressed him most about

Hollywood parties.

"Cobina," he said. "I think the

success of parties in London, New
York, and Paris and Hollywood

all depends on the same essen-

tial ingredient and that is—the

Metropolitan Opera star, Patrice

Munsel, with Guy Madison and

host Atwater Kent, is honor guest

at party following her recital.

guest list. Guests make the party just

as much as the host or hostess do. I

think Hollywood parties, then, are al-

ways distinctive because one has such a

variety of amusing, witty and attractive

people to draw on. Look at this room,

for example. Where else in the world

would you find such beautiful women as

Irene Dunne, Gene Tierney, Annabella

and Marlene Dietrich or such vivacious

and charming guests as Gertie, Bea Lil-

lie, Clifton Webb and—yourself!"

I told him that I hadn't expected such

a flattering answer and Noel laughed,

"My dear," he said, "never sell flattery

short. It's something everyone likes

whether they admit it or not."

I would have loved to have stayed

longer, but I had promised my friend,

Pat Smart, that I would drop in on the

farewell party (Please turn to page 69)



INSIDE

HOLLYWOOD'S

>OCIAL CIRCLE
*

By Cobina Wright
Another in-demand guest, Gregory Peck, above with famed
social leader, Cobina Wright, finds time in busy picture
schedule to attend Hollywood's important social events.

Below, Patrice Munsel with Jean Hersholt and Dan Duryea.

Follow the leader—yes, join Cobina

n the gay social whirl of the

screen colony, as she covers

all the important events

Ask Cobina, she knows! The in-

ternational social leader has gra-
ciously consented to consider your
discerning questions concerning
Hollywood's* exclusive inner cir-

cle, everything from the newest
twosome to tempting recipes.





Mofla Freeman and her hus-

band Pat Nerney pose for the

first pictures of their two-
monrb-old daughter. Mommy
Mona, who made such a hit

in "Dear Ruth" as the kid

sister, and whose next for

Paramount will be "Isn't It

Romantic?" takes her new
duties of motherhood very

seriously as she weighs the

baby, prepares the formula,

with proud pop Pat assisting.

Letter from a family

friend to a new redheaded

./^ arrival in Hollywood,

Mona Freeman Nerne

By A. C. Lyles, Jr.

DEAR LITTLE MONA:
I think I was the first person in Holly-

wood to know that your mother and
father were going to be married. I knew
it the first time I heard your mother
Mention his name.

It was a little over two years ago, on a

hot summer afternoon. Paramount's
Vice-president, Y. Frank Freeman (no

relation) had invited your mother and
me to his valley ranch for dinner and a
swim. As we drove out Ventura Boule-

vard, your mother asked if I knew Pat
Nerney. Sure, I knew Pat—everybody
knows Pat. "He's awfully nice," she

added. I knew right then your mother
was in love. It was something about the

way she said his name. They had had
their first date the evening before.

Several months later I went to their

wedding—and since then your mother,
Mona, and your father, Pat, have become
my closest friends. I paced the hospital

floor with Pat when you were expected,

and I'm at your home more than I am my
own. That's why I'm writing this page
in your baby book—so that later on
youU know all about your folks.

Seven years ago a cute little blonde
girl of 14 started modeling: She was
Mona Freeman, your Mom. A represent-

ative of millionaire producer Howard
Hughes saw Mona's photograph on a
magazine cover and events began mov-
ing swiftly. Mona and her mother were
flown to Hollywood in a hurry—to hurry
up and wait. For several months they sat
in a small apartment and waited. Each
week a check arrived. But nothing else

happened.

One day Mona decided to do the call-

ing herself. She hadn't even met How-
ard Hughes. She went to his business

address, but his "studio" turned out to be
a plane factory. At this period he was
making planes, not pictures.

Mona was only seventeen, but that

didn't stop her from calling William
Meiklejohn, supervisor of talent and cast-

ing at Paramount. She merely told Bill's

secretary she was coming over to see him
about a screen career. She arrived at the

studio and wasn't a bit amazed to find a
pass waiting for her to see the executive.

"When I look back now," recalls Mona,
"I certainly did it the hard way. I'll

never understand why Bill Meiklejohn
granted me an interview."

Nonetheless, Bill has never regretted

the action. He talked to her for five min-
utes and offered her a contract. "I al-

ready have one," Mona told him. The
best she could do was hope Hughes didn't

exercise his contract's option. But he
did! She went back to Meiklejohn and
he got Paramount to buy her contract.

Then came Mona's first part—and her
first disappointment. She was tested for

an important (Please turn to page 54)



As always, Gregory Peck has sound opinions, and he's

not afraid to express them. Left, Creg with the graying

hair and serious mien demanded by his exacting role in

"The Paradine Case." Ann Sothern, below, is another star

who is frank and fearless, says precisely what she thinks.

Discussing the question: WHAT ARE A NEWCOMER'S CHANCES IN HOLLYWOOD?

HOLLAND: Let's dive into the im-

portant problem of "What Are A New-,

comer's Chances in Hollywood?" And

let's not spare the truth. To begin with,

do you advise kids from other parts of

the country to come to Hollywood—and

please give your reasons, pro and con.

ANN BLYTH: No! No! Nollt has

always been a bad idea but it's even

worse now with the studios cutting down

in production and good actors being out

of work. Today, only one out of thou-

sands just may get a break in Hollywood.

SUSAN: I agree. Why just migrate

out here without any definite promise of

getting employment?
ANN SOTHERN: Besides, there's so

little opportunity for kids to learn to act

here unless they have a contract. Don't

forget, the talent scouts go east, which, I

admit, is a strange psychological thing.

LON: I can't join in all this pessimisni

nor do I agree that the talent scouts will

come to a place back east and pick up

any hopeful actor or actress and bring

that kid back to Hollywood. That might

be true of the Broadway stage, but n(

of a small town, I think there's a betti

chance for young people if they're hei

in Hollywood. But I will qualify thi

comment to this extent: without tl

proper preparation and money or meal

of security to fight off the bad tinn

you'll meet, it's foolhardy to come her

GREG: To that I'd like to add thi

unless you have a definite lead, don't I

stupid enough to come to Hollywoo

It's too discouraging to face all the tria

cold, without any signed offer for a scre(



Members of our Star Board: Ann Sothern, left above, with Jack Carson in a scene from "April Showers." Center, Greg with Mrs. Peck. Right, first still

from Ann Blyth's new picture, "Another Part of the Forest," with Fredric March. Below, Star Advisers Susan Hayward, Lon McCallister, and Ann Blytb.

test or a contract, and without having
heen told in writing by a reputable talent

scout to come here. I still feel that the

best way—if you feel you must be in

pictures—is to get on the stage, head
east to New York where the competition

is stiff but not quite so stiff as it is here.

You can get in stock and then maybe
you'll land in a Broadway show. At
least you'll be getting some valuable

training to back up any break you might
get if you ever hit Hollywood.
HOLLAND: That was your way of

getting in pictures, wasn't it, Greg?
GREG: Yes, so I'm just speaking from

experience. I came here as the result of

my work in three plays on Broadway, but
before that I had studied in a dramatic
school, had played in 25 stock produc-

tions, and had also had plenty of experi-

ence doing shows on the road.

ANN S: My case was amusing! I

came here from New York to be with my
mother. I got nowhere at the time in

pictures, so I returned to New York with

mother. And there I was "discovered"

and brought back.

ANN B: I'll have to echo your expe-

rience. Greg. I came out with the play,

"Watch on the Rhine." I was supposed

to start a picture at once with director

Henry Koster, but he left Universal and
I waited seven months for a part in a
picture.

SUSAN: Well. I had no stage show to

bring me to Hollywood. Instead, model-
ing was my open sesame. Not that I

hadn't wanted to be an actress. That
was always my ambition. I went the
rounds of managers' offices and got no-
where, but by talking to other ambitious
young people, I found that modeling for

photographers was one way to get no-

ticed, so I became a model. As a result

of seeing my (Please turn to page 70)

These popular stars take up a topic of general interest, suggested by you, you, and
you: "CAN AN UNKNOWN BOY OR GIRL CRASH THE MOVIES?" Don't miss this!



White shorts go any place, according to

Diana Lynn. Similar to white slacks,

these are also at Bonwit Teller, Phila.



Here are some outfits that would make any gal want to

get out and have fun. Diana Lynn is the pretty model

and you'll see her in Eagle Lion's "Ruthless"

By Mary Ellen Martin

Here's a dress you'll love. In Ever-

fast cotton, black, blue or red print.

Also by Miss Sider at B. Altman, N. Y.

Tomboy slacks with plaid blouse of Dan
River cotton. Designed by Frances Sider

at Best Apparel, Seattle, Washington.

After finishing in "Ruthless," Diana

co-stars with Guy Madison in United
Artists' "Texas, Heaven and Brooklyn."

Write to manufacturers on page ' 67 for name of store nearest you.
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So much in love, Ricardo Montalban gives wife's nose a kiss

during dance. She's Loretta Young's sister, Georgianno

Bill Holden loves to listen to his wife, Brendo Marshall,

when she's reading him the riot act, even when they're dating.

Here's Hollywood

Gossip by Weston East

WHEN Lizabeth Scott played oppo-

site Robert Cummings in "You

Came Along," love scenes were rushed so

he could get away to marry Mary Elliott.

On "Desert Fury," Burt Lancaster prac-

tically went from Lizabeth's arms, right

to his own wedding with Norma Ander-

son. When she started "The Pitfall,"

Lizabeth just looked at Dick Powell and

beamed. "At last." she kidded, "a 'lover'

who isn't nervous because another woman
is waiting for him !"

WHEN Shirley Temple Agar's baby

was born, the telegraph company
was forced to hire a special messenger. He
did nothing but make trips to the hospital

where Shirley Temple herself was born

twenty years ago, delivering congratula-

tory wires literally pouring in from all

over the world. The baby, weighing seven

pounds and six ounces, has been named
Linda Susan Agar.

MY, MY, such fun and frolic on "The

Saxon Charm" set, where John

Payne and Susan Hayward are really

dreaming up those love scenes. When they

broke for lunch, they discovered some

pixie prankster had changed the sign on

the sound stage door. It now reads: "The

Sex and Charm Company."

I'M living a little with Hedy Lamarr,"

grins Bob Cummings, when anyone

asks what's new. It's a gag line, of course.

Hedy plays opposite him in his first co-

produced United-California Production,

"Let's Live a Little." And Bob's a boy

who believes in plugging his product.

Speaking of Hedy, she's thinner than she's

ever been in her whole life. Pay no

attention to that rumored romance with

Cary Grant. Believe us, he isn't the reason

why she's lost so much weight.



WHEN Danny Kaye returns from
Europe and sees Virginia Mayo on

the Warner Bros, lot, he's going to think
he's in another "Walter Mitty" dream
sequence. But Virginia's been signed for

"Dames Don't Talk," the. third of the
new Warner Bros. "B" series. Amusingly
enough, amongst other reasons, Danny
left Goldwyn and went with Warners
because he wanted another leading lady
besides Virginia. We hear he's going to

settle for Jane Wyman when he gets

going on "Happy Times."

IN "Sorry, Wrong Number," Barbara
Stanwyck plays the highly dramatic

role of a woman who accidentally hears
her own murder being plotted over a
telephone. For three consecutive nights

she arrived home, her voice completely
gone from crying so hard. The fourth

night there was a pad and pencil at

Barbara's place on the dinner table. Bob
Taylor just smiled and pointed to it!

UPON completion of her sixth un-
glamorous role in "IfWinter Comes,"

Angela Lansbury was so discouraged she
asked MGM for her release. Then dis-

cerning Frank Capra cast her as the
fashionable newspaper woman in "State
of the Union." Fate in the form of Clark
Gable took it from there. He wandered

into the wrong projection room at the
right time. Angela's rushes were on the
screen. Result, Clark suggested her for

"Angel's Flight," his next assignment.

THEY'RE trying to pull a "Bob Hope"
and get Clark Gable to walk off with

the heroine, as a tag for Red Skelton's
"The Southern Yankee." And speaking
of Red, he's still a-fussin' and a-furoin'

over his MGM setup. If true, they say
the studio received nearly ten times the
amount paid to Red, when they loaned
him for "The Fuller Brush Man." Red,
who still has three years to go, wants to
buy off his contract.

WE ONLY wish all of you could watch
Alfred Hitchcock shooting his thriller-

chiller production of "Rope." They re-

hearse like a play, for weeks, then shoot
one whole reel without stopping once.

Actors, cameramen, electricians — every-
thing and everyone must coordinate with
hair-splitting precision. The walls are on
wheels. Furniture is greased to slide. As
the camera follows Jimmy Stewart, Farley
Granger and John Dall through room after

room, ten propmen clear the way with
lightning speed. Everyone is terrified lest

he accidentally spoil a scene. We'd sure
love to have the cough-drop concession
on that set

!

IT TOOK a very special reason to per-
suade Van Johnson to leave his Evie,

who has been very ill since the birth of
their little daughter. Marion Davies was
in town and being a Johnson fan, she
asked to meet him. It would happen on a
Thursday night, when all the servants
were off. Humorously, Van finally called
a close friend and asked her to come over
and be a "wife sitter." He was back in
an hour and paid off with orchids

!

SAD story of the month: Two stars
(names withheld on request) hap-

pened to drive by the Ronald Reagan
household. There, sitting outside in a
parked car, was Ronnie, looking up wist-
fully at the lighted windows. Unless
there's a last minute change of heart,
Jane Wyman's heading for Reno. For
unqualified and unfair reasons, she seems
to have received the brunt of the blame.
Though deeply hurt, this still distresses
Ronnie. "No one person is ever completely
wrong, when two disagree," he says with
his usual honesty.

IT'S "only friendship," they say. But
ever since the Deanna Durbin-Felix

Jackson, Edith Barrett-Vincent Price
marriage split-ups, Hollywood has been
a-watchin' and a-waitin'. Finally, Deanna
and Vincent showed up at Mocambo to-
gether. The romance rumors that started
after they finished making "Up in Central
Park" once again swept the town. If it

is "only friendship," at least Deanna
looks happier than she has for a long time.
And on her it's very becoming.

SOMETHING quite obviously is both-
ering little Wanda Hendrix, who has

always been so sweet and grateful for

her career. Currently Mitch Leisen is

having headaches getting her to take
proper direction in "Abigail, Dear Heart."
Some think the trouble stems from her
not always so smooth romance with Audie
Murphy. Others believe there might be
a domestic problem involved. We're sure
Wanda will do the right thing. She al-

ways has.

DOZENS of people wanted to buy
them, when Cornel Wilde's French

poodle "Punch" had pups. But the star

kept stalling delivery until he finished

"Walls of Jericho." Then he personally
went around to see what kind of home
each pup would have. At this writing
Cornel is in New York visiting his wife,

Pat. She thinks she's found a play. They
think they may do it together. We think

we won't believe it till it happens

!

Mrs. Robert Ryan at far left on opposite page, furnishes her handsome
husband's lapel with a posy; center, Joan Crawford at party with

Greg Bautzer, still her favorite beau; left, Ray and Mai Millond, at

one of the big parties for playwright Noel Coward. Above, Jean Pierre

Aumont and Claudette Colbert (wouldn't they make a grand screen
team?). Right, Guy Madison and Judy Clark try eats at Valley club.

Photos by Len Weissman
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In gag shot, right, Fred

carries his new auto li-

cense plates with him—so

he won't forget his popular

WOV program, "1280

Club," or his new car!

Above, Bonita Granville

and her movie producer

husband, Jack Wrather,
drop in "Robbins' Nest"

for a measure of music.

HYA. Clyde! It's May outside! Put that scratch

sheet aside and let's go for a ride!

And I mean at 78 revolutions per minute,

'cause that's how fast those cookies spin when you

put the cactus in the groove. We've heen diggin'

all the fresh ones right here in dressing room #23
at New York's foxy Roxy, where we've been having

ball with the Louis Armstrong Jazz Concert

Varieties. What a boot it is appearing at a theater

with all those live corpses out front—gives you

bubbles in your blood! And when you dig your

handle in mazdas for the first time—eeehoo! Where's

the penicillin?

But you're interested in the noise department so

tilt that tympanic membrane. Jane!

HEAVENLY!

MARGARET WHITING: My baby Maggie and

more of the delicious oozings from her buttery

thorax. SI ike those breezes outside when she en-

twines herself around "But Beautiful," from "Road

to Rio," and "Now Is the Hour." the English hit

—

but they should've kept it over there, and not

wasted Maggie's choice voice on it. There's always

that "gone" sheaf of Rodgers and Hart classics that

M.W. did that you can dig till 1903. (Capitol)

ARTHUR GODFREY: The excess avoirdupois

kid hoein' more of the corn that made him and



brother, it's green for sure. Right from
Aunt TiUie's mandolin solo in the back
seat of the open Oldsmobile. but that's

what they want, men enfants. I mean that

"Four Leaf Clover" opus—and somebody
should've kicked the guy who bent over
to pick the first one. Flip, "The Thou-
sand Islands Song," is from "Angel in

the Wings." S'about a guy who met a
chick named Florence on one of those

oodles of isles and can't remember which
one. So, he's rowing from 1 to 1,000 to

find her. That's some job, hey. (Colum-
bia)

Kay Kyser: There it spurts! A fresh

geyser by Mr. Kyser! Georgia's boy
spots the throats of Harry Babbitt and
Gloria Wood dueting the praises of

"Teresa." Tres cute and dancy to boot.

Turn the ole Professor around for more
sharps and flats by the kid who "rowed"
the "Thousand Island Song," "Big Brass
Band from Brazil" avec the Campus Kids
on a gay, crazy Latin kick. Hey, Pedro,
change the needle, I'm getting tired of

that same riff 50 different ways. Can't
they play anything else—even "Four Leaf
Clover." What am I saving? (Columbia)
ESY MORALES: "Jungle Fantasy."

Agua! Like a hotfoot from head to toe!

Esy's the brother of Noro and plays the
most root flute y'ever did dig! You can
hear the monkeys chattering and all the
jungle sounds pouring out of this great,

hot silver pipe on one of the most sav-
age, exciting waffles in an eon, Leon.
Don't spin it in the dark! (Rainbow)
ALLEGRO: All the mounds of sounds

from the Rodgers and Hammerstein hit

musical 'tween the cardboards of a fresh

Victor album. The tender story of a
small town boy in the big city comes

Vocal-versed Andy Russell and record-wise

Fred Robbins pass the chat pro and con.

alive, Clive, through these waxen grooves
with the original cast doing the unfold-

ing. There's "Joseph Taylor, Jr.," "I
Know It Can Happen Again," "Come
Home," "One Foot, Other Foot," "Al-
legro." "A Fellow Needs a Girl," "The
Gentleman Is a Dope," "So Far," "Mon-
ey Isn't Every- (Please turn to page 73)

appearing in Producing Artists'

PRELUDE TO NIGHT*

An Eagle-Lion release

Cherished for their look of luxury

No other jewelry so imparts the rich look of luxury to a smart ensemble —
and does so at so little cost, as a necklace of lustrous, shimmering Dellah

simulated pearls. Nothing else is so constantly popular ... so completely

effective with the newest "new look" fashions, sport-time or glamour-time,

as these iridescent strands. Too — they add allure to your neckline by em-

phasizing lovely fleshtones. Perfectly-matched Deltab necklaces and earrings

are modestly priced.

L HELLER AND SON, INC

FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
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Superb cast includes Sinatra, proving he is a

fine legitimate actor, singing one song,

"Ever Homeward," as only he can sing; Fred

MacMurray, as the bluff, sincere press agent

devoted to the beautiful actress, Olga Tres-

kovna, (Valli), and intent upon carrying out

her last wishes; Lee J. Cobb as the Holly-

wood producer who gambles on an unknown

girl to play "Joan of Arc"—all combine their

talents to make this Jesse L. Lasky-RKO

picture the most memorable of the month.

>

NT MICHAELS
OLIC CHURC
URS OF MASS
6:30»* 830a.m. 1030,

^1

*
First of all, it's unusual enter-

tainment. Second, readers of

Russell Janney's best-selling

book will not be disappointed,

for its warm humanity and up-

lifting message of faith have

been recaptured in celluloid.

Third, the surprise performance

of Frank Sinatra, quietly
m

convincing as the earnest

young priest, Father Paul

X
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had found some far cloud over which
they tripped gaily and she was forget-
ting everything and everyone—most of
all Don Pedro and his ring on her fin-

ger—until suddenly over the music came
a violent sound of thunder, waking her
out of her trance, so that she stood Ihere
in amazement, staring at the audience
clapping their hands in a frenzy of appre-
ciation.

"That's for you," Serafin smiled, "for
your singing and dancing."

"Singing and dancing!" Manuela
echoed in a dazed voice. Then as she
stared down at herself, seeing herself
dressed only in a nightgown, the dream
suddenly became a nightmare. With a
cry she was gone, not even waiting to
find her cloak. As she reached the hotel,
she went into her aunt's room and awak-
ened her, insisting they must go home
that very night, that very minute.

But the dream remained, both sleeping
and waking, so that time seemed to
stand still until the morning she awoke
and knew it was her wedding day. It
seemed ended as she dressed in the lace
of her bridal mantilla, her head felt as
if it could hardly support the weight of
the veil though it was fashioned of the
sheerest of laces.

Then as they left her, she thought she
was dreaming again for there was the
wild strains of the drums and pipes again
coming nearer and nearer, and when she
ran to the window she saw Serafin
marching gaily at the head of his stroll-
ing players. In that instant, he looked
up and saw her and before she realized
what he was doing he had flung a rope
up to her balcony, lassoing one of its
posts, and was climbing up to her win-
dow.

There was the terror then, coming
more from her fear of herself than of
him. Picking up a pair of scissors she
leaned over and started to cut the rope.
But she couldn't. As he saw her falter-
ing, there was exultation in his eyes as
he leapt into the room and caught her
in his arms.

"Are you real, or an angel!'" he whis-
pered. "Am I on earth or have I climbed
all the way into heaven?" Her hands
beat against him, trying to push him
away, but his hold tightened. "You
can't marry that man. Manuela. come
with me. We'll tour these islands, then
on to Paris, Rome. Madrid. We will sing
alJ our lives through. You don't know
what a thrill it is. You were in a trance
before. You didn't hear the aud ;ence."
The shame she had been unable to

forget until this moment came back
again at his words and she tore herself
out of his arms.
"Do you call it a thrill to live in a

tent?" she demanded. "To go hungry?
To be a vagabond, hounded out of towns,
looked down on by all decent people?"
She stopped appalled as she heard her
Aunt's and Don Prdro's voices outside
her door. "Quick," she whispered des-
perately, pointing to the window. "If
Don Pedro should find you here, he
would kill you!"

Pirate

from page 35

But the man already knew the intru-
der was there, for even as she whispered
the door swung open and there he stood,
his hand clutching the evil whip he
lashed out at Serafin who leapt nimbly
out of its way.

"Don't harm him!" Manuela cried. "He
didn't mean any harm—he

—

"

Don Pedro flung her out of the way
as she tried to come between them, his
voice roaring as he advanced on the
younger man who moved so gracefully
he seemed to be dancing as he avoided
the deadly lash.

"You mountebank!" he roared. "You
thieving vagabond! You scum, sneaking
into a lady's room! This is a respectable
community. We do not entertain the
scum of the cities, the thieves, the black-
guards such as you!"

"Don Pedro, please!" Manuela pleaded,
but even as she spoke her aunt took her
by the arm and pulled her out of the
room.

Manuela crouched on the stairs un-
mindful of the wedding guests crowding
around her. For despite the hum of their
voices all she heard was the lashing of
the whip, until suddenly it stopped. That
was even more terrifying, not knowing
what had happened. Then the door was
flung open but it wasn't Don Pedro who
swaggered out, it was Serafin, and the
whip was in his hand now and the other
followed him like a whipped dog, or a
man who had seen ghosts, Manuela could
not be sure which.

First there was shocked silence. Then
as the men of the wedding party began
swarming up the stairs. Serafin held up
his hand.

"Stop where you are!" he ordered in
a thundering voice. And then as some
of the more timid among them rushed
toward the safety of the door, his voice
came again. "Xo one is to leave this
house without my permission!"
Donna Inez' proud head went up at

that. "What right have you to give or-
ders here?" she demanded.
"The right of any man!" Serafin said,

and though his voice lowered it was as
authoritative as before. "Self-preserva-
tion. The thing I have feared for years
has happened. My true identity* has
been discovered. But," his eyes went
coolly toward his cowering adversary,
"Don Pedro will keep my secret. I have
seen to that. But I should like some
assurance from you. I fear the price on
my head may be too great a temptation."
"What are you?" Donna Inez de-

manded scathingly. "A pick-purse or a
chicken thief?"

Serafin swept her a deep bow. "My
depredations. Madame, have been on a
somewhat grander scale. I," he paused
impressively, "I am Macoco, the Pirate."
Manuela stared at him wide-eyed.

"Macoco!" she whispered breathlessly.
"And you," Serafin turned to her* an

amused smile playing about his lips, "you
thought I was a strolling player, didn't
you? That is indeed a tribute to my act-
ing. But now I demand even a greater
one from you. Manuela, are you ready
to come with me? I have engagements
on the seven seas and I demand that vou
keep them with me. Otherwise, my men,
who are only waiting my signal, will
come down from the hills and put your
town to the torch!"

f

"Manuela!" Don Pedro cried hoarsely.
'"Do not listen to him! He is lying!"

Serafin turned threateningly. "Are you
accusing Macoco of lying? think twice
before you answer, Don Pedro, or what-
ever you call yourself!" He turned scorn-
fully to the others. "This fat pumpkin
was travelling on a ship I captured once.
I spared his life. But I may not be so
kind this time." His eyes went back to
the other's terrified ones then. "A word
from me, you know, and you'll be hang-
ing from a gibbet."

"Please," Don Pedro's tongue touched
his dry lips nervously. "I did not know
you intended this—if I could see you
alone, just for a moment?"
T have no time for snivelling cow-

ards." Serafin cracked his whip threat-

Sr. Moritz in Switzerland is the scene for this meeting of celebrities: Greta Keller
chanreuse, Norma Shearer, Martin Arrouge, Jennifer Jones. Irving Thalberg, Jr!
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eningly. He turned to Manuela now and

his voice was more imperious than it had

ever been before. "Well, what is your

answer? Unless you come with me now,

your village will lie in ruins, your friends

and your relatives will be scattered to

the winds, not one house shall be left,

not one stone upon another!"

There was a wild outburst of weeping

from the women and even the strongest

of the men raised their voices in a des-

perate plea that she should spare them.

So what could Manuela do but listen to

her friends, especially with that wild flut-

tering coming in her heart again, so that

it seemed that not just one bird but hun-

dreds of them had taken refuge there?

She went to him, her trembling hand

accepting his offered arm, and walked

through the path the others made for

them to the street where his men waited.

How could she ever have thought them

just silly vagabonds, Manuela wondered,

as they led the way to the Mayor's home

itself, since it was by far the largest and

most beautiful in the village. As Serafin

paused for a moment on the balcony to

assure the anxious villagers who had fol-

lowed them that they were safe because

of her sacrifice, Trillo, one of his men,

led her into the house and into the room

where the tables were spread for what

was to have been hers and Don Pedro's

wedding banquet.

"Well," Trillo smiled, "this is what

you have dreamed of, isn't it?" And then

as she looked at him bewildered, his

hearty laugh came. "Don't you remem-

ber, that's what you said at the show

last night, that you were in love with

Macoco and that you dreamed some day

he'd come like a hawk and carry you

away."
"I said that?" Manuela looked at him

incredulously, and it was then the first

dawning of her suspicion came. "I said

that to him?"
'

"Sure," the man grinned, and no pirate

cut-throat had ever grinned in such an

idiotic way. "That's what you said to

Serafin—I mean Macoco."
_ _

The color swept into her face realizing

how she had been tricked. For she saw

it all now that the clue had been given
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Looking through the candid camera eye, you see,

above, Ginger Rogers and Jack Briggs, still the

most important people in their lives. Ditto, Janet

Blair and her husband, Louis Busch, below.

"I thought you were just a silly little

actor."

If she had stuck a knife into his heart

he could not have looked more stricken.

"A what?" he demanded, his swagger

gone in his hurt vanity. "What was that

you said?"

If she had needed any more proof, his

words would have given it. "How could

I have been so gullible?" she mused,

knowing how her words were striking

even deeper into his heart. "I should

have known the moment I saw you on

the stage that you didn't know anything

about acting."

"Just a minute," Serafin said coldly,

"tell me just what was the matter with

my acting?"

"Your what?" Manuela laughed mock-

ingly and then pretended seriousness.

"Don't speak of anything so disgusting,

so degrading! I despise actors. You don't

have to pretend before me. I love you for

what you are, ruthless, cruel, taking

what you want! Fearing no one!"

"Manuela," Serafin protested unhap-

pily. "I have a confession to make—

"

"You don't have to confess anything

to me," she said, and then as he looked

at her pleadingly, she stopped the little

her; the way Serafin, the mountebank,

the silly, capering actor, had finally man-

aged to win her by taking advantage of

her dreaming. But she'd pay him back,

she thought, as Serafin swaggered toward

her. And she was even more angry when

she saw how she relished this new role

he was playing. He wasn't even a good

actor, she thought contemptuously, over-

playing his part like that.

"Why did you think you had to threat-

en to get me here?" she asked in pre-

tended awe. "Didn't you know that you

had only to stretch out your hand?

Please, don't move, I want to gaze my
fill at you! That sinister brow, the hawk-

like glance of your eyes! I can see you

now in battle, the clash of swords, the

roar of angry cannon, and you, Macoco,

standing there with lightning breaking

around you, dominating everything! And

to think," she looked at him wonderingly,

SCREENLAND

game she was playing, and her humili-

ation took refuge in her sudden^ fury.

"So you'd trick me, would you?" She

seized a vase from a table and flung it at

him. "You'd make a fool of me, would

you?" But the last word ended in a sob

as she saw him collapse and fall to the

floor. And as she ran to him, she knew

that her anger had been only a counter-

part of her love for him. "Speak to me,

Serafin," she whispered as she knelt be-

side him. "I didn't mean what I said.

You're a good actor, you're fine. Oh, if I

only hadn't been such a silly, little fool,

mooning over some silly pirate, you

wouldn't have had to pretend, you

wouldn't have
—

"

She was in his arms then and he was

holding her close and it didn't make any

difference even knowing that he had only

pretended unconsciousness. But even as

he held her, she heard the shouts out-



side, and then before she realized the
meaning of them the door burst open and
Don Pedro came in followed by a com-
pany of soldiers.

"Surround him!" the captain in charge
ordered, and smiled sternly as he faced
Serafin. "I must say, Macoco, you are
very satisfying. The other members of
your profession, whom I have met offi-
cially, have looked more like bookkeepers
than pirates. But you fill the eye."

'

"But he isn't Macoco!" Manuela pro-
tested desperately. "It's only a joke a
silly joke. He is Serafin, an actor, who
knew I had an admiration for Macoco
So he pretended. That's all it was."

"I am sorry, senorita," the captain
said "this is no silly joke." He turned
back to his men. "Put him in irons," he
ordered, "and issue a command to erect
a gallows at once. We'll forego the
formality of a trial."

They were gone then and Serafin was
gone with them and for all that remained
of the afternoon she heard the sounds of
the gallows being erected in the village
square. Then when evening came and
the hammering finally stopped, another
more gruesome sound took its place, the
measured sound of soldiers' marc'hin"

If we were tuned in for sound, you'd hear the
engrossing story Cesar Romero is telling Anne
Baxter Hodiak, below. Steaks are on the menu
when the Dick Powells, above, dine out

feet and the cries of the villagers scream-
ing for justice.

She could not stay away and even
knowing the dire scene that awaited her,
she ran to the square to make one last
appeal for his life.

"You cannot hang him like this, with-
out evidence," she pleaded, not daring
to look at Serafin already standing on
the scaffold. "You can't, you can't!"

It was the captain who showed her the
evidence that Don Pedro had discovered
among Serafin's theatrical effects, the
casket overflowing with fabulous jewels.
And as she stared at them, recognizing in
a necklace the same intricate design as
that which fashioned her bejeweled be-
trothal ring, she realized it was Don
Pedro who was the real Macoco. Every-
thing that had happened was so clear to
her now. Serafin had recognized Don

Pedro as the pirate in her room that
morning, and that was the reason the
pompous little man had been so terrified
knowing the reward for his capture. It
was because of her that Serafin had not
denounced Don Pedro but had played
this little game instead, in his fear that
her childish adoration of Macoco would
make her idolize even the dullard he had
turned out to be.

There was nothing she could do, for
how would any of them, knowing she was
in Jove with Serafin, take her word
against that of the eminently respectable
Don Pedro? But, wait! There was
something else she could do. Couldn't
she appeal to his vanity as a pirate, even
as she had appealed to Serafin's as an
actor?

"Macoco!" she cried, and running to
the gallows she climbed to the scaffold,
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putting her arms around the bewildered
Serafin who could only think she was be-
traying him: "I ask so little," she cried,
"only to be allowed to worship at your
feet, Macoco, my prince of pirates. For
they may do with you what they will,
but your spirit, your legend will live on
through the ages. And I will always wor-
ship you for your immortal deeds, your
fearlessness, your daring. I shall carry
your image in my heart forever and ever
and

—

"But, Manuela," Serafin said, and as
she looked at him she saw his bewilder-
ment was gone and that now at last he
realized what she was trying to do. "Re-
member you are to marry Don Pedro,
the most pious, the most virtuous

—

"

"The most piddling of all men," her
voice cut in scathingly, "a namby-pamby
who doesn't dare leave this village, a
catchpenny who is afraid of the sea."'

It was too much for the vanity of the
man who had once been the uncrowned
king of all the rogues in the Caribbean.
Screaming the blood-curdling cry which
had been Macoco's battle song, he leapt
to the scaffold and tore her out of the
other man's arms.

"I've had enough of this!" he roared.
"This marionette," he stretched his finger
mockingly at Serafin, "strutting around
pretending to be vie, the fearless one! Do
you think a runt like this could handle a
crew of cut-throats? Do you think real
men would risk their necks to serve un-
der him? No, it was I who was the terror
of the Caribbean for / am Macoco, the
most feared and hated man who ever
sailed

—

"

Only then, as the crowd roared and
pressed forward, did he realize the con-
fession he had made. But as he turned
to run, the soldiers pressed in around
him, covering him, hiding him from the
girl who trembled now as Serafin's arms
went around her. And even then, with
the horror not entirely erased from her
eyes, the new peace and the joyousness,
which was only a forerunner of the joy
to come, of the laughter and songs and
lighthearted gaiety when they would
roam the roads of the world together.
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$10...? HO!

$7...? HEAR!

$5...? WARMER!

YOU'RE RIGHT! It's the most

beautiful dress in the world

for the money. 498

2 for 7.85

LOOK . at the gorgeous plaid . . . the

2 big pockets ... the simulated patent

leather belt with double buckle ... the full,

longer skirt!

SEE. .the smart spring color combinations

in beautiful "Beautitex"... washable cotton.

ORDER your beautiful "Beauty-Belle"

now. Gray top with Gray plaid, Blue top

with Blue plaid, Pink top with Brown plaid.

Sizes: 9, 11, 13, 15.

SEND NO MONEY—WE MAIL IMMEDIATELY

full satisfaction or money back

Write for FREE Style Folder

Even if you've never ordered by mail

Hi, Red!

Continued from page 41
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before, this is one time you should.
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(2 for $7.85) plus postage and C.O.D. charges.

If not fully satisfied, 1 may return purchase within

10 days for refund. (You save C.O.D. fee by

enclosing purchase price, plus 20c postage, borne

! refund privilege.)
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role with Fred Mac-Murray, Barbara

Stanwyck and Edward G. Robinson in

"Double Indemnity." She was given the

role but was replaced a few days later by

Jean Heather. She was seventeen, but

on the screen she looked twelve.

She was scheduled for "National Vel-

vet" but again photographed too young

The picture made Elizabeth Taylor, one

of Mona's favorites, a star. Then came

the role of Peggy Ann Garner's sister in

"Junior Miss" and a part as Faye Emer-

son's young sister in "Danger Signal.

It was during the filming of the latter

picture that she met and married Pat.

After her wedding she got her first

lead in "Black Beauty" and "That Bren-

nan Girl." All these parts had been on

loan-out to other studios. Then Para-

mount cast Mona as Joan Caulfield s

brat sister in "Dear Ruth." The role

proved Mona's talents and skyrocketed

her to popularity. After "Dear Ruth

she was borrowed by 20th-century Fox,

to play Betty Grable's daughter in

"Mother Wore Tights."

It was while Mona and Betty were

making "Mother Wore Tights" that they

both became expectant mothers. By the

hour, Betty and her screen daughter

(Mona portraying a twelve-year-old)

sat around the set planning your arrival,

Little Mona.

One Saturday afternoon, Pat and I

went to visit the set. We asked a set

worker where Mona Freeman could be

located. "She's over there talking to Bet-

ty Grable about having a baby," the

worker answered, pointing to a portable

dressing room. "Say," he added, "isn't

twelve years a little young for girls to be

having babies?"

AH the time your mother was getting

the breaks, Little Mona, so was your dad.

By this time he had been promoted to

New Car Sales Manager at his father's

Ford agency, one of the largest in Los

Angeles. Well, so much for your parent's

careers, Little Mona. I think you'd rather

read about the Mona and Pat Nerney I

know, rather than Mona Freeman, ac-

tress, and Pat Nerney, young executive.

For instance, you'd probably like to know

when and where your father proposed to

your mother.

They were on their way to a formal

party.' Pat got off on the wrong street

and as he started to turn he looked over

at Mona. "You know, you're very beau-

tiful." he said. "Why haven't you mar-

ried?"

"I'd like to be married," she answered,

"but I haven't been asked by the right

person yet."

"You would like to be married? Would

you marry me if I asked you?" Pat ques-

tioned.

"Yes, I'd marry you." Mona said.

"I'm not kidding—would you marry

me, honestly, Mona?"

"Honestly, I'll marry you."

And that's how it was. Neither of

them had mentioned being in love. But,

believe me, they were.
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They decided to head straight for Las

Vegas. Then Pat couldn't remember

which highway to take, he couldn't find

his road maps—and also he decided he

didn't have enough money on him. I

was so disappointed," Mona says, "for I

thought maybe they were excuses to make

us wait and think the matter over.

"Next, thing we knew we were at Pat's

home and he was saying: 'Now, Mona,

I'm serious. You really will marry me,

won't you? I don't want to tell my folks

and then have you back out!' I assured

him I was in love with him and wanted

to marry him. We went in, and his par-

ents and his brother John were home.

Ruthie and Ham, his mother and father,

were so happy. Ham was asleep. First

thing he did when he heard the news was

run for a special bottle of champagne he

had saved for the day Pat would say he

was getting married."

A week later Mona and Pat were mar-

ried. Most of Hollywood's younger set

turned out for the affair. Mona and Pat

went to the mountains for a honeymoon,

but spent the last half of the trip at Palm

Springs at the Lone Palm Inn. Each

cottage there is named, and they were

housed in the "Paradise Cottage."

The first morning, Pat called for room

service and asked to have breakfast sent

to the cottage. "We're in Paradise," Pat

told the steward. "And you can say that

again," the steward replied, laughing.

Honeymoon over, Mona and Pat leased

a modest one-bedroom apartment in the

center of Hollywood. There was a small

modern kitchen, bath and a living-room

dining-room combination. And there was

Willie Pearl, the colored maid.

Actually, Mona knew nothing about

cooking and keeping house. Shortly after

they started housekeeping, Joan Caulfield

and I went over for dinner. The four of

us wound up in the kitchen helping with

the dinner. Watching Mona and Pat was

like watching two kids play house—it was

wonderful.

One of the first things they did was to

start buying a spacious lot in the Riveria

district. When they have paid for that,

they'll build their home. The plans are

made, but they go through nightly

changes. Neighbors will be Gregory Peck,

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and other movie

people.

Besides the Riveria home, Pat has his

heart set on owning a boat. Ham, his

father, owns a 40-foot cruiser which the

young Nerneys use. Boats are Pat's hob-

by. Mona's hobby is collecting antiques

—and by the time the Riveria home is

completed, she'll have almost enough an-

tiques to furnish the house. Everything

they buy now is purchased with the

thought of using it in their home.

Pat is a homebody and almost every

night comes from work with a house

gadget or kitchen ware. Every Friday,

for eighteen weeks, he bought a dish, un-

til he had the complete set.

Just before you arrived, Little Mona,

Pat and Mona found their present apart-

ment, an unfurnished apartment in West-



wood. They were making big plans for
you. A nursery was furnished. Joan
Caulfield gave one of the showers. Diana
Lynn, Virginia Welles, Mrs. William
"Mousey" Powell, Kay Scott, Betty Hut-
ton, Wanda Hendrix, Gail Russell, Olga
San Juan, Lizabeth Scott and a host of
others were there. At the same time,
Pat's brother, John, gave a shower for
Pat. It was a grand party. We drank
refreshments from baby bottles and you
got quite a bit of handsome "loot."

You'll like John and his wife, Actress
Kay Scott, and their year-old daughter,
Troy. Actually, it was John who first

started dating your mother. Then Mona
met Pat. "On our first date," Mona once
told me, "Pat took me to my door, kissed
the tip of my nose, turned and walked off
and muttered goodnight."

Little Mona, you were expected on
three different occasions. Your mother
was rushed to the hospital to select you

—

and then came back home. When you
arrived, your first telegram came from
Bing Crosby, one of your biggest admir-
ers. The telegram read: "A girl, huh.
Well, that's okay for a start. Love.
Bing."

The first outsider to see you was Doug-
las Fairbanks, Jr. His daughter, Melissa,
was born two hours after you arrived
The new mothers and fathers exchanged
gifts and you and Melissa have a date to
celebrate your first birthday together.
Actress Karin Booth was probably the
first outside person to see you after you
went home, and Bill Powell was your first
"date." He and "Mousey" had Mona,
Pat and you to their home on vour first
night out. Ann Sothern and her former
husband, Robert Sterling, are very good
friends. When you arrived, Ann made
arrangements for Mona and Pat to have
Mane Wilson (not related to the actress)
to be your nurse. She was nurse for the
Joe Pasternaks, the Ray Millands and for
Ann and Bob when their babies were
born. Wilson says you're a model baby.
Right now I think you look like your
dad—red hair and all.

All the gang came over to see you the
other ^night and you were the perfect
"ham"—acted all over the place for
Martha Vickers and completely stole the
spotlight. You've already been offered a
picture part at Paramount, but your folks
decided against it.

Getting screen offers seems to run in
your family. Producer Joe Pasternak has
been trying to get your father to sign an
actmg contract for the past year. "Not
me," says Pat. "those contract options
are too uncertain. I'll stick to selling
Fords."

S

One of your cutest gifts is a silver
toothbrush handle from Pat's sister, Ann.
You also have a string of pearls' from
Betty Hutton and a bracelet from Grand-
mother Nernev. The bracelet is set with
stones, the first letter of each stone's
name going to spell out "DEAREST"—
diamond, emerald, amythest, ruby, em-
erald, sapphire and topaz.
Ann is married to Dick Irvine, an art

director at Twentieth-Century Fox. They
have four children, ranging in age from
one to six years old. Your folks say they
would like to have at least one brother
and sister for you.

Love-quiz . . . For Married Folks Only

WHY DOES HE AVOID HER EMBRACE?

A. Because he is no longer happy in their marriage, constantly makes
excuses to avoid the romantic intimacy of their honeymoon.

Q. What has she done? Is it really all her fault?

A. It is not so much what she has done as what she has neglected
. . . and that is- proper feminine hygiene .

Q. Can neglect of proper feminine hygiene really spoil a happy marriage?

A. Yes, and the pity of it is, every wife can hold her lovable charm
by simply using "Lysol" disinfectant as an effective douche.,

Q. Can this purpose be accomplished by homemade douching solutions?

A, No... salt, soda and similar makeshifts do not have the proved
germicidal and antiseptic properties of "Lysol" which not only
destroys odor but is effective in the presence of organic matter.

Q. Why does this husband not tell his wife why he avoids her?

A. Because he feels that a woman should know these important)

facts— and use every means in her power to remain glamorous,
dainty and lovely to love. He resents her neglect of such funda-
mentals as correct feminine hygiene which is achieved so easily
by regular douching with "Lysol" brand disinfectant.

DON'T TAKE CHANCES with married happiness . . . safeguard your complete
daintiness . . . use only "Lysol" in the douche ... it is not only effective, but kind

to delicate tissues.

Check with your doctor

Many physicians recommend
"Lysol," in the proper solution,

for Feminine Hygiene. Non-caus-

tic, gentle, scientifically correct,

"Lysol" brand disinfectant is so

economical, safe, pleasant to

use. Follow simple directions for

correct douching solution, non-

injurious to delicate membranes,

deodorizing and efficient.

For Feminine

Hygiene—always use

FREE BOOKLET! Learn the truth about intimate
hygiene and its important role in married happiness.
Mail this coupon to Lehn & Fink, 192 Bloomfield
Avenue, Bloomfield, N. J., for frankly informing
FREE booklet.

Brand Disinfectant

Product of Lehn & Fink
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CITY -STATE.
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Blonde... or "Gorgeous Blonde"

f

CAN MAKE THE DIFFERENCE!

Yes!— when you use lite your hair
j

doesn't have that "straw-y" look; it I

gleams like a halo of sunlight 'round :

your head . . . looks and feels so soft
\

and "natural". Nestle lite is a pat-
|

ented formula with conditioning oil
|

and other kind-to-hair ingredients; it's

truly the hair lightener you've been
\

looking for!

Also lighten dark hairs on arms, legs,

lips and jace with lite ! So easy

—

so dainty—so delicately perfumed.

At drug and dept. stores or ...

MAIL THIS COUPON. TODAY

Nestle— originators of permanent waving - Merlden, Conn.

Please send me (tax and postage -prepaid) full

size package of Nestle Lite with complete instruc-

tions for quick, easy application. $1.00 enclosed.

Name •

Street Address

City Zone State S-5

BE BEAUTIFUL . BE LOVED . BE BLONDE

Buy U. S. War Bonds

Fragrance al your fingertips

f^-'Now! An exciting new enamel to add

^ip, fragrance as well as beauty to your

'

'nails. Dew Bell, the original Perfumed

"'Nail Enamel is faster drying, longer

lasting-instilled with delicate non-

clashing floral fragrances that last for

'^fStdaySi Combats nicotine and cooking

> odors. In lovely dresser top bottle with
' :„ untippable brush top. Choice of 4 frag- ball top brush

ranees and 1 shades shown below, holder ends fear

^jAcclaimed by smart women everywhere! of [a n, ng brush-

ORDER NOW! 75c
HOLLYWOOD LADY • DEPT. 00, 153? N. VINE

•

i Sorry, no C.O.D.'s

HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA

MAIL COUPON NOW! WE SHIP PROMPTLY!
HOLLYWOOD LAOY • Df.Pl.SI. 1531 N. VINE HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

Enclosed find $ for bottles DEW BELL PERFUMED

NAIL ENAMEL. My choice of fragrance is (check one) GARDENIA

CARNATION JASMINE _ LAVENDER _. My favorite shade is

NATURAI PALE PINK _ ORANGE RED LAVENDER RED LIGHT

FUSCHIA_ MED. VIOLET RED DEEP VIOLET RED
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Guide To Glamor
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Jane Wyman uses her Hughes brush

often. She's in "Johnny Belinda."

Left, Yardley's new Cologne for Men
has a clean, fresh, masculine aroma.

Below, for hair beauty, how about

a Goody Kant-Slip rhinestone comb?

. ZONE. STATE.
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WHEN you're thinking about a new
hairdo that's simple and attrac-

tive, what could be smarter than

Jane Wyman's shorty page Boy with

bangs. It's turned under only slightly

and looks divine. Jane's secret for ac-

quiring sheen is brushing. Even in her

purse she carries a little leather kit that

contains a miniature brush, comb, mir-

ror and nail file. The brush gets lots of

use, for Jane uses it more often than

the comb. All the stars do, for that mat-

ter. The little kit is one that you can

buy, too, at practically all drug and de-

partment stores. It's called "Mini-Kit"

and is made by Hughes. Comes in red

and blue for $1, plus 30 cents federal tax.

If you've got the idea that men don't
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like to smell nice, you're all wrong. We
know for a fact that the he-men like

cologne and when someone like Yardley

puts one on sale, you can bet it's going

to be a favorite. This one has a clean

masculine scent that's blended lightly.

Good for Father's Day or an in-between

gift, it sells for $1.65.

To give your coiffure a touch of ele-

gance, how about a Goody comb with

rhinestones? The reason we want you

to know about them is that the rhine-

stones are set by a special process which

makes them more lasting than ever. And
what's even more to your liking, they

sell in the variety stores for a wee dime.

Hairdos always take on new zip when you

treat them to a pretty comb or barrette.



Why the Harrisons

Are Happy

Continued from page 37

lazy facade of his charm!) So when these
two met they were the complement to
each other.

"Marriace is a working job," Lilli says.
"Often it is quite hard work, and always
it is a full-time business. So I don't at-
tempt to combine a screen career with
our marriage because I know I couldn't
do it. I sometimes make films, yes. But
only in such leisure as being Mrs. Rex
Harrison leaves me."

She goes on to explain that her own
studio contracts are arranged so that she
and her husband are working in Holly-
wood at the same time. Then they are
able to spend their vacations together.
She has just made "My Girl Tisa"—we
shot the final scenes of my part the day
before Rex and I embarked in the Queen
Elizabeth. I was getting terribly wor-
ried! I had to be free to accompany Rex
to England, of course. We never allow
ourselves to be parted, except perhaps for
a few unavoidable days when he has to
go on some particularly remote location.
I order my whole life so that I can always
be there when Rex needs me, whether it's

to help his work by providing a happy
home background for him or to share in
his travel and recreations. My marriage
is always the first thing of importance to
me, and I can't let any film commit-
ments overshadow it."

Rex has come to London to play in
"Escape" at the Denham Studios, adapt-
ed from John Galsworthy's famous stage
drama about an escaped convict. Not the
usual tough guy, but an English public-
school man of good family whose careless
folly has landed him with a stiff gaol
sentence. Much of the action takes place
on the mist-shrouded moors which sur-
round the grim and isolated Dartmoor
Prison in Devonshire and these scenes
were shot on the actual spot. Lilli went
along with the unit, staying at the tiny
local inn and occupying herself in paint-
ing the wild landscapes while Rex was
before the cameras. Dull and not per-
haps especially comfortable days for her
—but Rex had expressed the wish she
should go, and that was sufficient to Lilli.

There's all the happiness in the world in
being wanted, as Lilli Harrison knows
beyond doubt.

Painting in oils is Lilli's favorite leisure
interest. She thinks every wife should
^ave a hobby she genuinely enjoys to
keep her mind fresh and also then she
doesn't risk the danger of growing bored
and restless while her husband is away,
working. At the Harrison's new Cali-
fornian home, right out in Mandevillo
Canyon "because we like the peace there
so much," Lilli is turning the old chicken-
house into a studio, putting in a new
glass roof.

She's full of enthusiasm about this new
house and she's brought an album of
photographs of it to proudly display to
British friends. It was Lilli who took
charge of the installation of the swim-

FIYIN FISH

Write for color folder showing other Catalina styles. Catalina, Inc., Dept. 549, 443 So. San Pedro St., Los Angeles 13, Calif
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Whirl, Ballerina, whirl in this heart-win-

ning little shoe, soft as a baby's cheek.

Outside heel and hidden wedge for light-

hearted comfort. With or without ankle

strap. Suede finish in black, lipstick red,

kelly green, snow white. Also

gold mesh. Medium widths.

Sizes 3 to 10,
$2-98

SALLY ANN, 79 BEACH ST., BOSTON, MASS.

PLEASE SEND ME AT $2.98 PR. POST PAID
BALLERINA: SIZE COLOR
SIZE COLOR SIZE COLOR
BALLERINA WITH ANKLE STRAP:

SIZE COLOR SIZE COLOR
NAME ,

STREET

CITY , STATE

( ) MONEY ORDER ( ) CHECK ( ) C.O.D.

Customer agrees to pay C.O.D. charges

I'LL TELL YOU ABOUT

MRS. PARADINE
"I intend that the whole
world shall see her as I

do... as a noble, self-sac-

rificing human being."
*GREGORY PECK

*0ne of the 7 great stars in

DAVID 0. SELZNICK'S production of

ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S

THE PARADINE "st

starring

GREGORY PECK • ANN TODD

jj CHARLES LAUGHTON • CHARLES COBURN
j

M ETHEL BARRYM ORE and 2 new Selznick stars
{

LOUIS JOURDAN and VALLI

ATTENTION MOVIE FANS!

Stntf 25c to Selrnick Studio, Box 101, Cul»er. City. Catif.

. for autoiraphea »* 1 10* picture of Gr«« Pa* :

ming-pool and who's busy now making

garden plans. Though she and Rex will

go out to parties and premieres with

pleasure, they are deeply attached to

their own home just the same.

When they travel, Lilli takes the at-

mosphere of home along with them.

Glance around this cream and brown

hotel sitting-room now, with its big win-

dow overlooking the River Thames and

Waterloo Bridge, and you'll notice the

intimate little details. Family photo-

graphs, a shelf of well-read classic books,

the box of Lilli's chocolate candy—noth-
ing seems to spoil her willow-slender fig-

ure!—a dish of the apples Rex likes to

munch at odd times, the rack piled high

with magazines. These cover all kinds of

subjects, from films and art to politics

and fashions and country living. Rex
finds it easy to keep in touch with the

contemporary world by looking through

the international magazines after dinner.

Peek in at the Harrisons then and you

won't find them sitting opposite in their

separate chairs, each with their own pa-

per. They'll be sharing the sofa, Lilli

curled up companionably beside her hus-

band while they turn the pages of a maga-

zine together.

"Together" would be the representative

keynote of this happy couple. "We" is a

word they both use far more often than

"I." They believe in sharing their lives,

which center firmly round their home and

their family. Rex has always known the

stability of a happy family life. He is

affectionately devoted to his mother and

brother in England. Lilli, one of the

three daughters of an Austrian scientist

who fled to Britain before the war, cor-

responds regularly with all her relatives

when she is in America and loves to re-

turn to her parent's suburban home when
she comes to London. Now she can take

her own child along with her, too.

"Little Carey Harrison is a delightful

personality, with blond hair and his moth-

er's expressive hazel eyes, though Lilli is

always eager to point' out he is loose-

limbed like Rex so is sure to grow up

just as tall. He is a complete part of the

family, simple, well-mannered and un-

spoiled. To encourage him to develop his

own initiative, he has very few toys and

is only allowed to have presents at

Christmas and on his birthday. He travels

around with his parents, in charge of his

Irish nurse Pat, and every Sunday the

Harrisons devote as much of their time

as they can to him. In London they

sometimes went to the Zoo, where Carey

once unexpectedly announced that an

ancient lion looked "very, very sad and

hungry just like Mr.—," mentioning a

Hollywood producer who would certainly

be surprised to know it!

Sometimes, too, the Harrisons spent

Sundays with their great friends the John

Mills at their old-world country home.

Lilli is godmother to baby Hayley, the

younger of the two little Mills sisters.

During the war years Rex and Lilli

shared a big house with John and Mary
Mills, narrowly escaping death one day

when a flying bomb fell on the lawn.

Lilli could easily have gone away to a

safe Scottish village but as she explains

herself "it never occurred to me for a

moment." Rex was making "Blithe

Spirit" in London so she naturally stayed

in the danger-zone to be with him as

much as she could.

Lilli Palmer could become one of the

greatest star names in Hollywood. Bril-

liant dramatic sense and a fine timing are

allied with her haunting beauty and un-

usual personality. More than once she

has been offered a long-term contract as

important as her husband's but always

she has turned it down without the

slightest hesitation. "It wouldn't be worth

it," she says, "because it would almost

certainly spoil my marriage. I'm so hap-

py as I am there's nothing more to tempt

me now!"
Sacrifice? Lilli's laugh rings out like a

peal of silver bells when you murmur
that word, "What am I giving up when

I still have everything a woman needs in

her life? Besides, I mean to do so many
things in the future. We don't want

Carey to be an only child so we are plan-

ning to give him a playmate quite soon.

During the first half of this year I have

agreed to make two more films in Holly-

wood since Rex will be working there,

too, at the time. One is 'The Long Way
Home' and the other is provisionally

called 'Rose in the Yew Tree.' In the

summer I anticipate retiring from the

screen for a while. Then we shall hope

to have another baby. We should both

like a daughter next time," Lilli confesses

frankly.

What has Rex got to say about all

this? Not much in actual words—his

English reserve cropping out again! It's

just not done, discussing the inner emo-

tions of your marriage with other people.

But he does remark quietly that a man
who marries an understanding woman has

found his most precious treasure. Rex's

appreciation of his wife and his devotion

to her are there for all the world to see,

written plainly in the instinctive way he

shares everything with her. She helps

him to study his scripts and answer his

mail. They swim and drive and play golf

together. He takes an interest in her

clothes, though he never tells her what

he thinks she should wear. When he dis-

covered her new strapless evening dress-

es, he brought home a surprise gift of

an accompanying necklace, a lovely band

of seed pearls with colored stones like

little bunches of grapes depending from

it.

So now you know the secret of these

happy Harrisons. Love and trust and

mutual loyalty, founded on the rock of

family life and kept steadfastly sweet by

patience and sympathy and gentle tender

humor. It's the old tried recipe that's

still an ever-new one, as successful for a

married pair in a cottage or a modest

apartment as it is in the luxury home of

two famous Hollywoood motion picture

stars.

Editor's Note: As we go to press the

rumor factories are grinding out the re-

port that the Harrisons are not so happy

after all! Gossip has it that they are, in

fact, on the verge of a break-up. After

the Ronald Reagan-Jane Wyman split,

nothing should surprise readers of Holly-

wood interviews, but we must confess

that, for once, we are out on that well-

known limb, little expecting "the old

tried recipe" for a successful marriage

could play such capers with the Harrison

household.
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Bergen Without McCarthy

Continued from page 25

appearance on any stage) . My history

teacher was in the audience, thought

Charlie amazing and, after that evening,

never again asked me a question in class!

With the result that I never again, of

course, made another wrong answer and
so, thanks to Chas., graduated!

"At Northwestern University where,

thanks to the money I made with Char-

lie on Chatauqua, Charlie and I matri-

culated, I made the Delta Epsilon fra-

ternity and for no other reason than that

the boys thought Charlie very clever and
wanted him to rouse the spirits at rush-

ing parties.

"And the places which, without Char-

lie, I might never have seen; the people

whom, without Charlie, I might never

have met! I've covered, thanks to Char-

lie (when he reads this piece, he'll have

me covered!) every state in the Union

and most of the countries of the world

including Canada, Venezuela, Russia.

Iceland, Newfoundland; have entertained

the King of Sweden; entertained in pri-

son camps, in a leper colony; at the

White House. No identification, mind
you, to get into the White House, but

Charlie, who said -'How do you do' to

President Truman, adding politely that

Mr. Truman had 'a nice little place

here,' that he 'liked the looks of the

place,' Which reminds me that, some
time previously, Charlie met Mrs. Elea-

nor Roosevelt, who shook hands with

him and, when I raised Charlie's hand
to meet hers, was visibly taken aback,

having obviously expected Charlie him-

self to respond." Bergen paused, smiled,

added quietly, "As why not?"

"To McCarthy I owe, so to speak, my
wife. A McCarthy fan, Frances and I

met when she got tickets to one of our

broadcasts, sat on the stage, one of an
overflow from the audience, we got to

talking and later got married.

"Still carrying on in my private, as

well as in my public life, Chas., now
aids and abets me when I have a point

to make with my daughter, Candice, who
is pushing the age of two. As an exam-
ple, when I say 'Where's Candy's nose?

Where's Candy's hair?' and she won't

answer, I use Charlie—that is, I use the

small Charlie doll I had made for Candy
and with which, like father, like child,

she plays exactly as she plays with the

moppets next door—so, using Charlie,

'Now, Charlie,' I say, pointing to his nose,

'what's this?' 'Nose,' says Charlie. Quite
mystified when Charlie talks, but not to

be outdone by a dummy, Candy then
makes the answers, and I make my
point."

It is big of Charlie, Edgar admits, to

be so cooperative with Candy since it

was when Candy came, and Charlie's

room was needed as a nursery, that
Charlie moved out of his room and into

a bureau drawer!

"In short, all that I am or hope to be,

I owe to Charlie," says Edgar, and very
handsome of him. "To Charlie, who was
my turning point from being a total un-
known to the spotlight I, as Charlie's

Pont let False Modesty and Ignorance

Learn here about these Intimate Physical Facts

Pity the young wife who has no one
to advise her about these intimate

matters. She's too shy to ask her
friends. And maybe it's just as well,

as they might give her unscientific

and old fashioned advice. It's this sort

of ignorance that so often breaks up
a happy marriage

—

I So, girls—learn here scientific facts

you can trust. Learn how important
vaginal douching often is to intimate

feminine cleanliness, health, charm
and marriage happiness—how impor-
tant it is to help combat one of

woman's most serious and embarrass-

ing deodorant problems. And what's

more important

—

why you should
USE ZONITE IN YOUR DOUCHE.

No Other Type Liquid Antiseptic-Germicide

Tested Is SO POWERFUL yet SO HARMLESS

Scientists tested every generally
known antiseptic and germicide they

Zom'te
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emimne A,

could find on sale for the douche. And
NO other type proved so powerful
yet so safe to delicate tissues.

Despite its great germicidal and
deodorizing action

—

zonite is abso-

lutely harmless. You can use it as

directed as often as needed without
the slightest risk of injury. It's posi-

tively non-irritating, non-poisonous,

non-burning.

A Modern Mirocle Developed

By A Famous Surgeon and Chemist

zonite destroys and removes odor-

causing waste substances. Helps guard
against infection. It's so powerfully

effective it immediately kills every germ
it touches. You know it's not always
possible to contact all the germs in

the tract, but you can be sure
zonite does kill every reachable

germand keepsthem from multiplying.

FREE! NEW!
For amazing enlightening new
Booklet containing frank discussion

of intimate physical facts, recently
published — mail _this coupon to

Zonite Products, Dept. SS-58, 370
Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
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Trust Maiden Form to know that

smart low-cut dresses need brassieres which

are deep V-shaped in front! Here s that

plunging line, in "Inler-Lude, one of

Maiden Form's most popular designs for

average bosoms, Tearose or While, $1.50.

"THERE IS A MAIDEN FORM FOR EVERY TYPE OF FIGURE!"

Send for free Style Folder: Maiden Form

Brassiere Company, Inc.,' New York 16
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NO MESSY LIQUID!
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bulges, rolling layers or fat that
spoil your appearance and weigh
you down physically and mentally.
Replace them with attractive
curves— a trim silhouette—by the
Tremett Tablet Plan. Quick—easy
—safe! The healthful, pleasant
Tremett Tablet Plan may make ex-
cess fat a thing of the past for you!

TREMETT TABLET PLAN
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Tablet Plan works to keep you from being hungry. Yet,
your daily Tremett Tablet Plan provides necessary vita-
mins and minerals you're now getting from fat-building
foods. And you can eat things you like, without taking
harsh lemon-juice mixtures or violent exercise! Absolutely
harmless. Contain no drugs. So convenient! Carry Tremett
Tablets in your purse and take as required. No mixing or
embarrassment. Just follow simple directions and look for
your glorious, firm new figure!

10-DAY NO-RISK TRIAL

Your scales must show you have lost weight, have an im-
proved figure, you must look better, feel belter or you get
your money back without question' SEND NO MONEY!
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RHODES PHARMACAL COMPANY
1814 East 40th Street, Dept. E-2. Cleveland, Ohio

stooge, occupy today. It is still like a

vacation, with pay, to get away from

the ornery little splinter!

"Don't think for a moment," Edgar
added, "that I was not constantly re-

minded of Charlie while working at RKO
—wonderful, they think Charley is, won-

derful. Refreshing, however, when, now
and again, I was permitted to use the

personal pronoun T rather than 'We'

—

which is, I understand," Edgar said turn-

ing, with transparent eagerness, toward

your reporter, "what you wish me to do,

Gladys, in this interview?"

"It is, indeed," we hastened to assure

the man who, speaking in many voices, in

Charlie's voice, in the voice of Mortimer

Snerd, the voice of old maid aunt Effie

Clinker, so seldom speaks as himself, for

himself—this extremely attractive man
about whom too little, dwarfed as he has

been by dummies, is known. "It is, in-

deed."

Edgar took pause, choked once over

beginning a sentence with the unaccus-

tomed "I," then said, in his quiet voice,

the almost hushed voice which is his

natural speaking voice, "I am rather a

quiet individual, I'm afraid. Perhaps be-

cause I enjoy quiet; hate noise. Hate

noisy cocktail parties where everybody's

talking. Hate amplifiers. Hate loud speak-

ers. Allergic, actually, to noise.

"I read a lot. No fiction. I never read

for entertainment. Like science articles,

news, history, biography.

"We don't talk shop much at home,

Frances and I. When we are at home
evenings—home is on a mountain top,

overlooking Benedict Canyon—they are

quiet evenings. We either go into my
little rumpus room, or theater, and run

pictures, or I tinker with my sound

equipment while Frances sews. On cook's

night out, we usually go into the kitchen

and cook our own dinners. Having been

a Boy Scout, I am handy with the bacon

and the skillet. Frances, who knows food

as one born to the Cordon Bleu, is what

may be called 'cuisine conscious,' as a

woman should be. Any woman who
boasts of being helpless in a kitchen, I

put down," Edgar said severely, "as a

very stupid person, one who deserves a

man saying to her, 'So you can't cook?

So I can't earn a living!'

"When we have friends in, I often do

magic, which I began doing as a boy at

church parties. And continued to do,

after I was in vaudeville. 'If you'll throw

the magic out and just keep Charlie in,

we'll keep you,' as one manager said.

"I've just become a farmer again.

Bought me 185 acres of desert land

which, with a canal coming in nearby,

should become, in time, very fertile soil

for grapes, vegetables and (retired) ven-

triloquists.

"Contrary to the impression Charlie

works himself hoarse to give of me, I

am not a miserly man; have several ex-

travagances such as, for instance, twelve

cameras, two airplanes, two cars, and a

complete sound motion picture equip-

ment. Always interested in photography

and in all things mechanical, I could

have become a respectable photographer,

or a respectable electrician, which latter

my mother thought I should have been

instead of what I was, for so long—

a

third-rate vaudevillian living in third-

rate hotels.

"I have, I suppose," Edgar grudgingly

confessed, "a few miserly traits—I like

to turn out lights when I leave a room,

even if it is a hotel room. I'll spend an
hour looking for a mislaid paper clip. I

look over my old ties in the rack, find

none fit to be worn, but cannot bring

myself to throw them away, and never

do.

"Not a lazy man, as I believe I can

say of myself, I need comparatively lit-

tle sleep; can do a lot on six or seven

hours a night, but am a ten-to-fifteen

minutes napper when I can and I can.

Often go to sleep right in the middle of

a writing session. Not that I ever actu-

ally write," Edgar explained, "I read up
to 1000 jokes a week for our radio show,

weed out and cut down to the number
needed for our radio show of that week.

But when it comes to writing, I have a

dictophone and a secretary, one on each

lap!

"A normal amount of cowardice is in

me. I never assist in a fight—will run

and hide when blows are threatened, or

even harsh words.

"Enjoying fame and money, as I do,

I am not a rapacious man. There is, I

believe, a stopping point. After the first

hundred thousand, must we go witch-

hunting the second hundred thousand,

et cetera? I kind of like Mortimer, I

think he's nice, the kind of person you
can't help but like because there's no
jealousy in his soul, no bitterness, no
ambition. If Mortimer doesn't get mon-
ey, he'll get relief. He's willing to admit
that other people are smarter than he is.

Modesty, that's Mortimer, and great

humility.

"In New York, I like to see plays, do
luncheons and dinners; like to dance,

especially the Samba, at the Stork. Love
leisure, love relaxation, love fun—have

you noticed," Edgar asked, "how 'More
tension, work harder, save more' seems,

of late, to be the slogan, everywhere,

with everyone? None saying, 'Don't for-

get, buddy, life is supposed to be lived.

Have fun.'

"I am a quiet man, admittedly," Ed-
gar admitted, "but I am a Man with A
Message. My message is, The importance

of nonsense and laughter. Trained to

seriousness, as we are today, nonsense is

out of place, laughter is crowded out

—

laughter that is one of the best ways to

fight off neuroses and ulcers!

"My father wanted me to be a min-

ister; my mother wanted me to be a
doctor. I turned out to be a ventrilo-

quist. But do you know, I feel I have

come close to fulfilling both their wishes.

A minister brings peace; a doctor brings

healing; so does a comedian. You are

not tense, you cannot sit and hold a

grudge, while you are laughing. That is

why I feel my radio work is very im-

portant.

That is the reason I will never do
anything on the radio without Charlie,

without Mortimer. Nothing on the radio

without Chan-lie, ever—and isn't this

what you, and isn't this what I, have

known I would say all along?" Edgar,

with half a sigh, half a smile, signed off.
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Van Johnson

by Spencer Tracy

Continued from page 22

steps, he talked a friend into driving him
to the studio to demonstrate that he
would be ready to go to work in about
the same amount of time as it would take
the casting director to get a white shirt

back from the laundry.

Of course nobody let him return to
work until he was in proper condition,

and afterward he was allowed a long
period of rest. Most kids would have
taken it easy during that time. Not Van.
He showed up at the studio every day
and visited sets. He would find a quiet,

inconspicuous spot out of the way of the
technicians but where the view of the
action was excellent, and there he would
camp. One way to take dramatic lessons,

I've always said, is to be where drama is

going on. Johnson had the same idea; he
acted on it.

There are plenty of kids in the picture
business today who have come up too
fast. They are one-picture wonders, and
God help them when audiences decide
that their long straight hair or their long
straight profiles have become monoton-
ous. Van made up his mind early in the
game that he wasn't going to be a one-
picture, one-characterization actor. For
a time, however, I thought he was going
to be a two-characterisation actor. If
you saw him in "The Human Comedy"
you probably realized that Johnson was
doing a Tracy. Why anybody would
want to do" such a thing I can't imagine
—but there-you have it. This fact was
mentioned, with varying degrees of glee,

by most of the reviewers.

There's an old saw to the effect that
imitation is the sincerest form of flattery.

I'm willing to have it that way, but I'm
no dunderhead. It was plain to me that
here was an up-coming Tracy who was
better than established Tracy, a situa-
tion that I could not allow to go uncor-
rected—and still eat. Then I saw one of
the "Dr. Gillespie" pictures in which Van
worked with Lionel Barrymore, and my
head unswelled several hat sizes, because
there was Van doing Barrymore. Appar-
ently there were going to be two of us
standing in line for Thanksgiving dinner
at The Salvation Army.

Naturally, this thing had to stop. The
next time Van asked me for advice,
which he pumped my ego by doing occa-
sionally, I pointed out the charity due to
a couple of earnest old-timers trying to
turn an honest buck. "Just leave us our
rackets," I suggested, "and get a gimmick
all your own. What has been a good deal
for us might not turn out so good for
you—might be getting shopworn, you
know."
Johnson was a smart number. The

next time I saw him was in "Weekend at
the Waldorf," and what came across the
screen was nothing but Pa Johnson's boy.
That's one of Van's good points: when
he asks for advice, he means it. He isn't
simply making conversation. And if he
decides that the advice is well-inten-
tioned and issued from a foundation of
good judgment and practical experience,
he takes it. In spades.
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Famous Model Reveals

"Smooth Hair -do" Secret

"Any girl can have a glamour hair-do,

and keep it neat all day, if she'll do what
I do — pat a drop or two of Nestle

HAIRLAC on her finished coiffure" says

June Kirby, world-famous model.

You'll be amazed at the difference

hairlac makes ! Famous photographers

and models know! hairlac is delicately

scented, absolutely harmless—keeps your

hair smooth and glamorous all day long.

Get Nestle hairlac at your drug or

department store today. The 50(f bottle

lasts a long, long time.
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By the time he made "Romance of

Rosy Ridge" he had developed into as

competent a young leading man as I've

seen in some time. A leading man to be

watched if you're going to play any
scenes with him, I told myself, having a

premonition that I'd be stuck with the

lad in "State of the Union."

Sure enough, that's the way Head Of-

fice figured it out. Now, as anybody who
has worked with me will tell you in bitter

tones, I'm a stickler for punctuality.

Time is the most valuable thing in the

world because it's the one thing that you
can't get any more of -— (if that line

sounds familiar, it's because I said it in

"Edison, The Man.") Van feels the same
way about it. When that camera is ready

to roll, Van has been hanging around the

set with fire in his eye for fifteen or twen-

ty minutes. I don't think he has ever been
late; as a matter of fact, if I'm not care-

ful, he is going to swipe my local reputa-

tion for being the guy by whom they set

the studio clocks.

Another conviction I have is that an
actor should come on the set knowing his

lines. It's part of the job, and no unique
hardship at all. There are players around
town who look upon this attitude of mine
as an example of Tracy idiosyncrasy.

Quaint. Odd. Temperamental, Some play-

ers like to learn their lines in rehearsal

or during ten or fifteen takes per scene.

Van shares my eccentricity: when he

walks into a scene he knows what the

script is all about, and he has his dialogue

letter-perfect at tongue tip. If there is

anything he hates, it is to fluff a line or

to blow a scene. A soft-spoken guy ordi-

narily, Van always looks as if he wished

he could speak Sanskrit so he could re-

lieve his feelings without disgracing him-

self when his dialogue goes sour.

Although I should be the last one to

admit it, I'm going to fracture precedent

by confessing that modesty is not always

an actor's salient characteristic. Once in

a while, of course, you meet an actor con-

taining a tiny grain of conceit, much as

you sometimes find a clove bud in your

baked ham. But Johnson is just about as

free of self-satisfaction and complacence

as any normal, ambitious, hard-hitting

guy you'd meet anywhere.
During the making of "State of the

Union," Governor Harold Stassen visited

our set. I'd heard a lot about the Gov-
ernor and was eager to meet him. I had

my picture taken with him—one of my
few souvenirs. After we got through pos-

ing, Governor Stassen said, "Isn't Van
Johnson working in this picture, too? If

I go home without meeting him, I'll

never be able to face my family again
"

Ordinarily you can count on Van hang-

ing around the set, taking an interest in

everything that goes on, but when a dis-

tinguished visitor shows up, Van disap-

pears into his dressing room. Someone
went after Van, explaining to Mm that

Governor Stassen had voiced a desire to

meet him. "Me?" demanded Van. "What
for? He's a big man. He wouldn't be in-

terested in me."
Junior was finally talked into emerg-

ing from his dressing room, and posing

for pictures. Governor Stassen brought

an Arizona sunset of pleasure to Van's

pan by asking for his autograph. Where-
upon Van said, "Could I have your auto-

graph, please, sir?"

I've noticed that when newspaper men
come on the set, most young actors are

available. That is, if you don't stumble

over them at every turn, you're lucky.

Van is an exception. He melts toward his

dressing room and there he stays unless

one of the press boys indicates a positive

determination to get the Johnson views

on some current problem.

"What's the idea of doing an Invisible

Man act every time you sniff printer's

ink?" I asked him. All the lineage I was
getting as a result of being around in full

view of the press was bothering me. But
not much.

This is the answer I got, and I quote,

"Those guys don't come around here to

see me. They want to talk to you and
Miss Hepburn."

I kept my big fat mouth shut. I know
when I'm well off.

In these days when flippancy is stand-

ard operating procedure, and nobody un-

der ninety gets respect from the junior

department, Van is a refreshingly cour-

teous and restrained lad. While we were

doing "State of the Union" Kate Hep-
burn gave us a rough time by kidding us

about our weight. I am a slim and sylph-

like ballet type who seldom weighs more
than twenty or thirty pounds over the

figure charts for streamlined elegance. I

think, without flattery, I can say the

same for Van. Besides which, both of us

like candy. I keep candy in my dressing

room for the purpose of furnishing in-

134 N. Robertson Blvd.
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New bride Janis Paige and groom Frank Martinelli, Jr., still "living on a pink

cloud," greet Hollywood's busiest host, Atwater Kent, at a recent party.
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stant energy—at least that's what it says

in the advertisements.

'Miss Hepburn has a genius of a cook

about whose prowess Kate has to do some
subtle bragging by bringing daily sam-

ples (in two pound boxes) of cookies.

These, she insists, are not fattening. Only
the candy has that unfortunate property.

Between Van and me, two pounds of

cookies and two or three pounds of candy
were doing their daily good deeds in giv-

ing us power to appear before the camera.

"You're a pair of fat slobs," said Miss
Hepburn, a girl who chooses her words
with care.

Van and I threw out our chests and
sucked in our belt perimeters.

"You're still fat," opined Kate.
Finally, when she came on the set one

morning, I was inspired to retaliate.

"Hello, Bonesy," I said. Miss Hepburn
blanched. She didn't refer to tallow in

any form for several days.

Now here's the theme of this yarn: Van
took as much ribbing as I did. He might
have taken up my cry of "Bonesy" and
given Kate a bad time. He didn't. He
figured that it was my gag, and he left it

with me. That is a sample of good man-
ners, and good manners these days are

rare.

As a matter of fact, this Johnson gen-

tleman and I had trouble over one thing,

and one thing only. I'm still sore on that

point. All during the time he was an ex-

pectant father, I coached him. I gave him
tips on the proper temperature for bath
water, and the best stride to use while

pacing the floor by night. Being the well-

established father of two children, I could

speak with authority on the emergencies
of measles, mumps and chicken pox.

When Van's fans sent him little knitted

garments, I was properly respectful. Since

his fans forwarded enough equipment for

a reissue of the Dionnes, it was pretty

hard to maintain enthusiasm every time
the mail came in, but I managed it. Van's
gratitude was nice to see. He acted as if

every package he opened were the first,

and he kept on repeating the name of the

donor in a tone of incredulous appreci-

ation. "Imagine Jane Jones of Broken
Nose, South Dakota, knitting this her-

self," he would murmur.
All this I could understand. What we

argued about was the name his new
daughter bears: Schuyler Van Johnson.
Oh, no! Not that. I'm a man for plain

names, myself. In our family we have
John and Susan. Simple. Ordinary. Easy.

But

—

Schuyler. I don't think that lit-

tle girl is going to enjoy that handle. So
I've already shortened it. I'm calling her

"Sky" in honor of her eyes, which are as

blue as Van's. "Sky Johnson" is a pretty
fine moniker.

I'd like to have my picture taken with
her some day. It might impress the prop-

er people. As it is, I have finally managed
to impress my own daughter by having
my picture taken, profile against profile,

with Van. Van thinks that we look alike.

I am not arguing with him; if he thinks

so, I figure that my job is to accept the

compliment gracefully.

He's a pretty sweet guy to resemble,

but if you think I'm going to tell him so,

you're crazy. I'm having trouble enough
holding my own in "State of the Union."

LITTLE LULU

"Kleenex* pops up, too!"

• Little Lulu says .

.

. Only Kleenex has the Serv-a-Tissue Box—pull

just one double tissue—up pops another! Compare tissues, com-

pare boxes—you'll see why Kleenex is America's favorite tissue.

International Cellucotton Products Co. *T. M. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

ENTER THE STARDUST CONTEST . . Pictured is lovely Joan Murray, winner of

the last Stardust Beauty Contest, now a Walter Thornton Pin-Up Girl. Enter

our 1948 Contest now. YOU may be the lucky winner of $500 first prize or

27 other awards! Just send recent non-returnable photo, with height, weight,

bust, waist and hip measurements before May 31, 1948. Decisions of famous

beauty judges are final. Mail entry to P.O. Box 65. Murray Hill Station. N.Y.
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NICK CASTLE
Presents

cKow Jo Jap
The ideal home method
for beginners in easy book
form complete with illus-

trations, including five fa-

vorite steps of Ann Miller,

Bill Robinson, George
Murphy, Shirley Temple,
and Carmen Miranda.

Mr. Castle has taught and
staged musical numbers
for hundreds of Holly-
wood's greatest stars.

Send $2.00 today^ _ _ _
for your copy uilfl II

||cash, check, or«P f .UU
money order. Post- M nn Ann
age prepaid. Am V? ™&

Star

Nick Castle Dances
P.O. Box 949, Hollywood 28, Calif.

SONGWRITERSSONGS
PUBLISHEDm
ADVANCE
ROYALTY
PAID YEARLY

Send your songs or poems today. Music

written for your words without charge*.

Records, copies, copyright furnished. We
have helped many new writers find their

first success. Let us try to help you.

HOLLYWOOD TUNESMITHS
1537 No. Vine St.. D ept M-30 Hollywood 28, Cal.

ZIRCONS
LOOK SO MUCH LIKE REAL

DIAMONDS
I Your friends won't know, if you
| don't tell 'em! Inexpensive, too!
"Write now for free]
catalog of jewelry

|—set with this re-
markable gem.
NATIONAL JEWELRY CO.
DEPT. 30-X WHEELING, W. VA.

Cat* I'o<z

FREE!

.J'BhthstoneRingWM

PvAP^^^^a Color or in a black

Wft\m\ir0^r jk\\ "onyx" color given

f tkmmW^^\^oLm
*"or ee "mS 4 boxes of

k^^^^^WpW liosebud Salve at25c^^^^^aAUi each OH you can se-

lect No. 104 sterling ring with brilliant
net to imitate diamond. Order4 salve.
(Will mail No. 96 or No. 104 ring and 4 salve NOW if you
Bend $1.00 with order). Order vour choice in size 5 to 9.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. Box 73. W00DSB0R0. MARYLAHD_

SONG-WRITERS ATTENTION
The amazing demand for phonograph records, accel-

erated by countless Juke-Boxes, warrants your im-

mediate investigation. We are offering New Writers

the rare opportunity of having a celebrated "Hit"
composer furnish music on reduced percentage basis

for any likely poems received this month. The
"Petrillo Ban" does not affect us.

RECOLA RECORDING CO., Hollywood, 2S,_Calif.

Rinse Hair
Off Legs
IN 5 MINUTES

. . . without rubbing or risk

of bristly razor-stubble!
Amazing improvement— is the new Neet
with lanolin. Creamy, pleasantly scented,

Neet works faster, better. You simply spread

Neet on, rinse off in 5 minutes, then thrill

to the super-smooth feel of your loveiy hair-

free legs ... to their sleek as satin look.

Neet removes hair closer to the follicle itself

to avoid prickly razor-stubble. And just

see—each time you use Neet—how long it

keeps your skin hair-free! Get Neet Cream
Hair Remover at drug or cosmetic counters.

Be sure—get it today!

Spencer Tracy by Van Johnson

Continued from page 23

Spencer Tracy. I was to take it easy; the
picture was going to be held for me. That
was my part and I was to have it no mat-
ter how long it took me to get back on
my feet. I guess a guy wouldn't cry with
relief and gratitude over news like that.

Some guys might not. I did.

"A Guy Named Joe" was held for three
months. Irene Dunne made another pic-

ture, "The White Cliffs of Dover," but
Spence simply marked time. That isn't

all. It is a well known fact that Spence
likes a quiet set. He usually spends a
good deal of time in his dressing-room;

he likes the shooting to go swiftly, effi-

ciently, and without the inevitable inter-

ruptions caused by the presence of vis-

itors on the sound stage. But during the
making of "Joe," that was the most open,
everybody-welcome set at the studio.

Newspaper people and magazine writers,

hungry for chats with Spencer Tracy, ar-

rived in eager flocks. By a series of

maneuvers best known to Spence, those
people always found themselves sort of

drifting along with him—toward the can-

vas chair where I was sitting, or toward
my dressing-room. He introduced me to

literally dozens of people, and always with
the statement, "Everything has been
written about me, and who cares? But
here is a guy who's fresh copy. Here's a
great story for you."
What do you feel for a guy like that?

Gratitude? Appreciation? Admiration?
I've tried on all those words for size, and
all I can say is that they are too little,

too pale, too inadequate for what I think
about Spencer Tracy.
Now, if Spence ever reads this (which

I hope he doesn't) he's going to think
I've got him all wrong. He regards him-
self as a steel-cored character, motivated
solely by practical, realistic, business pur-

poses. Yet the truth is that he is a senti-

mental gentleman who tries hard to kid
himself and others into thinking of him
as hard-boiled. Take his ranch, for in-

stance. He owns the only—to hear other
ranchers tell it—non-profit ranch in Hol-
lywood. Others boast about their finan-

cial prowess at raising white faces, or

Arabian horses, or Farmer's Market rad-
ishes. Spencer boasts about how small
he kept his expenses, he hopes.

Although he hasn't played polo for

eight years—he was darned good, inci-

dentally, winning a three goal rating—he
still pastures his polo ponies. They are
the sleekest, fattest, laziest bunch of re-

tired platers you've ever seen. Troubled
a little by the fact that his ranch was
permanently in the red, Spence called in

the County Farm Agent and asked for

Advice. The Agent was filled with money-
making suggestions. Dispose of the polo

ponies; sell the stables, sow the east pas-

ture to alfalfa. "To alfalfa?" said Spence.
"Hmmm. No, I don't think so. That
wouldn't be practical."

" 'Practical!' " gasped the Agent, who
draws his large annual salary on the

basis of purest practicality. "What makes
you think my suggestion isn't practical?"

"That space—the one where you want
to put in alfalfa—well, for three months

each year, as long as we get rain, that is

the prettiest pasture you have ever seen.

The ponies love it. Get fat. If I didn't

have that pasture land, my feed bills

would be out of this world."

"But I thought you should sell the

ponies
—

"

Spence drew lines on the ground with
the toe of his shoe. "Couldn't do that. I

mean, those ponies are out of training.

If they had to go back to work they
wouldn't know what to do with them-
selves. They've earned their retirement
by hacking me around a field."

In order to realize some small income
from his ranch, Spence stocked it with
chickens and turkeys. Within three weeks
each of the fowls had a name. When the
time came to dispose of them, Spence
couldn't look the birds in the eye and
admit that he was trading their lives for

cold cash. So he gave them away. As
things stand now, Spence stocks his

ranch regularly, then gives away the Sun-
day dinners as rapidly as they mature to

plump succulence. Remember, this is a
hard-hearted, practical business man that
you're reading about!

Another thing that I get a big kick

out of is the perennial feud that goes on
between Clark Gable and Spence. Spence
calls Clark "King" or "The Moose," and
Clark calls his best friend and severest

critic any number of names best ignored

in a family journal. Each is on the con-
stant lookout for grounds on which to rib

the other.

While we were working in "State of

The Union" Spence had a series of subtle,

very difficult love scenes to do with Miss
Hepburn. Although the day on which
those scenes were to be done was kept
secret, and even the press was asked not
to visit the set, a pair of visitors arrived
early in the morning. Their expressions of

leisure and anticipation were enormous;
their self-satisfaction was likewise. "Well,
what are you doing here?" inquired
Spence in belligerent tones.

"Oh, we just wanted to watch you

—

wanted to get some pointers on this

great lover business," said Clark Gable,
exchanging owlish glances with his com-
panion, Director Mervyn Le Roy. This
pair stuck around, causing Spence enor-

mous embarrassment, until Frank Capra
began to give them the scowl treatment.

During the filming of the picture, the
Women's Audience Institute—an organ-
ization of several thousand eastern wom-
en who are patrons of the arts—voted
Spence the actor having the most effect-

ive voice. They amplified this award (and
I agree that Spencer Tracy's vocal equip-
ment is one of the best, if not the very
best in Hollywood) by explaining that

his tones created an air of confidence

mingled with relaxed enjoyment.
Well, you can imagine Clark Gable's

reaction to that. He had to do something
about it. A week later he looked in on
the set and, fixing his pal with a suspi-

cious eye, said, "Well?" Spence regarded
him innocently. "Well, what?" "Aren't'

you going to do something about those

telegrams?" Gable demanded. "What tel-
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egrams?" Spence wanted to know. "I

didn't get anything from you if that's

what you mean." His disappointment

was so obvious that Clark couldn't have
doubted him.

Clark had been sending a telegram a

day, notifying Spence of a new award on
each occasion. All of the telegrams had
been sent collect, of course. ^Tiat had
happened was that the wires were de-

livered to the studio mail room where, in

accordance with established studio cus-

tom, they were refused. They were re-

turned to the telegraph office and charged

to Clark's account. You can bet that

Spence wasn't going to let Clark forget

that one for a long time. "After all these

years of hanging around a studio, playing

bit parts, you should know what happens
to anything that is sent collect," Spence
harangued. "You should have known. Or
don't you get any fan mail?"

Spence is an ardent and faithful mem-
ber of the local Irish Society. It isn't

incorporated, but it's as exclusive as a
cartel. Once a week, Pat O'Brien, Jimmie
Cagney, Frank McHugh, Spence and
two or three other loyal sons of the auld
sod gather for dinner at one of the town's
best restaurants. There they swap stories

and/or lies, kid one another unmercifully,

talk shop, and enjoy themselves in gen-

eral. Spence is one of the most gifted

story tellers of all time. If he hadn't
become an actor, I think he would have
been a novelist. As a matter of fact, he
seldom uses the lines provided by a
script; he alters them to suit his own ideas

of a part and directors don't interfere

with his departures because his instinct

for the pat word or phrase is so acute.

Anyway, after an evening with his Hi-
bernian pals, Spence always comes to the

set the next morning with a rare collection

of anecdotes. One of his best deals with
Pat O'Brien. Seems that Pat told the
boys enthusiastically that he had stuck
his pick into a gold mine. He had dis-

covered a way to make a certain type of

recording that would reap royalties over
a period of twenty or thirty years.

"Classics," he told the boys—and you
would have to hear Spence tell this to get

the full flavor
—

"that's what all of us
have to get in to. Classics. Once you've
waxed the master of a series of timeless
poems, or of myths, or of some bit of
folklore, you've actually established a
trust fund for your children. The royal-
ties start rolling in—a steady stream

—

and will continue to roll in for your kids
until they're grown."

As Spence has told me repeatedly, the
boogey of theatrical people is security.

They make good money for a few years,

develop fancy tastes, then spend their

downtrend years trying to keep up ap-
pearances and some sort of steady, re-

liable income. Naturally, Pat had a spell-

bound audience. Each man around the
table hung on his every word. Each man
thought of his own particular radio spe-
cialty and wondered how he could get
into recording to the best advantage.
And then Pat said, "I have my first roy-
alty check right here." With a flourish

he pulled it from his wallet and passed it

to Spence.

Spence, with his eyes set to read some
astronomical figure, looked at the numer-
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ALMOST INCREDIBLE NEW
TREATMENT FOR PIMPLES
It's true! New Ting works while
it helps hide pimples, blemishes,
blotches. You simply apply Ting to
pimples, let it dry — and whisk off

excess powder. Ting is both fungi-
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wonders for externally caused
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a tube of new Ting Antiseptic Medi-
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IS THIS YOU?
Do they say "She would
be beautiful if it weren't

for her nose" or other de-

fects. Badly shaped noses

can be corrected in d short

time without discomfort.

For the past twenty years

this well known book,

"Before & After"

written by an experienced'

and famous Plastic Surgeon, has helped thousands
of people like you. It tells all about the latest scien-

tific methods for the cor-

rection of badly shaped
noses, protruding ears,

thick lips, wrinkles and
signs of age. Also cleft

palate. Hare-lip, over
and under developed
breasts, etc. Richly illus-

trated, 125 pages. 25c
coin or stamps. Woman
or man, girl or boy.
Write today.

GLENNVILIE PUBLISHERS
60 E. 42nd St., Dept. DP New York 17, N. Y.

SONGS WANTED
A well known composer will write the music
for your words on a professional basis. His
songs have sold millions of copies. Re-
cordings made. Send for FREE Booklet.

% Jpion .Mart
80 B0YLST0N ST., RM. 1228

BOSTON. MASS.

WHIRLING SPRAY
, SYRINGE
f*Women

At DjtUG COUNTERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

Free Booklet, Marvel Co., 90 East St., New Haven, Conn.

Don't Let

A Blotchy Skin
Ruin That Date

Start today, the Resinol routine that so many people
are talking about. Wash face with the fluffy lather of

mild Resinol Soap-then smooth on skilfully medicated
Resinol Ointment-leaving iton overnight. It worksfast
to soothe itchy irritation and help improve your skin.

LEG TROUBLE?
Easy to use Viscose home application.
Aiding upward circulation while walk-
ing has been found to promote much
quicker healing of leg sores due to leg
congestion, varicose veins, swollen
leg. No cost for trial if it fails to show
results in 10 days. Describe trouble

and get FREE BOOK.
H. T. VISCOSE COMPANY
140 N. Dearborn Street. Chicago 2. III.

SON*.WRITERS!
We are accepting song poems and
completed songs to be presented to

Hollywood publishers.

Free examination—Prompt report

HOLLYWOOD POPULAR SONG SERVICE
7133 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif.
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REDUCE
a DOCTOR'S £ PLAN

Here Is the 14 day Reducing Plan of Dr. Edward
I'arrlsh, M.D., well-known doctor. For lunch, take 8 Dr.
PARRISH'S TABLETS with glass of Juice or any bever-
age. Take nothing else for lunch except coffee. If desired.
For breakfast and dinner, DON'T CUT OUT POODS YOU
LIKE — just cut down on them. This plan cuts down your
caloric intake, and you lo*e weight naturally.
NO HARMFUL DRUGS— NO EXERCISE—NO COM-

PL1CATED DIETS — THY THIS PLAN AT LEAST 14
DAYS. RESULTS MAY AMAZE YOU.
DR. PARRISH'S NEW TASTY TABLETS are not yet

sold at stores. Send $2.00 for $2.25 size or order C.O.D.
First box must satisfy or money back.

Hood Products Corporation, Hood Building,
686 Broadway, N. Y. 12, N. Y., Dept. 847G

als, blinked, shook his head, and looked

again. Then he folded the check and slid

it into his own pocket. Pat begged,

threatened physical violence, and ex-

horted Spenee's good sportsmanship, but
Spence refused to unpocket that check.

He still has it to this day. He tells the

story, then he hands over the royalty

payment that is supposed to inspire des-

pairing artists to new heights: it is writ-

ten for one dollar and eighty-seven cents.

Sometimes Spence kids me by discuss-

ing these Irish meetings and then saying

regretfully that it's a shame I didn't

have the wisdom and forethought to be

born under a Shamrock plant. In a way
I agree with him, but in a way I don't.

There isn't any way under the sun that I

could ever get to be the best Irish actor

in Hollywood. Not even the second best,

nor the third, because—for my money

—

Spencer Tracy has the lead places all

checked off in his name. But, by watching
him, by learning from him, by emulating

him, I think I have a pretty good chance

of being a fair sort of Scandinavian actor.

A lot of wonderful things have hap-

pened to me since I came to Hollywood,
but the best break of all was meeting

Spencer Tracy.

Closed Chapter

Continued from page 2£

house without memories is like a house

that isn't furnished. For example, that

cabinet in the hall that has the

painted scenes on all the drawers, was
one that used to be in my mother's

room in Paris. When I was a little girl

and was sometimes sick, the nurse would
put me in mother's room and my mother
would tell me stories to fit all the scenes.

So you see I have memories of even my
childhood as well as recollections of

parties, friends and all kinds of associ-

ations with my house. I wouldn't want
to part with them for anything in the

world."

Annabella's house is truly a charming
place, furnished like an elegant country

house in the tree-filled parks which lie

in the beautiful environs outside her

native Paris. It is typically Annabella

and reflects a gracious mode of life, lux-

urious without being ostentatious in the

least. It's as charming as its mistress.

Annabella may sell the house, however,

and take a smaller one for herself and
her daughter whom Tyrone adopted, al-

though Annabella now has complete cus-

tody of the little girl. But Annabella is

definitely going to maintain a home in

California, no matter where her travels

may take her.

When we asked about a new romance
she smiled and shook her head, "Oh, no!"

she exclaimed. "One thing at a time. My
career comes first and I'm going to avoid

anything that might possibly interfere

with it."

"Wasn't there a wealthy Parisian par-

fumeur you saw a great deal of in Paris

last summer?" we asked.

"Naturally I have many friends there

I see a lot. There is so much to do in

Paris and you do not stay home all the

time, you know," she laughed. "But no,

there is no one in particular. Hollywood
likes to couple your name with some one

else's. Since I have been back this time

I have read that I have been out with

three charming gentlemen I have actually

never met! It really surprises me. You
sometimes wonder if you had a good time

at a place you've never seen with some-

one you don't know!"

Since we were curious to know about

picture-making in France, we asked An-
nabella how she liked doing this last film

which will be released this summer.

"Well, it is hard to say, because it is

so different. This new film is the story

about a girl in a circus who is caught

between two conflicting loves, that of an

older, more sophisticated man, and that

of a young sort of apache. It is symbolic

in that the clown in the circus really

represents the conscience of the girl. It

is a fascinating story and really quite a

simple one. But the great difference for

an actress is that in Paris, you pick your

own wardrobe, your own makeup and
your own coiffure. That is what makes
it so exciting. The contrast IS so great.'

Over there you are on your own and
then you return here and face an entirely

different kind of technique as well as a

different kind of camera. That is why I

want to be able to make pictures in both

places.

"Of course, I particularly like 'The

Eternal Conflict' because I had an op-

portunity to wear some very beautiful

clothes, while in my last American film,

'13 Rue Madeleine,' as a member of the

underground, I never even had a clean

face, let alone a change of dress.

"The only person who did not have a

chance to dress up in 'The Eternal Con-
flict' was the chap who played my young-

er lover. It was very amusing because

the director told him to dress like a man
of the poorer classes. As I said, the stu-

dios in France let you pick your own
wardrobe, so when Michael Auclair

showed up on the set, the director said

to him, T know I told you to pick a

shabby outfit, but don't you think you

are overdoing it just a little?' Auclair

smiled and shrugged his shoulders. T
am sorry, monsieur le directeur,' he said,

'but I am not in costume. This is my
best suit!'

"Clothes are still so hard to get that I

am going to take back as much as I can

with me, especially shoes for my friends.

For my mother I am going to take tea,

which she loves and which is also hard

to get, along with sugar and soap. Don't

you think I will be popular?" Annabella

asked with an impish smile.

We assured her that with her charm
and beauty, she wouldn't need any mun-
dane staples in order to win admiration

from everyone. We're only delighted

that she is so happy, sitting on top of

the world and ready to travel all over it.
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Everything a Man Desires

Continued from page 21

she is pleasantly charming to Louis B.
Mayer and equally so to kids standing
in the rain waiting for her appearance.

Athletic Prowess: Esther Williams, be-

cause she is beautiful in the water and
just as beautiful out of it.

Ability to Wear Clothes: Joan Craw-
ford, because she can wear any of the
hats and gowns the designers dream up
and still look like a well-groomed, beau-
tiful woman and not a surrealist night-
mare.

Music: Diana Lynn, because it would
be wonderful to sit in the candle-light
and hear her toss off a concerto after
dinner.

Doldrum Chaser: Lucille Ball, because
she's like a fire-cracker with a Powers
girl figure. And because her eyes hold
more mischief than a sixth grade play-
ground.

Patience and Fortitude: Peggy Hay-
ward—no further comment.

Virginia Field, Betty Hurron's sister in

"Dream Girl," and Michael North, director
Michael Curtiz' protege, chat at party.

Summer Showing

Continued from page 45

If you wish' to know what stores
in your particular locality are fea-

turing the clothes Diana Lynn is

wearing on pages 44-4.5, just drop a
line to the following manufacturers:

Frances Sider

lS8Jf Broadway
New York 18, N. Y.

Crestlee, Inc.

152 West 30th Street
New York 18. N. Y.

fiffHl) SECRET OF
HOLLYWOOD GLAMOUR

You can have that "luscious look"—per-
sonalized for you in a bra that adjusts
perfectly in a jiffy—no sewing, no fussing—no strings to bind. Hollywood LIFTEE
BRA'S 5 MIRACLE PATENTED adjust-
ments give you "custom-fit" comfort and
"sweater-girl" beauty.
FOR THAT "NEW LOOK" . . . ENTIC-
ING UPLIFT. Your bosom will have nat-
ural, vibrant beauty you've never had before—perfect separation, healthful, gentle, com-
fortable UPLIFT without pull. FINEST
QUALITY . . . LONGER WEAR.
The LIFTEE Bra, designed and made for
Hollywood, is exquisitely fashioned of lus-
trous, highest quality rayon satin or broad-
cloth. Tea rose or white. Sturdily reinforced
with net. Holds shape, fits like new after
hundreds of launderings.

MAIL COUPON BELOW.

We'll rush LIFTEE to you. Pay postman only $1.98 plus postage.
If not thrillingly pleased, return Bra in 10 days for promjrt refund.
Bust size 32 to 42. Cup sizes Small, Medium or Large.
Designed and produced in Hollywood—and distributed exclusively
by THE S. J. WEGMAN COMPANY.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
I S. J. WEGMAN COMPANY, Dept.

| 9 East 45th St., New York 17. N. Y,

FIVE MAGIC PATENTED
ADJUSTMENT FEATURES

The 10-day free trial offer will prove that the
amazing, new "LIFTEE" features give your
breasts—In a twinkling— the exact lift you
need—plus perfect separation. Tou "custom-
fit" your LIFTEE bra—in 3 SECONDS. Change
it at will while you wear it—to suit your com-
fort. Tou can try Hollywood's famous "11F-
TEE" Bra for ten days WITHOUT ANY COST
TO TOU.
WORKS WONDERS—OR MONEY BACK

I 'Orders for 2 or more "LIFTEES" are packed with a special
I scented sachet.

I Address

! City Zone State - ,1

J
Size: Bust (inches) Cup OSmall OMedium DLarge I

» If you enclose payment now, WE PAT POSTAGE (same I

^money back guarantee). Mark box.

Help Relieve Distress Of MONTHLY

FEMALE
WEAKNESS
Are you troubled by distress of female
functional periodic disturbances? Does
this make you suffer from pain, feel so
nervous, tired—at such times? Then do
try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-
pound to relieve such symptoms. Pink-
ham's has a grand soothing effect on one
of woman's most important organs!

v LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S compound

Free for Asthma
If you suffer with attacks of Asthma and choke

and gasp for breath, if restful sleep is difficult
because of the struggle to breathe, don't fail to
send at once to the Frontier Asthma Company for
a FREE trial of the FRONTIER ASTHMA
MEDICINE, a preparation for temporary symp-
tomatic relief of paroxysms of Bronchial Asthma.
No matter where you live or whether you have
faith in any medicine under the sun, send today
for this free trial. It will cost you nothing.
Caution! Use only as directed. Address
Frontier Asthma Co. 860-B Frontier Bldg.
462 Niagara St. Buffalo 1 N Y

'NOW! HAVE YOUR PORTRAIT

PAINTED!

SONG POEMS WANTED*
.

.

, WW W WlnlllW To he Set to Music
* Submit one or more of your best poems for free
.examination. Any subject. Send poem. PHONOGRAPH
RECORDS MADE.

*FIVE STAR MUSIC MASTERS
605 Beacon Bldg..

THIS GENUINE
14x22 PAINTING
IS PAINTED IN

FULL PASTEL
COLOR

075
a I postpaid

^0 mtl tot

I'LL TELL YOU ABOUT

MRS. PARADINE
"She is bad, bad to the
bone. If ever there was an
evil woman, she is one."

*LOUIS JOTJRDAN
*0ne of the 7 great stars in

DAVID 0. SELZNICK'S production of

ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S

Just send your photograph (a,

clear snapshot will do). Enclose -

check or money order and we
will send your portrait, HANO
PAINTED by one of Hollywood's
foremost glamour artists.

I
HELAMAN of HOLLYWOOD • P.O. Box 815,

F

s Station, Los Angeles 35,Calil

SCKEKNLAND

S starring

GREGORY PECK • ANN TODD
CHARLES LAUGHTON • CHARLES COBURNf

M ETHEL BARRYMORE and 2 new Selznick stars

LOUIS JOURDAN and VALLI

Send 25c la Selzn.ck Studio Box 101 Cii «er City, Call
. i i, i



COMPLETE THAT

M new look

T Y L E SIM) FTHE STAR5
FOR YOU — NEW LIP GLAMOUR
IN SECONDS—NO FUSS

OR SMEAR. PERFECT

STYLE PATTERNS CORRECT^

UPLINES WITH PROFESSIONAL

RESULTS. THEY ARE ADJUST-,.

ABLE FOR FACE TYPE---k

MOISTURE-PROOF-DISPOS^

ABLE— INEXPENSIVE
f\ F

„„1I SJ.YJ-E ^R «! ORDER SY/J POSTPAID JJr . 5IYLE NUMBER
please no c.o.d.

5 T E NI-5 TILE 5 T U D I D 5
mmm i i n* "I n 1 1 i t

"I™ LONGER

HAIR?
MAKE THIS EASY
7-DAY TEST!

Just try this SYSTEM on yoar hair 7 days

and see ifroa are reallyenjoying the pleas-

ure of ATTRACTIVE HAIR that can so very

often capture Love and Romance for yon.

MARVELOUS HELP for DRY,
BRITTLE, Breaking-Off HAIR
WHEN SCALP and HAIR CONDITIONS are

normal and dry, brittle, breaking-off hair can be retarded,

it has a chance to get longer . . . and much more beautiful.

Amazing. The JUELENE System is not a hair restorative.

SEND NO MONEY—FullyGuaranteed
Just try the JUELENE SYSTEM for 7 days Then let your

mirror PROVE the thrilling results. JUELENE comes in

2 Forms h Pomade Liquid. C. O. D. $1.00 plus Government

charges. It is fully guaranteed. Money back if you are not

delio-hted. At drug and department stores or by mail if your

druggist cannot supply you at this time

JUEL CO.. 4727 N. Damen, Dept. S602, Chicago 25, III.

High School Course
at Home Finish in 2 Years

Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Course
equivalent to resident school work—prepares for college

entrance exams. Standard H. S. texts supplied. Diploma.
Credit for H. S. subjects already completed. Single subjects if de-

sired Hish school education is very important for advancement in

business and industry and socially. Don t be handicapped bill your
life Be a High School graduate. Start your training now. Free
Bulletin on request. No obligation.

(American School, Dept. H-5S, Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37

Cute Face

Continued from page 21

Send us your Songs and Song

Poems.Hollywood composers

rite melody WITHOUT

CHARGE. Lead Sheets and

Records furnished. Send

song material TODAY tor

FREE EXAMINATION. Write

for details.

'CINEMA SONG CO.
Dpt. D-36, Box 670,
Beverly Hills. Calif.

Wrinkles
Destroy Loveliness

l FREE booklet sent in plain
wrapper tells you how the fa-

mous Kathryn Murray 5-

Minute Facial Exercises are
the easy, natural way to re-

gain young beauty. Simple exer-

cises stimulate circulation; help to

eliminate crow's feet, wrinkles,
double chin and to make face and
neck muscles firm. No straps! No
massages! Many women say they
look 10 years younger. Proved suc-

cessful by over 36,000 women since 1912.

SEND NO MONEY
Write today for your FREE BOOKLET. Only
a limited number on hand, so hurry. No obli-

gation—no salesman will call.

KATHRYN MURRAY
Suite 559, 8 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 3

to tease her—and she teases right back.

She gets a mad light in her eyes when a,

new kind of game is mentioned and won't

give up until she finds out how to play

it. She has an insatiable love for parties

and good food. She can be chasing one

of the crew around the set one minute,

probably because he's pulled a gag on

her, and the next minute she and Ivan

Moffatt, Stevens' production assistant,

will be doing hilarious cockney imita-

tions of Gertrude Lawrence and Noel

Coward singing Coward songs, made
slightly more ludicrous by Barbara being

dressed in a middy blouse and skirt of

the 1910's and Ivan in blue jeans. She

had a fanatical loyalty and enthusiasm

for the baseball games which the com-

pany played on location, rooting and

making up improbable yells for George

Stevens' team in competition with Irene

Dunne who captained the other team.

She loves food, doesn't care who knows

it and is apt to jeer at people with ob-

viously well-padded figures who pretend

to have dainty appetites. Although she

gives the impression of being quite small

and fragile she is, by her own admission,

"strong as a horse, five feet three, a hun-

dred and fifteen pounds, all well-nour-

ished muscle."

She loves California clothes. A typical

favorite outfit is a pair of thong sandals,

no stockings, white waffle pique sun dress

with a short blue check shirt, hair pulled

back and tied with a ribbon. She is mad
about gold jewelry. She wears an old

fashioned wide wedding ring, plain wide

bracelets and simple gold earrings.

She says she hates to wear hats. "I

buy lots of silly ones but that doesn't

mean I have to wear them. About once

a month I get all dressed up, hat and all,

and feel slightly out of character." But

she's a standout whether she's in blue

flannel slacks rolled up to the knees,

white cashmere sweater, sneakers and a

ribbon in her hair, or a print dress, high-

heeled shoes, hair in a bun—or a party

dress with a twelve-inch hem and low

black sandals—or her old-fashioned cos-

tumes for "I Remember Mama.'' She is

unglamorous the way Bette Davis, Dor-

othy McGuire, Helen Hayes, Margaret

Sullavan are unglamorous. Because, like

them, she has individuality and a high-

spirited, vital quality that takes her out

of the narrow groove which the word

glamor has come to mean in Hollywood's

dictionary.

Barbara feels no pain at all about the

niche she occupies in the movies. "I

think it's much more difficult for a girl

who's a raving, tearing beauty to prove

she can act as well as look beautiful. It's

difficult for the acting to stand out above

the beauty. Imagine people coming out

of the theater saying a gorgeous actress

gave a wonderful performance instead of

gosh, isn't she beautiful. A natural, real-

istic actress doesn't distract 'attention

from the character she's supposed to be.

The women in the audience look at

what's on the screen and don't wish to

heck they looked like that. The hus-

bands and boy friends aren't squirming

around wondering why their wives or

girl friends can't look like Betty Grable

or Lana Turner."

Before Barbara came out here she used

to get cold chills thinking about the way

fans mobbed their favorites. She didn't

know how she could cope with a crowd

like that. She still doesn't know. She

was rounding the corner from Lucey's

one day at noon, dressed in "that get-

up," as she calls Katrin's middy blouse

and skirt, the black cotton stockings and

high button shoes which she says "make

my legs look funny and bowed." A cou-

pie of autograph fans who were hanging

around eyed her tentatively. "Who's

that!" one. asked the other. "Oh, no-

body," the other sneered. "Come on,

there's Betty Hutton."

Barbara bravely resisted the impulse

to stick her tongue out at their retreat-

ing backs. It sort of shattered her, par-

ticularly since she was with a member of

the press, whom she wanted to impress.

After that she went to lunch in the RKO
commissary with producer Harriet Par-

sons, writer Dewitt Bodeen, the script

boy and others in the gang who worked

on the picture.

When she gets too intense about her

career, all twisted up in knots, or wor-

ried about something that doesn't mat-

ter—even though she thinks it does at

the time—she runs to Carl and spills it

all. Carl (last name Schreuer) is her

husband. Barbara says, "He's a smart

boy, takes things easy and thinks them

out. He's calm, so I calm down. It's a

good balance. He can have a cold or a

stomach ache and won't tell me about it

until a week later. I have to tell him

everything that's wrong right away. Gol-

ly, wouldn't it be awful if we were both

emotional?"

Barbara's very matter of fact and ca-

pable about her small daughter Susan

and has just started her in nursery

school because she thinks Susan should

be around other children. She'd like to

have another little girl (boys terrify her)

but doesn't feel she can take a year from

her career right now. And for the same

reason she doesn't feel any great urge to

go back to the stage until she gets estab-

lished on the, screen. She considers Hol-

lywood her permanent home because, al-

though she misses snow, eastern winters

and the crowds and excitement of New
York, she prefers her house in Beverly

Hills, spacious in comparison to a New
York apartment.

"I lived in Milburn, New Jersey, when

I was a kid and hadn't heard a cricket

or a frog since then—until we moved in

this house," she says.

She changes moods quick as lightning.

One minute she's mature and serious, the

next surprisingly young with the vital-

ity and energy and actions of a teen-ager.

She is almost like two people with this

amazing contradiction of character. And
this young gal won't change, but the defi-

nition of glamor will have to, because

Barbara has a new kind that gives a

different meaning to the word.
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inside Hollywood Social Circle

Continued from page 38

which Charlie Morrison arranged for her

on the eve of her departure for New
York. Charlie took over the Champagne
Room and had it specially decorated for

the occasion. Outside the large windows
of the dining room, the gardener had
planted great branches of peach blos-

soms, literally hundreds of them, so that
it looked like the whole room was situ-

ated right in the middle of a flowering
orchard. It was most effective. Pat had
Chauncey Gray's orchestra for dancing
and among the couples I noticed having
a wonderful time on the dance floor were
Bruce Cabot and Liz Whitney. Bob
Hutton and his lovely wife, Cleatus
Caldwell, Lili Daniita and Cornel Wilde
—although Cornel arrived alone and had
everyone dying to know whether he and
Pat Wilde will patch things up perma-
nently.

Another surprise was to see Gene Tier-

ney, who had also been at Cukor's party,
waltzing by in the arms of her "ex," Oleg
Cassini. Don't be too startled if one of

these days these two remarry.

.
Irene Wrightsman had Robert Stack

as her devoted swain, but I don't think
that romance is going to last, because
Irene is getting constant attention from
another quarter.

The chap whom Pat had invited to

sing as part of the entertainment be-
came very temperamental and refused
to sing, so Tony Martin came to the res-

cue and gave an impromptu concert of

all his favorites and ours, which I

thought was a really nice gesture.

Speaking of singers, Patrice Munsel,
the attractive little coloratura star of the
Metropolitan Opera was the guest of

honor at a very elaborate cocktail party

Richard Hart, newcomer who clicked remark-
ably in "Gresn Dolphin Street" and "B. F.'s

Daughter," dances with wife at Valley club.

which Atwater Kent gave one afternoon
recently.

Miss Munsel arrived here to give a re-

cital and practically all the young musi-
cal crowd of filmland turned out to wel-
come her. Kathryn Grayson, Ginny
Simms, Marilyn Maxwell, Doris Day and
Janis Paige were the leading feminine
singing stars in the party and they all

remarked on how charming and unas-
suming the guest of honor, an operatic
star. was. Miss Munsel, who came with
Philip Reed, was very "New Looking" in

an almost ankle-length black satin suit

with which she wore only a pearl and
diamond choker for jewelry.

We were quite surprised to find that
Miss Munsel makes a hobby of palmistry
and she entertained a whole group of us
by telling our fortunes. When she first

volunteered to read my palm, I hesitated
and then Charles Korvin got a laugh by
tapping me on the shoulder and saying,
"Go ahead, Cobina, give the little girl a
hand!"

She was truly quite expert and proph-
esied that I would make another trip
abroad this year and that I would also
have a radio program so that I could
give Screenland readers more news of
Hollywood doings on the air.

In fact, Miss Munsel so delighted ev-
eryone that after her concert, she was
signed to do a picture at MGM.
Joan Bennett and Walter Wanger are

generally too busy to do much entertain-
ing, but when they do give a dinner
party it is always one in perfect taste.
The most recent one which Joan gave
was for the Peter Rathvons and it was
done exquisitely. The Gregory Pecks,
the Robert Montgomerys, Annabella
with David Selznick, the Brian Ahernes.
the George Murphys, Constance Bennett
and her husband, Col. Coulter, and Lana
Turner with Bob Topping were among
the guests.

Several of us were surprised to find
that Annabella and Lana had been in-

vited to the same party, but the gracious-
ness with which Annabella walked up to
Lana and shook hands put all the others
immediately at their ease. I don't know
when I've seen a situation, which might
have been a little awkward, handled so
beautifully. I must take off my John
Fredericks' hat to Annabella, although
she told me a little later that both she
and Lana admitted to being a bit nervous
at first.

I was also so happy to see Joan and
Constance Bennett on such friendly
terms. Whatever differences these two
may have had in the past are complete-
ly forgotten and they are two of the most
devoted sisters I know.

While we are on the subject of won-
derful women hostesses, I should like to
select ten of my favorite ones in answer
to all those flattering queries which I re-

ceived following my selection of the ten
most popular male guests in Hollywood.
So, in the June issue of Screenland,
would you like to read about the film
colony's ten most charming hostesses?

PREPAID

If You are Suffering from Some of

the Torture- Like Pains of

RHEUMATISM
SINUS, LUMBAGO

ARTHRITIS, NEURALGIA
MUSCULAR
ACHES, etc.

Please

Read This %
Carefully

tJ""' '
jflp We

* 1
' don't
care
What
you've
tried be-

fore—patent
medicines, hot
water bottles,
heating pads,

etc., our ELEC-
TRIC MASSAGER
may do for you
what it has done for

thousands of people
who suffered from

some of the torture-like
painsof RHEUMATISM, SINUS TROUBLE,
LUMBAGO, ARTHRITIS, NEURALGIA,
MUSCULAR ACHES, etc.—or we will re-
fund your money ! There is nothing mysteri-
ous about our unit. It is a well-known fact
that heat has relieved the various pains de-
scribed above. Our ELECTRIC MASSAGER
is the finest heating unit ever made which
enables you to MASSAGE the painful area
at the same time that invigorating heat is

applied. You will be amazed at the efficiency

of this new instrument. Operates on any
110-volt line AC or DC. Send $3.00 cash,
check or Money Order and we will ship
prepaid or, if you wish, we will ship C.O.D.
and you can pay Postman $3.00 plus few
cents postage.

HERE'S PROOF
(From original letters in file)

F. B. of Michigan writes: "Your
massager is very good for rheuma-
tism. I enclose $6.00 for which
send me two more which I want to
give to some of my friends that have
rheumatism very bad."
C. M. K. of Nebr. writes: "I have
used my friend's massager and I
can recommend results for head
colds. This is my first chance to
buy one and I know I will enjoy
having it."

METROPOLITAN ELECTRONIC CO., Dept. 93

42 Warren St., New York 7, N. Y.

YOUNG LADIES!
Do you crave the charm, the poise, the
personality that you admire in your favorite
screen star? Get "The Hollywood Guide to
Charm" by Walter M. Brown, M.D. It's new
and different..Packed full of useful informa-
tion. Nothing like it now on the market.
Success in life is 85% personality, 15% skill.
Order today and start to acquire that mag-
netic personality that will make your dreams
come true, that will help you to get the
most and the best out of life. By mnil $2.00
(Cash, Draft or Money Order)

MURRAY PUBLICATIONS
4266 Melrose Ave. Hollywood 27, Calif.

COUPON — CLIP AND MAIL TODAY

Murray Publications,

4266 Melrose Ave., Hollywood 27, Calif.

Please mail me . . . copies of "The Hollywood
Guide to Charm" @ $2.00 each.

Name

Street Address.

City and Zone
, State
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Relieve

Constipation

Pleasantly!
Millions like and trust

the "Happy Medium" Laxative

Taking a laxative can really be a

pleasant experience. Prove it to

yourself ! Try Ex-Lax . . . the deli-

cious chocolated laxative. It's both

pleasant-tasting and easy-acting.

Ex-Lax gets results gently,

yet thoroughly. It is biologically

tested for effective action. Ex-Lax
is not too strong, not too weak, it's

the "Happy Medium" Laxative.

You will like this dependable

laxative that many doctors use in

their practice.

Ex-Lax is America's largest-

selling laxative—the favorite of

young and old. Still only 100 a box.

Economy size, 250.

When Nature "forgets"...remember

EX-LAX
THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

'What Are a Newcomer's Chances in Hollywood?'

Continued from page 43

BrushAway

Gray
Hair
...AND LOOK 10

YEARS YOUNGER

• Now, at home, you can
quickly tint telltale gray to
natural-appearing shades —
from lightest blonde to dark-
est black. Brownatone and a
small brush does it—or your
money back. Approved by
thousands— Brownatone Is

guaranteed harmless when
used as directed. No skin test
needed. The principal color-
ing agent Is a purely vegetable
derivative with iron and cop-
per salts added tor fast action.
Cannot affect waving of hair.
Lasting—does not wash out.
Just brush or comb It in. One
application imparts desired
color. Simply retouch, as new
gray appears. Easy to prove
on a test lock of your hair.

75c and SI.75 at druggists.
Get BROWNATONE now. or

Write for

FREE TEST BOTTLE
Mention natural color of your
hair. Send a post card today—BROWNATONE, Dept.
325, COVINGTON KY.
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picture in a magazine, Selznick brought

me to Hollywood. And I've been lucky

enough to be under contract all my time

in this town except for a brief six months.
I guess I have a guardian angel!

LON: I, too, had no New York stage

experience, Ann. I began as an extra in

Hollywood itself, and I worked as an
extra for four years. Then I did bit parts

for a year. During that time I had many
interviews for leads in pictures but I was
never physically the type. My break
came when I was called on a mass inter-

view for a part in "Stage Door Canteen"
—this time I was the right type. When I

made the test for the role, it was the

first time, oddly enough, I'd been tested.

Yet my experience as an extra had given

me enough training so I was ready when
my chance came. Don't let anyone tell

you extras can't become Stars—Clark

Gable and Gary Cooper are only two of

the many examples of those who rose

from the ranks.

HOLLAND: What do you consider the

hardest problem as far as getting a start

in Hollywood?
ANN B: Getting the right break.

Period.

LON: I think the biggest problem is

knowing where to begin. Once you know
the various casting directors in town and

once you immunize yourself against be-

ing afraid to go to studios and ask for

work, you're on the right track. It's the

first in everything that's hard—the first

interview, the first test, etc.

ANN S: Not appreciating the amount
of work involved that is necessary for

success in this business has always

seemed the big problem to me. Too
many kids are overly impressed with

the glamor of pictures.

GREG: I don't think there's any one

key that will open the door. It's a com-

bination of experience and luck. Yet you

can't depend on luck while you're wait-

ing for a break. You must help yourself

by doing everything to add to your train-

ing. Here's my advice to young hopefuls:

if you don't show enough promise to get

at least a small part in some good little

theater company, then, for heaven's sake,

GET OUT OF THE BUSINESS!

HOLLAND: What's your idea of this,

Susan?
SUSAN: Since I never went through

any great problems, I really can't answer

that question. But I can remember when
Larry Parks was doing work in little

theaters—which just goes to show you
that there is a chance for you, if you

have the ability.

HOLLAND: What, then, are the best

ways to avoid the pitfalls here?

SUSAN: Let's first find out what the

pitfalls are. I guess the most obvious is

that pointed out by Ann Sothern—don't

confuse glamor with the business. I also

think it's a good idea to avoid trying to

be like everyone else and to stop think-

ing that being seen in night clubs will

get you in pictures. Both problems are

SCREENLAND

ubseasy to avoid: don't go to night club

and do remember that patterns are a

dime a dozen. Individuality is worth its

weight in diamonds. Frankly, however,
I don't think there are any more pitfalls

in Hollywood than in any other industry.

ANN B: I think the danger of losing

your perspective and sense of values is

the worst pitfall. Not knowing what is

right and what is wrong. Also the danger
of losing your confidence, something most
young people face. If you have ability,

don't give up!

ANN S: But don't believe your talent

is greater than it is. Don't be swayed by
home town successes. And develop a
strong hide so you can take the rebuffs

you're bound to get.

LON: If you have common sense and
financial security, you can avoid many
difficulties. But the pitfalls are not

Hollywood pitfalls—rather they are hu-

man pitfalls. Anyone, in Hollywood or

anywhere else, must have high morals
because if a producer thinks you have
talent, he's not going to lead you into

the paths of sin. In other words, the old

idea of girls being "propositioned" to get

a part is vastly overrated. I don't know
of any girls who have been treated like

this. The whole thing, after all, depends
on the character of the person involved.

A little idealism doesn't hurt.

HOLLAND: We're going into that

topic in greater detail later, Lon, so I'm
glad you mentioned it. What's your
view of this now, Greg?
GREG: Stay away—then you won't

have to worry about pitfalls! But if you
are already here, then have confidence

in yourself and faith in your eventual
good luck. If you keep working hard,
you'll stay out of trouble. By working,
I mean to work on your own—to read
books on voice and diction, to read parts

in Shakespeare's plays, and use your own
experience in life to help you with the

analysis of the various roles. And keep
active in sports, since they help to make
your bodily movements more graceful.

HOLLAND: One of the biggest draw-
backs in town are the phony rackets

—

how can such rackets be spotted?

ANN S: Go to a good contact, some-
one who might know what's what, and
get his advice. Or attend any regular

and legitimate little theater—and by
legitimate I mean those places that do
not charge you a fee for taking a part.

That's an awful racket here in town.

GREG: I think it all depends on the

reputation of the people who are running

schools and agencies. Find out first the

motives of the people who are in charge,

learn their background, and talk to other

students. Above all, don't go into any
school blindly. When I first went for an

interview at the dramatic school I at-

tended, ;the president said, "I'd advise

you to forget this and go back to Cali-

fornia. You haven't a chance in the busi-

ness." She told that to all of the kids.

Some did leave and never came back.
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Others, like myself, stayed. She later

said she had made that remark purposely
to, find out who had the ambition and
determination to go through the course.
Unless they had that determination, she
wanted no part of their $500 tuition fee.

SUSAN: My only suggestion to those
of you who live outside of Hollywood is

this: if you're in a play, and if you think
you have talent, go to one of the studio
exchanges in your city and ask him to
come see you in the play. He can then
send a note to a talent scout in Holly-
wood, if he thinks you have something,
telling him to come give you a look-see.

That's a round-about way, but it can
work.

HOLLAND: Just how do you think
kids can get a good agent to handle them?

ANN B: That's a toughie! If you get
a good agent right away, it's just a stroke
of luck. The chances of a big time agency
spotting you sitting in a drug store drink-
ing a milk shake, for instance, are very
slim.

SUSAN: I think I take the prize for

the most original way to get an agent.
When I came here and Mr. Selznick
tested me, he felt I was too young so he
told me to go back to New York and do
stock. My sister and I took a little

apartment and we got a bicycle to use
for transportation. One day, I was rid-

ing around the neighborhood for exercise

when I suddenly found I couldn't stop
my bike. I crashed right through the
window of an apartment next to ours.

The people inside came out to see if I

was hurt. One of those who rushed to
my aid happened to be an agent—and
that's how I got mine.

HOLLAND: Up to this point, we've
given a lot of good advice. Now I'd like

to find out what typical advice you think
kids should ignore.

GREG: I don't think most advice
sticks with kids for long, so let them
learn from hard experience.

ANN S: As far as I'm concerned, I'd

definitely ignore the old-hat advice: "Get
to know the right people." True talent

will find its own medium.

SUSAN: I repeat again—don't be a

sucker by following the advice to be like

an established star. Be yourself!

LON: The advice that makes me ill is

the old story that the cheapest agent or

producer tells you—you must "live" a

part before you can play it!

ANN B: For my two bits, forget com-
pletely the advice of the drama coach of

your senior play when he says, "You
should be in pictures!" .

HOLLAND: And now we come to a

real problem. Supposing a young kid has
come to Hollywood and can't get a break.

He or she has a lot of pride, however,
and doesn't want to go home a failure.

What can be done to combat that pride?

ANN S: Anyone who comes out here

and thinks she's going to get in pictures

is completely naive. If you're not suc-

cessful, be strong enough to admit it and
go back home. Hollywood is paved with
kids who didn't go home and who lost

their self-respect. Don't add to that list.

• SUSAN: This reminds me of a corny
line
—

"the biggest pride of all is having

by Mrs. Kathryn
Walker, 3332 W.
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no pride at all." So you do go home a

failure and you're laughed at or criti-

cized. So what! Those who laugh at you
didn't have the courage to try as you
did. To admit you couldn't make the

grade is nothing to be ashamed of any-

way. Instead, it makes you a great per-

son.

GREG: Kids who come here unpre-

pared are not only foolish but they

cheapen themselves and cut off their best

source of experience and improvement.

As for the pride business, I say, "To hell

with the pride! Go home!" Anyone who
is such a fathead as to say, "I knew you
wouldn't make it," is no friend. Your
courage in going home must be admired.

Besides, what's wrong about making a

mistake ?-

LON: If you do come here, I think you
should give yourself a specified time

—

say, two years. If at the end of that time

you haven't made any progress, go some-

where else where you might be used-
radio, for instance. But you must be

honest with yourself in this business

about your chances. Burning ambition

isn't all that's important. If going home
means you'll retard your life, then I

can't honestly advise you to take this

step. But if it means returning to friends

and a good life, then I say—okay, as long

as it doesn't mean back-tracking. I quit

pictures entirely to go to college since I

felt college was more important, but I

had no intention of giving up my career

for good.

ANN B: I think false pride is a terrible

thing. To go home is no disgrace. Later

on, you can try your luck again. After

all, girls who left home to be secretaries

and models have had to face the same
situation.

HOLLAND: A while ago, Lon men-
tioned the moral aspects of our topic.

Let's go into that further. How can

these young hopefuls, girls especially,

who fail to get ahead avoid the tempta-

tion to take the easy road?—and by that

I mean to turn to less reputable voca-

tions.

LON: I can only say that if a girl is

going to flaunt her sex appeal, she'll find

herself on the wrong road in Hollywood
or anywhere else. The best guide any
young girl can use is her own conscience.

That is, if she really wants a tangible,

lasting success.

GREG: Definitely a girl's morals are

her own tipoff to her character. What
she'd do in Hollywood she'd do any place.

I admit it's easier to weaken when you're

away from home and no one is watch-

ing you, but that all depends on the

kind of stuff you're made of. Anyone
who is serious about a career won't let

setbacks make her fall apart like that.

Any lack of moral strength shows a lack

of purpose in life.

ANN S: I don't think any of the so-

called easy ways actually work. I beg all

these girls who may not be successes to

remember that promises easily made are

seldom kept. There is temptation, yes,

and lots of it, but each girl must have
the character to resist it.

SUSAN: If only girls would realize

there is no compromise with their ability!

They're selling their talent only—which

is their gift to the industry. They get no-

where by thinking there's an easy way.

They have to live with themselves, and
that's important to remember.

ANN B.: I can only add—be honest

with yourself and remember success

comes hard. There is no easy way.

HOLLAND: For our last, question,

what must young kids who do manage
to get a studio contract or a part learn if

they're not going to throw away their

success? And don't forget our parting

shots.

LON: I think any young person get-

ting a break should remember to make
friends with the people with whom he or

she works. Once you're a success and are

popular, you'll have enough enemies.

And if you get a contract—you'll really

work hard then if you have any sense.

SUSAN: Be on time, do the best you
can, retain your individuality, and be

afraid of no one or nothing. And that's

all from me.
GREG: Stick to your knittin'! Don't

lose respect for the job to be done and
especially look at people who have
reached greatness. Once you get to

thinking you know it all, watch the really

great stars and see how little you actually

know. That'll show you how little getting '

a contract and some publicity actually

mean. Your challenge to yourself then

must be: how good can I become? How
far can I go?

ANN B: And, above all, don't forget

to keep your two feet on the ground. It's

awfully easy for success to throw you.

ANN S: My rules for behaviour are

simply: (1) Work, work, work!—if you
are forunate enough to be under con-
tract, there are unlimited opportunities

to learn at all studios; (2) go on the sets

and watch others work; (3) make tests

with anyone you're asked to; (4) LIS-
TEN!; (5) start with small parts and
work up as you learn; don't expect star

roles to come at once; (6) don't be car-

ried away or impressed by seeing your
name in a gossip column or by your night

club appearances; (7) be a lady and be a

gentleman. And let me reiterate, for my
parting shot, that if you're one of the

chosen few today who gets an opportun-
ity in Hollywood, be grateful, learn hu-
mility, and realize you must earn and
merit your success.

LON: I can only add that a beginner's

chances today are more difficult than
they were ten years ago. There are so

many more who want to make acting

their life, so you must be better prepared
than those who began twenty or thirty

years ago. You have to give pictures

something or they won't give you any-
thing.

ANN B: The chances for newcomers in

Hollywood aren't as wonderful as people

make them out to be, so get on radio or

do stock first.

SUSAN: For my money, we need some
really fine actors!

GREG: Your chances are VERY
SLIM. Stay out of Hollywood and the

theater unless you're interested in hard
fvorle. If you want only glamor and pub-
licity, you're dead to begin with!

HOLLAND: Thanks for some very
honest and constructive advice. And, to

you readers, thanks for your many help-

ful letters. So long for now.
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Fred Robbins Right Off the Record

Continued from page 49

thing," and "You Are Never Away." A
recreation that's super! Victor album
K 11)

STAN KENTON: More of that throb-

bing foundation laid down by the number
one kid, the Long Leanster who broke it

up into teensy pieces on F.R.'s "One
Night Stand" at Carnegie. "Lover" spots

the tenor of Vido Musso and the trom-
bone of Kai Winding, and if anyone says
the Kenton band doesn't swing, glue his

tympanum to this slab. Flip finds that
demi-tasse of a lass, June Cristy, putting
down one of her best deals ever on
"Soothe Me," a groovey blues, and 'twill

make you feel good in your thirsty ears.

( Capitol)

NELLIE LUTCHER: The "real gone
gal" setting up her freshest hue and cry
and knocking out a wonderful beat on
"Fine Brown Frame," really curling ev-
ery ounce of her own handsome frame
around every note. Zounds! Turn her
around for "The Pig Latin Song"—eye-
yay ovlay ooyay eryvay uchmay. You
figure it out—then you'll be whispering
the same jive to your one and ownsy.
(Capitol)

t

HARRY JAMES: "I Understand,"
"East Coast Blues." Let the arches fall

where they may, 'cause you'll be strop-

pin' your insteps to Jessie James' Daddy's
fresh etchin' of a beauty of a few years
ago, Flo. Buddy DiYito strings his vocal
chords around this beauty and Betty's
boy is all over the rutted wax with that
mellifluous horn. Yummy! Backside's
got the flavor of H.J.'s "One and Two
O'Clock" jumps and crackles like a run-
away high tension wire. A fine potion of
commotion that romps like mad! (Colum-
bia)

BING CROSBY: "But Beautiful,"
"The One I Love." Smack from his own
flicker, the owner of the Pittsburgh Pi-

rates throws his head back, starts that
wart on the larynx quivering, and voila!

—another enticing slicing for your Cros-
by collection. El Bingo must've been
feelin' good over that golf score when he
cut these, 'cause he's in fine shape! And
that's not tomato juice! (Decca)

SAM DONAHUE: "Robbins' Nest,"
"Tacos, Enchiladas and Beans." That
nest is FH.'s, and this is the first of a
long line of cookies baked by oodles of
bands of the song first dedicated to this

kid by Illinois Jacquet. Caught on, and
there'll be about ten different slabs of it.

Whatta kick to have a record made for

you! Flip is by Mel Torme and Bob
Wells and spots canary Shirley Lloyd,
those three famous dishes being the first

loves in her life. Honey of a novelty!
(Capitol)

ALSO EARWORTHY: Les Brown
and company on "Dream Girl," vocal by
Ray Kellogg, and "Love Is So Terrific"

with Eileen Wilson chirpin' (Columbia)

;

Dick Haymes on "Little White Lies" and
"Treasure of Sierra Madre" (Decca)

;

Freddy Martin's "Treasure of S.M.,"
"Don't Call It Love," "Why Does It

Have to Rain on Sunday," and "Be-
ginner's Boogie" (adapted from "chop-

sticks") ; Page Cavanaugh's "Ok'l Baby
Dok'l" and "I Would Do Anything for
You."

HOT!!!

BABS' THREE BIPS AND A BOP:
"1280 Special," "Everything Is Cool."
As Babs himself would say, this is real

"cool," real "crazy," meaning solid, hey!
More of the infectious be-bop cooing of
the head Bop himself, Babs with a nice
easy command like a major general feel-

ing fine, the "1280 Special" is dedicated
to the seven score and ten ticks that
make up this rascal's "1280 Club."
Thanx scads to Babs, hey. Flip is a
straight vocal by Babs. The kid should
stick to the bop material, which has
found its way into lots of singers' throats.
(Apollo)

COLLECTORS' ITEMS: Come and
dig a fresh Capitol album of eight fetch-
ing etchings with some of the great
handles in jazz. These were etched over
a period and slipped into one pretty
booklet of cookies that's real fertile,

Myrtle. You'll be stokin' this wax a-
plenty, 'cause there's Red Nichols and
his Pennies' "You're My Everything,"
with Herbie Haymer on tenor and Heinie
Beau on clarinet; "Bug in a Rug," by
Sonny Greer and the Duke's Men, mean-
ing Barney Bigard, clarinet; Taft Jordan,
trumpet; Otto Hardwick, alto; Duke
Brooks, piano; Red Callender, bass and
Freddie Guy, guitar; "T'ain't Like That,"
by Rex Stewart's Big Eight, Lawrence
Brown, trombone; Harry Carney, bari-

tone sax; Al Sears, tenor; Ulysses Liv-
ingston, guitar; Keg Purnefl, drums;
Junior Raglin, bass; and Eddie Wood,
piano; Eddie Miller does "Just One More
Chance" with a fine group; Stan Ken-
ton's in there with Anita O'Day curling

her wonderful tonsils around "Travelin'
Man," a squidgy blues; Peggy Lee chirps

"Baby" with hubby Dave and company
behind her; Benny Carter lays down
gorgeous alto on "I Can't Get Started,"
and the Hollywood Hucksters wind it up
with "I Apologize" with Benny Good-
man, Red Norvo, Benny Carter, Charley
Shavers, etc. Whole deal's a healing

dose for the soul. (Capitol AD 62)

SIDNEY BECHET AND HIS BLUE-
NOTE JAZZMEN: Oh, that Sidney!
Encore une foi the master of soprano sax
proves it on four great new 12-inch waf-
fles for Blue Note. Max Kaminsky's on
trumpet; the late George Lugg on trom-
bone; Art Hodes on piano; Pops Foster,

bass and Freddie Moore, drums, and they
cover "Weary Blues," "Salty Dog," with
Freddie Moore peppering it with his

larynx, "High Society," the most excit-

ing version of this classic ever, and
"Jackass Blue," spotting George Lugg
on trombone. What a shame he passed

on so young. Great jazz! (Blue Note)

GIRLS IN JAZZ: If you think the

tender gender can't play that stuff, this

new sheaf will change your mind. The
chicks are Vivian Garry and June Ro-
tenberg, bass; Edna Williams and Tex
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What a sad sight to see beautiful
blonde hair lose its golden loveli-
ness and gradually turn dark and
dull! And the pity of it is that
blondes can so easily escape this

tragic loss of beauty—if they would
only realize that blonde hair must have special care.
Smart blondes now keep their hair light, soft and
shiny by shampooing with new, wonderful BLONDEX
made for blonde hair only. Helps keep light hair
from darkening—brings back the bright golden gleam
to even the most faded and discolored blonde hair.
Safe to use, fine for children's hair. Try BLONDEX
at home tonight. It's the world's largest seDing blonde
shampoo. At 10c, drug and department stores.
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Are you getting Nylon satisfaction?

Never before have you been able

to gel these sheer yet amazingly
long-wearing NYLONS, with ex-

clusive patented features, direct

from us ... at direct prices that

mean big savings! Send postal for

color samples and direct prices,
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Pain soothed Promptly

BOILS
BROUGHT TO A HEAD

Nature often causes a boil to come
to a head and thus ease painful

misery . .BUT . . doctors agree that

moist heat coupled with a poul-

tice action helps bring boils to a
head quicker. An easy, practical

way for you to apply moist heat
is by using proven, world-famous

AntiolJotipnlogistine
Helps in 3 ways...l

—

eases pain and tension

... 2 — softens the boil,

relieving soreness . . . 3—
increases blood circula-

tion, localizes and brings

the boil to ahead quicker,
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*One of the 7 great stars in

DAVID 0. SELZNICK'S production of

ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S

thTi^aDINE^
starring

GREGORY PECK • ANN TODD

CHARLES LAUGHTON • CHARLES COBURN

ETHEL BARRYMORE anil 2 new Selznick stars

LOUIS JOURDAN and VALLI
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RADIO WANTS POEMS
Well known radio composer will set your

poem to music FREE. Share profits 50-50.

A real break for you. Send your poems to

H C. Sessoms, RADIO COMPOSERS, D-A,

CLINTON, N. C.

Fascinating Book Shows How

YOU, TOO, CAN HAVE

A BEAUTIFUL NOSE

Nobody today need go through life with the

handicap of a badly shaped nose or other dis-

figured features. In "YOUR NEW FACE IS

YOUR FORTUNE," a fascinating new book
by a noted Plastic Surgeon, he shows how
simple corrections "remodel" the badly shaped

nose, take years off the prematurely aged face.

INCLUDES 90 ACTUAL BEFORE-AND-
AFTER PHOTOS. Book sent,

postpaid, in plain wrapper for only

FRANKLIN HOUSE. BOOKS
1102 Fox Blar.., Philadelphia 3, Pa. Dipt. I-H

74

Stansberry, trumpet; Willi Beatty, Mary

Lou Williams, Jackie King and Bervl

Booker, piano; Mary Osborne, guitar:

Ginger Smock, violin; Margie Hyams.

vibraharp; Violet Burnside, tenor; Dody
Jeske, Bridget' O'Flynn and Rose Gottes-

man, drums. They'll convince you a

woman's place is in the groove as they

wend their delicate way through eight

sets, and they don't come on like the

"Hour of Charm," either. So when any-

one tells you chicks are nowhere in mu-

sic, shove this at 'em. (Victor HJ 11)

FROM THE MAN IN GRAY

And the kid is loaded with linen to

F.R. these days, but it makes no never

mind. Keep drownin' us in the pulp so

we can just about gulp! Any little thing

'bout bands, cookies, canaries, and sharps

and flats in general. Like these, Louise:

Dear Fred: Did Ring Crosby make a

record of "Just One More Chance" and

where can I grab it?

Sincerely,

Nina Keating'.

Springfield, Miss.

Dear Nina: Yes, Bing recorded it on

Brunswick, 'twas reissued on Columbia

and now is part of Pittsburgh Pirate

chief's album at almost any jump dump.

Keep frying.

Recordially. F. R.

Dear Fred: Did Mel Torme record

"Lucky In Love"? I loved the way he

sang it in "Good News." How 'bout

"Best Things in Life Are Free"?

Sincerely,

Bev Burnham, Seattle, Wash.

Ann Balestuni. Boston, Mass.

Dear Ann and Bev: From two different

parts of the Eagle's Nest and you both

love the Velvet Fog. He's really covering

these 48. He has waxed "Best Things in

Life" on Musicraft but not "Lucky in

Love." That's done in the MGM album

bv June Alb/son.

Recordially, F. R.

Janet Hayes, Henderson, N. C: Bins's

theme that made him famous, and vice

versa, is "Blue of the Night," although

the same cah be said of dozens of his

other records. You can almost take your

choicer

Sophie Julian. San Diego, Calif, and

Mrs. Eunice Martin, Columbia. S. C:

Yes, Freddie Stewart is married and his

wife is the "Dream Lady" you dig on

his biscuits. He's about 5 feet 7, dark

and oh, so hubba! And you can glim him

in Monogram Pictures.

Mary Fox, Central Fulls, R. h: I love

Vaughn Monroe personally but he still

can't sing. Don't care how many million

cookies he sells, he still sounds like there's

a clothespin on his pretty nose. And T

still say he's a wonderful guy, but .

Vivian Haddad. Springfield, Mass.:

Yes, Johnny Johnston is chained t<>

Kathy Grayson. Lucky devil.

Paul Armendarez, Tokyo, Japan: Nel-

lie Lutcher is from California, her la' est

cookie is reviewed a coupla paragraphs

back, and she really Comes on strong

She's about thirtyish and knocked out

all of us over here, too.

Anne Campbell, Montreal, Quebec:

"Gone With the Wind" was made by

Maxine Sullivan with Claude Thornhill

on Vocalion; Martha Raye did it on

Columbia and all the other major com-

panies also have cookies of it. Dig then-

catalogues. Beautiful, nest-ce pas?

No more time to chin, Min, so we'll

fold our Royal and silently steal away

till June starts bustin' out all over.

Dear Fred: Hip me about the cookies

Ingrid Bergman baked.
Sincerely,

E. Lozitch,

Detroit, Mich.

Dear E: Ingrid did an album for Decca

of "The Pied Piper of Hainelin." Won-
derful, too.

Recordially, F. R.

Dear Fred: Tell us about the songs Peter

Lawford (hubba) did in "Good News."

He knocks me out. Is he married?

Sincerely,

Pat D'Amato, Chester, Pa.

Clara Yarbray, San Antonio, Tex.

Dear Pat and Clara: He did that won-

derful "French Lesson" with June Al-

lyson in the picture and you can buy the

album and wear it out molte allegro. Far

as I know he's still telling the chicks to

line up on the right so you can step right

in line with them.

S GREENLAND

Address your letters to Fred Rob-

bins, Screenland Magazine, 37

West 57th Street, New York 19,

N. Y.

Movies happily married co-stars, Dale Evans

and Roy Rogers, join the dancers at Bever-

ly Hills Hotel. They're considering plans

now for personal appearances in England.
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GIVES EXOTIC COLOR!

Instantly. .

.

make YOUR lips more thrilling!

Here's the most important charm discovery since

the beginning of beauty. A "lipstick" at last,

that actually can't smear—that really won't rub off

—and that will keep your lips satin smooth and

lovely. It isn't a lipstick at all. It's a

lush liquid in the most romantic shades ever!

And so permanent! Put it on at dusk— it stays till

dawn or longer. You can use it to prevent

cream lipstick from smearing, too. Just brush on

a coat of Liptone after lipstick.

and CHEEKTONE . . . Roses in your cheeks

without rouge! A "miracle" preparation. The effect is

absolutely natural and lovely. Lasts all day.

"I find Liquid Liptone perfect for movie love scenes. Liptone protects my
costumes too!"—Rhonda Fleming under contract to Vanguard Films, Inc.,

producers of Portrait of Jennie, a Selznick International Picture.

SEND COUPON for generous Trial Sizes

PRINCESS PAT. Dept. 8165,
2709 South WeUs St., Chicago 16, 111.

Send Trial Sizes. I enclose 12c (2c Fed. Tax) for each.

Please check:

Q Medium—Natural true red—very flattering.

Gypsy—Vibrant deep red—ravishing.

Regal—Glamorous rich burgundy.

Scarlet—Flaming red—definitely tempting.

Orchid—Exotic pink—romantic for evening.

English Tint—Inviting coral-pink.

CHEEKTONE—"Magic"—natural color.

Name

Address

City _State_



— with Maybelline/
MAYBELLINE CAKE
MASCARA in beau-
tiful gold-tone metal
vanity, $1. Refills, 50c.

Shades: Black, Brown,
Blue. (Also in 25c and
10c sizes.)

MAYBELLINE CREAM
MASCARA (applied with-

out water) comes in handy
leatherette case, $1. (Also in

25c and 10c sizes.) Shades:
Black, Brown, Blue.

MAYBELLINE
EYEBROW PEN-

CIL, soft, smooth qual-
ity, fine point— so easy to

usel Purse size, 10c. Profes-
sional size, 25c. Shades: Black,

Dark Brown and Light Brown.

MAYBELLINE EYE
SHADOW in subtle
shades of Blue, Brown,
Blue-gray, Green, Violet,

Smart, modern girls and women are realizing that made-u

lips make neglected eyes appear dull and drab by contras

It's so easy to give your eyes their full share of beauty-

magic—with MAYBELLINE ! A few simple brush strokes of

this famous Mascara will make your lashes look naturally dark,

long and luxuriant. And it's so easy to shape your brows

gracefully with the soft, smooth Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil.

Then behold the difference! Your eyes are so much lovelier!

Your entire face is more attractive, for your make-up is per-

fectly balanced

—

completely flattering.

So never, never forget to accent your eyes, daytime or

evening. Only be sure you use MAYBELLINE, the eye make-

up in good taste — preferred by smart women everywhere
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r
he Most Revolutionary Ondie designed in a decade/

You DON'T need a Girdle?

You DON'T like a Garter Belt?

A McKAY PRODUCT
Pot. App. for

T/ie unc//e fhaf can be worn w/f/i garters

. . . anc/ never stops off the waist.

All you fashion-wise lassies can pass the good

word along. ..SUSPANTS is the thrilling new star

of the "undie" world. It's goodby to girdles and

garter belts! Just attach garters and you have an

undie— with GARTER TABS— that suspends stock-

ings wrinkle-free, and mysteriously hugs your

waist whether you bend, twist or stand on your

head. The secret is the new "pivot-point" bias

pattern— which neutralizes, thus eliminating, all

pull. Moreover, SUSPANTS exerts just enough

figure control to make it the perfect accessory

for evening and daytime wear— with or with-

out garters. Featured at all leading stores...

individually cellophane wrapped ... in all

colors, $1.50 and up.

JUNIOR MISS SIZES: 9 TO 17

MILLS

Division of McKay Products Corp.

Empire Stat* Bldg., Now York, N.Y.
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Thornton cutie Patti Marcheret

of Flushing, L. I., has a smile that

takes her places. C'mon along!

Going around in circles (the nicest

circles!) is pert Patti Marcheret—
a famous name model at 18 ! Patti

is a teen-queen with more dates

than a history book. Know why?
Because the same bright 'n beautiful

Ipana smile that makes her such

a terrific fashion model has a

devastating effect on every lad she

meets. Take a leaf from her date-book

—get Ipana today!

Music has charms — but even a Stardust mel-

ody can't outshine the charm of Patti's smile

for current escort Bill Sommer! Because Patti

knows tkis : firm, healthy gums are important to

sparkling teeth, a radiant smile. So she never

skips her Ipana care!

rnifi in'jj

Product of Bristol-Myers

Limber-r-r-r! Patti believes

in ballet routines for

keeping her figure see-

worthy. And she follows

this "model" dental routine

for guarding her dazzling

smile : regular brushing

with Ipana Tooth Paste,

then gentle gum massage.

Dentists recommend Ipana 2 to 1

over any other tooth paste. And 9 out of

10 dentists recommend massage regu-

larly or in special cases. (Facts from

recent national survey.) Ask your dentist

about massage— and follow his advice.

Help him guard your smile of beauty!

SCREENLAND



METRO -GOLDWYN-MAYER

LIBERTY FILMS

VAN lm;«s0\i

FRANK CAPRA'S

fiMEK ItfmiflM
Based on the Play by Howard Lindsay and Russel Crouse

Screen Play by Anthony Veiller and Myles Connolly

Associate Producer Anthony Veiller

Produced and Directed by. FRANK CAPRA
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Picture

ANOTHER HIT COMING FROM M-G-M: CLARK GABLE, LANA TURNER, ANNE BAXTER, JOHN HODIAK in "HOMECOMING'

4 SCREENLAND
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Don't be

Half-safe!

VALDA
by
SHERMAN

At the first blush of womanhood many mys-

terious changes take place in your body. For

instance, the apocrine glands under your

arms begin to secrete daily a type of perspi-

ration you have never known before. This is

closely related to physical development and

causes an unpleasant odor on both your per-

son and your clothes.

There is nothing "wrong" with you. It's just

another sign you are now a woman, not a

girl ... so now you must keep yourself safe

with a truly effective underarm deodorant.

Two dangers—Underarm odor is a real handi-

cap at this romantic age, and the new cream

deodorant Arrid is made especially to over-

come this very difficulty. It kills this odor

on contact in 2 seconds, then by antiseptic

action prevents the formation of all odor for

48 hours and keeps you shower-bath fresh.

It also stops perspiration and so protects

against a second danger—perspiration stains.

Since physical exertion, embarrassment and

emotion can now cause your apocrine glands

to fairly gush perspiration, a dance, a date,

an embarrassing remark may easily make
you perspire and offend, or ruin a dress.

All deodorants are not alike— so remember
— no other deodorant tested stops perspira-

tion and odor so completely yet so safely as

new Arrid. Its safety has been proved by
doctors. That's why girls your age buy more

Arrid than any other age group. In fact, more
men and women everywhere use Arrid than

any other deodorant. It's antiseptic, used by
117,000 nurses.

Intimate protection is needed — so protect

yourself with this snowy, stainless cream that

smooths on and disappears. This new Arrid,

with the amazing new ingredient Creamogen,

will not crystallize or dry out in the jar. The
American Laundering Institute has awarded
Arrid its Approval Seal—harmless to fabrics.

Arrid is safe for the skin—non-irritating—can

be used right after shaving.

Don't be half-safe. During this "age of ro-

mance" don't let perspiration problems spoil

your fun. Don't be half-safe— be Arrid-safe!

Use Arrid to be sure. Get Arrid now at your

favorite drug counter — only 39$ plus tax.

Screenland 5
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Perhaps you'll say Nature is

against you part of every month
— at least during those "belt-

and-pin days" which you think
you can't escape. Well, you are

wrong! The miracle-product Tampax was
invented for just such women as you—
those who hate to face the recurring
monthly problem of sanitary protection.

Tampax is different— distinctly dif-,

ferent. Worn internally, it takes advantage
of the principle of "internal absorption,"
familiar to every physician. And how
Tampax does absorb! Although it is many
times smaller than the external-pad-type,

it is on the other hand made of pure sur-

gical absorbent cotton. And being com-
pressed in patented applicator, Tampax
is quickly inserted. (Your hands need
not even touch the Tampax.)
Here is a brief summary of Tampax

features. No belts, no pins, no chafing,

no odor. Easily disposable. You can't

even feel Tampax while wearing it. No
need to remove it for tub or shower—
nor for swimming. Sold at drug stores,

notion counters in 3 absorbencies
(Regular, Super, Junior). Month's sup-
ply slips into your purse. Tampax Incor-

porated, Palmer, Mass.

1

Accepted for Advertising
by the Journal of the American Medical Association

* rrat yt&nt rroltycowyct

Clamor goes wherever Lana Turner goes, with her escort, millionaire Bob Topping.
Lana's busy working in "The Three Musketeers" in spite of accident on set.

WHAT a man, that Crosby! When
the Freedom Train hit Los Angeles,

Bing, like every other proud father, took
his sons and waited for hours. "Hey,
Pop," said one of them, "don't they
know who you are?" Bing turned up his

coat collar and put his finger to his lips.

"Ssh-sh, not so loud, son," he cautioned.
"If anyone hears you, we'll have to go
back to the end of the line again!"

DALE EVANS just loved that mus-
tache Roy Rogers raised while they

were on their honeymoon. But when
they returned home, "Trigger" took one
look, walked over to a corner of his stall,

and sort of hung his head in shame! He
refused to display horse sense until Roy
shaved it off again.

NOW we know another reason why
Jimmy Stewart goes for Myrna Dell.

(Oh, brother, are those unattached glam-
or girls burning!) Myrna's under con-

tract to RKO, but no one took her too
seriously until she was seen everywhere
with Jimmy. Now they want her for in-

terviews, publicity picture layouts, etc.

Oh, yes, with Jimmy Stewart in them,
of course! They won't be forgetting

Myrna's answer in a hurry.

ELIZABETH TAYLOR is growing up.

Two years ago a reporter asked her
to name a favorite actor. The answer

Myrna Dell is the lucky girl to capture

James Stewart's attention. Right, Van
and Evie Johnson call gay greeting.

6 SCREENLAND



WANTED!
50,000,000 Fun-Lovers...To Enjoy The Hi-Jinks When

Those Not-So-Sainted Sisters Love'em and Leave'em-BROKE!

Lefty: She's got a heart of gold ,-, . and

she's looking for a fortune to match it!

Jane: She's got "taking" ways... either

for hearts or for folding money!

Veronica

LAKE

'Barry

firassatn
Pity poor George Reeves . .

.

he's in love with both of the

most kissable sisters in history!

WILLIAM DEMAREST

GEORGE REEVES- BEULAH BONDI
Produced by Directed by

Richard Maibaum • William D. Russell

Screenplay by Harry Clork and N. Richard Nash

Adapted by Mindret Lord • A Paramount Picture \

for June 1948 SCREENLAND 7
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She added COLOR to

her hair with...

COLORINSE
• Why look "drab" when it's so easy

to use Nestle Colorinse. Colorinse

does what no shampoo could possibly

do—it adds rich natural-looking color

to your hair—plus— sparkling high-

lights, silken sheen. Absolutely safe

to use—washes out with shampooing.

Remember-to get the real "Colorinse"
insist on genuine NESTLE COLORINSE.

° HAVE THE WHOLE FAMILY use DV Nestle Creme Shampoo

—

^Cfy>) wonderful, new lanolin

creme shampoo in a tube. /Qo
GG> They'll love it. 10/, 25?, 59< \3Q

at all toilet goods counters.

was "Wallace Beery." Recently Eliza-

beth was asked the same question. This
time, and with no hesitancy, she sighed:

"Guy Madison!"

MORE power to Bob Mitchum for

telling off that snooty head waiter
in a Hollywood nightclub. "I'll be happy
to let you out the back way so you can
escape those autograph pests," he patron-
ized Bob. "Lookie, chum," squelched the
inimitable Mitchum, "if it weren't for

those so-called pests, I couldn't even get
in the front way!"

THERE were no "big name" offspring

at Betty Grable's party for little Vic-
toria James' fourth birthday. Instead,
nursery chums as well as the kiddies be-
longing to the boys in Harry James' band
were invited. Cake, ice cream and Dis-
ney cartoons were on the menu. When
they posed for pictures, Vicki looked
straight into the camera. "She's a typ-
ical 'El Aitch,'" mused Betty, which,
translated, means "Little Ham."

WHEN Peter Shaw returns from
England, he'll find a "new" Angela

Lansbury waiting for him. For her role

of the Queen in "The Three Musketeers,"
they dyed Angie's hair "regal red." She
loves it, and isn't going back to being a
blonde. Peter's purpose in making the
trip was to settle affairs with his es-

tranged wife and see his young son.

Then he'll return to Hollywood, Angela
and—Dan Cupid!

THE fight scene between Maureen
O'Hara and Gloria Grahame in "The

Long Denial" looked so realistic set spec-

tators thought it was the real thing. "I
was mad," Maureen admitted, "but not
at Gloria. My cook walked out on me
this morning."

IF YOU'RE a Zachary Scott fan and
you want to please him, here's the

way to do it. Zack collects unusual an-
tique buttons, which he converts into

cuff links. To date, his favorite pair are
made of old 1776 harness buttons. Tiny
American flags are featured under glass,

and on Mr. S. they're very handsome.

Doug Fairbanks, Jr., below, sits back and
listens to girl-talk between his wife and
Joan Fontaine, eating bread stick. Top,

Sue Carol and Alan Ladd consult Reuben's

table chart at the Cocoanut Grove. Above
Margaret O'Brien, a big girl now, with

Gene Autry, visiting the Freedom Train.

Photos by Len Weissman

8 RCRKENLAND



THE NEW
with JANIS PAIGE • JAMES DAVIS
DIRECTED BY PRODUCED BY

BRETAIGNE WINDUST • HENRY BLANKE
SCREEN PLAY BY CATHERINE TURNEY . FROM THE NOVEL BY ETHEL VANCS

MUSIC BY MAX 6TEINER

SCREENLAND 9



StrongerGrip

Won t Slip Out

„ GRIP-Wo.^ 4fcr .

*>

BETTE DAVIS, who was willing to

"break in" Gig Young, Richard
Travis and other newcomers, is swearing

off. For "Winter Meeting" (final title)

she knocked herself out giving a break
to unknown Jim Davis. He was good,

too, according to Bette—who should

know. But even before the picture was
previewed, Jim was dropped by the stu-

dio. Bette just doesn't "get it."

DIRECTOR Anatole Litvak (who re-

cently finished "The Snake Pit") is

such a disciplinarian he glares if anyone
even breathes heavily on his sets. So,

"Sorry, Wrong Number," in which Bar-

bara Stanwyck magnificently plays an
invalid who gets murdered, is the most
"intense" production in town. And
speaking of Barbara, a star you all know
wanted her part so badly she refers to

the title as "Sorry, Wrong Casting."

THE most maligned girl in Hollywood
is Hedy Lamarr. As far as Bob Cum-

mings is concerned (he told us so him-

self) ,
they get along beautifully on the

"Let's Live A Little" set. In the ro-

mance department, as usual Hollywood
exaggerated the Billy Wilder build-up.

The talented director and Hedy had ex-

actly one date.

IN ADDITION to many other activ-

ities, once a week Joan Crawford
goes marketing. "I'd like filet steaks for

two," she requested of a new Beverly

Hills butcher. "That will be nine dollars

and fifty cents," nonchalantly answered
the butcher, who recognized his famous
customer. Joan never batted an eyelash.

"I'm sorry," she said sweetly, "I wanted
to pay cash—not buy it on easy terms!"

Then she walked out.

AT LONG last, Cornel Wilde has

learned to laugh at himself and take

it from us, he's a changed man. The
Wildes recently returned from New York,

where they didn't find a play. While
Pat's reading scripts, Cornel is giving

into "That Wonderful Urge." All this

and Gene Tierney, too! Lucky Wilde boy.

Esther Williams, Dick Powell and Ben Cage lis-

ten to Ray Milland's yarn, above. Below, Lana
Turner and Greg Bautzer, a former romance;
new mother Shirley Temple, with new papa Agar.

Photos by Len Weissman
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Can "toothpick" pegs
gain beach allure, via —

Q Gooey sundaes

D Bicycling.

D Scanty swim suiis

Try this for thighs — (and pegs, too) that

aren't so fully packed: Mooch a bicycle.

Pedal like mad, daily, to build up under-
developed leg muscles. Meanwhile, a dis-

creet dressmaker bathing suit will help
keep 'em beach-worthy. It's a good style

for your particular problem. And here's a
good thought for problem days: Kotex
comes in 3 sizes— giving you a choice of

Regular, Junior and Super. So, there's

a Kotex napkin just perfect for you.

Do the Crew Cuts
rate you —

D Affectionate

Affected

D A temme to follow

Since smooching won't improve her rating,

a gal might improve her conversation.

Don't keep saying "See?" ... "I mean."
And only a dreep would dare the affected

"Do you ra/i-lly?" approach. Shun manner-
isms. Be yourself. And be rated a femme
to follow. You can always be your own gay
self when calendar qualms are off your
mind. With that exclusive safety center of

Kotex for extra protection, there's no ceil-

ing to your confidence!

When can a girl ask for a date?

But never In Twirp Season How desperate can you get

A miss can stalk her man — in Twirp Season.

Anytime you and your gal pals declare one.

Call for your dates, give 'em zany corsages.

Plans can include a dance or movies, plus

refreshments— natch. The catch? Twirp
means The Woman Is Requested to Pay.

At certain times, choosing Kotex pays, in

self-assurance. Why not, with those flat

pressed ends preventing telltale outlines ?

Thanks to this secret mission, Kotex' flat

pressed ends help so many girls to stay in

the fun . . . serenely!

A1o/& wo/ne/? c/foose SCOTEX

How to start a
modeling career?

Trek to the big city

D Take a charm course

D Find out if you're qualified

Modeling's glamorous . . . but gruelling.

How's your health? Disposition? Can your
arches take long hours of standing? You
needn't fly far afield to find out. Try your
wings in fashion shows at your local de-

partment store. Good training. Tells if

you're qualified. On "those" days, comfort

counts. Not 'til you've tried new Kotex can

you appreciate this new, suave softness

that holds its shape. It's utter— this napkin,

made to stay soft while you wear it.

r

3 guesses

what girls

forget most

De-fuzz your gams
Mob with the mouthwash
Buy a new sanitary belt

No doubt your breath's above
reproach

. . yourpegs are
satm-smooth. Okay.Well, isn't
there something you didn't
remember -like buvine a new
sanitary belt? That's whatm ° stg^ls forget ; keep putting
off till next time/ But to
get all the comfort your nap-
kin gives, now's the time tonuy a new Kotex Belt!
You know, the Kotex Belt ismade to lie flat, without twist-

ing or curling. You get such
snug, comfortable fit with a
Kotex Belt for it's all-elastic;
adjustable

. . . doesn't bind'

Kotex
Sanitary

Belt

Ask for it by name

M. REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.
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Here's how to

give your hair—

more l^ustre...

richer folorl

Brunettes
Four of Marchand's twelve

Make-Up" Hair Rinse shades are

created just for you.' Now you

can highlight your natural

hair shade. . . or add more
color. . . or blend in

tell-tale gray hairs!

BLONDES, REDHEADS, BROWNETTES. Special

rinse shades for you, too ! To find out which

shade to use for the color effect you desire,

consult the color chart on the back of the

Marchand package.

DOES MORE THAN LEMON OR VINEGAR! Every

Marchand Rinse adds gleaming highlights

plus color ! It rinses away dingy soap film and

leaves your hair softer, more lustrous . . .

easier to manage!

SAFE, EASY TO USE! After each shampoo,
simply dissolve the rinse powder in warm
water and brush or pour through your hair.

Not a bleach, not a permanent dye, Marchand's

"Make-Up" Hair Rinse is made of govern-

ment-approved colors that wash off readily.

6 RINSES

2 RINSES

ICR
Plus tax

By the Makers of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash

OilJ- g
u\de to

Joan Fontaine and Louis Jourdan play love scene

in U-I's "Letter from an Unknown Woman."

Letter from an Unknown Woman
Rampart—V-I

Charm and romance in the true old-

fashioned sense of both words per-

meate this picture, which is set in

Vienna in the late eighties. At fifteen,

Lisa (Joan Fontaine) falls in love with

a renowned, though very young, pianist

next door (Louis Jourdan) . When her

mother remarries and leaves town, Lisa

gives up family life and a practical mar-
riage to be near him, goes to work as a

mannikin, manages to spend four eve-

nings with the musician, bears him a

child, unknown to him, marries an older

man to provide a father, and dies more
or less because of him. Joan is very real

as a love-sick youngster and beautiful as

a woman. Jourdan is a new kind of lead-

ing man—handsome, suave, graceful, ten-

der, detached and yet intense. Though
he plays a playboy, his feminine follow-

ing will undoubtedly begin with this pic-

ture—and grow and grow.

I Remember Mama
RKO

The screen version of John Van Dru-
ten's play remains a series of vignettes

from the life of an American-Norwegian
family who live in San Francisco in the

late eighties. Papa (Philip Dorn) is

sweet but rather ineffectual; the four

children are normally good and normally

bad; but Mama, in whom everyone will

recognize some of his own mother's qual-

ities, is a fountain of strength, courage

and inspiration. She fixes everything, in-

cluding the family cat, and never lets

anyone down. She can also stand up to

ferocious Uncle Chris (Oscar Homolka)
and to her domineering sisters. Nobody
appreciates her more than the eldest

daughter, Katrin (Barbara Bel Geddes)

.

who relates the story and gives a sensi-

tive portrayal of youth and adolescence.

Katrin turns out to be a writer and final-

ly gives the family a little of the secu-

rity Mama had invented. Irene Dunne,
as Mama, is bound to be remembered
long after the first run of this tender and
charming picture.

Philip Dorn and Irene Dunne in RKO's tender and

charming family drama, "I Remember Mama."

Zachary Scott and Diana Lynn head fine c-st

in Eagle Lion's gripping film, "Ruthless."
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Ruthless
Eagle Lion

This is Zachary Scott's picture. He
plays a hard-boiled, romantic, mixed-up
character from the age of twenty on, and
is charming and apparently irresistible

throughout. Male moviegoers will prob-
ably think and say "that heel!" while
feminine ones will understand and sym-
pathize. Diana Lynn is his childhood
sweetheart, whom he betrays but never
forgets, and also the lady of his last

hours on earth. Louis Hayward is good
as his best friend, both devoted and dis-

illusioned. Martha Vickers and Lucille

Bremer are two more of the ladies he
sacrifices to his ambitions. Sydney Green-
street is his menace and his downfall.
Altogether a gripping story, an interest-

ing psychological study, a well-done film.

The Mating of Millie
Columbia

Even the story of the plain girl who
suddenly becomes beautiful and wins
every male heart in sight deserves repeti-

tion when it's done this well. Henry
Levin's direction saves every potential
cliche and the dialogue is something to
remember. A career girl (Evelyn Keyes)
must get a husband quickly so she can
adopt the motherless kid (Jimmy Hunt)
next door. She sets her clumsy trap for

co-worker Glenn Ford, who easily sees

through it, but decides to help with her
campaign. By the time the neighborhood
wolf (Willard Parker) and the director

(Australian Ron Randell) of the found-
ling home where Jimmy awaits a Daddy
have both fallen and proposed, Evelyn
and Glenn are in love. Eventually, they
admit it to themselves and each other.
Evelyn's acting is mighty good and
Glenn's is the most ingratiating, charm-
ing and natural we've seen in a long time.

The Sainted Sisters
Paramount

An implausible story has splendid im-
personations by Veronica Lake, as a
hard-boiled gal of a half-century ago, and
her soft-hearted sister (Joan Caulfield)

.

The girls have had a tough time since
their parents died, and have found de-
vious ways to make a living. The latest

has put them on the "wanted" list and
they're attempting to cross the border
into Canada. A storm forces them to
force themselves on a wonderful small-
town character (Barry Fitzgerald) , who
soon discovers the money hidden in

Veronica's bustle. Through his maneu-
vering, the girls turn out to be the town's
guardian angels, they both (yes, both!)
capture the heart of its most eligible

man (George Reeves)
,
they kinda re-

form, give themselves up, serve a short
sentence, and later come back to an
ecstatic town, apparently to stay. Con-
fusing, but entertaining in spots.

Summer Holiday
MGM

Director Rouben Mamoulian has con-
verted Eugene O'Neill's play, "Ah, Wild-
erness!" into a contemporary musical in
the "Oklahoma!" manner. Everybody
sings, but it makes a lot of sense. The
everyday account of a typical family in
a typical American small town retains its

/We sit out

ctaaees alone

Hever...

I'm a safety-first girl with Mum
Smart work, sugar! Staggering the stagline is easy when
Mum protects your charm the whole thrilling evening.

You'll never let a dream man down with a fault like

underarm odor.

A bath washes away past perspiration— brings you
up-to-date in sweetness but Mum prevents risk of

underarm odor to come.

Mum

Mum
Mum

Product of Bristol-Myers

safer for charm

safer for skin

safer for clothes

Mum checks perspiration odor, protects
your daintiness all day or evening.

Because Mum contains no harsh or irri-

tating ingredients. Snow-white Mum is

gentle—harmless to skin.

No damaging ingredients in Mum to rot

or discolor fine fabrics. Economical Mum
doesn't dry out in the jar. Quick, easy to

use, even after you're dressed.
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Your First Move
AT THE FIRST SIGN

OF CANCER

When you suspect cancer, see your

doctor immediately. You may find

your fears are groundless—or that

prompt treatment can bring you

out on top. Always be on the look-

out for cancer's danger signals.

'CANCERS'

DANGER

1. Any sore that does not heal,

particularly about the tongue,

mouth or lips.

2. A painless lump or thickening,

especially in the breast, lip or

tongue.

3. Progressive change in the color

or size of a wart, mole or birth-

mark.

4. Persistent indigestion.

5. Persistent hoarseness, unex-
plained cough, or difficulty in

swallowing.

6. Bloody discharge from the nip-

ple or irregular bleeding from
any of natural body openings.

7. Any change in the normal
bowel habits.

MAIL COUPON
FOR

FREE BOOKLET
THAT TELLS THE
FACTS ABOUT
CANCER

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
47 Beaver Street, New York 4, N. Y.

Please send me free the booklet con-
taining vital information about cancer.

Name

Address

City State

charming, nostalgic qualities and is en-

hanced by luminous Technicolor. Mick-
ey Rooney, as the adolescent son, hams
it up a bit but is amusing; Gloria de

Haven, as his childhood sweetheart, is

lovely; Marilyn Maxwell, the "bad" girl

he takes up with, is seductive; Butch
Jenkins, his mischievous young brother,

titillates the audience every time the

camera finds his freckled face. Walter

Huston and Selena Royle, as average

fond parents; Frank Morgan and Agnes
Moorehead as eccentric relatives—all

contribute to the screenplay's over-all

effect of pure theater.

Wanted!
Enterprise—V. A.

Viewing any of producer Harry Sher-

man's picture is akin to a ninety-minute
escape into a beautiful wilderness, and
this is no exception. Hero Joel McCrea
on horseback

—

sans double at any time

—

is a sight by himself; his lovely wife,

Frances Dee, who can ride a mean horse,

too; Charles Bickford as a he-man en-

forcer of the law; Joseph Calleia as a

loyal friend; the breath-taking scenery

of New Mexico and a romantic story

about a gallant man of the West who
risks his neck to save a Mexican family

from death from diphtheria—all this

doesn't add up to the picture of the year,

but is good Americana well worth seeing.

Scudda-Hoo! Scudda-Hay!
20th Century-Fox

The many moviegoers who like down-
to-earth, simple, beautifully Technicol-

ored stories about animals will enjoy this

one, which is centered around a team of

handsome mules. Farmhand (Lon Mc-
Callister) buys them for most of a year's

pay, tames and trains them with the help

of an old mule-man (Walter Brennan)

,

then defends them against his nasty,

coveting stepbrother (Robert Karnes)
and his ill-tempered employer. The mules
become topnotch haulers and bread win-

ners, Lon runs the villain out of town,

tones down his boss who becomes his

father-in-law, and wins the most popular

girl in town (June Haver). There's

nothing new about the plot, except the

mules, but it's saved by Lon's inimitably

simple way, which ought soon to have a

chance at a new kind of performance.

Big City
MGM

Though it lays it on a bit thick, this

picture is a commendable plea for racial

and religious cooperation and under-

standing. Midge (Margaret O'Brien) is

a wee foundling when discovered simul-

taneously by Cantor David Feldman
(Danny Thomas) , the Reverend Phillip

Andrews (Robert Preston) and officer

Patrick O'Donnell (George Murphy)

.

They take her to Mama Feldman (Lotte

Lehmann) and then to Judge Aber-

crombie (Edward Arnold) , who decrees

that all three young men shall be fathers

until one marries, when he and his wife

shall have her custody. Midge is brought

up in complete accord and in all three

faiths. Trouble begins only when Pat

marries a dancehall girl (Betty Garrett)

and the other boys both fall for Midge's

teacher (Karin Booth) . But the kindly

Evelyn Keyes and Glenn Ford give romance a

whirl in Columbia's "The Mating of Millie."

Judge fixes all, adding a timely preach-

ment for good will and understanding.

October Man
Rank—Eagle Lion

Chances are, if you are a Libra, born

in the month of October, you won't be

subjected to the highly melodramatic
happenings in this Eric Ambler produc-

tion for J. Arthur Rank, but you will

thrill to the dramatic suspense that sat-

urates the richly emotional episodes in

this first-rate plot. John Mills handles

expertly a difficult assignment as the

man who develops a suicide complex
after a brain injury, and who can't re-

member if he is guilty of murder. His

portrayal is always sincere, well-defined

and believable. Joan Greenwood, as the

steadfast sweetheart, helps him corner

the criminal—who it is, you'll never

guess!

To the Victor
Warner Bros.

This could have been one of the bet-

ter "mood" pictures of postwar Europe.
The locales—various parts of Paris and
rural Normandy—and the interesting

character parts seem completely authen-

tic. It has laudable and effective anti-

war, anti-red, pro-peace dialogue through-

out. But the plot is so confused that the

average moviegoer isn't likely to know
who's good or bad, or why. Roughly, it

has to do with the wife (Swedish Viveca
Lindfors, who looks like a smaller Berg-

man) , of a French collaborationist on
trial, who's being shot at by her hus-

band's stooges. She meets an American
ex-Major (Dennis Morgan) , member of

a black market ring. He saves her from
the killers and also reforms, but it's not

quite clear how, unless love conquers all.

Miss Lindfors gives a good performance,

but Dennis would do better to stick to

comedy or musicals.

Silver River
Warner Bros.

The eternal triangle is set against a

background of early Western action, in-

trigue, politics and man-made laws. Mike
McCornb (Errol Flynn) , an embittered

ex-Union soldier, is out to make his for-

tune via the gambling houses. He meets

Georgia Moore (Ann Sheridan), wife of

the owner (Bruce Bennett) of the largest
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silver mine in the town in which he set-

tles, and decides he wants her for his

own—and most of the town, too. Before
long he controls the mines and founds
the state's first bank, sends Moore to

his death and marries his widow. Even-
tually his greed loses him almost every-

thing, but his wife and his lawyer friend

(Thomas Mitchell) point the way, and
McComb ends up by thinking not of the

glory of one man, but of all the people.

Errol is his usual handsome, virile self;

Ann has done better.

Are You with It?
Universal-International

A rather silly story lends itself to some
cute gimmicks when insurance actuary
(Donald O'Connor) gets mixed up with

a pitchman (comic Lew Parker) and a

carnival. His mathematical genius lends

itself to games of chance and his natural

gift for dancing to the front chorus. His
girl (Olga San Juan) tracks him down,
finds she can sing and dance, too. Aided
and abetted by the pitchman's girl,

(Martha Stewart) , she's soon "with it,"

too. Through a misunderstanding, Don-
ald and Olga, also their pals, wind up in

the clink and the insurance execs come
over to bail them out. Donald proves
that the guy who's trying to gyp the boss

is also defrauding the insurance company,
which ends up owning the show. All is

forgiven, and the kids work happily for

both the carnival and the insurers.

April Showers
Warner Bros.

This is the shopworn plot about a
couple of vaudeville hoofers who prob-
ably would never make the grade with-
out the help of the soft-hearted hotel

keeper (this time it's S. Z. Sakall) . It has
its face slightly lifted, however, by the
introduction of a remarkably talented

twelve-year-old, Robert Ellis, who plays
the son of June and Joe Tyme (Ann
Sothern and Jack Carson) . When Buster
insists on leaving school to join his

parents' tired routine, he copies his Pa
to within a check of his loud suits, and
the act is a sensation. But it runs into

child labor laws, Big Tyme takes to

drink, June and the kid go on with a
former admirer (Robert Alda) . Good
performances and catchy tunes.

Mickey Rooney and Gloria de Haven add ado-
lescent romance to MGM's "Summer Holiday."

Gently, endearingly, this enchanting perfume bespeaks your charm,

your adorable femininity. And every heart responds with homage.

Its tender fragrance enhances a complete series of exquisite toiletries.

Make it your perfume . . . your own special Fragrance of Romance.

BOURJOIS
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THIS month I am all hepped up on the subject of skin

care. Reason for it being that I just visited the salon of a

first-rate skin expert. She gave me the business as far as a

skin cleansing goes, and the process made me realize that all

of us too often take our skins for granted. We don't know how
to analyze these complexions of ours, and by the same reason-,

ing, we don't know how to go about .taking care of them.

The lady in question is Georgette Klinger and she operates a

salon for the sole purpose of skin analysis and treatment. It

is an exclusive sort of a place where models and actresses go

from time to time for a thorough skin sprucing. The treat-

ment takes over an hour, after which your complexion feels

so clean and light that you're positively convinced you have

never washed it.

So while I was taking this luxurious treatment, I talked

Mrs. Klinger into letting me in on some of her secrets so I

could tell you about them for your own home use. Combining

Mrs. Klinger 's suggestions with a few of my own, I think

you'll get a pretty good picture of the skin situation.

You undoubtedly have a dry skin if your forehead and

nose are usually peeling and if your forehead and neck have a

tendency to wrinkle. Other dry skin signs are lines around

your mouth and chin as well as crows feet and wrinkles

around the eyes and neck. Of course, these are the symptoms
when your skin is excessively dry. Beginning signs are tight

pores and a parched complexion.

Oily skin is evidenced around the nose, chin and cheeks

where enlarged pores, blackheads and acne generally lodge.

Enlarged pores invariably start the trouble for if left to them-

selves dirt accumulates and blackheads pop into the picture.

Eventually these blackheads form pimples and if further neg-

lected these pimples wind up into a good case of acne—if

there's anything good about it.

Then there are those with combination skins. This is the

case when the cheeks and areas around the eyes and part of

the forehead are tight and dry while the nose and chin have a

tendency toward oiliness.

Dry skin is dry because it is deprived of its natural oils.

These oils have to be restored synthetically and cream is the

best way to do it. Always remove your makeup with a

cleansing cream. See to it that you cream your neck as well.

Remove the cream with cotton saturated in a cleansing lotion

or skin freshener. Thoroughly clean your face with this

method by making certain that you use about four or five

pieces of cotton to ascertain abso- (Please turn to page QQ)

Do as the stars do, if you want that

complexion of yours to look lovely.

Dorothy Malone creams her eyes and

face carefully each day. Her next

opus for Warner Bros, is the frolick-

ing film, "Two Guys from Texas."

Your Face

Is Your Fortune

Learn what type of skin

you have, then take care of

it if you want facial beauty

By Claire Finucane
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we could have had 'a wonderful life together.

SHE had made herself go to Jim's
wedding! "What will people say

. . . what will they think . . . if I don't

go?" she had asked herself grimly.

So . . . she had gone. She had strug-

gled to keep the tears back. She had
watched the man she loved slip the

ring on another girl's finger. She had
forced herself to say the conventional
things that were expected of her . . .

"What a lovely bride! What a lucky
man! What a beautiful wedding!"
At least no one could point her out
as the disappointed, heartbroken girl

who had expected to be Jim's bride,

herself.

But now the ordeal was over. Now
she was home again, alone, with
nothing to do except to read . . . and
destroy . . . Jim's letters. Ah, here
was the first letter he'd ever written

her . . . after that wonderful day in

the country! And here was another
. . . after the dance. And other letters

from far away Rio . . . warm and
tender, full of his plans and hopes
for the future • . . full of hints that

maybe someday. . . ? One by one, she

went through them, trying vainly to

find some reason that would explain

his later change in attitude.

The day he stepped off the plane

from Rio, he had been so ardent, so

glad to see her. But only a few short

hours later he seemed to have changed
. . . unbelievably. There was a strange

indifference about him ... his tender-

ness became merely formal courtesy
. . . and at each meeting after that,

the gulf seemed to widen, finally be-

coming an abyss. What had hap-
pened to change his feeling for her?
She didn't know . . . and she never
would know.

Slowly she put the letters into the
fire, sadly watching them turn to

ashes.

"Good-bye, Jim," she whispered.
"We could have had a wonderful life

together!"

You can understand why a case of
halitosis (bad breath) can cause a

rift in a promising romance. And
halitosis, unfortunately, can happen
to anyone . . . even to you. So be
extra careful about offending this

way. And by being extra careful we
mean rinsing the mouth with Listerine
Antiseptic night and morning, and
before every date when you want to

be at your best.

Although sometimes systemic in

origin, most cases of halitosis, ac-

cording to some authorities, are
caused by fermentation of food par-

ticles in the mouth.- Listerine Anti-

septic halts such fermentation, and
overcomes the odor it causes. So
many fastidious people never, never
omit Listerine Antiseptic. Lambert
Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Missouri.

Before every date let LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC look after your breath

IT'S NEW! Have you tasted the zippy MINT flavor of today's Listerine TOOTH PASTE with 25% more Lusterfoam ?
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THERE IS

A LOVE

IBM* WHICH
NO MAN

ESCAPE!

PEGGY

The greatest of Galsworthy's

suspense dramas . . . surpassing

itself on the screen!

CINTUHYFOX

^.WILLIAM HARTNELL
NORMAN WOOLAND • JILL ESMOND • FREDERICK PIPER

DIRECTED BY PRODUCED BY

JOSEPH L. MANKIEWICZ WILLIAM PERLBERG
Screen Play by Philip Dunne

IS SCREENLAND



Henry Fonda becomes a great star in the wonderful new
play, "Mr. Roberts," based on the novel by Thomas Heg-
gen, produced by Leland Hayward and directed by Joshua

Logan. New York is cheering the lovable Hank, pictured

at right and bottom of page in his heroic role, but his cap

still fits. Most modest of actors, Fonda is taking his bows
with graceful good humor. Closeup at right below shows

him in his latest film role in RKO's "Fort Apache."

AN OPEN LETTER TO HENRY FONDA

OW that you're acclaimed a great

star in the smash Broadway hit,

"Mr. Roberts," it would be fine

if I could come out and say I knew
you'd do it all the time. I can't. Hon-

esty forbids; I didn't know it. Frank-

ly, I'm just climbing on the band-

wagon with everybody else in Boston,

Baltimore, and New York wHb have

seen your play. I am very sorry I can't

claim I told you so, because I never

even dreamed that our nice, quiet,

/dependable Fonda would ever emerge
'

an electrifying actor cheered to the

rafters every night (and two mati-

nees weekly) by frenzied audiences,

mobbed at the stage door and hound-

ed for autographs around town. While

I've always liked you and enjoyed

your fine performances, particularly

in "Daisy Kenyon," your conquest of

the theater is a revelation, and the

best part of it all is, it seems to be a

surprise to you, too. I never thought

I'd ever meet a modest actor, but here

you are with your refreshing reaction

of "it's the thrill of a lifetime." Not
that you're through with pictures, you
"said. You like your role in "Fort

Apache" because ifs a characteriza-

tion of a lowdown so-and-so, with

whiskers and positively no glamor. In

other words, Mr. Henry Fonda, you're

An Actor, not just a movie star, and
we movie audiences had better appre-

ciate you. When you play your heroic

Mr. Roberts on the screen (without
whiskers) we'll be doing some cheer-

ing, too. It's about time. Come ho
to Hollywood, Hank—you forgive





A blonde in "Lady from Shanghai," left above, Rita returns

to her own famous strawberry hue in "The Loves of Car-

men," right above, with Glenn Ford—first picture as her

own producer, Beckworth Production, released by Columbia.

By Lynn Bowers

TALK around the scuttlebutt circuit, where the

characters who belong don't do much but

talk, is that a certain very prominent and

purty actress gal is mighty lazy. Mighty lazy.

"They" say she doesn't like to do interviews,

doesn't like to have her picture taken, thinks up

all kinds of excuses to duck and dodge extra-curri-

cular activities. And they've got a point, up to a

certain point.

But if they were fool enough to get up around

five a.m., go out into the cold and foggy dew and

station themselves somewhere along Sunset Boule-

vard between Santa Monica and Columbia Studios

they'd see that same gal streaking toward town in

a Lincoln convertible, dressed in a white sports

coat, sweater, levis, bobby sox and white moccasins.

That would be Missy Rita Hayworth, who doesn't

get up at that time in the morning because she's a

lazybones. Or even because she has an incurable

affinity for the rosy-fingered dawn. The trouble

is, Miss H. has to get up.

At that time in the morning, no one is stirring at

Casa Hayworth, not even Rita, until an accommo-
dating early bird at the studio sounds reveille via

the telephone. Rita jumps up obediently at the

fourth or fifth ring, tries to make like she's grateful

to have her dreams disturbed, yawns prettily, flicks

on the switch under the bedside electric coffee pot,

gropes toward the shower, dons her levis, downs a

cup of brew, and heads for the garage.

For being such an early bird she doesn't get a

worm. No—she's rewarded by a daily shampoo and
finger wave which, far from being a privilege, is sort

of old hat to Hayworth—or perhaps old head. Cer-

tainly it isn't a lazy gal's idea of being laay. After the

famous Hayworth hair is all nicely pincurled and
secured under a net she {Please turn to page 56]





IF YOU saw Burt Lancaster

walking down the street,

you might think he had

nothing in particular to set him

apart from the mob. His physi-

cal appearance has nothing of

the drama and impact of his

personality. He is neither blond

nor brunette. His rather square-

shaped head is not adorned by

dark, wavy locks. His hair is a

light brown, cut crisply short. His eyes are

average slate-blue. Although he is tall and

well-built, his heavy jackets camouflage the

smooth suppleness of his six-foot-two ath-

lete's figure. His jutting jaw could denote

stubbornness, or determination. His decep-

tively lazy manner could be sluggishness, or

the false lull that comes before a storm.

He is difficult to peg. He is Mr. Average

joe—until he opens his mouth. Then you see

him more clearly because he speaks with a

visual tongue, drawing sharp, concise pictures.

He digs deeply and reveals himself from the

inside out, and you see that how he looks has

nothing to do with what he is. As he talks, he

becomes a powerful, vital, interesting person-

ality. It is as if a block of granite were sud-

denly magnified to reveal its moving, surging

atoms.
For there is no denying that, despite his

Irish ancestry, there is much about Burt Lan-

caster's face that reminds you of the phleg-

matic countenance of Swede in Burt's smash

success, "The Killers." In repose, he plays life

in monotones. His face does not light up. He

is not given to easy laughter. High-strung,

restless, with a violent temper which he keeps

carefully under control, he nevertheless man-

ages to give the appearance of outer calm.

Then, suddenly, he walks quickly across the

room, and there is a lithe purposefulness to

his movements, a controlled energy. Or he

gets excited about a point in the conversa-

tion, and he pounds facts home to you with

caustic clarity. He has a complex, contradic-

tory personality—always more challenging

than someone you can read at a glance. You

want to find out what makes him tick.

He is a little brusque. This is not rudeness

so much as a directness. You get the feeling

Burt believes life is passing at breakneck

speed. As a boy, he didn't go to such affairs

as school dances because he felt there wasn't

enough time. There were more vitally urgent

things to do. It is the same today. He can't

be bothered to pussy- (Please turn to page 70)

Burt Lancaster is

fighter.

be, to get what he



"What's the matter with us teen-

agers, anyway?" asks Jane Powell.

"Why are people picking on us?

Janie knows the answer, and tells you

By Jack Holland

ARE teen-agers on trial for their lives,

or something? AD this yakking of

so-called authorities about their

bold, bad behavior is beginning to get

under their skins. Sure, they can take a
few well-aimed jolts on the chin—but.

they say, "What's so wrong with us any-
way? Why not ask us? You never can
tell

—

we may know what makes us tick!"

Well, we can't give all you teen-timers

space to speak up for your side so we
picked Hollywood's most representative

young star to speak for you. Jane Powell
came right off the set of "Luxury Liner,"

ready and willing to talk about kids her
own age.

"Here you have the chance to turn in-

to an authority yourself," we told her.

"What have you observed about your
friends—the way they live, what they

think about?"
Jane began by saying honestly, "Of

course the teen-agers I know the best are

boys and girls who work in pictures, like

myself. But after all, they're only normal
' boys and girls, so why shouldn't I use

them as examples? Take Elizabeth Tay-
lor. She's fun, she's full of the enthusi-

asm of youth that we all have—but it's

not unregulated. She's working toward
something concrete. She's building for

the future. She takes her career seriously.

So does Roddy McDowall. Sure, he dates

and likes to go out, but he hasn't made

the search for entertainment his whole
purpose in life. He too has a definite goal.

"That's where we differ from other

teen-agers," Janie went on, warming to

her subject. "Most kids aren't too con-
cerned about problems. Why should they
be? They don't even wonder if they're

happy or not, or if they're having an easy

time of it. After all, the stage I'm in now
— and all kids my age—is the in-between
part of life. We're just getting a chance
to >do all the things we've wanted to do
before but were too young for. So natur-

ally it's pleasant. It's like exploring a

new world. It's exciting—like an adven-
ture. Everything's new and wonderful.

It's a time that (Please turn to page 66)



Just because she's a movie star

doesn't mean Jane Powell hasn't

some of the same problems that

trouble other teens. She thinks

things through and passes the

results along to you. Right, Janie

entertains Claude Jarman, Jr.,

on the set of "Luxury Liner,"

her new MCM musical. Facing

page, with her new leading man,

handsome Tommy Breen. Below,

Janie and Marina Koshetz cud-

dle Xavier Cugat's pet pooches;

and Walter Pidgeon (who played

Jane's pop in "Holiday in Mexi-

co") strolls by the set for a visit.

f
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not concerned about the baby-sitting

the Paul Brinkman household. Jeanne
i her husband can't imagine more fun of
ng than staying right at home minding

. Mom's latest film: "Apartment for Peggy."



Today Dennis is a topflight- star for Eagle Lion, following up his hit in

"T-Men" with another fine performance in "Raw Deal." Left above,

he may be answering your letter. Son Timmy is pop's best fan. Right

above, Dennis with Mrs. O'Keefe, the former actress, Steffi Duna.

RIGHT MAN

O MAN in Hollywood history has

^ had better intentions and more
resulting jinxes than Dennis

O'Keefe. His is the story of the smart

fellow who's always been right—at the

wrong time. "Brother, what a beating

an eager beaver takes!" he says now.
. No bubble head, he's always known
what he wanted, and he has been willing

to work to get it. But what used to

distinguish Dennis was the strict atten-

tion he paid to speed. Now he looks

before he leaps. Since he has learned to

be slower on the start and can wait for

results, he's getting 'em. At last he is

managing to be in the proper place, when
Fate has the right other parties present.

His hectic career has calmed down to

match his now smooth private life.

Over a luncheon table at the Tail o'

the Cock, this husky, six-foot-three star

of Eagle Lion's "Raw Deal" punched

across the moral of his experiences so

far: "Check on the pay-off before you

pitch in, or you'll be detoured! When I

was fifteen I was enthusiastically bat-

ting on Hollywood's walls. My dad was

a vaudeville star who'd gone into movie

comedy shorts, and I wrote a scenario

for him. I sold it to his studio for fifty

bucks. Figured I'd become an actor my-
self, had to have adequate transporta-

tion and fram- (Please turn to page 52)

If you're

iragement

still waiting for that break that's eluded you

1. —Ji*. -jl

from Dennis O'Keefe, whose success was slow,
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Cay group above includes movie director Billy Wilder, our Cobina, Gene Tierney, Phil

Baker, and stage producer Jean Dalrymple at Mrs. Wright's party honoring Miss Dalrymple.

June parties are bustin' out all

over! Come along with the

celebrated social leader as she

covers all the most exciting events

By Cobina Wright

AS MY friends, Rodgers and Hanamerstein. would put it,

"June is bustin' out all over" with parties here in Hol-
* lywood, with social events running the gamut from

thrilling race track meets to an exhibition of art works by

the movie stars, themselves.

All of these events keep Hollywood hostesses really busy,

and I think one of these days I'm going to give a party just

for all the charming hostesses who do so much to make
screenland's social life such a glittering one.

Among those I would like to invite are those who. I be-

lieve, give the best and most interesting parties in the film

colony. First lady, of course, is my great friend. Mary Pick-

ford, whose lovely home, Pickfair, has been the scene of

some of the most wonderful social functions of our time.

Mary is not only a gracious and thoughtful hostess, but she

is so universally loved that people from all walks of life

—

all occupations and professions—are eager to receive Pickfair

invitations. Consequently, at Mary's home you may meet a

great scientist like Einstein, a painter like Picasso, or a com-

poser like Montemezzi. Her guest book reads like "Who's

Who," all a-glitter with the most illustrious names.
Mary recently gave a party following the opening of the

Movie Stars' Art Exhibit at the Hall of Art. This was an
exhibit of paintings, water colors, and sculpture, all executed

by movie stars, and the guests at Mary's that evening in-

cluded many of the artists, all of whom were having a won-
derful time comparing notes. Naturally some were amateurs,

but everyone was really surprised at the professional quality

of the whole exhibit. For example, I didn't know that Merle
Oberon paints flowers which reflect her own exquisite beauty.

Her pastel, "Orchids," was truly exotic. Elizabeth Taylor,

whose father is a connoisseur of art, sculpted her own head,

and when I asked her what she called it, she laughed and
said, "Mona Lizzie." Marguerite Chapman looked around the

gallery and said, "Cobina, it was probably rather nervy of

me to enter my work, but so many others did, I just took a

chance." Marguerite won a prize.

Bea Lillie's was the most amusing. A veteran of three

months, she proudly exhibited a canvas titled "Daisies."

After she showed it to me she said, "Do you know what I'm
going to call the next one? 'Lilies,' by Lady Daisy Peel."

There were hosts of entries and you would be amazed at the

amount of talent revealed in the works of Lionel Barrymore.
Edward G. Robinson, Lew Ayres, Diana Lewis, Ella Raines,

June Haver, Hoagy Carmichael, Jeanne Crain, who is really

very serious about her painting, and even little Margaret
O'Brien.

But back to our leading hostesses. Joan Crawford is an
outstanding one. Her recent party here for Noel Coward was
pictorially a perfect example of how to entertain. Joan took
over the swank Papillon Club and made a gala evening of it.



Fun! Cobina, Gene, and Jean, left above. At- right, other guests

included Constance Bennett and Reggie Gardiner. Left and right

below, Cobina's selection of outstanding Hollywood hostesses:

Mary Pickford, Mrs. Peter Rathvon, Greer Carson, Joan Craw-

ford, Joan Bennett, Gene Tierney, Sonja Henie, Mrs. Harry Goetz.

Beautifully gowned in a glittering brocade strapless creation and

dripping with diamonds, Joan received her 200 filmland guests,

flanked on one side by Greg Bautzer and Noel on the other.

Bautzer flew back from New York just for the one night, but

Joan still emphatically denies those persistent rumors of wedding

bells. I must say that she has never had a more devoted swain

than Greg, however. They make a strikingly handsome couple.

Crowded into the small restaurant were Judy Garland, wearing

an ofT-the-shoulder green dress, with her husband, Vincente Min-

nelli. Maria Montez tried to steal the • fashion spotlight in a

strapless and revealing silver gown, but I think she was out-daz-

zled by Mary Livingston, who had the lowest-cut decolletage and

the most jewels. Mary, who came with hubby Jack Benny, told

George Burns that she would love to hear Tony Martin and

Dinah Shore sing together. George said that he would ask Jack

to introduce them. Benny then said he didn't know them well

enough to ask them, but he would see if Bob Taylor would.

Bob in turn turned the issue over to Douglas Fairbanks, who

kept the gag running all the way around the room, until finally

Dinah and Tony, overcome with laughter, got up and duetted

divinely. Jack Benny played his squeaky violin and then Noel

Coward topped him by doing a travesty of Jack's act at the

piano. What a truly priceless array of talent that only Hollywood

could produce!

Gene Tierney, who was at Joan's party with Charles Feldman,

is another of the most popular hostesses in Hollywood. Gene has

a rare gift for getting people, even those who might be a little

diffident, to have fun. She loves games at her parties and always

has a new one to suggest as an ice-breaker. I've known more

famous people to forget dignity and have fun at Gene's house

than anywhere else. At a recent party that lovely Tierney girl

asked each of her guests to come as some famous character in

fiction, but not to tell anyone else. Then when they all arrived,

all the guests tried to "identify" one another by asking questions

about authors, dates and events in the novels they represented.

For musical parties, Mrs. Artur Rubinstein's gatherings always

meet with great success. Although she (Please turn to page 64)
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HE HAD left Anna less than two days before, but
already the loneliness for her was like an ache in

Igor's heart. If she were with him he would have
felt less lost in this strange country.

There were three of them who had left Moscow to-

gether on that spring day in 1943, the other two so much
more important than himself, because they were Major
Kulin, the son of a man high in the party, and Colonel

Trigorin, one of the foremost organizers in the entire

Soviet Union. Yet it was Igor Gouzenko who was ques-

tioned first as Captain Bushkin, the attache who had
met them at the Ottawa airport, ushered them into the

office of Ilya Ranev, known officially as the Second
Secretary of the Russian Embassy and to only a few,

even among his own countrymen, as the Chief of the

N. K. V. D., the Soviet Secret Police.

It was frightening, even to a man with nothing to

conceal, to look into those penetrating eyes, and Igor

found himself tensing as he stood rigidly at attention;

reciting the rules he had memorized.
"I am now in a foreign country and must always be

alert against enemies," he repeated slowly. "I must be
careful of all manner of acquaintanceship. I must not
engage in cordial conversation with any foreigner what-
ever. I must be respectful to neighbors but make no
friends. I must never permit myself to be more drunk
than either my guests or my host, A sober brain, a firm

tongue and alertness—those must always be with me
when I am with foreigners."

He had talked almost like a schoolboy, feeling the same
relief as he came to the end, conscious that he had made
no mistakes; and as Ranev began his questioning Igor's

tension eased as he answered. He was born in Rogochevo,
and yes, he had been in the Red Army serving in the
cipher division of Military Intelligence; he was a member
of the Young Communists' League and he had received

instruction in coding and decoding at the Secret Intel-

ligence School in Moscow and he had been assigned to

the Military Attache's Office in Ottawa as a cipher clerk.

The questions had come with the rapidity of bullets

fired from a machine gun, and relaxed in the knowledge
he was talking to one of his own countrymen Igor had
answered almost as quickly. Only as he finished and saw
the venom in the eyes glaring at him, did he realize that
something, he didn't realize what, was wrong.

"Idiot!" Ranev smashed his fist on his desk. "Before
you left Moscow, you were given certain answers to the
questions I asked you. Why didn't you use them?"

Love is the same in any language!

Anna and Igor found that- out

when they had to fight to

preserve their happiness

Fictionized by Elizabeth B. Petersene|rj

32



Gene Tierney and Dana Andrews are the co-stars of this unusual new
film, novelized here. People will be talking about this picture!

So that was it! He had been tested again as he had so many
times before. But how could he guess that this man whose

ruthlessness was a byword had not wanted the correct in-

formation? Igor found himself trembling as the other cut off

his attempted explanation.

"You will give those certain answers to everyone, no matter

who," Ranev said sharply. '"You will think, eat, sleep, breathe

those answers—until you know no others. Where were you

born?"
"In the town of Gorki, on Studeny Street," Igor said, and

as the rest of the question came he answered them as glibly.

No, he had never been a soldier, and he had come to Canada

to act as translator and secretary to the Military attache.

"That's better," Ranev nodded in grudging approval. "I

give only one warning. As a cipher clerk, you are a fountain

of information. No one, not even members of the Embassy
staff, must know who you are and what your work is. And
now Bushkin will take you to the cipher section. That is all."

At his nod the Captain came forward, leading the way to

the room on the second floor whose entrance was covered by

a magnificent velvet curtain. But as it was drawn aside a

heavy iron door was revealed, and only after Bushkin had
placed his face against a small opening identifying himself,

did it slowly begin to open.

Only afterwards, a long time afterwards, did Igor look back

to that introduction to his new post and realize how grimly

portentous it had all been. For that day. immured as he was
to Soviet secrecy, he had accepted it as a commonplace. Nor
did he question the friendliness of the pretty blonde girl he
met seemingly by accident as he was leaving the Embassy.
He was thinking of Anna and he didn't even notice the

tall, beautifully dressed girl until she came over to him as he

was crossing the main foyer.

"I'm Nina Karanova. Comrade Ranev's secretary," she

smiled as if they were old friends. "I'll tell you a secret. Your
wife's transportation has been arranged. She leaves in three

weeks.'"'

There was that sudden, almost painful rush of happiness at

the words. "Thanks for telling me," his answering smile came.
"I'm lost without her and worried too, now that she is to

have a child."

The girl looked at him teasingly. "You'd better look for a



place to live. I'D help you if you like."

He seized the offer eagerly, realizing

how difficult it would be to go about
finding a home in this strange country.

"You're very kind," he said gratefully.

"Perhaps if you're not busy tonight you
would have dinner with me?"

"I'd like to," she said.

So instead of the loneliness he had
dreaded there was the evening with this

charming, gay girl. The food—there was
more of it than he would have eaten in

a week at home—was delicious, and the

liquor was even more gratifying, giving

him that relaxed, warm feeling; and in

spite of all that -he had heard of people

in capitalistic countries he found himself

liking the people sitting all around them.
"These Canadians are like Russians,"

he smiled. "They know how to enjoy
themselves."

A shadow crossed her eyes. "There is

not much to enjoy today in Russia," she

sighed.

"What more can a man ask than to be
one of the people's army fighting the

Nazi enemy?" he demanded fervently,

appalled at her frivolity in this crucial

phase of the war.

"You were a soldier?" Her eyes wid-

ened.

She had taken him off-guard, but he
stopped himself in time. "We workers are

all soldiers in the great struggle for a
classless society," he said, and then as

the music changed to a waltz, he smiled.

"That I can dance, if you would like to."

The music was soft and sensuous and
the girl's slim body pressed against him
as he held her, but it was not like danc-

ing with Anna. No, even closing his eyes

and pretending it was his wife he was
holding again close and yielding, it was
not like being with Anna, and he found
himself missing her even more than he
would in a lonely hotel room.
"I'm glad you came," the girl said sud-

denly as they went back to their table.

"It has always been quiet in the Military

Attache's office. The arrival of men like

Colonel Trigorin and you means impor-
tant changes. With you, for example,
there will be many messages, secret mes-
sages, isn't that so?"

He had felt relaxed after all those

drinks but now her words shocked him

into alertness. "Yes," he said flatly. "I'm
a very important man with all kinds of

important secrets. Listen, I'll tell you
one. My wife is very beautiful."

One eyebrow lifted coquettishly.

"More beautiful than I?"

"Hers," his voice softened, "is a quiet

kind of beauty, soft and warm and kind
and honest and human. Yours is some-
thing carved out of granite, without heart

or soul. You're not very clever. You
have been away from Russia too long.

Experience has provided new techniques.

You should learn them. For one thing,

never ask direct questions. Another,

never be too obvious about your attrac-

tions."

Her eyes were cold, though a faint

smile was still frozen to her lips. "It is

better not to make an enemy of me,
Comrade Gouzenko."

"I don't want to make an enemy of

you any more than I want you to make
a fool 'of me," he said quietly. Then
lifting his drink he downed it in one
furious swallow before he rose and bowed
mockingly. "I drink vodka like a true

Russian. I love my wife and I thank you
for everything. And, of course, you will

tell the truth about me or I will have to

tell how easy it was to see through you."

Karanova had been a warning to him.

For the next three weeks he kept to him-
self, careful not to get into unnecessary

conversation even with his immediate
superior, Lt. Vinikov. But even then so

soon after his arrival there was much to

keep him busy, for Trigorin's organiza-

tion already started by secret members
of the Party began expanding rapidly

with the Colonel's arrival. Every day
lists of new names were sent in code to

Moscow; each day new names were

added: professors, army and navy men,
scientists, engineers—all Party members.

. Then, it was on a wonderfully clear

spring day, Anna arrived at the airport,

and his heart was too full for words as

he held her close. But the best part

was taking her to the small apartment
he had found, seeing her eyes widen as

she looked around the small, simply

furnished living room.
"Have they made you Ambassador?"

she gasped. And then as he laughed and
shook his head, she walked slowly around

the room touching the imitation mahog-
any tables, the machine-made tapestry

covering the chairs and the sofa. "But
it's better than an engineer's flat, or even
a factory manager's! It's—it's beauti-

ful!"

It was like taking a child to fairy-

land, showing Anna their new home. The
tiles in the bathroom, the hot and cold

water coming from taps would have been
enough to wonder over without the magic
of a kitchen containing a stove that

would spring to flame by the touch of a
match and the greatest wonder of all, a
refrigerator that actually made ice cubes.

It was such a happy, happy time ex-

ploring this new, unknown world with

Anna. It was a wonderful thing just to

walk the streets to look in store windows
full of such treasures as neither thought
existed. But the most amazing thing of

all was to see the friendliness of these

capitalistic strangers they had been
warned to distrust. They could hardly

believe their own eyes when they saw the

posters asking for funds for the Russian
War Relief, or when newspapers urged

more lend lease goods for the Soviets.

And once on a bus they held their breath

as two soldiers were criticizing the West-

DANA ANDREWS
and GENE TIERNEY

in

"THE IRON CURTAIN"

Directed by William A. Wellman.
Produced by Sol C. Siegel. Screen

Play by Milton Krims. Based on the

personal story of Igor Gouzenko,
former Code Clerk, USSR Embassy
in Ottawa, Canada.
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music was soft and sensuous and the girl's slim

oressed against him as he held her, but it was

Bfce dancing with Anna. No, even pretending it

i his wife he was holding again close and yielding, it

i not like being with Anna. (June Havoc and Dana

ews in scene at right.) Above, other highlights

"The Iron Curtain" show Gene Tierney as Anna.

era allies for not opening a second front

to help Russia, certain they would be
hustled off for questioning on the instant.

But though they had spoken loud enough
even for the policeman sitting across

from them to hear no one paid any at-

tention at all. That was one of the most
difficult things to understand, this amaz-
ing freedom allowing anyone to say ex-

actly what he pleased.

Anna spoke sometimes of a Mrs. Fos-

ter, who lived across the hall, and who
had been particularly friendly though she

had not accepted her neighborly over-

tures because of the strict rules laid

down for Russians in foreign territory.

But even that hadn't prepared him for

the strange voices he heard that day
when he came home a little early from

the Embassy. "And," he heard a woman's
voice saying as he unlocked the door,

"we should take Mrs. Gouzenko shop-

ping sometime and help her pick out

some of the wonderful things we never

get at home."
Suddenly he realized it was Karanova

talking, and with his fear urging him on

he hurried into the living room. He felt

so frightened at the trap so obviously

being laid for Anna that he could barely

acknowledge the introduction to Mrs.

Foster who was just leaving, though he

saw the hurt come to Anna's eyes as he

just stood there stiffly holding the door

open.

"And this is Nina Karanova from the

Embassy," Anna went on in a strained

voice as the door closed behind her

neighbor. "She dropped by to see if she

could help."

"We have already met," Igor said.

"Comrade Karanova makes it a point

to meet everyone. She's friendly, very

friendly." He (Please turn to page 60)



You MiffM AsWe//flare Fun,

Learn to relax and enjoy life, advises Merle, and prac-

tices what she preaches. Above, with her cameraman-

husband, Lucien Ballard, in leisure hours at their Malibu

beach home Lucien photographed Merle in "Night Song"

and "Berlin Express," her very latest for RKO, in which

she co-stars with Robert Ryan, far right on facing page.



Exclusive photos by Ernest A. Bachrach, HKO-Radio

By Lupton A. Wilkinson

VISITING Merle Oberon is always a

pleasure. She is one of those people

who is varied in her nature without

being inconsistent. Her serious sides and

her light sides are partly explained by

her unusual childhood, which included

Tasmania, then India, then a quick, nec-

essary bread-winning in London. (The

co-star with Robert Ryan of "Berlin

Express" will be an American citizen by
the time this is printed. A cosmopolite

who found a home!)
In the Lucien Ballards' highly indi-

vidual beach home—varied, reflecting

Merle's general fine taste and her hus-

band's keen knowledge of paintings—

I

was reminded of something significant

the brunette, green-eyed star told me
when I first interviewed her. She had
just won a sure place on the American
screen in "Dark Angel," "These Three"
and "Wuthering Heights," and we talked

that time from beach chairs at Santa

Monica. "My father died before I was
born." she said then. "We stayed with

relatives. Mother had some money; but

while we were visiting in India a bunco
artist talked her into investing in an

automobile factory. There wasn't any!

So—soon, no money." An image of that

time still lives: her mother weeping, each

week, over family finances. "I told my-
self inside," Merle recalled, " 'I'll grow

up and do something so we won't have

to eat someone else's food, sleep under

someone else's roof, and depend upon
someone else to pay our way.'

"

Merle, in general, has consideration

for other people. That, too, came from

her early-day struggle, as did serious re-

gard for her work. "I know I'm lucky to

have had so much," she puts it. She's

one actress who's never late on set, never

needs director-scolding, never appears

without her lines learned. And she be-

lieves in relaxation when you find time.

"Make time," she advises. "It's the best

medicine. Most people wait," she went

on, "till they've lost capacity to enjoy.

Fun, even rest, is often one of life's 'too

lates.' The other way's smarter. I've a

friend who makes very little money. For

years she has set aside a small bit each

week for 'throw-away' cash. She either

buys with it some trifling thing that she

considers an extravagance, or she saves

for a small trip. To break routine and
to feel free of everyday pressures, if only

for an hour or two—that's the thing."

Merle herself had been getting ready

for departure, the next day, on a trip

that would combine that relaxation she

believes in, with the taking of gifts to

people she had come to know, under-

standing^', abroad. Her packing, ex-

plained when asked about, was that of a

practiced traveler. One trunk, for large

cities only; one suitcase, with skis, for

Switzerland; one hot-weather suitcase (if

Africa) . "We'll leave the trunk at Paris,"

Merle said, "and drive, in Europe."

Other baggage space would be for gift

food and clothes.

The Lady Going Away talked with

appreciation of her very good-looking

photographer - husband, who was, of

course, going with her. "Friends used to

tease me," she said. "They'd ask,

'Doesn't working under your husband's

eye all day make you wonder, when you
sit down to dinner at night, whether he

mightn't like a change?' The answer is,

Lucien doesn't let me feel that way. He
pays compliments, of course—has a

Frenchman's consideration for a woman's
self-esteem. But he adds a sounder

quality. He never gives that impression,

which I believe must wreck love where

it exists, of constantly probing for per-

fection. What woman wants that?"

Lucien has looked at his wife through

the camera lens in "The Lodger," "This

Love of Ours," "Temptation," "Night

Song" and "Berlin Express." "This

time," Merle said, "no work—fun." The
fact that the trip was planned also to

help others is typical of the Ballards.

Merle talked of the "Berlin Express"

trip: shooting a picture in ruined cities;

even in Berlin, the sight of a girl hauling

logs "like an animal"; worse conditions

in Frankfurt. Robert Ryan, Paul Lukas,

Charles Korvin, Robert Coote and Merle

tried side trips, but what they saw ended

any desire to sight-see. Heidelberg,

which American airmen had spared be-

cause of its historic university, was "as

if all spirit were dead."

At work, Merle had no hair-dresser,

makeup man nor wardrobe woman. This

didn't bother (Please tyrn to page 55)
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If you're one of those kids who think the

world's ogoinst them because they're

not getting ahead, listen to Farley

Granger. He's 22—and going places fast

By Jon Bruce

"npHEBE'S no doubt in my mind
I —I've had all the luck!"

It was Farley Granger who
was talking. And making a surpris-

ing admittance. Why surprising? Well,

the talented and personable kid, in the

minds of many in Hollywood, has had
anything but luck. He had started a

promising career when, like many an-

other boy, he went off into service

during the war. After two and a half

years with the Navy, a good part of

which was spent overseas, Farley re-

turned without the benefit of flash

publicity that greeted the homecom-
ing of some other stars. Almost two
years have since passed. People began
to say, "Whatever happened to Far-

ley Granger?" So—where's the luck

come in?

"Why should my saying that sur-

prise you?" Farley asked me when he
saw me go into a double-take. "Just
look at the facts: I'm under contract

to Samuel Goldwyn and that's a good
start for a young guy like me. As for

my time in the service, I don't regret

that because I learned plenty while I

was in the Navy. And now I'm get-

ting the most important break of all

in the picture I'm making at RKO,
'Your Red Wagon.' It's important to

me because it's the first time I've ever

had a chance to play a grown-up ro-

mantic lead. Cathy O'DonnelL who
was so good in 'The Best Years of

Our Lives,' plays opposite me. Every-
thing hinges on this picture. But Mr.
Goldwyn is already impressed enough
to start looking for stories in which to

team Cathy and me." Farley let one
of his half- (Please turn to page 72)

H

In RKO's "Your Red Wagon," Farley's first picture since his Navy re-

lease, he plays opposite Cathy O'Donnell, at top left. It's a strong drama

with both kids giving good performances in strictly unglamorous roles.
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Cathy O'Donnell is another Hollywood youngster

with ideals and determination to make a

shining success of her movie career. It could

happen to you, too, with her perseverance

By Gladys Hall

CATHY doesn't live in this world.

Cathy lives in the trunk of a forest

tree/ On a cloud. On the fluted

edge of a wave. In a daydream. In a

garden no one but Cathy sees, or ever

will. In a bit of her Promised Land,

"which some people," Cathy says, "call

Hollywood."
In Greensboro, Alabama, where Cathy

lived as a child with her beautiful strange

Aunt Jetty, Aunt Jetty's house was at

the edge of town where the woods began.

The garden of Aunt Jetty's house met

the woods and sometimes in one, some-

times in the other, Cathy spent her

dreaming days. "All my childhood,"

Cathy says, "seems ringed around with

woods."
Before Cathy went to live with Aunt

Jetty, she lived in the little cotton mill

town of Siluria, Alabama, population 200

souls, where she was born and christened

Aim Steely. Producer Sam Goldwyn
changed her name when he gave her the

part of Wilma in "The Best Years of

Our Lives"—her very first movie role.

"Steeley," Mr. Goldwyn said, "sounds

too hard, too cold."

So, for the little five-foot, four-inch

girl with the leaf-brown hair and leaf-

brown eyes and rose-leaf skin and heart-

shaped face and uptilted nose, it does.

"Something Irish," Mr. Goldwyn sug-

gested. "O'Donnell," he said.

"I chose the Cathy," Cathy says,

"after the part Merle Oberson played in

'Wuthering Heights,' which I saw dozens

of times, over (Please turn to page q%)

After her realistic role in RKO's "Your Red

Wagon," on facing page, Cathy goes in for gla-

mor in Eagle Lion's "The Mystic," which co-stars

the suave continental, Turhan Bey, at top right.

Can You Get
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at They Wear

MODEST is as modest does," you
say. "Extreme decolletage, such
as I designed for Paulette God-

dard in 'An Ideal Husband* can be, ac-

cording to the woman who wears it, and
how she wears it, very naughty; or it can
be as decorous as the sable capes and
sombre shades I gave Vivien Leigh in

'Anna Karenina.' As decorous, come to

that, as the New Look which is, shall

we face it, just a different way of start-

ing The Chase. If you ask me what I

think about women wearing the New
Look, I would make an epigram and say
the New Look is wearing them!"
You are a blessing to the ladies, Mr.

Beaton, really you are. You are Eng-
lish. You are tall, slender, witty, very
elegant and unmarried. Your diction is

remindful of Ronald Colman. Your man-
ners are what novelists call "old-world."

You are a painter, Mr. Beaton, chiefly

in your favorite medium, which is water
color. You write, having authored a
number of books and magazine articles.

You are internationally famous as a pho-
tographer of extraordinary effects—some
of which you get, I'm told, by standing,

camera in hand, on your head. As an
actor, and loving it, you recently played
the role of Cecil Graham in "Lady Win-
dermere's Fan," for which you also de-

signed the costumes and the sets. You
also, of course, or what am I doing here,

design costumes for pictures—most re-

cently, the startling gowns worn by Paul-
ette Goddard and cast in "An Ideal Hus-
band"; the equally sumptuous but more
sombre gowns worn by Vivien Leigh and
cast in "Anna Karenina."



Just how new is the

Look"? Famed artist-designer

Cecil Beaton unfolds fascinating

facts about the fashions of yes-

terday, today, and tomorrow

—

in this Memo from Gladys Hall

It is in your medium as a designer of

fabulous gowns, hats, even hairdos that

you are a blessing to the ladies. You
would never make sport of a woman who
voiced the stock complaint, "I haven't a

thing to wear!" You know too well that

—I quote you
—"Women are what they

wear."

You believe clothes create moods in

the women who wear them; that in fine

lace a woman is one woman; in dark
green velvet, she is another woman; in

gingham, yet another. You believe that

color influences mood, manners, even
morals. You add, "I think color makes
a great deal of difference to the mood of

an actress; that the color she wears colors

her performance. If, therefore, an actress

dislikes a particular color, I believe she

should have the right of refusal and in

a picture of which I am," smiling, you
coined the phrase, "the Designing Di-

rector, she has that right. The grays, the

dark greens, burgundy are," you explain,

"the sombre colors. White and the pale

blues, such as you see in religious paint-

ings, the colors of virginity, of purity and
of peace. Pink, more than any other, is

the color of frivolity.

You say reflectively, with relish, "The
different moods you can create in cos-

tuming—what I enjoyed so much about
costuming 'Anna Karenina' and 'An Ideal

Husband,' one after the other, was that

tbey are so different; give such a range
of mood, manner and character. One, 'An
Ideal Husband,' a light delightful trifle;

the other, 'Anna Karenina,' with the
taste of doom, of fate, hanging over the

different characters. Wonderful to go
from the silly to the sombre; from Vivien
Leigh's nobility and 'grand passion' to

Paulette, naughty Paulette, under the

stigma of being rather 'fast' and, in the

same picture, Diana Wynyard playing

the reverse of Paulette."

You are inclined to believe that the

clothes in "Anna Karenina" will have
"Quite an effect. The very long waist-

line, the tight, thin pointed waistline.

The very 18th Century shoulders. No
shoulder seams. All cut on the cross as

they were in the 18th Century—and in

these costumes Vivien looks charming,
very charming, so neat and strong." You
add, "Now, if the New Look had changed
the waistline, we would have an innova-
tion. It hasn't. It isn't. It is simply a

return to Charles the Second; to the very
feminine silhouette; to the long skirts

replacing the brief, natty little suits; to

the off-the-shoulder decolletage for eve-

ning; and, as such, I am all for it. Or I
will be when the women the New Look
is wearing become acclimatized which, by
the time this piece is printed, they may
have done.

"Currently, they have not. As of to-

day, you see the New Look walking
down the street and, in it, an unidenti-

fied woman; a woman who has bought a

pig: is wearing, very' self-consciously, a
giant counterpane. Girls and women who
have suddenly assumed the New Look
look, every one of them, like Christian

Dior models—even Marlene Dietrich,

who had never before resembled anyone
but Marlene. {Please turn to page 56)

The "Cecil Beaton Look" is

neither old nor new; it's age-

less. Paulette Goddard proves it

in the two pictures at left: first,

in the Beaton costumes she
wears in "An Ideal Husband"
and then in their modern adap-

tation, hairdo and all. Below,

Vivien Leigh in "Anna Kareni-

na." Lower left, facing page,

artist Beaton with producer Sir

Alexander Korda, filming a

scene on a movie set in London.



This navy spun linen can be worn
with or without jacket, by Nite Club.

White pique trim with red leather belt.

Fetchingly lovely is Bonita in this

yellow marquisette, off -shoul-

der frock, at top, by Nite Club.

Black and pink printed pure silk

with off-shoulder neck litre, in

ankle length. A Junior Formal.

Printed chintz strapless and

marquisette scarf, at top, carries

through print motif. By Nite Club.

Gray striped ankle length cotton

worn with matching shawl- like

scarf. Sizes 7-15 by Junior Formal.
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Important drama: "Another Part of the Forest," U-I's screen version of Lillian Hellman's Broadway success, with Fredric March

starring, and Ann Blyth, left above, John Dall, far right, and Betsy Blair (Mrs. Gene Kelly) in the lustrous cast. "Another Part

of the Forest" is the sequel to "The Little Foxes," in which Tallulah Bankhead starred on the stage, and Bette Davis on the screen.

Dona Drake and Dan Duryea play a romantic twosome in "An-

other Part of the Forest." Duryea is the only member of the cast

who also appeared in "The Little Foxes," both on stage and screen.

"Up in Central Park" is the new Deanna Durbin musical, also

based on a Broadway stage show of the gay nineties, with Vin-

cent Price playing the role of Boss Tweed in his sardonic style.

New Yorkers will derive nostalgic satisfaction from the Cen-

tral Park scenes. Above, Deanna and co-star Dick Haymes

as her youthful lover enjoy a swing on the colorful carousel.
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Winners! Darryl Zanuck, Best Production, "Gentleman's Agreement"; Loretta Young, Best Actress Performance, 'The Farmer's Daughter"; Edmund Gwenn,

Best Supporting Actor, "Miracle on 34th Street"; Celeste Holm, Best Supporting Actress, "Gentleman's Agreement"; Ronald Colmon, Best Actor, "A Double Life."

Here's Hollywood Gossip
imily Album" night in Holly-

wood ! As Jean Hersholt, President

of The Academy of Motion Pic-

ture Arts and Sciences, so poignantly put

it: "We in Hollywood are a sentimental

race of people." Thus did 6200 willing and
wistful pay tribute to the winners of the

Twentieth Annual Academy Awards Pre-

sentation at the Shrine Civic Auditorium.

Best Actor: Ronald Colman (a star for 25

years) in "A Double Life." When Olivia

deHavilland (last year's "Mrs. Oscar")

made the presentation, Mrs. Colman (the

former Benita Hume) in black lace over
flesh satin, dazed and delighted, just sat

there and whispered: "Oh, Ronnie, I knew
it!" Calm, poised, the Colman speech (his

hair looked like silver satin in the spot-

light) was the most dignified of the evening.

Best Actress: Loretta Young (in pictures

since 1926) in "The Farmer's Daughter."
Looking like a glamorous head of lettuce,

Loretta, in many yards of billowing,

hooped emerald green taffeta, barely man-

aged to squeeze in and out of her seat.

"Being a nominee," she radiantly an-
nounced, "this time I dressed for the

stage—just in case." Then (as she kissed

her "Oscar") she sighed and said: "At
long last!"

Best Supporting Actor: British born
Edmund Gwenn, in "The Miracle of 34th
Street." When the 70-year-old "Santa
Claus" announced he really did believe in

"the old boy with the long white beard,"

the rafters really rang. "Thank you for



Gossip by Weston East

the greatest moment in my life," he
managed to add.

Best Supporting Actress: Celeste Holm
(practically new in Hollywood) in "Gen-
tleman's Agreement." In a powder blue

satin dress (which no one knew she made
herself) the celestial one made a touching

speech and got so touched all over again,

she returned to the mike to say how proud
she was to "belong" to Hollywood. "From
now on just call me 'little gay Holm of

the west,' " she told everyone.

Best Director: Elia Kazan, for "Gentle-

man's Agreement." With great humility,

this former New York Group Theater
actor (who started in Hollywood as an
actor in "Blues in the Night") spoke with

heart, as the words touchingly, haltingly,

came from his lips. "I'm so grateful," he
said—again and again. And everyone

knew there was no "prepared" speech, for

he isn't the type.

Most deserving Special Award, most beau-

tifully and simply presented : James Bas-

kett, distinguished Negro actor in "Uncle

Remus." Ingrid Bergman (wearing her

Joan of Arc bob) all in white, minus make-
up and superficiality, extended her hand
with her heart and an Oscar in it. Unlike

the perfectionist she is on the screen, the

lovely lady "blew" her lines, admitted she

felt very shaky inside, and finally summed
it up, "I'm sure you know what I mean."
Even if they hadn't, they would have
loved her just the same.

Sweetest introduction: Robert Mont-
gomery, speaking of Shirley Temple:
"She's our old friend — and our new
mother."
Most amusing introduction: Dick Powell

(who introduced Dinah Shore, Dennis

Day, Frances Langford and Gordon
McCrae as they sang the Best Original

Songs) : "After hearing them, now I know
I was smart to get out in time."

Memorable moments: One empty spot-

light focused on the center of the darkened

stage. The sound-recorded voice of the ill-

fated Grace Moore, singing "One Night

Of Love" . . . The screen "appearance" of

the late and beloved Ernst Lubitsch, just

a year ago there in person, to receive his

award for his "25 years as an outstanding

director" . . . Jean Simmons, petite British

...

.

At top of page, left. Ken Murray receives a special award for his production, "Bill and

Coo," with Ingrid Bergman officiating; right, Donald Crisp congratulates winners Celeste

Holm and Elia Kazan, who turned in the Best Direction, "Gentleman's Agreement."

Center left, the Gregory Pecks take seats for the big event; right, Susan Hoyward and

Jess Barker stop in spotlight for our cameraman, Len Weissman. Above left, together

again, Guy Madison and Gail Russell hold hands at the show; right, the happy Colmans.

Twenty times have the Academy of Motion

Picture Arts and Sciences awarded Holly-

wood's most outstanding talent of the year.

Ronald Colmon, an established star of

twenty-five years, has watched nineteen of

these memorable events pass. Loretta Young,

a star for fifteen years, also has watched

—

patiently. That's why Hollywood and fans

alike are pleased to pay tribute to these two

fine stars, seen at far left with their prized

"Oscars." Center, on opposite page, Olivia

deHavilland presents Award to Ronald Col-

man. Right, on opposite page, Anne Baxter

gives "Oscar" to Edmund Gwenn for his

"Santa Claus" in "Miracle on 34th Street."

Left, Agnes Moorhead and Dick Powell, two

of the long list of talented M.C.'s and

British star Jean Simmons, who accepted

awards to J. Arthur Rank whose pictures,

"Great Expectations" and "Black Narcis-

sus" won five technical Bests. Right, Ingrid

Bergman presents special award to James

Baskett for Uncle Remus in Wolt Disney's
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SCREENLAND'S Publisher,

Homer Rockwell, greets

Ronald Colman, winner of

Academy Award, at the

party given by Walter
Wanger and Eagle Lion

Studios for the British star,

Jean Simmons, on her ar-

rival from Fiji Islands where

she made exterior scenes

for J. Arthur Rank's pic-

ture, "The Blue Lagoon."

Below, Ingrid Bergman,
Jean Simmons and Ronald

Colman; right, honor guest

chats with Joan Crawford.

ler, 1

star of "Great Expectations," in Holly-
wood on a "three day pass," doing a mara-
thon as she accepted three Oscars in the

name of J. Arthur Rank.
Highlights of the evening: Gail Russell

and Guy Madison, causing "night blind-

ness" with so many flashing bulbs . . .

Sonja Henie, very thin, very pretty and
very wrapped-up in her unknown escort

. . . nominee Joan Crawford, simply chic

with simply adoring Greg Bautzer . . .

June Havoc (carrying pearl-handled opera
glass) wearing her hair hanging to her

waist, with her husband, bearded radio

producer Bill Spier . . . the happy Cornel

Wildes (how many trips up the aisle can

you make?) . . . Patricia Neal, who re-

ceived five distinguished New York stage

awards for her performance in "Another
Part of the Forest," receiving no recogni-

tion when the fans went wild over her

escort, Jack Carson . . . Rosalind Russell

(whom Hollywoodwas positive would win)
going to three night clubs, until she located

Loretta Young at Ciro's and congratulated

her . . . Ann Sothern doing herself and de-

signer Adrian proud in a gown of gold,

with man-about-town Fefe Ferry . . .

Newly-weds Martha Vickers and A. C.

Lyles holding hands while the winners held

Oscars . . . And Claude Jarman, a head
taller than he was last year, when he won
a special "junior" sized statue . . . Time
and the Academy Awards march on in

Hollywood.

WELL, it finally happened. That pub-
lic meeting between Lana Turner

and Linda Christians, we mean. Lana was
fixing her lovely face in the powder room
of a swank Beverly Hills restaurant when
Linda walked in. A couple of other gal

witnesses (one was our informant) held

their breath and expected to be "in" on a
big scene. Tyrone Power's past and pres-

ent merely nodded and created no "his-

tory" for his future!

JUST at closing time, Howard Duff

dashed into a local jewelry store and

bought a diamond ring. In less time than

it takes to tell, reporters and photograph-

ers were staked out at every airport. In all

the excitement, no one thought to call Ava
Gardner, who was right at home, and ask

if she was eloping! "What? Oh, yes—the
ring was a birthday present for Howard's

mother who lives in Seattle."

JEAN Arthur walked on the "A Foreign

Affair" set, caught a glimpse of a group

of "tourists," and fled to her dressing

room. But even Jean had to laugh at her

own shyness, when she was informed the
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tourists were actually actors, who were
"dressed up" to lend background atmos-
phere.

MORE than anything else in the whole
world, Kathryn Grayson has wanted

a baby. Now she and Johnny Johnston
expect the stork this fall. Johnny, who has
two children by a former marriage, was
so pleased himself, he sat right down and
composed a lullaby. It's titled "Baby
Blues" and is dedicated to his adored wife.

GUESS who's nudging out Lana Turner
and Judy Garland in the MGM fan

mail department? It's sweet little Janie

Powell, who's the idol of every college boy
in the country. Janie likes the college boys,

too— especially one named Tommy Bat-

ten. She dates him in preference to the

Hollywood juveniles, who always want to

be "seen" at Ciro's.

WATCHING Audrey Totterdo a scene

with Robert Montgomery on "The
Saxon Charm" set recalls a recent conver-

sation at a Hollywood party. "Audrey
is thinking seriously of marrying Lew
Ayres," said a close Totter friend. "I hope
she doesn't. Lew is much too intense. He'd
make her very unhappy." Personally, we
think she'd be doggone lucky.

IF PETER Lawford has his way (and

he has a charming way of getting it)

he'd like to meet Shelley Winters. We
might add every eligible bachelor in Hol-

lywood has the same idea. Shelley played

that terrific little waitress who caused

Ronald Colman to live "A Double Life."

She's a former model who's really going

places.

DON'T be a bit surprised if handsome
Rory Calhoun gives Fred Astaire a

run for his money! Rory's devoting all his

time and attention to Vera Ellen these

days. And that little lady of the twinkling

tootsies is devoting part of her time to

teaching him to tap. They hope to make a

beautiful musical together.

Deltah — favorite of the fashion-wise!

The tailored type — the sportswoman — the glamour girl — each depends

oo the flattering beauty of lustrous Deltab simulated pearls to highlight

her "new look" fashions. See for yourself how perfectly a Deltah neck-

lace accents the loveliness of your fleshtones — see how Deltah earrings

emphasize the glamour of your new hair-do! Necklaces from S3-00 . . .

earrings to match.

L HELLER AND SON, INC

FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK
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(ARID DISCOVERS")

Montgomery Cliff plays the sympathetic young

American who "adopts" the little wanderer,

towheaded, appealing, nine-year-old Ivan Jandl,

aided by Wendell Corey, below, in "The Search,"

magnificent picture filmed for the most part in

the American zone in Germany and sure to

meet with a heartwarming reception from au-

diences in search of fine, honest entertainment.

We want to

go on record right

now as acclaiming

Montgomery Clift the

most important young

find in years! Broadway

had already "discovered"

him but it remained for

MGM to cast him in 'The

Search" and thus call movie-

goers' attention to this

exciting personality and

amazingly gifted actor

Femme film-goers are certain to elect Montgomery Clift

their "young man of the year" and cry "encore" for future

Hollywood assignments. The gals who picked Peter Law-

ford and Gregory Peck can't miss with Montgomery Clift.



Robert Young takes over the turntable when he
pays Fred Robbins a visit on his popular airshow.

Les Brown, Elliot Lawrence, Robbins, and Buddy Clark
pick favorite cookie. Below, Fred with Peggy Ann Garner.

FRED ROBBINS

HYA, Claire; are you solid in there? Well, get out
of that lair and lend your nose to that air!

M-m-m, just smell it! Leave us raise aloft the
milk-white rose and perfume the night! Throw back
my convertible top and call me sun-tanned! Summer!
Eeehooo! After all that white precipitation here in the
concrete jungle this past winter, we live! And we lis-

ten and glisten as the fresh waffles go riding around
our griddle even as we do around the countryside.

What's that fine piece of steel pickin' up these days?
Oh, oodles and buckets of nice noise

that help clean out the cobwebs in

your brain, Elaine.

HEAVENLY!

FRANKIE CARLE: Coupla
hunks of summer fluff from the
promising thorax of Gregg Law-
rence, that gorgeous theme from
"Lost April" that Cary Grant played
on the harp. (Watch for Nat Cole's

great biscuit, too.) Turn the "gold-

en touch and such" on his tummy
and out comes "Dreamy Lullaby"
by the kids who scribbled "Rumors are Flying," perf

for June with its summer nostalgia. (Columbia)
SARAH VAUGHN: More worchestershire, dear, by

the gal who's "gone," under whose dexterous larynx
such wonderful things happen. 'Specially "Gentleman
Friend" from "Make Mine Manhattan," with some of

the tasty piano of Jimmy Jones all around it. Sarah's

gonna find scads of new gentleman and lady friends

with this fetching etching. Give her a flip, and you
cop "Love Me or Leave Me" which comes on like

baked Alaska so you've got to do the former. That's

so easy with Sarah Vaughn. (Musicraft)

DANNY KAYE AND THE ANDREWS SIS-
TERS: "It's a Quiet Town in Crossbone County,"
"Big Brass Band from Brazil." Danny puts his arms
around the Andrews gals for (Please turn to page 68)

Groovey sharps and flats

in a mound of new sound

put hustle in your corpusclej

SCREENLAND



Right Man, Wrong Time

Continued from page 27

ing, so I spent forty of that haul for a

Model T, and the other ten for makeup."
His first inkling of the uncertainty of the

films followed quickly. Another come-
dian was assigned to the story Dennis

had tailored tor his pop. Dennis' own
initiation into acting was as cock-eyed

as Hollywood frequently is.

"No big studio would let me through

their gates. But I met a pretty girl from
Texas, who was being promoted to star-

dom by a -kind uncle. I talked the two
of them into letting me be their location

manager. After I found all their exterior

scenery, I also became their second as-

sistant director, their assistant camera-

man, and persuaded them I could be the

villain who pursued her in their plots.

They made two particularly minor epics,

paying me fifty dollars per picture." He
didn't get rich or acquire prestige, but

then the dazzler from Dallas didn't glow

into a star, either!

Undaunted, Dennis pushed into kid

slapstick comedies. He made a micro-

scopic impression. He retired to college

to stall for a season or so. At seventeen

he was an uninhibited freshman at the

University of Southern California when
his dad suddenly died. "I was head of

the family overnight, couldn't be choosy.

Quit college and grabbed a job in a thea-

ter, in the chorus of a stage musical.

They stuck me in their back row be-

cause I was so tall. That was lucky, for

I never could learn how to tap. I faked

from the hips up!"

Old pals of his dad said he should try

vaudeville. He didn't pause to foresee

that it was finished. With a buddy he

excited over the prospects, he revived his

father's famous funny golf act. On the

small-time, four-a-day Western circuit

they met the brutal indifference the

public was extending to all vaudeville.

"I came back to Hollywood deter-

mined to become a good stage actor.

For a year all I landed in plays were
walk-ons. Then I climbed to four minor
parts in four shows. After which I dis-

covered the theater was really on Broad-

way." With no money to cross the con-

tinent, he tried the movies again. "An-
other dead end because I began at the

bottom, as an extra. In Hollywood the

difference between an extra and an ac-

tor is the difference between entering a

house by the back versus the front door.

You stamp yourself as unimportant. All

that's required is that you own a big

expensive, wardrobe and be able to en-

dure long, dull hours standing in back-

grounds. Half the time during that ex-

istence I was hungry. I shared a tiny

apartment with two other extras and we
loaned each other dimes. Each of us

bought his own food, did his own cook-

ing and dishwashing. Talk of community
spirit! We had to assemble a community
wardrobe, so whichever of us got a call

could be helped by the others. I was the

only tall guy, so often had to go out and
rent spare pants. We shared one phone
with the whole floor, which was in-

habited completely by fellow extras.

There were many bright fellows strug-

gling in vain besides me; I even had Yale
and Oxford graduates as competition.

They proved you have to take your
education to the right place!"

When Dennis gradually recognized

he'd foolishly set his own ceiling, he
switched to another impetuous attack on
Hollywood. This time he was a stunt

man. He doubled for three of our top
male stars. After taking terrible chances,

he gradually guessed there was no value

in remaining just senseless. One day,

weighted down with a tricky cowboy
suit, chaps, two heavy guns, and toting a

silver saddle, Dennis had to run up to a

fifteen-foot chasm and jump it. He re-

calls dickering with the director. "Can't

you make this wonder boy a ten-foot, in-

stead of a fifteen-foot hero?" he inquired.

The director, melted by the accompany-
ing wide smile, obliged and ordered the

two cliffs moved five feet closer together.

"But I still wasn't eating regularly, so

I barrelled off on another track. I tried

to write scenarios. Quickie studios just

sneezed in disdain. But Warners bought
one of my screenplays. And then I

couldn't sell another."

His mother begged him to forget the

hard show world. She got an influential

family friend to offer him good starts in

five different business fields. "I picked

wholesale plumbing," says Dennis, "for

I figured that was something every-

body'd have to use." In coveralls at first,

in two years he was a snappy junior

salesman. It was infuriatingly prosaic.

Driving by RKO one morning, he
dropped in casually to chin with a pal

who'd risen to assistant casting director

there. A film brother was urgently

needed for Arthur Lake, and it was sug-

gested Dennis essay the role. The
O'Keefe will was steadfast until the

leading lady's name was murmured. She

had been his secret sorrow for years;

this was the chance to know her. He
dumped the bathroom fixture he was
carrying in his car to display, and han-
dled the role with verve. He failed to

win the lovely lady after their acting

hours, but he stayed in pictures. As a

bit player.

"I had one line to say and I said it

for a couple of years. I played a chauf-

feur, I sat at a switchboard, I was a

soldier. Then it dawned on me I was
as stymied as I'd been as an extra. An
actor must have opportunities to show
what he can do. I swore I'd concentrate

on bits in A films only, passed up bigger

pay to act only bits with significance.

I eventually did an amusing scene as a
drunk in a Crosby picture. A good little

bit at Columbia resulted in stock con-

tract offers from three studios. I went
to Metro and thought I was set."

He wasn't. He wasn't aware enough
about love, either. With typical breeze

he blithely married a cute society deb
who'd come West merely for fun. They
settled down in a rose-covered cottage

in the San Fernando Valley and were
never more miserable. He had to learn

the hard way that impulsive attraction

isn't sufficient for happiness. They split.

He thought that when a top star rec-

ommended him his luck would change.

Clark Gable personally asked Metro's
test director to make a showcase test of

Dennis. It then languished unseen in a

can on a shelf for a whole year, life be-

ing like that. Finally a Metro producer,

searching for a rugged hero to replace

Jimmy Stewart, then too ill and thin to

play a fighter, uncovered that reel of

film and shouted with joy. So Dennis
became a leading man.
One night he went dancing on the

Sunset Strip, and because he fell asleep

driving home crashed into a milk truck.

He fractured both his nose and a knee,

Veronica Lake hides her feminine charm,

notable at left, in bathing suit, vintage

of gay nineties, below, in her new
Paramount picture, "The Sainted Sisters."
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convalesced for twenty weeks. When he
returned to MGM he felt like the for-

gotten man. He requested his release,

supposing that headlining in Bs at eager
other studios was better than the slow,
steady Metro build-up. He was even-
tually sorry. "You might as well stay
in Kankakee as be in Bs. I had to inch
back into As by seeking supporting
roles in them."
But he didn't have to make this last

siege alone. In his last B, raven-haired
Hungarian dancer Steffi Duna was cast
opposite him. Both were ready for a real

marriage. "I bought a print of that pic-

ture to keep for our children," he con-
fesses with his broad grin—now in their
eighth year of happiness, the O'Keefes
have two kids they adore. Dennis let

Steffi decide not to go on acting. Then
she admitted she'd been -praying for an
excuse to quit careering.

"Thanks to her wonderful personality
I've many more friends than I had alone.
She's loaded with warmth. Whenever
we meet new people they end up with,
'We've got to see you both again!' and I

know they mean Steffi, mostly. She's
retained her individuality, and that I
like. For instance," he details, "she
wakes up, as she phrases it, 'verrry diffi-

cult.' She especially hates to be jarred
by too early phone calls. She's definite.

There's nothing chi-chi about her, and if

she doesn't like you, you'll know it. I
hang onto a couple of old friends who
bore her, and when I tiptoe out to see
them she spots me with an 'Oh, murrr-
der, but go ahead!'

"

They've shared continuous fun con-
stantly improving their Beverly Hills

home. "When we first saw it we thought,
'Frightening!' It was an overdone Mon-
terey monstrosity, all gowed up with
ginger-bread. We went back with a
flashlight at night and visualized what
we've since done. We've squared the
arches, lifted floor - length windows,
sealed up gloomy niches, bleached the
dark woodwork, made the unused porch
along the living-room into a bar, con-
verted the guest house into an office-

projection room for the work I put in on
scripts. Steffi has a great knack with
live, bright colors. She shook her head
at the ten-by-twenty-five-foot wall at
the head of our staircase and had it

painted a solid, marvelous red."

Aside from a commitment with Ed-
ward Small for two films annually, which
gives him security, Dennis has purpose-
ly free-lanced for the past eight increas-

ingly successful years. He's really differ-

ent—he'd much rather have the same
wife than the same studio! I know his

emotional satisfaction at home enables
him to stand firmly in the world away
from his family.

He rates Cary Grant our best actor.

Still notably enthusiastic, he recommends
a college education and a direct assault

on Broadway as a better route to where
he is, instead of the diverse deals he
sampled. After his newest film he took
off with moderate speed for Phoenix to

enter the Arizona amateur golf tourna-
ment. He is good on the greens because
he's finally learned to keep his eyes right

on the ball. His best years hover on the
horizon, for Dennis is one whirlwind who
tamed his self-made turmoil.
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LITTLE LULU $<74>p Compare tissues— compare boxes— and you'll see

why 7 out of 10 tissue users like Kleenex better than any other brand ! For no

other tissue gives you all the advantages of Kleenex. Soft! Strong! Pops up!
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Relieve

Constipation

Pleasantly!
MOTHER! Your child will

enjoy this tasty laxative!

Millions of mothers have
learned from experience that chil-

dren take Ex-Lax willingly. They

love its delicious chocolate taste.

Ex-Lax is not only pleasant-

tasting but easy-acting.

And you, Mother, can trust

Ex-Lax to give effective relief . . .

in a nice, gentle way. Not too

strong, not too weak, Ex-Lax is

the "Happy Medium" Laxative.

Ex-Lax is America's No. 1 lax-

ative—the favorite of young and
old. It's the dependable laxative

that many doctors use in their

practice. Still only 10? a box.

Economy size, 25tf.

When Nature "forgets". ..remember

EX-LAX
THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

I Lovely sterling silver!
Icushion shape setl
I ring No. 96 in yourl
I month Blrthstonel
I Color or in a black I

"onyx" color given I

I Tor selling 4 boxes of I

I HosebudSalveat25c|
I each OR you can se- f

lect No. 104 sterling ring with brilliant|

set to imitate diamond. Order 4 salve.
(Will mail No. 96 or No. 104 ring and 4 salve NOW if you
send $1.00 with order). Order your choice in size 5 to 9.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. Box 73 W00DSB0RO. MARYLAND

*WV11V I VklflV To be Set to Music
~k Submit one or more of your best poems for free
.examination. Any subject. Send poem, PHONOGRAPH

SONG POEMS WANTED

RECORDS MADE.
five star music masters

605 Beacon Bldg.,

Boston 8, Mass.

KSS LONGER

HAIR?
Then TRY THIS PROVEN
EASY SYSTEM on YOUR
HAIR... 7 DAYS
Just try this System on your hair

' 7 days and see if you are really
enjoying the pleasure of attrac-
tive hair that can very often cap-
ture love and romance for you.

HAIR MAY GET LONGER
HELPS PREVENT Brittle Ends Breaking Off
When SCALP and HAIR conditions are normal and
dry, brittle, breaking-off hair can be retarded, it has
a chance to get longer and much more beautiful. Make easy
7 day TEST! The Juelene System is not a hair restorative.

SEND NO MONEY!—Fully Guaranteed
Jost try the JUELENE SYSTEM for 7 days. Then let your
mirror PROVE the thrilling results. JUELENE comes in 2
forms Pomade Liquid. C. O. D. $1 .00 plus Government
charges. Fully guaranteed. Money back if not delighted. At
drug and dept. stores or by mail if your druggist cannot
supply you at this time. Orders mailed same day received.

JUEL CO., 4727 N. Damen, Dept. T -602 Chicago 25, III.

WHEN it comes to exciting colors to

wear with pretty summer pastels,

you will find Chen Yu right in the

middle of the excitement with a true

comp'.ement for your wardrobe. This time

it is a new color exotically entitled, Coral

Fan. The new shade is sort of a sun-

tinted pink that will look wonderful with

tanned hands and complexions. Matched,

too, for they have put out the new shade

in lipstick and nail lacquer. Here's a

good idea for a graduation gift or shower

present, for it comes in a fan-shaped box
that makes handy gifting. If you would
rather buy them separately for yourself

you may do that, too, although the price

is the same. Nail lacquer sells for sixty

cents and the large lipstick is a dollar,

plus federal tax.

Then, too, in the month of June, Dad
has his day and buying for him is usually

a problem. For him and for male grad-

uates, too, you'll get real pleasure out of

giving this good-looking Seaforth set.

Men love the containers because they are

made of a material, Duralite, which is

unbreakable and flexible. The set itself is

for a real he-man, for it contains shaving

lotion, talc and hairdressing in a simulat-

ed alligator case. The case comes in ma-
roon, brown, or forest green and because

of its compactness, it is quite a boon to

traveling. Just because of this fact, Sea-

forth calls its new set the Seaforth Trav-

eler and you'll be able to buy it at most
drug and department stores for the mod-
erate price of $3.75, plus federal tax.

Think about it, men are going in for nice

toiletry items these days.

Sun enthusiasts will go for Tartan, Mc-
Kesson and Robbins' superb suntan lo-

tion that is said to stop burning and yet

permit an even tan. Just spread the non-

colored lotion on before and during ex-

posure. Glory of it is that it won't stain

your clothing and has a refreshing odor.

The new lotion has been tested in winter

and summer resorts with wonderful re-

sults. Could be the answer to your sunning

problems and for fifty-nine cents, the cost

of a 4-ounce bottle, you could wind up
with a beautiful bronze color this summer.

Chen Yu introduces Coral Fan, be-

low, a sun-tinted pink for summer
wear. Father's Day suggestion is

Seaforth's Traveler leatherette case.

GUIDE TO

Tartan is a new suntan lotion

that's a boon to the sun lover.
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You Might as Well

Have Fun!

Continued from page 37

her; she long ago learned, to camera
perfection, to do her own hair, uses no
makeup and the part was drama, not

dress. "Other conditions," she recalled,

"filled one's mind. My maid, the gray-

haired wife of a former college profes-

sor, saw me coming into the hotel

room with soap and a few necessities.

She asked, in wonder, 'Are you giving a

party?' I said, 'No, just getting a few

needs for some friends.' " Regulations

forbade ordering food for the woman;
Merle ate in the room, to share. A spe-

cial dispensation from the Commandant,
authorizing one food present, brought a

truly human request: "Why mother is

very old. What she thinks of most, of

the lost things, is the coffee she used to

love so much. Could you get me a

little?" Other oddities stayed in mem-
ory, from the midst of misery. Cigarettes

cost 90 marks a pack. The salary of the

maid's college professor husband—if the

Nazis hadn't kicked him out years be-

fore—would have been, per month, 300.

And the entire cast carried pencils to

lend autograph hunters. Berlin had
none!

"Throughout Europe," Merle said, "I

admired most the young people, in the

places of dreariest need. They have
kept their spirit; they do what they can

—and need help. They've met the hard-

est test—to keep on trying, and hoping,

when hope seems silly. They would
meet opportunity."

Merle's vivid face took on an expres-

sion as though she were hoping—for

many people. "You can never hate the

young, of any country, if you see them.

Every thoughtful person I talked with

agreed—the great hope is to stop hating.

Why let them grow up to follow false

leadership, to hate us? Why put our own
hate into the world—a false leaven?"

She answered a question. "Yes, that ap-

plies to the Russians, too. No one claims

to know what they will do, but the an-

swer everywhere is to win understanding,

and give it. We must reach the young
people!"

The actress' own youth starred dash,

determination and hard work. Shortly

after her mother invested in the auto-

mobile factory that didn't exist, an uncle

took the child for a visit to London.
Needing to go on, for other business, he
left Merle at the steamship dock with

a voucher for her return trip ticket. She
knew she could never work in India

—

Army caste (her father had been a

Colonel) forbade that. Dash? She
cashed the return-ticket voucher- for

eighty dollars, bought a fur coat with

forty of it. Determination? She lived

three months, job-hunting, on the re-

maining forty.

Hard work? She did two years of bit

parts in movies, after a first job as an
afternoon hostess in a smart London
cafe. Twelve dollars and a half a week
—that—and a meal a day. Just seven-

teen years old! The meal would have
hired her.

Are you letting your daughter

Every Bride Should Know These Intimate Physical Facts . • .

Before a girl marries she should be fully

aware how necessary douching often is

to intimate feminine cleanliness, health,

marriage happiness, to combat odor and
after menstrual periods. In fact, the

question today is not whether to douche,

but rather what to put in the douche.

Here's Scientific Truth You Can Trust:

Scientists tested every generally known
antiseptic-germicide they could find

on sale for the douche. And no other
type liquid antiseptic-germicide tested

proved so powerful yet so safe to

tissues. This zonite principle was de-

veloped by a world-famous Surgeon and
an eminent Chemist. What better rec-

ommendation could you desire?

Cautions Against Weak

or Dangerous Products

Pity the old-fashioned woman who, from

ignorant advice of friends, still uses salt,

soda or vinegar for the douche. Foolish

woman! Doesn't she realize these 'kitch-

en makeshifts' are not germicides in

the douche? They never in this world

can give the great germicidal action of

zonite with its marvelous deodorizing

properties.

Yet zonite is so inexpensive, any
woman should be able to afford its

wonderful benefits.

A Modern Miracle

zonite positively contains no phenol,

no mercury—no harsh acids—over-

strong solutions of which may damage
tissues and in time even impair func-

tional activity of mucous glands.

You can use zonite as directed as

often as needed without the slightest risk

of injury. It's absolutely non-irritating,

non-burning, non-poisonous.

zonite actually destroys and removes

odor-causing, clinging waste substances.

Helps guard against infection. It im-

mediately kills every germ it touches.

You know it's not always possible to

contact all the germs in the tract. But

you can be sure zonite does kill every

reachable germ and keeps them from
multiplying. Scientific douching direc-

tions with every bottle.

Zom'te /
FOR NEWER

feminine Ziuaiene/ Name

<*S > Address.

\ City

FREE! NEW!
For amazing enlightening new
Booklet containing frank discussion

of intimate physical facts, recently
published— mail this coupon to

( Zonite Products, Dept. SS-68, 370
S Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

State-
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How to tell the

different finer

silverpiate

Look for these

The two blocks of

sterling inlaid at back

of bowls and handles

of most used spoons

and forks. They make
this silverpiate stay

lovelier longer. Fifty-

two piece set $68.50

with chest. (No Fed-

eralTax.) Allpatterns

made in the U. S. A.

HOLMES &EDWARDS

STERLING INLAID

SiiVERPLATE

Copyright 1948. The International Silver Co., Holmes & Edwards Division.

Menden. Conn. Sold in Canada by: The I. Eaton Co., Ltd. °Reg.U.S.Pat.Oft

THRILLING REPLICAS or GENUINE

500
00
DidMONO RINGS

Gorgeous Full Karat
Solitaire and wedding
ring, both sparkling
with Dazzling Replica
Diamonds in 1/20 14
KT YELLOW GOLD.
Unequalled values. Sent
Dn approval. Sendnomone
Order Solitaire, Wedding Ring or

set. On arrival deposit SI.95 for

1 ring or $2.95 for set, plus 2(Wo
Fed. Tax and C.O.D. postage.
Money back If not delighted.
Save money. Cash orders Sent
prepaid. Order Nowl

HAPPINESS GUILD,
Dept. 5

3807 Benefit St., Baltimore 24,Md.

FREE! 25 Beauty
Secrets Used by
Movie Stars and
Famous Models en-
closed with order.

SONGWRITERS
[Send your songs or poems today. Music

written for your words without charge.

Records, copies, copyright furnished. We
have helped many new writers find their

first success. Let us try to help you.

HOLLYWOOD TUNESMITHS
11537 No. Vine St..0ept M-3(, Hollywood 28, Cal.

ADVANCE
ROYALTY

AMBROSIA
The Liquid Facial Cleanser

Removes Dirt . . . Leaves No Grease in Pores.

At Department, Drug and Ten Cent Stores.

Women Are What They Wear

Continued from page 41

"To the women suddenly victimized

by the necessity to drop hems, pad hips,

de-pad shoulders and tighten waistlines,

I would say, 'Beware of exaggeration.

Easy does it. Drop your hemline first.

Get used to that. When you are used to

it, the bustle, and so on. Because if you,
exaggerate suddenly, you are apt to be
self-conscious. Furthermore the New
Look, so-called, is like any other 'look'

or trend of fashion—it depends entirely

on the individual. A star with whom I

have worked has, for instance, ugly feet.

Strangely enough, she should wear short

skirts

—

long skirts point the feet. These
personal considerations are much more
important than Fashion. Or, most em-
phatically, they should be."

You damn, and there is no milder
word for it, the square shoulder pads.

You say, "Since I do not believe there is

anything validly new about the New
Look, I do not repel it at all. On the
contrary since, with shoulder pads go-

ing, which is the one novelty in the New
Look, I am its partisan. I am glad to see

the square Hollywood pads going, as

they are. Shoulder pads have nothing
whatsoever to do with the female figure.

Something borrowed from a footballer,

isn't it so? And very unesthetic since

they shorten the line, the lovely line, and
the longer the lovelier, of a woman's
neck. To argue that, if shoulder pads
make the neck line shorter, they also

make the hips look smaller is something
you must take up," you laughed and
said, "with Joan Crawford.

"Designing is not, you see, a mere
matter of a bow here, a bow there.

Much more serious than that," you add-
ed, seriously, "much more serious. A
very good designer should know, not only

the measurements and the physical type
of the woman for whom he is designing,

but her character as well. Paulette and
I, for instance—not having met until we
started work on 'An Ideal Husband,' had
tete-a-tetes, many of them, and they
were the blue-prints for the gowns Paul-
ette wears in the picture.

"For 'An Ideal Husband' I designed,

in all, about 140 costumes, which in-

cluded gowns for guests in the ballroom
as well as those for the name players.

Of the hundred or more girls sent to

me, I selected about forty and soon had
added forty friends to my list of famil-

iars. As a result when Sir Alex Korda,
who produced the picture, said, 'Give me
a little group' for this or that special

sequence, I was able to select for him
women who had some histrionic ability.

"Dressing the character, dressing the

personality is," you said, summing up,

"all a part of the art of living—and each
and every style, or mode, or Look, or

fashion, call it what you will, just a dif-

ferent way, I repeat, of starting The
Chase!"

Goddess with a Grin

Continued from page 21

get humored a little by her studio maid
with a second breakfast of toast and cof-

fee, then she's turned over to the Make-
up Department for a rather thorough
coating of panchro—not only does the

famous face get a working over but also

the equally famous gams come in for

their share of touching up—up to and
slightly above the knees. Thus far, the

time consumed in Rita's day would be

equivalent to the amount spent in lis-

tening to twelve fifteen-minute soap

operas. And she hasn't even started

working yet! The best thing that can

be said about this three-hour prelude to

work is that at least she's been sitting

down.
"The Loves of Carmen," Rita's cur-

rent picture, is the realization of a life-

long dream. "With Ingrid Bergman it

was Joan of Arc, but with me it's al-

ways been Carmen, ever since I was
big enough to know about the Spanish

fpmme fatale," says Rita, with a look of

satisfaction that comes only from the

fulfilment of a long-cherished ambition

Originally it was planned to film all

the outdoor scenes in the ruggedly

beautiful terrain around Lone Pine,

California. October was the month
which usually was most ideal for out-

door locations. The company just got

nicely settled at the Lone Pine Inn
when the weather turned cold.

"These long Gypsy skirts," Rita said,

"came in very handy to hide the long
underwear I wore." But unfortunately,
the longies didn't have sleeves and on
account of Carmen's off-shoulder peasant
blouses much of the Hayworth chest was
exposed to the elements, thereby giv-

ing the Lone Pine Hospital one of its

most glamorous patients. When Rita's
case of bronchitis was more or less

cured, the weather turned even colder
and snow came down in big beautiful
hunks. It would have been fine for

skiing, but they weren't up there for

winter sports, so they turned around
and came back to' the studio, built some
fine, rugged and realistic rocks on a
sound stage, and the show went on.

There was some compensation—Rita
was able to shed her long underwear.

And she could go home nights

—

around 8:30 p.m. she could. At the

end of an eight or nine hour day on the

set she does a two-hour or so stretch in

the projection room watching the rushes

from the previous day's work. Besides

being the star of the picture, Rita is

also financially interested. This is the

first picture under her own Beckworth
Productions banner and, obviously, she

is eager to know how si j's doing.

Usually home by nine at night, she's

had a sixteen-hour day, which should

be enough to put her in the "Poor Kid"
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class. She doesn't, however, solicit or

want any sympathy. The plain and
whole truth is that la Hayworth loves

show business, lives it, breathes it, and
talks it almost to the exclusion of

everything else. Having been a per-
former since she was three years old,

it's quite understandable that she
knows more about her trade than she
does any other subject. Rita may not
be able to multiply 93724 by 123% in

her head but she sure as heck can tell

how much they love her in St. Joe by
the box office figures. She knows, too,

that it's a lot better deal to have her
own producing company and half the
net profits plus a salary of 8248,000 a
year than it is to have just a salary.

Under her corporate setup, Uncle Sam
doesn't get his hot hands on as much of

her yearly take as he would from Rita
Hayworth unincorporated.
Her corporation contracts, if dropped

from a height of a few feet, could kill

a man, they're that heavy. For practi-

cal purposes. Rita has had this huge
mass of legal language reduced to a
few thousand small words in a pocket-
size digest. Whenever anybody wants
her to do anything, she thumbs through
her little book to see if she can. "So
far," she says, "it always comes out no.

I'm hoping just once it will learn to say
yes. I could have had a motorcycle if

it hadn't been for a non-endorsement
clause in the contract." Somehow, the
picture of Rita on a motorcycle is too
fantastic and. aside from that, the
verboten clauses permit just a spot of

so-called laziness in her busy life.

With the rushes over, a good part of

Rita's evening has vanished and there
isn't much left to do but head for home,
take another shower, get into robe and
p.j.'s, and polish off a good hearty steak,

potatoes, salad, three glasses of milk and
a hunk of pie. Then, with the dismal
prospect of getting up at dawn, she
usually turns in and promptly falls

asleep.

Most of Rita's evenings, when she's
working, are spent in this fashion, pret-
ty disheartening news for the wolves
and eligible males of the town. Matter
of fact, there are many evenings when
the frabjous Hayworth sits home and
wishes to heck someone would call her
for a date. However, when you get to be
a legend, which Rita most certainly is, a
guy doesn't casually call up and say to
her "Hi, girl, how about the Alocambo
tomorrow night?" The guy figures that
she's probably dated up for weeks in

advance or maybe he gets hit by an un-
usual streak of modesty and feels that
she'd think he had a nerve to call her.
Oh, sure, you hear her name linked

with some very attractive males—Mi-
chael Grahame, the young British flyer
who followed her to Lone Pine and tag-
ged after her until he went to India:
the Persian Prince Pahlevi, Steve Crane—lots of others. But they're just charm-
ing escorts for an evening of dancing.
When Petey Lawford finally met her at
a party she gave him what-for because
he announced over a national broadcast
that he was dying to meet her. "Why
didn't you just call me at the studio
and ask me for a date?" Rita scolded.
She has occasional fun with Petey but

|
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finest Rubber

thinks he's much too young for her,

likes more mature men.
And the real payoff is that she still

cherishes a fond feeling for her ex, Or-

son Welles. She has a tigerishly pro-

tective feeling for him and anyone who
is so rash as to make unkind remarks

about him feels the sting of her hard-

to-arouse temper. One of the few visit-

ors to her set that she's genuinely wel-

comed was a friend who'd recently re-

turned from Italy and had seen Mr. W.
Quite sensitive and uncommunicative

about her private life, Rita has any
amount of talent for amiably fending

off questions that get too close to sub-

jects she'd really rather not discuss.

It's quite the opposite, though, when
people get nosey about show biz. She

has a healthy and understandable in-

terest in yakking about her production

company. Usually she has trouble keep-

ing her weight up, the lucky gal. For-

seeing this,, she said, "I gained eight

pounds before we started 'Carmen,'

guzzling chocolate malteds, having

double scoops of ice cream on double

pieces of pie." Rita gets quite a charge

out of the wide-eyed wonder and green

envy of dieting people who watch her

put away this high-caloried chow. It's

all for the good of the production, she

tells herself, while forcing down a cou-

ple of pastries with her afternoon tea.

Before the actual shooting started on

"The Loves of Carmen," Rita put in a

lot of time testing with all the featured

and bit players in the picture. Ordinar-

ily a stand-in would take over this

rather tiresome chore but Rita felt 'she

owed it to Beckworth Productions to

give it the personal touch.

"When the picture started I was real-

ly jittery, thinking of all the responsi-

bility of being more or less my own
boss," she admitted. "But in the second

week I got back in the groove and
haven't worried since. I'll save up all

the worrying time for after the picture

finishes shooting, when my troubles will

really begin." Meaning the editing,

musical scoring, and the other heavy
chores which give a producer night-

mares and king-size headaches.

She's very excited about "Carmen."
"She isn't the conventional operatic

Carmen, you know. Only the beginning

and the end have any similarity to

Bizet's opera. The rest is entirely new
—story, music, and dances. The danc-

ing is terribly exciting, all Flamenco

—

the sexiest dancing you've ever seen!

We're all Moorish Gypsies and the

music is savage and wild. It's nothing

like rhumba or samba, but it's terribly

expressive and uninhibited. And we all

die at the end, but it isn't depressing

—

you just feel that we all get what's

coming to us!"

Rita has a rough and tumble, hair-

pulling fight with another girl, Hungar-

ian actress Veronika Pataky. They roll

around on the ground and the effect is

very cheese-cakey. Glenn Ford, who is

one of the many loves of Carmen, and
Victor Jory, who plays her husband,

have a spectacular knife fight. There is

no place for sissies in this opus.

Most of Carmen's clothes were im-

ported from Spain. The fabrics for the

new-look woolen skirts she wears were

woven there, her foot-last was sent to

Madrid and a studio representative

contracted some authentic Gypsies to

make her sandals. Of course, Jean

Louis the studio designer had them
prettied up with bangles, sequins, and
such, Technicolor being what it is—and
Rita being who she is. While the clothes

are exceedingly colorful, they aren't es-

pecially "Hollywood." Rather, they

have an extremely authentic look about

them, from the rough woolens to the

coarse peasant blouses, glass beads, pen-

dant earrings, the tattered paisley shawl,

and the long dark cloak she wears in the

mountain sequences.

Rita's hair is long and back to the

famous Hayworth strawberry hue. It

took a surprisingly short time to grow

out from the short blonde locks she

wears in "Lady from Shanghai." During

the filming of that picture her hair was
cut every three days and the part

bleached every day. Being a lazy gal,

Rita prefers her hair long and red.

Charles Vidor, her director (who once

was fuedin' and fussin' with Rita's boss,

Harry Cohn) gets along with Rita and
knows how to get the most out of her.

He'll shoot a scene over and over, from

every angle. Which should make Rita

worry, since the picture costs $5600 an

hour. But she takes his direction time

after time until he's satisfied. Once in a

great while Rita's normally placid dis-

position suffers and she gets mad as a

wet cat, but instead of exploding into a

temperamental tantrum she'll stand with

tears in her eyes until she calms down
and then goes back to work as though
nothing had happened. Mr. Vidor direct-

ed her and Glenn in the extremely suc-

cessful "Gilda," which made Rita out to

be a pretty bad but fascinatin' gal. "Gil-

Eleanor Parker, above, and Alexis Smith,

below, share love scenes with Gig Young in

"A Woman in White." Lucky Young guy!
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da," Rita scoffs, "was a sissy compared

to Carmen. This is the baddest I've ever

been on the screen." She seems quite

happy over it, too. Who would mind
with the attractive Glenn Ford right in

there pitching!

This rugged schedule doesn't give Rita

much time with her three-year-old daugh-

ter Rebecca. The little girl has a fixed

routine during the week, but on Sundays

the two have fun together. The most fun

they have is dancing. Rebecca, quite on

her own, began imitating her famous

mother, lifting her sub-junior miss skirts,

twirling around, and collapsing in a

laughing heap on the floor. Rita's father

beams with pride at his young grand-

daughter, is sure she'll carry on the Can-

sino tradition, and has already made her

a special pair of tiny castanets.

As a part of her birthday treat, Re-

bacca got to come on the "Carmen" set

and stood enthralled at the gay, cos-

tumed dancers going through their wild

Flamenco routines. Of course, she doesn't

know a movie set from a load of hay, but

the movement and color caught her eye

and held her rapturously spellbound.

While Rita doesn't specially want her

to be an actress, it seems highly improb-

able that she'll be anything else. When
the Cansino clan gathers at Rita's small

home for holiday dinners they never talk

anything but acting and show business,

getting so excited arguing about which

dancer is better than another one that

they often lapse into Spanish. Rebecca
probably won't hear much of anything

else in her life, especially since her father

does a little acting now and then himself.

Rita figures she'll have about four

months off after "Carmen," since she is

only supposed to make two pictures a

year. She's already eyeing maps and plot-

ting another trip to Europe. She'll prob-

ably go back to Paris to pick up some
high-fashion models. On her last visit she

left New York with her precious clothes

a studio representative checked one of

her bags, containing four of her gowns
worth $6,000, put a $50 valuation on it.

That's the bag that got lost. She's never

seen it since. And the unfortunate studio

rep caught you-know-what from Rita.

Spain is another place she wants to visit

on her next European junket because the

Cansinos came from Spain, and her aged

grandfather recently returned to his na-

tive Seville.

But the trip is just wishful thinking on

Rita's part. For a while anyway. In the

meanwhile, she adheres to her rugged

schedule and has a rare night out. She
checked her script over, in the hope that

she'd find a day or two when she

wouldn't be needed (she's in every scene

but one) . She found a place, all right. It

was in the knife fight scene between
Glenn and Victor Jory.

"I was happily talking about how nice

it would be in Palm Springs for a couple

of days," she said, curling up little-girl

fashion on her dressing room couch,

"when Charles Vidor disenchanted me by
saying he was hoarding those two clays

for rehearsal of my last dance in the pic-

ture. Oh, well," she said, yawning sleep-

ily. She's a very lazy gal, as anyone can

plainly see.
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looked straight into the cynical, icy blue
eyes. "I'm sorry you can't stay any
longer."

"Yes, it is too bad," Karanova smiled
mockingly as she went to the door. "Your
wife should never be lonely here. She
makes friends quickly. Goodbye."

There was a strained silence as the
door closed, and Anna looked at him
bleakly. "Igor, you were very rude.
Why?"
"That blonde witch is one of the secret

police," he said. "We are forbidden to
make friends with the Canadians. You
know that."

"That's what I can't understand,"
Anna sighed. "They are our allies. And
they are so friendly."

"We do not ask why, Anna," he said.

"We obey. And we must be careful."

Anna's eyes looked so different with all

the warm happiness drained out of them.
"I am old at being careful," she said
wearily. "It will be nothing new."

It was a month after that the telephone
rang in the middle of the night and Tri-

gorin's voice came over the wire order-
ing him to report at the Embassy at

once. Anna's eyes watching him as he
hurriedly dressed were wide with fear

and the echo of it was in his own heart,

knowing what a summons like that could
mean. But when he arrived he saw that
it was just an urgent message that had to

be coded and sent off immediately.

Igor couldn't understand what it was
all about as he began working on it,

something about a new plant being under
construction in Canada, a plant that
would produce uranium to be used for

filling bombs. It didn't seem nearly as

important then as the news Vinikov told

him as he was about to leave.

"A message came for you about an
hour ago but I had orders not to disturb

you. Your wife has given birth to a boy
in St. Vincent's Hosptial."

He was so happy he was bursting with
the wonder of it seeing his son for the
first time. But Anna's eyes looked tired

and withdrawn. "Igor," she said unex-
pectedly. "When must we go back to

Russia?"
"Not for another year at least, perhaps

longer. Why?"
"It is nothing," she said. "Nothing."

Suddenly her voice trembled as if she
were about to cry. "Sometimes a woman
has crazy thoughts, that's all. Impos-
sible thoughts like raising her children

where—they'll not be— Forgive me.
Igor," she whispered. "A first child is not
easy."

"I know, Anna," he said gently. "I
know."

' It troubled him seeing her unhappiness
still there as the months went by. But
there was so much happening at the
Embassy there was not time to think too
much even about Anna. There was a new
name one day on the list he sent to

Moscow, the code name Alec, which had
been given to a famous scientist. And
after that strange words began figuring

in the messages, words like plutonium
and chain reaction and nuclear energy

and deutron. Then shortly after Ger-
many collapsed, the scientist was able to

provide ten pages of detailed information
on a new type of bomb. But it wasn't
until almost two years later that Igor
knew the real importance of the messages
he had been coding. For only then,
listening to the Embassy radio as Presi-

dent Truman announced that a single

bomb had destroyed Hiroshima, did he
realize that all those messages had added
up to the incredible existence of the
Atomic Bomb.
He had been working late as he had

had to do so often in those hectic days,
and he was amazed not to find Anna
there when he reached the apartment.
Then suddenly the door opened and she
came in carrying Andrei, who was
dressed only in his pajamas.

"Mrs. Foster called me in to hear
President Truman," she said breathlessly.

"Wasn't it exciting, this new bomb and
everything? Igor, do you think it will end
the war? Oh, wouldn't it be wonderful
if—"

It was his fear for her that made him
suddenly so cold. "How many times
must I tell you we have been instructed
not to fraternize?" he demanded. And
then as she began protesting, he shook
his head. "We must do as we are told.

Otherwise
—

"

"Otherwise what?" Anna said defiant-

ly. "The salt mines, the slave camp? All

my life it's been that way. Don't do
this, don't do that, with a threat behind
every order! People here don't live that
way."

"Anna," he said sternly, "these people,

this easy living have poisoned your mind.
You know as well as I do this way of

life is like a white tooth all rotten inside,

rotten like all plutocratic democracy is

rotten."

For the first time he saw scorn for

him in her eyes. "Spoken like a true
Communist!" she said bitterly.

He couldn't believe it was Anna, his

Anna, speaking like this, and his words
lashed out at her. "You will never again
even think a counter-revolutionary
thought!"

"And if I do," she asked, the scorn
deepening in her eyes, "will you report
me to the secret police?"

"Anna!" he said desperately. "Anna!"
But though she clung to him as he took
her in his arms, it wasn't the way it

usually was.

He felt that same withdrawal in her
that day when the Japanese surrender
had been announced and they sat in the
basement at the Embassy listening as

Ranev spoke.

"There must be no misconception
about our relations with our former
capitalist allies," Ranev said flatly. "Our
interests can never coincide. The class

struggle will continue until capitalism is

completely destroyed. Therefore, you
will as always remain vigilant',* suspicious

and aloof. That will be all."

Anna didn't say anything until they
returned home. Then, going into the
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bedroom, she sat down on one of the

beds, staring at the child sleeping in his

crib. "Poor little fellow," she said sadly.

''It would be a pity for him to grow up
thinking the world is his enemy. I was
sick inside myself listening to Ranev.
These people aren't our enemies. They're
our friends. It is we who are acting like

enemies."

"No more, Anna!" He found himself

shouting. "I will not listen!"

But it wasn't only Anna who had
suddenly lost her course. Kulin too had
begun to doubt. Igor knew that the day
in the Embassy when Kulin suddenly
sprang to his feet as Trigorin talked

about the bomb. He was drunk, as Kulin
usually was, but that didn't really ex-

plain his fury. "One little bomb." he said

in an anguished voice, ''and it makes a
desert on which nothing can live. What
more need you know about it?"

"Sit down," Trigorin commanded.
"You are a fool, Kulin!"
The other's wild laughter came as he

seized Igor, pulling him over toward him.
"Gouzenko, do you think I'm a fool?"

he demanded. "Look at me, consider me
carefully. I have blood on both hands
and I sleep with dead faces on my eye-
balls because of the things I have been
forced to do. I am called a sadist. But
what of governments that pile dead on
dead and justify murder as a means to

an end? What name do you give them?
You, you simple soul

—

you answer me!"
Igor shrank from him, afraid even to

talk as Trigorin's fist banged down on his

desk. "Don't force me to send you back
to Russia!" he shouted.

Kulin's wild laughter came even louder
than before. "Why should that threat
have such an ominous sound?" he de-

manded hysterically. "Like the ring of

mourning bells or the executioners' vol-

ley? Why? But it's just as well. My
father was one of the great heroes of the
revolution. Today he pays for living by
saying what he is told to say. But I
can't stomach it any more. And now I
won't have to. An efficient firing squad
will solve all my problems. It," he looked
down at his empty glass and threw it

to the floor, "it takes too long to drink

one's self to death. Too long!"

The wave of nausea that had come
with the sudden outbreak was still there

when Igor went home. "They're sending
Kulin home, Anna," he said abruptly.
"He has been drinking too much. It's a
bad thing, Anna, when a man has to

drink too much to forget not only his

contempt for himself but for his father.

That's a terrible thing for a father to do
to his son. I mustn't do that to Andrei.
I must think now for him, too, of the

kind of world I want him to grow up in,

because some day I must answer to him
and I don't want to be ashamed. Anna,"
he said suddenly, "we will not go back to

Russia!"

But that wasn't his only decision.

There was still another he must make,
and the next evening when he was work-
ing late and called Anna as he always
did. and she told him as casually as she

could that Karanova was there, the issue

was decided for him. For the blonde
girl's presence there could mean only that

they were being watched and that there

was no longer time to waste in deliberat-
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ing with himself. But as he took all

those documents from the safe, carefully

concealing them on his body, the cables

to and from Moscow, the reports on high

explosives and radar and the atomic
bomb, the whole story of what had been
happening, he suddenly felt at peace with

himself for the first time in months.

It was a dangerous thing he was doing,

not only for himself, but for Anna and
the boy. Yet Anna did not flinch either

when he told her what he must do. They
talked until morning, when the Canadian
Government offices would be open, and
then they dressed Andrei and left.

The race with time began, for at noon
Igor would be due back at the Embassy.
But the secretary to the Minister of

Justice did not realize that as he told

them they could not see the Minister

without an appointment. It was the

same at every office where they stopped,

people looking politely dubious when he
said it was a secret matter he had to

speak about, one that involved the sec-

urity of Canada. Even at the end when
he went to a newspaper office and held

the documents out to the editor, the man
refused to believe him.

There was nothing to do then but to

go and get their belongings, hoping there

would still be time to get away before

the Embassy discovered the documents
were missing. But even that forlorn hope
went when they saw the men watching
from across the street.

"Here," Igor said giving Anna the

papers. "You and Andrei go to Mrs.
Foster and wait for me. If anything hap-

pens to me, turn these papers over tc

the police. They will have to believe

then. Please," he said as she protested

"It is for you and Andrei I am doing

this. Don't make it worthless."

He had barely managed to persuade
her before Ranev and Trigorin arrived

He was amazed himself at how calm he

felt now that the moment had actualb

come, as he parried their furious ques

tions, as he watched them tearing the

place apart in their desperation to regair

the proof of their guilt.

"You have a father," Ranev said sud-

denly. "You have a mother, a sister and
a brother. Your wife has a mother and
father and two sisters, all living in Rus-

sia. You didn't think of them, did you?"
There was that agony then, realizing

what would happen to all those loved

ones. But before he could answer there

was a hard knock on the door, and as

Igor stood there staring it opened and
Anna came in with Mrs. Foster and twc
Canadian police officers.
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"We heard them break in," she said.

"We called the police."

Ranev's grim smile came as he faced

them. "We are from the Soviet Embas-
sy," he said. "This man is one of our

employees and
—

"

"They have come to kill him!" Anna
cried.

As the police looked from one to the

other of them Igor's voice suddenly

broke through the agony that held him.

"Give the documents to the police,

Anna," he said desperately. "These aren't

only papers, officer. They're a death

warrant. When I gave them to you I

sentenced myself, my family, my wife's

family to execution. Take them, and
take my wife and child. If you don't, the

lives of many people will have been

wasted unnecessarily."

"The man is insane!" Ranev shouted

into the silence. "He stole those papers
—

"

"Stole?" The policeman shoved the

documents into his pocket in sudden
decision. "Stolen property must be iden-

tified and claimed at police headquarters.

That's the law!" He turned to Igor and
there was a new respect in his eyes as he

looked at him. "We'll take you, all of

you, in protective custody while the

government looks into this. Come
along."

"Igor," Anna looked as if she were
going to faint now that the danger was
over, "they're going to listen to you!

They're going to listen to you—at last!"

Soon the whole world knew of the

plot and of Igor's part in it. And every-

one knew too of the wholesale arrests

that followed and of the prison terms

given to men and women who plotted

against their own country. They knew
too that Igor and Anna were made
British subjects in a special act granted

by a grateful government. They have
not lost faith in the future. For in their

hearts they know that the ultimate sec-

urity of any human being lies only in

the survival of the truths inherent in

the democratic way of life.

How Young Con You Get?

Continued from page 39

and over and over because it is my favor-

ite of all the pictures I have ever seen."

Cathy, who isn't Irish, says she feels

Irish now, She says she feels the Ann
Steely she used to be "is now my secret

self."

In Siluria, Cathy's father was the vil-

lage schoolmaster. He also managed the

tiny local movie theater. "From the time

my brother and I were babies," Cathy

says, "we went first to the movies, and

then to church, or the other way around,

with my mother."

Cathy says she is the "last person" to

be an actress. When Mr. Goldwyn gave

her her contract, he took, she says, a

little girl who had done almost nothing.

"I was so shy, I couldn't even talk," she

says. "I talked in a high whisper you
couldn't hear, and with a Southern ac-

cent you couldn't understand. When Mr.
Goldwyn interviewed me and asked what

I could do, I started to do a scene from

'Romeo and Juliet,' of all things, for him.

After I'd said about three sentences, he

stopped me. 'It's terrible,' he said. He
couldn't understand a word I said. Then
he said that I needed a lot of training

but that he could use a girl like me. I

wasn't surprised," Cathy added, laugh-

ing. "It had to happen," she said, "I

knew it had to happen, had always

known it—so it just did.

"I really knew that I was going to be

an actress. I never doubted a single

doubt. It was like two parallel lines,"

Cathy said, drawing two straight parallel

lines with her finger nail on the smooth
damask of the luncheon table at the

Hotel Plaza in New York, "two widely

separated parallel lines. Here was one,"

she pointed, "there was the other. How
I was to get from one line to the other, I

didn't know except that I would get

there.

"I pestered my little brother to death,"

Cathy says, "being an actress all over the

place. I was always acling out stories of

Queens for him. I went through a period

of imitating Bette Davis. I followed him
around and read poetry to him. I was
Cathy in 'Wuthering Heights' for days

at a time, and he hated it. 'Why do you
go around living in a dream,' he once

asked me, 'why don't you live in the

world?'
"

When Cathy was seven, the depression

hit the South. A body-blow. The schools

closed. Cathy's father couldn't get a job

as a teacher. Things were scarce at home,
and scary. Cathy's parents divorced.

Cathy went to live with Aunt Jetty in

Greensboro; her little brother—and this

hurt—was sent to live with another aunt,

in another town.

In Greensboro, Cathy began writing

poetry. She still writes poetry (and is,

currently, writing a novel). When, for a

year before she began work in "The Best

Years," she toured with the road com-
pany of "Life with Father," she wrote

more letters, with poems enclosed, to

Mr. Goldwyn.

"I wanted to be an actress, mind you,"

Cathy says. "Writing poetry is some-

thing that just happened to me."

When Cathy was twelve, she moved
away from Greensboro. She went to live

with her mother, who had remarried, in

Oklahoma City.

Cathy graduated from Harding Junior

High School in Oklahoma City. She

went, then, for one year to Oklahoma
City University. -

"After one year of college, I went to

business school—I had to—and learned

to write 120 words a minute in Gregg
shorthand and to punch a typewriter at

the speed of 72—and hated it. Then I

went to work as a secretary in a whole-

sale house, and I was miserable. Then
I went to work at the Army Induction

Center, and I was fired. For writing a

poem when I should have been filing

carbons. I knew, when I got the inspira-

tion and went off to the corner drugstore

to write the poem, that I would probably
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be fired. But, at sixteen, you read all

about the poets who suffered for their

art, so I didn't mind.
"And then," Cathy says, in the breath-

less voice of one who has come to the

breathless peak and point of a story,

"and then, / went to Bollywood! My
mother," Cathy explains this turn of

fortune in her favor, "was so sick, by this

time, of hearing how I wanted to be an
actress that she said she would give me
money enough, silly as she thought it, to

last me for three months in Hollywood.
I could stay, my mother said, with her
friend, Dorothy Hipp (Aunt Dorothy,
we called her) in Riverside and from
Riverside could journey to Hollywood
and do, my mother added rather vague-
ly, whatever it was I had in mind to do
there."

Cathy stayed with Aunt Dorothy
Hipp for two days. Then she had a phone
call. The call was from Clarice Town-
send, a girl with whom Cathy had worked
at the Induction Center in Oklahoma
City. Clarice, it appeared, had likewise

come to Hollywood to seek her fortune

and "How's about we team up?" said

Clarice. Within twenty-four hours, in a
furnished room, rent, $40.00 a month,
the girls set up housekeeping together in

Hollywood. After deducting her share of

the rent from her small capital, Cathy
had exactly $90.00 and no cents with

which to finance the career she hadn't

even begun.
"While I was still in Oklahoma City,"

Cathy says, "I had written a letter to

Robert Nathan telling him I wanted to

play the part of Jenny in his story,

'Portrait of Jenny.' Just as 'Song of

Bernadette' belonged to Jennifer Jones,

I said, 'Portrait' belonged to me. Mr.
Nathan answered my letter, too, and
very kindly, but 'Portrait,' it seemed,
didn't belong to me, after all. I'd also

written a letter to Miss Ruth Birch, who
is casting director for Mr. David Selz-

nick, and Miss Birch wrote and asked me
to come to see her, when I arrived in Hol-
lywood. But when I called Miss Birch
and she sounded interested and said to

give her my number and she would call

me back to tell me when she could see

me, / gave her the wrong number. Fate,"

Cathy says, smiling, "saving me for the

best years of my life."

In Schwabs Drugstore, on Sunset Bou-
levard in Hollywood, one late afternoon,

the girls, "sort of in a silly mood," says

Cathy, were having sandwiches and milk-

shakes and the giggles. Diagonally

across from them, sat a young actor

(Westerns) name of Ed Glover. Next
to the young actor sat a young agent,

name of Ben Medford. Said actor Glover
to agent Medford, indicating Cathy, "Girl

over there with a face that would be
wonderful for pictures." Said agent Med-
ford, after one quick inventorying glance,

to actor Glover (to whom, actually, the

credit for discovering Cathy should go)

,

"Right you are."

"I, of course, knew nothing of all this,"

says Cathy, "until a strange man moved
around the counter and sat next to me.
'You in pictures?' he asked me. 'No,' I

said, 'but I'm going to be.' 'Huh, huh,'

he said. Then, 'Got an agent?' 'No,' I

said, T haven't.' 'I'm an agent,' he said.

'My name is Ben Medford. Here is my
card. Here is my identification. I think

you had better sign with me.'

"I wasn't surprised," Cathy, surpris-

ingly, said. "I had heard about Lana
Turner* being discovered in a drugstore.

Besides, it had to happen and so, it just

did happen. I decided it was Fate so, the

next day, I signed with Mr. Medford."
Agent Medford took Cathy, first, to

Preston Sturges. Preston Sturges said he

would make a test of Cathy, and with

his own camera. Cathy says it sounded
interesting, "but sort of indefinite." Agent
Medford took Cathy next, although

against his better judgment since Cathy,
he said, should not sign with a big com-
pany where, being so shy, she would be

lost, to Warner Brothers. Warner Broth-

ers were also "going to" make a test of

Cathy. But for Cathy the sands of time

and funds alike were running low.

"I tried to get Mr. Medford to take

me to see Mr. Goldwyn," Cathy says.

"I had a kind of feeling about it—it was
Mr. Goldwyn, you see, who made 'Wuth-
ering Heights.' Mr. Medford finally con-

sented to show a photograph to Mr.
Mclntyre, who is Mr. Goldwyn 's casting

director. Mr. Mclntyre looked at my
picture and said yes, he would take me
to see Mr. Goldwyn.
"The day I was to see Mr. Goldwyn,

I wore my best blue suit, my best white

blouse, carried a borrowed blue purse and
although I was not frightened of Mr.
Goldwyn when I met him, because he

looked and sounded so kind, I knew this

was the most important moment of my
life so far and all at once, I got terribly
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with
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razor-stubble — you can rinse hair off in
normally 5 minutes flat. New cream with
Lanolin does the trick. Leaves skin smooth-
er, sleeker. Keeps it free from hair a longer
time by removing it closer to the follicle.

Ask today for new Neet Cream Hair Re-
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You may need no
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monthly "difficult
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quick relief and more time for fun. They
relax muscular contraction so often re-

sponsible for headache, cramps and edgy
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For relief from "periodic functional distress"
Packed in three convenient sizes.

FREE — Illustrated booklet of intimate facts
every woman should know. Mailed in plain
wrapper. Write: CHICHESTER CHEMICAL
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shy. I sat down. I had to. On the very
edge of a chair. When he asked me my
name I sort of whispered it. 'You must
not be nervous,' Mr. Goldwyn told me.
He added, 'Teresa Wright was just as
scared as you are the first time I saw
her.' Then he asked me to read a few
lines for him.
"On the 24th of August, he told me

that my contract was all signed, that I
would go on salary as of that day and
that for a year, he was going to see to it

that I had everything I needed to make
me an actress. On the 24th of August,"
Cathy repeated the date adding, "my
money would have lasted until the 30th.
By this narrow margin what had to

happen, did happen."
Now after finishing her fourth movie,

Eagle Lion's "The Mystic," Cathy, in

her bit of Promised Land, "which some
people," she says, "call Hollywood,"
lives alone in her own apartment in the
Sunset Terrace. "With tons of closets

and not enough things," Cathy laughs,

"to put in them."
She is trying to learn to cook, "be-

cause I realize I do too many make-be-
lieve things," Cathy says, coming out of

her tree trunk, "and cooking is, well, real-

istic." One of these days Cathy's "little"

brother, now a student at Oklahoma City
University, and interested in studying
law, will come to Hollywood, Cathy
hopes, and live with her.

Cathy hasn't, as of today (but, per-

haps, tomorrow?) a romance in her life.

When she does meet "him" he will be.

she hopes, "someone very intelligent, an
artist in some way or other, and a very
good one, someone who won't want to

be with too many people all the time,

someone very kind and sensitive and
what he looks like will not matter.

"I want to get married and have a
baby," Cathy says, "even more than

—

well, no, not more than my career—yes,

more—no—well, maybe!"

Hearts attuned, Vic Mature and Dorothy Berry, Pasadena Socialite, say their marriage vows
at Yuma, Arizona, accompanied by Vic's Coast Guard buddy, Byron Evans and his wife.

Cobina's Gossip of Hollywood Parries

Continued from page 29

spends days planning her parties in ad-

vance, the wife of the famous pianist

likes to join in the cooking and the en-
tertaining just to give the feeling of

spontaneity. She will don a cap and
apron and whip up the most heavenly
blintzes and then, after dinner, join in

with the hired entertainers and dance.
The other evening she had us all in a
merry mood, teaching us a Czardas.
Joan Bennett always has perfectly ap-

pointed dinners and intimate parties, but
she can supervise one on the grand scale,

too, as I watched her preside over one
of the most beautiful wedding receptions
I have ever seen—for her daughter,
Diana. Since it was an all-white wed-
ding, Joan carried the all-white motif
through the reception, and placed great
trees of white flowers of every imagin-
able variety throughout the garden where
she received over a thousand guests. The
young couple appeared for just a mo-
ment, however, and after taking one look
at the vast throng, hurried off to a wait-

ing car and sped up to Carmel-By-The-
Sea for their honeymoon.
One hostess I find fascinating is Greer

Garson. She has given her lovely Bel-
Air estate "The New Look" and gave
her friends the "First Look" the other
night. I found those proud parents, Van
and Evie Johnson, discussing the care

and feeding of infants with such well

established parents as the Bob Mitchums
and the Edgar Bergens. Mary Pickford,

Lady Mendl and I were exclaiming over
the magnificent buffet which Bruno of

LaRue's designed, when Hedda Hopper
came up and took one look. "I'm going
to steal one of those pheasants for a
hat," she said. Ginger Rogers turned
around and laughed, "Hedda, on you it

would look good!"
Sir Charles Mendl and the Baroness

d'Erlanger were deep in a discussion

about Versailles, on the outskirts of
Paris, where Lady Mendl is re-opening
her famous chateau. Jack Benny and the
Edward G. Robinsons were busy discuss-
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ing politics, but I refused to be drawn
into the argument and joined Connie

Moore and the Reggie Gardiners in wel-

coming Maggie Sullavan back to town.

It was a wonderful evening.

For sheer lavishness, I don't think any-

thing exceeds the splendor of the parties

that Sonja Henie gives. She likes to en-

tertain out of doors whenever it is pos-

sible and alwaya has large and colorful

tents set up around her beautiful pool,

to provide all kinds of refreshments, such

as a booth for caviar, a booth dispensing

cocktails, another for roast turkey, an-

other for liquers, another for pate de

foie gras, etc.

Mrs. Peter Rathvon's parties—she is

the wife of the president of RKO—are

always exceptional because they so per-

fectly reflect the ease and comfort of

luxurious living in their magnificent home
atop Tower Road. The dining room has

an automatically controlled ceiling which

slides back and permits guests to liter-

ally dine under the stars, weather, per-

mitting. There is also a stunningly ap-

pointed screening lounge where guests

adjourn to see all the latest pictures.

When the film is over, the wall on which
the screen is placed moves up into the

roof and reveals, behind it, a full length

bar with adjoining dance floor and game
room. Don't tell me you can't have fun
with a set-up like that!

In the younger set of very youthful

matrons, I think Jane Withers leads with

the informal parties which always draw
all the young movie crowd. The other

evening Jane and her husband, Bill

Moss, invited me, though I protested

that I was too old for her parties.

"Cobina," said Jane, "anyone who has as

much fun as you do will never be old."

She was so flattering that I accepted and
found that beautiful Marilyn Maxwell,
with the handsome Turhan Bey, the

Jackie Coopers, Diana Lynn and Bob
Neal, and a host of others. Incidentally,

I told Diana that when I had heard she

had flown to Mexico City with Bob,
chaperoned, of course, I was sure that it

was an elopement. Diana laughed and
said she fooled a lot of people. "When
I elope, Cobina, you'll be the first to

know."

No list of lovely and popular Holly-

wood hostesses would be complete with-

out Mrs. Harry Goetz, one of the most
stunning women in the whole colony.

I've known Katie a long time and I've

never known her to give a party that

wasn't a tremendous success. The other
evening she gave a preview of her new
Bel-Air home, which is a truly sumptu-
ous one. Claudette Colbert told me she

thought it one of the most attractive

she had seen. I took several of the guests,

including Connie Moore, Merle Oberon,
Claudette, Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon
on an inspection tour and they all de-

cided on various features which they
want to include in their own homes.

Despite the fact that all of these wom-
en have the facilities for entertaining on
a large scale, the fact remains that none
of them would be so popular if it were
not for their own personal charm, gra-

ciousness and individuality. I count my-
self extremely fortunate to have them as
my friends.

\irfection Blemish
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pimples. Even if other products have
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your system is enriched with vitamin-packed nutri-
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or you get your money back.
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... for dogs. Kills fleas and
lice quick. Keeps fleas off 5-
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DO THEY TALK ABOUT YOU?
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I that has helped thousands
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Your Face Is Your Fortune

Continued from page 16

lute cleanliness. Then, before retiring,

give attention to those areas where wrin-

kles and that taut feeling are most prom-
inent. Eye cream, for instance, is often

forgotten by women with dry skin. It

is different from ordinary cold cream in

that it is especially compounded to

soften the tender skin around the eyes.

It should be applied nightly. A rich

cream should also be applied to the

facial area, and here again particular

emphasis must be placed on the neck
where, for some reason or other, deep
wrinkles usually put in an appearance.

Remove the excess cream with tissues.

I've said it before and I'll probably
say it a million times more, that oily

skin needs plenty of cleansing. First of

all, remove makeup with a light cleansing

cream. Then get rid of every smidgeon
of that cream by using a cleansing lotion

or skin freshener on a piece of cotton.

Keep changing the cotton and applying
new applications and rubbing until the

last piece of cotton shows no evidence of

dirt. Now give soap and water a try,

rubbing lightly. In cases of excessive oil-

iness, sulphur packs and pore tightening

masks are wonderful for closing cleansed

pores and stimulating circulation. This
latter is, of course, not a process to be
employed daily.

If you have a combination oily-dry

skin, take the parts of the above two
paragraphs which apply to you.
Acne is the dire result of blackheads

and oily complexions. The main question
seems to be whether or not to open up
pimples and remove blackheads. I say,

remove them, IF (and that's a big "if")

you feel absolutely certain you know
how and if they come out easily without

bruising and pushing. Secondly, you
must never do it unless you use tissues

and have an antiseptic such as witch

hazel or alcohol to daub on afterward.

You must be gentle, and you must be

thorough. It is a difficult job, and if pos-

sible, let someone who knows more about

it do the job for you—a professional.

During the time that pimples are

being removed you have to expect your
complexion to look its worst. And you
have to keep at it time and time again

before you'll notice any results. Im-
provement is never immediate in bad
cases of acne, often it takes months.

There is no doubt that your diet is

directly related to your complexion. It

is true that, some people eat all the

wrong foods and yet their skins are flaw-

less, but for those of you who have skin

problems, such as acne, fried foods,

starchs, such as potatoes, rice, spaghetti,

etc., are to be avoided. Rich pastries,

sweets, peanuts and all gooey foods

should be eliminated. Better for you
are fresh vegetables, lettuce and fresh

salads, broiled meats and fish, unsweet-
ened juices and plenty of water. Because
your system needs cleaning out as well

as your complexion, try drinking the

juice of a whole lemon in a glass of hot
water before breakfast every morning.
Don't try it for just a week and then
drop the whole idea. It will take a month
or two, maybe longer, before you notice

results. Consistency is all important.

Teen-Agers on Trial!

Continued from page 24

only we young people can really under-

stand, because our elders have forgotten

too quickly the days when they were full

of the same adventurous spirit."

"Well, you brought up the subject of

elders yourself," I said. "So do you think

adults—and I mean the parents—actual-

ly understand teen-agers today?"

"They do

—

if they want to," Jane an-

swered quickly. "I think the whole thing

is a matter of compromise. The parents

must be willing to give in just as they

expect their children to do. They'll use

common sense and be patient. I know my
mother and father are not tyrants with

me. For example, on a few • occasions

when I've been unable to get home from

a date at the set time, they've not be-

come angry. They've understood my ex-

cuse because they believed in me. I

wouldn't want any parent who couldn't

trust me—nor one with whom I couldn't

talk frankly.

"And right there is where I believe

some parents make the life of a teen-ager

anything but easy. I've heard so many
boys and girls say, T wish I had someone,

to talk to.' I've asked them, 'Well, how
about your mother or father?' And it's

been pretty awful to hear them reply,

'Oh, they wouldn't understand.' In such

a case, either the boy or the girl has been

too headstrong and made it impossible

for the parents to be of help, or the par-

ents themselves haven't made enough of

an effort to be close to their children. I've

always talked over everything with my
mother. That ideal situation, of course,

can only come if there has been a feeling

of comradeship established from child-

hood. Certainly no parents who have
pushed their children away from them
during childhood have any right to feel

slighted if they suddenly want their chil-

dren's love and respect later and find

that gone."

Janie and I then went into the subject

of whether or not teen-agers ever stand

off and take stock of themselves and each

others.

"Most teen-agers are too impulsive .to

give much thought to themselves," Janie

commented. "I guess the main reason is

that so few have much ambition. I'm

speaking mainly of boys now. Most of

them have no idea what they want to do

in life. They care more for a date or for

a car they want. Then suddenly they

come face to face with the realization

that they have to make a decision about

what to do in the years that lie ahead.

Comes time for college and they begin
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asking themselves, 'What shall I major

in? Shall I be a doctor, a teacher, an

actor, a lawyer, or a dog-catcher?' They
spend so much time wondering what they

want to do that they often take the

wrong courses in college and wind up
graduating unprepared for anything at

all. Now, I admit that being a teen-ager

can be fun, but I also know it's the form-

ative period in any boy or girl's life and
it shouldn't be thrown away.

"It's apparently this lack of any defi-

nite goal that has made some kids go off

the deep end. Their lack of ambition

makes getting things the easy way seem

very attractive. It also makes them get

into the wrong crowds. After all, if a

boy or a girl knows exactly what he or

she wants to do in his life, there'll be no
chance of getting mixed up with undesir-

able people. And there won't be that

feverish concern, for being part of any so-

called 'choice' clique, either!

"I know that some boys and girls get

involved with the wrong crowds because

they're lonely. I've been lonely, and I

say it's one of the hardest things about

being a teen-ager. Any young person

wants to be liked by others more than

anything else. But that's the danger

point. It makes you too careless about

choosing those with whom to associate.

"I don't think most teen-agers would

call this situation one of loneliness.

They'd class it more as a fear of not be-

ing popular. To be sure they're not left

out of things, they try to get into high

school cliques. In college, they break

their hearts trying to get pledged to a

sorority or fraternity. And that's why I

can't stand anything that puts kids into

the class of being wanted or unwanted.

I think the snobbery of some young peo-

ple toward others is an awful thing. It

adds so much to the rather natural in-

feriority complex so many boys and girls

have. But I have no patience at all for

any young person who gets in a wrong
crowd or clique, who knows it's not right,

and who simply stays in it.

"Speaking of teen-agers' desire to be

popular, perhaps nowhere is this desire

so strong as in the matter of dates. I

know that I've gone through that myself.

There was one boy I had hoped would
ask me to go out. But because I was in

pictures, he didn't think he had any
right to ask for a date. Even when I

told him to phone, he wouldn't. Finally,

my mother asked him to the house on a

Sunday. He later said he couldn't under-

stand why I should want to see him.

"The affairs of the heart are a very

serious thing to most young people. The
girls I've known who have sat home
waiting for a call! After all, they can't

force the boy to ask them for a date

And the boys don't have it any too easy,

either. Most of those I've known have
an awful fear of running out of conver-

sation when with a girl. Always, it's get-

ting that first date that is so hard and
makes so many kids sit home and mope.

"However, I don't believe in going on

a date just to be going out. And I know
some teen-agers who regard a date as

such. I'd rather stay home than go some-

where and be bored. As a result, I only

have about two engagements a week
with boys I've come to know well. A

date may be the biggest problem of a

teen-ager, but it can also be the biggest

waste of time unless some thought is put

behind it."

Janie paused momentarily, and then

asked in a rather worried manner. "Do T

sound awfully old fogeyish? I don't

mean to be. But I do think a teen-

ager's life is pretty complex."

"After all," I replied, "you should

know. Just because you're a star doesn't

take you out of the teen-age class."

"It's just that I don't want to sound
off like a tired old lady who thinks youth

is a thing that belongs only to stupid

people," Jane went on. "After all, young
people have a lot more sense than they're

given credit for. They can even teach

adults something. For one thing, all

progress today comes from the habit

most young people have of never being

satisfied. New inventions are the result

of someone's searching mind. Not that

I mean teen-agers are going around daily

creating new discoveries in science, but
their inquisitive nature is something that

can be developed later into the building

of finer things in life. The only catch is

that no teen-ager can ever accomplish

anything important unless he has some
definite goal in mind, unless he's inter-

ested enough in something to want to

question, to never feel too placid and
content. I know I hope / never become
too contented and satisfied. What fun

would there be in life then?"

I'd been studying Janie as she talked.

I've seen stars go into meaty subjects

with as much interest as though they

wire thinking of whether their maids

would have fish or steak for dinner. But

Janie was sincere and concerned. She

has continued to work at her job and has

lessons each week. There's that desire

within her to improve. But to broaden

her life even more, she has taken up
psychology in order to try to under-

stand people and problems. And she has

adopted a trait foreign to most young
people—the determination to want extra

responsibilities.

It was that last thought that made me
ask her about teen-agers and responsi-

bilities. Were burdens wise or unwise for

growing boys and girls?

"I think every teen-ager should not

only accept responsibilities but should

look for them." Jane said pointedly.

"After all, we have to learn to manage
them sometime if we're to get anywhere;

if we're to hold what we attain. Too
many young people are willing to have

their lives scheduled for them, to let

others take on the burdens. They're

then unable to cope with difficult prob-

lems when they arise."

Jane sighed and then said, "Well, I've

gone on and I wonder if I've really an-

swered the questions? All I can say is

that I still don't think boys and girls

today think about their lives enough to

know whether they have an easy or a

hard time. But I would like to add this

—I'm sick and tired of so many author-

ities making teen-agers out to be fools.

They're not! In fact, most of us are a V
'

more willing to admit our mistakes than

our elders are!"
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Famous Star Knows
Secrets of Captivation

Beautiful Kyle MacDonnell is captivat-

ing New York audiences, in the musical

hit "Make Mine Manhattan".

Her golden hair always looks lovely—

and that's a matter of "captivation", too!

Says Kyle: "I've discovered a wonderful

trick for keeping my hair in place. After

it's combed, I pat a few drops of Nestle

Hairlac wherever ends might fly loose.

The hairlac 'fixes' my hair-do; it stays

in place beautifully all day long."

Keep your own hair looking glamorous

throughout the day. Get Nestle hairlac
today at your favorite drug or dept.

store. 50^ for the beautiful boudoir bottle.

SONG POEM WRITERS
Our Composers Need New Lyrics

We Publish New Song Material

We Have Published For The Writers Of The Out-
standing "Hits": "My Melancholy Baby," "Diane,"
"No, No, Nora," "Be Honest With Me," "Koll
Along Prairie Moon," "Goodbye Little Darlin', Good-
bye," "Lady From 29 Palms."

$50.00 to $1,500.00 Advance Royalty Paid

On All Material Accepted for Immediate
Publication

• RUSH YOUR SONG POEMS TO OUR OFFICE
FOR A NEW AND AMAZING OPPORTUNITY-
OFFER!

• WE HOLD MUSIC CONTRACTS WITH LEAD-
ING ENTERTAINERS IN RADIO — MOTION
PICTURES—AND RECORDING INDUSTRIES.

• THIS OFFER LIMITED— RUSH YOUR
POEMS — LYRICS — VERSE— TODAY!

CAMDON MUSIC CO.
1651 Cosmo St., Dept. M, Hollywood, Calif.

RESINOL01"™""
ACTUAL PHOTOS of the

Favorite WESTERN STARS
Including Sunset Carson,
Gene Autry. Tex Hitter,

"Wild Bill" Elliot, Bob
Steele, BUI "Hopalong"
Boyd and many others.

Action poses, portraits, and
on horseback.

50c
FOR THE COMPLETE

SET OF 64

Free Catalog of lllO's of

Roy Itooer*
stars with llr8t order -

STEWART-CROXTON STUDIOS
Dept. HS-6

6381 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, California
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Fred Robbins Right Off the Record

Continued from page 51

a brace of cuties that're strictly his cup
of tea, partic the Western opus which is

strictly tall in the saddle. (Decca)

COUNT BASIE: Come get some soul-

satisfying salve by the kid from Red
Bank as he has a go on celeste on "Rob-
bins' Nest," which looks like the in-

strumental hit of the year, dear, and
doesn't make this devil one bit angry.

Victor misprinted the label on several

thousand copies (Robin's) and they've

since become collectors' items. We've
been using it as a theme on the fat old

1280 club and it's a boot every time we
realize 'twas etched for us. It's good
music besides. Flip releases gushing by
Jimmy Rushing on "Your Red Wagon"
and it'll be your red wagon if you miss

this waffle or Screenland or the Colum-
bia Record shop on your local station.

(Victor)

DINAH SHORE: Melissa's mommy
puts the baby down and winds her lovely

tonsils around two slabs of Baclava
(Turkish dessert) from "Casbah" by
Harold Arlen and Leo Robin

—
"What's

Good about Goodbye" and "Hooray for

Love"—and George's gal lays down all

the facts about what sells so many paja-

mas. Lucky Melissa to eat her spinach

to such nice vocal chiffon. (Columbia)

PERRY COMO: Homogenized cream
from the kid from Canonburg, Pa., who
raises your ear with "Haunted Heart"
from "Inside U. S. A." and "Carolina

Moon," the oldie which still shines so

fetchingly. P. C. always flips a nice lip.

(Victor)

KING COLE TRIO: The King has

taken unto himself a queen, Marie El-

lington. What a fine wedding it was!

Champagne flowed like the tonsils of

Nathaniel himself do on "The Geek,"
Nat's first instrumental be-bop that is

down with it, found with it, bound with

it and around with it. A groovey trip

down "Natmare" Alley. Just a twist of

the wrist'll get you "I've Only Myself to

Blame," as mellow as that wedding cake.

(Capitol)

LES PAUL: Void a mound of the

"New Sound" 'bout which there's been
so much to do. 'Tis achieved by Les mak-
ing a recording, putting on the earphones

and recording again and again over his

original cookie with different types of

guitars, which he builds himself. Com-
prenez? Result on "Lover" and "Brazil"

is an intriguing, unique mess of sharps

and flats that puts hustle in your cor-

puscle. No woofin', all those guitar parts

are strummed by Les himself, which is

not apple pie. Rare talent, this kid.

(Capitol)

JO STAFFORD: No bout adoubt it-
Josephine's been taking baths in honey
or something 'cause she's leaning on that

bell better than ever. Comes on rich as

velour on "It Was Written in the Stars,"

from "Casbah" and does just as beauti-

fully on her tummy on "It's Monday
Every Day," a haunting affair that's

from another planet, Janet. (Capitol)

FRANK SINATRA: Looks like every-

body's been trekking to the "Casbah"
'cause Nancy's Daddy's twined his thorax

Screenland

around another sample from that pic,

"For Every Man There's a Woman,"
which is slightly Oriental and Calypso
at the same time, but above all it's

Sinatra, and that's better than cherries

jubilee. T'other face, the slender sender

is tender on "I'll Make Up for Every-
thing," probably meaning that "Dum
Dot" deal some weeks back. Axel Stor-

dahl's got him covered like molasses on
these and "But None Like You," a fresh

Ray Noble effort that's as sleek as a

pearl, "the world's full of people but none
like you," just how this kid feels 'cause

you've been laying that linen on me like

good rascals. Flip finds "Hoe Handle"
with the Johnny Guarnieri trio breathing

sweet breath into an oldie, "We Just

Couldn't Say Goodbye." Ear caressin' as

a French lesson. (Columbia)
ALSO EARWORTHY: Tex Beneke

and company with "Cherokee Canyon,"
"St. Louis Blues March," a screamer,

"Beyond the Sea," a concert production

with a mess of strings, and "Strange and
Sweet" with the throat of Larry Stevens.

(Victor) . Elliot Lawrence's "Shauny
O'Shay" from "Look, Ma, I'm Dancin'

"

and let the begorrahs fall where they
may. Roz Patton chirps. Flip's an E. L.

original, "Sugar Beat," sweet little treat.

(Columbia) . Eddie Heywood: "Hey-
wood's Boogie" and "The Continental."

(Victor) . "Good News Album" with
June Allyson, Pete Lawford and Pat
Marshall and all the wonderful things

from the pix. Right from the sound
track, Jack. (MGM) . Woody Herman's
"Sabre Dance," which gives off sparks,

and "Swing Low, Sweet Clarinet," ap-
pealing squealing by Mary Ann McCall.
Kay Kyser's "Worry, Worry, Worry"
and "There Ought to Be a Society," cute
novelties. (Columbia) . Jerry Wayne's
"Dickey Bird Song" and "Encore,
Cherie," a fine soundmaker. (Columbia)

.

Dick Haymes' "Your Kiss," gorgeous
wax. Patty Paige's "There's a Man in

My Life," will be the song in your life.

(Mercury)

HOT!!!

KAY STARR: What sturdy, dynamic
plumbing this chick has! When she

throws her head back the heavy cargo of

sharps and flats will have you supine.

And I mean like wine. 'Cause this frail is

loaded with jazz feeling and it surrounds

every breath on "Mercy, Mercy, Mercy,"
and "You Gotta See Mama Every
Night," and you can every night at

"Slapsy Maxie's." One of the greatest

jazz singers of the day. (Capitol)

JIMMY LUNCEFORD: Columbia's
rebaked a brace of Lunceford classics

that were grooved in 1939 and they're

like the weather. Jimmy's band was one
of the institutions of jazz and these are

prime examples—Sy Oliver's arrange-

ment of "I Love You" with Earl Car-
ruther on baritone sax and Paul Webster
on trumpet. Dan Grissom sings. Flip

features Willie Smith on alto and the

vocal effusions of Sy Oliver, Trummy
Young and the Lunceford Trio

—
"Ain't



Red Cross finds eager workers in Fred

Robbins, chairman of popular orchestra

group, and Basil Rarhbone, chairman of

legitimate theater group for fund appeal.

She Sweet." Of those great Oliver ar-

rangements. They jumped! (Columbia)

ARNETT COBB': "When I Grow Too
Old to Dream." Two parts of walking,

walloping tenor sax by one of the most

exciting tenor sax cats blowin', my man
Arnett, who's been recovering from a bad

back and is jumpin' as before when this

cookie was fried. All of the skill and in-

fectious beat of the powerhouse pipe

comes through here, 'specially side two,

which'll make your 5 o'clock shadow

come around at 1. Tres interesante, this

treatment of a waltz as a fox trot, har-

nessing it to a jazz beat and still holding

the melody. Gone! (Appolo)

ANITA O'DAY: "What Is This Thing

Called Love," "Boot Whip," "Mala-

guena," "I Told Ya I Love Ya." Oh,

puddles of purple passion! 'How that

O'Day chick comes on when she wants

to! Ever since her days with Gene Krupa
she's been great and it hits you right

where you bellow, fellow, on these slic-

ings which're loaded with scat that'll

have you flat like a mat. These'll show
you why she's so widely imitated by so

many canaries today. Sends you and
brings you back! (Signature)

FROM THE MAN IN GRAY

Buckets of billets-doux, Sue, but keep

'em comin'. Makes no never mind if it

takes a while to answer you, have pa-

tience and gimme a chance to crawl out

from under this mountain of linen. These
questions are comin' out of my hair.

Dear Fred: What's Danny O'Neil's latest

record, where can I write him. and what
happened to the "Teentimers Show" you
were on ?

Sincerely.

E-. W„ Hayward, Calif.

Dear E. W.: "Peggy O'Neil" is Mr.
O'Neifs freshest. You can dig him at

Majestic Records, N. Y. C. The "Teen-
timers" Club is back on every Saturday
A. M. at 11:30 with Johnny Desmond
and this kid on Mutual. Hope you hear
us.

Recordially, F. R.

Dear Fred: What's doin' with Jessie

James' Daddy, Harry? Haven't heard

much about him lately.

Sincerely,

D. D. Raper, III, Latta, S. C.

Dear DD: Harry's on the New Philip

Morris show on CBS with Dinah Shore

and Johnny Mercer and you can dig him
every week. Besides which, we spin his

waffles all the time on the Columbia
Record Shop.

Recordially, F. R.

Dear Fred: Who made that wonderful

cookie of Ray Bloch on "Espanharlem"

and "Jealousy" and where can I get it?

Sincerely,

Jan Norman, San Francisco, Calif.

Dear Jan: That's on a Signature label,

honey, and if you'll direct your 6b's to

the jump dumps in Frisco, you'll have no
trouble.

Recordially, F. R.

Dear Fred: Give with some info about

my boy Andy Russell, who puts hustle

in my corpuscle. He's my dream man.
Sincerely,

Isabel Valles, Phoenix, Ariz.

Vera Zambrano, Los Angeles, Calif.

Dear Isabel and Vera: Andy was just on
the "1280 Club" while he was at the

Paramount Theater in N. Y. and we had
a ball. His freshest biscuit is "Easter

Parade" and "I Cried for You" and you
can dig him on Mutual every week on
his new show for Betty Hutton's boy,

Ted Briskin, who makes those wonderful

Revere Cameras. Marion Hutton and the

Pied Pipers are on the show with Andy.
He first saw the light in Los Angeles.

Write him c/o Capitol Records.

Recordially, F. R.

Pauline Correia, New Bedford, Mass:
Jack Owens made "How Soon" famous
and then everyone else recorded it. He's

leading his own band in the midwest. . .

Sheila Thuna, Toronto, Canada: Address
Mel Torme c/o Milton Carle, Lincoln

Hotel, N. Y. C. . . R. Sylvia, New Lon-
don, Conn.: If you want that Mae West
record, write to the company she made
it for. They'll give you the dope. Sounds
like it's gonna be tough to grab it.

Rosemarie Stracher, St. Louis, Miss.:

Ray Eberle's doing very well with his

band and was a big click at the Click in

Philly. He's on a tour of one-niters and
theaters now and is on Appolo Rec-
ords. . . Mrs. A. Russell, N. Y. C:
Think Jerry Cooper's got a wonderful set

of tonsils and they're all wrapped around
the Diamond label. . . Raymond Heiny.
Noblesville, hid.: You can hit Jane
Powell with linen e/o MGM, Culver
City, Calif. . . Joyce Morra, N. Prov-
idence, R. I.: Haven't heard anything
about Carmen Cavalero hurting his

hands unless he played too fast one day
and one of his fingers flew off.

Address letters to Fred Robbins,

Screenland Magazine, 37 West 57th

Street, New York 19, N. Y.

THE NORMAL WAY
TO REDUCE

MELT FAT
Take Off Pounds-Take Off Inches

In the Privacy of Your Home

HOLLY BATH
NO DRUGS!

NO LAXATIVES!
NO EXERCISE!

Why not relax while re-
ducing? Lose weight the
easy way, with this new &eoo-<

pleasant, harmless method. "

No longer need you torture M
yourself with violent exer- -

cises, or take the risk of H
dangerous drugs. And no
more starvation diets. Just
take a warm, soothing Tl

HOLLY BATH, resting and
relaxing for 15 minutes. By
following the pleasant,
healthful HOLLY BATH
method, you will be de-
lighted and amazed at the
way your fat and bulges
just seem to melt away.

EASY! HARMLESS!
If you are normally overweight, the

more you use the HOLLY BATH method,

the more weight you lose. Why not re-

duce the same way so many Hollywood

film stars do—the same way used by the

most expensive and exclusive Hollywood
Reducing Salons— the easy, harmless,

pleasant HOLLY BATH way. Say good-

bye to your fat and bulges—to your heavy
waistline and hips— at a trifling cost.

The HOLLY BATH method is an amazing

new way to reduce superfluous fatty

tissues on most all parts of the body.

HPPl A large size jar of

FkEES special Formula HOLLY^mfcBa • BATH Body Cream and
"Body Beautiful" will be included ab-

solutely free with your order for HOLLY
BATH. To achieve best results, this

Special Formula HOLLY BATH Body
Cream should be used after each HOLLY
BATH.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Your Money Refunded!

10 DAY NO RISK TRIAL!
Use the HOLLY BATH method for 10

days at our expense. If you are not de-

lighted with the loss of weight, if you
don't look and feel better—return the

unused portion and your money will be

refunded in full.

CLIP AND MAIL COUPON TODAY!

HOLLYWOOD VITA PRODUCTS CO. DEPT. SC-6
3453 Cahuenga Blvd.. Hollywood 28. Calif.

Please send me postpaid, one package of HOLLY
BATH and large jar of special formula HOLLY
BODY CREAM with "Body Beautiful." I enclose

S5 00 cash, check or money order. If I am not
delighted at the results in 10 days I may return

the unused portion for a full refund.
Califoimans Add 21/2% Sales Tax

Name-

City Zone State

NOTE: If ordered C.O.D. send no money, pay
postman $5.00 plus postage and C.O.D. charges.
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Mr. Average Joe

Continued from page 23

When does a man

start slipping ?

The moment comes to every man.

The moment when he realizes that
the days of his peak earning power are
over . . .

That some day not so very far away
some younger man will step into his
shoes.

When does this time come? It varies
with many things.

But of one thing you can be sure. It
will come to you as surely as green
apples get ripe—and fall off the tree.

Is this something to worry about?
Well, yes. But . . . constructively. For
that kind of worrying can lead you to
save money systematically.

What's the best way to do this? By
buying U. S. Savings Bonds . . . auto-
matically. Through the Payroll Savings
Plan. Or through the Bond-A-Month
Plan where you bank.

Either method is virtually foolproof.
It's automatic. You don't put it off.

There's no "I'll start saving next
month"—no "Let's bust the piggy
bank."

And when you really do need the
money—when your health fails—or
when you're old and ready to retire

—

it's right there waiting for you. Four
shiny dollars at maturity for every
three invested.

So why not take this one step now
that will make your future so much
brighter?

Get on the Payroll Savings Plan

—

or the Bond-A-Month Plan—today.

Sure saving because it's automatic

-U.S. Savings Bonds

Contributed by this magazine
in co-operation with the

Magazine Publishers of America
as a public service.
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foot around with the politic and polite

by-passes of social amenities. He wants
to do things quickly, directly. He hopes
you have the intelligence to understand
this. There is something about Burt Lan-
caster that makes practiced charm and
graciousness seem a little dishonest. It is

an honesty as penetrating as the glance

of a child.

Strangely enough, this honesty stems
from a childhood spent in Little Italy,

one of the toughest neighborhoods in

New York. For, although Burt's father

made a fair living as a postal clerk, four

children are not easily fed and clothed.

Mrs. Lancaster had to budget her hus-

band's twenty-five dollars a week care-

fully. Cheaper rent meant more grocer-

ies, nicer Christmases, more clothes. But
the rough neighborhoods where cheaper
rentals could be obtained were a constant
source of worry to her. She never missed
an opportunity to show her children that
meticulous honesty was the greatest of

all virtues.

When Burt was very small, she sent

him to the store for a quart of milk. He
bought the milk and returned home with
the change. The grocer had given him a
nickel too much. When he handed the

money to his mother, she said, sharply,

"The man gave you five cents extra."

"I didn't even look at it," Burt pro-

tested.

"Well, you should have," she said. "He
might have cheated you. You have a re-

sponsibility to him to see that he doesn't

give you too much or too little." She sent

him back to the store, on a very hot sum-
mer day, to return the nickel.

This made such an impression on Burt
that a few years later, when he was still

a kid, he couldn't pocket a twenty dollar

bill he found on the sidewalk. He'd never
had more than a quarter in his whole life,

so twenty dollars looked like a million to

him. Nevertheless, he stood there for

hours on a freezing winter day waiting

for someone to come up and claim it

—

hoping they wouldn't. When he had just

about decided he had waited long enough
for his conscience not to bother him, a
woman rushed up. "Little boy," she said,

"did you find any money?"
"How much?" Burt asked.

"A twenty dollar bill."

It almost broke his heart, but he hand-
ed it over to her.

Although Burt's mother died when he
was sixteen, her forceful personality left

a strong imprint upon him. She was a
strangely self-sufficient woman, who
minded her own business, believed in the

philosophy of live-and-let-live. She never
called on anyone to help her; settled her

own problems; made her own decisions.

If anything happened, any kind of trou-

ble, she would never go to the law.

One night around ten o'clock, Burt re-

turned home after seeing Lon Chaney in

"The Phantom of the Opera." It was a

gruesome picture, and Burt was scared

as he hurried through the dark alleys of

Little Italy. Perhaps his actions looked
suspicious to the cop on the beat. Burt
ran up the stairs to where he lived. "Ma,"
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he said, "there's a cop following me!"
She went out into the hallway, and the

cop asked, "Did a little boy come up
here?"

"Yes, he's my son," she said.

"Are you sure?" asked the cop.

"He's my son," she repeated. "Now go
on and get out!" She took him by the
shoulders and threw him down the stairs.

He never came back, not that night—or
any night.

"She was like that," says Burt. "In a
sense, she always felt she was one against
the world. But she was a generous per-
son. When bums come to our back door,
she would never turn them away. She
would feed them, give them an old suit

of clothes. She never preached. She never
said, 'Why do you drink?' She wouldn't
care. That was their business. When they
had finished eating, she'd say, 'That's all

now. On your way.' She wouldn't let

them hang around, but she never tried to

tell them how to live their lives."

Burt's mother wasn't given to emotion-
al outbursts. If he did something that
pleased her, she'd say, "Go on, get out of
here!" although she might be on the
verge of tears. She really loved her chil-

dren. But tenderness was not part of her
makeup. She was a very practical woman
who wanted her children to rely upon
themselves. Sometimes, today, Burt finds

this brusqueness part of his own person-
ality. If he is really moved, he tries to

hide it.

His father was a wonderful balance.

Calm, quiet, mild, he gave his children

what Burt's mother could not. He told

them stories, played ball with them.
There was a sweetness to his manner that
drew his children to him. As a pair,

Burt's parents were a happy contrast.

The purposeful drive of Burt's mother
was tempered by the gentle understand-
ing of his father. And this gentleness is

also part of Burt's makeup. It contra-
dicts his seeming abruptness. It is evi-

dent in a voice that sometimes has a
rather soft quality. Occasionally, you see

this warmth in his glance. It is disarming.

They say you can tell a man by the
company he keeps. When Burt was six-

teen and going to New York University,

he was the Voice of Authority on his

block. He was "a college man." When-
ever the kids in the neighborhood want-
ed to know something, they'd say, "Let's

ask Burt. He's educated." One day, he
was on a street corner in the middle of

such a discussion when a .very tough
little kid, Nick Cravatt, took the oppo-
site viewpoint. Burt knew Nick slightly,

but it was after his discussion that they
became friends because Burt admired
Nick's thinking.

Burt is not impressed with himself. In
explaining his sudden rise to fame, he
makes no attempt to gild the story. "Tal-

ent has nothing to do with it," he says.

"It's like having a frying pan, a couple
of eggs, but no butter to fry them in. A
lot of people kick around this town for a

long time—because there isn't any but-

ter, so to speak. I was lucky."

Just as his mother didn't infringe upon



the rights of others, Burt doesn't use his

prestige as a famous personality to soap-

box his philosophy of living, his key to

success, his beliefs or his views. "I think

it's presumptuous of anyone to decide on

a philosophy of life," he says. "When you
start talking about the things in which

you believe, you get into pretty nebulous

territory. Everything becomes pure con-

jecture.

"It's like this. The other day I was dis-

cussing the un-American activities with a

friend of mine, a very brilliant lawyer. I

was wondering what the outcome would
be when it came to the Supreme Court.

What actually constitutes the rights of

man? He told me the viewpoints of the

dean at the Harvard Law School, a man
who is supposed to be the greatest living

authority on the Constitution. The law

of the land, says the dean, is the o-pinion

of the Supreme Court, their interpreta-

tion of the letter of the law. They see

what is NOT written down.
"And what do they see? In order to

know how these men would vote, you'd

have to know their backgrounds, where
they were born, where they were brought

up, their educations. If you knew that,

you'd know how they would vote. For
their interpretations depend on the sum
total of their own personal experiences.

In other words, whether something is

right or whether it is wrong is purely a

matter of human interpretation. That's

why I think it is silly to philosophize on
a way of life. Your way of life is gov-

erned by your own reactions to situa-

tions, and those reactions are determined

by your experiences in the past. No one
person can set down rules for another

because we have all lived our lives differ-

ently."

Such individual thinking sets Burt
Lancaster severely apart from Holly-

wood's yes-boys. Despite the fanfare of

publicity, with its attendant temptation

to make a good story better, you get the

feeling about Burt that he is telling you
the truth in as plain and unvarnished

manner as possible. Of interviews he says,

"You've got a job to do, and I've got a

job to do." The impression he gives is,

"So let's get through with it."

Fortunately, Burt's life story needs

no embellishing to make it interesting.

The main difficulty is to tone it down so

that people will recognize its authentic-

ity. For Burt's very real story sounds
like a page out of an adventure maga-
zine. When his mother died, he left uni-

versity to join a circus. Nick Cravatt and
he had worked up a semblance of a rou-

tine on the bars, and they decided they

wanted to become acrobats. During the

tryout, Burt fell down three times, but
the owner put them on anyway—at three

dollars a week, and board.

They stayed with the circus for five

years, and in that time they moved from
small shows to big outfits like Barnum's.
When they realized they'd never make
any money in the circus, they went into

vaudeville. They had the same kind of

act, and played top houses. But after one
six-week stretch where they knocked the

agents dead and made a fast $350 per

week, Burt decided there was no future

in vaudeville, either. For there were long,

hungry periods without work. They
couldn't get any further than they were.

"We'd been acrobats for ten years," says

Burt. "If we had been second rate, I

wouldn't have given up. But there we
were—as good as we could get—and we
had one spot of work and three of none."

It was about this time that Burt de-

cided to give up show business and be-

come an average citizen. He was all set

to go on the road as concert advance man
for the Columbia Broadcasting System
at $6,000 per year, when the war came
along. He wanted to be an Army engi-

neer, but he was put into Special Service.

After three years he was about to get

his discharge, although still in uniform,

when he got into an elevator in New
York. Also going up was a producer.

Burt had a telegram in his pocket from
the Columbia Broadcasting System ad-

vising him the $6,000 per year job was
still open. But the producer took one look

at Burt and asked him to read for a cer-

tain part. Burt did and wound up in a

Broadway show.

During rehearsals, he began to worry
about what kind of an actor he was. He
asked Sam Levene, star of the show,

"I've been coming to rehearsals every

day, and no one is telling me anything.

What's wrong?"
"Nothing's wrong," said Levene.

"You're doing okay—that's why they

aren't giving you any direction."

Dramatic acting was a new experience

for Burt, although his years as an acro-

bat came in handy. He moved with

greater grace than his fellow actors. He
wasn't afraid of an audience. On opening
night, when the rest of the cast had but-

terflies in their stomachs, he was perfect-

ly calm. All he could miss was a cue. He
had had years when a miss meant death.

The show was badly timed—a war play

after the war had ended. It closed after

a brief run, but Hollywood paged Burt.

He was still holding his wire from CBS
when all at once he realized that every

time he tried to get out of show business,

Fate stepped in. He remembered that he
was all set to be an Army engineer, when
the Army decided Special Service was for

him. He was on his way to that steady,

reliable, $6,000 a year job, when a pro-

ducer saw him in an elevator. Now he
was still considering that nice, safe job,

and Hollywood beckoned.
In Hollywood, he tested with Lizabeth

Scott for "Desert Fury." Hal Wallis

signed him. The script wasn't ready, so

Burt's astute agent, Harold Hecht, lined

up "The Killers." Burt's sensational per-

formance made him the star of the year.

It's been almost too easy, and that is

bothering Burt a little these days. He
isn't living much differently than he has
always lived—no splash, no glamor, no
front. He thinks the main difference in

his life is that now he is able to do things

for the people who deserve them. He does

these "things" in sort of a left-handed,

brusque way—in much the same manner
that his mother would have done them.

Acting hasn't been too difficult, but he

would like it to be. He was glad that

his part in "All My Sons" kept him on
his toes. "This was my first difficult role,"

he admits candidly. "In playing Sivede

in 'The Killers' I didn't have much to do.

Swede was not too bright. He didn't

show much emotion. The main problem
was to keep him from getting monoton-
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ous. This play is different. The character

has more than one dimension. There are

scenes that must be played just over, or

under, the mood. You try again and
again, and you think you'll never get it.

But it's that which makes it interesting.

In 'Sorry, Wrong Number,' I'm a gentle

sort of guy, put upon by my wife. That
part is a challenge, too, because it's a de-

parture from rough and tough roles.

"Eventually, I want to get out of act-

ing entirely. It's not sufficient. It's dull.

I'd like to be a producer, have my hand
in everything. I'd like to fashion some-
thing and leave my own personality and
imprint unmistakably upon it." To leave
the imprint of the Lancaster personality

upon any film would automatically lift it

out of the ordinary!

You wonder what will happen when
Burt comes face to face with the ruth-
lessness that is part of any success story
where competition and nervous hysteria
color your judgment. He answers you,
"The only dangerous thing in this town
is that it's so easy to get snowballed.
You have to shape yourself up now and
then."

Perhaps that's why in conversation an
occasional smile crosses his face—when
nothing funny has been said. Maybe he's

giving himseif the once-over-lightly, shap-
ing himself up, looking at his perform-
ance, so to speak, and laughing it off a
little self-consciously. Perhaps he realizes

that as long as he's never going to get out
of show business, he might as well play
it straight.

June Forma Is

Continued from page 43

If you wish to know what stores

in your particular locality are fea-

turing the clothes Bonita Granville
is wearing on pages 42 and 43, write
to the following manufacturers:

Junior Formals, Inc.

498 Seventh Ave.
New York 18, N. Y.

Night Club Frocks, Inc.

525 Seventh Ave.
New York 18, N. Y.

How Young Can You Get?

Continued from page 38

shy grins cross his face and then he
added, "At least I'm excited about the

rushes. I look really older in them, so

maybe now I'll get out of that perennial

juvenile class. How young can a guy
get?" Then, turning serious, he added,
"Yes, I think the future looks good."

I've heard so many kids who have had
the same false starts as Farley yip about
how the world is down on them, how
they never get the breaks. They spend
their time feeling sorry for themselves
Call it frustration, inferiority complex,
what-have-you. But the question is: are

those kids really using the old head?
Does this crepe-Jianging session pay off?

"There's nothing worse than half an
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TEETHING PAINS

RELIEVED

QUICKLY

actor," Farley remarked when I told him
about the talk I'd heard from such young
fellows. "Not so long ago I ran into a
boy about my age who was suffering from
a complaint complex. The world was
beating him over the head with a shovel,

it seemed. He was a great actor, but no-

body appreciated him. That's the gist of

his remarks. I finally told him that if he
really wanted to get somewhere he should

stop that stuff. I told him that if there

was nothing for him in Hollywood, he
should go out and get some work in stock

companies back east or try to get in road
companies of hit shows. There's nothing
like stage experience, anyway. But he
couldn't see it. It was simply that he
didn't want to leave Hollywood. So
many young kids won't think of disap-

pearing from the Hollywood scene for

even a brief moment. They think it's too

glamorous and exciting.

"Most of the kids who complain aren't,

and never will be, actors in the first place.

Why do they go on kidding themselves?
There are other professions besides act-

ing. I know that if I ever found myself
on the way out, I'd turn either to writing

or to painting. However, for those kids

who have the talent I certainly don't

think they should give up.

"When I came back from the service,

I had plenty of moments of being dis-

couraged. I suddenly saw how competi-
tive my field was. There are a lot of us

young guys in town, but there aren't

enough pictures being made with roles

for our types. And often if a good part

does come up for one of us, an older man
will play it. But it doesn't do anybody
any good to stay discouraged. During
my time off, I took piano and tennis

lessons to help occupy my mind. Then
Mr. Goldwyn very kindly advised me to

study with Florence Enright, the studio

coach. I worked with such people as

Virginia Mayo and Vera Ellen. We did

scenes from plays and had some very
thorough training. It was all great ex-

perience to me.

"I also made it a point to see as many
movies as possible. I like to watch the

work of other actors and actresses. But
I most definitely admit that there's no
young actor who has risen to prominence
in the last three years that I'd want to
trade places with. Those young guys in

pictures just don't send me at all, to get

into groove talk. The only person, in

fact, I would love to trade places with is

Fredric March. There's a real actor! I

think the young stars of today will have
to learn a lot more than they know if

they're to stay on top as long as Mr.
March has. I don't want any of this

flash-in-the-pan success!"

It's true that Farley has grown up
since I last saw him. The way he talked

proved that. There's less of the kid

about him, more of a mature self-assur-

ance. He's still young enough to enjoy
youth but he's settled down to a definite

routine. He's centralized his life and he
knows where he's heading. Also, where
he was once the dreamy eyed idealist

about his work, he's now looking at his

career more realistically, more soundly.

Much of this change is due to his years

in service. I remember talking to him
after he came back from boot camp.

Farley wasn't a happy fellow then. He
was lonesome and discouraged. But at

the end of his two and a half years, he
came out a much different guy. "I'm
very grateful to the service for what it

taught me," Farley went on. "I came in

contact with both men and situations

that I would never have met if I'd stayed
in Hollywood. Being too close to this

town can narrow your viewpoint. I

found that actors weren't the only people
in the world.

"Beside the important lesson of social

contact with all kinds of men, I also had
a chance to learn more about my work.
In Honolulu, I met Sam Wanamaker,
the man who rose to such prominence in

'Joan of Lorraine' and who is now in

Hollywood. He was directing and acting
in 'The Glass Menagerie' at the time, and
I spent every spare moment watching
the rehearsals. Naturally, I soaked in a
lot of knowledge that was valuable to

me. So far as the service is concerned, I

consider it a great teacher, a great

developer."

As for what Farley has been doing
away from the career line, meaning ro-

mance specifically, the status quo isn't

quite as definite. He's been rumored as

going about with almost every young
girl in town, but Farley hasn't been quite

as much of a Beau Brummel as all that.

"I've been going with Vera Ellen more
than anyone else," Farley admitted. "I'd

say she was the main girl in my life, al-

thought I have dated others too. I also

go with Ann BIyth some, too. I like Vera
and Ann because they're not the usual
career girl dates. Most girls who work in

pictures have a rather warped sense of

values. By that I mean the run-of-the-

mill standard type who must go to Ciro's

every night. Well, I want to get atten-

tion only when I've become a good actor.

I don't want to build my reputation

solely on being photographed at Ciro's.

Any girl who wants to go out just to

have a chance to show herself off at the
chosen places in Hollywood isn't for me.

"Vera and Ann are more sensible.

They're not concerned with gossip col-

umn publicity and they don't care any-
thing for being seen in the so-called right

places. They merely enjoy having a good
time, quietly and sensibly. And they
don't expect a guy to hock his home in

order to pay for an evening's date."

In this town where youth occasionally

goes dashing off madly to Las Vegas for

a hurried date with the preacher, Farley
also stands out as unique. He's making
good money for a kid his age, he realizes

he has a pretty good future, he knows the

kind of girl he wants to marry, so what's

stopping him from taking the fatal step?

"I don't like to make generalities, but
I don't think any fellow of twenty-two—
and that's how old I am—should be
thinking seriously of marriage," Farley
said flatly. "He hasn't got his feet planted
solidly enough in the ground to know the

score. Oh, I admit there's always the

possibility I might suddenly fall in love

and then I might discard all my ideas

and rush off to get married. But I think
I've barricaded myself against that. At
least, I hope I have.

"For one thing, I have too much to

accomplish first. I want to become more

When your baby suffers from
teething pains,just ruba fewdrops
ofDr. Hand's Teething Lotion on
the sore, tender little gums and
the pain will be relieved promptly.

Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is

the prescription of a famous baby
specialist and has been used by
mothers for over fifty years. One
bottle is usually enough for one
baby fortheentire teething period.

Buy it from your druggist today

DR. HAND'S
TEETHING LOTION
Just rub it on the gums

D0R0THEA#25
Blended for Femininity

A highly concentrated, long last-

ing toilet water of distinctive
fragrance — romantic-lingering-
delicate. Charming HAND-
WRAPPED PRESENTATION
PACKAGE. Order DOROTHEA
jj 25 TODAY!

4 Ozs. Only $2.00 Includes Postage and
Tax. 5 Day Money-Back Guarantee!

DOROTHEA i
6XTt7.

YOUR POEMS AND LYRICS
Set to music for copywriting, your own use or publishing.
All work done by professional musicians! Completed song
accompanied by a record and becomes your own property.
For further information write—Your Songwriter Service,
2820 W. Vienna Ave., Milwaukee, 10, Wis

Pain soothed Promptly

BOILS
BROUGHT TO A HEAD

Nature often causes a boil to come
to a head and thus ease painful

misery .. BUT .. doctors agree that

moist heat coupled with a poul-

tice action helps bring boils to a

head quicker. An easy, practical

way for you to apply moist heat

is by using proven, world-famous

Antiphlotipnlogistiiie
Helps in 3 ways...l

—

eases pain and tension

... 2 — softens the boil,

relieving soreness . . . 3—
increases blood circula-

tion, localizes and brings

the boil to a head quicker.
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•AND LOOK 10
vYEARS YOUNGER !

• Now, at home, you can quickly tint telltale gray to
natural-appearing shades—trom lightest blonde to dark-
est black. Brownatone and a small brush does it—or your
money back. Approved by thousands—Brownatone is
guaranteed harmless when used as directed. No skin test
needed. The principal coloring agent is a purely vege-
table derivative with iron and copper salts added (or last
action. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting—does not
wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One application
imparts desired color. Simply retouch, as new gray ap-
pears. Easy to prove on a test lock of your hair. 75c
and SI. 75 at druggists. Get BROWNATONE now, or

Write for FREE TEST BOTTLE
Mention natural color of your hair. Send a post card
today—BROWNATONE, Dept. 326, COVINGTON, KY.

PICS AND PIN-UPS

OF MOVIE STARS
From one of the largest collec-
tions in the country— choose
original photos of your film
favorites. . . Also action scenes
from movies, past and present
8x10 Star or Pin-Up glossy prints
ready to frame or for album.
All photos are the finest obtain-

able! Send cash or money order. (No C. 0. D.'s).
4 for $1.00 or 12 for $2.50.
Additional charge for color.

PYRAMID STUDIOS Dept. H.S
352 West 44th Street, New York 18

• Opportunity for pub-

lication and advance

royalty. No charge

for melodies. Records,

lead sheets furnished.

Send song material

now. Write for details.

CINEMA SONG 00.
Dpt. D- 37 Box 670,
Beverly Hills, Calif.

ENTER THE

"Shameless" contest©A MINK COAT PLUS
A WEEK IN HOLLYWOOD!

WRITE FOR YOUR ENTRY BLANK
N4DAIR33 2950 W. SEVENTH ST. » LOS ANGELES 5, CALIF,

'Christmas Cards
p Make BIG MONEY showing 5 new lines of beautiful
Christmas Cards with name imprinted. Sells on

[
sight at 50 for $1, up. Quick cash profits! Extra dollarsJ^from lovely 21-card Assortment, other Christmas and *

Everyday Assortments, famous Matched Gift
Wrappings Ensembles. Nationally advertised.

J

P Get FREE samples of Imprinted Cards,
— Box Assortment on approval today. 1

r~m Send no money—write Dept. W-23.

Fascinating Book Shows How

YOU, TOO, CAN HAVE

A BEAUTIFUL NOSE

Nobody today need go through life with the
handicap of a badly shaped nose or other dis-
figured features. In "YOUR NEW FACE IS
YOUR FORTUNE," a fascinating new book
by a noted Plastic Surgeon, he shows how
simple corrections "remodel" the badly shaped
nose, take years off the prematurely aged face.
INCLUDES 90 ACTUAL BEFORE-AND-
AFTER PHOTOS. Book sent,
postpaid, in plain wrapper for only

FRANKLIN HOUSE, BOOKS
1102 Fox Bide., Philadelphia 3, Pa. Dept. Z-t

established than I am now. An actor's

life is far too uncertain to add unneces-
sary responsibilities before he's ready for

them. I think if I give myself a couple
of years more and know exactly what lies

ahead for me, I'll look upon marriage
much more seriously.

"Being an actor in Hollywood makes
it very difficult to plan a future. The
chance-like aspect of the work makes a
long range plan tough. The place is

paved with guys who had a good job,

bought a big home, took on problems,
and suddenly the job was gone and so
were all the things they had bought and
the dreams^ they had. In that respect,
Hollywood is a tough town and it makes
you tread carefully. Yet, in another way,
it's great for a young actor. Any young
and ambitious person wants to feel he's

conquering something, hurdling obstacles.
No place else is as challenging to a fel-

low's ambition and determination as
Hollywood. And I think that when a guy
meets that challenge successfully, he has
the background for a happy marriage.
At least the problems in marriage won't
seem too hard to hurdle then. Maybe
that]s too pat a way to look at the set-up,
but it seems logical to me anyway."
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Right in his mitt! Bing Crosby takes active

interest in his ball club, Pittsburgh Pirates.

That takes care of the romantic side

of Farley. As for his future plans—well,

after he finishes "Your Red Wagon," he
plans to go to New York for his first

visit. And what will he do there? See
the shows, as you might have guessed.

That's as far ahead as he's looking now.
Yes, Farley Granger has changed. He's

still the most idealistic actor in town, but
his ideals are now firmly imbued with
common sense. If he's given the right

breaks from here on in, he may very
well be a top star in a short time. Here's
a chance to see how Hollywood works.
Here's a chance for someone, Saumel
Goldwyn particularly, to make a big star

or throw away a fine talent.

What's ahead for Farley? Which way
will the town make him go? We'll have
to wait and see!

SCREENLAND

WOLF POISON!
There's one 100-proof way to guard your
door against this fellow's visit.

There's, wolf poison in every U. S. Sav-

ings Bond you buy. There's sweet security,

too—foryour home, your family and your-
self.

U. S. Savings Bonds are 100% guaran-

teed by Uncle Sam. They pay you $4 for

every $3 you put in, after 10 years.

Think of this profitable saving in terms

of future comforts and luxuries. Think of

the advantages it will mean for your chil-

dren as they grow up.

Think. THINK. THINK.

Then start saving right away—today!
Start saving automatically this sure, con-

venient way. Ifyou work for wages or sal-

ary, enroll in the Payroll Savings Plan—
the only installment buying plan.

If you're not eligible for this plan— if

you're in business but not on a payroll-

ask your bank about the equally practical

Bond-A-Month Plan.

REMEMBER—U. S. Savings Bonds are

poison to wolves!

Automatic saving is sure saving

-
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5 DRESSES $2.49 (used)
CLEANED AND STEAMED

NYLONS 3 PAIR S2.2S (Seconds)
Sensational bargains in new & used
clothing for the entire family.

SEND FOR FREE CATALOC
Money Back Guarantee

Union Mail Order Co., Dept. 30
303 Cherry St. New York, 2, N. Y.

WMmCROttAWAY
Just Send Your Name and Address
We will mail you this beautiful GLOW-
ING CROSS. Also FREE CATALOG
showing many VALUABLE GIFTS that

are GIVEN with FULL INFORMA-
TION on HOW TO RECEIVE THEM.
Enclose stamp or coin for mailing
GLOWING CROSS.
THE RELIGIOUS HOUSE, Dept. H.S.

7002 N. Clark St. Chicago, 26, III.

PERSONALITY ANALYSIS
Over 4.O00 words devoted EXCLUSIVELY to your in-
dividual astrological forecast in the Zodiac. This is
an unbelievable value and may change the course of
your entire life to health, happiness and wealth.
Send 10c (coin) to cover handling & postage. State
name, address, married or single, and birth date
(year not necessary).

JEANNE OF HOLLYWOOD
1265 N. Hobart Blvd.

Dept. H.S. Hollywood 27. California

SONGWRITERS
POEMS WANTED AT ONCE

Send Your Poems, Any Subject, for Imme-
diate Examination and FREE BOOK:—

"YOUR FUTURE IN SONGWRITING,"
RADIO CITY MUSIC ACADEMY

1674 Broadway New York 19. N. Y.

EN1ARGEMENT
ofyottfi Fai/offfe Photo
FROM FAMOUS HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
Just (o get acquainted we will make a beautiful 5x7

~* enlargement of any picture or negative. Be Sure to
> include color of hair, eyes and clothing and get oui

^ bargain offer for having your enlargement beautifully

hand colored in oil and mounted in your choice of
handsome frames. Limit 2 to a customer. Please en*

dose 10c to cover cost of handling and mailing each)

. ,^»—*W^T\V( enlargement. Your original picture or negative will

^TTTsiik

U

All IV bt returned with the FREE 5x7 enlargement post-

paid. Act cowl Offer limited to U. S. A.

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
7021 Santa Monica Blvd., Dept. 428, Hollywood, Calif.



Yvonne De Carlo
in Marston Production's

"CASBAH"
A Universal-International Release

Pan-Cake" Make-Up

and

Face Powder

color harmonized

to your

natural skin

color tones

Aftlber! . . .wonderfully beautiful, wonder-

fully different. . .a flattering, glamorous new

color tone created by the genius of Max
FactorHollywood in both Pan- CakeMake-Up

and Face Powder. Whatever your natural

skin tone there's an Amber shade for you...

a

dream color to give you new radiant beauty.

New glamour awaits you tonight. Choose

the shade of Pan- Cake Make-Up and Face

Powder for your skin color tone... see for

yourself how much lovelier you will look.

AMBER NO. 1

FOR FAIR AND CREAMY SKINS

AMBER-ROSE
FOR MEDIUM SKINS

AMBER NO. 2
FOR DEEP OLIVE SKINS

ALSO NINE OTHER COLOR HARMONY SHADES AVAILABLE

* Pan-Cake (trademark) means

Max Factor Hollywood Cake Make-Up

Color Harmony Make-Up. .PAN-CAKE BRAND MAKE-UP • POWDER-ROUGE • LIPSTICK



Helen

Neushaefer

WHYI
CHARGE ONLY10*

for my nailPolish
Even though it is the only nail polish in the world containing

the miracle, chip-proofing ingredient . . . PLASTEEN
A year ago I faced a serious decision

!

I was ready to introduce the first nail polish to

bear my own name. Everything was arranged except

one thing ... the price I would charge for it.

It was in a beautiful pyramid bottle. The shades

were up to the minute in fashion. The brush was of

superfine quality. And, in addition ... the polish con-

tained an amazing ingredient found in no other nail

polish at any price ... the miracle discovery of my
cosmetic chemists . . . Plasteen.

Plasteen was the answer to every woman's great-

est nail-do problem . . . chipping.

Plasteen not only helps to shockproof nails against

chipping but also makes my polish go on easier,

quicker, without "bubbles," and adds a new, star-

like brilliance.

This Was the Problem I Faced

Most every woman in the U. S. pays, either 10

cents or up to sixty cents for her nail polish.

Which price should I charge?

On the one hand, I felt that, if ever there was a

nail polish worth up to sixty cents, it was mine . .

.

particularly on account of Plasteen.

At that higher price my profits would be tremen-

dous. At 10 cents they would be merely modest.

I also knew that, at the 10 cent price, I would
have to keep my advertising and selling costs at a

minimum. I could afford no fancy boxes ... no lavish

window displays. I would have to buy bottles, brushes,

caps, etc. in million quantities instead of thousands.

These economies, plus the fact that I eliminate the

"middle man" profit by making my own nail polish

in my own plant (which permits me constantly to

control and check quality) enabled me to make my
decision . .

.

10 cents was the price!

At 10 cents millions of women are

now enjoying the benefits of Plasteen

... in contrast to the comparatively few

who could have enjoyed it at the higher

price.

I sincerely believe Helen Neushaefer

nail polish is the greatest value ever

offered in this country. You will find

it in 12 gorgeous shades . . . each con-

taining Plasteen ... at chain and drug

store cosmetic counters everywhere.

Distributed by A. Sartorius & Co., Inc., Fifth Avenue, New York 11, N. V.














